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PREFACE
The volume in hand is the second of the series of the
Histony d Nepal to be completed in four volumes.
The volume deals with events from the middle of the
8th century to 1760 A.D.
For the second volume, the title 'Medieval Nepal,
(740- 1760 A.D.), has been adopted. Here we have two
divisims d the work; (a) Part I, 740 ta 1530 A.D.', and
(b) Part 11, 'Nepal Divided : A History of the Three Kingdom
d the Nepal Valley, 1530 - 1760 A.D.'
The medieval history of the Karndi Basin is given in the
first part in confanity to the arrangement d the subjectmatter. This history is an account d the famous Khasa Kingdom
of the 12th and 13th centuries and naturally came within the
scope d the first part.
In the first edition our account closed with the event of
Prat5pamallaYsfather's reign (1641 A.D.) But this was an
abrupt clming. We have now a scientific basis for the divisicm
of history ol the work ccwas. We start the medieval age sinca
about the middle of the eighth century A.D. and end with the
rise of P~thviniiriiyqaShiih who laid the foundation of modan
Nepal in about 1760-68 A.D. The Part I of the volume
covers the period of history bqmning with the end of th6
Lichhavi period and ending with the division d the kingdom
after Ratnarnalla's death. The part I1 d this volume with
the title 'Nepal Divided: A history of the Three Kingdoms
of the Nepal Valley' narrates the events leading to the rise
and establishment af the three k i n g d m in the Vallqr of Nepal
and their eventual elimination at the hands d $thvinSEyqa
ShHh. Here we have made a slight change in the scape of
the subject cwered. This new arrangement we thmght was
quite lagical in view of the fact that the early histolry of the
Baisi and Chaubisi states forms the backpmnd oh the ~esiod

.

covered by the third volume, and fits in well to be incorporated
there.
The rise of the Baisi and Chaubisi dates from the early
14th century A.D. Just a little earlier to this time the ancient
chronicle (Gopila VamEvati) introduces into the main History
events of Khasia and Magar invasions i r m the Valley of Nepal.
But they do not occur since a k u t 1326 A.D. As it appears
from our histoq of the KarnHli Basin, the Khasa Kingdom
fell to pieces in the 15th century and new Rajput principalities
took its place. These were later known as the Baisi (twenty
two) princes. I think that about the same time the Rajput
dynasties had firmly settled in parts of the sub-Himalayan
ranges in the west of the Nepal Valley. These were called the
Chaubisi (twenty four). All these start their own histolry as
they grow up.
As we have already observed there was a flourishing Khasa
kingdom in the KarnZli Basin since the early 1 l t h century A.D.
We ha$veno evidence to prove the suzeranity of Nepal nilers,
over this state. We do not know if ever the jurisdiction of the
central kingdom, in Nepal proper extended to1 the areas occupied
by the Khasa Mallas and their neighburs of the G q d a k
Basin. Of course, with regard to ancient history no political
entity other than the one existing in the Valley of Nepal has
been traced for the entire stretch of the territories between the
Sapta G q d a k i and Sapta KoP and this entity functioned more
or less in Nepal prolper and the areas immediately surrounding
it in the four clirections. Quite possibly the Nepal rulers in the
climax of p w e r ruled over a kingdom not as much extensive
as the present day Nepal and sometimes even not larger enough
than the Valley of Nepal with the outlying territories outside
on both sides between the Budhi Gandak and the Sun K&i
or the T'2ml K d i . Probably the same boundaries continued
to exist in early medieval age so that excluding the region of
the Baisi, farther west, the history of Nepal prolper olf the time
could very well pass as the history of Nepal with its traditional
frontier lines between the Gandak and the Tam2 K&i. But
the same could not h d d ground in regard to the later medieval

p e r i d . T h e Sapta Gandaki Pradesh had by this time become
a scene of new activity and potentially rival political states had
emerged ta the detriment of the paver in the Nepal Valley.
I n this context the status of the usually functioning state of
Nepal had greatly changed. It was no longer a powerful and
dominating state as it used to be. Moreover under a condition af division, the unique personality of the state disintegrated.
Now the Nepal Valley states formed just noticeable entities in
the vast cmglmeration of petty states. Their history was not
the history of Nepal. This was the r e a m that we give the
title 'A History of the Nepal Valley' to the work dealing with
the history of the later p e r i d .
The Lichhavi dynastic history came to an end if not with
Jayadeva I1 definitely with his successor Sankaradeva, f o r the
epigraphic records of the period are not available after 740 A.D.
If the dynasty had existed further then the few inscriptions
coming after 740 A.D. should have appeared with the usual
titles of the Lichhavi kings, but these do1 not. The absence of
any records in their name is clear evidence of the dynasty ceasing to rule since about 740 A.D. As records were abundant
for the period preceding we are confirmed in our view that the
Lichhavi rule could not exist in the absence of any kind of
records. I n the arrangement of the text as it was my view
that the ~ i c h h k v iperiod was over with Jayadeva's succ-r,
I
completed my first volume with Ancient Nepal as its title bringing the narrative to a close upto c. 740, which could be the
last date of the Lichhavi dynasty. With the same consideration
I have started my narrative of the medieval history of Nepal
since the mid eighth century A.D. I did not follow such
writers who take the epoch year d the Nepal era as the starting point in this respect. By not following them I could cover
the history of the hundred years left between Jayadeva I1 and
Riighavadeva.
I t will appear later that from 1755 onwards the history of
the entire central Himalayan region is in a way the histo~yof
Gorkhii's ruling dvnasty which had acquired immense resources
and power to become the sovereign of a new political unit with

Nepal as capital. Now in the cantext of the rise and growth
of GarkhZ all these Baisi, Chaubisi and Nepal Valley states lose
their importance as separate entities as well as the positions of
that nature. At this stage their histolry is intimately bound up
with the history ob the different phases of the rise d the principality of GorkhH which was to become the k i n g d m d Nepal.
As tve describe the events of GorkhZ's rise: to stature, facts are
narrated dealing with the history of all tha states in the area
for the time. But this goes to the third volume. of our series,
which specificaliy deals with the history of GorkhH becoming
Nepal. The narrative in the second voluma covers events of
the history d the Nepal Valley only upto1 the rise of PfivinZrZyaqa, Shah, the GsrkhZ ruler.
The work has 10 chapters in Part I and 8 in Part 11. All
these chapters provide political history of the period, while
the last chapter in each part gives an objective study of
the social and, economic cojndition d Nepal at the time under
consideration.
I express my gratitude ta all those who have given me their
unstinted cooperation. in the preparation of this work, which is
a pioneer attempt in the field d Nepdese historical research.
In particular I am indeblted ta Mr. Shublha Bir Pandey for
typing the manuscript and laboriously undertaking allied duties
and to the publisher for the publication of the work.

Kathmandu,
June lst, 1961
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

In the absence of source indicating Nepal's tenitorid
extension, it is not only difficult but almost impossible to
determine how this country stood in ancient days in regard to
its frontier line.
However, Hiuen Tsang's okmatioln on its peripheral distance
may enable us to form a n idea of its geographical situation and
territory.
While Hiuen Tsang during his stay in India (629-644 A.D.)
w~otehis notes, he showed Nepal ( N i - p l o ) as a country
situated at a distance of 1400 crr 1500 li (280 ta 300 miles)
north-west d a ruined city, which lay about 100 li (20 mils)
north-east of the capital of the Vrizzi country. According to
him Nepal was reached after crossing some mountains and
entering a Valley 'about 400 li round'. He noted that the
country 'was a b u t 4000 li (1300 miles) in circuit and was
situated among the snowy mountains'. After speaking of Nepal,
the Chinese pilgrim says that 'from this going back to Va3d.i
( F - s h e - ) and crossing the Ganges to the south, we arrived
at the country of Mo-kie-t'o (Magadha) ". These lines are
reproduced from S. Beal's translation of the original oh Si-yu-ki.
As it must have appeared, Nepal is approached through the
capital of the Vrizzis but the journey back from Nepal is made
direct through VaiSZli. It appears that the route through
VaiiHli pasred directly northwards to Nepal, while the Vrizzi
one was a little circuitws. But from what Hiuen Tsang writes
Si-yu-ki: Records of the Wesdern World, translated by S . Bed,
Vol. 11, London, 1906, pp. 80-81.
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there was no country intervening between the Vrizzi country
and Nepal and between the latter and VajHZli. But here are
~1.eto1 take that VaiSHli and the Vrizzi republlican territory had
contiguolus frontier with Nepal? All this, holwever, is not clear
from the sta,tement. Apart frolml that, we are equally l d t in
dark about the route ta reach the Valley oh Nepal. By nolt
giving a description of the route to1 and from Nepal Hiuen
Tsang has intro~ducedconfusion as to the lolcatim and soothem
frontier line of this country. There is yet one more factor in
Hiurn Tsang's statement, which creates colnfusim and this is in
regard to the size of the country. Hiuen Tsang estimlatd
Nepal's circumference to have been 4000 li ( 1300 mila). This
means that the area which Nepal co~vers;at the moment was
practically the same which it had enjoyed in the ancient past.
But whatever might have been the position in the ancien,t
periold, we do1 not think that it was so in the medieval age.
Hillen Tsang's estimate s e m to have been somewhat exa~ggerated if we are not to s u p p w l that Nepal's size was cut off in the
period following Hiuen Tsang. I t was thought until recently
that as there was no political state in. the central Himalayas
other than Nepal and Kartyur (Kumaon-Garhwal) and that
Nepal aind Kartyur must have been fairly large entities toaching each other. Holwever, no one would agree that Kartyur
was as extenslivesol to1 reach the: basin of the Bheri and KarqZli
now lying within West Nepal. But more than that we have
seen that since the early ninth century A.D. there: ha,d grolwn
a sizable political entity in this region, which was ruled by a,
family of the Khasa tribe. This was the Malla kingdolm extending far and wide in all f a r directions. P o ~ i b l ythe frontier of
this state touched Nepal at the blank of the Kali Gandak. We
aisa find that in the eastern Himalayas no political entity comes
to1 our view in this period. But we are yet fax from determining
the easten boundary of the state of Nepal. We face several
quatiom in this connection; such as who ruled the Kiriita d d a
now constituting East Nepal? Who1 were masters over the areas
known as Sikkim and Bhutan today? We have no evidence of
Nepal exercising its sovereignty w m these: regions. Neither any
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other state from the Gangetic plains seems to have hold on

them.
I t was, however, wrong to say that Nepal in ancient days
comprised only the Valley known today as the Valley of Nepal.
As we shall argue it might have included more of tenitory
beyond the Valley on four sides. H. C. Ray said that the
kingdom was no larger than the area cwered by the Valley.
But he is definitely wrong as will be evident from the following
discourse. Hiuen Tsang's observation that it was 4000 li (1300
miles) in .circuit, however, exaggerated g m to refute this suggestion. But it is certain that Nepal had not enjoyed the posessim of a much expanded area to compare with what it has
commanded taday.
As for Nepal's borderline in the Terai, it is also still a matter
of conjecture. The graffitto d Ripumalla on the ASokan Pillar
in Ltimbini suggests that the Khasa kingdom d the Mallas
extended as far as the river G+?ak in the Terai. But nothing
can be said of the areas east d the Gqdak. Did the present
international boundary in the region f o r m the traditional frontier
between Nepal and its swthern n e i g h h r ?
The natural frontier in the region is the eight mile wide
forest b d t that extends from the Gar;lda,k to the Kdi. Soruth
of the folrest belt lies the Terai. The northportion of the
Terai falls within Nepal, while the swuthern prtim, belongs
partly to North Bihar and partly to North Bengal. This plain
is fertile but enjoys a very unhealthy climate. It is ya difficult
to see if peoples other than the Tharus had lived in the ancient
past to face its inhospitable climate.
I t is unlikely that peoples either used to temperate or cold
climate as that of the Nepal Valley might have settled down
i i ~the Terai, which always was the homeland of the Tharus.
Malaria and ather inclemencies of the Terai weather might
have equally discouraged peoples living quite south in VGZli
or MithilL to try tcr settle d m in this area. But stray attempts
to occupy the region might n o t be ruled wt. However, this
would provide na clue to the state of Nepal's southern boundary.
Since the early medieval period North Bihar was a hunting

4
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ground for adventurous rulers of the Indian subcontinent, who
were struggling against one another for the making of an empire.
Perhaps the Pdasr from nearby Gauda were the fir* to arrive.
In the years from 9th to 11th centuries Chalukyas, KZlZchuris, Chamddasi, GZhadwala and R5graktitas also1 tried their
luck although none of them could secure more than a transitolry
fmth011dthere. The PZla m l m f r m Dhm,apZla to Mahipala
held Tirhut under them although many times their claim was
contested and they had to yidd ground.' What is remarkable
is the absence of a local ruling dynasty in North Bihar throughout this period. The corollary inference about the influence of
the almost anarchic condition, of this area on Nepal can only
be to say that its boundary remained untouched. Pra,ctically
speaking not only places inside the pesent boundary of the
Nepal Terai, but also those: a little far outside from it towards
Nolrth Bihw da not passes authoritative records of domination
by my power, lolcal or external, until we come to Nkyadeva?~
time. Thus if we venture to observe that until the 1lth century A.D. the Nepalese maintained their hold intact on their
p o d m in the hills as well as on the Terai to the immediate
south, we shall not be wrong. I t is also quite likely that the
belt: between, the BZgmati and the K ~ a l i had
i
belonged to
them intermittently. I think that the same was the case in
regard to the area between the Gaqdak and the BEgmati.
Previous to the rise of the Muslim Sultanates the KargZtaka
ruler NZnyadeva had snatched a good partion of this tract and
added to his tenitory. He and his successors had also established
his capital in Sirnraongarh situated within this belt. Nanyadeva's kingdm must have extended as f a r as the forest belt.
Since his time the area of Nepal was confined to the hills north
of the forest bdt. I t is certain that even earlier to1 Nanyadeva's kingdom od Mithilg, the colntrol Nepal exercised over its
pomesiolns in the Tmai was practically nominal.
In the 16th century one of the kingdom of the Nepal Valley
had under its jurisdiction the mart of Hetaura just on the
H . C . Ray: Dyn.astic History of India, I , pp. 272-80.
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northern foothill of the Churia range. There was yet m e more
kingdm in the vicinity controlling the forest belt and Terai.
By this, it was understood that even in the ancient and early
medieval periods, Nepal's boundary did not stretch further than
the Churia range. There is a temptation to accept this sugges
ticm for various reasom. Foremat of these k the fact of any
sort d cultural trace indentified as Nepalese being absent in the
area outside the Churia range.
But as we also do not notice influence from the other side,
the inclination will be to regard the Terai region as neman's
land. The forest belt was, of course, the natural boundary of
Nepal. Neverthdes it will not be wrong to viualise the existence of some sort of loose hegemony of Nepal over the tract.
This we say because Nepal had a stake as through this tract its
trade route passed and it was obvious that for reasons of security
also the Government could not leave the region to its own care
as falling outside its jurisdiction.
Political frontier lines often shifted. But Nepal though it was
much limited in area neverthelm seems to have enjoyed a
stable frontier with the neighbaurs both on the west and the
east. As for the frontier in the south we do not think if it was
alsa disturbed. The kings of the neighbring countries in
pesent day North Bihar and Bengal were not impetuous en0ug.h
to disturb their northern neighbour who was protected well in
his natural surroundings.
As for the area under actual control we can say without any
risk of refutation that Nepal as a plitical entity had all along
throughout the middle ages colmprised tenit&
watered by
the Seven Gqdaks and the Seven K&is in the mountains and
in the upper reachesl of their flow in the Terai,3 the arpa what

6
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is k n m today as Bhitri Mad& (inner Terai or lowlands) .
All this expansion d territory which Nepal cmprised in the
period we deal with, was, hawever, except the valley of the
B Z p a t i with Ncpd proper and adjacent areas desolate and
thinly populated and at the same time full of wild tribes and
little administered. In the eighth century A.D. as we guess, the
settlement of tribes accumed more or l m the same way as it
stands today. The Tharus lived in the immediate mtskirt d
the kingdom in the south. They inhabited the warm land just
outside the dense belt of forest, which was also1 the natural
frontier. We do not say with certainty if the Tharus were
politically united with the Nepdae. There are virtually no
records to establish whether they were politically united with
Nepal or not. But the Southern. state d any time did not also
extend its jurisdiction to secure the loyalty d the T h m s . In
the history of Magadha the Tharus do not at all figure in
VGZli and MithilZ. The Tharus might have played solme part
but it is much t m difficult to assign a definite role to1 them in
the history of these entities. They were certainly living in close
proximity to the main c i v i k d centres of VGZli and Mithili.
However, they seem to be tatally uninfluenced by the civilisattion of their southern neighbaurs. I doubt if we could establish
a state af political relationship between the Tharus and VGHlians or Maithils. But they would not have been as well associated with Nepal either. Prolbablly they inhabited an undefined strip d unhealthy territory, which neither Nepal nolr its
southern neighbour coveted. Na natural barrier separa,ted them
from their m t h e m neighbours but apart frolm the dialect I do
not think they imbibed any traits olf the latter's civilisatian.
All the tribes scattered throughout the length
the Terai
over 800 miles, such ~ I S Jthe Tharus, RZjava~Sisor Kolches and
Meches shunned contacts both with Nepal and North Bihar.
The tendency to avoid contact with the civilislatioa was also
visible with the Tamangs who lived in the north and the west
as well as in the east olf the Nepal Valley. This tribe under
different caste names (Gurung. Munni, Sunuwar) settled in
the broad hilly region watered by the Hinldayan riven from
0 1
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the Gaqdak to the Dudhkdi. We know f o r certain that the
rulers of the Kathmandu Valley did not maintain any kind uf
cultural contact with these tribes. This is evident from the fact
that a l l of them are precluded from the influence of the culture
that flolurished amongst the N w k . There are a, few culture
spots in the tribal area but t h m were settled by the peoples of
the Nepal Valley. Bgida Dolkk, a b u t 60 miles straight a t
from, Kathmandu, only two places outside the Valley are often
noted in documents, one the fort of Nmkot (called Nawakwatha) eighteen miles north-west and another, PalZnchok
situated at the same distance to the north-east. A f a v other
unidentified sites could be marked w i t h a, limit of 60 miles
om bath sides, but not farther than that. It appears that on all
sides Nepal had territories which were being regarded as
Nepalese only nominally and in d e c t the Nepal Valley m t i tuted what in reality passed as the kingdam of Nepal. It may
be recalled that all reference to Nepal applied to this Valley
which had also within its confines nourished a highly advanced
culture, the like of which did not exist anywhere in the central
Himalayan region. But yet one mare factor rendered the @tion unique. While throughout the far flung heights and dalm
of the southern slopes of the Himalayas, not one tract escaped
an almost savage existence, the Nepal V d e y was like an Oasis
in a naturally rich but culturally extremely backward
surrounding, where: in deep contrast life and culture worked to
bolast of a prideful human achievement. Further more, whateyer might be its territorial six, and level or the standard of
culture the fact remains that Nepal had led an indqend&t
existence in its histmy far away from the political influence of
the Gangetic plains.
We have practically no information from any source whatsoever in regard to the details of Geographical features of the
V d e y of Nepal or of the mute negotiated to reach it. This is
true also of foreign mirces until we come to the account of the
Christian missionaries who travelled t h m g h N e p l either to
go to Tibet or back from it to return to their bases in India.
This leaves us in no possession of accura,te knowledge of the
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early topography of the land of Nepal far the early medieval
period. We have a treatise in Sanskrit calleld Nepal Mahatmya
incorporated inta Skandapurina, that attempts to1 show centres
of religious importance and from a Saivite stand point. But
this work was written comparatively late in the 17th century
while the various units d the Chaubisi principalities had appeared. Hence it daes not reflect the topographical situation olf the
places desuibed as they stood in the past. Moreover, the names
assigned in the treatise do not seem to bear resemblance to their
actual nomenclature. The work is so burdened with irrelevant
details of mytho~lo~gical
events and epiwdes that it has escaped
notice of relevant data. The Nepal Mahitmya does not provide
any idea od locatioln of different rivers within the two1 main
systems of the Gqdak and Kdi. While it comes ta list places
d pilgrimage in the Valley olf Nepal, the writer seems to have
entirely lost sight of topography altogether. So1 even if we think
to .txy to derive some e~entialknowledge out oh the jumbled
mass of mythical stories, the attempt to locate historical sites
shall prove fruitless. The Swayambhu P u r e a based on
Buddhist mythology also suffers f r m similar kinds d deficiencies
and weaknmes.
Now to the topography d the Valley of Nepal, it is situated
south d the Nilkaqtha Himal (25000 ft. high) flanked by the
second range oif the Mah5bh5rata mountains in a curvature.
There are three moire ranga intercepting in a series between
the snolwy range and the Nepal Valley. But the Nepal Valley
is an isolated plot unconnected with the mountain or the
riverine system on both sides. I t has its olwn watershed and
opening to the south, which is the only olutlet. There are two
main channels for its drainage flowing frolm the northern barrier
at a close range. These are known as the rivers B,Zgmati
an.d Vhurnati. Where these meet history created a setting folr
a high standard olf social activity. But as these channels are
not fed by snolw, and also as these pass through a sandy bed,
which soaks the shallow content, their utility a s drainage is
extremely limited. In summer for two months the bed is all
but empty; yet the sail fertile as it is and the Valley sprawling
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over the length and breadth of an undulating structure for its
area helps to carve out an existence which should not be
characterkd as really hard; life progressed not merely under
force ot necessity but a bountiful nature had provided also
means; to the Nepalese to improve their condition materially
and then the Valley af Nepal had in its own way lived an
existence full d vitality and creativeness with its awn contributions to human civilisation.
Outside the Valley of Nepal just one place called Noakot
(Nawakwatha or Navakost) in the west commanded a ridge
wmlmlking the swift flowing mow-fed and ever current TGiili.
PaEnchot (Palakhachma) was similarly situated with reference
ta the Bho$ia K d i in the east. Do1U RZjagrZm (Ejagaon)
farther east some sixty miles from the Nepal Valley has also a.
situation of a hill fort. The names t h e places h e in the
past are not much different f r m those they bear today so that
identification has become easy. Two m e centres, Banepa
(Binappa) and Panauti (Kqarnati) figure in ms. colophons
and inscriptional documents and these are yet known by the
same names. It appears that Naakot, PaEnchok and Dolkh5
pomased strategic importance. They were in a way military
outposts commanding the highways ta the Hinalayan border.
But Banepa and Panauti just outside the dries ot the valley
slmw t ~ mare
~ l urban centres in a flourishing condition, in
another green and f d e valley though d a smaller size. In
the 6th and 7th centuries Khapasi, a place just a mile east of
Panauti in the same valley seems to have been the only place
of sigdicance in this area as one inscription indicatg (Levi,
No. 12). In the west about twenty-six miles farher over a
ridge we have a stella d Jknugupta's reign (615635 A.D.)
and this equally shows the importance of the place called
Kewalpur as an outpost to1 command the highway from the
capital of Nepal to south western region d the kingdom and
thence to the northern Gangetic plains. At the advent of the
medieval period, h o ~ w m ,bath Khopasi and Kewalpur had
lost their importance as they no longer come ta be noticed in
the documents.
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The prehistory is briefly narrated in the volume 'Ancient
Nepal' and there is no intention to repeat here what has already
been said. As we bring the descripitim af variolus polliticd divisions into the last chapter of this volume, we aka do not think
it proper to deal with the subject at this stage. We shdl end
this section with an olkrvatian on the identity of the: sites
within the valley as mentioned in the mediewab records.
Although the chronicles speak of Deolpatan and Lalitapattan
(n~odemPatan) in connection with the early chronology of
the ancient period, we do not obtain colophon or inscriptional
reference to any of the three cities of Nepal, much lew to
olther townlets and villages, until we come to1 the eleventh
century A.D. None of the centres specified in the dolcuments
of our p i o l d are availablle in the inscription belonging to
ancient p o d (all in Gupta characters). Hiuen Tsang referred
to the Nepal Valley but never gave an idea of the capital city
or olther important centres therein. From the inscriptions traced
in different localities ot the valley we do not have to1 knolw
anything a h t the sites except that there used to1 be a Chancery
at MZnagriha and Kail&aktitabhavana (dm1 Bhadriidivisabhavana,); no indication as to the lolcation of the capital is
provided either. We have also seen that identification of the
sites under these names is hardly possible in view ol the absence
of any kind af relics supporting the evidence suggested. Thus
we confrolnt an almost insunnountable difficulty in trying to
look folr old sites and determine their identity.
But as we approlach the 1lth century, the references in our
documents to Kathmandu, Patan and Bhatga,oln are copio1us.
A little later, places like Nolakat, Palanchok, Banepa and
Panauti also colme into, the picture. We shall, however, deal
with the subject of their identity in the last chapter in connection with the description olf the administratiive condition olf the
time.

In the volume 'Ancient Nepal' the questioln has bleen dealt
with at great length, where considering all views put forth in
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that respect the author also made his own suggestion as to the
origin of the word 'NepZl' (p. 25).
It would appear that the author had based his conclusion
on the supposed non-Sanskritic origin od the name 'N@.
But the earliest reference to Nepal is in a Sanskrit treatise,
the Arthairistra of Kautilya. We may not bothex about the
date d this treatise, for at any r a t . this must Mmg to a period
earlier to the Christian era. Not only this fact but all the
Indian documents mentioning this country have the word
Nepila. We also find that the very first reference to Nepal, in
the Nepalese records retains the Sanskritic name (Gnoli,
n. LXI), and this invariably obtains as a rule in all the documents whatsoever. Nowhere the called indigenous name
'NepG' is in evidence, although non-Sanskritic names of places
do1 aften appear, and they are in abundance. This runs concurrently a h in Chinese texts, where the fonn used is Ni-PO-lo.
We had suggested that 'Nepal' is a Swkritised f m of the
Ki6ti word 'Nepi' meaning a central country (Ne=centrd,
pa =country) . According to MTaddel(Indian Antiquary, XXII,
pp. 292-94) Ne (Nge) pa may also: mean a sacred country, a
place d pilgrimage. It was said that such a feeling was current
amongst the Lepchas, and the meaning of the word to the
effect was conveyed in their language. Now, as 'NepZ' is the
word used as the name d the country by the Newarispeaking
inhabitants of the valley all inferences wme drawn cm that
score. All such nonSanskritic words get s u f i 'la' when transformed into Smkritic language, e.g. J h y i (~vindow)
=JhyGla,
Pasha (shop) =Pashala, Jyiva (tool) =JyGoal, bi (rent) =Baal,
etc. However, the absence of the word 'NepZ' in any context
of either the inscription or documents of legends makes it
difficult to say that 'Nepa' was the original expression. The
suggestion as to 'Nepi' becoming 'Nepila' could be accepted
if only this was established.
Uptill now, the line d thinking has been to take Nepal as
the home of an Indo-Mongoloid tribe, who also were regarded
to have given the original name to this country. It was thought
that because the tribe spoke a nm-Sanskritic dialect, therefore
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the name of the country cwld not be associa,ted with Sanskrit
vocabulary. Many including the author d the present work
built their premise: about the name of the cwntry sodely on this
u~derstanding. It was accordingly agreed in common that the
name current in the NevvZri vocabulary, i.e. N e p i was the
correct tenn for the name of the country.
But the ground for the: proposition is not so sure as it is
readily supposed. For one thing, the racial affinity of the first
group of settlers is yet undetermined. For another, it is well
nigh impossible in the present circumstances to define the
linguistic feature olf the wolrd and place it in ai distinct category.
The reasoning that Nepila was daived from 'NepGy was not
absolute. It could be said on a similar colmideratioa that
Nepdla was the correct f a m , and it became 'NepaY in the
moluth af the Newari-speaking people just because they would
not pronounce the three syllablic original.
We must have noticed that in the argument in either case,
the most crucial point hay been to place the word oh the choice
as the original.
But in the face 06 difficulties above listed there arises a q u e
tion, holw to prwe the original position of the wolrd 'Nepi' and
its precedence aver .'NepGlaY? A Nepalese writer (Sans. Parishad, Patra Nol. I, 1) suggested that the original word was
'Nepa'ra', and this came to be pronounced as 'Nepa'la' by the
people in Magadha who invariably rendered ra into la. But
'NepiiraJ is unknown either to the present generation or to
legends. I t would not serve the purpose either to identify
'Nepdra' with 'NcwGra'. The current expression used goes
without the last syllable in the latter as well and it is 'Newci'
and not 'Newa'ra.'
In records the t e r n 'Newa'ra' came ta be used since the 17th
century or al little earlier, and the people using this term in
their writings were outsiders. I t must be known that any kind
of surmise will have ta be built taking the expressions as they
are used in practice in our own vocabulary and nolt otherwise.
But even 'Newri' put as the original t e r n does not help the
issue without establishing facts of its very ancient existence in
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the vocabulary d a record of a concrete nature. These, howwer, we have failed to trace in any context whatsoever.
Sylvain Levi offered an explanation to say that the name
'Nepila' was derived from Sanskrit 'nipi' prefixed to 'ila'
meaning the foot of the mountain (11, p. 66) ; 'nipa' also meant
'a species of Aioka tree'. The French Scholar hinted at the
possibility d 'Nepcila' bemg originated from either. At the
heart oif the city of Kathmandu we have an Aioka tree, and
underneath an image af Ganeia bearing that name. A Nepalese
author BaburZm AchZrya, said that if we accept L-evi's suggestion, the resultant e x p r s i m would be 'Naipila' and not
'Nepila' (Nepila Sanskritic Parishad Patrika, I , i, p. 1) and
he &rnises Levi's praposition. But 'Naipila' and 'Nepila' are
so close that m e could be mistakenly pronounced for the other.
Apart f m the grammatical correctness of the term, Naipila
could be replaced by Nepila in ccrmmm parleys. However,
this is not the crux of the problem.
It has to be admitted that since the earliest time of history,
the country was known as 'Nepcila'. Here other pints at k c
will follow and we may pursue the argument despite the risk
of repetition. We said in the beginning that the non-Sanskritic
name 'NeljG' is not to be: found in any r e m d , whether inscriptions, colophons, chronicles or legends. We can dkmks the
Smkritic texts, as they prefemed to use the Smkritkd m
Sanskritic name. But how about the inscriptions that omit
'Nepi' amidst a concmm of non-Sanskritic names of numerous
localities in the valley? When the Chinese used Ni-Po-lo in
the 7th century,4 it was obvious that they knew of no term as
'Nepd'. Similarly if at m y time 'Nepd' had c m e to be used
in common parlance the records of the early and later medieval
age could not have forgotten to absorb the same. But nowhere
they do so, and obviously the rearon must be that the term
used in literary e x p r m i m by scribes was 'NepiZa'. It may be
borne in mind that even records going as far back as the 15th
century styled the present Newari as the NepiZabh3i; they
'Buddhist Records of the Western World, 11, ( S . Beal), p. 80.
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never indicated the country by the other word 'Nepi! All the
same, there is m e factor, which we cannot explain away at
ease. Whatever might be said to disprolve the suggestion, the
fact remains that 'Nepi' is the term for the country's name
used in common parlance by the Newars of the Valley, who
speak a type of mixed language.
The term must have colme as a legacy of the past. Either
it existed all along in the history or it came to1 be pronolunced
in that fashion at sometime or other due to1 some local influence
and continued to hodcl ground. Of course, the influence must
have b m overwhelming to exert such a pressure. But the
question is, holw such influence was brought
bear on the
linguistic structure of the name? We have to1 visudisc a situar
tion whew a type of Mo~ngolloid people dominated after
emigration. It has been said that the KirZtas were such people
and since their domination, the term 'NepiJ became current.
From our study 04 the ancient history d Nepal, we come to
know that the nonSmkritic names oh the places appear in the
inscriptiolnal recolrds as early as the 5th century A.D. This
presupposes a non-Sawkritic speaking people living in the
valley in the period much anterior to it. Sol, under this assumption it may appear that ' N e p i y came in volgue since about the
time the KirZti tribes secured colmpdete: dominance over the
valley. This time must be about the 4th or 3rd century B.C.
But why the w+ritmat all time: continued to adopt the: old term
'NepiCaY? Is it because of the fact that there ww never a t m
like 'NepiJ in evidence b(efolre them? But the contradiction
inhaen,t in the proposition is not solved. Is it then the fact
that 'Nepila' was the literary form and 'NepiJ was the commonly used original?
These are the anomalies we face either ways while putting
forward any point of view in respect d the name. The greatest
difficulty arises in our attempt ta reconcile the univelsal use of
'NepElaJ by the Newad speaking people: in the Nepal Valley
in their writings as late: as the eighteenth century.
We know that it is unconvincing ta s'ay that 'NepE' appeared
as a Kirlti abb~re~ia~tioln
of Sanskritic Ncpila. We halve also
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absolutely no evidence to accept 'NepiJ as the original term.
Moreover, in no available records from the earliest d m to
the very modem, there is no instance of 'NepZJ being employed
as the name of the country. In this context 'Nepila' automatically suggests itself to: the picture, b u t not as the Sanskritic
vemion of 'NepdJ. Whatever might have been its origin
Neplala seems to be the very original as well as the ever extant
term for the name of the country. But we have yet to find out
what really did give riss to this kind of name.
We do not intend to discuss apects of the historical association of the wm-d 'NewirJ as the same has had to be viewed in
the light of the meaning attached with the country's name,
'Nepcila' or 'NepiJYwhatever it be.
t

We intend to deal mly briefly with the subject of the racial
coI~npmitionof the people of the Valley of Nepal as the same
has been dealt with at length in the first volume. It will be a
sort of recapitulating the main p i n t s in that connection, which
I shall attempt in the fallowing paragraphs.
Since the remate past uptill the advent of the 14th century
A.D. the Valley of Nepal has received all kinds of settlers and
if not wholly, alrn.o~twholly all these came from the south and
southeast. I t is difficult ta estimate as to who were the people
to settle: down and when they did; specially with regard to the
very elarly settlers no archaeological and historical evidence is
available. For any connected problem we can mly resolt to
guess work to arrive at a conclusion. But one thing is definite.
This is the racial feature whew no one race or tribe predominates but seems to reflect traces of composite influences.
Undoubtedly the earliest settlers in the Nepal Valley were of
the m e stack as the MundG, K& and Bhils of the Chhotanagpur region in today's South Bihar. I t seems also certain, that
the Dravidians comprised the second wave of emigrants, and
they might hawe penetrated into the valley in their northward
expansion from the Gangetic plains. But these were literally
srm~-npedby the Kirstas at a later stage who: came from North-
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east India and spoke a language d IndwTibetan migin. They
were a mixed race and problably the same as the Mom and
Khmers d the IndmChinese region. For a considerably long
time these tribes had made North-east India their permanent
home. Subsequently they also expanded a l l over the east Gangetic
plain. The Kiratas were pushed into the hilly area of the subHimalayan tracts on being pressed by the Aryans who came as
far as the Gangetic plains. In c m p a r i m to1 the original settlers
of the wilil'theKirZtas appeared ta be a vigorous race. They
so dminated the mvironrnent that Nepal was subjected to
sweeping cultural changes, and novel dominant features were
introduced.

The language spoken by the peoplw of the Nepal Valley in
the 14th century was what is now c d e d NwZri. Document4
in this language are as old as this date. Earlier to1 this all
records appear in the Sanskrit language. But n m e s of many
localities are: expressed in t a m s that do1 not sound Sanskritic.
It appears that since early times Sanskrit had obtained a priviledged position. In the court it was the only medium of expression. I t might have been as well as oficial language off the
country as the decrees and charters incorporated in the inscriptions go to show. The language of the inscription without a
single exception is Samkrit. The mass od the people, however,
spoke Newiri. Now, analysing the different features ob new^we find that although it is peculiarly evolved in its own way,
it belolngs basically to the Tib~eto+Burmaorigin of the language.
NewZri is extremely influenced by Sanskrit; its literature has
50 % oh its vocabulary either adopted or derived from Sanskrit.
But the essential characteristic d a monosyllabic etymology
remains without exception in all cases;. All derivatives have been
received in monolciyllabic folrrn.
Who introduced this language into! Nepal? I t must be surely
the KirZta tribes who racially formed a branch of the Indoc
Mongols. They came en masse; ruling aristo~cracy, artisans,
traders and prolfessimals and also a small section of the peasantry.
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The local population was overwhelmed, and they merged
with the emigrants who had concurrently impmed their dialect.
The newcomers were in all certainty hardier in physique and
enjoyed a more dynamic culture. While the M t a tribes were
settled, the language they spoke had become the cammon
medium for all the peoples of the Nepal Valley, but not until
the local dialect had greatly influenced it. Similarly while the
twa peoples met, they gave birth to a composite race. There
were many more other emigrants to the Valley like the Lichhavis and Mallas. We cannot also rule out the emigration d
the Khasa tribes f r m the south and west. The Valley of
Nepal with the surrounding areas f m e d a tract situated in
between the Khasa and KirZta settlers. Naturally whatever
might have been the route of entrance the Khasas like the
KirZtas must have been drawn to the Valley. The Aryan
families mody belmging to priest and warrior classes f m e d
yet other groups of settlers who had a h mixed with the local
populace. All of these must have surely married into the nonAryan families. Once they entered the hills, the Brahmaqs and
Qatriyas k a m e deviationist. They could conduct themselves
ignoring the stringent rules d the scriptures. The offspring of
the marriage obtained high status of a second rank Gatriya.
Other castes tm from the Gangetic plains mingled with their
counterparts amongst the already existing. The likelihood d
some Tibetans seeking shelter in the Valley is equally there.
In the resultant situation, it was a composite race that was
given rise to. No one settler group could preserve its ethnic
isolation. We find it extraordinarily difficult to say exactly what
degree of intermixture had occurred and unless there k a scientific examination of anthropological data revealed it is also
impossible to establish which section is what and how much
integrated with whom. But oln superficial observation, certain
composite types can be specified. Broadly again, the fact of
integrated race personality can be established.
It appears that at many stages of contacts with the outside
world while emigration took place, the Valley of Nepal came
to be occasionally influenced by Brahmainical culture. Probably
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this was the culture which had surely produced the greatest
impact on the life and m c i q af the people of the country.
This accounts folr two things, ( 1 ) the prevalence d Sanskrit
Buddhism, and (2) comprehensive influence of Sanskrit in
Newk-. Both there: have shaped the V d e y of Nepal culturally
what it is today.

CHAPTER I1
SOURCES FOR THE EARLY MEDIEVAL HISTORY
(879 A.D.-1482

A.D.)

The period under consideration incorporates a history of nearl y six hundred y e m begnning from the founding of the Nepal
era to the end af the reign of Y ~ m a J l aw h m death had
left a divided Nepal wallowing in unrest and internecine
conflicts.
It is a much extensive period of history ruled by half a
dozen dynasties in succession in varied circumstances.
Becauseof colophon dam to support the dates of a particular
chronicle which is regarded as authoritative in the circumstances,
we have here a chronology since 998 A.D. onwards which
is if not wholly ascertained but at any rate rendered camparativdy much regular. Unlike in the case d ancient history it is
an advantagas factor for the early medieval period. Now
we do not need speculating and cleverly manipulating the data
offered to secure a readjustment of genealogical list to make
i t appear nearer to being correct as we had to for the time
preceding.
We shall find that the first ascertained reign bears the date
NS 40 (=920 A.D.) in v i m d a colophon datum of that date.
In the contents d an inscription the regnal date is NS 132 (June,
1012). The dates of the chronicle we have just cited cmld be
verified only since the former date. Pmblably the chronology of
the period can be arranged with m e degree of precision since
NS 1 19. But all the same the problem of setting right the
genealogy is not as simple as it may appear, far here we have
no~tonly an unascekained list of names for the time before NS
118 but there is also a gap at frequent intervals. It appears that
the gap persists and often shows itself at different: times throughout our period. This is due to the absence d colophon data
of a good many reigns, although this applies mostly to the
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beginning of mr paiad. We have alsa felt that for the reigns
determined within limits of the available: colophon data there
is yet much inadequate basis and yet our account has ta be
based on assumptions. I t is no easy task ta poduce a connected
history while even adequate data far a regular chronology are
lacking. This is our disadvantage; without the blasis d a trustworthy chronology, no history in the strict sense of the t a n
comes to be written. In the circumtances it has b m olur
attempt ta present a chronology near ta being exact as far as
the data permit. This task is facilitated owing ta large scale
colophon data and autharitative chronicle d the 14th century
made available to us and now we plrolceed with a surer chroaoc
logy and we have a background much clearer fm a history;
though the same nat quite info~rn~ative
as regards facts olf events
has nevertheless contained elements; d political narrative howsoever brief. But it must be bolme in mind that by this venture
we produce a very elementary kind of political narrative and
not a perfect and cmplete history of the period.
Up till a short time ago for the history of medieval Nepal
reliance was placed oln the erroneous account of the chronicles,
all of which were written in the beginning of the 19th century
and were mixed up with confusing mytholo~gicaland legendary
tales. But we no longer depend an them when we come to
deal with the history of the periad since the tenth century A.D.
Obviously, this is because our source materials are co~mparatively
more authoritative and can be verified with reference to1 fully
authenticated, established and dated events or recolrds. Source
materials are important for any history. They are more so
far ours, because thus far we are used to treading on a weak
p u n d and these are alsor strictly limited. For Nepal the writing
oi history o f f m a new field. But we have to knolw that even
the limited data are of much consequence to1 us. But they
cannot be accepted in their face value. Not all of them axe
messed to a required degree unlike those used for such fields
relating to the histolry of Medieval India;. But read assessment
o~f source materials is not the cmly concern before us. We have
also to perfolrrn a pioneer duty d collecting,fresh source materials
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ag in w r view there is yet enough to do as a spade work
in this sphere as well.
One thing which requires our special attention is the fact
ot the colophon data being employed in the fixation of data
far vaxiw reigns. This is a new feature of the m r c e materials
not to be found in the writing d history of the contemporary
period in India. Similarly, the case d a chronicle being
emplayed to offer a regularised chronology for the history of
a paid of six centuries might not be so peculiar to some m n tries of antiquity, which command vast histmica1 literature.
Hmveyer, ta many including Nepal it is not so, where literature
ot hktolrical interest is very pax.

The solurce materials extend over a vast and vpied field of
genealogical histolies called Vaz%Zv& (chronicles), manus
cript colophons, foreign accounts and inscriptions. We do not
have evidence of coinage f o r this p a i d as no mins are available. There are very few inscriptions far this p a i d . They
grow in number only towards the end of the period under
revim as we reach the time of Jaya Sthihmlla (NS 502-517).
For the period up till NS 501 it shall appear that barring a few
data of the type no inscriptional recwds have bewz found which
really tended to supplement the evidence of the manuscript
works as regards regnal years and it is aka true that in the
rna,terials available there is very little ta supply relative infamation about particular reigns. In this context inscriptions are of
little importance for the time until we came ta the reign of
Jaya Sthitimalla. Thereafter they becme important and some
of them throw a f l d d light on the history of the period.
We shall, however, deal with them at the end. Now let US
proceed to consider the nature d marerials other than the hw
cripticms. We start our dgcriptiin with the chmnicles.

First, let us take up the consideration of the chnlicla: called
Va~%Zvalisin Nepal. It will appear that in the main they give
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each in its own way a genealogy of kings with names and
duration of their reigns supplemented with a brief noting of
the principal events. Activities of religious nature find ready
mention as the events of the reign concerned. Certain mythical
stories e.g. of the appearance of a deity in dream or actually
in person Mare a king or a priest are also incorporated, and
some important events are associated with miracles. These
chronicles pmvide alsa an account d the origin -of festivals
through such tales and this approach is common with those
d comparatively recent origin.
Blraadly speaking the VarGZvalis can be classified into two
divisions. The first consists of works compiled during the reign
of Jaya Sthititmallar (NSI 500 and 5 15 = 1380-95 A.D.) , while
the second comprises those: written in the first quarter of the
19th century, at the instance of the then ruling authorities.
As far as the chrolnalagy of our period is concerned, we find
that the chronicles compiled during the reign of Jaya Sthitimdla's time are very reliable in the same: way as those belonging
tu the second group are thoroughly unreliable.
We call the former ancient or old chronicles, and, the latter
moldern or later chronicles. There axe three different works
of ancient chronicles.
(1) the one known as Gopa'larrija VamiZvati, which was
traced in the Nepal Gwernrnent Library by Cecil Bendall.
(2) the one used bly Kirkpatrick fm the historical chapter of
his book Account of Nepazcl; which in all probability is the same
work as.
(3) the 15 page manuscript in the possession oh F. M. Kaisar
Shumsher J. B. Rana,, Kathmandu.
Even though, the later chronicles are unreliable: on the whok,
they pravide clues to understanding certain obscure events and
reigns. Thus their utility even though of a much limited scope
cannot be disposed o~f. We have accordingly examined these
chronicles in solme detail both to demonstrate their false: narrative as well as to bring to light polints where reliance can be
placed on.
Of the three ancient works, the Gopa'lariija VamSrivaZi is moat
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important, and we begin the descripticm of the various chronicles
with the treatment of this V a m j i v d . The Gopcilarctja VamjivaIi has three divisions, about which we shall have an occasion
to say in greater detail a little later.

The ms. af the Gopitarija VamiivaZi belongs to the
G o v m m t Library in Kathmandu.' This was first brought
to the notice of the scholm by Prof. C d Bendall.* T h e Gopilarija Vamiiva-li provides a very accurate c h r c m d w and dates
f o r our period. These: have withstood the test and verification
conducted with reference to oolophm data and were faund
agrex3ng with the latter save anly in minor details. They present in the circumtances by far the most reliable dates of c h m
noloigy. The Gopa'lariija Vamja'vdi has three divisio1ns. The
best merit attached to these comes ocut of the fact that they were
written in NS 508-10 ( = c . 1390 AD) and the account they
give about our period are thmughly reliable. Evidently the
king of Nepal of that time had helped to m p d e a chronology
d kings d the country, and these were prepared in that course.
It can be g u d that the author might have taken sufficient
care to produce a reliable chmology. He a h might have compared similar wolrks then existing. The compilation probably
came after a close: scrutiny of facts and seems to have been based
on a wealth of data preserved by reliable writers at different
times.
The work is incomplete, of which, folios f m 17 to 63, i.e.
47 pages could be utilised. It appears that few leaf at the
beginning as well as at the end have been lost (three blank
folim also have been added together. Quite likdy lettem in
them have faded). T h e script in which the c h i c l e is written
is called Bhujimo, cme of the earliest c h a r i ~ t maf Nepal. We
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1583. 7. T h e ms. is in palm leaves measuring 11" X 6".
* CPMDN, I, Introduction, pp. 1-4.
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have in the fc~llmvingpages referred to this work in three divisions as separate chronicles treating them as Vi, Vi i, V" respectively on the line indicated by C. Bex~dall.~
At this stage we d e w it proper ta elaborate our description
of the chronicle a little further, r ~ o l that the readw has a clear
picture of the dacument. The first af course, surveys the whole
period from the beginning o~fthe mythical Golpiila dynasty dolwn
to the time d Jaiya Sthitimalla d d b i n g the went af his reign
up ta NS 507 blut the second and third only supplement each
other, the former (f. 30-b tcu 36-a) giving only dates oh royal
births and deaths asl w d m elf births and deaths of olther important personages bdo~ngingta the nob~ilityfrom NS 177 to
NS 396 is folllwed by the latter narrating events of reigns since
376 upta NS 509 with mare details. Strictly speaking the initial passages in the third do not give us a new periold olther
than the one touched by the s c m d . New events are noted
no doubt but up ta 396 the treatment i just in the nature of
supplementing the infolrmation of the fonmer. The third text
goes as far back as 352 (f. 38-b) and in a way can be regarded
ta have started its c h o l o l g y since 352. Only from folio1 39-b
new dates appear and the text jumps from 396 to1 408. All this,
however, should not break the unitary character of the two
chronicles comb~ined. The treatment is just the same in both,
and a~ for supplementaty notes, they appear again and again
a h in the third text. In so many places an attempt is made
to jot down nates irrespective of the sequence: of time. Sol this
factor alone does not b'reak the unity of the secolnd and third
texts.
In fact the V" and Viii m to be me single chronicle and
not Vi which appears to be separate treatise by itself. B,ut as
Bendall says 'there is a marked diffe~enceoh style and of certain
features d deslcriptitio a,ls~~in Vii and Viii4, we have to give
each of these works a separa,te designation. The Vi looks all
JASB, Ibid., p. 4 (CPMDN, I, Introduction).
CPMDN, I, Intro., p. 13.
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the more a different t r e a k viewed from this standpoint. As
distinct from V1' and V1' I the treatment ot subject matter is
a h different in Vi. In a few instances we have also marked
disslimilarity in dates and regnal data between V" and V"' on
the m e hand and V' on the other. A h the f m e r two are
much elaborate, while the latter is brief. But aU the same it
could not be said that the work of mpilation in the two
group is unrelated. Strictly speaking one cannot go independent of the other as the data together are correlative.
NOWto1 consider the language of the chronicle. The V' and
V i i i are written in old Newk- mixed with Sanskrit. But V' is,
if not wholly, written mostly in broken Sanskrit. In folios 28
and 29 there are passages in New5ri. Accmdmg to Bendall
'the language is; na doubt intended, for Sanskrit, but in obscurity
and a perfectly wild absence of syntax it rivals the worst wloi
phoos of the Nepalese my.Obviously a portion of Vi and the
whole of V i i i were composed at the time af Java Sthitimalla
w h m glory is profusely sung by the chronicler. The last portion is sol over-laden with bias for the ruler of Bhatgmn that it
has exaggerated the account concerning Jaya Sthitimalla to
the neglect of the sovereign ruler of the kingdom. In the words
of Bendall 'it seems as though the chronicle had been finished
off by the partisan d the king, i.e. Jaya Sthitimalla'. The V i i
begins i~ genealogy f r m the year 379 and ends with the yeas
509 the last entry being 509 Chaitra sudi 12 (f. 58-a). The
V i i i is the most important of the three as it has been presented
in the f m of a real chronicle. According to Petech it is analistic in form. Vi extends up to folio 30-a but for the reigns
until that of Anantarnalla it is much too brief. Thereafter from
(27-a-30-a)
it offers a little more details of info1rmatim. The
V i while giving the ancient chronology con mi^ the same mistakes as other chronicles do and therefore its account has to be
placed in the same category as those d Wright, Levi, Bhagwanlall and others. It is only when the chmology approaches the
10th century A.D. it tends to become mare and more dependable. But in spite d this drawback and the thm of them suffering on account d wide grammatical mistakes in language they
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have in Bendall's wards, 'put matters in new lighty, and as such
have immense value far the student olf Nepal history for the
p e r i d between 1100 and 1400 A.D.'
Because of the difficulty d understanding the language of the
nls. much of the materials contained in the treatise of Vii and
Vi could not be utilised for the histolry in olur volume. It is
the very early form of Newari dialect, which is in evidence in
the chronicle. As the chronicle was prepared in Bhatgaon it
appears that the language: adopted therein is much influenced
by the variety ob exprmion of local use and it beam the imprint
as different from the dialect spoken in Patan or Kathmandu.
The vocabulary therein is much different from the m a in use
at the present time. One would require a vast knowledge of
clamical NewZri in: all its aspects to1 be able to1 grasp the full
meaning olf the expression used by the chronicler. I supplemented my own, smattering olf NmZri by a literatmrys knowledge of a friend, but my expectation was not fulfilled. There
is a dearth d persons who p m w s a knolwledge of classical
Newgri. Since! same time past due to various factom the traditional schdarshipl in the field has completely disappeared. Tok
day it is hardly possible ta find one man erudite molugh to explain the passage of a treatise written in classical Newari. The
spaken language is divorced from its past, and the traditional
usage of orthography and syntax is forgoltten. In this condition
it is not pomible to derive as much advantage from the ancient
chronicle as was desirable. Nevertheless, as this chronicle forms
the only reliable bla,siis olf a chronalolgy for the early medieval
period and this could not be ignored for our purpotx, we have
made an attempt to utilise the materials offered to the best of
our ability.
I t will appear, holwever, that the language problem has yet
proved as much difficult to tackle as befolre and because we
have not been able to read through many passages, m r account has suffered a great deal for lack of details, and for the
See Hafa Prasad Sastri's preface to the same; also Bendall's
Introduction to CPMDN, I, pp. 1 to 4.
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same r e a m it is also not unlikely that some impatant .events
might be missing from the narrative. As a matter of fact, at
least a hundred year's history at the end becomes obscure on
account d the passages not being intellqgble to us.

The ms. of the V ~ ~ v a inI i+on
of F. M. Kaisar
Shurnsher J. B. Rana was probably written in NS 469, at which
date the cht-mo11ogy stops.' I t is just a fragment written in
thick Nepalese paper in folios serially attached as pages. It has
fifteen pages reduced in seven and half fo~lim. Some pages are
t m at the margin in the left caner, which has rendered the
first few lettm in these difficult to read. On the outer side of
the last there are three scribbled nates in 3 short lines. The
first of them b to show that the work was copied from the miginal om Chaitra sudi 4 roj l (Sunday) of 859 NS, by one
Surnanaorathasirfiha. The second line shows the date 859
Srivana sudi roj 6 along with the expression Sukhula bha
Syika, which is not intelligible. In the third line the date is
855 Asidha sudi 4 of 855 and the following words in Ne~vZr-i
say that 'the Tirhutiay took gold'; what this means is not clear.
The chronology starts with a name, d which only Deca is
legiblle. This must be Rudradeva (I) who according to the
chronicle ruled as far as B h ~ t i n t a r a . The
~ pation dealing with
the earlier period is either lost or deliberately left out by the
copyist. T h e last folio is & apparently irrelevant as it gives
the genealogy of NZnyadeva's s u c c in~ a different context.
The text virtually agees with Vi except in a few cases. Commenting on the text Petech said, "Towards the end the ms.
gives m e dates and other additional material which is mostly
abridged from Vi but is often badly ~olrupted".~
Petech read it as corresponding to Condur Dec4 of Kirkpatrick

(P.8 ) Library Catalogue n. 171.
Pp. 7-8.
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As we read Kirkpatrick's histofrical sketch there is no doubt
that ha gat his information out of the: source of VK, which
was complete with the ancient portion. Kirkpatrick in his sketch

does nat give more than a list of names and dates. I t is noted
that the even& described tol~ardslthe end of the ms. are not
fully transcribed in it. But all the same: the chronollogy he reprolduces is fairly dependable as far as the early medieval perid
For the late medieval period Kirkpatrick must have molther
source for his infomation.
In our text for the sake d reference while we have to1 refer
to Kirkpatrick's sketch we have simply put Kirkpatrick; but
wherever the original ms. has ta be cited, we have used the
abbreviated form, VK following L. Petech.
We are indebted to Petech for reprolducing the text of VK in
his book. For the first time our attention is d r a l m to1 this work
through his endeavour, although it was lying in the collection
for many many yem. I a importance may nolt be s o much in
v i m of the more extensive material contained in the Gopilarijn
Vamjivali. But as an additional source material confirming
the account of Vi it has its own utility. I n the present volume
we have used the data of this chronicle prwided along with Vi.
The reader will nolte that I have also compared Petech's repraductioln, with the olriginal. The reprolduction ofn the whole
is satkfacto~ryand there are: only a few cases d misreading,
which I have corrected and marked in fmtnoltes in course of
my treatment of the subject.
The next category of chronicles we have to handle here is
the group of chronicles knawn as the later chronicles.

AU these chronicles are written in the language what is knolwn
ar:NepZli today. Nepiili is the olfficial language 04 Nepal since
1768 A.D. No chronicles in NewiirS composed except t h
we have already referred to above are sol fax traced and solme

~
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fragments of me, which deals with the events of a few of the
early 18th century have been traced, but the same fall outside
the scope of the period we have in view in the present treatise.
The later chronicles constitute the p u p used variously by
Wright,' Bhagwanlal Indraji,l0 Levill and the copy called
Sanskrit chronicle, and another one in N e p Z as usual (also in
my possession). The Sanskrit chronicle is all in verse. I think
this is the same one occasionally referred to by Petech under
that name. I have fo~llowedPetech in adopting the name Sanskrit chronicle for that work. This is not a published work. But
I p a s m a copy of the chronicle with me. I have, however,
not seen the work referred to by Petech, which he says, is lying
in the collection of Prof. Tucci.
Danid Wright's chronicle was written by me Guviiju (Vajriichzrya priest of a section of the N m a r community of Ma&vodhi vihZra, Patan) and translated into English by Munshi
Sheo Shankar of the British Residency who was misted in this
task by anather GuvZju GunZnanda, Wright himself having
edited the translated work. Wright published this chronide
under the title 'History of Nepal translated from the Parbatiya',
in Cambridge, in 1877. Bhagwanlal Indraji seems to have used
a copy of the same chronicle. He has given a resume in his
article on 'Some considerations on the 'History of Nepal', which
he published as a paper in the Indian Antiquary, XI11 (1884),
pp. 411-28. This also appeared along with the inscriptions in
a book f o ~ mwhich is a reprint from the Indian Antiquary
under the title, 'Twenty Three Inscriptions From Nepal Translated from Gujerati by G. Buhler, Bombay, 1885'. The chmnick used by Levi in his Le N6pal (History 04 Nepal', 11,
Paris, 1905), in pages 172-239 is compiled by one Siddhi N K yava olf Dea Patan. It appears that the chronicle in the hands
Edited by Wright, Cambridge, 1877-Translated from Parbatiya by Munshi Shewasankar.
lo Some considerations on the History of Nepal, IA, XI11 (1884),
pp. 41 1-28.
l1 Levi, Le N6pa1, 'Histoire du NCpal', Part I, pp.193 ff.
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o! Wright and Bhagwanlal Indraji were written by one who
\\-asa Ruddham5rgi while Levi's was the work of a pierson
who professed Saivism. But this has not cololured the genealogy
and legends of the chronicles, which all s m to1 be similar in
all the three of t h m . Oblviously these are colgnate comp3latim
presenting a chrmollogy picked from identical source. I do1 not
think if anything else: could be said d the copies of the chre
nicle olther than these, far example the Sanskrit chronicle, my
own copy of the VatkiZvali, Hodgsoa's India Office Library
m. 29 bisl4, 29 blisl5-b, 29 bisl5-b, 29 bIisl4-b~,and Cambridge
University Liblrary Add. 1652, though some of these: differ from
others in detail. However, the chronicle in my possession show
some important points oi difference in narraativesl. By c m parison it appears that there were two different chronicles circulated side by side. These emanated from, a common source
and shared broladly errors in common, but there was difference
between the two, which was mostly noticeable in the fact that
my chronicle tends to1 approach colrrectness folr the latex period
since NS 740.
We may put the copies handled variwsly by Wright, Bli, Levi
and Hodgmn in Group B1. Thorn differing from them should
be classified to1 have belonged ta Grolup B2. Of the latter, the
chronicle in my pomession can be particularly cited for infolrmatioin. I have found that this chronicle seems to1 be a recension
of a commoa chrolnicle from which manuvcripb nolw in the
Daxbar Library, National Library, Kaisar Library and in possession of a few persons in Nepal were copied. One of the special
features of this c h i c l e is its tendency to becolme authentic
both in matters olf facts and dates as we approroach the fourth
decade olf the eighth century of the Nepal era. Since this time
again it affm more or less: a colrrect version olf the history o~f
the period uptill NS 888, when the Nepal Valley wasl conquered by the ruler of Gorkha. For the pe~ioldpreceding we can
cite numerous ins(tances olf differing accounts. Rudradeva is
mentioned to have ruled as far as Chakumbhot which is not
noted in Group B' chrolnicle. Unlike Group B1, this p u p introduces Rzghavadeva as the founder of the Nepal era oh 879
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A.D. The story of Sakhwal (see below) is there, but the name
of the ruler is different from the one given by the gmup B1
chronicles. R5ghavadevaysname a h figures in the ancient chronicles off Kirkpatrick and VK. He came to reign in Lalitapatan
as the monarch d one of the two kingdoms of Nepal. The
existence of dvaircijya before Eghavadeva is also attested by
VK and Vi. But the Group B2 giving a parallel set of names
confuses the issue. All the same this is something new judged
in c m p ~ with
n the account of the other chronicles. Similarly in line with the Group B1 chronicles of the later times, it
brings into the scene NHnyadeva in NS 9 in the time of Jayadevamalla and Anandamalla. But this altogether ornits the
dynasties af BhZskaradeva and M r n a d m and proceeds straight
to1 NHnyadeva whose descendants rule Nepal uptill the advent
ol Jaya Sthitimda. We alsol note that the t r a m a t d NZnyadeva's dgcendants is the same as that of the Group B1chronicle.
as the fifth successor of NPnyadeva.
But it calls Har&hadeva
However, the description of the interval between his father's
death and himself dorm not differ in any way from, that of the
other group. The time covered by this interval is 225 years and
it is said that all this while the Vaisya Thakuri of Nolakolt were
ruling. Then we are told that NHnyadevaysfifth succernr Harasimhadeva came ta Nepal from. Simramgarh m Pausa 9 of
Saka 1245. But nor reference to the Muslim conquest of Simramgarh is made in the account. As we proceed onwards to
ddineate the chronollogy of H a r e h a ' s descendants the account tallies wholly with the description of the Group B1 chronicle. The account olf castes, however, is different and this is
more in consonance with facts as they obtained in contrast to
the one presented by the other group. A little later we shall
discuss some of the mws of the later chronicles in general.
We shall have olcmiom tor critic& some more of their false
statements. I think that for the present the above will suffice
to p r m t a comparison between the two g r o u p of the later
chronicles. The reader, however, slmuld not forget while instituting a comparison that both the groups of c h ~ c l taken
a
in general are thoroughly unreliable as source materials for
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the history of Nepal of our period, (C. 740-1530 A.D.). In
either of them there might be m e cmect statements but it is
difficult to judge them and m the whole the account is so dis
torted that even a few cursory citations of factual data lose
their weight in the mass of g r d y fictitious tales of a chronicler.
But the Group B2 is w h d y c m m t as far a s the accolunt of the
period since 740 goes except for that d Bhatgaon.
The chronicle B2 carries the events in its dmriptim upto
1882 A.D. About this time Maharaja Bir S h m h e r , the third
Rana Prime Minister had consolidated h i position. It appears
that although the compilation of the chronicle was done fifty
years earlier during Bhimsen Thapa's piloting of the state affairs
the writer had added ta it in instalrnents narratives of events
until 1882. We do not get the name of the cmpder. As the.
work differs only ta a small extent from Group B1 chronicle as
far as our perid is cancerned it is quite likely that the sources
far both the ChrOinicles were: c m m m fw the major partion d
the narrative. The near cmect version af Group B2 for the
period since 741 is attributed to a different compiler who1 drew
his materials from reliable m r c e s unlike the original compiler
working on the whde of Group B1, who had rendered the
entire chronicle unreliable by drawing from sources of doubtful
value. I t is a pity that men those events that olccurred fifty to
sixty years previous to the compilation of the chronicle have
been wrongly dated and their facts misrepresented. There is
one thing more about the cholice af chrolnicles by Wright, BLI
and Lwi. By what chance they gat hold oh the Group B1 chrw
nicle and missed the other olne, Group B2? If it was Group B2
publicised, thoae interested in Nepal might have obtained more
accurate information of at least the later medieval periold of
our history. The Group B2 is a widely circulated chronicle.
I have examined more than ten manuscripts which are a l l
copies af the same text. If Levi was keen enough for a copy 1
do not think his search would have g m e in vain. Obviously
the narrative ob the late medieval period in Levi's history would
have imprwed if he had been able to avail of the text of the
chronicle.
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For the criticism of the chronicle Group U1 we rcproduce
below the statement of Bhagwanlal Indraji and Levi. It should
be known that the same criticism applies to Group B2 chronicle
in sol far as the narrative covers the ancient and medieval
period upto 1600 A.D.
Bhagwanlal Indraji wrote a b u t these chronicles. 'It is
evident that though this Vaxi65valis contains many elements of
historical truth, it p o w s a no value whatever as a whole'."
S. Levi has practically the same opinion to express about
them.13 Both he and Bhagwanlal found that the chronicla
cannolt be relied on for their chronology and history, as these
have been virtually distorted beyond recognition. But a l l the
same Levi and Bhagwanlal put reliance on these chronicles for
some of their observationsIf there was a reason to reject t h m chronicles while Levi
and Bhagwanlal had j u d s d them, there is a greater basis for
dismissing than today as works of history in view of a large
number of reliable data of the manuscript colophons and
inscriptions being traced so far since the time of Bhagwanlal
and Levi published their volumes."
The later chronicles are totally useless as source materials of
history. They have indulged in introducing unreal dynasties
and have made a great cadusion between them and also as
regards dates of contemporary rulers who are placed one after
the 0 1 t h ~irrespective of their allied dates. An idea of this misplacement may be obtained from one instance and this is
regarding the Nlnyadevita and Vlmadwites who were
contemporary rulers as verified by ms. data the one ruling in
Tirhut and the other ruling in Nepal, but they are so placed
in the genealogy and that one looks to have fallowed the other
and the difference in time amounts to nearly two hundred
P. 42.
l31, p. 193.

l2

See for full criticism IA, XIII, pp. 413 ff; Levi, 11, pp. 87 ff;
I, pp.. 202 ff. See also H. C . Ray, T h e Dynastic History of North
India, pp. 185-232.
l4
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years.15 On top of it the chrolnicler forgets that NZnyadeva's
dynasty never ruled in Nepal. The dynasty is intrcrduced to
falsify the factual genealoLgy d the time. The chro~niclen
suffered fram a lack of definite knowledge on the subject and
also from an olbsession that they have insufficient materials and
chronological lists in their hands, which certainly did not cover
the five thousand years od Kaliyuga, they wanted to1 colnnect
their history with. Each chronicle for that matter starts to
depict its account since the very dawn of Kadiyuga. It was to
them quite necessary in order to keep u p the reputa,tion of
their past that this history was ta be associated with the Mahibhirata.16 So the fact olf c o n t m p r m e i t y was sacrificed and
kings who ruled at me and the same time were made to1 rule
at periods very distant frolm each other ,,But this alo~ne:could
not suffice to answer fully to the needs, for with the limited
number of names and under ordinary calcula,tim of regnal
years there c m e s a big gap otherwise remaining unfilled up.
Accordingly, they took a recolurse to lengthening reign periods,
sometimes even 80 years were allotted and thereby the adjustment was effected.17 But all these have rendered the whole
texture olf a chro~ndolgyunreliablle. We have: rulers and many
such of them ruling only three years according to ms. works
but the same are given 20 olr 30 or 40 years od rule by the
Wright, p. 138; Bendall, Nep. Cat. (Intro.), p. 29 for the
correct date.
l6A grvat war fought in India near Delhi at Kuruksetrla between
.the two powers of Kuru and Pi?zdarras. No1 authentic evidence is
available bearing on this war. The N v a l VamjZvalis attribut'e to
one of the names of the Kir5ta dynasty a gallant heroism on that
occasion. But only three generations after, they bring Buddha in
the scene, which proves beyond doubt that the chronicler had no
idea of the date of Buddha or A h k a and least of all, of the date
of MahCbhCrata.
l7 Read as above Wright and BLI for a distorted picture of the
history of the period. Bendall in his introduction to CPMDN, I
tries to correct this distortion in the light of the data of the ancient
chronicles and ms. colophons.
l5
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chronicles,l8 stretching the reign paid to a ridiculous length.
The idea preponderant had baen to make an arbitraxy adjustment of regnal years. We hwe all rulm dcwn to Harasirhhadeva antedated by fifty or sixty or hundred w even five
hundred years as we go1 upwards.'" King Bhojadeva who ruled
in the eleventh century A.D. acmdmg to a ms. work is placed
three hundred years earlier in 783 A.D."" NZnyadeva's invasion
occurring in 1119-20 A.D., if it at all came about, is wrongly
antedated by twa hundred yean and to give m e m e instance,
the epoch year of the Nepal era is placed during NZnya's time,
though it is referred to the year 811 ( +79 =890 A.D.) of the
Saka era, notwithstanding the fact that it makes the whde
assertion self ~ontradictory.~~
At one place when it came to the
treatment d the period between 1360 and to the time of Jaya
Sthitimalla they have sol gone wide of the mark that not a gap
has b m created with the discontinuity of the local families
but this also1 much wrongly is made up by imp*
dynasties
such as Nanyadwa's and Harashhhadwa's which on all
contemporary accounts could not have touched the histoy if
at all no more than a passing incident. All the five ~hro~nicles
have these defects. They appear to be of no use for our purpose
while we deal with the history of mdewal Nepal uptoi the
15th century A.D. Kirkpatrick's authority a h suffers f m the
same defects in regard to the ancient history; but the latter has
at least shown a tendency to accuracy of chronological order
in contrast to1 others as f a r as the early medieval p e r i d is
concerned. We shall see that in many respects this chronicle
seems to1 be a replica of the GopCZu Vamiivali, Vi as far as
the chronoiogy upto 464 NS goes. We have referred to Kirkpatrick here, because in line with modern chronicles, the
chronollolgy he gives covers also the entire history d Nepal up
to the end of the Malla dynasty, and except the genealogy
Ibid., p. 175; Ibid., p. 29.
le Ibid., p. 156; Ibid., p. 29.
lga Vide below.
*O Wright, second edition, p. 100; BLI, p. 3
9.
Is
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touching the period in review the entire chrcundogy is not much
different from those of the later chronicles. This is in contrast
to ancient chronicles which come to our notice a little later.
We have treated Kirkpatrick both as ancient and moldern
chronicles. I n its latter aspect we treat Kirkpatrick and criticise
his source in, the same way as we do Wright, BLI and Levi.
The same could be suggested while colmparing Grolup B1 and
B2 chronicles. It is true that one might be colmparatively nearer
to facts than the other in regard to certain dates and events
but it does not mean that this should be accepted under such
considerations at convenient points. T h e entire account is so
full of false statements that it is not possible to1 differentiate the
m e from the other until we come to NS 740. Since this date,
how-ever, the Group B2 becomes definitely reliable though its
account d the kingdom d Bhatgaan is incomplete as well as
unreliable.
I t is said that the various chronicles in Group B are divided
inta two classes in accordance with the religious views of the
chronicler. But I do nolt think that there is any material difference as to the chrono~logyof the period dealt with by bolth. It
might be that the chroniclers emphasise points accolrding to
their religims conviction, and give preferential treatment to
deities and rulers agreeing with their views. But the chrolnollogy
as a whole is little influenced by this factor.
For the reader's infolrmation I may note that Levi's chronicle
is Brahmanical, while the chronicles of Wright and BLI were
written by Buddhist priests. The Sanskrit chronicle and the
Group B2 are the works of authors following Brahmanical
religion.
Altholugh in the last two paragraphs we have b r o u ~ h tto
notice the defects of the moldern chronicles we have nevertheless
tried to use the chroaolo~gyoffered by them in so far as the
same has been found useful in comparing the da,ta of the
chronology in general. I t shall appear that from Rzghavadeva's
time (although they omit RZghava himself) uptill Abhayamalla
(1216-55), the moldern chroaicles provide names of rulers
along with regnal dates that stand some chance o'f verification
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though we have also to tread the ground carefully here as elsewhere. But we shall realise that from Abhayamalla onwards
they become so fantastic that they have to be totally dro@
out of our consideration. The names which these chronicles
give are noted each as they figure in the dynastic genealogy of
the period.

But the most valuablle historical material in matter of chrone
logy eyer obtained is the group of manuscripts, which constitutes the sole evidence for verifying the data of the VfiZvalis
in well ascertained manner. Hardly need it be said that but
for these m a . the value and reliability of the various chronicles
could nolt have been judged. The practice followed in general
by all the copyists d the mss. was to mention besides his own
name and the date and place of writing, the name of the king
who was reigning. Some and a few of than went a little
further to add to these a few more details, including important
events of the realm occurring just at the time of writing. Not
all the m. were written with the name of the reigning
monarch. But whichever do they bring out the date and the
ruler's name and are most useful for correcting errm in the
chronollogy of the period. The data supplied in the colophons
provide SQ far the only reliable evidence for the particular time
or reign they were written. In their olwn way, they also supplement the dates from one to the other. Sometimes the information contained is very brief but it is enough to furnish the
evidence for the chronology in an unfailingly cwrect way and
thus far they are of immense utility to students d Nepalese
history. Each manuscript was written in the script in vague at
the time, and all elf them together reveal a variety of characters,
though not much dkimilar between themselves. These mrs.
are in the main deposited in the Gwernment Library Kathmandu, called the Bir Library. They a m now accessible to
general readers. A catalogue was prepared by H a r a p d
Sastri in two volumes, the first in 1905 and the second in 1915.
The two volumes provide us colophons with regnal dates and
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n a m s that are of quite ~ignifica~nce
for 6ur purpose.21 Apart
f r m that, Mr. Bendall has added a summary olf the main incidents noted in the VarG5valis in his introlductioln to1 the first
~olume.~V
shall
e refer to these volumes as CPMDN following H. C. Ray.
Numerolus volumes have been added to1 the Gwernment
Library in Kathmandu since Harapmad Sastri prepared his
catalogue. But a scientific catalolgue of the entire collection is
still to come. Recently the Library has pubilished in Sanskrit
two vollumes, m e for works oln astronomy and another for
literature. I have been told that a volume on drama is in print
in the final stage. We da not have pubdished catalolgues ot
volumes belonging ta 0 1 t h ~subjects. Them is, however, a
roughly prepared catalogue to serve our need. The cdopholns
in the natices can be well utilised folr the purpose as an. appendium to CPMDN. Altogether mare than 50 nav coiopholn
data oh importance f o r the chron~llogyoB the early medieval
age, sol far not available in CPMDN, are obtained from additional stolck of the library. From the new collectiolnsr also1 are
availed ablaut a d a e n colopho~ndata olf the manuscripts for
the later period. The impolrtance d new codlectiom lies in the
fact that we obtain from these the facts of initial regnad years
04 several kings, as also data f o r new and undiscovered reigns.
All these are marked in due course. While referring to1 the
catalogue ot the Bir Liblrary, we have used the abbreviated
f o m 'DLC' or more olften Darbl. Lib. Cat. as Petech has done.
Besides the Bir Library, we have the Natiolnal Library oh the
Government d Nepal where) a goold number of additional
manuscripts oh chro~nologicalimportcmce are available. This
A Catalogue of Palm-leaf and selected Paper mss. belonging
to the Darbar Library Nepal, with a Historical Introduction by
Bendall, Vol. I. 1905, LXXXII, 32, 273, 23, P; Vol. 11, 1915,
XXXV, 272, 22 P.
22 This appeared at first as an article in the Journal of Bengal
Asiatic Society, 1903 (Nos. 1 and 2 ) , Part I, LXXII, pp. 1-32.
His journey to Nepal , atc. (1886) is another indispensable historicd tfleatise.
21
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library was purchased from the late Rajguru Hemaraj Pandey.
In my search of the historical data, I have becn able to obtain
from this co~llectionabsolutely fresh colophons. With some of
these we are in a position to fix new dates for the initial as well
as conclusive years of certain reigns. The Hemaraj collection
is also even otherwise important f o r the numerical richness of
the palm leaf m. cwering all subjects.
We have yet one more collection of manuscripts and this is
in the poasessioa ob Field Mamhal Kaisar Shumsher J. B. Rana.
In this collection one traces twenty-six entirely new manuscripts
with regnal d a t a and af these 6 help us to find out initial years
of six rulers of the early medieval period of Nepal history. The
fimt and last available documents of Yalqamalla are also
obtained from this collection. Considering the importance of
the colophon data availed of, Fidd Marshal Kaisar Shurnsher's
Library is of much importance to a research wmka.
Though quite unexpected the Gwernment M u m m in
Kathmandu has also a collection of manuscripts, and I found
that a few d them provide new materials fm my pu~pobe. All
these manuscripts, however, have to be picked up carefully f m
amidst a jumble. At the moment even a list of manuscripts
belonging to the Museum is lacking. But there is some numbering od the manuscripts, which I have noted while utilising the
cololphom.
There might be m e manuscripts in private pwsmion that
could help us to obtain additional data. I hawe noted some
of these in the work of Petech, and I have also pawnally seen
some more, same of these da come in the picture as determinant of regnal dates. But further search may bring in richer
harvests.
Outside Nepal the following centres are well known for
their deposits of Nepalese manuscripts; (1) The Cambridge
University Liblrary (Carnbbridge), (2) The India Office Library
(London), (3) The Royal Asiatic Society Library (London)
H a d p n collection, (4) The Library of the British Museum
(London), (5) National Biblionheque, P&,
(6) Leyi's collection at the Institute of Indian Civilkition (Institute de la
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Civilisation Indienne) University d Paris, (7) Leningrad
Public Library, (Rusia) and (8) Bengal Asiatic Society's
Library (Calcutta) India, (9) Patna ~ u s e u m ,Patna, Bihar
(India).
We have Cecil Bendall's Catalogue each for the collection in
Cambridge University Library and British
Keith's
Catalogue of the S m k r i t and Prakrit manuscripts in the India
Office Library is helpful, as we derive a few fresh collopho~n
data from the same.24 For the Nepalese: manuscripts of the
Leningrad Public Library we have Miroacrv's Catalo~gue.~~
It
appears that only three: of the many dated manuscripts of this
library are useful for our p u r p m . A few exclusive colophon
data have been also picked up from H. P. Sastri'a Catalogue
of Manuscripts of Government Collection with the Bengal
Asiatic S o ~ i e t y . The
~ ~ labours of G. Tucci and Rahul Sa&
krityayana have enabled us to avail of source materials from
mss. preserved in Tibetan monasteries, which supply a few more
navel data on the chro~nollo~gyof medieval
But
unfortunately as these manuscripts are not within reach the
data could not be examined and verified. For ~e collection of
National Bibliotheque (Paris) there is a caltalogue prepared by
M. Filliaat (Bibliotheque-Department Des Sanskrit) .28
Lastly, L. Petech in a new volume (Medieval History d
Nepal) published in 1958 enriches olur information by adding
collapho~m from many unpublished works picked up from
different sources, including the private library d F. M. Kaisar
Shurnsher and the existing collection of the Bir Liblrary, frborn
This is published in a separate volume in 1902 under the tide
'Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts' in the British Museum.
24 Abbreviated CSPMIO, I1 ( 1955) following Petech.
25 This is available in the Library.
2 6 Abbreviated CSMASB. following Petech.
27 Tucci, Preliminary Report on T w o Scient'ific Expelditions in
Nepal (1956). Rahula Sankrityayana in JBORS, XXI, Pt. I;
XXIII, Pt. I ; XXIV, Pt. 111.
Catalogue du Fonds Sanskrit by Jean Filliozat, Fascicule 1-1
to 165 Libraire D'Amerique et D'Orient, Adrian-Masonneuve, Paris.
23
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where fresh colophon data have been obtained. He has also
collected together according to regnal years all the colophons
so far published in different works. This is a signal service hc
hasl rendered. For the first time we have all the scattered data
collected togethcr at one place in the chronological order. As
I have also derived my source materials f o r the chronology
from these, let me observe here that in utilising my data I have
thoroughly examined and compared Petech's note in the light
of my rn observation. Besides this, I have a h utilised =me
fresh materials from sources which had been untraced so far.
This finds mention here at a subsequent paragraph.
I could not but repmduce all the colophon data of the rns.
source materials available to me, whether published or unpublished. I thought that it was necessary to refer to all the
colophon d a t e in the treatment of my subject. A great many
of these find place in the 'Medieval History', which L. Petech
brought out a s one of the volumes to appear as source materials
for the history of Nepal. I would have only republished the
materials. As already Petech's volume has preceded my own,
this looks unnecessary. But I feel that for all the details the
reader could only with difficulty refer to the publication of
Petech.
But that was not the only consideration. The reader will find
that in spite d his best efforts to avoid the issue, the author of
the present work had to devote much space to determining
regnal years in almost all the cases, and while the question of
regnal years was discussed, it was essential to introduce all the
e
relevant data in that connection, and it was not ~ i b l to
treat the materials discrirninately, the ones already noticed from
those so far unpublished; thus the entire colophon and inscrip
tiond data have come to be noticed in the present work in
that course.
I have some more reasons to reproduce the colophons. I find
that in some cases Petech has committed mistakes in reading
the data. In regard to certain othas their location is wrongly
given. This is true also of the inscriptions which Petech had
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partially given in his book. I also notice that important portions
onfa few colophons are missing. Under these circumstances I
felt it wmld serve the cause of historical research if colophons
and inscriptions are given in all their details in this volume as
kvell. Now we shall have blraught together all the data traced
thus far (June, 1961 A.D.) . Ntholugh it woluld look that the
work done by Petech has been repeated here, but this would
not be correct and the fresh data offered in the p e m t volume
placed together with those already pablkhed might tend to
prove to the benefit of scholars who will find folr them every
document available collected ah one place for a ready reference.
In regard to verification of dates I have to1 solely depend on
what Levi, Kielhom and Petech done. However, the dates in
the cdophons have freshly added have nolt been all verified and
interpreted in t e r n of the C.E.
In utilising published materials I have nojt only referred to
the vodume incolrporating the same but at every stage I have
mentioned Petech if the dolcument in question had been enlisted
in his book.
As it will appear, all the new materials so far nolt published
are specially marked as such. These are given as separate items
in the list olf the relevant data reproduced. But if these happn
to give new dates for the initial or the last date of a reign, we
have made it a point to reprolduce the colophon in the very body
of the text at the appropriate place. But such olccasions are limited. All the d a t a are colllected together, either in the beginning
or at the end d the histolry olf the reign concerned.
In olur text wherever the datum folllo~wsthe name olf the m ~ .
it should be taken as a co~lophm (antah v i k y n ) with all the
particulars noted therein.

Though not quite ample, another valuable material has appcased from the Chinese and Tibetan notices m t i o a e d chiefly
in the contemporary hisltolies of the period,, which E. Bretschneider so la,hiously collected from the Yuan and Ming annals
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under the title 'Medieval Researches from Eastern Asiatic
Sowces' .2Q
These Chinese mrce rnaterialsl Levi has noted in detail in
his b k 'Le NCN' and aka in various issues of the Journal
Asiatique, ta which I have made a reference in particular
places." There are a few more mataials from Chinese history
appearing in Petech's 'Medieval History af Nepal' ( pp. 99- 101,
201-09) and these also1 have been utilised as the occasion needed.
In Chin- sources Nepal is mentimed several times once in
Yuan Shih as the home of the artist A-ni-ko (1244-1306 A.D.)
and at other times in Ming-Shih-lu in connection with the account d the exchange of embassies between the two countries.
The Yuan Shih r d m e d to is Po-na-pen edition published by
the Commercid Pres, Shanghai, 1930. Besides the Ming dynastic histolry ( Ming-shi-lu ) works like Hsu-wen-hsien-t'ungK'aal, 1747 and Hsu T'ung-tien of 1767 provide us information
on the subject of Sino-Nepalese relations in the Ming paiod
between 1384 and 1427 A.D.
Bath Bretschneider and Levi have done a ~vomderfulservice
by drawing our attention to the Chinese source materials. More
recently Proifmcm G . Tucci and L. P&ch have added to our
knowledge more facts from Chinese and Tibetan source materials.
L. Petech produces the English translation d all the relevant
passages in his h k . I thought it was not necessary for me to
have another English rendering of the m e texts and therefore
I have satisfied myself by noting the relevant extracts as Petech
gives them.
For Tibetan source of information about the Malla rulers of
the K a ~ Z l Basin,
i
who had concurrently ruled over West Tibet,
I have drawn from Tucci's preliminary Report quofting the
original texts in his name wherever it was required.
I have not been able to handle the Chinese materials in their
original. In the circumstances, my m r c e materials in this
regard are obviously second-hand. But I feel that serious efforts
---

----

---

.-

Pp. 222-23.
30 Levi, I, pp. 168-69.
29

--
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should be made in this direction to avail oh as many data as
could be traced out. Although the Chinese notices are helpful
to us only in relation to the few Chinese Missions visiting Nepal
between 1384 and 1424 A.D., it is quite possiblle that additional
materials in this regard might throw same light oln the contemporary political and economic condition oh olur coluntry as
knoltvn to an alien visitor. Our informatioln od the Chinese
sources is far too short of expectation and, t h d o l r e it would
require further search for undiscovered matterials as far as circumstances allow.
We have said that for the three ancient chronicles we are
indebted to Cecil Bendall, whow indefatigablle zeal for research
and oriental studies has b m e the fruit in the shape of the above
noted materials and the numbter od m. works, to1 which Haraprasad Sastri's valuable catalogue, prepared folr the Nepal
Library, has only supplemented. While the student of Nepalese
history ackn,o~wledges
gratefulness to t h m people, he is reminded
at once of equally great and beneficient services oh S. Levi
rendered to the cause d olriginal scholarship on the subject. His
monumental work 'Le Nkplal' stands as a beacon light to1 future
historians. His work is all-embracing and is the pioneer volume
to open the great treasure d the past of the little but prolud
mountainous country. But we remember him mostly for excavating more Chinese source materials, which are the only
foreign accolunts available now oln the much controversial problem 06 Nepalese ~hro~nololgy.~~

Last bsut not the least, and equally important, should be the
various clay coins, coppey colins (unstamped) , and silver coins,
Llwi's Chinese accounts are taken from the annals of the Ming
and Yuan nated with full reference at particular places in this
article. His book on 'Nepal' as well as the number of articles he
wrote far 'Journal Asiatique' being in French, there has been some
difficulty regarding the proper estimate of the book by those who
lack knowledge of French language. S. Levi, Le NCpal, I, pp.
168-69; Bretschneider (London), pp. 222-23 (already cited).
31
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which stand in the san~erelation to period after 1600 A.D. as the
m. stand to the time before.32 As it will appear, the Nepalese
history from 740 A.D. to 1600 A.D. is conspicuous as Jayamal
calls 'by the absence of coinage'.'3 Though occasional references
ta dver and gdd coins in ms. data and earlier chronicles are
not rare, sol far no coins in silver or gold or copper have been
traced for the period under review (740-1520 A.D.) . One d o g
not know as to haw the economic life of the w l c could function without the medium of exchange. Probably a solution may
be offered by bringing in the Paiupati coins or by ignoring
the independent status of Nepal in that period, as some peaple
have sought to do(. But the mere fact of coinage is not sufficient
to explain the status of a particular country. In history we know
of coluntries which had coins but were not independent. Similarly a country might be independent but may not have any coins
its own current in the temtory. In our case even this argument
does not apply because, as the reliable chronicles and rns. documents vouchsafe, the state had not existed without coins. Probably further search may yield materials that are likely to help
us to establish the correctness of this statement. Irrespectively,
holwever, the coins form a connecting link with the rnss. and
do provide us a good and strong ground for the fixation of dates
to the reigns after 1630 A.D. A detailed description of the
coins will be found in the Appendix to the second part of this
volume.
For @e whole of medieval India coins become rarer as we
proceed onwards from the time of Haqavardhana (606-647
A.D.) until we come to the Muslim period in the 12th century
A.D. We know that the KarpZiakas both in MithiE and Bengd
0 1

Walsh, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1908, pp. 677 ff;
V. Smith, Catalogue of coins in Indian Museum, 1906, I, pp.
281 f f ; Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, P. XIII; Hoernle,
JBAS proceedings, May, 1887; K. P. Jayaswal, JBORS, I, 1936,
p. 3; 111, p. 267 ff.
33 Also read Prof. Rapson's Indian Coins in Griendriss Der ZndoArischer Phito2ogi.e und Albrtbmskunde (Encyclopadaea of IndoAryan Research, edited by G. Buhler).
32
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(Senas) had no coins. The Imperial F5las do1 not enjoy their
olwn coinage except one of them VigrahapZla 111, whose only

coin is just naw traced. The Gurjara-PratihZras have no1 coins,
yet they were taken as great empire bluilders. The R%trakiiyas,
another dynasty contesting for an empire, did not have coins
it1 their name. We can cite numerous other exasnples of dynm
ties which ruled for centuries without issuing coins oh their awn.
In spite d all this K. P. Jayaswal, however, thought that because Nepd had no coins of its own far the later ancient and
middle ages uptill c. 1600 A.D., it was a dependency of some
other country. But we know for certain that Jayaswal has
fomed a wrong asesment d the situation.

A few wolrds mare also should be added about the inscrip
tions db medieval Nepal, as we promised. As already observed,
for the late medieval period, since the time oh Jaya Sthitimalla,
inscriptions are quite numerous. But inscriptions appear few
and f a r between until we come to the reign of Jaya Sthitimalla.
It is but natural that in this context we am used to assessing the
source materials of history of the earlier period, witholut reckooing m y inscriptional data. But up-to-date we have come acrm
at least 26 inscriptions of different reigns of this period all on
slabs olf stolnes, the earliest one dating NS 125 NirbhayadevaThis certainly proves that the periold is nolt without its epigraphic
recolrds, which are historically important. But the periold fo~llowing is richer. We have obtained mare than 3 d o ~ e ninscriptions
lor the reigns of Jaya Sthiti and his sons and grandson (502602). These include also many inscriptions on copper plates
( tdmrapatra), the earliest of which belongs to NS 508. It is true
that solme olf these if deciphered correctly will unravel many
events that lie hidden frolrn us due to the obscurity ob the text in
question. All these inscriptions have their texts in Sanskrit and
are inscribed in the earliat form of the New25 script, the
Bhujimo and Gomo. The New2ri text is unknown to1 the period
upta 500 NS, though this is not uncolmmon for Jaya Sthiti's time
since that date.
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Let it be noted here that all the documen& issued in this
period have invariably followed the Nepal era, although a few
(these are olnly three) have in additicm, a h calculated the
date mentioning Vikrama and $aka eras. In m e or two instances the Kali era as well finds its place along with othem (the
Sundhar2 inscription of Jaya Dharrnamalla's reign and Kastarnandapa copper plate d Ratnarnalla. In the former the Saka,
Vikrama and Nepal era are concurrently used). In two dwumnts (=m.
~ a r dLib'.
.
Cat. I. 1692.4, and I. 787.4) we have
only the $aka era and not even the N e w era finds place there.
The first document using Vikrama era is the ms. (Darb. Lib.
Cat I. 1365.5) of the reign of A r i d a . Here Vikrama and
Nepal eras are cmcurrently used.
We have practically little archaeological source materials for
our period other than the few inscriptions attached to certain
old temples, the structure of which, however, p m n t s a renovated
appearance. No monuments of the period have survived which
could offer some kind of evidence for the history. Whether
stupas crr temples the existing structure is no guide for understanding the past as it was featured. The only exception is
provided by the sculptured images, and these are also dated
to1 give us an authoritative chronological data. But these appear
few and far between. Therefore we have no1 need to consider
any aspects of archaeo11ogical materials.
In respect of our source materials we have to say in the last
analysis that the best literature an the subject so far available
does not give us more than a rough chronollogy. We have nu
works giving us full information about the life and society of
the period. This applies equally well to the Chinese account
of Nepal, which is the only foreign source material concerned
about our subject.
The f o m a r d to this book deals with works written by modem
writers on the history of Nepal. Therefore we do not take
notice of them here.

L. Petech has argued that SPryasicEdhBnta or Aryasiddhfnta
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cannot satisfactorily explain the fact d 22 instances of inter. . and 4 instances d intercalary Pausa, which was
calary Asidha
noticed in the documents of the period. There was, however, a
different system of calculation being fo~Uo~wed.H e says 'for
practical purposes and a wolrking hypothesis we can safely assume
that the dates in the Newciri Samvat were in the medieval period
calculated according to the Bhiradvija system, true reckoning.
I t was used only in Nepal and since the earliest beginnings'

(P. 22) .34
Basing his contention on an extract 01 the Dharmanirnaye
tithisirasarigraha (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1634.1 1) he reproduces
a stanza frolm the Jimiitavihana to sholw that any intercalary
month in the first six monthly period d the year ending with
T u l i since Vaiiikha was called Durisidha,
. .
and the same falling
within the next half became Dvi Pausa. The Dharmanirnaye
tithisira quotes Bhiradvija in support. Petech further abxmes,
"According to both Nirada and Bhiradvija, when one od the
first six lunar rnolnths of a half year contains no Sarikrinti,
whichever that month may be, it is always Asidha which is
duplicated as an intercalary month; when olne of the last six
lunar months contain no1 Sarikriinti whichever that molnth may
be it is always Pausa, which is duplicated as an intercalary
month.'
We have no intentio~nto tread the controversial ground d
the co~mplexsubject matter in question. We have put forward
the above statement olf L. Petech just because, we felt that it
was solmething new and carried a sense olf colnviction. But the
limitation olf the present wolrk rules olut the consideration of the
problem at its length. I t will be good if persans interested in
history and astro~nolmytake the task in hand for further enquiries and research.
Our purpose in discussing the problem olf the astronomical
evaluatioo of the era is to bring out the broadest posible argument on the data shown in the dolcuments sol that no1 doubt is
left as to their reliability.
34
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At any rate even if the astronomical elements involved might
not be iully verified, the value oI the colophon data cannot be
minimised. Similarly, the da- shown in the ancient chronicles
are no less valuable and of utility for the histmy of Medieval
Nepal. It is the fundamental of these data, that is of main
interest to

-

Let me now end this chapter with a passage on the nature
of the medieval calendar of Nepal, which also continues uptill
now as a calendar in vogue for a section of the Nepalese people
known as the Newars.
As already suggested the year started with the first day of
the bright fortnight of Ka'rtika (in autumn) and the month was
lunar and completed with the dark fortnight, the Amivmya'
being the last day. The bright fortnight with which the month
began was known as T h v a and they called the dark fortnight,
the second phase of the months as g i . The 12 months from
the first to the last were as follows ( 1 ) KachhalZ ( K i r t i k a ) ,
( 2 ) Thin15 ( M d r g a ), ( 3 ) Pohel5 ( P a u ~ a,) (4) Sil5 ( M i g h a ) ,
(5) ChillP ( P h d l g u n a ) , (6) ChanE ( C h a i t r a ) , (7) VachhaE
( V a i G k h a ), ( 8 ) Tachha15 (Jyestha), (9) Dill2 ( A s i d h a ) ,
(10) Gunla ( S r i v a n a ), ( 1 1 ) Yarila (Bhddra), ( 1 2 ) and Kaula
(As'vina). We have put the classic names within brackets.
The bright fortnight of a month is common to both A m i n t a
and Pzirniminta reckoning, but the dark fortnight in one is not
sf the same month as in the other. For example M i g h a krsna
.. .
in the Nepalese calendar is Philguna kysna in the Vikrama or
Saka calendar ol our times. For the same reason the festivals
s! a particular month according to m e system may belong to
mother month for the other system if they happen to fall
during the dark fortnight. Anything occurring in the bright fortCSBM, Op. Cit., pp. 147, 151, 168; Bendall, Journey, p. 80.
IA, I X , p. 183. Read above for the aminta and to know that the
era commenced with Vikrama era 937 expired.
35
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night is, however, called to a cornman reckoning and must
belong to the same month.
In the Colopholns and inscriptions no month appears under
a NewZri name, but in m m instances the ancient chronicles
show New515 names also.

CHAPTER I11
EARLY MEDIEVAL HISTORv

( c . 740-1

146 A.D.)

Like the Vikrama and $aka eras, the Nepal era of 879 A.D.
is still the era of our Calendar. Like them it is a living era.
This era is used in the Nepal Valley by a section d the Nepalese
people known as the Newars.
This era started just a thousand and eighty two years ago. We
have nolw stepped into the 1081st year of the era since the first
of the bright fortnight of Kirtika last. In tams of the $aka era
this would fall on KZrtika su& pratipadi of 801 expired. This
date is the first day olf the New year. Exactly a thousand and
eighty one years ago, the Nepal era was founded cm this day.
T'he calendar is lunar as well as aminta, the mcmth starting
(on the day after the full moon day and ending with the
ama'vasyi, when the moon is totally lost to view in its last phase
olf decline. In t e r n of CE the New Year's day falls either in
October olr latest second week of November, but the 0rigna.l
date for the epoch of the year was 20th d October in the
Christian Calendar.
The New Year's day is celebrated as the day of 'Mha-piiji'
by those who fo~llowthe era, 'Mha pcji' literally means 'the
worship oif one's awn person'. This is a quiet ceremony performed in the family chapel inside home. All inmates of the
home take their seat each facing a small vediki with sumtikg
sign over which are placed all the paraphemalias d worship
including a burning lamp. All squat in a line along with the
five essentials ot a household, e.g. a water jar (gha), b m m stick (tub), kitchen knife (kuyin), a sieve (hisa) and a stone
implement for powdering spices, salt etc (lomi). The water
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jar and broomstick must be new. I n theory each performs
his or her own worship. But in practice the eldest male olr
female member of the family who leads the ritual plays the
role of the worshipper to each worshipping the person of each
inmate present. I t is said that the worship of human body
on that day is suggestive of two symbollic expressiolns, the thanks
giving folr the safe keeping of the boldy during the year ended
and prayer for its protection during the current one.
As the era is adopted without intamption since its founding
and as it continues to be in the calendar uptill today, there is
little doubt a b u t its original date, and this is an established
fact. As we have already observed, the era started 1080 years
back f r m nolw since the 20th of October in the year 879 A.D.
The manuscript collophons coning since as early as the date
Samvat 40 halve attested the founding of the era in that year.'
Ms. collophoas giving regnal years calculated with the epolch year
0%the era in the calendar follow in regular succession one after
the other right from that year to the present. Each codophoa
of the m. also tallies with the statement 09 the autholritative
chronicles written in the 14th century A.D.; in many instances
they agree fully both in regard to the chrono~lolgyand regnd
years. So whether any 04 the later chronicles suppolrts the case
or not or whether any ol them gives a different date for the
epoch, all this doles nolt count much as the evidence for the
founding of the era in 879 A.D. is such as cannoit be refuted in
any way whatsoever. The era is still used in reckoning the dates
in our calendar. The initial year is traced witholut difficulty, for
we have to go back to a year 1080 years earlier, as the present
year is 1081st current. I n t e r n of the Christian era, this year
can only be 879 A.D.
As early as 1216 A.D. a manuscript Am~teSvarapCid gives
in its colocphon concurrent dates in t e r n of both the Vikrama
and Nepal eras, 1273 and 336 (Jyertha k ~ y 7)
a respectively.'
T h e first colophon is from ms. A$a.fZhasrikZ prajiiZpGramitii in
the possession of one Siddhinarasimha Vajrachirya of Patan.
''Darb. Lib,. Cat. I. 1365. 5.
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This means that while 1273 VS was running then in terms of its
o m era Nepal was passing through the year 336. The date of
the ms. will correspond to June 8th of the Christian year 1216
A.D.' In terms of the Vikrama era, the epoch year of the
latter must fall in 1272 Kirtika ( K i r t i k a jukla 1 ) 336 Kirtika =
936 K i r t i k a (KcIrtika iukla 1 ) equivalent to 20th October, 879
A.D. Thus this document provides in evidence of the era being
originated in 879 A.D. Although the colophon belongs to a
date 335 years after the origin of the era, this nevertheless gives
an irrefutable evidence for the existence of the era since 879

A.D.
The fact of the Nepal era beginning in the year 879 A.D.
(October 20th) is important f o r the reason that it is the starting
paint for all the repal dates beginning from that year in view
of the large scale manuscript works available for that period
showing in their colophons regnal dates, a fact which helps to
bring olut a correct chronology of the perid.
The 20th October of the year 879 A.D. i.e. the first day of
the first year elf the Nepal era must be a very important day.
Surely this day must have witnessed m e extraordinary happening which was to be commemorated with a new era. But the
story of the happening is yet obscure. There is one version of
the event that had led to the birth of the era. Those contained
in the later chrolnicles relate accounts of p m n a l akhievement
connected with the episode ascribed to a peasant Sakhwal by
name, who had found his heap of sand turned into gold cm
that day and who had used this gold to free a h househdder
oE the country from. indebtednm.
In the word of Wright's chronicler, "When Ananreigned in Bhaktapur and his elder brother in Patan and Kantipur, that a certain astrologer of Bhaktapur found out an auspicious moment, at which he said that sand taken f m a certain
place, would turn into gold. The RiijjB Anandamalla, having
ascertained the exact time, sent a number d coolies to take up
sand at that particular moment, from the place called Lakhu
Verified.
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Tirthn, at the junction of the Bhatikhu and the Visnumati, and
to convey it to the RHjP'r palace. The coolies did as they were
directed, but as they were going black with their lolads a Sudra
merchant of Kantipur, named Sakhwal, prevailed on them: to
take their loads of sand to his house; and then the coolies filled
up their baskets again with sand f r m , the same place as before,
and took it to Bhaktapur. Their second lolads, however, not
being taken up at the auspicious moment, did nolt turn into
gold, and the RiijjH, being enraged at the imposition practised
on him, burned the book.
"On the other hand, Sakh~vd,having obtained so much
wealth, with the permission of Jayadwa Malla, paid ofi all the
debts existing at that time in the country, and thus introduced
a new era into Nepal called the Nepd Samvat. He then established a chaitya near hi9 house, and placed a stone image d
himself at the m t h e r n door of the temple of PaSupatinZtha.
Thus he obtained salvation" ."
The account olf the chronicles translated by Bhagwanlal
Indraji5 and Lewi6 is similar. Both blring NZnyadeva's invasion
of Nepal to a time nine years after the founding oh the Nepal
era. In the same way both the chronicles ascribe the founding
of the era to a ruler who flourished seven genera~ionsafter
Sadiiiivmalla ruling in Kaliyuga 382 1 ( =750 A.D.) . Sad%
iivamalla is the first ruler olf the second ThHkuri dynasty ( ~ H U varman dynasty). Anandarnalla, during whose reign, ,the Nepal
era was introduced, was the s o n of Abhayamadla.. The Sanskrit
chronicle has a similar story of the peasant Sakhwal but the
time d the founding of the era it brings is during the reign
VHma~devawho was himself the father olf Sadzivadeva. According to Wright and Bhagwanlal VHmadeva was the grandfather
of Sadsiva. The Sanskrit chronicle is more confusing because in
a subsequent verse it also says that the era was founded by
01f

Second edition, Calcutta, 1958, pp. 98-99.
Twenty three Inscriptions from Nepal togather with some considerations on the chronology of Nepal, Bombay, 1885, pp. 38-39.
Levi, 11, p. 179.
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Sakhwal in VS 97 1 (=914 A.D.) in the reign of H q a d e v a
This chronicle puts the time of NZnyadeva7sinvasion to a date
during the reign of Viimadeva.
We know on the basis of m. colophons that Abhayamalla
reigned from NS 337 to 367 and VZmadeva ruled in about NS
204 (see below). Thus it appeam that we have to take with a
grain of salt the story of the Nepal era ass~ciatedwith Abhayam d a and VZmadeva. Consequently the historical basis of the
era started by Sakhwal is lacking in the legend, which cwld
be said to have existed in quite early times. The chronicler
seems to have introduced the phenomenon of the era without
any knowledge of its historical character. We must know that
the Sakhwal story was not known to the author of the Gopila
Vams'ivd.
Kirkpatrick has suggested that the 'commencement may bear
some relation to the period of the first establishment of the
Simraoa dynasty in, Nepa~l'.~
But the very kingdom in Sirnramgarh was founded in 1097 A.D. nearly 217 years after the
Nepal era came to be founded.
The chronicle Group B2 mentions Eghavadeva as the
founder 04 the era, but it has not k e n able to leave trail of
the Sakhwal story nor of Jayadevamalla and Anandarnalla who
follow RZghavadeva and whose reign ended with the advent of
Niinyadeva in NS 9.
Apart f m the confusion of dates these chrwnicles introduce,
we do not find it possible to believe the mythical stmy of sand
becoming gold, though there is nothing unreasonable in the
second part of the story which relates account of Sakhwal
paying off old debts. The legend popular in the Nepal Valley
colrr~bo~rates
the same story. The 'Mha PCji' is spoken of as a
symbol of national emancipation, because even though paving
off old debts was done on individual basis, it was the people in
general who had obtained relief. But the legend should not be
takek as very ancient, because nothing of this appears in the
ancient chrcmicles and Sakhwal can be anythmg but a histolical
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person. On the whole these fail to bring out a convincing
evidence of the real went of the epoch olf the era. If Sakhwd
had founded a dynasty, even though the stolry was connected
with the account of sand turning into golld, we had no difficulty
in accepting the event as theI cause supporting the founding of
the era. But the chronicles say that the ruler was not at all
disturbed. Except the disappointment he had suffered on account
of his sand retaining the nolrmal form, he was least affected
by the went. Motreover, he was only the king o~f the subsidiary
kingdom olf Bhatgaon. T h e ~ ewas another ruler in Paltan, who
was the eldest brolther of the two ruling persons in Patan and
Bhatgaon respectively. The fon-ner was the real mereign d
Nepal; but according to the chronicler he is noit at all in the
picture.
We are used to reading accounts of eras being started by a
new ruler who either founded himself a new dynasty or celebrated the event of the dynasty being founded by his immediate
ancestor. We are also aware of mas being introlduced as a
concomitant olf cultural impact from, outside. Sometimes a new
era may begin f r m the day of celebration of an event national
rejoicing for victory aver the e n w y or for recovery frolm a
disaster or calamity of a very wide dimension. But there was
never a new era ushered w e r a simple went as related by the
moldem chronicles.
Even otherwise it is impwible to1 find any useful information
regarding the epolch of the era amidst the tangle oE conflicting
events and dates provided by the chronicles. We fail to understand as to holw the story d the epoch could be made credible
in the circumstances.
I think the custom of 'Mha piij;' can give a clue to trace
the causes olf the origin of the new era. We have said in the
beginning that the 'Mha pcjii' signifies an expression olf thanks
giving for having survived in boldy with safety and grace during
the year past and also off a prayer and hope that the survival
will continue also during the year just begun. This indicates
that there was some great calaniity befalling the country before
the era started which was so serious that those who had sur0 1
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vived it thanked God for having saved them and also prayed
that they would not be exposed t~ the risk again in the coming
days. The year preceding the new year's day probably brought
hard time for Nepal. Nepal faced a severe calamity brought by
famine and epidemic in the period immediately preceding the
founding of the N g a l era.
But we seek in, vain a calamity of such dimension in any
legend. Neither the ancient chronicles nor the later ones talk
06 a crisis about 879 A.D.
We feel a h disappointed of the ancient chronicles in this
regard. The ancient chronicles all except one do not talk of the
era. The cme which introduces the founding d the era (VarhAZvali in possession of Kaisar Shumsher) attributes the era to the
occasion of solme religious celebration associated with God
Pahpatinitha. I t says in the wolrds: Pajupatibhattiraka samva.tSara pravritti kritah.' It does surely name one king who is
called Raghavadeva as the founder of the era. But the fact of
some religioius performance being the event d a n important
era is hardly acceptable. Unlm a political event of national
importance or an event of dynastic change or that of recovery
from a national calamity is brought to light for the epoch of
the era, the explanation would not carry conviction.
The ' M h a pziji' gets i sanction from Skandapurina,
Vaisnava Khanda, Kirtika Mahitmya,' which probably was
co3mposedmuch later than the date of the Nepal era. I do not

'VK, p. 1.
There is also a similar passage in BhavcyapurJina which runs:
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think we can mix u p the custom with the event and date o l
the new era. Perhaps this came to be associated with the
epoch d the era much by way of accidental coincidence of the
lunar date. Sol whether it is the story of Sakhwal or the custom
of 'Mho pziji', the occasion little fits in with the supposed
gravity of the event of a new era coming into1 being. Even if
the Kirtika Mahitmya of the Purina be regarded as old as
the era, I cannoit conceive that the c u s t m 011 'Mha p C j i J should
have occasioned the founding of the era by itself.
I t is really astonishing that the obvious evidence od the
existence of the era, as currently used, was noft noticed by the
modem chroniclers. Their ignorance had a h misled some of
our writers. They cmld not realise the broad as day light
proof d the founding of the era in 879 A.D. They also ignored
the date 04 the colophms, the date which were: all calculated
the Kirtika MahZtmya of the Purina be regarded as old as
Samvat 40=920 A.D. or sol. P'reviously when these evidences
were absent, histodam were p a n e tol base their conclusions on
the fantastic assertions of the later chronicles, which placed the
reign of NCnyadeva as to have occurred olnly nine years after
the epoch olf the new era, tholugh illogically the same authority
attributed the era to Anandamalla whose reign is s h m 35
years earlier to the KarqCtaka king's invasion ol Nepal. As the
regnal dates of NCnyadeva are established the absurdity of such
statement is apparent.
We can, hofwever, suggest that the era must have been
related to solme went of national importance, which had
occurred an the first day ob the bright folrtnight of Kartika 1080
years back and which led to the birth of the new era in Nepal
current since that date.
But what is the nature off the event? Because the issue is
obscure, there are various interpretations of the epoch. I n the
main, however, there are two views of the event of 879 A.D.
These are variously, (1) that the era, was founded to1 c m e mcvrate the occasion of the end of Tibetan domination of Nepal
in that year and (2) that the era introduced a new dynasty of
rulers in the scene.
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The first view suggests that Nepal waa a dqrmdency of
Tibet until 879 A.D., in which year the Nepalese defeated the
Tibetans and declared themselves independent.
As the issue of the epoch is very important, we now p r d
to consider what event was actually commemorated by the era.

The theory of Tibetan domination over Nepal is put foilward
by the great French Savant Sylvain Levi who suggests that the
Nepalese era of 879 A.D., was founded to colnmemmate the
occasion d Nepal becoming independent 04 Tibet after a
vasalage of nearly three hundred years.1°
We do not know how he gat this idea. He does not provide
any reliable evidence ta prove his statement. All that he
produces in the nature of evidence is just g u m work. He
thinks that because Tibet was able to subjugate its many
neighburs in the 7th and 8th centuries it might have brought
Nepal alsol under its heels. But we must remember that S. Levi
always wrote with a bias in favour of Tibet. He tried to
render mto the Ceasar of Tibet glories that were not his.
The m& striking feature of Sylvain Levi's suggestion is that
he pushes his argument to its extreme. While he advances the
theory of Tibetan domination of Nepal, he d m not even seem
to re&
that Tibet could not continue to dornhate Nepal
while itself facing an intecmal crisis of undue severity.
S. Levi attributes the Tibetan exercise of suzerainty over
Nepal to the Tibetan king Srmg-Tsang-sGmp who ruled in
Tibet from 620 to 650 A.D. Relying on certain Tibetan
chronicles he also maintains that the Tibetan ruler married a
daughter of the Nepalese ruler, Ar%uvarman. He thought that
Tibet had continued to exerck m e kind of suzerainty over
Nepal till the middle of the ninth century A.D.ll
Since the early 7th century A.D. Tibet had risen to be a
very powerful Pan-Asiatic State c o n q u ~ gTurkestan and
Levi, 11, pp. 158, 163, 173-77.
l1 Levi, Le Ne'pal, Vol. 11, pp. 148-49.
lo
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Kashghar on one side and Yunan on the other. I n the South
Tibet's frontier tcuched the outer fringe of the Himalayas. It
is likely that the Tibetam had occupied territories as far as this
line. The Chinese army was heavily defeated in 670 A.D. by
the Tibetans. Although the Chinese avenged this defeat later
in 692 A.D. by successfully invading the occupied areas, Tibet
revived its efforts soon after. The military campaign had
continued even while its king had been killed in 704 A.D. in
a skirmish on the Tibet-Nepal border. I n 710 A.D. the Tibetan
king had once again obtained in marriage the daughter of the
Chinese Emperofr. According to Ms-Tuan-lin ( Wen-hien TungK'aol) l2 the Tibetans had also successfully carrie.d raids o'n the
border areas of a part of Nolrth India. The pcriold between
755 and 797 brought further acquisition and glory to Tibet.
China had been weakened by internal disorders, and its hold
on distant provinces became loose. Tibet exploited the olccasion
by renewing the attack, and thus captured Kansu, the remaining part of Turkestan and the wholle ot Kholtan.13 I n a treaty
oE 783 the Chinese accepted Tibetan conquest as a fait
accompli, and recognised as parts of Tibetan territory, what
was then a good polrtion of Czechuan and Kansu. In the west
the Tibetan empire toluched the b,order off the Karakoram
Range as it occupied territories upto Gilgit including Baltistan.
According to the Ladakhi ~hron.icle'~it appeam that some
rulers d North India were subject to Tibet uptill the middle o~f
the ninth century. In Thomas' Literary Texts and Dolcuments
concerning Chinese. Turkestan15 we have a passage to state
that the Palas paid tribute to K'ri-son-lde-bltsan who1 died in
797 A.D.
S. Levi quotes T'ang shu to state that during the periold of
K'ai-yuan ( 7 13-741) an emb'assy of Central India came to
Ming edition, 1524.
l3Charles Blell : Tibet, Past and Pres-ent ( 1924), Appendix 11,
Stone Pillar Inscription recording the Tibetan conquest in West
China.
l4A. H. Francke, AntiquitJes of Tibet, 11, pp. 5-6, P. 34.
l5 I, London, 1935, pp. 272-73.
l2
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request f r m the son of Heaven an m y of reinforcements to
punish the Tibetans and another enemy still more dreadful who
had just made his appearance, the Arabs (Ta-chi). But the
emperor Hiuan twng whose resources were much strained
defending his own country could not afford any assistance, he
only contented himself with wnceding by a decree a title of
honour to the Indian m y , called 'the army devoted to virtuous
acts (hoai-te-kium)'. This shows how powerful Tibet had
k c m e in the eighth century. The reign of K'ri-sron-lde-btsan
had seen the climax of Tibet's military power and expansion.
But the glory that was Tibet was not to stay long. In
797 A.D. Mu-ne-btsan-po succeeded to the throne. He ruled
upto 804 A.D., when he was murdered. Thereafter his youngest
brother Sad-na-legs occupied the throne until 817 A.D. For
all these years Tibet had to fight on two fronts both in the east
and the west. The fight with the Chinex was old but with the
beginning oif the century, the new Arab state also was p i n g a
threat to Tibet as it began expanding towards Central Asia
making a common cause with the Chinese empire. As long as
K'ri-sron-lde-btsan was living the Arabs were behaving as the
allies and friends of the Tibetans. But in 798 they joined hands
with the Chinese to challenge Tibet's strength in Turkestan.
The latter country had to wage a defensive war in this theatre
in 802 A.D. and met with rwerm. Its tenitorial empire, however, was not much affected by this war, nevertheless its
psychollo~gicaleffects were serious enough and Tibet was checkmated in its expansive career. But the position did not
deteriol-ate until the Tibetan empire disintegrated due to
internal troubles coming in the wake of a situation of civil war
iii 848 A.D.
K'ri-gtsug-lde-ban Ral-pa-can was the succesm of Sad-nalegs and he reigned from 817 A.D. to 837 A.D.16 In his early
career as king 04 Tibet Ral-pa-can exhibited sufficient zeal and
courage in the best tradition of the Tibetan monarchy. Essentially, however, he was a peace loving man. In his time Tibet
l6

Ral-pa-can was called K'o lik'otson and I-tai by the Chinese.
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entered into a peace pact both with the Arabs (810 A.D.) and
Chinese (822 A.D.) ,I7 and the chapter of war came ta a clm.
This had, however, not led to1 the diminution of territolries of
the Tibetan empire.
But after sometime Ral-pa-can gave up concern for worldly
affairs, donned the robes of a Buddhist monk and devoted himself to activities of religious nature. This gave an opportunity
of manoeuvre and intrigue agains-t the throne to the section of
the nobility opposed to the introduction ob Buddhism in Tibet.
Later, Ral-pa-can was masinated in 837 A.D. For some time
further the Tibetans were involved in internal disputes 09 religious nature and t h m was a blmd feud between the folllowm
of Ban-pa and Buddhism. Yet one more king wm destined to
be murdered. This happened in 842 A.D., when a Buddhist
monk killed Glm-der-ma who1 was; regarded as the plroltector d
the Boln-pol sect. The king's death again brought in its trail
two infant claimants to the throne blacked by two oppo~ing
sections of the aristolcracy. By 843 A.D. the Tibetan empire
had disintegrated, and with na central authority to curb them
there were local chieftains ruling as kings all over Tibet, each
in the area he grabbed and asserted his autholrity. It may be
of interest to know that same 09 the new areas of conquest
inco~qmratedin the empire had declared themselves free d
Lhasa in the early yeus of the century even while Lhasa had
maintained its molnarchy.
Apart from the question of the fall 06 Tibet as a great power
in about 843 A.D., there is m e mare paint to take inta accolunt
while collsidering the issue of Tibetan domina,tion over Nepal.
This is the absence of any reference to Nepal in accounts d
Chinese sources except for olne occasion. The mention of Nepal
comes in a notice referring to the incident of the death of a
Tibetan king who was killed in bsattle while pmoaally taking
part in the attack directed to suppress the rebellious Nepalese.''
Petech, T h e Ladakh chronicle, p. 80. Tieh-Tseng L'i, Tibet
T o d a y and Yesterday, N.Y., 1960 fn., p. 221.
l e Hsin Tang-shu (New T'ang History), Pol-na edition, published in 1935, Shanghai Ch. 221a, P. 12a.
l7
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In regard ta the period following as they narrate events of war
and peace making the Chinese annals do talk d Turkestan and
other places in Central Asia. Even the weas on Ben@ and
Assam frontier are noted. But any reference to Nepal is
conspicumsly a h t in them. If Nepal had been under the
Tibetan kings there was: no r e a m for this country being omitted
in the list of countries conquered or occupied. Obviously, Nepal
was little affected adversely by Tibetan military expansion of
the days d Srcmg-Tsang-sGarnpoYssuccesm. Either the raids
into Nepal did not at all occur crr the invaders met severe
revat the hands of the defenders. One such revthe
Tibetans met in 7 0 4 4 5 A.D., when in an engagement with the
Nepalese the Tibetan king was killed, the account of which b
presented by the chronicler d the C h i n e Tang-shu as earlier
suggested. We have yet to examine the validity 04 Levi's statement in the light of Tibetan source materials. But as far as
Chinese accounts go, the Tibetan army had not even moved to
the south to1 approach the Nepalese border since 704 A.D. It
is true that speaking the years 645 and 704 A.D. the Chinese
have said that Nepal was a dependency of Tibet, but as we
know they do not talk of a, victorious march cwer Nepal at any
time either in the time of Smng-Tag-sGarnpo or later.
S. Lmi suggests that Nepal acknowledged the suzerainty of
T i k until the time of Glander-ma (called Ta-mo by the
Chinese) .lg Quoting a passage from Rgyal-rabs Levi thinks that
Ral-pa-can, like his prtdecesm, 'was a suzerain of Mongolia
in the north, of countries touching Persia in the west, and in
the south of countries of India bLol M m li and Zahora (viz.
Nepal and Hindustan) as far as the majestic bed of the
Ganges'." According to the French scholar Nepal could shake
off Tibetan suzerainty only when the Tibetan empire had
broken after the death oE Glan-der-ma.
I do not think that bLol M m li can be identified with Nepal.
If Zahora or Zahore is the present Mandi area in the Punjab
0 1
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Himalayas in India,ll bLa M m li can be a state close by
prolbably east of it occupying the region what is knourn at the
moment by name Garhwal-Kumaon. We can utmost suggest
by bLo Mon li the state of Puran which was situated covering
the basin of the river K w 5 l i . But this was a state which had
nothing to do with Nepal. The Tibetan chronicler pushes the
limit of the empire ta the Ganges. This, however, should not
be taken seriously. I t may be that he was writing with the
proud memory of the reigns 04 the Mes-ag-t'mns and K'ri-sron1de;bts;a.n. Petech suggests that Ral-pa-can had probably
exercised 'some kind of suzerainty over two1 or three rulers of
India'.12 But Indian historians da not take such statements
seriously. At any rate whether or not solme Indian rulers were
acknowledging Tibetan suzerainty at the time, we have nolt the
slightest doubt about Nepal maintaining its independence a l l
through the centuries while Tibet had become an imperial
power.
The Ladakh chronicle (La-dvags-rgyal-rabs)l3 gives amongst
other places of conquest by Srong-Tsang-sGampo two regions
by name bLo-bol and Zan-zun in the south of Tibet as then
constituted (Text, p. 32). The same authority said that in the
time of his successors another place in the south called Bal-pi
Sinkhun was a,dded (Text, p. 32). This account is also
supported by GRR.14 But it is not possible to identify LO-bo
with Mustang in Nepal as A. H. Francke had also attempted
to make out nor we have m y reason to identify Nepal with
Sin-khun.15 Zan-zun (San-sun) is accepted folr Guje which is
now called West Tibet, but which was at the time outside the
periphery od the Tibetan kingdom.26 I t is quite likely that
Petech, A Study on the chronicles of Ladakh, Calcutta, 1939,
pp. 12-13.
l 2T h e Ladakh Chronicle, p. 68.
23 Antiquities of Tibet, 11, pp. 31-32.
24 P. 840; T e x t , p. 16-b.
l5Op. Cit., Antiquities of Tib,et, 11, p. 85.
l6G. Tucci, Preliminary Report on T w o Sc$ntL$c
~xpedition~
in Nepal, Rome, 1956, p. 73.
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bLo-bo was situated towards the east of Guje on the other side
of the last line d the Himalayan snays. Thus it could be
located in the south d Central Tibet, foaming the main territory
of the kingdom of the Tibetan monarchy. But on na &count
the name b L d m applied to Nepal or any portion t h d .
Similarly the name Pal-boi San-khun (Sinkhuni or Sinkhun)
occurring as a place in the sauth, upta which Srong-TagsGampa's grandson had carried his conquest can be hardly
identified with a province within the jurisdiction of Nepal. A.
H. Francke translates the pasage in the Ladakh chronicle to
speak of these places as 'of Nepal' (11, p. 85). Rut this interpretation is unwarranted in view of the present location d
these areas. In this context we have characterkd the enumeration of the Ladakh chronicle as m e t h i n g not mentioning
Nepal in ctxlrse d its description d Tibetan conquest. Thus
the same also tends to support the Chinese sources, which talk
nothing of the Tibetan adventures in the south for all these
years unlike the account as given by Sanang-satsen. I think
that both these together provide a strong grcrund to reject the
thewy of Tibetan conquest of Nepal by Smg-Tsang-sGampo
or by his s u c c m .
The theory of Tibetan suzerainty wer Nepal as propounded
by Levi is accepted by many writers in India and a b r d who
claim to be able to write with authority on the ancient history
of Nepal. In 1955 an eminent historian of India, R. C.
Majumdar whose m r c e of infomatian is confined to Levi and
H. C. Ray's DNI (he gives these two as his general reference)
wrote in his 3 page paper on Nepal contributed to a volume
of Indian history, "As we know that there was a disastrous
civil war in Tibet follwcd by the decline 04 its power and &integration of its @tical authority in the secolld and third quarters
of the 9th century, it is not unlikely that the new era marks.
the emancipation of Nepal from the yoke of ti bet an^".^^ R. C.
Majumdar believes that the Tibetans exercised some kind of
suzerainty over Nepal for a long time before 879 A.D. He
27
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quotes also A. H. Francke2' in support of his statement because
Francke had earlier maintained that Ral-pa-can, conquered
India as far as the sea and aka Nepal. Majumdar thinks that
the Tibetan account of their king exercising suzerainty over
some parts d India cannot be taken seriously. But taking his
cue from the same source he enthusiastically supports the story
d Nepal becoming dependent oln Tibet as if in his opinion Nepal
alone was destined to be a vassal of Tibet. R. C. Majumdar
has done, little original research an the history ot Nepal and
Tibet. Sa we can, dismiss his contention without further arguments. But the same mistake is committed by Lucian01 Peteh,
who has to his credit substantial works od olriginal research on
these countries. Recently Praf. L. Petech suggested on the basis
of a passage in one ancient chronicle
Nepal tha,t a Tibetan
king was ruling over this coluntry sometime in the mid eighth
century A.D.
There is a line in Vi (f. 23-a) which runs tatpaichit Bhotarijenamliyiti Nepilamandale r i j y a m karoti. This comes just
after the passage mentioning Vasantadeva and before the one
mentiolning Rudradeva who according to the same chronicle
ruled peacefully as far as Bhot (tenacha Bhotaparyantam ni!kantakam rijyarn karoti). Petech translated the expression to
say that one Tibetan king ' N a m o y i t i ruled over Nepal after
Vasantadeva'. H e then wrote 'this is an interesting piece
information, blut it is diffcult to connect it with the coatemp r a r y histmy of Tibet. If (and that is big if) it refers to the
8th century then it may have something to do with the climax
of Tibetan expansion during the reign of K ' r i - m - l d e - b t ~ n
(755-797) . But there is no'thing in the Tibetan texts about the
conquests in Nepal after the country had regained its independence by the successful revolt oh 704 A.D. oh else NamoyPti
might be identified with the mysterious ruler, Aramudi, chief
of Nepal-but Aramudi is certainly not a Tibetan name in spite
of Levi's suggestion to this e f i e ~ t . ' The
~ ~ Italian scholar leaves
0 1
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Antiquities of Tibet, 11, p. 58.
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the argument incomplete. But yet he maintains his stand to
say that NamoyZti, a Tibetan king, ruled we?. Nepal. In my
view, the translation introducing the name of the Bh*a.riija is
wrong. Alw the word after B h ~ a r Z j ais not Narnoy5t.i. We
read the passage as BhotarGjenmmdyiti. ?"he expression simply
means 'BhotarSja c a m and ruled'. The language of the passage
is defective. I t is apabhramicc Sanskrit h t such a co~nstruction
is c o ~ ~ n met
l y in Nepalese literature of medieval days. In V'
itself there are several places where we come a c m such c o w
tructims. But nevertheless; the passage clearly shows that the
chronicle introduces a ruler from Bhota. However, the nuin
question is that olf identifying B h c a of the passage. According
to Petech the event of Bho(ar2ja's coming happened more than
132 years 10 months previous to the founding of the Kepal era
in 879 A.D. What Petech has said about this event in the
chronicle may not be exactly correct in regard to the date, but
it coluld refer to another ruler Mesag-&'oms (704-755) as he
himself suggests. This is, however, a minor point of controversy
compared to what is involved in the issue and had it not been
for more weighty reawns we cwld have also accepted another
personage K'ri-srm-lde-btsan (755-797 A.D.) hinlself. However, the i m e here is nat to c h m between two rulers af Tibet
regarding the episode. But as Petech has said, no Tibetan texts
even talk of conquest in Nepal in his time or wen in the time
of his predecessor. Against all this we cannot surely make olut
a prop6iticm to introduce a king from Tibet ruling w
e
r Nepal.
However, wen otherwise it is very difficult to identify Tibet as
Bhotaraja, for this term has been emplayed to denote a separate
principality of Banepa situated about 14 miles due east of
Kathmandu outside the Nepal Valley. In the ancient chronicle
and ms. collophms Bhota always applied to Banepa area. An
inscription in Gupta character of the reign of Sivadeva I1 of
the early 8th century A.D. used the expression for the first
time to denote the area od Banepa, through which passed the
merchandise to Tibet. Several inscriptions and colophons in
the later period have called the feudatories in the area as
Bhof arajidhirija (see Jayasimhargma's documents) . Until the
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very present the townlet of Banepa is called B h ~ a l . So the
expression
the Vi may also denote a ruler of Banepa primipality coming to occupy the throne in Patan in supercession of
the claim of a rightful ~~~~~r. The chronicler must have
omitted the name of the BhwarZja as the went did not redound
to the credit of the traditional ruling family of Nepal.
Thus it is definite that the proposition of Tibetan domination
over Nepal rests on slender foundation. I n the circumstances
it is impossible to accept the hypothesis of the: new era k i n g
founded in consequence od Nepal gaining back its independence
in 879 A.D. Those who have argued for this sort of proptxition
have done so without miolusly considering the weighty evidence
against it.
S. Levi has another explanation f a r the a,doptioa of the new
era in 879 A.D. He took the new era to be just another version
of the $aka era, d course, with a new colunt. He thought that
the Nepalese abandoned the name of the Saka era because in
that year they had reached a cycle of 800 years in terms of the
epach of the $aka era, which was inauspicio~usin view of the
number 8. Then they started the new count of years and thought
they started a new era. According ta him there was a superstition that the number 8 farebode evil, and the fear that if they
did not drop the era, this number would follolw them for 100
years and bring t h a n disaster impelled them to1 start a; new count
of years, which shaped itself into a new era known as the Nepal
era. It might be that the number 8 was inauspicious but this
was not peculiac to the Newars. At least, we do nolt hear of
this superstition any more at the moment. More than this, it
does not seem that the Nepalese of the day had actually started
the count with the 800th year 04 the Saka year because the
epoch olf the Nepal era olccurs after nearly 18 molnths had
elapsed since that date. But most of all, we have to bear in
mind that the Saka era was not in vague in Nepal at the time
while the new era came to be born. It was Sylvain Levi who
ascribed the epolch of a g o d many inscriptions of the 6th and
7th centuries to an era dating since 595 A.D. Obviously the
latter era not the Saka must have been adopted all the
0 1
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between this date and 879 A.D. Therefore the argument of
Levi in this regard does not hold g o d to explain the circumstances d the Nepal era of 879 A.D.
Recently an Indian author R. C. Majumdar has t r i d to
revive Levi's theory in respect al the epoch of the era. He says
"the current ma in Nepal started in 879 A.D. only one year
after 800 Saka era. If we allow for difference d one year as
not unlikely to happen, on account of the confusion between
current and expired years we may suppow that this era was
really the $aka era with eight hundred omitted".30 As we have
already o l b e d , the Nepal era started while actually the Saka
year 801 had expired. Ido not think we can soi easily explain
away this difference by attributing the count to a confusion
between the current and expired years. R. C. Majumdar thinks
that 'the earlier era was also born by dropping the five hundredth year d the Saka era'. The $akal era is ClraitrZdi. So
we have here a difference of 18 months. Thus he makes out a
case ob the Saka era 'to have been in continuous use in Nepal'
since the very early time. But we have yet to establish the
exact epoch years of the two p u p s of inscriptions of early Nepal
and until then nothing categorically can be said if the $aka
era had been adopted in the stone. For the second g ~ m pthe
likelihood of the Saka era is further complicated, because this
definitely starts with a new count, and its initial date is a h
as much uncertain though this can be placed within 68-78 A.D.
Even if a narrow margin were to be there betweem the centenary
of thk $aka era and our era, we cannot say for certain that
the two were identical f o r we have other instances of eras coming
within 6 or 8 years of the centenary year of the Vikrama or
Saka e m but nobody has suggmted that these were the Saka
era or Vikrama era in continuation e.g. the Chedi KZlachuri
era of VS 306, the Gupta era ot the $aka 242, and Chdukya
era of Saka 998 founded by Vikram2ditya Tribh~vanamalla.~~
R. C. Majumdar in JBAS, I, 1959, No. 1, pp. 48-49.
31 Sewell and Diksit : Th,e Indian Calendar, London, 1896, p. 43.
Cunninghain: Indian Eras, Calcutta, 1883, pp. 60-63, p. 75.
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I do not think the founder of any of these eras eyer thought of
the centenary d any previous era, while he founded his own ma.
Of course; if the margin is closed, it may be poariblle to identify
the new era with the traditional Vikrarna or Saka era. But
not until then we can da so. Therefore the polposition d the
$aka era being in continuation does not stand the ground in
the present state of our knowledge. Obviously R. C. Majumdar
has indulged in speculation about the nature ol the era, and
this he has done following Levi. As we have already discussed
Levi's statement in this regard, we know what value to attach
to what R. C. Majumdar wrote on the eras of Nepal.
Accolrding to Levi, the new century o~f the Saka era was
associated with the event of the country's deliverance from
Tibetan yoke. He observed: "I cmnolt prevent myself from
believing that Nepal delivered f r m the Tibetan yoke by the
murder of Glan-der-ma and the anarchy which folllawed hailed
the new century as a new period of her history. WTeknow what
a superstitious amen attaches itself wen in Europe on the birth
of a new century .32
But Levi seems to have forgotten that Tibet had disintegrated
i n about 850 A.D. and if Nepal had been freed from the
Tibetan yoke, it should have b ~ e nabout that time. Naturally the
founding of the era should have taken place as soon as the country
was freed and not 30-40 years later as Levi suggests. Why should
the Nepalese have waited till October, 879 =$aka 801 Kirtika
Sukla 1 fw tha<toccasion? If the era had started, say in 850
A.D.=Saka 772, the Nep,lese had noit tot be worried & e ~ ill
omens. But S. Levi has no reasolnable explanation as to why
the era was not started in that year.
Now let us consider if the origin of the era was due to any
change of ruling dynasty at the time. We learn from the inscrip
tions and this has been established beyond doublt, that A d u vaman founded an era in 568-78 A.D. Uptill then another
era was in vogue, d which the base year fell between 68 and
78 A.D. At the date while the Lichhwis were carving out a
9'
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precarious existence in the Valley their king happened to be too
much dependent cm the High Feudatmy, the illustrious Ariduvarman, wha belonged to another family d Ksatriyas called the
Th5kuri by the later Vaxid5valis and consequently he was
relegated in the background. ArtGuvannan was the most d h nant personality of the time, and not d y overshadowed the
throne, but aLw initiated a new chapter of history by founding
an ma. Of course, he did not found a dynasty ta rule but his
founding a new era was as much significant because the same
indicated how powerful he was. I n the climax of his parer
he became the head of the state. But after ArhSuvarman the
ThZkuris lost p w e r and it was not until 879 A.D. that they
had regained it. ms is one of the several views put forth in
support of a dynastic origin of the event of the era. I t is said
that in 879 A.D., a new chapter d glory opened for the Thauris.
The event marked the end of the Lichhavi rule as well as the
restoration oi the ThZkuri dynasty. This time the Thikuris were
themselves placed in p e r as sovereigns unlike the period
before when they had played the role of a Regent or Chief
Minister or Head of the State. So the event carried all the
greater importance. Those: who subscribe to the view of the
dynastic origin of the era say that the chrolnicles on the whole
have made a mistake in putting Raghavadwa in the old list in
continuation. Vi places him in the list of the restored line of
Sfiryavdis, the same as the Lichhavis. VK or Kirkpatrick
follows the same line in allotting him a place in the chronology.
Nolwhere he is introduced as a p m n who1 had started a new
dyna,sty or restored the old one. If he is a Thakuri, then he
must have restored his line. If he is not, then he belonged to
a new one altogether. But the list: in which he is placed contains
all Lichhavis who are wrongly called Thakuris. It is argued
tha,t the names dawn to Riighavadeva upto himself (but excluding himself) must be removed to the first list under the caption
No. 11, Lichhavi genealogy, i.e. the second line of the Lichhavi
dynasty restored by Narendradeva. Bendall said that Riighava's
line was a new line and he also suggested that this is indicated
by V i which begins entirely a new chapter, in fact, a new genea-
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logy commencing with him. Bendall points out that this indicates
a break in the olld order and necessarily has to be c m e r n m a t e d
by founding an era (JBAS, 1903, Part I ) . But Bendall is wmng
to say that the Vi starts a new list of rulers with Gghavadeva.
Them is nothing in the chronicle to indicate a change of ruling
dynasty since the time of ArhBuvman. Similarly, Vi and VK
(if it is regarded as the replica d V i ) do1 not suggest any line
other than the one of S i i r y a v d i restored by Dhruvavannan.
Accarding to Kirkpatrick, Riighavadeva, the founder oh the era,
bdonged ta the line of 'She0 D m Bumah, o~f the posterity d
Netisit, again sublduing Nepaul, and expelling the G u p t e e ~ ' . ~ ~
This i ~ ,oh course, to1 mean that Ragharvadeva was od the Lichhavi
dynasty. But if he was a Lichhavi, two oh his s u c c Udaya~
deva and Nirbhayadeva of the ms. od NS 119 (sec below)
coming in after four generations would have adoplted the epithet
used by the Lichhavis of the dynasty 04 V ~ a d e v a . Or, these
were not Riighavadeva's s u c c ~ ~04
r shis line. But on Kirkpatrick's autholrity these rulers were of the same line. Sol the fact
of Rzghavadeva being a Lichhavi is nolt established. Further,
by the time! the era came to be founded in 879 A D . , the:
Lichhavis seem to1 have disappeared from the: scene. After
jayadeva 11's reign (705-740 A.D.) , the dynasty carried a
lingering existence for m e time! and lo& the field altogeth~
towards the end of the century. This is best expressed in the
absence of any inscriptional documents belonging to1 the Lichhavis f o r the period after Jayadeva 11. At any rate the era was
not associated with m e who had Lichhavi connections.
But we alsol find it difficult to ccmnect the era with the restcwatioa olf the Thiikuris. We have na dolubt that a new dynasty
had replaced the Lichhavis on the throne but we do not see
any evidence to prove that Riighavadeva had started a new
dynasty or the replacement took place in 879 A.D.
The expression Sri Paiupatibha!tGraka Samvatsara in one of
the chronicle implies that the founding of the era was due to
some religious event coinnected with the natioad shrine: oi P&u33
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patiniith. But it smm that this cannot hold grwnd unless we
bring a situation which had led to the founding of a new era
associated with God Pdupatinath, and this era could not have
been introduced just because the deity was wcmhippcd on a parti,cular day. The issue of the era is linked with some event of p t
significance, though it cannot be doubted that the said event
might have a h caused propitiation d the Lord as VK suggests.
Quite often the era is the outcame of a desire of an individual
ruler, who thinks he is strong m u g h in his kingdom to found
a dynasty to rule in successio(n to him either in his name or
in the name of his family, in the latter instance the epoch of
the era is pushed earlier ta the time of his ancestor who had
probably laid the foundation of such a kingdom. It is true that
for our era, we do not find any event of a dynastic change
recorded in the ancient or modern chronicles. But we have
to accept a position that in October, 879 A.D., the dynasty
ruling so far had been replaced by a new m e ; we may not be
able to say which exactly was the dynasty instrumental for the
seizure of power and cornmenoration of the event. However, the
fact of a dynastic change with the new era seems to be a
certainty.
As we take up the question of the founder ol the era we shall
try to assess the dynastic position of the ruler who could have
founded the ma. It may be that with Eghavadeva, a third
dynasty had c m e into power, whether it was a restored line
or a new line altogether.
Now there is only m e point left to be explained. This; is the
fact of the era to have been started since the first day d the
bright fortnight olf Kiirtika. Why this particular day was chosen
for the purpose? This day is also the epoch of the Vikrama era
in some parts of India, particularly in Gujerat.
As we know in Gujerat the Vikrama era is Ama'nta and starts
from the first day of the bright fortnight ob Kirtika. The coincidence of the facts of the year s t h g from Ka'rtika jukla prdipada with ama'nta month in Nepal and countries like Gujerat
etc. may have s m e meaning. The eras appear to be c m m .
I t may be suggested that if it was a different era in Nepal it
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would not have been Kirtika s'ukla'di. It is a matter 04 c m o n
knowledge that in the latter half of the ninth century A.D.,
the same time the Nepal Samvat was founded the whole: 01
North India saw the revival of the Malava era of 57 B.C. into
a new era called the Vikrama smvat. By this time all the other
dynastic eras in India had been out of the field. The Vikrama
era had merged in a new colaur. It might be suggested that
the cultural influence olf the episode olf this era must have deeply
affected Nepal as it did other countries south of the Himalayas. Probably this is reflected in a cursory statement of one
olf the chronicles which asserts that RZghavadwa had introduced
Vikrama samvat into N ~ a l . ~ "
But we cannot subscribe to the view that the Vikrama samvat
was introduced into Nepal in 879 A.D. As we have a nav
count of y e m with the epoch, this is obviously a new era.
If it was the Vikrama era, introduced, the Nepalese would have
counted their years; with the epoch yeas od 57 B.C. as the
Gujeratis did. The fact that there is a new epoch clearly establishes that there was absolutely na place for the Vikram era
as it is adopted in parts of India.
We see as we read the chrolndogy of the medieval
that the $aka and V i k r m a eras came to be adopted in the
documents of the medieval period only since the 16th cemtur)i.
Till then thew were rare occasiolm when eras other than the
Nepal Samvat were mentioned in documents. I t will appear
that until the time 04 JayZrjuna and Jaya, Sthitimalla we have
no instances d any other era being adopted except three times
where the Vikrarna era is being concurrently mentioned. At c ~ l e
instance the scribe was a Gujerati (document olf Arirnalla)3s
and it was natural for him to mention the era olf his molthu
country. As for the use of the! Saka era about the time of Jays
Sthitimalla seen in a few instances it may be said that influences
from, neighbouring MithilH might have led to the adoption of
the Saka era by a few scribe. But on the whole for the entire
Kirkpatrick, p. 262, VK, P. 1 .
35 ms. Amrite.ivar,apGjli, vide above.
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period upto the 15th century A.D. the Nepal era was being
exclusively used in the Nepal Valley.
If olur era was the same as the Vikrama era, the umcurrent
use of the f m m with the latter is not conceivable.
There is absolutely no doubt that in spite d the coincidence of
several dements in the epachs d both the eras, the Nepal era of
879 A.D. was distinct f m the Vikrama era, although it is possible that while the day of the epoch was determined, the choice
would have k e n influenced by cultural contact with North
India which at the time had seen the birth of the Vikrarna era.

The modern, chronicles except G m p B2 are of no help in
the matter of discwering the man who had founded the era.
They bring in pawnages who ruled two to three hundred years
after the founding d the era (see above in the discussion of
the epoch year of the era) e.g. the Sanskrit chronicle has
VEmadeva's reign for the event ( c . NS 204), while Wright and
BLI attribute to1 Anandamalla's reign.
I n the long list of royal names elf the chronicle one name
Rsghavadeva is marked by cme of the ancient chronicles
(Kirkpatrick) and VK and also by me of the later chronicles,
the Group R2 to have introduced the era. The statement of VK
is not complete, as it doles not provide us the actual date in terms
of the older eras. The matter is left nat a little explicit. But
let us see if we can solve the points mund about the career and
r e p a l date of Riighavadeva.

How far Jayadeva 11's kingdom had been maintained intact
is not known except that few rulers, whose: identity might be
doubtful, are brought to the scene by the ancient Var%iivalis to
have ruled in the Valley of Nepal as successors of the Lichhavis.
I n fact, the whole history between Jayadeva I1 and Rsghavadeva is wrapped u p in olbscurity. This was the reason that led
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several authors to indulge in wild speculations about the
events of the era. About Riighavadeva himself, little is known
from the later chro~nicles,but Vi, V K and Kirkpatrick mentian
him in a long line olf kings of the restored line od Siiryavairhiis
(i.e. the Lichhavis). He is not mentioned by the Saivite and
Buddhist legends. But a chroaollolgy in the preamble to1 a Newari
drama olf Bhti patindramalla has Rggha~adeva.'~This chroao~
logy does look much similar to that Vi. I t was prepared in NS
812. Unlike Vi, however, Bhiipatindramalla's genealolgy is
much irregular and omits altogether events;, including the one
olf founding the era.37 We have already seen what the later
chronicles had to say about the founder of the era. The Sanskrit chronicle and Wright do talk of a new era but they give
a date nearly two hundred years later; Kirkpatrick and VK are
the only authority to talk of the era and to make RZghavadeva
the founder olf the Nepal era.38 Kirkpatrick said that Riighavad w a started the tamblul era olf the Bickermajcet. We knolw that
of the later chronicles there is oldy Group B2 which shows RZghavadeva as the folunder of the era. He is placed just a generation
earlier to Jayadevarnalla, at whose time NZnyadeva conquered
Nepal. The story of Sakhwal is connected with Riighavadeva's
reign. H e is also said to be the first molnarch of the two kingdoms, who ruled from Lalitpur. But the setting in which he
is presented is s a false that the chronicle does nolt help US to
unravel the mystery abolut the founder of the new era. This
may, however, sholw that a tradition as ta Rsghavadeva being
a founder of the new era was preserved in the eighteenth century
A.D. VK uses the exprewioln Sfi Pajupa~tiBhat!draka samvatsara
~ravrittihkritah, while referring to1 this; rno~nasch.~~
V i is silent
about the era. Similarly, about Riighavadeva, being of a new
line ot rulers, we have ncr other autholrity than B a ~ d a l l . ~The
'
This genealogy is elsewhere being called Jitamitran~alla's as
the work was composed by his son during his time.
37 R b a y a n a in 15 acts, dated NS 812, Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 367.
" Kirkpatrick, p. 26 1.
3".
1.
40 Bendall, JBAS, 1903, Table, p. 21.
36
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latter, however, simply resorted to a guess, although the question
is, what was the basis of his guess. But Kirkpatrick and V1 are
trustworthy documents which inspire confidence in them. So,
the existence d Riighavadeva in early medieval age cannot be
doubted although the exact time he reigned might be subjected
to a ccmjecture. Yet,there is one point that we have to consider
in trying to build a pr&
based on V' and VK. If R5ghava
has started a new dynasty, they should have mentioned this
fact. But they da not. It is for this reason alone Levi has
said that 'the pale figure of Eghavadeva does not harmonise
with the idea of the founder of the era' (11, p. 180). He
discards altogether the importance of the founder in connection
with the event of the era. This we have already discussed a
little earlier. However, Raghavadeva comes to be little known
men f r m such chronicles as mention his name. There is little
more added a b u t him ta his name and the result is that we
could get practically no information of his greatness as the
fmnder of the era. The pint, however, is that whether these
chronicles have to be regarded as the sale authority in this
matter, and whether theirs is the last word. In this case, the
personality of Riighavadeva will appear to have no relation
with the era. Alongside of this there is also the quation of
RZghavadeva's lineage ta be considered while we pursue the
point to suppose the connection to the era with the event of
Thiikuri restoration. Petech thinks that the T m u r i dynasty
row in, pourer with BhZskaradeva, and his dynasty is the original
Of course, he adnits that this designation were arbitrarily
offered, and he had f ~ l l ~ the
e d later chronicles because of its
practical convenience. In the first edition of this volume, the
author made out a point that RZghavadeva was a Thiikuri.
But it was a tentative suggesticm as in the circumstances it has
to be. It is not k n w n when the last scion of the pmious
dynasty ceased ta function as a ruler, and in the chronicles there
are SCY many inconsistencies that the event of a rise and fall
oi a particular dynasty is subject to utter confusion. In this
41

P. 25, Op. Cit.
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confused ba~k~ground,
we are at a low to know as to which
dynasty was introduced anew and which was just restored.
But if Riighavadeva were to be regarded as belonging to a
particular line, as specified by the latter chronicles, to whicli
the account of the new era under him directs a pointer, he
must also be regarded as the first of the restored line m that the
four rulers preceding him stand in the olld olrde~.'~
Of the modern a u t h m Levi grudgingly accepts Riighavadeva
as the founder of the era. Bendall who is supported by Prinq
and Cunningham strongly believes that he is the traditional
founder olf the era.43 Bendall had not s e n VK, which is the
only chrolnicle to talk of Riighavadwa as the folunder of the
era. H e had, however, seen Kirkplatrick whom infomatio~nwas
based on VK. But it is surprising that he thinks Kirkpatrick
'passed over Raghavadeva' when in fact as we have seen
Kirkpatrick mentiolns the fact of Raghavadeva folunding th
era. So Bendall's coaclusim is not based 0x1 the version of the
chrolnicle either VK or Kirkpatrick. Holwever, as he argues we
have to admit that not only RZghavadwa is recorded in the
chronicle (ancient) but the years 04 reign assigned to him and
his immediate successors quite accord with the tradition of his
having founded the era. Thus if we add together. the duration
of his reign and his five successors dolu?~to1 LabmikZmadeva
eve get about 135 years. This again added to1 879-80 brings
us to the second decade d the eleventh century, when we know
from a colophon that Laksrnikiimadeva 'had commenced to
rule at all events as joint sovereign becoming sole king later
on'.44 We may nolt accept Bendall's point oE argument, because
the toltd number oh years, 135, is based on a misreading of
Gunakamacleva's regnal years, which should be 85 in place of
65. But as Petech suggests we can nolw rely oln 'a highly
See Wright, p. 153. He omits Riighavadeva but other names
have been found to correspond with thosle in Bendall's list.
43 JASB, 1903, p. 53. Useful Tables, edited by Thomas, London,
1859, p. 269.
'' CPMDN, I, Intro., p. 6.
42
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authoritative text, i.e. VK' for the fact of RZghavadcva's founding the Nepal era of 879 A.D. I do nat think that in view
ot the statement of VK it will be maonable to disniss
RZghavadeva as the founder of the era. We have seen that
a group of later chronicles (B2) also lends support to the statement of VK. In all probability Eghavadeva had founded the
era to commemorate the occasion of his dynasty m i n g into
power at the time. Not until there is an evidence to contradict
this pmition, RZghava's claim must stand.

GENEALOGY
BEFORE

~GHAVADEVA

The later chronicles have a confused genealogy in general.
Even Vi and Kirkpatrick do not show improvement in respcct
011 the chronology of the ancient and early medieval period. The
problem of identifying a particular reign with the founder of the
era is, therefore, rendered extremely difficult.
At this stage the confusion presented by the chronology of
Nepal appears worse confounded as royal names repeat and
regnal years multiply from one list to another. It is quite possible
that the system of double rule by which we mean joint rule or
simultaneous running of two governments w m a single area
was also to a certain extent responsible for this situation. But
except for a hypothesis it is well nigh difficult to correct the
ill-arranged genealogy of the chronicles.
We seek in vain to find out Jayadeva I1 out of a long list ~f
names. So the base year also misses. If the last year of Jayadma
I1 be 740 A.D. then ta cover a gap ol 139 y e a n we must
produce a list ol kings at least far six generations or even greater.
But as Jayadeva I1 is not to be identified, we face a very odd
situation, where the choice has got to be arbitrary.
According to1 J a ~ a s w a l who
~ ~ gives Thakuri paternity to
Jayadeva I1 the chrandogy stands as follows:Sivadeva 11, his sons Jayadeva I1 and Chandrakdiideva I1
-

45

~

JBiORS, XXII, Pt. 3, p. 249.

Narendradeva, 740-7 7 7
Varadeva, 7 7 7-784
hikaradeva ( 12 years) -784-796
Vardhmiinadeva ( 13 years, or 16 years) - 4 2 6
Eiliirjuna-deva (36 or 36 years 7 molnths)-844 A.D.
Riighavadeva (46 years) -880-9 26
All the regnal data are from the VarSZvalis.
We shall a h see that Jayaswal has chosen thew names at
randam. The complex nature of the chro~nalo~gy
will appear .
from the fallowing table giving royal names from Ari-Guvarman
to Eghavadeva or where he is not mentioned, ta his cont empmary.
V1

1. AIiduvarman,
43
2. Minavaman,
65
3. Kritavarman,
65
4. Change of dynasty:
Mahipila
5. Devaladeva, 10
S i j r y a v d i restored
6. Dhruvavarman,
108
7. Bhimirjunadeva, 35
8. Narendradeva,
13
9. Sivadeva, 16
10. Narendradeva,
35
11. Baladeva, 17
12. Vardhaminadeva, 16
13. Sankaradeva,
12
14. Vasantadeva,

21

VK and
Kirkpatrick
Unghoo Burmah,
42

BLI Levi and
Wright

Sans. Chronicle

Arhf uvarman
(Thakuri) 68

Kirtoo Burmah, 18 Kritavarman,
87

Kritavarma

Bheem Arjun Deo Bhimirjuna 93
Nund Deo, 16

(Nandadeva in
Wright)

Nandadeva

Seo Deo, 16

Nurrender Deo,
37
Bal Dm, 17
Sunker Deo, 12
Bheem Arjun Deo
(111, 16
Jye Deo, 19

Varadeva, 95
Chandraketudeva
Narendra-Deva, 7

Narendradeva

Varadeva, 8
Sankaradeva, 12

Varadeva, 72
Sankaradeva

Vardham5nadeva, 13
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V1

VK and
Kirkpatrick

15. In the interreg- Shree Bull Deo, 16
num the Bho- Condur Dm, 26
tarija (Banepa) controls
Nepal.
Then
16. Rudradeva, 27
17. Jayadeva, 42-5 Jye Dm, 42-7
(Jayadeva-VK)
18. Baladeva, 11
Bul Dm, 11
( Baladeva-VK)
Ballunjcxm Deo,
36-7
(Baliirjunadeva

-VK

BLI Levi and
Wright

Sans. Chronicle

Balideva, 13

Balideva

Jayadeva, 15

Jayadeva,

Balirjunadeva,
17
Vikrarnadeva, 12

Bakrjunadeva
Vikramadeva

)

20. M h a d w a , 31
2 1. Kghavadeva, F&ghava Deo, 63-6 Gunakknadeva, 5 1
43-6.
VK gives M h a Bhojadeva, 8
deva 36 years, in
Laksmik2xnabetween Bal5rdeva, 22
iunadeva and Jayakkxideva,
Righavadeva.
20

Gunakiimadwa
Bhoj adeva
Laksmik2madeva
Jayakimadeva.

Our table has stopped with Rgghavadwa in the case of Vi
and Kirkpatrick as they mention him." In the case of the later
chronicles w have extended the names up to BWaradeva,
asl Riighava is entirely omitted therein.
Now it might have driven home to the reader that from this
complex genealogy it is well nigh impassible to pick u p Jayadeva
II and specify his successom far the period u p to 879.
We note that in this respect Vi and VK do not differ much
from later chronicles.
As to Riighava's immediate predecescw there is some dwpute
about his lineage and person. The various lists offaed by the
chmnicles have displayed a great variance in this mpezt.
Bendall's list dog not m t i m him, as its starting point is the
--

Vi, f. 22b-23a, Kirkpatrick, pp. 161-62; Wright, Chapter 111,
the r e p a l years from Narendradeva downwards are as in Levi;
BLI (some considerations on the History of Nepal) completely
agrees with Wright.
46
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year 879 A.D. According to Kirkpatrick's autholrity and VK
BZlZrjunadeva is the pred,e!cm of Riighavdwa. Whatever
may be his relation with the latter, he must be Nol. 1 BdZrjunadeva. If he be: RZghava7s father then the line of the
Lichhavis must end long before 879 A.D. Kirkpatrick has
introduced anly two kings in between Jayadeva I1 an.dRiighavadeva with a total reign of 47
Thus Jayadeva 117sreign
would be placed only half a century earlier ta Nepal era. But
this goes against the date of his inscription (Nol. 15) .48 The
correct result, however, would be obtained by sltriking off the
duplicate name olf Jayadeva coming third after him and di+
tributing the: 142 years between RZghava and Jayadeva 11.
According tcn the data of the inscriptions Jayadeva d l follow
Bhirniirjun Dm ( I ) imediately after. But the second B'himiirjuna will have no place. Kirkpatrick's authority does nolt seem
so wide of the mark if the list is; thus arranged."
According to1 the la,tm chrolnicles who omit RZgha,vadwa and
Udayadeva, Baladwa ruled far 13 years, Jayadeva folr 15 years,
RaZrjunadeva for 12 years, Vikramadevai for 12 years and
Gunak%madevafar 5 1 years5' The total, however, is only 103
years between 720 A.D. and the date of new era. If we add
Saikaradeva and VardharnZna the toltal becomes exactly 128
years. As hikaradeva occurs in Kirkpatrick's chronodolgy as the
immediate s u c c m of Jayadeva ( 12 years,) he may b'e taken, in
the list. But it is irnpowib~leto accept Vasa,deva as the same
person as RZghavadeva. Pmhaps his name m,us,t be: taken,
Jye Dm, Bul Deo, Ballarjunadeo.
48 See Indian Antiquary, Vol. IX, p. 178; GI, pip. 186-87.
4Wandadeva of this Line is according to some chronicles founder
of Sdivahana era in Nepal.
Sarikaradeva built Sankhu, a
50 Kirkpatrick, Op. Cit., p. 262.
town on the north eastern corner of the Valley. T h e Goddess
Ugrat5rZ dwells in thle hill above the town. Gunakiknadeva built
Kiintipur, modern Kathmandu, at the confluence of the two rivulets, E g m a t i and Visnumati.
47
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as dropped out from the usual list without trying further for an
untenable identifi~atim.~'

I n volume I of our series we have reconstructed the genealogy
from AmBuvannan to Jayadeva I1 thus:

Kings

Regents

MSuvarman
Dhruvadeva
BhimZrjunadeva
Narendradeva
Sivadeva I1
Jayadeva I1
Sahkaradeva

We purposely avoided consideration of the dates of Jayadeva
I1 in the preceding volume. But here as regnal dates have to
be allocated for the five predecessors of Rkhavadeva, it now
becomes unavoidable. Although, it is not an easy job to fix u p
ai h e limit for Jayadeva I1 we have to come to agree to some
dates for his regnal years, so that we do not grope in dark
a b u t the interregnum between him and the founder of the
third era starting from 879 A.D.
We have seen that the inscription of SonaLguthi (at the
Bhyiigar&vara Temple), which shows the date 125 Bha'drapada
iukla is the last for Sivadeva, Jayadeva's father, as far as the
same has preserved the name intact (Gnoli, Ins. LXXVIII) .
It has as the witness E j a p u t r a Jayadeva. I n between Jayadeva's
inscription with ascertained date52and the above noted document
we have two inscliptions dating 137 Jyai!tha jukla 553and 145
Pausa h ~ k l a3.'* As the fe7v lines on the slabs in the beginning
are damaged both do not show the names of the ruler. But
Wright, pp. 133-39; I A . XIII, pp. 41 1-12; Levi, 11, p. 184.
52 Ins. No. 15 of BLI (Gnoli, LXXXI).
53 Gnoli, No. LXXIX (Levi, No. 18).
54 Gnoli, No. LXXX (BLT, n. 14).
51
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this has rend& the question of allocation of these documents
much difficult. Before we fix regnal years far Jayadeva we
have, however, to decide as to whom these inscriptims can be
ascribed whether to Sivadeva or to Jayadeva. Let us see if
any other factor of the inscription can help us to establlivh the
identification of the ruler. Jayadeva's inscription does not have
dtitaka. But the other two have diitaka; in one we have
Bhallirakn Sri Vijayadeva and in the other Y u v a r i j a Sri
Vijayadeva. We may not take into consideration another document" (Levi, n. 19) and we can. accept it as M m g i n g ta
Sivadeva as the dtitaka therein is R i j a p u t r a Jayadeva in cornm m with the inscription of Samvat 125. But how to account for
the dates in the other twa inscriptions through the dzitaka? We
do not have evidence enough to regard Vijayadeva as the
vicarious name of Jayadeva. While in several inscriptions we
notice the name, Jayadeva, we fail to understand as to why
there was a need for the vicarious name to be adopited in others.
So the question of identity between the two names have to be
dismissed and therefme unlem sufficient evidence is forthcoming,
Vijayadeva must pass for a scm elf Jayadeva. Accordingly the
two inscriptions must be assigned to Jayadeva.
Sivadeva's reign must have come ta an end sometimes between
Samvat 125 and 137 (693-705 A.D.) . Jayadeva must rule from
the date, 705, upto 740 A.D.56 The Pariupati stella of Sarnvat
159 shows him at the climax of power. There are other dates
in records following 159, which we can ascribe tot Jayadeva's
reign. Of course this is arbitrary. But an approximate date
closing of his reign should be obtained. If we close Jayadeva's
rei<gnin 740 A.D. or sol, then the remaining 140 years could be
distributed amongst the five or six predecessors olf Raghavadeva
coming between Jayadeva and himself. It is generally agreed
that Riighavadeva founded a ruling dynasty since October, 879
by which date the Lichhavi dynasty had run its course. I t will
appear however that for an interval of about two hundred years
-

-- - ---

-

-- ----

-

King's name and date figure peeled off.
5B Gnoli, Inscription No. LXXXIX.
55
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Nepal again passes through a time which is marked by the
a b c e d any kind of reliable data such as inscription and
colophons. It is not an easy task to settle a genealogy for this
period, more m because the ancient chronicle is practically of
no help until we come to the ninth century A.D.

But the interval of uncertainty is shortened by a reign which
has came to light through an inscription in Gupta character
of date 180.
This is a 3 line inscriptian on the pedestal of a standing
image of Lokdvara in stone enshrined in a temple situated in
Yangu VihZra in the city of Patan (eastern part). The first
two lines invoke God Lolkdvara. In the last line, the relevant
exprm runs; Rdjno Sri MGnadevasya varre sityut tare ;ate
( = 100 +80) Ma'gha krnna dvitiya'yirn pratisthippa <p?zod e ~ h e This
. ~ ~ means that the image was consecrated m Ma'gha
k ~ ~ dvitiya
na
ot the year 180, while in the reign d Mgnadeva.
According to a ms. (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 279) it shall appear
that in the Nepal year 180 (m-tiyukte sar'ate) month 04 MqSha
site and the day elf tptiya, the ruling king was Baladeva. This
is the last document of Baladeva and the first document of the
next reign (PradyumnakZmadeva) dates 183 Jya&ha krsna (see
below). In the context we may have a tempation to allocate
the above inscription to a reign coming in between Baladeva
and Pradyumnakkadeva. But in view of the script d the
r e m d , which is definitely later Guptan (Known as Kutila')
any attempt to push it to NS 180 would be quite unwarranted.
I Y c have seen several inscriptions of the period beginning from
the reign of Rudradeva-Bhojadeva (NS 132), and they have
a script which is much different from the one adopted in the
inscription under consideration. I t is generally agreed that the
Gupta script was in vogue only uptill the end d the 9th century
A.D. or latest middle of the 10th century A.D.
Therefore the date of the Lokdvara pedestal inscription in
-.
.--.

57
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-

Unpublished.
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Gupta character must follow the epoch year of Arhiuvarman's
inscription. This surely indicates that the ruler of the inscription was reigning in 1804-378 A.D.=758 A.D. or SO.
I n the genealogy of the chronicle of Vi there is one Msnadeva
placed immediately before RHghavadeva. As the date of the
inswiption has it, this MHnadeva should come rather immediately after Sahkaradeva. Because we have already two M h a d e v a s
flourishing earlier to this date (see volume: Ancient Nepal) he
should be called MHnadeva I11 and if he is to1 be asaigned 31
years as V i does then he reigns till 200 AE ( A m h a r m a n era)

=768-78 A.D.
It will now appear that we have only five rulers leEt before
Riighavadeva. I do not think that we now face any difficulty
in regard to distributing the remaining hundred years befolre
the Nepal era started.
Any name in the chronicles which comes in the way d this
list must either be fictitious or one that was misplaced. Similarly, in the subsequent list there is no room folr names more than
five utmost. Other names must be cancelled. The reconstructed
list for the predecessors of Riighavadeva shall be as follows:
Jayadeva I1
Sankaradeva
Manadeva 111
Rudradeva I
Vasantadeva
Vardhaminadeva
Baladeva
BHl5rjunadeva

12 years
31
9,

27

9,

Here we come to the end olf the period before the Nepal era
of 879 A.D.
But all this is speculation. The right list shall come only in
the light of more reliable documents.
Until incontrovertible facts establish otherwise even if Rsghavadeva's existence be doubted, when the fact of an era in 879
is established, the fact of a founder is undeniable. But the pro-
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bability d Righavadeva founding the era sands a chance of
acceptance, as two ancient chronicles menticm him. The fact
that he started his reign, in 879 also m p p the theory of his
founding the era.
I n the same way we can say that the line of kings, which
began to rule since 879 A.D. must belong to one of the powerful
families d aristocracy in the realm. But if it is a new dynasty
its migin must be regarded as obscure.
As the later VarhGvalis have put forward a hypothesis of
the restoration of the Thskuri dynasty following the SGryavams'is, the inclination of scholars has been to designate the
dynasty ather than the Lichhavis a& the ThZkuri dynasty. This
coluld be accepted. But it is also likely that in the interregnum
be&the fall of the Lichhavis and beginning of the Nepal
era a new dynasty had taken advantage of the situation. If it
was SCY then the royal names; occurring in the chrcmdogy in
between S&karadeva and Sghavadeva were of this line. These
are, Mhadeva 111, Rudradeva I, Vasantadeva, VardhamZnadeva and Balideva. As in the inscription of Mkadeva I11
quoted above, he goes without any d the titles indicating his
Lichhavi lineage, the pcsibiity of a new dynasty to which he
belonged cannot be ruled out. But as in other cases, it would
not be pmper to stress the paint of argument any further regarding the new dynasty.

THESO-CALLED PALASUZERAINTY
IN THE
CENTURIES

~ T H
AND

1 h ~

Dharmapila and Rudradeva I
Of the p r e d e c m of RZghavadeva, Rudradeva is presented
by V' (f. 23-a) as the ruler who had ruled undisturbed a territory comprising alsol the Kumbh*. K u m b h ~is unidentified
but it can be located m e w h e r e in the present Kuti-Karaun
area. One of the later chronicles (group B2) also mentions
Rudradeva to have ruled as far as K u m b h ~ .Rudradewa comes
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three or four generations earlier to1 RZghavadeva. His date
might be fixed towards the end d the 8th century A.D. As V1
talks of him placing him immediately after BhottarZja and gives
him the credit of ruling over a kingdom which a h included
portion af Bhot, Rudradeva must have been quite an important
figure in the later Lichhavi genealogy.
Rudradeva's time coincides with the reign d Dharrnap'iila of
Bengal (770-810). The latter is regarded by solme schodars: to
have carried expeditions to the Himdayas and in that course
brought under his domination the king of Nepal.
An Indian Historian R. C'. Majumdar says5', "In this connection we might recall the tradition that Dhannapda occupied the
throne: olf Nepd, which we know was under the subjection of
Tibet during the greater part of the 7th and 8th centuries.
The expedition elf Dharmaplala tor Ke&r and Nepal may also
have some connections with Tibetan ag~eesslion-codict of
Dha,rmapZla with Tibetans". He repeats the statement a b u t
Dharmap?ila in his new work 'Age olf Imperial Kanaujy ( 1955)
giving in addition the evidence of Swlayambhzi Purgna: in
su p r t .58

It appears that Majumdar has thought himself to1 be guided
in h 3 proposition of DharmapZla's conquest of Nepal by an
article: of Nalini Nath Das Gupta written on the subject d
Gokarna E r t h a and Dharmap?ilaGO
in 1937.
The latter identifies G o k m a of the Nepal Valley with the
Gok-a
mentioned in verse 7 of Dewapda's Molnghyr Copper
Plate Inscription, one of the three sacred sites including KedEr
and G~g5sZga.rsaid to have been visited by DhannalpGla in
cwrse of his expeditio~n.~~
He then goes to colnnect the story o'f
-

Histlory of Bengal, Vosl. I (Hindu period) edited by R. C.
Majumdar, Dacca, 1943, fn., p. 125.
59 Pp. 47, 58. Published by Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombs?,
HCI, iv.
60 Indian Cultur,e, July, 1937, pp. 264-67.
elE.I., XVIII, p. 3015; IA, 1892, p. 255
&it Cfiliigm ~ m rrim
i
(q)3 I rh*
m
f
$
II
58
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D h m a p d a ' s expedition with the legend maintained in a
Buddhist Nepalese chronicle of later date according to which
the first king of Nepal, a C
k prince, had retired to give
place to the Gauda king D h m p a l a who had earlier accornpanied Krakuchhanda Buddha to the Valley.o2 Nalini Nath Das
Gupta finds cmbolration of this legmd in Swayambhzi Purgna
showing the same story of the Gauda king and he quotes his
source from m e d Brian Hdgsm's b k ~ . 'Further,
~
dying on
Hodgsoln's account of Swayambhzi PurZ?za he finds it possible
to identify GarigZsZgara with a site near Kapilavastu, where
Krakuchhanda had gone before he visited Nepal. Nmv on the
basis d the identification of these sites the Bengali scholar applies
his mind ta explain the implication of the veme of DeYapZla's
inscription and argues that all this 'appears to indicate a return
march of the army of Dharmapiila from the Himalayas in the
north to Bengal in the east through K d r a in Garhwal,
GaligZGgara in Kapilavastu in the Nepal Taai and G o k q a
a
1 the BZgmati in Nepal'.64
I do not think that the argument offered by Nalini Nath
Das Gupta to establish the fact d Dharmapiila's triumphant
march to Nepd is in any way tenable.
Let me now proceed to d d with all the pints of argument
at length.
Kielhm identified the Gakama of DeYapZla's inscription with
the sacred shrine of Siva situated in North Kanarae5rww in the
state of My-.
Aksaya Kumara Maitra cm the other hand said
that Gokama was situated in Orissa at the summit of Mt.
MahendraeC(modernKalinga) . Das Gupta rejected both these
contentions and @erred his choice to Nepal Gokarpa. He says :
'the difficulty d accepting K i d h m ' s identification of G o k ~ a
is that the vene as it is, would k in that case c m e to imply
Wright: History of Nepal, pp. 82-83 (Second Edition).
Essays on the Ldnguagre, Literature C3 Religion of N e p d and
Tibet, London, 1874, pp. 1 1 7-18.
64 Indian Culfiure, Ibid., p. 267.
65 IA, 1892, p. 257 fn. 56.
68Sihitya, 1320 VS, 286-87 as quoted by Das Gupta.
62
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that DharmapZla on his expeditions first went to the Himalayas,
then was forced to retreat to lower h g a l ( G ~ g G g a r )and
then again set out for North Kanara. But such meaning of the
He further thought that in the present
verse is not ad~nkibile.~~
(1937 A.D.) state of knowledge no one could say that Dhannapala had strength enough to defeat the Ristrakiita king by
marching into North Kanara which lay within the latter's
empire. Refening to Maitra's statement Das Gupta, says 'Besides
the weakness of Maitra's argument which is on the surface, he
could not prove that there is any living tradition or standing
memorial of DhannapZla's expedition at the GokaqmY6'
In his view the Gokaqa in the Nepal Valley satisfies all the
conditions demanded of a site for identification with the place
of the same name mentioned in the PZla king's inscription. This
is a site as sacred as the one in North Kanara. The Nepal
G o k q a was mentioned in Rimiyana as the place whe~e
Bhagiratha practised tapasyi to have the Ganges flm into
the sea (Bilakinda,
. . Sarga 18 V. 29) and where RZvar;la
also sat for several years to please the Gold Siva by his
austere rites (Uttarakinda, Sarga 9 V. 47). The Nepd
chronicles refer to Gokarqa as the capital 0% the Kir2b
dynasty which ruled Nepal m e 1900 years ago. One of the
eighteen Purinas, the Variha Purina (ch. 215) also speaks
d this place as an important centre of pilgrimage. E v a
Chaitanya the Bengali Vaisnava saint of the 16th century had
gone there to offer his homage (Chaitanya Charitimrt of
Kpnadis Kavirija, Madhya-Lili, Ch. XVII, V. 71).
Not questioning the claim of the Nepal G a k q a to an equd
status with the Gokarqa of North Kanara, we are, h o ~ e y ~ ,
unable to accept Das Gupta's argument that this was the site
hallowed in the tradition of the Ramiyana. If Bhagiratha had
gone to the Himalayas f o r penance (tapasya) to win the favour
04 the Ganges, it must have the range m e w h e r e near the
Gangoltri in Garhwal and not the sub-Himalayan Nepal Valley
67
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five hundred miles far in the east. I know there is a shrine of
GokarneSvara near Ke&rn.Stha. Prabably the author of the
Riwuiyana referred to this GoJtwa. As for the story of
RZvana's coming to practise austerity in the Nepal Valley, we
do not think he should have come so far from the far south leaving
a place of equal sanctity nearer home in North Kanara. It is
true that both Vara'ha Pura'na and Skanda Purina (Himavatkhanda) speak of a tirtha of Gokarqa in the Nepal Valley and
according to traditions of these mythologies, the Gokarga of
Nepal was as sacred as the Gokarqa d Nmth Kanara, for
both the places had the honour of receiving pieces d h m of
the deer whose shape the frolicking Siva was wearing in that
form. But how much credence we can give tor the antiquity of
these traditicms? The copies of the Variha Purina we have
consulted are not very old. The oldest of them does not go
back to more than 300 yeam (1673 VS) . But we should not
forget that the various texts eulogising the importance of the
many centres of pilgrimage were introduced by interested
parties quite late in the medieval perid. This was done to
attract the pilgrims whose bounteous odfering helped them to
make bath their ends meet. At least, cme text of the Skandn
Pura'na written in Kutili script doles not contain anything a b u t
Gokama and the Nepal Valley. The whole of Himava-tkhapda
is missing there. The date d this ms. is 245 d an unidemtified
era. But by the nature d the script we could place it latest to
the 10th century A.D. Obviously the m. came after Dharmapala. And it is significant that G o k m a does not exist there.
The earliest copy of the Nepal Mahitmya of Skanda Pura'na
dates 703 Nepala sarnvat. We can say nothing definite about
the historicity of any arm described by Varihn Pura'na.
One text shows a very insignificant and obscure area in midwest Nepal inhabited by tribals to have been full of highly
praised centres of pilgrimage. I do not think that the original
text sf the Vara'ha Purina has anything to do with this additional fragment. I did not know that there was also a Nepa'ka
Mnha't mya in Vara'ha Purina until my attention was recently
drawn to a text. All this shows that very little of historical
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value can be gleaned from such Puranic texts as are available
today. It is impassible at this stage to1 separate the chaff from
the grains in order to make the Puranas pas as source materials
to us.
No inscriptions or records prior t01 the 14th century refer to
9 G o k ~ a .One ot the inscriptions of Aduvannan, which dates
early 7th century mentions several deities ot sanctity in the
Nepal Valley, such as BhumbhukkikZjaZZsayana (Nilakantha),
PajupatinZtha, Dolidri NirZyana (Chingu), R2mejvara,
Hamsagrihadeva, Vagvatipiradeva, Minejvara, Paravatejvara
and Narasimha, and same Buddhist mmas.teries.69 Rut Gokaqa
is absent among the holy shrinm and manastdes mentioned in
the record. This clearly establishes that Golkaqa did not exist
in the early 7th century A.D. or if at all this shrine existed
it did not c m a n d very papular following as the above named
deities did to attract the notice of the ruler. Again, until we
cowe to the 14th century no1 documents have anything to say
abour Gakarpa.
Gokaqa comes for notice in the chronicle o1fthe 14th century
at the earliest under date NS 501 Mirgaiira Krsna
.. . 12 and it
is noit mentioned there as a religious centre but as a fort." It is
likely that either the shrine did not exist easlier or it was not a
place of importance. For i n f m a t i m about historic sites, the
later chronicles are u d e ~ ~So. we do not see any paint in the
in
argument of Das Gupta that Gok-a
figured
Wright's chronicle. I n Chaitanya7s time G o k a a might have
in existence. But if Chaitanya had visited the Golkarqa of
Nepal his biographer would have certainly mentioned Nepal
and yet another religious shrine, that o1f Paiupatiniitha, far
more important wmld not have escaped his notice.
As I read the references to Swayambhii Purine in Das
Gupta's writing I tried hard to trace the lines where D h m a pala was introduced but I have failed t~ notice any refere~lce
Gnoli, XXXVI.
70 V"', f. 591-b. Also in ms. Darb. Lib. Cat. I., 894. Gokarna
finds a prominent place there.
"
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to the Gauda ruler Dharmapiila in any copy d the text whatsoever, both in the Brhat Swayambhzi Purina and SwayambhC
Purina. I fail to understand haw this reference was available
t~ Hodgson. In the summary af the text which appears in R.
L, Mitra's Nepalese Sanskrit Buddhist Literat~re,~'
the story of
Dharmakara, a Chinese prince, ruling in Nepal while Buddha
Krakuchhanda had l d t the country is there in chapter IV C.P.
(P. 243), but there is nothing of a statement about his being
succeeded by the Gauda king Dharmap5la. I have with me
a very d d copy of the Swayambhzi Purina. This is dated
NS 678 (Alidha Kpna 5). Perhaps this is the oldest copy
available and this must have beem written only a b u t a hundred
years after the treatise was m m p w d in the time of Yalqamalla
(549-602 NS). Dhannapzla d m not figure in this text, which
m e w the tradition of his coming to Nepal is alien to
Swayambhzi Purina. It may be that Hdgson confusing the
tradition of the later chronicle inadvertently mentimed the
source as one od the Swayambhti Pura'na.
In Hodgmn's summary of Swayambhzi Purina the story
relates how Buddha KZsyapa went to pay homage in 'Garig5
SZgara' in the sthcin (hameland) of Kapila Muni and city of
Kapilavastu (Hodgson, ibid, P. 119). Das Gupta thinks that
by this he can locate Galigi sametanibudhau (of the inscrip
tian), i.e. confluence of Ganges with the sea c m d y known
as Garigi sggara in the area of Kapilavastu and then dexterously
show that Dharmapala cm his return journey came to West
Nepal Terai ta carry his s r p d t i o n to the Nepal Valley. But
I seek in vain in the Swayambhti Purina the stary of KKasyapa's
visit to the Gang5 sZgara ot Kapilavastu (Chapter VII). The
story narrated talks of KZsyapa's visit ta Nepal, where he goes
to pay his respects to Lord Swayarr~bhii.'~There is an artificial
lake, now almost dry, of the name Niglihav5 Ggara which is
situated about 3 miles north east of Kapdavastu. The name
Ggara is given sometimes to artificial p d s of a big size. But
71
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I do not know of any traditicml the confluence of the Gaigii
and Sggara in the area. HOWHdgxm came ta know of this
tradition is a puzzle to me. It would be wrong to draw an
inference of the kind d m e by Das Gupta on the basis of
Hodgwn's statement about GaigZ Ggara in Kapilavastu with.mt verifying its m r c e .
It is my f d i n g that Dm Gupta had never assessed the real

usefulness of the later c h i c l e s . If he had done SQ he would
not have surely quoted Wright's chronicler to establlish his facts
d the case. Anybody relying an the later chronicles must be
prepared to accept many imaginative and fanciful stories of
kings f m India ruling aver N q d . We shall have a long and
unending line d kings and visitors, dignitaries, the seven mortal
Buddhas, Mauryan emperor fiolka, V i k r a ~ d i t y a04 U j jain,
Dharmakara d China, Mafijuiri Badhisatva oif China, DharmapZla of Gauda, etc. I do not think any historian with his
understanding who was intimately conversant with the history
of Nepad would accept these names in the way the later
chronicles presented them to us.
In f. 22-b the V i has a pasmge to say that after the gmdson of M u v a r m a n (600-4208 A.D.) had reigned, there came
Mahipgla, lord of Gauda and with his high gra~ceruled Nepal.
The same passage states that DexapZla ruled 10 yeam and then
the S3iiryav&is were restored. Who is this MahipLla? T h e
time given does not coincide with the regnal period o~fMahipda,
nolr it shows to tally with that d DhannapZla. But the infomation might be used in support of the hypothesis of the Pala
conquest elf Nepal in the 9th and 10th centuries. However,
the Vi has not proved itself correct in the matter d chronology
in so far as it is related to: the time before the Nepal era of
879 A.D. Like the modern chronicles, the Vi introduces fictitious kings and dynasties, and confuses the genealogy and regnal
arrangement. & such its statement about the lord od Gauda
cannot be accepted without proper examination of the prob~lem.
We know that no PZlal records ever mention Nepal as a country under the emperors of the dynasty. I think that the evidence
of Vi by itself will hardly suffice to estabjhh the fact of P5la
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im@
hegemony o v a N q d . Althcmgh it may go to show
that the legend of the Pila king ruling Nepal was k
m a9
early as the 14th century, we are unable to take it saiously unl m authoritative documents confirm the authenticity of the
story*

I now come to the last part of my contention refuting Das
Gupta's argument. Why after all DeYap5.la does not say that
his father went to Nepal to visit Gokarqa? Even if D h m p 5 l a
had just gone to pay respect to the shrine, bmause it was an
ancient country he visited, he would have m e n t i d the name
of the country. This would have added to his stature as a
p i l e and a traveller.
Rut nowhere the location of this Gokarqa has been shown to
be in Nepal. The man who c h e d expxhtion to Nepal and
worshipped a shrine at a subsidiary tirthe there would
not have forgottm to display by name his conquest
of so important a country.
We have seen how rnilitary adventurem were prone to claim conquest d territories far removed from their own kingdom and this they
did just by a flight of imagination when given to exaggerate
their glories in a fit of exhiliration. We know what value to
attach to such tall talks of glories and conquest which are put
forth without any basis. But even. this tall talk d the ccmquest
of Nepal is a b t in the inscripion k a u s e the conquerods
son doles not name the country.
In the Khalimpur inscription D h m p 6 l a himself mentiuns
several countries, which are subdued by him. Rut he has not
included Nepal with them.73 Nor any records of his descendants,
which show the extension d his conquest, speak of Nepal anywhere. It is alsa incomprehensible that the most important
Saiva shrine in the Nepal Valley, the PGupatinZtha, d m not
figure in the account while the comparatively l e s important
tirtha, like Golkaxpa, is so gloriously mentioned as one of the
centres visited by the P5la Emperor. If Dhannap5la was in
-
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the Nepal Valley he or his son could amit to mention neither
Nepal nor Pahpatkiitha.
This is no dmbt that the writer of the article 'Dharmapila
and Gokama tirtha' has stretched his imagination t m far in
identifying the G o k a a of DevapZla's inscription with the
Golkama d Nepal. He has also tried to connect this wrangly
identified Gokarqa with the sacalled D h m a p d a : tradition of
the Swayambhzi Purina without lmking into the original dwuments. Further it can a h be suggested that he had not given
proper thought to the assessment d the values ot the latter
chronicles and unlike a historian had readily accepted their
story as it suited his convenience.
Das Gupta discards Maitra's identification for the reason that
Orissan Gok-a
lacks a living tradition of or a molnument to
DhairmapQla's march wer that area. But in accepting a tradition artificially incarpmated in al chrcmicle of doubtful veracity
written d y a hundred and fifty y e m ago from nolw to interpret the event of the early ninth century A.D. he himself
betrays weak reasoning and adopts quite an unsound basis d
argument ; while dkmking the c l a b d the G o k q a of N o d
Kanara as put forward by Kidhorn, Das Gupta betrays the
same attitude. Das Gupta pleads an the basis of the order the
three sites appear in the vase of the' inscription that Dharm*
pda could not go so far south w a t as No& Kanara once he
returned to his native land. Of c w m , the passage is straight
if it could be made to run through a line from Garhwal to west
Nepal Terai and then to the Valley of Nepal and thence with
a descent d w n the hill black home to Gauda in Bengal. But
as we have seen it was not possible to create G ~ g Z G g a r ain
the landmass d West Nepal Terai. However, nothing can prevent US from envisa$ng a position like the ane, which according
t~ Das Gupta is admitted in the ve&; for a conqueror would
not hesitate to take a route however circuitous if the corkingency SO dictates. But the order d names in the verse by itself
~ h m l dnot be construed to mean that the conqueror had
marched accordingly. This may m y show that he had visited
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the three places as named without meaning exactly which place
was visited in what order.
In view of the fact that Dharmagla himself was defeated
by the Risfrakufa emperm' Dhruva Dharava~a(780-93) and
G A n d a I11 (793-814) both d whom enjoyed the suzerainty
over the' whole of Deccan while they lived, it does not appear
that he had ever carried his expabtion to so far a place within
the Rikfrakfita empire as North K a ~ ~ a r aDas
. ~ ~Gupta and
others who accept his propmition think that in these conditions
the identity olf the Gok-a
of DevapZla's inscription with the
Gokarqa of North Kanara is ruled out. But a modern historian
of Bihar, BI. P. Sinha, thinks otherwise. To him 'it is more
logical to a m m e that Gokarna in Kanara would mark the
western limits of Dhannap5laYse~pedLti%n'.~~
In a Sanskrit work
of the 1lth century A.D., the Udaym~ndarikuthi,~~
m e Dharma@la is called the lord of UttarZpatha. B. P. Sinha is of the
opinion that while Dharrnapiila cwld have canid his expedition to North Kanara, a fact which led his son to mention
G o k m a in his record, it may also be true that he had ccmquerecl the whole of North India including Nepal. But I do not
think that B. P. Sinha's assumption is valid in any way for the
simple reason that the mere fact of a title of 'the Lord d
Uttaripatha' is insufficient to pnrve the conquest of Nepal by
D h a m p d a . Uttafipatha, as we know, can never be a
s y m y m , for the expression of a territorial concept which might
show a territory stretching far and wide to include a country
like Nepal.
I am sure as suggested earlier that Dhannafla did never
visit Nepal in course of his expedition because if he had ever
turned his conquest to the north af Bihar, he would have
included Nepal in the list of kingdoms, whose lungs ' h e d
d m respectfully with their diadems to him'. But Das Gupta
EHD, I, pp. 262-75.
75 Decline of tlhe Kingdom of M.agadha by B. P. Sinha, Patna,
1954, p. 343.
76 ABORI, XII, pp. 197 ff.
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seems to think that Dhannagla could go ta Nepal to invade

the country as if it was vulnerable to external attacks.
In finale, it may be argued that if it is not the G ~ k a q mof
North Kanara or the Golkaqa of Nepal, which was visited by
DhannapZla 'in course of his expedition', t h e n it might be that
he had carried his army ta Kaliliga and paid his respects to1 the!
deity Golkq&vara at Mt. Mahendra. The same Moaghyr
inscription attributes to G@a the extension of his frontier to
the m t h as far as the sea. Probably it was not as much
difficult f o r Dharmapda ta proceed onwards from. Gauda to as
far muth as Kalinga men while he had returned from hi^
expedition to1 Kediir. And we should not forget that there was
na strong local ruler in that area to checkmate Dharmapda's
triumphant march at the time.
However, I do not think there is any ground tot connect
Dharmapda's pilgrimage to Kedar, G ~ g Z i g a r aand Gakama
ta his military movement. The verse in question as suggested
by Das Gupta is introduced nolt 'sol much with the object of
extolling Dharmapda's v d m r or power or 04 determining the
limits of his conquest as of demonstrating one af the excellent
traits of his character by his regard f o r his followem'." T a me:
it looks that the veme in question is solely interpowd to1 convey
the information of Dhannapzla's performing holy rites in
KedZr, GarigZGgara and G o k q a and nothing more than that.
There is no exp&m here to show that he was carrying his
military expedition to these places and pedolming holly rites at
the same time. The expression sakal6nudhrtya dusfin might
have led Kielhom to read a meaning of 'in course of expedition'.
But as the passage stands this is quite apart from the statement
mentioning his pilgrimage. The expresioln along the line means
that 'to the virtuous king who had the welfare of his people at
heart, and who destroyed the wicked, the success (siddhi) ojf
the future Life also was available.' Kielhom joins the two
differentpassages by the word 'because'. But this kind d rendering k nolt admitted by the verse as it stands. Even if we follow
77
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Kielhm, the pasages together da not mean that any idea d
expedition was intended while DharmapZla had visited the
sacred sites.
I am definite that Dhanmpiila had not visited Nepal Gokarpa
even for the purpose: of holy rites. As we have already suggested,
if he was in the Nepal Valley for any purpose, he would not
have failed to mention it. Because there is a G o l k q a in the
Valley, people w e tempted to try to identify this site with fhe
one of Deyapiila's inscription. But they do not k n w that it
is not a very ancient site. Furthennore the Valley has almost
as many holy centres of importance as there are in the whole
of the Indian sub-continent and all th& bear the same names
as are given to the rmpective h d y sites by the Indians. The
Nepalese pilgrims satisfy themselves by performing rites in these
centres to feel that they have visited the holy placm of BhZratav-a.
In the Nepal Vdley we can count holy sites like PrayZga,
GodZvari, G o k q a , KG?, and even Badri and K d a r a . I n
various texts composed by the Nepal-,
these sites are often
lauded to the skies and their importance is st&
to equal these
with their namesake tirtlzas in India. I n many cases the praise
bestowed on them makes the Nepalese counterparts superior to
the latter. If all these sites were as important as the original
sites in various centres of India, then it w i l l be not d y Gokama
but alm GodZvari, PrayZg and KGi which will have to be sought
inside the Nepal Valley. But this will be a venture not worth
trying. The Nepalese: themselves do realise the shortcoming of
their tirthas. I n practice they are treated just as suubstitutes of
the original tirthas of India but not as much important and holy.
These were visited by t h m wl10 were physically unfit to undertake the arduous journey to original sites. Again these do not
command colmpai-atively as inuch respect as the shrines of important Nepalese deities like Paiupatingtha, JalZsayana V b u ,
ChZngu NiirZyqa, Lok&vara MatsyendranZtha, and the Stupa
of Swayambhu. There is no living tradition around G o k q a ,
which would establish that this was as important as Gokaqa
of North Kanara. The Nepalese themselves do not regard their
Gokaqa as the real one. To them it is just a convenient
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substitute d the real Gokarqa that is in Swth India (as the
saying goes).
Returning to Dharmapzla's pilgrhage, we shaU nolt be wrong
to state that if he had maintained friendly rdatim with the
Riistrakiitas
..
at any time in his career he might have alvailed
d the opportunity to visit the shrine, and probably his son
later preserved the memory in his records where he eulo$es
the virtuous and religious acts dme by his father.
If the Golkarqa of Kalinga is as ancient and important, it
might be that DevapZla might have referred to this site. But
this is for the scholars of O r k a to decide.
But on no account DharrnapZla can ever be presented as the
overlord of Nepal. Das Gupta's argument is strained tool far
to give any substance to the proposition he has tried to establish
in that course.
It is not only R. C. Majumdar who has found it convenient
to use Das Gupta's conclusions ta support his hypothesis but
there are many more writers who have tried tor present Dhannapala as the emperor of Nepal on that basis. Very recently L.
Petech expressed an opinion that the stmy of DharrnapHla's
visit to Nepal G o k ~ might
a
be true.
Petech tries to interpret a line in Vi to mean that Rudra.deva
had driven away the Tibetans and then he says 'W may suppose
with some plausibility that this event was m e h o w connected
with a vague piece of information culled from the Mmghyr
copper plate inscription of DevaFla of Bengal'. The Italian
scholar thinks that the story of the Gauda king D h a r m a s b
of the Swayambhii P u r e a becoming king ol Nepal might confirm the infomation as to 'Dharmapiila's performance olf holy
rites in Gokama'. Petech concludes that 'this would indicate
PHla influence, if not actual and lasting suzerainty in Nepal
about 800 A.D.' (pl. 30).
We have already refuted the argument of DhampZla's
expeditim. So we need not write more about it here. But
it is alsa doubtful if PZla cultural influence came to Nepal so
soon as in c. 800 A.D. Our view is that it came a b u t 150-200
years later. Another p i n t of consideration in this connection
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is the way Rudradeva was amociated with the advent d cultural
influence fm Bengal. We must note that this has been made
without any reamable ground.
I am sure that Petech has erred in respect of interpreting the
said line in Vi. He has misread the line which never says that
Rudradeva drove away the Tibetans. The statement is v q
clear. I t says that Rudradeva ruled as far as Kumbh*. There
is nothing to show that a ruler from Bengal or anywhere from
outside Nepal came to assist the Nepalese king to expel his
Tibetan enemies.
We da not need to add anything more to what we have
already written m the subject of DhmapZla's association with
Nepal. Devafla is another ruler who is cmcurrently m m t i d
to have exercised suzerain power aver this country. But while
s c h a l a ~have dealt at length about Dharmap5la in c m e c tim with Nepal, I)leYapZla does not draw m m than a c u m r y
statement in that relation. As far as we know there is practically ns evidence to p m e the existence of DeYapZla's ernpire in N v a l . Schdars have drawn unwamanted inference
about Devapda holding sway in Nepal as they did in regard
to his father. People think that because the Pslas were
mastem elf practically the whole of present day Bengal, Bihar
and Uttara Radesh, they might have as well reduced Nepal
to s u b ~ ~ i m
Rut
. as we have noticed this is an utterly m n g
assumption.

There are scholars who think that several of the Pala emperors
besides Dharmapiala and h a g l a exercised m e kind of suzerainty over Nepal. R. C. Majumdar states that Mahipala I also
was being acknowledged as sovereign ol
The evidence
he produces to n ~ p p r this statement is the Imadpur image
inscription, which, however, he misreads and misinterp~ets.~'In
the view of Dr. R. C. Majumdar the date figure in the
JBAS, 1950 (XVI. n. 2), pp. 247-49.
7g JBAS, 1950 (XVI. n. 2 ) , p. 49.
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inscription which shows MahipZla reigning is 148 and this can
brr only referred to the Nepal era of 879-80 A.D. to make the
date synchronise with the regnal years d the Pda ruler
(988-1038)'. The learned dactor further 0 1 h e s that the f i ~ t
itan in the figure 'is quite unlike any letter olf the periold of
Mahipala so far known to us, but closely resembles the figure
for hundred given in Buhler's chart Plate IX, Coll. IX, the
only difference k i n g the wedge like sign, instead alf king
attached to the top is placed at the bolttom, such as we find
a h in the Nepal m. (Buhler's chart, cals. XXI, XXVI)'.eO
In a footnote he adds 'it may be noted that the numerical
figure 4 is unlike that used in B q a l amd Bihas during the Pas
and Sena periods, but closely resembles the f o m used in
Neplalese mm. (Cambridge mss. Add 1644 dated 325 NS = 1205
A.D. Bendall's Cat. P1. V) '."
In a rejoinder to R. C. Majumdar, another Bengali Scholar
D. C . Sarkar says that 'the aksara has no1 appreciable resemblance with the symbsl far 100 in Buhler's table referred to
by Dr. M a j ~ m d m "and
~ further 'to find any resemblance cannot
but be regarded as fanciful.' He also observes that another fact
is ignored by Majumdar, and this is 'when 48 has been written
in ordinary numerical figures, the hundred digit was expected
to be written in figure for 1 and not in the symbol for
While fully endorsing what D. C. Sarkar has said on the
subject, I like to add a few mare facts to his statement.
I do not think that R. C. Majurndar has ever tried to be
familiar with the Nepalese system of paleography by personally
examining the manuscripts d the perid, he claims to be an
authority on. As far as I know the symbol used for 100 in
Nepal in the early medieval @old was not what is shown by
Majumdar. It is always a type of symbol resembling clmly one
olf the alphabets, the W, and no separate symbol was designed.
--

-

--.

--

Ibid.
Ibid.
s2 IHQ, 1954, p. 383.
83 Ibid., p. 384.
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I have well scrutinised Buhler's table and I can say that R. C.
Majurndar has not cloeely marked it. Buhler's chart s h a m the
symbol used in the C u p writing which has no likeness with
the w a l l e d symbol for 100 adopted in the Imadpur inscrip
tion. But what R. C. Majumdar should have krwwn is the fact
that the figure he mentions as a symbol has been lined at the
head, the way an alphabetic figure is prg~ltedand not ldt
blank as every numerical figure or any ancient Nepalese symbolic figure was shaped. As I know a great many of the date
figures in Nepdex documents uptill 185 NS crr so are either
e x p r d in wards or in what is called Aksarapalli. Even where
symbolic figures are used, I do not think the suggestion made
by Majumdar in regard to the fom could in any way be
accepted.
At the same time the expression in symbol was made not
partially but wholly. From these two mnclusioins emerge: that
it was never +ble
for any scribe in Nepal to write his 48
as in the Imadpur inscription and that even if he did he could
not have 100 in symbol and the rest in numerical figures. It
also appears' that the script in use in Imadpur inscription is not
vesy similar to the Nepalese script of the tenth and eleventh
centuries. The script can be distinctly as nm-Nepalese. Thus
Majumdar's sta,tment seems to be far removed from actual
facts of the case he claims to build up.
As D. C. Sarkar also thinks, R. C. Majumdar relied on
S. Levi f o r his statement on the subject of MahipZla's s u m ainty over Nepal nolt realking that he should have made the
statement only after ascertaining the sources on first hand.
Neither he is justified to establish Mah.ipda:s suzerainty over
Nepal merely cm the basis of the Irnadpur image inscriptions.
In the fm4tnotesto certain statements in his article R. C.
Majumdar lists certain manuscripts, which he thinks were either
copied in Nepal in the local scripts and 'refer to Indian kings
in the collophmd w were written in Indian scripts but 'bear
Nepalese era.' O n this ground he s u g g d that there were
many Indian rulers who exercised same kind of overlordship
in Nepal. But unfortunately R. C. Majumdar does not r d s e
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that the colophons with Indian kings always belong to m a n u s
c r i p which were brought to Nepal by emigrant scho~am. They
were never the writings of native scribes. The Rafijand script
in which such manuscripts are written should not lead us to
infer that these were the work of Nepalese copyists; fm the
same type of Raiijani script was in use in those days in the
cultural area f r m Kanauj ta Gauda. As for the manuscripts
written in Maithili and Bengali scripts, it is certain that these
were the works of Maithili and Bengali scribces and we must
not confuse them with manuscripts bearing the names of nonNepalese rulers, which were: definitely written outside Nepal.
If R. C. Majumdar had himself seen the olriginal copies olf
the manuscripts he cited he would not have made a mistake as
to the script in which the latter works were written. I would
like ta bring to his n d c e the fact that unless the era in the
colophon can be ascertained as Nepalese, it would be wrong to
infer anythng from the character of the script. On the otherhand till late 17th century the Nepalese coacurrently produced
works in Maithili aind Bengali scripts, and these sholw in the
coilolplhms Nepalese era and Nepalese rulers;.
Majumdar sholws his paor knowledge ob the epigraphy of
North Bihar by his reading and interpretation of the date figure
of the Irnadpur image inscription. Reading his cursory writings on Nepal I can also know that he has rarely used first
hand source materials to support his colnc1us;ions. I can appreciate his interest in the subject of Nqalese history. But this
piece of writing which he produces to1 establish Mahipiila's
suzerainty wer Nepd is disappointing. The main purpose of
my criticising Majumdar at length on variolus occasions is to
show to the reader honv scholars of high reputation make statements in regard to important events od history witholut probing
the materials in question.
R. C. Majumdar feds that as the date olf his reading (148)
added to the epoch year of the NS (880 A.D.) gives a, year
within the accepted regnal dates of Mahipala 'the necessity far
assessing a long reign d about 50 years to Mahipiala has d k
appeared.' But I da not think he can push ahead his hypothesis
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in such an innocuous manner, for in the last analysis it must
be stated that neither Majumdar's reading of the date figure
is correct, nor the remrd by itself can. be attributed to Nepal.
Any body who is cmvwsant with the epigraphy of MithiE
will at once say that the Irnadpur image inscription has a
lcharacter which obtained in MithilZ in the early medieval
period, and the date mentioned is the 48th year of the reign
olf MahipEla. In bath the inscriptions the expression of Sriman
Mahipdadeva raja Samva 48 Jycjthadivi S u k d a Paksa 2 is
quite clear.

The t m Thiikuri implies a pure eatriya m e . In the
<eighteenthcentury this conveyed a sen= of purity of Qatriya
b l o d in a family originating from Rajputana in contrast to
the mixed blood of the Khasa Iktriyas of the indigenous soil.
Obviously, the chroniclers who a m p e d their chronicles in the
eightexmth century invariably applied this tenn as it was then
understowl to denote the superior birth of the ruling families
concerned. But the wolrd ThZkuri is nat elf Newar origin, and
is not found in the vocabulary of inscriptions or rns. documents
till very late and not until the 16th century. In the PaSupati
copper plate of NS 561, Yalqamalla's molther S d r a d e v i is
addressed as ThZkurini. This is the first time a reliable record
has used the expression. The later Malla princes used ThZkura
after their name. At the moment a class of old IQatriyas
amongst the Newars is being called Thiikuju, and it is said that
they were descendants of the royal Malla family. In the
ancient chronicle, we find at a few places an. expression of this
type. But this should not be taken as to have signdied the
same meaning as conveyed by the later chronicles. Strictly
speaking the term should not indicate more than what was
intended in popular use in the 18th century.
There is further the problem of differentiating between thernselves the twa stocks of IQatriyas, the Stiryavamjis and Chandravamjis. We get no help from the usage adopted by the
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c h m i c l m . Even when two stocks are mentioned, this did not
show that the T h a u r i s were divided themselves.
Of course, when the ThZkuri designation is given to RZghavadeva we mean just what was being floated in practice during
the eighteenth century in the Chaubisi area. Mare than this
we are not in a position to say in regard to the family or clan
of the rulers even for the whde of the medieval pmiold.
A b u t the restoration of the line by REgha,~adeva,it is a h
equally nothing mare: than a guess and the propos;ition is made
just for reasons of cmvenimt analogy based on the hypothesis
of the later chronicles. It has been marked in the genealogies
as put forward by the latter chronicles that the Sziryavamii
Lichhavis and Chandravams'i Thakuris altemalted between
themselves on the throne ol N&I. Because the Lichhavis had
gone out of the scene in the 9th century, it was thought that
the family now replacing might be the one which had been
their rival earlier. This might not be true and a new f d y
might have come in the picture. Then, in that case the
hypothe& of a restonred line becomes invalid. But RZghavadeva could as well be a member of the ruling family that
alternated with the Lichhavis.

We have following tables far the reigns of Rzghavadeva's

vi
Riighavadeva
43,6
Jayadeva
10,o
Vikramadeva
8,9
Narendradeva
1,6
84

VK (Kirkpatrick)
Raghavadeva,
63,6
Sankaradeva (Seeker Deo : Kirk) 8 4
18,6
Sahadeva (Soho Des: Kirk)
33,9
Vikrainadeva (Bickrum Deo : Kirk)
1,o

Kirk=Kirkpatrick, pp. 261 -62 ; VK, pp. 1-2.
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Vi
G unakamadeva
85,6
Udayadeva
5'2
Lak5mikSmadeva
2 1'0
154,5
(excluding the last
)

VK (Kirkpatrick)
Narendradeva (Nurrender D w : Kirk)
1'6
Gunakzmadeva (Goonakama &o : Kirk)
85,6
Udayadwa (Oodey Dm: Kirk)
6
201,9

IQkpatrick gives 88 years amd 6 months for Saikaradeva.
But as his m r c e is VK, 88 must be a mistake for 18.
VK shows 3 more reigns after Udayadeva before Labmikamadeva. In the enumeration of VK the total reign perid is
much mare ( 2 16 y m ) than given by Vi.
Narendradeva and Udayadeva were joint rulers according
ta a m. colophm (below) .85 Their regnal date is ascertained
with reference tor an absolutely reliable datum.
We find that Kirkpatrick's two names Seeker Deo (Sankaradeva) and Soho Dm (Sahadeva) are miss'ig in the list of Vi.
They are the second and third successom of Rgghavadeva with
regpal years 18,6 and 33,9 respectively.
Petech thinks that as Kirkpatrick's authority is as much
ancient as Vi, the divergence of names cannot be dismissed as
'a c m p t i c m of list'. He argues that there can well nigh be
twa kingdoms saying 'RZghavadeva reigned in the half kingdm
for 43 years 6 months, and then ceded or lost half of it to
Jayadeva, while continuing ta rule over the rest for another
20 years; and the two1 Vikramadevas, separated as they are by
an interval of half a century are not the same pawn'. But we
da not possess any authority to take this argument seriously.
From 879 ta the known date elf Udayadeva there is a gap
o! 119 years, and there are actually five kings according to Vi,
their regnal years total nearly 140-150 years.
85

JBORS, XXIII, p. 29 (Pt. I ) Ins. XIX, 1 .
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To Petech, the two lists of V' and VK represent two separate
dynasties of r u l m ruling over separate k i n g d m but as
contemporarie~.~''
On the basis of allocation of regnal years made by V1 and
VK, Petech constructs a table, which is reproduced here:

Rzghavadeva
Jayadeva
Vikralnadeva

1 4 3
43-53
53-62

Riighavadeva
Sankaradeva
Sahadeva
Vikramadeva

1 4 3
63-82
82-1 16
116-117

Gunaksmadeva is transferred to kingdom (I) to fill u p the
gap between NS 62 and the first reign olf Narendradeva (see
below).
Quite unexpectedly, one d the later chro~nicles,the Group B2
shows 3 kingdolms about this time.

1
I

I

( Pamauti)

(Kathmandu)
Msnadeva, 36 years

I

Narendradeva, 1 year

I

I

(Patan)

Vikramadeva, 8 years, Eghavadeva, 63 years
9 months
I
Jayadevamalla-AnandaI
Narendradeva, 1 year
malla (two brothers)

Gur?akhadeva, 5 1 years GuFakiimad!va, 5 1 years

According to this chronicle in NS 9 Nlnyadeva invades and
conquers Nepal. Then his dynasty ruled until the throne
passes on to Jaya Sthitimalla's ancestor.
The list is colnfusing. The chrojnicle gives pasallel names for
the second and third generation for the Kathmandu and
Pannauti kingdom. The Patan list shows two1 names colnlrnoa
to all the later chronicles. The list alsol on the whole d m not
agree with that of Petech. But considering the fact olf the division of Nepal into more than one political units as brought out
--

8e

Petech, p. 37.
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by G m p B2 this might lend support to Petech's inferenw.
One may think that the G m p B' had preserved a historical
tradition d two k i n g d m existing at that time. However, the
story following the division is patently wrong. This renders the
account of the division unreliable. At least we cannot accept
it on the authority of the chronicle B2. We cannot surely overestimate the importance of a particular statement of the
chronicle while dismissing the context it is made as untrue.
But the assumption of the existence af two kingdoms by
Petech might not be entirely incongruous. But is there any
need to assume the exhence of two lungdoms? As we have
seen Petech's interpretation of VK's list &es
him to 117 NS,
Cannot Vikrarnadeva of Vi be identified with the ruler of the
same narne of VK? GuqaEmadeva is also c m m to both
lists; and Petech reduces the length of his reign by 20 years
to fit him in with the tenor of his recast chmnology. But we
offer a more logical device to get over the difficulty in regard
to the chmology.
If we reduce his reign by thlrty yam, the total of all the
reigns up ta Narendradeva-Udayadeva hmna a b u t 115 or
1 1 7 years, and thus we entirely eliminate the need of creating
two kingdoms in the period.
The later chronicles (BLI in particular) w a r d him 5 1 years.
So this will not be a haphazard calculation.
In addition to this if we were to assume that Sahadeva was
a forgotten king having a very short reign, then a separate
kingdm becomes unnecessary. Further, we do little credit to
RZghavadeva, founder of the Nepal era, by making him a
sovereign of cmly half kingdom. Even if the division of the
kingdom had taken place, it was not surely in his t h e .
Sajlkaradwa cannot be a forgotten king in view of a colophon datum in his name, which reads:
Ms. As!asa'hasrika' prajiicZpa'ramiti (In the possesion of one
Siddhinaras~haVajrZchSrya, Patan)
Samvat Pta ( 4 0 )
Bhidrapada bklal diva ptirnamisyiim Pbh-Md-Pm Sri
Unpublished.
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Satikaradeva rijya Sri Lalitabrumah Srimahivdti gvdvihdrddhivisind Sdkyaviksunyd sthavirani Akseymatyiiyojuidhyciyo
mZtipitripCrvangamena sakalasatvinimanuttara jiiinaphaldfitaye Sfi Gatigvalottara tolakidhivcisino ucirti Divikarasimhena
likhit v i iti.
Accolrding to this collophoa he ruled in NS 40 ( +880=
920 A.D.).
For the date of the ccdophan we tried to find out if it equated
with some date within the range provided by the data of
a n h e r ruler of the same name ( 189-202 NS) . But the date
added to any other symbols in the frame work d m not show
the needed date figure for such an identification. We are,
therefore, inclined to attribute the colophon to the reign of
Sankaradeva who flourished in the tenth century A.D.
We have also1 a co~lophoadata f o r Gunakiimadeva. T'his has
a date Samvat 104 which means that he was; ruling in 984 A.D.
m. Sumatipaii jikd ChindravyGkarana t i k i (Govt. Nat. Lib\.
n. 32) ," Collophon : Rijnah Sri Guna~kimadeva Vibhund
svasyaika ristre krite varsesmin dis'a'lnuttare Satatame divat5idhanist
.. invite ravikavijaji saumya etc. etc. The m. was
written in the year 104, (no month and day are given) while
king Gunakiimadeva ruled the entire country by himself.
As the first ascertained date of Narendradeva-Udayadeva is
NS 119, Gunak%nadevays place' in the genealogy as their
immediate predecessor can be made out o n the bask of the
date of the above ms. We have absolutely no rns. data for
Gunaksmadeva other than the one we have just noted.
According to Lwi he is a forceful personality and Vi and VK
give him a n unusually long reign 04 85 years 6 months (later
chronicles assign 5 1 YE.) . The later chronicles antedate his
reign in 723 A.D. But authors like L. Petech suggest that
Nepal was then divided into two kingdoms, over one of which
this monarch reigned for 65 years the other being at the same
time under the suzerainty of Narendradeva and Udayadeva.
Under Lak~rnikHmadeva these two principalities had again
Unpublished.
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merged together to f m a united whole. But all this is just a
conjecture. On the bask of the allotment of regnal yeam made
by Vi, Nmendradeva's reign must came after 61 years of the
Nepal era. But this is wrong as the colophon datum shows.
We also find that Udaydeva's reign is pushed to a year 150
years after the Nepal era after GunakZmadeva's 85 years are
added. We face therefore a difficult situation as we come to
arrange the chrono~logyof these rulers.
But the colophon data of S~karadevaand G u n a k h d a - a
have made our path easier. If GunakSmadeva's date is fixed
prior to Narendradeva's both the questions, the one of a
hypothesis of two kingdoms and the other d apportioning
r e p a l years for the rulers of the period are automatically
solved. It may be suggested that both these dates of the colophons cited above may not be final. But there is also no reason
to dismiss the authenticity of the dates shown in them. Therefore until other data are forthcoming we accept the dates as
these of Sarikaradeva I and GunakZmadeva.
Both Vi and VK place GunakHrnadeva before Udayadwa
but after Narendradeva. This is patently wrong, because the
ms. colophon above r d m d to shows Narmdradeva and
Udayadeva ruling together. Probably Petech thought that he
should resolve the anomaly by a recoune to creating two
kingdom, in one of which Gunakgmadwa was ruling as
distinct from the other where the joint rule prevailed. But
both Vi and VK have no word to say that the kingdom was
divided as they do while coming to describe the situation in the
time of Vijayadeva said to have been reigning f m Lalitpur
aver the half of the kingdom. To my mind there is no need to
bring out two kingdoms and a fairly satisfactory solution can
be obtained by making G u n h a d m a as the predecessor of
Narendradeva. It may be remembered in this connection that
as na dates are shown by the ancient chronicles, it becomes
much difficult to adjust regnal years in terms d the date of the
Nepal e m .
We shall recast the order 04 genealogy as fdm in the light
of the above discussion.
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Riighavadeva
Jay adevai
Saikaradeva
Sahadeva
Vikramadeva
Gunakamadeva
In this arrangement RZghavadevaYstotal reign period has
had to be curtailed f r m 43 ta 30 y e m . But thus we eliminate
the need ta assume the existence of the twa kingdolms for the
period.
In the list of the ThZkuri dynasty GunakZmadeva is given a
prominent place by the later Vari?65va.li~.~We
is also1 said to
be the founder of K a n t i p ~ r .The
~ ~ data for this event is wrongly
given by later chronicles nearly 200 years before, i.e., in Kdiyuga 3824 (724 A.D.) . According to Levi's authority, two
other towns, Patan and Sankhu also came into existence about
this time. Levi (11, p. 185) infers from the founding of the
t m in this period that a particular stage of progress was
visible in the economic life d the people. The development
took the line as noted in the Tang history (I, . 164) for the
earlier period and the populace was gradually being moulded
ta follow commercial p f m i m and industries and manual am,
like painting, modelling, etc. The traditions of fine arts were
prexrved in a p p w a u s condition, as late as the 18th centu1y.8'
L a i says 'Gunakiimadeva was a vigorous personality in the
series of phantom king^'."^ Vi and VK give him the credit of
making a gift of eleven, treasures to God Pdupatinitha.
Mainly due ta him the roofs of the temple of Visuki lying to
the north-east ot Pahpati's shrine were turned from copipm
Wright, p. 154; Levi, 11, pp. 185-86.
Kantipur is the old name of the town of Kathmandu, Patan
was then the capital. Most of the present towns and cities owe
their origin in this period.
11, pp. 185-86.
O 2 11, p. 187; Wright, Second Edition, p. 92.
89
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into those d gold. He also performed Kotyahuti sacrifice in
honour of his lard. The later chronicles say that he brought
wealth f r m the four quarters of the earth and used the same
'to cause Pdupati to be bathed with golden water, poured
from, golden dhiras, folr a fmtnight. The rest of it worth
Rs 52 crores he stared in a room in Indrachal mountain in the
protection of V i s uki Serpent .'
I da not think that Gunakhadeva becomes so important
just because of the donations he made ta the coffers of Lord
P&upati. Nor the stmy of his founding Kantipur and other
tourns can be taken as literally true. The Vi and VK do not
say anything about his founding the tcrwns. But they say 'he
made a n offering of 11 tre.asures to Lmd P&upati, and reconstructed the roolf of V k k i ' s temple with gold, he alsol c m pleted the K o ~ homa
i
sacrifice.'g3

Amongst the five successom of Riighavadeva the fourth rule
to have been ascertained with reference to a reliable document
is that of Narendradeva and Udayadeva. Since this date we
enter the realm of positive history as attested by the date of
colophons. They ruled jointly and this is noted in a rns.
Astma'hasriki prajiia'pa'ramiti, dated 100 10 9 Mirgasira
iukla 15 and with Mahdra'ja'dhirija Parameivara Sri Narendradeva bhatliirakasya Sri Udayadeva bha!tirakayo ubhayara'jye l i k h i t a ~ i t i . ' ~For Narendradeva Vi gives a reign of a year
and half, but Udayadeva enjoys 5 years 5 months (see above) .g5
These regnal data may be c m c t or may be wnmg. But the
order of wccessim of V' has got to be reaxranged on the basis
just laid down in the preceding page.

+ +

Vi, f. 23 b; VK, p. 2.
Gandigulmaka nivlasinah suvarnakara etc.; JBORS, XXIII
(Pt. I ) , p. 29. Verified for December 6, 998 A.D. (Sa-skya monastery in Tibet).
9 5 Kirkpatrick's authority gives 6 years.
93

94
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It is not pmible to determine a date for the end oE the joint
rule or even odf the single rule od Narendradeva olr Udayadeva.
But there is an inscription od the year 125, which sholws a new
king on the throne at the time. This king is Nirbhayadeva
who as will be seen later functioned as a joint ruler with
Rudradeva according to a ms. colophon. T h e inscription has
four lines and readsg6: Sreyostu Samvat 100+20+5 Chaitra
jukla trayodajyim Md ST? Nirb hayadevasya vijayarijyeh / / ~ r i
K h v a p u Sivagvalottaradhenaka vistavya Jayachatupakana
Sriyadhara davakaparaka devasyirthanz dvidas'amani dhini
pra jiiitaya'ti tilamakam tilikamara.
Sol far Nirbhayadeva was regarded as a cwruler with
Rudradeva, but this record establishes the fact that he was a
sole ruler before: Rudradeva appeared in the scene. However,
after solrnetirne Nirbhayadeva had to share his reign with Rudradeva according to the ms. As!asihanikd prajiiipiramitii,w
which shows in the colophon: Abde ;ate sistakavirizSayute
(=228) m i s e subhe Philguna s'ukla pakse somavire naksatra
rnmyottarabhidra ( =February-March, 1008 A.D) samjne
atodyatapztra varge rijye pari . . kativa vairi sanghe Sri Lhun
vihdra . . . Kirtipange Nepdlaraslra Sri Nirbhaya nypateh surasannivasya ST? Rudradeva vasudhddhipajcha ramye evam
dvaira'jyakam.

W e do not know how long the joint reign of Nirbhaya,deva
and Rudradeva lasted. But Nirbhayadeva's name. docs not
9 W n the pledestal of a deity (uprooted) now being used as a
staircase to put the foot on at the northern side of a well inside
a courtyard nearmthe teinple of Bhairava at Taumadhitol, Bhatgaon.
No. 3 of our series in the Appendix.
g 7 Catalogue of Buddhist manuscripts in Cambridge Library,
pp. 1-4 A;tasih,asrikiE pra j6iipiiramz't ii, Camb. Univ. Lib. Add.
868.22. Doc 1 of Petech. According to Levi and Petech the date
is imegular.
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appear in the Patan inscription of NS 132 whme Rudradeva
and Bhojadeva are jointly ruling. The inscription belong to
a site in a quarter known as Ganchanani in Patan, which
reads: rijye punnyamrilarik~taydsati Sri Rudradevo nrpah
sadhubhrityjaputra (brother's son's son) dharmanirati Sri
Bhojadevo pi rat."' The lines (wen altogether) are inscribed
aa the sock of the image d Urn--Mahes'vara and give the date
100+30+2 prathamisidha iukladivitrayadajyant vrhasputi
dine maitra nak;atre. The record colmrnernmates the mcasicm
oif the setting u p of the image at the date given in the place
(lettm indistinct) within the city of Lalitpur.
Anolther copy of the ms. Astasihasriki prajiiipiramiti
(Cambl. Univ. Lib. Add. 1643)" gives a rule under three
monarchs, Rudradeva, Bhojadeva and Lakynik5rnadet.a in the
year 135 NS Chaitra iukla 10. The colophon of this rns. reads:
Paiichatrimhidhike 'bde jatataya yusate Chaitra m i s e hirniblle
vikhyitesnun dasamyim ( =Thursday, March 3rd, 1015 A.D)
ditija ripu gurauvisare (=Thursday) sarnprasmte rrijiie Sri
Bhojadcvapyamita gurzaganilabdha Sri Rudradeva Sri Laksn~ikimadeve rarijagatakulisai mrdharijyepabhukte 11 yah pQrca
bhlipatikulaih samudiprasristal
.. Nepdannandala svalankaran6ya
samyak Sri Lhari vihira iti sarvajaninurigo ynsmin bibhiti
vachanam sugatasya siisvat tasmin vihire tapaso rantbusiga~e
sujanabhadra samalikhat sudhih. etc. T h i s colophon is followed
by anolther pasage giving the reign ol MZnadeva of NS 259
(See Levi, 11, p. 190) f a r the discussion of prasate and pragate
with reference to metrical arrangement. In the colophon the
word api (also) must convey associateship and not succession.
Therefofre the contention of Levi (11, 190-91) that Bhojadeva

" DOC.2 of

Petech. The date is verified for 5th June, 1012 A.D.
n. iv. in our Appendix.
" CBMC, pp. 151-52. Doc. 3 of Petech. For the verification
of dates he writes 'The objections of Levi (11, p. 190) based
on the fact that Chaitra was intercalary and ought to have
been based as such, are now groundless; according to the Bharadvija system the intercalary month of that year was Pausa and not
Chaitra'.
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was his succesmr in NS 135 is rejected. The expression ardharijye prabhukte means ruling over half the kingdom. Perhaps
as Petech suggests 'ardharijye did not merely indicate one half
od dvnirijye but a somewhat subordinate p~itioln'. I t seems
that L&mik%madeva was not a joint ruler for the whde as
was suggested by some people. He enjoyed authority over half
the kingdom without sharing powers with another person but
hc was a subordinate ruler. Bholjadeva obviously enjolyed a
higher status but probably not as august as that of Rudradwa.
Rudradeva must have reigned f m fairly a long time as he figures
as the one common factor in all the three comblinatiolm, with
Nirbhayadeva (c. 1008 A.D.), then with Bhojadeva who was
his grand nephew (c. 1012 A.D.) ,looand last with Bhojadeva
and Laksmikiimadeva (c. 1015 A.D.) .Io1
Bhojadeva seems also to be the sole king as his name alone is
mentioned in a ms. work (date lines lost) .Io2 I t writes . , s'ukla
trayodaiyim grimat Bhojadeva riije Y a m b u k m m a y i m . The
ms. was written in Kathmandu known at the time as Ymbukra~na.~~~
The olrder of names according to V1 and VK since Udayadeva
to Bhiiskaradeva is as folllorws:

.

Laksmikiimadeva, 2 1 years
Vijayadeva, 31 years, who ruled
half
the
kingdom,
from
Lalitpur
Bhaskaradeva, 3 years.

Nirbhayadeva, 5 years
Bhojadeva-Rudradeva,
9 years
6 months
Lak~mikiimadeva,2 1 years
Jayadeva, ruling over half the
kingdom
from
Lalitpur,
20 years
Bhiiskaradeva, who ruled for
7 years jointly with Jayadeva-

Read Doc. 1 above of his reign.
lol DOC.,3.
lo2
Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2 191.1 ; Levi, 11, p. 192 ; Petech, p. 37At the end Midhavlaji'va m i t i putrayoh.
lo3For the first time we find a reference to Kathmandu by the
name Yamhkrama.
loo
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In view of the above cited colophons Vi is wrong in not
showing several joint reigns of the period. But it also omits
Nirbhayadeva, Rudradeva and Bhojadeva. VK gives all t h a e
names but quite wrongly m i t s the reign of Nirbhayadeva and
Rudradeva, which, however, is attested by a ms. colophon as
a b w e cited. Although it very rightly shows the j+t reign of
Rudradwa and Bhojadeva (in the reverse order), there is
anoltha significant omksim which it reveals in not showing
Rudrdeva, L&m?kZmadeva and Bhojadeva as ruling simultaneously as c e r u l m , a fact which is evident from another
ms. colophm.
As in the inscription d 132 Rudradeva and ~ h o j a d b a only
,
two of them, figure as rulers we presume that Nirbhayadeva
had died by that time and LakqikZrnadeva was yet out of the
picture. The five years of Nirbhayadeva might cwer a period
between 125 to 129 (both years inclusive). This must include
the time while he reigned together with Rudradeva.
We have seen that Bhojadeva was Rudradeva's grand-nephew.
But what was Rudradeva's relation with Nirbhayadeva and
Laksm-kiimadeva is not known from any records. Nirbhayadeva
might have been his elder brother whose grandson probably was
Bhojadeva. LaJqmiErnadeva might have been related to Nirbhayadeva's predecesscrr Udayadeva. LakSmik5madeva ascended
the throne as the sole ruler in about the year 1024 A.D. after
Bholjadeva's death, as this is the date of the first available document d his reign. Later chronicles give to Bhojadeva a reign
of 8 years. As we have seen Nirbhayadeva and the rest up to
Bhojadeva are not noted by the chronicler of Vi and after
Udayadeva he brings Lalqdiirnadeva and then Vijayadeva
( 31 years).
Later chronicles mention Bhojadeva as the successor of
%unakZmadeva. They onnit dl intermediate names. The next
ruler is Laksrnikiirnadeva. His son Vijayakarnadeva is the last
ruler af the line. The regnal years allotted are 8 years, 22 years
and 20 years r~pectively. If GunakZrnadeva's date be 115 or
so, then fifty years would take the dynasty to 165 ( = 1046 A.D.)

.
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This almmt agrees with the colophon date of the next reign
but his immediate successor would be BhZskaradeva.

From the ms. colophon it appears that L&miEmadeva was
the sole survivor since 1024 A.D. and he ruled till 1040 A.D.
( = I 6 0 NS) or so.
LeYi's authority thinks that he was the grandma of Gunakamadeva. Levi suggests that 'the analogy of names reveals sane
kind of relationship'. But in the present state of our knowledge
we cannot definitely say that he was related to1 GunakZmadeva.
The line of RZghavadeva ended with Jayadwa,lo4 accolrding
to Bendall. T h e later chronicles take ArSuva,rman's line to
have ended with JayakZmadeva whom predecessor was Labmikiimadeva. But both VK and Vi continue to give royal names
in the list as m e long whole. From the way the royal names
occur in the k t it d m not appear that there was a break in
the line and a nm7 family had come: to the throne, therefore, cve
should nolt bdieve the statement of later chrolnicles that a new
dynasty had colme to power.
T h e joint regime off Bhoj adeva and Lak~mikZmadevaproblably
ended before 1024 A.D. far in that year LaksmikZmadeva is
shown in a colophon to have ruled singly according to ms.
Bhagavntisyedimayathalabdha tantra rija, with date NS 144
(m S )
Sriva? Sukla 2.1°5 T h e date is verified for 10th July,
1024 A.D. I n this m. and in the other one rns. $ivadharma106
with date 156 Srdvana iuklal 12 L&mikZmadeva gets full
royal titles (Md-Pm and Pbh-Md-Prn respectively). The second
part od the m. co~lophonolf Sivadharma reads : Sri Taiftariya
salayadhizlisina kulaputra Ratnasimhenn likhitnm Sri Yambu-

H e is known as Vijayadeva in Bhagwanlal Indraji's chronicle.
lo5
Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 359.1 written by Sri G~lnkutalarng5dhivasinah Karunikaradatta etc. (CPMDN, II? 5). This is Doc. 1
OF Petech.
lo' AS. SOC. Bengal, No. 4077 CSMASB, V, n. 4084, p. 72 1.
This is Doc. 2 of Petech. This ms. is wrongly listed as Lalitavistara by Petech.
lo4
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k r a m i y i m Sri Minigvalake paichimarathyim nivisinalr rajaka
Gadidharasimhena karaniyam pustakam ,$ivadharmmam.
Another ms. Saddharmapundarika, is dated 159 Vaiiikha
h k l a 3, iukradine (March 30, 1039 A.D.) .'" We have one
mom document for his reign; this a rns. Kulalika'mniya (Gwt.
Nat. Lib. n. 877) with 'A~tapajichdatidhikasamvatsare gate
( = 158) S r i Laksmikirnadevarya ra'jye ni!kan!aka yite likhitam
SaptarsaF~ena'.~"These data show that this lung ruled definitely
as the sole ruler for 15 years within the dates of the ms. works.
Vi (sup'prkd by V K ) says that he brought peace to the country
(ristra
.. !inti kritavan) . But in a rns.l"W the year 159 Vaijikha
krs?za 10 the expression used to! qualify the time is rnah5yuddha
pravartama'ne kile dustara sarisa're nistiranirthena likhitam.
This suggests that L&mikiimadeva l d t behind him a much disturbed situation as he died or it might be he had to face a
crisis during the end of his regnal career.
Laksmikiimadeva himself is credited by V1 (f. 23-b) and VK
(p. 3 ) with having brought peace to the nation.
Lakrnikimadeva is given a rule of 21 yeam by Vi and VK
and 22 years by the later chronicles. He was a ruler enjoying
the reign of half the kingdom in NS 135 (=3rd March, 1015)
according to the ms. colophon abwe cited (Camb.Univ. Lib.
Add. 1643). Although bath V i and V K d o not suggest joint
rule in his case, the period d 21 years for his reign may include
the time while he ruled as a junior king over half the kingdom,
which the colophon attests. But by this way we do not cover
the other three years uptol 159 as shown by the dates of the
colophons. So these 21 years of V i and V K cover only the
period, when L a k y n i k ~ d e v aruled alone. If his reign ended
--

--

- -- - -

Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1683, CBMC, p. 172. But here the
expression is only Sri Luk~mikZmadeuaryarijp.The date verified
by Kielhorn (Bendall, Table I ) and L w i (11, p. 193) agrees with
that of Petech.
l o 8Unpublished.
logDarb. Lib. Cat. I. 1976. Hamsaya'mala written in later Gvpta
script. The ms. was copied in Khrimprimbrumayam, the ancient
name for Bhatgaon.
lo7
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in N S 159, he surely succeeded to the throne in NS 138. But
r~othingdefinite can be said a h t these dates at the moment.
It is very difficult to fix in this case: as in others a reign period
beyond what the colophm have indicated. An addition d a
few y a m before and after the first oil. last of the colophon daites
in cases where there is an interregnum can very well be hazarded,
but it will not wholly clear the cdusioln.
Bendall said that LakynikZmadeva ruled in different capacities between NS 135 and 169.'1° His reign smns to have tmminated in a h t 1041 or 42 A.D. Bmddl's estimate is quite
incorrect because we have a ms. colophon ot the year NS 165
( = 1045 A.D.) in the name of BhSaradeva. And then we
have to deal with Jayadeva wholm the chronicles call L&mikamadeva's successor.

Bolth Vi and VK have Jayadeva as the succesor ol Lak~mikzrnadeva. They say that he enjoyed ardharijya in Lalitipuri.
Vi gives him a reign period 01f 31 years.''' According to VK he
ruled for 20 years as king ( r i j i ) , then he enjoyed 10 years of
urdharijya in Lalitapitan and last he was a joint ruler with
~h%&adeva for 7 years and 4 molnthn Petech thinks that
'ardharijya ranked bdolw full kingship and that dvairijya
consisted olf a superior and subordinate king, and only the regnd
years of the former are counted'.''* He a,dds that in about 1030
A.D. (NS 150) Jayadeva was appolinted by LaksmTkZrna,deva
as the junior king of Patan only but later on the latter's death
he became the senior king of Nepal in c. 1041 A.D. ( = 160-61) .
According to Petech, VK has counted his; regnal years since
1041 and Vi did so' since 1030 A.D. The Italian historian
thought that Jayadeva ruled till 1061 A.D. ( N S 181) . AS
we know, we get the information from VK that he ruled jodntly
with BhZskarardeva for 7 years and 6 months. The latter's first
Bendall, CPMDN, I, Intro., p. 6.
'I1 f. 23b., Petech, p. 40.
11* Petech, p. 40.
lfO
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available document a rns. cdophm (see below), dates 165
Srdvana. He has one more rns. colophon, which dates 167.
But nowhere a senx of joint reign or sharing of power with
anather individual is implied. Similarly it is doubtful if Jayadeva
was a cocruler, men a junior me, with L~mikZrnadeva. The
utmost we might say of him is that he ruled wer half the kingd m f m Lalidpuri (whatever be the area) f o r sometime. We
do not know when he mended the h
e either as
a col-ruler or as a sole king. We shall return a little after
to the question d detennining Jayadeva's regnal years. Meanwhile let us proceed to deal with the next king in the chronology,
Bhiiskaradeva.

Frolm a statement in the chronicle of Wright and Bhagwanld,
we have a new line of the Noakot ThZkuri in the scene."3
Levi's authority is od opinion that the founder of this line, B h h
karadeva, was formerly a Governor in Patan,l14 and a vassal of
Jayadeva. As was entrenched in power he refused to pay hornage to the king whom he later ousted. According to Wright's
VamiivaZi (p. 157) Bhkkaradeva obtained power after being
elected by his own kinsman, the ThZkuris of N d o t . According
to same scholars the king seems ta have r&ed to a private life
in P'alpa on the invasion off Noakot ThZkuris. It was suggested
that Bmaradeva's rise to1 power had driven him to that end.
111 1040 A.D. Atisha Dipankara SrijfiZna had pasred through
Nepal to go to West Tibet. TZrZnath tells us that Atisha met
only a local ruler in the Valley in 1040 A.D. and as the sovereign
was residing at Palpa in the West of the Valley of Nepal he
had proceeded thither. I do not know if Atisha had undertaken
the journey to1 Palpa just to meet the king. T5rZnZth says that
Atisha was given a rolusing welcome at Palpa. The king provided
him an escort of 425 people to reach him to the frontier of Tibet.
Wright, p. 157; Levi, 11, p. 193. IA, XIII, p. 413.
Levi, Ibid.
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His name is given as Ananta Kirti (Grag-pa-mtha-yas) .'I5 Could
this king be an immediate successor of Labmik5madeva, whom
Bhibkara had expelled? There is no; identity ,between the two
names, Ananta Kirti and Jayadeva, as apparently considered.
But Ananta Kirti's existence may be established by identifying
him with Y&oldeva, the father of VZqadeva olf Bendall's ins.
Ti'.''' S. L w i considers that YaSodeva was not in any way connected with the throne in Nq3d.'l7 BhfinZth according to1 him
does not signify kingship. But Bendall and others identifying
Viinadeva with Vamadeva of NS 204 accept Yaiodwa as the
king of Nepal.''* We will c m i d m the latter factor a little later
on the particular occasion as we deal with the subject matter,
but here one thing will have to be borne in mind while
considering the histolry of this period and that is the view
of the later VamjGvalZs are regards the olrigin 04 a new line
under LJZmadeva.
But is Virnadexa the same p e m n as Vanadwa of the Saugaltcl inscription, who is a son of Ydoldeva? The chronology of
this prince i.e. Y&oldeva is not knoiwn from any source; while
the inscription is a proof olf his existence, he is nolt noted in
the chronicles. It is, howa-er, likely that Yaio~devamight have
been a de jure ruler on exile in Palpa, when Atisha met him in
Palpa. Though the later chronicles have taken an unanimous
stand in nolting Jayakamadeva a~ having no1 legal successor,
we may take him to have a brolther olf the name of Yaiodeva who
had to; remain on exile in Palpa, when Bhaskaradeva who was
the gavernolr of Kantipur uprooted the dynasty of his brother.
This fact also coincides with the evidence olf Palpa genealog
that t h a e was no king of his name in the list given by BhavaLife of Atisha, translated by Sarat Chandra Das in Journal of
the Buddhist T e x t S o c d e t ~ ,I, pp. 25-30; Levi, I, pp. 166-67.
l19augaltol (Patan) inscription of NS 203. Read n. V in our
Appendix.
'I7 Levi, 11, p. 196.
lls Bendall, Journey, p. 79; CPMDN, I
(Intro.), p. 6. T h e
notices in J. Buddhist, Text S. Ind. Vol. I, p. 27.
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datta.l19 Much, however, will depend on how far the identity
between VZmadma and Vsnadeva is tenable. VZmadeva's succession might have been a restoration of the old dynasty. But
all this is suggested without evidence d m y kind. I t might even
be that VZmadwa had established his power as a usurper having
not even a remote claim to the throne, and he iq not the pemn
figuring in the inscription as V%adeva.
Vi and Kirkpatrick's authority do not introduce a new line.
They have BhZskaradeva as the immediate mcceswr of Jayadeva.
According to VK Bhsskaradeva was a co~rulerwith Jayadeva
and bath ruled for 7 years 4
Vi gives Bh5skaradeva
a reign of 3 years. Vi ( f .23-b) has the expression tena pit?
mdlitavikritam suvarnamayi Sri Mincivari bhagiraki vinaiit;
taddosena andho bhavati mahikasta pripta. The V K has more
or less a similar expression. Translated into English this meant
that Bhkkaradeva had sold the crown of his father and destroyed the gold image d the goddess, MZnejvari (God Manohara-VK), and in consequence had become blind and got into
great trouMes. Bendall (CPMDN, I, Introl., p. 6) read the
expression as mauli navikrita meaning that he destroyed and
renewed the crown. But this interpretation is wrong. There
is nothing like the expression navikritam in the passage. Bendall
had misread the letters.
We have two m. for his reign, 1) Chatuspithanibandha oh
165 SrC~a?znSukla 10 jukradine121 and 2) Visnudharrna of 167
-

-

They have noted Viimadeva, but he cannot be identified
with the king of that name in the Nepal Valley as the time Palpa's
Vri~nadevalived is different.
I2O Kirkpatrick had wrongly translated the passage to say that
Jayadwa had reduced the refractory tributary of Patan, Bhaskaradeo. H e had confused his own source with the statement of later
VamjCz~aCis.
121 Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 359.3; CPMDN, 11, p. 7. Date verified
for 26 July, 1045 (Petech's Doc. 1). RZjye Sri Bhliskaradez*asya Sri Gunakamadeva karite, Sri Padmachakra MahZvihZre
4a kyaviksu Kumiira, etc.
'I9
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Aivin krsna
.. . sa!!amyim budhadine.'*' The f m m has mly $ri
Bhiiskaradevasya rijye, but the latter uses the epithet Paramabhattiraka MahZrajiidhirija Parameivara. The h t ms. gives
the name 04 the scribe as m e Sa'kyaviksu Kumirachandra, m e
who resided in Padmachakra M a h i v i h i r a built by Gunakarnadeva.
Petech suggests that the codophm of the first ms. v q well
indicated the fact of Bhaskaradeva ruling in the old capital of
Gunakiimadeva, 'of which the only certain thing is that it was
not Patan'. Probably, it was Bhatgaon; but thh is mere guess.
H e further said that BhZskaradeva was a hereditary ruler and
'the reasons for admitting a change olf dynasty are very weak'.
Indeed the idea d a new dynasty corning into polwer after
Jayadeva is not supported by an, authoritative evidence. I n all
probability the old dynasty had continued in payer for seve~al
generations further. Levi's interpretation of the passage of the
Maiijujri tantra applying to this period is not backed up by
authoritative
But a situation od cham and disorder
cannolt be ruled out.
The fact of a disturbance in 1039 A.D. is gathered from
the collopholn olf the m. Hamsayimala above cited. It is quite
likely that the opponents olf the ruling dynasty had attempted
to disturb1 the peace of the country with the' objective 04 bringing abolut their downfall. But the dynasty s u ~ v e d .
However, there is nothing to stand in the way olf accepting
Bhikkaradeva as nolt the only rightful heir to1 the throne. He
certainly bdonged to the dynasty of his predecessor, but his
title to kingship was probfably based more on might which he
displayed ta wst the de jure succesor than on right which he
did not enjoy as such on his own. But aU this will appear a
superAuolus guess if the hypothesis of two1 kingdolms as put
folrward by Petech is accepted. According to this scholar,
CPMDN, I, pp. 29-30. Date verified for 14 October, 1047
(Petech, Doc. 2 ) , Kielhorn has 24 September, 104-6. But this is
wrong.
123 Levi, I, p. 64.
Iz2
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Bh&aradeva had only mcceded to the throne d one of the
two k i n g d m in Nepal.
N w , if we are ta clear the confusion we shall have to first
determine Jayadeva's position in the chronology.
Because ot the total lack ot other data the V' and VK are
the sole guide to determine Jayadeva's position in the chronology
of the period. Petech to whom the Vi and VK carry deep significance, thought that two lines of kings functioned in two dilferent kingdoms of the Valley.
The table he has framed to indicate the fact of two kingdoms
is as folllow~:
Patan
Jayadeva ( c . 1030-1061)
Pradyumnahnadeva
(c. 1061-1067)

Bhatgaon
BhZskaradeva (c. 1043-1050)
Baladeva (c. 1050-1062)
NZgZrjunadeva
(c. 1062-1065)

Petech must be wrong to carry Jayadeva's reign to
1061 A.D=NS 181. According to VK, the last 7 years of his
reign were spent as a cbruler (ubhaya rija) with Bhiiskaradeva. But already on January 12th, 1052 ( =NS 172 Migha
s'ukla 8 Sunday), a ms. cohphm shows another personage as
a ruler.124 If Baladeva was Bkkara's successuzl., then surely
Jayadeva's reign also1 had ended along with Bh%karays. I believe that by 'ubhayarijya' we do not meam the sane thing as
'ardharijya' but 'ubhayarijya' might have been a synonym for
'dvairijya.' Referring to the joint rule of Narendradeva and
Udayadeve described as ubhayarijya by the colophon, Petech
says that they were joint kings (overone d the two kingdoms) .12'
He implies that they were equal in status. T h e exprmion
Ubhayarqya often appears in colophons and inscriptions of
later medieval period since the time of Jaya Sthitirnalla, where
two brothem or father and son figure as rulers. In such
124
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Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 370.
Op. Cit., p. 32.
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instaces we find that the d e jure sovereign is the father or the
elder brother as the case may be, and a status oi a junior
partner is reserved to the olther person. Ubhayarija also may
mean joint sharing olf p w m . It may mean equally a position
of regency to the younger brother or the ma. But it may aka
indicate courtesy reference to the junior partner. I think that
when, two1 persons are referred to1 as ubhayalriji, it conveys the
same meaning in terms of status as dvairiijya u n l m the latter
expression did also sigmfy the fact oi a temtolrid divisionl.
Ardhanijya definitely colnveyed the sense of half-kingdom, and
also a junior status. Here, what we should bear in mind, is the
fact olf VK mentioning Bhkkaradewa as Rgj5 and placing him
before Jayadeva, while it has to1 present their jolint rule. This
fact suggests that Bhsskwadeva had precedence olvex Jayadeva.
T h e statement of Petech that Jayadeva ruled as full king can
thus be challenged. Rhaskaradeva and not Jayadeva was; a 'full
king' at least for the time the joint rule lasted, if a t all there
was a jolint rule olf these persons.
I do noit think we should take seriously the statement of the
ancient chronicles asl to Jayadeva's long regnal career sol as to
envisage the existence of two1 kingdolms. Nor 'the conflict
between the apparent thrustwolrthy regnal periods olf VK and
the shorter spans of time implied by collolph~na'~~~
has necessarily
to1 be taken to be resolved with 'bvol parallel lines of kings
reigning at the same time in the two1 kingdoms (Patan and
possibly Bhatgaon) ."17 As cdophons d a not support Jayadeva'~
rule, the utmost we coluld say of him is that he might come as
a cwruler with Bhiiskaradeva for the time of chaos between
the date 04 Laksmik5madevaYsdeath in 159 and the date of
Bh5skaradevaYsfunctioning as the sollel ruler in 165. T h e period
colvers approdmately 7 years. I think that Vi counted
Bhiiskara's reign since the latter date, while VK by mistake
omitted this periold. VK committed another mistake by presenting Jayadeva as full king for ten y e m befolre he became a
120
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junior king with Bhkkaradeva. I t is likely that he might have
ruled also as a junior king in Patan for all the years since
LahrniErna,deva became sole king in NS 137-38 ( = 1018
A.D). But his position was too important to attract the notice
o!f the scribes. We can also re&
how Vi had actually measured this position, although the period given is stretched to
excess by 2 or 3 years. I t appears that B W a r a d e v a was the
de jure s u c c ol
~ Lak~mikarnadevaover the entire kingdom.
But he night have encountered some difficulty at the time of
su ccesion.
AS we have suggested a little earlier that in about 159
Vaijikha krsna
.. . 10 ( =20 April, 1039 A.D.) the' date of the rns.
Hamsayimala, (see above) the circumstances obtaining in the
place of writing (khriprimbrumiyim) were those of a war
(nzahiyuddha pravartaminakile) and the copying of the ms.
was undertaken with ai view to relieve the unhappy wwld of
distress (dustarma~zsirenistira?tarthena)
This colophon does not give the name d the ruler, and the
omission of the ruler in the colophon might suggest a situation
of anarchy, where there was no central authority in the
country. As the ms. was written in Bhatgaon (Khrimprimbrumayam), this applies more to that place. I t is possible that
Jayadeva might have reigned in Patan during this period of
disturbance until BhGkaradeva got himself crowned as the
senior king.
I t is difficult to say catesorically with reference to the
Padmachakravihira of the colophon that Bhaskaradeva was
not ruling wer Patan. I t is true that a modern list of Patan
monasteries does nolt show that name. But how many viharas
have retained their true names at the moment? At any rate
in view of VK we do nolt see any reason to reject BhZskaradeva
as the ruler 04 Patan, because it shows him a cocruler dong
with Jayadeva. If Jaysdeva had ruled previously as a junior
ruler over the half kingdom d Patan, he ruled in the same
capacity with BhZskaradeva as senior king for the seven years
of his life at the end.
We shall see in the next few pages that we do not need to

.
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produce two parallel lines d the kings to reduce the divergence
of regnal periods allegedly to have been shorn by the colo~
phms and ancient chronicles.
As Atisha Dipankara Srijfiana had entered Nepal en route to
West Tibet about this time, I& me introlduce: the account of his
visit before I take up the consideration od regnd dates follo~wing Bhskaradeva.
7

It was said that towards 1040 A.D Nepal as already narrated
was visited by Atisha who had responded ta the desire of the
king af West Tibet, Lha Liima JnZna Racrni that he should
preach in his domain.128 Atisha is credited ta have introlduced
novel features in Mah5yZna f o m d Buddhism and it is not
unlikely that his presence in Nepal would have influenced the
type preyailing there. per hap^, the TZntric f o m of Mah5yina
in Nepal dates from his visit, to which the f m olf Lamaism
he founded in Tibet further added its own to1 introlduce greater
lustre and revolutionary changes in matters d rituals and
sacraments. Tibet and Nepal had mutually exerted at this stage
to influence each olther in cultural matters through a common
medium. And Nepal then had becolme the channel through
which the PZla kings propagated their VajrayZna doctrines all
over Central Asia.
Atisha's visit to Nepal according to s o m people, is noted
under the mythical story of Matsyendranztha, a Vajraysna cum
N i t h a cult teacher of that century.12g But this is mere conjecture. It is quite likdy that Lakdvara was already a popular
deity at the time. An undated inscriptioln, in Gupta script, of
128SeeHistorical Records Commission Report, XIII, p. 62;
Levi, 11, p. 194; Taraniith, Ibid., pp. 253-55. A contemporary
of Atisha, Vag I6vara Kirti, spends in Nepal second half of his
life busy with magical rites (Levi, 11, p. 187).
Wright, p. 151. T h e account mentions that Arya Avalokitegvara, the third Buddha took the shape of a fish. Wright's authority puts him back during Narendradeva's reign.
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Manigupta c m e m a r a t e s the setting up (prati!lhipita) of an
image of AryZvalokit&varanPtha (in Kathmandu). The
portion of the inscription giving the name of the ruler and
date is illegible but the record might be referred to the later
Lichhavi perid.lgO Atisha's visit is noted neither in the
chronicles nor in the ms. and inscription. recards of Nepal.
There is not even a legend about this visit. But DhannasvZmin,
a Tibetan molnk, who visited Nepal in 1224-36 A.D. corroborates in his account the stwy of Atisha's visit and stay in the
Valley of Nepal (vide below, the section on religion). So also
d m the Blue Annals.131

Baladeva had in all certainty begun his reign since the year
NS 170. His first: document, m. Brahmayimala,lS2 is dated
M i g h a jukla 8 of 172 ( -9
) He: was already a monarch
at that date. V1 gives him a reign of 12 years, but there h.h
name is Balavantadeva. This &mate of regnal years is
supported also by Kirkpatrick who spells his name Bul Dm,
the same as Baladeva ot VK.13' Baladeva reigned for 12 years
also according to VK.
The fallowing document of Baladeva's reign is newly traced.
Ms. As!asihasriki prajiilipciramiti (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 76)
Colophon : Samvat 173 Pausa s'ukla j q ~ h ibudhavira revatidine Baladeva vijayarzjye samvafsara ;ate k h y i t e trayasaptati
sarnyute Paura s'ukla dine ~ a r l h irevati budha samyute dipta
Sri Baladeva rZja vijaya Laksmipanimandde Srirnat paichima-

.

This inscription is traced in Kathmandu at a site near the
Bhimsen Tower. The first line is Om S v a t i Bhattiiraka mahiirdja . . . deviasya siigram vaqa Jatam samajiiyiifiyati. (See the
first Volume of our series)
131 I , p. 260.
lS2
CPMDN, 11, p. 60; Darbar Library Catalogue, 111, p. 370.
Doc. 1 of Petech. 100+70+2 MIigha jukla u#arnyZm a'ditycrdine, written b y one Sri Paiupativastavya Jayaarajiva.
l S 3V1,
f. 24-b; VK, p. 3.
l S 4Unpublished.

..
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vlhanavareyo hemakirovasana Sri DZmodaran'mha etyabhita
etc. Jananim nava prat$hipita.
His h t m. was written in the PaSupa.ti area and gives him
full royal titles ( R d - P m ) . Another ms. S a d d h a r m a p ~.n.d a r i k a ' ~ ~
mentions only Baladevakhye ksitim raksati ksamiidhipe. The
writing was inspired by VZrtta KalyMagupta. I do not know
how to accept Petech's statement: that king Baladeva ruled ofdy
over half the kingdom as BhZskaradeva's suc~essor.'~~
V i says
that the country was prosperms in his time (Vi, f. 24-a) It
was, however, said by a later chronicle that after Bhaasadeva
the coluntry was h l e m b e r e d far mcmdrne and there were
two parallel lines of rulers in Patan and Bhatgaoa, each with
irs own sphere of influence.137 But we cannot take this statement seriously. Wright, BLI and Sanskrit chronicle have Baladeva as the son and successor of Bhikkaradeva. The last ms.
of his reign is dated NS 180 (mitiyukte saiate samva@are)
M i g h a site iubhe trtiya visare ( 1 4 January, 1060 A.D.) and
has the expression nypinvaye ~ r Baladevarcijake
i
tn'vargadharm ~ d a y a l o k a ~ i l a k eBeginning
.~~~
his reign in 1048 ( = 168) or
so, he must have died in 1060 or 6 1 ( =NS 180-8 1) . The
regnal years of the ancient chronicles are correct.
The chronicles Vi13' and VK140 state that his reign gave peace
and plenty to the people and he also1 founded H a r i p r .

.

Baladeva's s u c c ~wmas' Pradyumnak~madeva. Levi's
authority has Pradyumnakzmadeva and NZgZrjunadeva as
joint rulers ( 1 1 . 1 9 4 ) . Vi gives Nzgzrjuna aa the s u c c m r
JBQRS, XXIII, Pt. I., p. 291 (Sa-skya monastery in Tibet).
Also Petech, p. 43, the wording of the date figure is confusing,
Doc. 2 of Petech.
13e Petech, p. 47..
Chronicle Group B2.
13s Nistn~~~a'khyarn~ahcitantra,
Darb.. Lib. Cat. I., p. 279 (Doc. 3
of Petech) and CPMDN, I., p. 11. H. P. Sastri reads lokapiilane.
139 f. 23-b.
140 P. 3.
a

s
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of E m a d m a . I n the text the letters d the royal name have
and there has been, a d u s i m about the
faded before &a
name. One reading is MZnadeva. But as is attested by wlophon data of the time it must be PradyumnakZmadeva.
Kirkpatrick has Puddiem Dm (Padmadew ob VK) sol have
Wright and BLI. The Sanskrit chronicle has Pradyumnadeva.
H. C. Ray says that between, B&karadeva and BSkjunadeva
also there must be me more ruler. But in view of the colophons
I do not think that Ray woiuld be cmect. In the name of
Pradyumnakiimadeva we have 3 ms. works and one inscription; ( 1 ) ms. Paiicharaksi"'
183 ( w 3 ) Jyestha krsna
.. . 1 1
( = 2 6 May, 1063) written in Patan under (vijayarijye)
Ra'jddhirija Parameivara Paramabhattiraka Pradyumnaka'madeva. We have an additional passage in the colophon,
kritini hanini prasanna mdnasah Sri Sankaradevasya vijaya
Nepila mandale vijita iatru s a ~ g h i t ejanandmcha nirikule,
( 2 ) Saddharmapundariki14' 185 Vaiiikha iukla ekiidaiyim with
Paramabhattiraka Pradyunznakiinzadevasya' vijayarijye ~ G u d dhachakraju nirnzala . . . pirikhye nivasinyii Manikii etc. and
(3) a
of the same with the date 186 M i g h a k ~ n n adiva
daiamyim budhadine Sri Pbh-Rd-Pm Sri P r d y u m n a k i m a devmya ( r ijyc) tatrevakeyuke ko~alatolakidhivZsini kulapiltri
kanhunavayinimynaa etc. etc. Sri . . . . . Mahdvihire. After this
there is a vacant space and then fallows at the bottom, pranlathayoge samajva divase agactaviire Sri Pradyumnakimadeva
rijo Sri Udayapuridhipati mahdsivanta Sri Jandrdanajivo~ya
pravarttamine. We shall have more of the! Jiva feudatories
henceforth, but this record is the first ta hing oine to our notice.
The last m. shows that U d a i p r was being ruled by a feudatory, while the first has Sankaradeva, the devotee of Siva, (who
141

Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 688 (Doc. 1 of Petech).
CBMC, p. 173 (Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1684), Doc. 2 of

Petech.
Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2197. Doc. 3 of Petech. Kielhorn
and Petech verify the date for Wednesday, 25 January, 1066 A.D.
Mentioned by Bendall, History (CPMDN, I, p. 20).
143
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later an built a chapel and an image 04 the ISvara) as 'a
desltrcyer of enemies and maker of peace'. We have a h an
inscription of the reign of Prady~rnnak5nadeva.l~~
(4) Inscribed on the pedestal of the Sun God in the courtyard of a water conduit (Thapahiti), Patan, which reads,
Pafichasitiniyuktavatsare 3atam pript.e'supiirnam subha milla'dityayutidhiicha dhabalisidha t r a y o d d y i p i Sri Pradyumna
mahipateicha sukhavadrijyam prathisthipita tatricharya varenasa pratikrti ratnakarasvamini. In the reign of Pradyumna
(kzmadeva) on A s i d h a 3ukla trayoddi, 185 the image olf the
Sun God was set up.
Vi's enumeration of regnal years cannot be as9es3ed because
olf the fading, but VK gives him 6 yearn as Kirkpatrick does,
while Wright has 11 years. The colophons sholw him tor be
ruling f r m 183-186 NS. The next ascertained reign, has a document dated 188 NS. We can easily accept Kirkpatrick and extend Pradyumnak5rna's reign tol 186 osr 187 NS from the year
NS 180-81.
According to Petech Sankaradeva was acting as a Regent or
Commander-in-chief in the time of PradyumnakZmadeva. He
reads the passage in the collophon of the first ms. with the
expression Kritinihanini prasanna mGnasah $13 Saikaradevasya vijaya Nepalamandale vijita Satrusanghite janinincha
nirikule to1 interpret the position. But the relationship subsisting between the two is not known. According to Petech
Sankaradeva was PradyumnakZmadeva's immediate successor
who had united under him the two kingdoms existing during
his predecssar's time. As Pradyumnakiima's m. were copied
in Patan, the author of the book 'Medieval Nepal' thinks that
he was Jayadeva's succmlr and ruled over half of the kingdm
with the capital city under him.
Kirkpatrick (p. 263) says "this prince revived the custom
d wearing crowns, which was discarded by B~l5rjunadeva".
We hear nothing more about Prady~mnakzmadeva~from
chronicles either V' or VK.
144

Unpublished. See below n. VI. in our Appendix.
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In all the later chronicles Padmadeva is followed by N Z g k
junadeva and then by hikaradeva. V1 gives NigZrjunadeva
a reign d 2 years. VK and Kirkpatrick have 3 years. Both
give his name next ta Pradyurnnakddeva. I n view of this
he cannot be a direct successor of Baladeva as Petech suggests.
According to the Italian Scholar he ruled only w e r half the
kingdom for solmetime between NS 182-185 (1062-1065 A.D)
and 'was defeated and dethroned' (Petech, p. 44). We have
only one: document for his reign, which Petmh had missed.
Ms. Svachchhandalalitabhairavam (Darb. Lib. Cat I.
Colopholn : Samvat sli9 (100 80 8 ) Sri Mahdra'ji
224)
NigZrjunadevasya rgjye kulaja Sfi MZdhavasim hasya pustakam
lekhaka kulodbhava Bhimasimhena likhitam.
The character is Bhu jimo, therefore, in spite of the absence of
details the datum must belong to Nepal. Now from this record
there is no suggestion as to his being a ruler of only half the
portion of the Valley. He surely ruled over the whole state for
some time in between the reigns of P r a d y u d m a d e v a and
Sankaradeva.
We have already rejected the attempt to make Jayadeva continue to rule after 165. For NZgZrjunadeva we have at least
two years in between the last document of Pradyumnfimadeva,
NS 186 Ma'gha and the first of hikaradeva, NS 189 Asidha.
Similarly, while Pradyumnakiima's documents follow Baladeva's
there is no reason to make the former as the ruler of Patan only.
We can take it that PradyumnaGmadeva did rule not d y in
Patan but his rule had extended to the whole of Nepal. \lre
have seen that the dates of the c~lolophonssupplement one mather.
There is no crosing and overlapping. The dates of the chrollic l e (Vi and VK) are also cmplementary to one another
except in the case of Jayadeva.
It lmlks to me that Petech had to imagine the existence of
two kingdoms not that this was made out by documents but
that he found it necessary to explain his o m interpretation of

+ +

145

Unpublished.
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the statement af VK as to Jayadeva's regnal years. Of course,
if Ja.yadevaYsreign is to be extended t o 106 1 A.D. (= NS 181)
the other two reigns made out by the collophons as extending
within his dates must belong tor another kingdom. But I do
not think that we have any reason to extend Jayadeva's reign
to 1061 A.D.
I mark m e discrepancies in Petech's statement. He thinks
that in ardharijya only the senior king is given regnal years,
but he does nolt tell us how the kings wholm he mentions as
junior partners, more specially Bh a a r a d w a and Baladeva,
enjoy regnal years bath in Vi and VK: As we have already
saicl, these are the names which figur'e also in colophons with
full royal epithets unlike Jayadeva who1 does nolt have: a single
ccloplhon in his name. I d o not think that we can read more
than the meaning 011 ardharcijyo in the statement of Vi and
accepting Petech's own conception of this tm we may suggest
that Jayadeva was a junior king most off the time he lived. It
might be that he began his .rule in c. 1030 A.D. tholugh the
idea 04 his being appointed to1 the place by Lahm-kiimadeva is
against the conventional rules in that regard. W e cannot doubt
that he succeeded in the ardharijya by his own right. If we
accept VK, we shall have to regard Jayadeva, as the sale king
in the first stage of his career. Petech wrongly yet deliberately
reverses the order and he also does nolt take notice of the fact
that in VK Bhiitaradeva precedes Jayadeva while their joht
reign is mentioned. Bhiiskaradeva's precedence over Jayadeva
is further stressed by the fact that all particulan given in that
connection are about him and not about Jayadeva. As Jayadeva's position as sole or seniolr king was incompatible with the
title L a ~ d Z m a , d e v aenjoyed during the time he reigned,
Petech further holds thai Jayadeva came to olccupy that p ~ i tion after the latter's death in c. 1041 A.D. According to Petech
Jayadeva ruled altolgether for 31 years. Although his reasoning is based cm the statement of VK, he1 does nolt seem
to have accepted the 37 years (20 years as soilc king, 10 y e m
as ruler of nrdhar5jya ancl 7 years 4 months as zlbhnyarijya
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with Bhkkaradeva) and 4 months givm to Jayadava as Fegnal
years by that c h i c l e . If he had strictly followed VK, Petech
would suggest 106768 as the last date of Jayadeva. But t h a e
are cdoiphms in the name of four rulers covering the entire
periad claimed by Petmh f o r Jayadeva. So the Italian scholar
took recourse: to making a case folr dvairijya, in which Jayadeva
was to be the senior king until 1061 A.D. Why he stopped at
this date is not very explicit, but we think that this he did because
he had to give r m for Pradyu-adeva
simply for thc
reason that the latter's documents belonged to Lalitaptan. He
has, ho~\vwer,failed to take into account the fact of full wyal
titles adopted in the c d o p h m by B h h a d e v a and others,
nor he seems to have ascertained if the places of issue of these
data could be identified with sites in Patan. But all his conclusims are arbitrary and it is clear that he has indulged in
mere guess a . h t the position of Jayadeva. A guess of this
kind was p k b l e because Jayadeva did not enjoy the datum
of a colophon and Vi and VK made divergent statements about
his reign.
We have no reason l a be very serious a b u t the 31 y m of
Jayadeva as given in Vi, for we know that the ancient chronicles are not very reliable f o r the chronology until we come to
the third century of the Nepal era. We have: seen that at times
they omit even those royal names w h w existence is established
by colophons. More than that only in a few instances their
alloca.tio~nof r e p a l years proved correct. Thedare, irrespective of the regnd years he gets in the chronicles we may just
call Jayadeva a junior king. If he was a full king at any time,
this must have been during the interval of crisis follmying Laksmikgma's death prior -to Bh%karadevaYsaccession. Because he
precedes Bhaskaradeva in the ancient chronicles, it is not unlikely
that he was a sole king for that time. But nolthing in the nature
of a dvairijya making Jayadeva a senior king can be envisaged
in the circumstances which we have just reviewed.
Let us now sum u p the results of our discussion by drawing
a genealolgy, for the period under consideration.
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L&rnikZmadeva
Jayadeva
Bhkkaradeva
Raladeva
PradyumnakZmadeva
Niigiirjunadeva

c. 138 to 159 NS
c. 159 ta 165 NS

c.
c.
c.
c.

165
168
180
186

ta
ta
to
to

168 NS
180 NS
186 N S
188-89 NS

Now we come to the reign of Salikaradeva who ruled far
according to V', and 17 years according ta Kirkpa15
trick, problably from NS 189 to 203, the first date of Viimadeva
as it comes from the Saugaltoll inscription, which precedes
S~kanirdejapaiijika.1~~
It is suggested that V k a d e v a had been
restored to power at a later date in supercmioa olf the Noakoit
Thakuri line, and the later Vnm.hivatzs say that it came about
with the help of the nobility of the kingdom.14'
We have five documents in the name of SGkaradeva. All
these are given by Petech in the following order.
1. ms. Dharmaputrikd (Darb. Lib(. Cat. 111. 393).14'
Colophon : Navottarasiti yu te sate 'bde &idha !u klasya tithau
trtiye
SatikarGkhye jayati kstindre Sri Yangalasyottara lollakeyah etc. ( H . P. Sastri read Yajjvalasya) . Da,te verified for
May 24th, 1069 by Petech.
2. ms. Astasiihasrikn prajiiiipa'ramiti (Nor Monastery,
Tibet) .150 Colophon : Samvat 100+80 9 Bhidrapada .
(diva)se Srimachchhatikarade~ara'j~e Sri L a m ju,.q~nke~~'
vZsiavya Gangaranakena lekhifamidam.

+

..

-

14'V1,f. 24-b. Other chrcmicles assign to him a period of
eleven years.
14? St. Petenburg Collection, S. 200; JRAS, 18911, p. 687.
f 4 8 Wright, p. 160.
149 CPMD'N, I, p. 92; also in 11, p. 87. Doc. 1 of Petech.
150 JBORS, XXI, p. 33 (with wrong dating). The date was
corrected by Prof. Tucci according to Patech. Doc. 2 of Petech.
151 R. Sankrityayana reads Lajalunke.
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3. ms. A~lasiharriki prajiiipZramitci (As. Soc. Bengal, A.
Cdophoa : Ekidhika navatikinugate pra'yate samvach15)
chhare tapasi ( = M i g h a ) m i s e tithau d a i a m y i m samvarddhaminaiaiitiddayitinvitiyim vichuspdau . . sobhana yoge
yukte sribhusane Sankarcrdeva sanjne vikhyita kirtau]?tavairivrnde sCryanuyi pravaradaivadeva samrgji samraksite sarvaloke . . . Sreyostu samrat 100 90 1 Philguna iukla daiamyam
tiihau rohini naksatre iobhana yoge vyhaspativisare. Petech
verified the date for 13th January, 1071 except for the yoga.

.

+ +

4. ms. Bodhicha'ryivatira pa6jika' (As. Soc. Benngal, n. 3830.
CSMASB, I, n. 49, pp. 49-50) .'" Co~ophonAsla'navatisamyukte
iata samvati vatsare k ~ n n eSrivana paiichamyim visare kujasihvaye . . Srimachchhrankaradevarya rijno vijaya silinah etc.
S~ Lalita'puramrnye, Sri Miniglake samjnike yachch hri Righavana'mnasya vihire Sugatilaye etc. Petech verifies the date f o r
Tuesday, July 31st, 1078.

5. ms. Saddharmapundariki stitra (Sa-skya monastery,
Tibet) .'"4 Colophon : Samvat 200 2 Chaitra iukladiva pzima-

+

misya'm vrhaspati dine hasti nakratre Pbh-Md-Pm Srimut
S a t i k a r a d e v a ~ ~vijayarijye
a
varttamine. Written by one ArrGtya
Bhalloka GunakZrajiva of Indramulastfina for Sfi Chakavati
Mahidevi mahiviha'ryii sZkya b hiksuni Yemendran6thitha3,amadatra.
According to the later chronicles Saikaradeva was the last
ruler of the Noakot Thakuri dynasty, who with Vimadeva's restoration were said to have been exiled to western hills (Mrright
and Levi). At least folur of his ms. works were written in Patan.
This leads some people to think that Patan once more became
the seat of the Government and the territories were united.'55
Sankaradeva must have been an illustrims ruler as the epithet
used in the document of his predecmor shows. His beginning

DOC.3 of Petech.
153 DOC.
4 of Petech.
154 JBORS, XXIII, p. 28 (Pt. I ) ; Doc. 5 o
f Petech.
155 Petech, pp. 46-47.
152
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is very humble as the first two colophons show. He uses only
vijayarijye in than. In the third the expression used in vikhyitakirttau jitavairi v~nde sliryinuyapravnradaivadeva~ sam~iji
samrak~itesarvvaloke. All this may mean to indicate his gradual
rise to a consolidated position. I t is, however, difficult to believe
that he was a cdleague of his predecessor during the two1 years
of his reign in the beginning. Petech thought that they ruled
jointly for sometime, and he argues accepting the: figures ( 17
years) of VK.
V' and Kirkpatrick's authority speak of him to have built a
temple a,t Nahal'" (Nandisili) and there set up an image of
Sankara. He also built a shrine of the Manoharii Bhagavati.
Under him the country was peaceful (ristra s'inti bhavati).
All the later chronicles talk od a m. Pr~jiiiipiramitii'~~
having
been copied in his reign in 245 Samvat. But the date is wrong.
Sankaradeva's reign had ended much earlier.
In regard to his; regnal years, we da not see any reason not
to agree with Vi. F r m 188-189 to 203 he ruled far nearly 15
years as made out by Vi and this seems to be a correct estimate
of his regnal years.
We do not know holw far to take their statement xriouslly
when the later chronicles say about Sahkaradeva that he was
a weak mojnarch and in his time the Buddha miirgis has wrecked
vengeance on the Sivamiirgis for the harm the former had received at the hands of Salikar~chHr~a.At this time a large
number of Brahmans had been killed, according to1 the Sanskrit
chronicle.

~ankaradevawas succeeded by VHmadeva. VHmadeva had
a reign d a few years.'" 11 is not yet settled whether this
monarch is the same as bhtinitha Yo.fod~vn.tanayn Vinadeva
---.

-

.

-.

-. - -

North-east suburb of Kathmandu.
lS7 Read Vi, 3 years.
158 Wright, p.. also Vi (f. 24-b) . Levi, II! p. 196.

lSG
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or Ins. V of Bendall,lSDdated NS 203 (Saugaltol, Patan) with
date tribhi varsaih samayukte samva&are iatadvaye Vaikikho
saptomydm budha pusyodaye subhe verified for 26 Apil,
1083,'" though the dates for bath, if the inscripttons were to be
relerred to the Nepal era, tally wonderfully well. Levi takes
these two names, VZna of the inscription and V h a of the
clmnicles; as hawing absolutely no c ~ t i m ~ Levi
. ' ~can~ be
right. The designation bhdnitha has been adopted by Gogga
and his ancestor Jaula, both feudatories of the Gurjara Pratihira kings.''* There are several more
of the feudatories in India assuming this title. So it could not be that
Yaiodeva, had he been a sovereign ruler of Nepal wmld be
called by his own son unassumingly just bhiinitha. But we do
not see holw this prevents his son from declaring himself a
sovereign ruler. However, unless there is a more substantial
evidence ta the effect we cannot identify V Z d e v a of the
inscriptioln with VZn~adevaof the chranicle. VZnadeva might
ha\-e been another personage and probablly a governw of Patan,
as Levi aIso hazards a coi~jecture,because the latter was not
adopting full royal titles. But we cannot say the same: thing
about VZmadeva wha is mentioned in the ancient chronicles.
Vi has nothing to: say about his lineage. His name comes just
in coiltinuatioil in one list. Vi, VK and Kirkpatrick give
him a reign of 3 years.'" This may be correct. About his sue-- - --

-- -

--

O n the pedestal of the Sun God to the right of the door of
the teillple of NZrZyana. Finding that the script in this inscription was of the same nature as those of the Palm leaf ins. (Carnb.
Univ. Lib. Addl. 1864, Cat., p. XXV, 173) Bendall was led t o
stick to that identification. Bendall. Journey, pp. 79-80. Also see
Petech, pp. 48-49.
Petech. op. cit., p. 49. Kielhorn agrees with this verification. but Levi says that the day of the week should be Thursday,
27 April. Inscription n. V I I in our Appendix.
l G 1 11, p. 196.
'"'B. N. Puri Gurjarn Pratiharm, h ~ n b a y ,1957, pp. 110, 122.
IG"n Hima~tatsnnsk~ti,
VS 2016, I , the reading is 13 years. But
this is wrong.
159
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c m r the rdgn period given is 14 years, but a particular date

2 19 (zinavimjati Sata dvaya parivartamana) is also mentioned
(Vi, f. 24-b) . This may be the last year of his reign. I n that
case the estimate 01the chronicle is v d e d , because to rule for
111- y e m M o r e 219 he must have succeeded in 204 NS.
We have a rns. olf his reign already noted, which, however,
gives a doubtful date figure. Without going in,ta a controversy
wc adopt Petech's reading and verification (=204, verified
August, 1084). T h e ms. Seknnirdes'apaiijiki has a line
Vijaye of VZmadeva in addition to Sri Udayapuriya
rnmye mahds'ivanta Sri Niigirjunajivasya raksite.'"
Several
questions come u p befolre oiur mind apart from the fact of
Vamadeva being supported by the M a h i s i m a n t a . Who was
this NigZrjunajva? Later we hear orf
other Jivas olf
Udaipur, who1 appear as high feudatories. Where is Udaipur,
the seat of their polwer and glolry? These J i v m are not at all
mentioned by chronicles, old and later. But in manuscript
colophons they appear off and on since the time Pradyumnakarnadeva (see back page).
More than that, the ms. in question provides a ground to
substantiate the fact of his reign. If it were no~tfor this c o b
p h m data the confusion as to his name and status would nolt
have cleared.
Although Vi and VK d o noit suppolrt the statement od the
later chronicles that Viimadeva had restored with himself the
old dynasty of the Vaisya Thakuris, the fact that Vamadeva
had ruled with the support of the powerful fendatodes
Udaipur shows that his ascendancy had not olccurred in normal
course. Sankaradeva's scm Sivadeva comes to1 rule after nearly
37 years of interregnum and he ascended the throne at a very
- - - -- -.- -

L. Petech, ibid., p. 48. Leningrad Public Library ~ublis'hed
by N. Mironov, Katalog indijskikh rukopisej rossijskoj publichoj
biblioteki, I, Petrograd 1918, n. 283, pp. 264-265. The ms. is a
copy of the one with the above date. The scribe gives' the date
chatum2asZdhika jatadvayn etc., which Petech rightly puts as
Chatur~arsiidhikaetc.
la'
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advanced age. If it was a catz d n m d y conducted successim then Sivadeva and not V5madeva would have succeeded
him. So there is every probability d an intermption in the
line d succmicm and olf a new family capturing power either
dter Sankaradeva or overthrowing him. It might be as well
a case of restolration of the family ruling earlier.

The fallowing collophms copied in the reign of Haqadeva
are available to us:
(1) Ms. Visnudharma (Darb. Lib. Cat. I ) la' colophon:
Varsina'm daiCa s'atayute Jyesthasya misesitapakse s'ukradine
lithan cha naoame Sri Harsadeva nype. . . . . . . Sri Vinnylak,rnzyikhya'm Rulajayi samyak partisthZpitanz. Petech verifies
the date for Friday, May 10th 1090.
(2) Ms. Kubjikimata (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1077.4)16Tolor
phon : Samvat d 9 (200 10 2) Pha'lguna s'ukla divd
d v i n i naksatra h k l a diva' Srimad Harjadevasya rZjye $6
Phallapinga vi!aye Kochchhakutolaka'dhivarina' kulaputra vajavarokasya pu jirtham punyzrthini parama rahasya pustakamidanz likhitamiti. According to Petech the date corresponds to
the last hours 04 Friday, February 13th, 1092.
(3) The second colophon of the ms. Saddharmapundariki
(Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2 197) :Ie7 VarsZnamdvGatetrayodaja
Chaitra m i s e k ~ n aPaksa trayodaii Srimad ra'ja Harsadeva
asina Sri Lalitakramanagvata Yachchhutotakanvasate Kutaputriyadatf-a punyam. Petech verifies the date for March 27th,
1093.

+ +

( 4 ) Ms. AstasZhasriki prajZZpa'ramita' (Sa Skya monastery,
Tibet) .I6' Colophon : Samvat slTih 2 (2004- 90) $6 HarsadevaDoc. 1 of Petech.
Doc. 2 of Petech.
le7
Doc. 3 of Petech. Bendall just mentions the datum in his
journey, p. 46 and History, p. 22.
leaJBORS, XXIII, p. 24-25. Doc. 4 of Petech.
Is5

lse
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rijija Sri Gandigulma Vi!aye kulaputra kdyastha Sri Jivadhara
Simhasya pustam.
(5) Ms. Sritontrasadb hdva Bhairavasnitatantra ( Govt.
Nat. Lib. n. 4 4 5 ) .I6' Colophon: dviiate samvabaretite Saptadaiasapuratah Philgunasyatu Suklasya uttamesu trayodaii
t i r a k i piirva philgunyd iukragraha suiob hane sumurtepujya
satkiral. Siddhi hetu varirthina ~ r Nepilasya
i
Vijayarijye
mahdn Sri Harsadevarijasu Pdupatisthina s a j n i Govardha~ldrikita. P'etech verified the date far 27 February, 1097.
The collophon occurs in CPMDN, I1 (p. 1 1 3 ) with Sri
Nepilasya Vijayarijye m a h i Sri Harsade v a r ijesu lekhaka $6
Paiupatisthinisanno Govardhanirikiteh. The ms., however,
coluld not be traced in the Darblar Liblrary. I think this is the
same copy as appears under a separate: designation (Sritantra
sadb h i v a b hairavasndtatantra) in the Government National
Library, the collophon olf which we have reproduced as our
document 5. The colophon as given by H. P. Sastri agrees
totally word b y word with the colophon in this, manuscript.
VZmadeva's s u c c was
~ H a ~ a d e v a who1
,
ruled for about
fourteen years between NS 204-05 and 2 18-19 as we have
already made out. While Vi gives him a reign of 14 years,170
VK has 16 and later chronicles 15. His first available document: is ms. Vi;nudharma171 (Varsdnindas'a samyute s'atayuge
Jyesthe sitapaksa s'ukradine tithau cha navami Sri Harsadevn
nype). Kidhorn and Petech verified the date for Friday,
May 10, 1090 A.D. This ms. is mly listed in CPMDN
(I. p. 3 0 ) without the name of the King. The last document
ot his reign, a ms. is dated 217 Philgunat Sukla 13 (dviiate
samvatsare tite saptadlw'a prapurita h P h i l g u ? ~i ~u kla u ttama
13 tarakiplirvvaphdlgunyam iukragraha suio bhane) . The
date is quite clow ta the year olf his death as given by the
ancient chronicle. According to Benda31, the expression in the
chronicle (Vi, f. 24-b) "RGjii Sri Harrndez;a V a 2 a 14 linaaimDoc. 5 of Petech.
Petech reads 13.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I, 1002.i. (Doc.1 in Petech).

leg
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iati Sarnvachchhare jatadvaye parivartamdne" 'gave goad sense
if we take it to mean that he died in NS 219 current after
reigning for 14 years'."2
As Petech rightly observes, this date 2 19 'cannot refer to the
accession, because it is later than all of Hwadeva's colophons.
So mmt probably it refers to the death.' This means, if he had
succeeded in 204-05 he died in 218-19 just after 14 years. In
all certainty Hqadeva's reign ended solmetime in 219.
Bendall's interpretation fits in with the position as determined
by the colophon data and V1's estimate 04 regnal years.
Hwadeva's m. mention only rijye or Z i n a when refening
to his reign. They also do not give him full royal titles using
simple expression like n?pa or r i j i or even only Sri. Only his
last document employs the epithet vijayarajye and calls him
m a h i (raja'). Petech thought that he never assumed full royal
titles either because 'he felt himself an usurper or recogmad
the formal overlo~rdshipof some other ruler' (p. 5 1) . Because
VK allots 16 years for the reign of Haqadeva Petech is also
inclined to argue that he reigned as well concurrently with
VZmadeva since the beginning of the latter's reign 'probably
as a colleague or a rival and then remained sole ruler'. As
there is no colvhon data for these: years in the name of any
other ruler except for himself it is hard to believe that Harpdeva played a subsewient role for that time. I n the colophon
of the Bhairavasnatatantra bath expressions vijayarijye and
M a h i ( r i j i ) are used. The m a h i before his name can only
be M a h i r i j i , and it is clear that the scribe while copying had
omitted to put the letters, raja. I t is also1 improbable that he
ever ruled as a colleague crr a rival of VZmadeva, because for
this position the colophon data of the two monarchs must
collide, but they do not.
Haqadeva's death left a void in the political arena of Nepal.
Even if there was a king, he had become impotent enough to
exercise his control. Obviously it was a period of distress for
Nepal. A weak regime provides indirectly sufficient encourage172

CPMDN, I, Intro., p. 6.
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ment f a r internal dissention. H w a d e v a could not have been
a strong ruler, and his feudal subordinates must have aserted
in their respective spheres of influence. Now the w m t was
to come in the wake of Haqadeva's death. Far ten y e m the
sovereign was eclipsed and the High Feudatories dominated the
scene. They also might have quarrelled amongst themselves.
Naturally in this context the unity of the country was impaired
and it is not unnatural if Nepal had been subjected to1 external
raids carried on in many parts oaf its territolry.
Some schollars bdieve that taking advantage elf the situation
as it emerged after his death, K w 5 t a Niinyadewa invaded
Nepal from Simraolngarh and conquered the country. It was,
however, said that his accupatim lasted only for a short h e .
The later chronicles not only recolrd the event of tha invasion
of Nepal by Nanyadeva but they show also1 a series of royal
names of chroao~lolgicalorder, a l l of them Niinyadeva's descendants, as the rulers d Nepal. The story olf Nanyadevai's descendants ruling over Nepal has now been om all sides settled as a
myth. But there is still same credence given to1 his invasion and
conquest 04 Nepal.
We shall deal with the subject of Niinyadeva's conquest a
little later. Before we come to discus this event, we intend to
consider another topic d foreign domination of Nepal, which
had supposedly preceded Niinyadeva's attack in the same perid*
I t has been suggestid that Nepal was placed for r m e time
within the orbit of political suzerainty of the P51a dynasty in
the time d Riimapiila about the end of the 11th century A.D-

Them is a ms. Kubjikimatam (date figures missing), a
Ta'ntric M a h i y i n a work, now preserved in the Darbar Liblrary,
which gives the following in the
. . . yoginipuha

.. .

-

CPMDN, I, p. 54; Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1363. S. Levi (11,
pp. 188-89) and H. C . Ray (DNI, I, p. 197) think that MahiFla
and NayanapZla had also extended hegemony over Nepal. Petech.
pp. 53-54. K. P. Jayaswal JBORS, XXII, Pt. 111. pp. 256-57.
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Ra'madevasya Paramejvara Paramabhattiraka P a r a m a u gata Mahdra'jidhirija Srimad Rimapdadevarya fiavardhama'na
( vijayurijye), etc.
This colophon ,datum has become the basis of speculation
by rn scholars to suggest that the Pda kings, more particularly RZmapda ( 1077-1 120 A.D. ) , I T 4 must have exercised
some kind of suzerainty syer Nepal. However, other kinds d
evidence in support of the contention are lacking. We are of the
view that the above noted colophon with Yoginiputra Rimadeva
has in reality no connection with the h i s t y of Nepal.
Of course, we know that the name Riimadeva figuring in
the colophon along with the expression signifying 'the victorious reign 04 RZmapZla' had led to a surmise al the kind we
have just above mentioned. But what we should bear in mind
is the ccmtmt in which this firnadeva finds himself placed.
The folio giving the colophon is partially damaged, and the
words preceding Yoginiputra Ramadeva have ken lost. But
the writing does not by itself suggest that it has anything to do
with the question d RZrna~la'sreign over Nepal. It appears
that RZmadeva of the colophon was either the scribe or the
owner of the m, but never anybody associated with the
government af Nepal as Maha'sa'rnanta or king.
S. Levi is the first authority to plropwnd a hypothesis of
According ta him! the existence
PZla hegemony wer
of twa kings in m e instances as indicated by colophons PITsupposes a state of dominance by a foreign power, and this
power must be 'that of the Paas in Bengal, wha dominated
the lower Ganges Valley at the time'. H. C. Ray, however,
regards Levi'a statement m 'though not possible, yet far f m
cmclusive'. He thinks that it is 'going tool far ta infer from
the m. copied under the Pdas hegemony of the latter wer
Nepal'. We have h d y commented on the suggestion that
DhmapZla amd DwapZla had Nepal within their empire.
Levi, 11, pp. 188-89; I, p. 197; DNI, I, p. 197; JBORS,
XXII, Pt. 111. pp. 256-57.
175 Levi, Ibid.
174

10
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But K. P. Jayaswal a c q t s L d s propmition ob PZIa suzerainty
OVW Nepal. He regard9 the colophon 09 the ms. Kubjikimatam
as a positive proaf oh Riimapda's suzerainty. "The partion
in front of Pararnejvara is read as Rirnad(vasya which if it
refers to the Nepal king has to be read as Va'rnadevasya whose
time as ascertained from manuscripts of his reign and his
predecessor and successor is between 1077 and 1090 A.D
(Bendall, Nepal Catalogue, Introi., p. 2 2 ) . We have thus positive proof od the fact that at least in the time 09 RZmapda
Nepal was under Pala suzerainty. It is very likely that under
Dharrnaplala and Devapiila a similar state obtained .170
I fail to understand haw Riimadeva: could be read as V h a . deva and mmt oif all haw Yoginiputra (this word Jayaswal
missed to read) Ramadma be identified with Viimadeva
(c. NS 204= 1084 A.D.) Vamadeva is a sovereign ruler noted
bly Vi. He can never be a subsidiary king under solme foreign
ruler as Jayasural tries to make out. Moreolver the colophon
bring out the name as Riimadeva so prominently that it is
im.pwiblle to identify the name with Viimadeva.
There are mare writers; who have assumed the existence of
PZla suzerainty over Nepial. B'ut of late Lucian01 Petech has
repeated the contention on a new source material which, howmer, has no relation with the Pda ruler.
F'rm a colophon 04 anolther ms. it appears that abolut
NS 220, there was one High Feudatory in Nepal, w h m name
w a Riimadeva and a b u t whose rule the slcribe uses the expression vijayarijye.
Ms., a fragment of A ryosni~avijayanimadhZrinicolophon :"'
MahisirnantZdhipati MahZsimanta Sri Rimadevasya vijayarijye samvat 220 Kirtika dine 24 dhavala~rottryamam likhitamayam tekhaka KamdapininZ.
We know nothing m e about this High Fmdato~yRam*
yy

.

- - -- - --- --- -

-

.

- -.

JBORS, XXII (19'36), Pt. 111, p. 256.
Also reproduced by Petech, p. 53.
I have verified the date from the copy shown to me by
Pfimahaqa VajrZch5rya, the owner of the ms.
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deva except that he ruled over Dhulikhel (Dhavalarrottryam) as
suggested by the scribe who says that he wrote the work there.
Rut L. Petech reads m e than an ordnary meaning in the
colophon. He identifies R%nadeva of Kubjikimatam with the
Maha'sa'manta. He then goes to argue that in special circumstances then obtaining in Nepal, Rimadeva would have
acknowledged the suzerainty d the PZla Emperor. There is
little doubt that on Haqadeva's death Nepal was confronting
a situation od cham and there was a squabble olver the title to
succession. But we d o not think that there were any local
supporters of the P5la kings in Nepal at the time. The identification between Yoginipura Ra'mdeva and MahZsamanta
Rzmadeva is untenable. One surely appears to be a different
p e m from the other as is evident from the two1 epithets Yoginiputra (m 04 a female ascetic) and Maha'sa'nzanta (High
Feudatory) .
The second cdophon as given above certainly testifies to the
extremely powerful position of the M G r n a n t a in that year
d the Nepal era.'?' But why should he be dubbed as one of
the Nepalese m p t e r s of Rirnaplala, while no evidence of the
latter's reign over Nepal exists. All the same Petech says that
'RZmadeva, the High Feudatory, may have put himself voluntarily under the suzerainty of RZmapZla-and
deemed it
prudent-as
an insurance against any threat from Ngyanadeva'. There is, however, not wen a faint idea of acceptance
of such a suzerainty implied in any expression of the ms. colophon, nor anywhere the name of any other ruler except that of
R h a d e v a is mentioned. As Petech hirnsdf admits that in the
commentary to Rimacharita where all the 14 Simantas of his
(RZmap5la) side are mentioned not me belongs t o places outside the present boundaries of Bihar and Bengal.lig RgmapZla
I n CPMDN (11, p. 85). We have the same Dhavalasrotapura
in another manuscript. H. P. Sastri says that this place was now
known as Dhulikhel about 16 miles froin Kathmandu in the east.
Dhulikhel is about 11 miles east of Kathmandu.
lig H. C . Ray, Op. Cit. p. 338 ff.
Ii8
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has not even anywhere made a bolastful claim of the conquest
of any part of Nepal by him as some crthm have done.
It seems that Petech has gone out olf his way to draw am
inference of RZmapda's suzerainty w e r Nepal, which is
absolutely unwarranted. In the face of the evidence before us
there is little grolund to believe that any one in Nepal had
accepted at the time any outside authority as a suzerain for
any reascm whatsoever.
\Ye shall say more about RZmadeva a little later.
The Kubjikimatam is noit the olnly document of the type availa.ble in Nepal. We have several more such in manuscripts standing in the name d kings who ruled countries other than Neplal.
We kt the folllolwing as they appear to us fram locd deposits.
( 1) ms. Buddhakapilamahitantram (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 2 1).
The cololphm has; at the end olf a v m 'rijyabde Rimapilasya
paiichaz7ims'akarodimam'; which means, it was done in the
25th year of the reign of RZmapZla.
(2) ms. Abhisamayilarikira of MaitreyanZtha with a corninentary (Sastrauyikhya) by AchZrya Vimuktisena (Gavt. Nat.
Lib. n. 5 5 ) Calap'hon: P m Pbh M d Paramasaugata Srinzat
Rimafxiladeva pravardhamina rijya 33-Ajvz'na dine 5 .
( 3 ) ms. Krityajkimarava (in the powsion oif one
Brahman in Bhatgaon) , colophon : Samvat 1209 Asidhavadi
Snnau Srimad Govindac handradivi kalayina vijayarijye.
( 4 ) ms. Paiicharaksi (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 5 8 ) collophon:
Govindapila vijayarijye samvat 15 Kirtika krsna dine 13.
( 5 ) ms. Kriyikindakram-vati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 772)
Colophon: P m Pbh M d Srirnad Madanapiladevasya pravard fz a m i n n vijayarijye saptame samvatsare ab hilikhyamine
yitriGke 7 siirya: gatyi agahana dine 19 bhagavatpida pandita
~ a i v y i c h i r y a Sri Kumdrasganena likhipita Sri VikramZrika
n ~ p akila samudbhavesu paiichahata trisugatesu jaratchhates~
ekn'dajaieha ( 1135 V S ) m a m d l s t r a m i d a samiptam.
(6) ms. Harivamia (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 4 4 8 ) Collophoa:
Srimad V i r i n m y i m Govindachandra vijayarijye samvat 1201
Agrahana m-s,e h k l a pakse Paurnamisyim, etc.
We have many more of such documents, some in the names
'
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d the kings of Gorakhpur and some belon,+g

to various rei,qna

in Tirhut. In the list we have produced above, we mark that
two of them belong to Riimapiila's
Any onc who reads the colophon data must be aware of the fact
that all these documents were brought to Nepal by outsiders.
Not m e d them was copied in Nepal. On no amounts these
(could be treated almg with the manuscripts olf Nepal- migin.
If an the basis of these data we are t~ suggest the possibility
of RZmapZla being acknowledged a s theVsovere.ign in Nepal,
then we shall have to make r m for sirnilas m
ticms to othelli
also as they ficqure in the colophon data. But there shall not tx
a more absurd proposition.
In pra'kritapaingalam a literary work, Nepal is included as
one of the several countries such as Gauda, Vaiga, Telaiiga,
MahZr&ra, GujerZta, ChamBhota, China, Lohavara
(Lahore), Odra~ and Malava, with which Gwindachandra
Giihadvala ( 1114-1 155 A.D.)Is' fought s u c c d u l wan. But
as D. C. Ganguly says, Gcwindachandra's claim to have waged
war against Tibet, China and Nepal is not substantiated and
can be just an exaggeration."

NZnyadevaYsconquest is altogether omitted by the ancient
while Wright and BLI's authorities push the event
For RZmap5la in Indian History read R. C . Majumdar,
History of Bengal (Dacca 1943) Vol. I, pp. 155-56; H. C . Ray,
T h e Dynastic History of North India, I , pp. 337-48 (Calcutta,
1931); IHQ, XTII, 1937, pp. 37-43 (an article by P. L. Paul).
Is' T h e struggle for Empire, Vol. V , of the His'tory and Culture
of the Indian Peopte, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1957, p. 53.
* Ibid.
Is' This was unknown to the inain portion of VK. But there is
an additional passage at the end which gives a chronology of Tirhut
rulers from Nsnyadeva to Harasimhadeva. This, however, seems
to be a later addition as here the hand writing is different from
those occurring in earlier folios. It gives the initial year of Niinyadeva's reign as 1019 Sakavaqa (1097 A.D.).
lS0
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to a later date towards the reign of the last king of Viirnadma's
dynasty second time restored (see below). T h e S d r i t
chronicle states that Niinyadeva invaded Nepal while Viimadeva
was ruling. Wright's authority (p. 167) credits him ta have
introduced aka era in Nepal and with setting u p a court at
Bhatgam to rule over the whole kingdom. T h e contestants in
Nepal are said to be the Mallas. But all these statements are
wrong in as much as evidences a t our d i p a d do not prove
that the dynasty af N k y a d e v a ever ruled Nepal or any part
thereof. Nanyadeva seems tol have seized the opportunity of
advancing all around in a situation provided by the disintegration of the empire of Kanauj after the death of Chandradeva
Giihadvala. At the same time the Che'di kingdom of K m a
had been destroyed by Somdvara I.
The KarnHia influence in today's North Bihar had appeared
along with the expedition of the ChPlukya Emperols. But
during the reign d Som&vara 111, the hold of the Imperial
ChLlukyas over distant provinces had relaixed. This molnarch
was content to exercise nominal suzerainty in his empire. In
his time the central authority was rendered almost ineffective
over areas other than the proper Chalukya kingdom. This
meant that the empire had disi~egra~ted.Now cut olff from
the b a ~ ein the South, the vassal principality of Mithil5 asserted
its independence. T h e vacuum in the West d MithilP helped
Niinyadeva to reorganise his tenitory and he easily extended
frontier to the G q d a k . His initial date has been believed by
the majority of scholars to fall solmetime about 1097 A.D. on
the basis olf a passage occurring in VidyGpati's PururapariR@
(p. 19, Darbhanga Edition) the expression being Nandendu
Vidyu (Navendu vindu vidhu) snmmito Sakavarse (1019
Snka) which was the year ob his accessioln to the throne of
Mithilii.ls3 Levi said that this date can also1 be established with

This vene is incorporated also in Sanskrit chronicle with only one
change, where the last word is
I
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reference to MuditakuvaZayZva, a dramatic work oi the later
period crf Jagajjyot* reign, Saka 1550). I P 4 But the copy of this
work preserved in the Darbar Library does not say anything
about Ngnyadeva or his s u c c m . l m In the same bundle there
is a m a l l work of a few pages, which is not more than a fragment, in a stray page the author pmvida a genealogy of the
Karr$itas, but this cannot be attributed to J a g a j j y o l t i d a .
This is a work of a later perid. A m d i n g to Sanskrit
chronicle Niinyadeva completed his palace at Simramgarh on
this date, and he p e r f m e t i a ceremony. The farefathem of
lS2nyadeva could carve out a principahty of their own s m e where in South India but they left it m n in quest of new
lands and advance towards the Himalayas frmn that side in
course od military expedition conducted by Chglukyas and
Riisrakfitas. NZnyadevays father came to MithilZ probably a t
the head af an expedition and he must have been placed in the
position of the Governor of the area at the outset. K5lZchuri
Bijjala and YZdava Jaitugi were ather southerners who had
invaded these parts in and after NZnyadevays time. Nkyadeva
in his early career had been described as a victor (Andhratharhi
Inscription) .IB6
I n the colophon of Bha'ratavartiki he calls himself MahGsa'mantidhipati Mithildvara Karni!a kulabhtisana dharma'dhibhtipati.ls7 obvious$ he belonged to the K-Zta
family. I t
was said that GlZchuri Bijjala and Yiidava Jaitugi had not
until then p c l a i m e d t h d v e s fully independent sove~eigns.
Prabably either of these wed titular allegiance to ChZlukya
rulers (Sm&vara I, VikramZditya VI ) . NZnyadeva himself
Levi, 11, p. 197 fn., 3; R. Pischel, Katalog der Bibliotheque
der Deutschen Morganlandischen Gesxlschaft, 11, p. 8.
ls5 Darb. Lib. Cat I. 4-61. 5.
le6JBORS, IX, p. 305; ABORI, 1954, R. K. C'haudhary, Select
Inscfliptions from Bihar, 1958, p. 124.
le7In Bharatavartika
(commentary on N a t y a i i s t m ) , Chapter
XXVIII-XXXIV) Andhra Hist. Res. Soc. I (1926), p. 56. This
MS. was published in the quarterly Journal by M. Ramakrisnakavi.
le4
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must have acknolwledged as his overlord Chdukya emperors
Vikrmftditya VI and Sm&vara I11 for m & m until he
declared h i m l f independent olf them using epithets such as
Mithiles'vara and Karniitabhtisana. I t is now established that
the first two kings a h e shown olftm raided territolries in
Xorthern and Eastern India and they also subdued the rulers
of Gauda and K Z m p a (Billahma's Vikraminka Cham'ta,
IHQ, VIII, p. 683). I t was said, that at the time one 04 such
expeditions reached Mithilii, the area was occupied by =lachuri Gangeyadeva who ruled there for solmetime since
1019 A.D. This view is offered with reference: to1 the colophon
of the MS. R i m i y a n a elf the Nepd Library, in support (the
date of which reads Samvat 1076). But the issrue of the era
of the collophon in question isl deblatable and we do not see any
reason ta bring KHlZchuri GHngeyadeva in the scene as a predecexsor oh NHnyadeva. I t will appear that the colophon is discussed at length in the next section where we describe the
genealogy of the successors of ' ~ i i n ~ a d e v a .
There: is no1 doubt that successively for many y e m the
ChHlukya enzpmo~rshad conducted military campaigns as far
north as Mithilii.
In this periold MithilH had becodme: a part of the ChHlukya
empire, where: the KarqHta colmmander settled down as a
feudatory and later folunded a ruling dynasty. Nanyadeva
probtably operated against the Nepalese Terai from the b*
he obltained in MithilH,lBBand he must have inherited the
kingdom with capital at Simralongarh from his father. NZnya's
was nolt the olnly family to come from the Soruth. The Senas
On the origin of Nsnyadeva and Senas of Bengal read El,
p. 305; JASB, V, 1'909, 407; Ibid, 1915, p. 41 1 ; R. D. Banerji,
Bengal Itihasa, Vol. I, p. 318; H. C. Ray, Op. Cit., Pt. 11, p. .358;
JBlORS, IX, p. 302; IA, IX, p. 188; Ibid, X I I I , p. 418 (Bhagwanlal). EI, XIV, 159 (Naihati group of Ballalasena) ; IHQ,
V I I (1931) pp. 679-89; ABORI (1955) pp. 92-98. Nanya is a
Karnataka word and in Nepal the Naniya or Nani, an expression
of endearment, is a derivative of the same. This is used often by
seniors to address their pet juniors.
lss
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.of RZrh in South-west Bengal, who invariably addressed themselves as Kar?za'!a kula Laksmi claimed their descent f m the
southern, stock of rulen.'" Later these twcr houses of
rulem k c m e bitter rivals with the decline of the GZhadvalas;
they were left sole contestants in the field for impezial struggle
and expansion in the Gangetic plains.
Even if he had invaded Nepal, NZnyadeva did not have
a p d u l time in this country. While he could not subjugate
any part 0% the Nepal Valley, we find that cme d the two
ruling families d the country was functioning intact over its
length and bfreadth throughout the period and this is attested
b y the ancient chronicle and colophon data. NZnyadeva was
at the same time not permitted to enjoy undisturbed and
regular occupation even of one place in the Gangetic plain
falling now in Eastern Tirhut and N d e m Bengal (Gauda).
His was m e of the most disturbed periods. F m the very
begrnning NZnya had to contend against GZhadvalas cf
Kanauj, who had advanced as far as P a t . (Maner Inscription JASB, XVIII, p. 81) .
Towards the end of 1118 A.D again his @tion became
very weak in Mithilii owing to the rise of the Sena dynasty in
Bengd, whose representative a little later defeated him in a
battle (Dmpara Inscription of Vijaya Sena, verses 20 and 21)
and this seems to have sent its repercussion in regard to his
engagement in Nepal and affected his security's0 here and
them. R. C. Majumdar, however, thinks that Nsnyadec-a
failed in the east turned towards the north and succeeded in
,conquering Nepal.'"
He writes to say that bemuse of the
Sena ruler cmso~lidatinghis position in Rirh NZnyadeva had
been unsuccessful to o v m h d m Bengal. But we have sea that
For the intrusion of the Karnstas in North India read R. C .
Majumdar's article in IHQ, VII (1931), Pp. 682-88.
Read Levi, 11, p. 196-2Q4 for the rise of K q 5 t a k a in
Mithila and Nanyadeva's invasion of Nepal.
I" IA, I, Pp. 309, 3 13; JBQRS, XXV, Pt. IVYP. 132.
l g l IHQ, VII, P. 686.
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the propsitim of NZnyadeYa's conquest oh Nepal does not rest
on a sure
About NZnyadeva's conquest of Nepal we have no records
besida those of the later Nepalese chronicles which, holwever,
arc thoroughly unreliable. The inscription of Prat5pamalla,
which traces his origin to Nanyadeva, dom not mention anything a b u t his conquest af Nepal, this only traces PratZpa's
ancatry to him; what is surprising is the absence 04 any reference ta his raids into Nepal in any MithilZ records.
Levi says 'master of Tirhut and of the rolads linking Nepal
Nanyadeva was able to subjugate the kings of the Valley as his
vassals'.193 But the French author proceeds to argue his case
on the basis of the statement of the later chronicles. As we
have already suggested the later chronicles do not provide any
kind of reliable evidence for historical event introduced into the
genealogy. It is astonishing that Levi who had visited Nepal
and made a search of original documents for his writing led
himself to believe the stary d Nkya's colnquest of Nepal. It
is more astonishing that some Indian autholrs like H. C. Ray
(DNI, I, 206) writing sol late in 1931 and o t h m writing up
to date subscribe ta the views olf Levi.
Niinyadeva no doublt showed well in the beginning ojf his
career. But as he was entrenched in MithilZ, he could not
advance beyond its confines. He had to face adversaries dl
around. The Piilas and Senas opposed him in, the east.
Govindachandra GZhadvala clashed with his army in the west
and southwest, when NHnya tried ta expand, he found h i m I f
checkmated an these sides by inveterate foes.
A few years later his base kingdom in Mithil; was a h
threatened from Kanauj and it proved tow much folr him to
resist military and political pressures as they came. It was said
- -

--.

- - - -- -

-

-

For the History of Mithilii of these days read U. Thakur's
book; Jayaswal's articles in JBORS, Vol. I X C X ; R . C. Majumdar's
article in I H Q , Vol. V I I I , 1931; and S. N. Singh's History of
Tirhut.
Levi, 11, p. 202.
l"
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that Niinya lost his dominion in Nepal as well in consequence
thereof. But the idea of a loss of Nepal by him seems to havc
originated from the propmition of a conquest, and if this was
to be doubted, any talk of a lass at this stage does not cany
any meaning. We have seen how for all the dates mentioned
in connection with N5nyadeYa7s invasions we have colophon
data to establish reigns d the traditional dynasty of Nepal's
own rulers. All of these rulers reigned supreme in their realm.
They were not even subject to any outside authority. It is
incamprehmib1"e that M i t h a could overpower Nepal thereafter at any time, because NZnyadeva7s strength was fast
waning. We know that Nepal ccmtinud to ranain independent
even in the worst &ys of internal division. Besides this, Mithilii
itself was much weakened, not only towards the end of NZnyadeva's reign but through and through to the end of his line
(1324-25 A.D) and its ruler could have been in no position to
pursue a policy of military expansion in the circumstances.
NZnyadevaYsdynasty did never rule Nepal. But the later
chronicles brought them to the scene as real sovemigns. From
the ancient chronicles nothing about them is k n m . It was
said that as m n as N5nyadeva7s powerful hands were withdrawn, the scion of the T m u r i dynasty re-established himself
and began to rule from Kathmandu. But aU this is just a guess.
As NZnya's invasion is not p m e d so the question of his withdrawing does not arise. Similarly, we have no p n d to believe
that Nkya's descendants ever ruled Nepal. For all these years
the traditional dynasty of rulm held the sway in Nepal. This
is best expressed t h m g h one factor, that of absence of mss.
and f o r that matter any reliable evidence in one case and their
abundance in another. For example we have no rns. data and
any kind of evidence in the name of NZnyadeva7s successors
proving the existence of their rule, while there are numsous of
them to the credit of the ThZkuri rulers of the same perid.
However, there is a narrow gap af ten years b e e n NS 220
and 230 from 1100 and 1110 A.D, which is not filled up by colophon data. We have already seen that there is a ground
to c h a r a c t 6 the phase after Haqadeva's death as "me of
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feudal uprising, breakdawn of central authority and chaos all
over". A little later we &all see that a new line od r u l m had
appeared in the scene with Sirhhadeva, and there was & a
restcwatioln of a branch dynasty by one Sivadeval, though all
this lasted just a few years, this suggests that entirely a new
situation had cropped up. I t s e e m d that the p n d was set
for the final extinction of the traditional ruling houses. On
account d hostile blackpund bath Sirhhadeva and Sivadeva
could not stand their full terms. For fifteen to1 twenty years
thereafter three r u l m with uncertain affiliation come into
picture. There is no doubt that d l t h e e years the situation had
became fluid. Of course, we da not come acrom any trace of
alien influence far all these years of instablility. I t would be an
errar to support any idea of Niinyadeva penetrating his influence into the Valley of Nepal. But how to accolunt for the
absence of documents during the ten years before Sirhhadeva's
first documented date?
Now a quatian readily arises. Did Niinyadeva who had
entrenched himself "securely in Mithila just immediately on
Nepal's southern, border", play any part to explolit the situation? It may be suggested that the ten years between NS 220
and 230 (1 100-1 110 A.D.) for which periold no ms. data, to
indicate a reign are available were probtably those which witnessed N5nyadewaysraids into the Nepal Valley. A legend now
preserved in the later chronicles had grown round the persoaality od Niinyadeva in relation ta those raids. This is the utmost
we can concede to those who accept the idea ot Niinyadeva's
conquest of Nepal. But it must be made clear that even for
this concmian there is little of dolcumentary evidence.

We have seen that in NS 220 Ramadevai the High Feudatory
of Nepal, adopted a designation as much high sounding as that
of NZnyadewa in the initial year of his reign and ruled completely ignoring the throne. The fact that the scribe of the
colaphon does omit the sovereign an the throne, is the evidence
of R5rnadevays d l powerful position. We have nolt been able
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to define his exact p i t a n nor we can in any way determine
the extent of his hold or of the territory over which he ruled.
But there is na doubt that he wielded a h l u t e powm in m e
or other areas in Nepal, in a part or whole of it. Further
search may reveal more evidence in this direction. I n a disturbed situation fallowing the death d Haqadeva, the High
Feudatory RZmadeva and powerful men of his class might
have undoubtedly exercised trenlendous influence in the affairs
of the state. But wauld these men have at any time permitted
themselves to acknowledge the suzerainty of an external ruler?
.The PZla ernpire in the time of RZmapda was not in a very
flourishing state. If it was not actually tattering, its decadence
also had set in since m e time earlier. EmapZla's domain
was threatened equally by rise of NZnyadeva in MithilZ and
of the Sena dynasty in Rirh in S. W. Bengal. The P5la
kingdom did not certainly pmsm strength m m g h to inspire a
distant neighblrur with c d d e n c e to its protection to ward olff
the danger af a foreign attack. We could envisage a m d i nated &art between Nepal and P5la lungdm on the basis of
mutual benefit. But this is also unthinkable in view of Nepal's
geofgraphicalisolation. The kingdom of Nepal was far removed
from the border of the Piila ruler. NZnyadeva who had his
capital in Simrmgarh not far from the natural confines of the
mountainous kingdom of Nepal cwld become its ally or enemy
all in normal course. But the Paas can under no circumstances
be placed in that position.
We have already &missed the stmy of NZnyadevaYsconquest
of Nepal. But even in regard to the question d accepting the
probability of his military excuxsisns into Nepal we have t~
bear in mind that all this is just a 'gum. The greatest evidence
refuting the suggestion of NZnyadeva's rnili tary exploits in
Nepal is pmided by the state of absence of any kind d rderence to this subject in documents pertaining to the history of
both MithilZ and Nepal.
There is no doubt that the ten y m b
~ NSm220 and
230 were unusually full of strains far Nepal. But a l l this can
be attributed to a situation where the mcmarch was eithe~am
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infant or the succession to the throne was under dispute between
two rivals.
As we have made out in the folllolwing pages, the troublle rose
on account of the warring factions in the ruling family. In any
.case because the throne had not weakened sol the feudatories
had grown extremely powerful. Right u p ta NS 266 the feuds.tories appear in the c o ~ l o p halong
~ with the sovereign, which
signifies their predominant position in the state and it is also
possiiMe that all these including Rkadeva bdoaged to the
principality of Udaipur, an unidentified site, in the east adjacent to the Nepal Valley. But the ten. years ignore the throne
altogether and therefore might have been sollely dominated by
the MahiiGmantas.

The earliest colophon available after the death ot Haqadeva
is that of Simhadeva. We have the following documents belonging to his reign and these range between 231 and 242. All the
data are listed together by Petech.
(1) m. Kivyidars'a (Nor monastery, Tibet listed in
JBORS, XXI, Pt. I, p. 38 but the reading was done by Prot.
Tucci) colophon: Samvat 231 AJvini krsna
.. dvidasyam Simhadevarije. Petech verifies the date for October 12th, 1111 A.D.
(2) ms. Siddhmirasamhita (Darbl. Lib. Cat. 111. 803)
Colophon : Samvat 200+30+4 ASvin jukla diva n a v a m y i m
plirvisidha naksatre budhadine I Srimat Md P m Pbh Sri Simhadevasya vijayardjye ! Sri Lalita K r a m a y a m Sri Manigvalamadhyanur tolake 'dhivasini, etc. (Wednesday, 9th September,
11 14 A.D).
(3) ms. A!?asihasrikd prajiiipiparamiti (As. Sac. BengaJ.
9973, CSMASB, I, pp. 4-5, n. 4). Colophon: Pm-Pbh Md
P a r a ( m a ) saugata Srimat Simhadevasya vijayarijye Sri
U d a y a p u r y i m mahisa'vanta Sri Pi!ujivmya vijayarjye tmminchendrako!?akidhivEsino Pi!ikarachandrasya yadadta punyam
etc. 1 Sri Lalita K r a m i y i m Sri Minigvala paramagudhyiim
kulaputra Jayachandravarmmand likhitarniti I I Samvat 200 +40

I
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Chaitra Sukla piirnamisyim a~iglradine (Date verified by
Petech far 17th March, 1120 A.D.) .
(4) ms. Nimasangiti (Kaisar Lib. n. 118). Colophon:
Md Sri Simhadevarya vijayarcije Samvat 200 +40+ 2 Bhldradina 2 lekhaka Prajiia'valena likhimitam iti.
( 5 ) rns. Miiladeva~ikyaiastra~
Colophon : Samvat
(200)
. . . ni iukla tltiyiyirn Srimad Md Pm Sri Simhadevavijayarijye (Zva-lu m a s t m y , Tibet, JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I, p. 41).
Shi-hadeva, hwever, is unknown to all the ch&la
except
V", VK and Vi bring in a different
by name Sivadeva
as the succesmr d Hapadeva and then pass on to state
the name of YuvarZja Mahmdradeva omitting Sirhhadeva
altogether. But wen Vii does not seem to mention categkcally the fact of the reign of Sirhhadeva. He is just mentioned
as the father of three kings who had followed on the t h m e
since 267 one after the other (f. 30-a). His name is spelt as
Sihadeva.
Levi thought that Sivadeva and Sirhhadeva were identical
names. Rut it seems that he thought sl> because in his time no
8colophondata in the name of Sirhhadeva were available. At
the moment the five colophon data we have reproduced above
d~ p v e beyond doubt that Shihdeva was a different person
from Sivadeva and that he ruled by himself h e e n 231 and
242 NS.
Sivadeva's first document date 240 Prathamz;a'dha (see
below) and it appears that he was ruhg simultanmusly with
Simhadeva at this date though in diffe~entareas. This document was written in Patan. This suggests an instance of ccmflict
between the two. It seems also correct that at the end of his
carter Sirhhadeva was expelled from the capital, because otherwise the document would not have shown. Patan as the place
of writing. Or he was dead at the time. But there is no reason
to believe that Sivadeva was not different f m Sirhhadeva. We
shall say more about this questioln a little later.
Fmm Doc. 3 above we get an information that at the time
while Sirhhadeva was ruling (NS 240 Chaitra) Udaipur was
being ruled by a MahkZmanta whose name was Piyjiva. The

.
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scribe who Writes in Patm uses the expression vijayariijye aJso
for Pisujiva but only with reference to Udaipur. This fkudatoly
must have been related to Niigiirjunajiva d Vihadeva's dacun1ent.l"' As the colophon shows, we know it definitely that
Pbujiva was a powerful personality in Nepal of the time. It
is quite likely that Sirhhadeva had ken able to succeed to the
throne because of his support.
Eretech thinks that Sirhhadeva ruled from 1110-1 125 A.D.,
and simultaneously for these years with Sivadeva whose reign
had started since 1098 A.D. He suggested that 'there was a
revival of the old dynasty in the person of Siva~dewa'. He added
'according to both Vi and VK he reigned for 27 years and 7
months. Having been born on 177 &idha k c n a pratipadi he
lived (for) 69 years. This would place his accession about 218
(expired) exactly the year given by Vi f a r the end of Hwadeva's reign. The chronology fits perfectly in all its niceties.193b
This view of Petech finds suppmt a h from the fact that
SjIi-hadwa is not noted as a solvereign anywhere.
But I do not think that the question od selecting the direct
successor ta Hqadewa is so simpler as that.
Sirhhadeval is called Paramasaugata in docuxnent n. 3 aboveIn the long line of kings in the early medieval period he is the
only person ta be called the follower of Sugata, i.e. Lord
Buddha. It appears that he respected Buddhism to the extent:
of being recolgnised by the scribe who wrote in Patan. But from
all this we should not suppose that he was a convert t o Buddhism. His -9
are a l l folllorwm of Saivism. One of them,
Anandadeva, was called Parama Saiva (see Doc. b e l ~ ) .
The m e thing we are certain about Sb-hhadeva is that though
primarily a Saiva he might have with equd devotion patromised
Buddhist learning and respected Buddhist deities.
In the colophon n. 3 above MahZGmanta Pkujiva gets the
expression Vijyarrijya for his rule, and Petech thinks that it is a
half royal pitim he enjoyed. He also thinks that because the
See above Se kanirdehpaii jdki.
1e3b P. 55.

lD3"

scribe in the capital city of Patan uses it, Pjsujiva was being
recagnised as a power behind the thme.lD4 But I think the
scribe uses the word Vijayarzjye to refer to his rule in Udaipur.
The ms. was written surely in Patan, but the scribe who came
from Udaipur wanted to tell the world that his avn counby was
ruled by P%ujiva. I t is doubtful if he had intended otherwise
and meant to give a near royal status to the High Feudatory
for Nepal as a whole. Nevertheless we may have some reason
to think that Sirhhadeva was supported by the Feudatory d
Udaipur.

Sivadeva adopted a v a y high sounding myal title of the
Rijidhirija ParameSvara. We have two m. of his reign
including the one of the year 1 120 A.D. (India Office, Hodgson) Collections, 73 Ab.) ., which is the first document of the
reign with Rd Pm as royal epithets. Sivadeva is given a total
reign elf 27 yeam by the chrcmicler d Vi (f. 21-b). The two
mss. cwer, however, between themselves an unbroken period of
only three years from NS 240 to 243. It was said that the
chniclem in an attempt to hide the facts of NZnyadevaYs
invasicm enumerated his reign from, the date of the death of the
last reign. But this is incorrect if the statement was interpreted
to mean that NZnydeva had occupied Nepal.
Cc~lophom:
( 1 ) rns. Sphotika vaidya (India Office Hdgson Coll. 43
ARR 3 C ) ,Ig5 Samvat 2004-40 (WW)Prathawa'dha krnna
dvitiycya'm somadine 1 Sri Rd Pm Srimatchhivadeva vijayarzje
(CSPMIO reads rijiia) likhitamiti I I Sri Lalitakramiiygm
(CSPMIO reads brumiyim) I I Sri H5tigvdkedhivisina vaidya
$6 Thothisilasya pustakoyam iti (Bhujimola aksara) I I Petech
verifies the date for Monday, June 14th, 1120 ( 2 ) A fragment
d the ms. Vasudha'ra'dha'rini (Camb.Univ. Lib. Or. 142) .Ia8
lg4
P. 58.
lg5
CSPMIO, 11, p. 1502, n. 8049. Doc. 1 of Pete&.
lg6
Doc. 2 of Petech. Mentioned by Bendall in his history, p. 22.
Petech verifies the date for April 28th, 1123 A.D.
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Calophm: Prn Pbh Md Sn' Sivadeva rijye samvat 200+40+3
Jyestha
.. dine jukla pratipadim likhitamidam lekhaka . . . . . . .
(letters b a m e illegible).
V i i (f. 3 1-a) mations Sivadewa as the m and succemr d
Sakadeva and says that he died at a ripe old age d 69. He
was born on &idha k ~ n a1 d 177 ( = 19 June, 1057 A.D.)
According to V' and VK Sivadeva ruled for 27 years and 7
months. But V i i does. not shaw any r e p a l years folr him.
Wright and BLI have Harkhadeva and Samivadeva as the
next two rulers. The Sanskrit chronicle names Sadsiva as
V h a d e v a ' s son and Harkhadeva as SadZiva's son.
If Sivadwa had succeeded H q a d e w a in 219, then 27 years
added would push his mgnal years m d m e to 246. I t appears
that the enumeration 04 regnal years by Vi and VK and the
dates d blirth and death indicated by V i i agree quite well.
But the colophons of Sirhhadeva point to1 a contrary direction. They establish his priority wer Sivadeva. As we have
noted, if collaphon dates were to be the criterion, Sivadeva's
regnal years are ascertained only f o r the years, 240 PrathamlsliQha to 243. But Sirhhadeva has colopholns ranging from 231
to 242. The first colophon proves his regnal year in 23 1. T h e
third show that he ruled in Patan in 240 Chaitra. The last
twa d a t e of S ~ h a , d e v aand the first date of Sivadeva overlap.
Sirhhadeva might not be the direct successor of Ha~adeva.
We have the ancient chrocnicl~saying that the succession went
t13 Sivadeva. But Simhadeva undoubtedly came to the scene
in 231 and played his part till 242 NS.
If Sivadeva was the legal successor to Haqadeva, there w m
two factors which go to nullify the @tian. The first is the
absence of colophan in his name for all the years till 240. The
second is the appearance af Sirhhadeva in 231 even though
after ten yeam olf interregnum following the death of Hwadeva. It is, however, possible that in the cham reigning aftm
the demise of H a ~ a d e v a ,the legal heir was being ignored and
he himself compelled to go in hiding. Meanwhile Sirhhadeva,
a member of one of the two h m x q of the royal families, was
set u p on the throne by a section 04 the nobility, and he was
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permitted to reign in a limited sense as late as 240 Chaitra.
In a m. colophon written. in the first Asidha of the s a m e ycar
Sivadeva is shown ruLng in Patan. This mrans that Shid-m
dcva's hold over Patan had ended at the time. We may suggest
that a rival section of the nobility had staged a revolt and set
up its avn candidate for the rulership d the state. Sivadeva
must have been enthroned in that pracgs in the capital.
The last wlophm datum of Sirfihadeva belongs to 242. We
have a ground to believe: that S i d d e v a had not been h d y
liquidated until that year. He had been r u k in a corner of
Nepal with the support of his b x m and feudatories. But by
early 243 the stage was well cleared for Sivadeva to assert himself fully in the whale of Nepal.
H. C. Ray said 'it is not irnporrsible that the K m t a chief
(Niinyadeva) extended his power in the Valley by espousing
the cause af Sivadeva, a succasful pretender af the Nayakot
branch of the Thakurisr who were ousted by the Patan branch
manetime: bdore 1080-88'.1w But by no stretch of imagination
Nhyaideva's intervention in Nepalese affairs seems p b a b l e .
Ray's suggestion came in the wake of his acceptance of the story
d Niinyadeva's conquest d the Valley of Nepal. But when
this very story is d i s m k d as untrue, his intervention om the
side 04 Sivadeva is quite ruled out.
Who is this Sivadeva? Nothing is k n m about his genealogy
from the Vi and it: puts his name: in the cmtinued list of the
Sliryavarizs'is. But V i i in starting the chronology f m Sivadeva and calling him the san of Sakadeva has indicated that
a h a k in the traditional list has taken place to give room to
a person, ob a different family. If Sakadeva is to be identified
with Sarikaradeva, then of mme, the matter would be interpreted atherwise. Sivadeva's reign might be treated as one: d
the same line with Haqadeva whose death without an heir of
his o m had enabled a cousin of his to s u c d him.
We summark the identical account of the VK and V' which
attributes to this monarch certain acts of pi* and munificence
-- .---

#

----

--

Op. Cit., p. 337.
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e.g. covering the rmf of the temple of Pakupati with gold and
offering of a silver lotus to the lord, building a palace in Kirtibhaktapur; construction OC wells, canals and tanks at different

places, putting a dam across the river Balbal and introducing
image and that olf a lion inscribed and
silver d a m with his
gold SivakInka with an image af Siva (coins). Vi has exactly
the same story to tell about his achievements (f. 24b).
Both Vi (f. 24-bl) and V" (f. 3 1-a) name Mahendradeva
as the crown prince (Janrija) without defining the rda,tionship. His name comes for notice just after Sivadeva implying
that he was a successor. But V" calls him a sun olf Sihadeva
(Sirhhadeva) born oln V a i i i k h a pur?zimi 199.l" There is no
doubmt tliat Sivadeva's line had ended with himself. The same
authority listed 3 more sons of Sihadeva, who were Anandadeva (b. 219), Rudradeva (b. 228) and Amrtadeva (bl. 233).
Mahendradeva died at the age olf 65 ( V i i ) in NS 264 without
having succeeded ta the gaddi. Kirkpatrick omits him. V1'
although calling him dhaneivara d i t i r a and mahibhogavan
designates him Yuvarijja follo~wingVi. According to Vi and
V i i he dug a tank with a pious intention and completed it
paying to the labourers one d a m m a each a day, to which he
gave his own name. This he inaugurated on 239 Vaiiikha
s'ukla 15 (Vi f. 24-b; V i i f. 31-a). He: died after 65 y a r in
~
264 NS.
How to explain Sivadeva's suzerainty over Patan in 240
Asidhiha ( =June, 1120 A.D.) ? The explanation is a little difficult because we know frolm the collophon data that Simhadwa
had nolt ceased to reign at this date. Of course, these two
persons cannot be identical. It appears that Sirhhadeva who
seems to have been supported by the MahisZmanta Pkujiva of
Udaipur was running a parallel gwernment from Patan until
he was expelled from there befare Asddha of 240. Sivadeva's
name is not mentioned by Kirkpatrick and V i V i i (f. 30)
does not give anything about him, bmut while giving dates
birth of his sons u r n the word Parnmes'vara before his name.
01f

lg8

Verified by Petech for Thursday, 18th April, 1079 A.D.
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Along with the documents, this establishes the fact of his reign
as do the colophon data of the ms. of his reign. Sixhhadeva
might a h have been a brother of Sivadeva. In any case we
come tol a new line of rulm whether with Sivadeva m Sirhhadeva as V" begins with these two monarchs.
We have V1' (f. 30-b') a line which is significant.19Vhis
line gives another date 219 Migha k ~ p a8 mzila naksatra and
says that at this date the leader of the barons, Varapila, was
able to bring about peace between. the two famed royal houses
of Nepal. Then the expression goes on to say 'death 87 years'.
I presume that this applies to a situation that obtained in
NS 219. There were two royal houses that were often quarrelling between themselves. Which were these two houses? As
the passage occurs after the line mentioning Sivadeva and birth
of Shfhadevaysson, the two houses must relate to these two
personages.
If this is ~ ( 4then with SiIhhadeva's colophon dates, the
internecine quarrel had again, flared up after m e kind of
truce. Probably taking advantage of the internal conflict
another house had seized power after the death d Sivadeva.
Sirhhadeva had died at the age of 87. This was the reason that
his eldest son Mahendradeva had died as crown prince. Sivadeva s e m to have lost control of a big portion of his kingdom
due to the uprising, which he regained only towards the end of
his career; at any rate Sirhhadwa's career came to an end in
NS 242, or it might be that Sivadeva had been an exile being
overpolwered by Simhadeva from the very beginning. If this
assumption is comect then Sivadwa ruled within the dates of
his rnss. He must have scored a partial success in NS 244) and
captured a portion of the kingdom; hence his ms. of that date.
The fact that Sivadeva's available mss., all of them, belong ta
the closing period af Sirhhadevays reign gives strength to this
suggestion. Petech thinks that Sivadeva was the father of
Mahendradeva, and takes it as a mistake of V1' to call
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Mahendradeva as a son of Simhadeva. But his ground for this
contention is not smnd. Petech says that 'an interval of 20
years between Mahendra, and another son of Sirhhadeva is
considerable' though a second wife could be brought in. But
such a contingency is nat rare in the east; an internal betwm
births of two sons by the same wife may be as much long. So
to reject Vii an this hypothesis would be: wrong.

A palm leaf ms. Ekallaviratantram has the following colaphon :200 Sreyostu samvat . . . . . . Bhddrapada krrna efarnyim
tit hau ro hini naksatre vajrayoge somavisare likhita sampiirnamiti 11 R d ~m Sri Sri Jayendrmifihadevarya vijayarGye. T h e
polrtion giving the figure for the year is torn olff being at the
margin olf the fdiol. This is the only document belonging to
King Jayendrasimhadeva.
Coluld he be the same person as Simhadeva? Probably the
astronolmical elements if examined might throw light on the
identity olf Jayendrasirhhadeva.

For the interval between NS 246 (1126 A.D) and Anandadevds reign in NS 267, we have three rulers whow names are
variously mentioned as Indradeva, MZnadeva and Narendradeva.. The first of them is Indradeva, direct successor 04 Sivacleva, who also adopted the title of Rij,Gdhirija Pararnejvara in
the rns'. NaksatrajGtaka.201 This is his second document, which
da,tes NS 248 Philguna iukla 10 idityaidine (=Sunday,
February 1Zth, 1128) . His first available' document, a ms.
- -- --

--.--- --

Govt. Nat. Lib., n. 170.
201 MS. Naksatrajiitaka, n. 2928, India Office Library (CSPMIO,

200

11, p. 1506, n. 8062, of., p. 831, n. 6414). Another ins. Chiindravy nkaranavytti, NS 254 Chaitra iukla 7, Zva-lu-monastery of Tibet,
JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I, p. 43 (reclaimed by Tucci). It designates
Indradeva as Pararnajmiua P b h besides Rd-Pm (Doe. 1 and 2 of
Petech) respectively
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Yamiritantramandalopiyiki, (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 85) is dated
NS 247 &idha k ~ n aastamyim and has in the colophon Sri
Indradevasya vijayarijye lik hit am. T o Indradeva's reign
belong six documents (all manuscripts), two already published,
to which I have added four. The following are: the newly
traced m. elf his reign,
1. ms. YamdritantramandalopiyikZ (Govt. Nat. Lib.
n. 85) ,20' samvat
Wfl %
(200+40+7) &idha krsna
..
aslamyim S Amad Indradevmya vijayarijye likhitamiti, etc.
2. ms. Astasihasriki pra j iiipiramiti (Golvt. Nat. Li h.
n. 195) .'"WCdophon: Svasti ekapaiicha sanziyukta samvatsara
tithau purya naksatra vrhmpah'vira rijZ Sri Indradevarya
rupateh kirtimandale; etc.
3. ms. Paiicharak!; (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 48),204
Colophon:
Samvat 200+50+3 aiuni sudi t~tiyayinzfi Nepilamandde
Rd P m Pbh Sri Indradevasya vijayarijye Sri Lditipura
Mznigvalott ara vriviha~idhivminapravara mahiyana yuyinat
etc. etc.

4. ms. Nimasa?igiti (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 1 6 6 ) ,205 Colophon:
Rd Pm Sri Indradevmyaraja vijayarijye samvat I
€
(200
4-50 6 ) Kirtika Sukla paiichamyinz Sri Jumalake iikyabhiksu Ratnaguptena Likhitam, etc.
The following are those already published : ( 5 ) rns. Nakratrajitaka (India Office Libraq n. 2928 RR 1 2 B),200
Samvat
200 40 8 Phdguna jukla daia ( n y i m ) ddityadine likhitanziti I R d P m ~ r Indraderasya
i
vijayarijye likhitameti 1 Sri
Udayapurogamana Sri Sekidhinima chittavajridhinima . . .
rcijapcidikn'ta pustakam likhiti Nakratrajitakoyamiti I I Sri Udayafuridhipati Mahcsimanta Sri Pa&inandajivasya kile [ikhitamiti 1) Date verified far Sunday, February 12th, 1 128.
6 . ms. Cha'ndravyikaranav~tti (Zva-lu-monastery, Tibet),207

+

+ +

-

---

-

-

. -.
---.
-

- -- -

-

Unpublished.
*03 Unpublished.
?04 Unpublished.
205 Unpublished.
206 CSPMIO, 11, p. 1506, n. 8061. Doc. 1 of Petech.
207 Dm. 2 of Petech; JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I, p. 43.
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Samvat (2004-504-4) Chaitra iukla saptamyiim Srimat Rd Pm
Pbh Paramas'aiva Indradevmya vijayariijye etc. [Date c m e
ponds tor March l8tl-1, 1134.1 mahipandita
. . Bhavanabhadrasya
pustako yam.
According tor Levi and alsol Bendall he is identical a pmnage
with Mahendradeva, whom Vi calls yuvarcija and nolt a king.
The same authority, Vi, puts Mahendra to1 have died in NS 264
while Indradeva seems ta have disappeared sometime earlier.208
If he was nolt deposed it is difficult ta explain the fact ob his
disappearance in NS 257 or w. L. Petech is olf the opinion that
Indradeva was a usurper and not a recolgnised king. This cannot
be true; Vi and Kirkpatrick's authority both nolte his name
as his king successor (riija) . Vi omits him. Vi and Kirkpatrick
give him a reign of 12 years, so that if he had succeeded in 246
NS, he must have died in 257 or 258 NS. Indra,deva's last
available document is the m. Na'masarigiti, the date of which is
samvaf 256 Kirtika Sukla paZchamyiim (above Doc. 4 ) . This
date is close to the year d his death as given by the chronicle.
The above cited ms. d his reign (Naksatrajiitaka) mentions besides his reign ( Vljayara'jye) Sri Udayapuridhipati-Maha'simant a $5 Pai!iinandajivmya kile. If Indradeva was am usurper, ha
owed his position to the help rendered by this Maha'sa'manta of
Udaipur ( ? But the suggestion of usurpation of the throne by
Indradeva can hardly carry conviction. What is possible is the
fact of his being supported by PGanHndajiva as against the
line of Sirhhadeva. Another factor which refutes the usurpation
theory is the abgence of a colophon or an inscription in the name
of another royal p m a g e far the pieTiold olf his rei<gn.
The k.n. 5 of Indradeva's reign is the last olf such bringing
o~utthe name of a Feudatory d Udaipur. It appears that the
MahZGmanta was liquidated in this area about this time. We
hear of a M&Hmanta of U d a i p r for the first time in a msi.
colophon Orf Pradyumnadeva's time (Doc. n. ?) . This is Jan%
danajiva who is mentioned simply as ruling, (pravarttamine)
The ms. was written in Udaipur. The second feudatory to
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appear in the colophon is NZg5rjunajiva of V d e v a ' s time.
The ms. was also copied in U d a i p r while it was being pr+
tected by him. We have already made observation about Pi~ujiva
of Simhadeva's time. I t appears that whatever be the place
where it was copied the writer of the h.
2 of Indradeva aJso
came from Udaipur and t h d o r e mentiond his Chief's name
in the colophon. Invariably the feudatories d Udaipur have
come for notice in the ~ l o p h m either
s
because they were copied
in U d a i p r or because the scribe in each case was an inhabitant
of that place.
The Jiva feudatories seem ta be quite powerful in their OWTI
domain, of Udaipur. But it is doubtful if they eyer played any
effective part in the central affairs of the kingdom o t Nepal.
In the order of colophons the successor of Indradeva is
Mkadeva. H e is mentioned by Vi and VK in their lists just
after Indradeva, but na details of the reign are given.
Na idea olf his relationship is obtained either from the ancient chronicles or the colophons.
The chronicles BLI and Wright have MZnadeva as successor
d Sivadeva or Saaivadeva. According to the later chronicles
he abdicated in favour of his son Narendradeva (NrisirhhaWright) . MZnadeva enjoyed his royal titles, ( R i j i d h i r i j a
Parames'vara) and definitely ruled till 1 139 A.D.209 ( =NS 259)
or 1140 (206 NS) as the dates of the PaiicharaksZ (258 Pausa
k r ~ n a13) and of the Kathmandu inscription (NS 259 Bhidra
krfna 7 ) go ta show.Z10
Altogether MZnadeva has 3 documents.
1. ms. Pagcharaksi (Sa-skya monastery in Tibet). C o l e
p h ~ n : ~Srimat
"
Rd P m Sri Ma'nadevarya vijayarcijye samvat
200+50+8 Pausa krspa
.. trayodajyim soma . . . . . . nakfatre
Bhagwanlal and Wright's authorities write that Nmndradeva
was the Regent of Miinadeva. Possibly this was implied by certain
overlapping (Levi, 11, p. 207) of dates and names.
210 JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I, p. 29. D
oc. 1 of Petech.
*I1 Bendall, Journey, p. 81, n. VI.
208
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yoga siddhi Sub hdnukulena likhitam sam-ptikytam 1 1 Petech
verifies the date for Monday, January loth, 1138 A.D.
2. The second colophon ot the rns. Astasihasriki Prajiiciparamiti ( C a d . Univ. Add. 1643) .212 Colopholn : Samvatsare
gatavati dvitiye s'atasya paiichiis'ato parigate navarniiichitena
(=259) Sri Kdrtika jaiikarrirchitapaiichamenhi $6 Minadeva
nrpate vijayacharijye etc. Jacobi verifiesl the date for 10th
October, 1138 A.D., which is confirmed by Petech.
3. Inscription of K a h m d u . Samvat 259 Bhadrapada
krsna saptamyim Srimat Rcl Pm Pbh Sri Minadevasya vijayardje. Petech verifies the date f a r September 16th, 1139 A.D.
But Vi omits the n m e olf this monarch, while Vi and VK
(also Kirkpatrick) give him a reign of 4 years and 7 months,
(later chronicles 20 years) which would carry his reign to
259 or 260 NS. We have no doubt that ddnitdy Nasendradeva succeeded him as the sovereign, od Nepal with capital in
Patan. Narendradeva's first document is dated 254 Philguna.
It was suggested that Indradeva and Mkadeva had run their
own governments simultaneously at different centres in spite of
Narendradwa. MGnadeva was Indradevai's legitimate successor.
But it doles not seem that Narendradeva had started his career
earlier and ewer raised his head as a rebel against Miinadeva.
We halve the follo~wingcollophons for Narendradeva.
We have altogether seven documents oh Narendradeva's
reign, four of which are already p~blished. The follolwing are
those published :
1. Pratisthitantra.
..
(Darbl. Lib. Cat. I. 1003.4) .213 Colophm:
V e d e manmathabinanamnetre ( =254) vatsare susamycite
Phdlguna mdse iukle sastyim bhlgu visare subhage 1 Srirnan
Narendradeve rdjendra rijargja-sadliye 1 N e p d e 'smin gunavab
PaSupatipadinka parivyte 1 Bhaktagrima-nivasi ~ a t a k a - M a h i CBMC, p. 152; DOC.2 of Petech. Doc. 1 of Petech, JBORS,
XXIII, Pt. I, p. 29. Bendall, Journey, p. 81, Ins. n. VI. DOC.
3
of Petech. I have not been able to trace this inscription in Kathmandu. Read our n. V I I I in the Appendix.
213 JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I , p. 39.
212
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I

pila put ra sam bharo dntyamatibhidhana pustakamab hilikhati
bhaktichittena sarvdivamastu )I The writer is an inhabitant d
Bhatgam. Date comesponds ta Friday, F e h a r y llth, 1134
A.D.
2. ms. PaiicharakG stitram mah~mantranusannimahividyir a 4 Colophon : Sriman R d Pm Sri Narendradevarya vijayarijye Sri Lalitabruwte Sri M i n i g d a k e Sn' deyadharmoyam
pravara mahiyiina ya'yina paramopZsiki kulaputn' Rinibhdri
n a m n i yadatra punyeyatad etc. I I Samvat
9 (200+60+
1 ) Pausa iukla trayodajyim somadine mrgaiira naksatre yogakalyina i u b h i n kritalvali likhita samdptam ) 1 Date vaified for
December 23rd, Mmday, 1140 A.D. (Doc. 2 d Petmh).
3. ms. Mitapadipaiijiki (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 366.4) .'I5
Cdolplhon : Samvat B
T
T
g 9 (200+ 604- 1) Chaitra krsnastamyam arigiradine Sri Narendradeva vijayarijye 1 Dak$navaiharika bhiksuricirya suvarnnabhadrena svapardrthayi likhitam
iti 1) According to Petech the Dak+iia-vihZra is probably in
Patan. The date is verified far Tuesday, Apnl lst, 1 14 1 A.D.
4. ms. Nimasarigiti (Sa-skya monastery in Tibet)6I'.
Colophon : . . . . . . . . Sri k4tamandape kelacchacche Mallanasimhasya . . . . . .I I M d P m Pbh $ri ( N a )rendradevasya vijayarijye I I Samvat
3 (200+60+3) advani jukla ptirnnama'Syinz dukra dine Mallanasitizharya pustakam samptirnarn 11
Sri-syam Bsnhmayamatigvala pCrvvatah
Vidyamasthanadhivasi vanikaputra visudhrajiyena likhitam 11 The work was
written at Kathmandu. According to Petech the date is verified
for the last hours of Friday, September 24th, 1143.
The: fallowing are the documents for the reign of Narendradeva, that have not k e n published so far.
5. Luipa s i d h a n 3 i k i (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 87) .'Ii Cdo-

-- --.
-

-

--

-

DOC.
4 of Petech.
Z15 J. Filliaat, Catalogue du fonds sanscrit de la Bibliotheque
b

Nationale, I, Paris, 1%1, p. 60.
216 CPMDN, I, p. 62. H. P. Sastri reads wrongly the date as 271.
Doc.3 of Petech.
"7 Unpublished.
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phon : Samvat
2 (200 $60 -k 2) Bhddrapadal jukla dvidaiyam R d P m Pbh Sri Narendradevasya vijayarijye etc.
6. ms. Harivamia (Nepal Museum n. 48).218 Colophon:
Samvat W'B (200+60 -I-4) K i r t i k a iukla chaturthyim
R d Prn Pbh Sri Narendradevasya vijayarijye.
7 . ms. Saptaiati Chandi (Nepal Museum n. 74) .21V010p h a : Samvat mt%
(200 60 4-4) K i r t i k a iukla trayodaiyim
vyhalrpatidine R d Pm P b h Sri Narendradevasya vijayartijye
satrikutumbaja kulaputra Sri Sri Harsachandrasya pustakamid a m S i k y a b hiksu VarmanZ likhitamiti.
In NS 254 (Philguna iukla 6 Friday) a ms. Pratighitantra,
(Doc. 1 above) written in Bhatgaon mentions Sriman Narendradeva rijendra r2jarcija sald~iye.There is, however, no1 royal
title like Md or Rd attached ta his name, and the expression
' r i j e n d m rtijarija sadyiye' may only mean 'looking like the
king!' He might have been a gwernor, and being a member
of the royalty the post he occupied became exalted in the eye
of the people. If he was a king running a parallel government,
we could have met with a familiar designation bath for his
p a w n and for his reign, e.g. RijZdhirija or Mahirtija or
Riijarijendra and vijayarijye. The word sadfiye has certainly
altered the meaning of the preceding epithets. We shall discuss
this question a h a little later.
I t appears that Narendradeva was a younger brother of
Indradeva is put by Vi to have reigned for 12 years. We find
that the two documents of hk reign follow the date of the first
ms. od Narendradeva. The latter's first dolcument already
referred to, ms. Pratisthitantra, was copied in Bhatgaon, and
another ms. Paiicharak!ti stitrini d the same reign (DOC.2
above) mentions Patan as the place where it was witten. Here
Narendradeva is given the titles Rd Pm. In Petech, Narendradeva's last ms. dates 263 Aivin iukla plirnarndsyam iukradine.
(Doc. 4 above) But we have recently traced a ms. olf his reign
dating 264 Kgrtika i u kta tra yodaiyiim vyhaspatidine (DOC*
,

+

Unpublished.
219 Unpublished.
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7 above). There is a long intend between his fimt and seund
documents. The gap between the two dates is 7 years; on this
and the nature of the epithet in the first rns. used for the ruler
the Italian scholar L. Petech bases his argument to show that
Narendradeva to begin with was a ruler in Bhatgaon and
there only before he extended his sway wer the entire country
in 259 and ruled as such from 260 to 267. In any case the
expression the king of kings (Rd or Md) in the later colophons
is an evidence of the fact that he exercised at least a nominal
suzerainty aver every part of the kingdom at some stage of his
career. We do not know how far to agree with Petech when
he says 'henceforward when, the royal authority is weakened
and the unity of Nepal crumbles; it is always Bhatgaon which
leads the mcwement of secession against the old capital
of Patan'. We have also no evidence to prove that apart from
Na-endradeva as full king there was another monarch mywhere in the Valley ruling at the time between 260 and 267,
to w h m the prima^ of honour belonged. His regnal years
estimated by Vi (6 years and 5 months) must also belong to
this period.
One of Indradeva's documents, rns. PaiicharaksZ (Gwt.
Nat. Lib. n. 48) wm copied in Lalitapur. I t appeam that
Miinadeva succeeded him as the de jure mereign 04 Nepal.
We mark while noticing the colophon dates of Narendradeva
that there is a gap of w e n years from 254 to 261 which is
unfilled by his documents and thereafter the colophon data
follow uninterruptedly till 264 NS. Narendradeva surely ruled
in Bhatgam as his first document shows. But he might have
been a junior ruler, a gwernor of the place, because royal
titles are denied to him. There is no substantial evidence in
support of the contention that he was a sovereign ruler in
Bhatgaon even of a subsidiary kingdom. So actually what
appeared to us as a gap in between the dates of the first and
second ms. is not a gap at all. One scribe in 254 had tendered
a courtesy reference to the royal pasonage of the governor,
which others felt no need to do. Obviously the first document
of Narendradeva d m not carry the mark of a document in the
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name of a sowereign. Sol this hw to be dropped from the colophon d a b d king Narendradeva in the consideration of his
regnd period. We do not think that Narendradeva had
succeeded to the throne othenvise: than a legal heir. It seems
that MZnadeva had died without an ime, and the crown had
devolved upon the uncle.
As we have seen Narendradeva ruled from 260 to1 266 for
a period d seven years.
But Narendradeva also had no heir to succeed him. It is
certain that the line had ended with him.
In the year d 267 we have haindadeva whom) V i i calls
the son of Jayasimhadeva (f. 3 1-b) . No1 re:gn,d da,te is given
for him. But he is the first monarch mentioned by V i i after
Sirhhadeva. Why did V i i omit the three rulm preceding
Anandadeva? The mission indicated that these rulers were of
a line different from that of Sirhhadeva. Probably they belonged to the d d line which ended with Sivaxleva and the three
kings coming after him.
Sirhhadwa's patamity is not noted by V i i which invariably
mentions parentage off all the royal persoaalges. This can explain the fact of his obscure origin. But why his son was
chosen to rule Nepal after 20 years of eclipse? As we alluded
to earlier, Simhadeva must have belonged to one ol the two
branches of the ruling family 04 the time.

CHAPTER IV
HOUSE OF SIMHADEVA

After Nzendradeva, the pmmm who sat on the throw of
Nepal for four succes&ivereigns were the 3 sons of Skihadma,
the last of whom was followed by his nephew. This period
covers nearly 36 yean acmdmg to the mlophm from
NS 267 to 302.
h a n d a d m a who happened to be the senionmost surviving
son of Sirhhaideva acceded the throw at the age d 47 yam.

Anandadma seems to have got the thmne f a the simple
reason that he was the only choice as a royal penonage belonging ta m e of the royal houses, because the other branch
had liquidated for want of an heir. The liquidated line was
that of Sivadeva.
A m d a d m a enjoys to his name 21 documents, manuscripts
and imaiptim spread wer a period of twenty y m from;
NS 267 to 287. Petech has listed 16 of them and five mom
including the.21st and the last of the series are: n o t i d here for
the first time.'
H i . first document is the m. Sarvaprakaranasa7igraha with
date 267 PrathamCpidha k ~ n 5
a pu'rvabhidra naksakre s'ukr*
dine and Srimat Rd-Pm Sri Anandadevasya vijayarijye
%2
Lalitakramriyam Sri Nogvalaka yantdksa kufumbaja
paramapitra Srivaradhara varmena e t ~ .His
~ last document
is ms. Astasihasriki prajiicipiramiti3 elf 287 KGrtika sudi 2
(in a monastery in Patan)

.

Petech, Op: Cit., pp. 62-65.
Kaisar Library n. 36. DOC.1 of Petech.
a Unpublished.
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His documents are spread wer all the twenty years he ruled
f r m 267 ta 287. These are variously dated 267, 268, 270,
272, 273, 275, 276, 278, 279, 280, 282, 284, 285, 286 and
287. As his last cdolphm shows, he surely ruled till 287
(=I167 A.D.).' It appears that for all these years his reign
was unintemipted. The fact is that we have a colophon for
every year of the long and unintempted reign Anandadeva
enjoyed as long as he lived.
Anandadma's documents were written partly in Paltan
(LalitakramZyarn) , partly in Bhatgaoa (Bhaktapur) and some
in Kathmandu (Yambukramiiyam) . He enjoys full royal titla
in many documents. But about half of them ha,ve only vijayarijye and S f i Anandadevasya e.g. m. Astmihasrikd prajiii
paramiti, Dyg rtu bhu jaga yukte ( =268) vatsare Pausamise
iis'irakiranaviire paurnmasyGm5 (As Soc. Bengal n. 4203) ;
ms. ChEndravyikarana 276 Prat hamapa'usa kynna 4 ( Darb.
Lib. Cat. 111. 679) ;' ms. Przyaichitta samuchchaya, 278
Bhidra, and frimachchhri Nepilibhyantare Sri Bhaktcipure
(Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2883) ;' ms. Smrtimaiijari, 279
- --

--

We have excluded ms. KurukulEakalpa (CBMC, p. 179, Add.
1691.2) as the date figure is not clear. This is Doc. 16 of Petech.
There is a ms. AstasGhasn'kd pra jriZpdramitZ ( Chittaprakarana) 1
leaf only by Aryadeva the date of which H. P. Sastri read 288,
but Petech corrected to read 286 PhGlgu?za jukla 8 ( = 9 February,
1166). H. P. Sastri just noted and read Sri dnandadeuasya pravardhamdna vijayandjye. He does not give the month and day
(CPMDN, 11, p. 249), Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 803.23. Petech reads
Saiua M d before Anandadeva. This is 14th
. . . . . .ttdrakaparama
.
Doc. for the reign.
Doc. 2 of Petech. It has further nypendre bhuvamaeati Samastam SrimadGnandadeue. CSMASB, I, pp. 3-4 n. 3. According
to H. P. Sastri the date has to be read from left to right, so that
it becomes 268. The writer of the ms. is one Tiloka who had
come from Kashrnir.
Doc. 6 of Petech.
'DOC. 7 of Petech. Summarised by Bendall, JRAS, 1888,
p. 551, n. 111. The date figures am 2 K.
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) Kirtika m i s e (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1647.11),' Sri
Nepilamandale antare Sri RhaktGpuridhivisino etc. and two
other copies of Astasihasriki prajiiipiramitZ of date madanistraniga nayane ( =285) Phdlguna saptamyim b h ~ g u d i n e ~
. . . . Sri Ananda mahipati gunanidhi and d date 285 Srivana
jukla 8 idityadine. The latter rns. was copied in Mambukrama
(Kathmandu) and belonged to one who was a resident of
P h anapingavi~aya.'~ Phanapinga, modern Pharping, is seen
far the first time in m e d Haqadeva's colophons.
The following colophon data are published for the first time.
It will appear that m e of these give dnandadeva full royal
titles.
ms. Astasihasriki
..
Prajiiipiramiti (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3 ) .
Colophon : Samvat 200 70 Dvirisidha krisnaikaddytim Sri
Anandadevasya vijayarijys.
ms. Astasiihasrika'
..
prajiiipiramiti (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 210).
Golophon : Samoat 200 70 2 Vais'ikha Sukla 15 a'dityadine
Pnz-Md Parantaiaiva Sri Anandadeva pravardhamina vijayara'jye likhitam.
ms. Pratisthitantra (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 84). Colophon:
Samvat
9 (200+70+9) Kgrtika jukla aslamyim s'ukradine Rd-Pm-Pbh Sri Shindadeva nrpatau likhitam. I t
appem that the scribe had made a mistake in spelling the
name od the king.
ms. Kulalikamniya (M.
Nat. Lib'. n. 876). Colophon:
Samvat 200+80 Pausa krrna chaturdajycim Sri Y a m b u k r a m i y i m Srivanagoladalake Sri Anandadevasya rijye etc.
In~criptioa'~on a stme pillar in fmt of the main d m
of the temple d TilamZdhava in Taumadhitol, Bhatgaan. The
relevant lines are, Prit hvimnripe sakala loka hridambuhanse
(

+

+ +

Doc. 8 of Petech.
Wm. 12 of Petech. Bendall, History, Intro., CPMDN, I, p. 23
(Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2190) Camb. Univ. Lib. 1693, Add.
CBMC, p. 182. Doc. 13 of Petech.
Kielhorn verifies the date for Sunday July 8, 1165.
Inscription n. X in the Appendix.
12
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yuktyapraiisati ripu duipakesarindrekile gunaih jagati chandrakalti va . . . . taih Sriiinandadevaiti Stiryakula pradipe e,tc. etc.
and a little later, samaSata dvaye priptevasubanhi sam,Gyute
(=283) krisnastarnyirn krita jyeste prasaste sornaviisare, etc.
Inscription" on a stone water colnduit attached to the
outenvall of the compound of Batuka Bhairava in Patan. The
letters giving the particulars of the date are damaged. The
na,me of the King is also not very clear, but Sryiina(nda)deva can be read with some difficulty. ms. Astasiihasriki
prajiiipGran2itii (belonging to a monastery, by name, Ombahal
in Patan) Colopholn : Srimadinandadevasya vijayarcijye
samlint 287 Ka'rtika sudi 2 likhitamidam ra'japutra Sn'dharenefi.
If it was suggested that the years since 2 19 till 267 were full
01 troubles, it would not be wrong to visualise a periold of comparative quite and prolgress while Anandadeva had occupied the
throne.
There is a ms. which has in the colophon 'Samvat aTT 9 0
(200 70), Sr6vana kyw?za dajanzya'm Sukradine Sri Pannagavisayadhipati Sri Mahlisimanta Hamsadevasya vijayarijye
Ytipatolakidhivasi Siro Srikulaputrasya Phul'arian6yakasya
dharmla'rthena likhitam'.13 This shows that in 270 there was
a High Feudatolry in some part of the kingdom, and here the
monarch was being ignored. Ananda,deva does not figure in
this collophon; obviously the Ma.hiiGmanta had become
powerful enolugh not to take notice of the solvereign. If
Pannagar is identified with the present Nagadesa, abolut folur
miles east od Kathmandu on the road to Bha,tgaon, close by
then it has to1 be noted that king Anandadeva'r influence was
being challenged in places so c l m to his very capital (Patan).
It is also possible that Hamsadeva being the master of a visaya
was coatralling the entire East Nepal Valley. W e do1 not hear
anything about Harilsadeva in chronicles. It is also difficult
to say if he had defied the authority of king Anandadeva. But
he had surely wielded immense power near about NS 270.

.

+

--

A
-

Inscription n. IX in the Appendix.
IS Recently acquired by the Darbar Library.
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Except for this, Anandadcva's reign would pass lor a period
of peace and tranquility. Other colophons of Anandadeva's
reign are:
rns. Vddanydyatiki (Kun-bde-glin monastery in Lhasa,
Tibet) .I4 Colophon : Samvat 200 70 + 2 Srivana krijna
ekadasyanz with R d P m P b h etc.
ms. Chatu~pithamandalopiytkamantra, only the final leaf
(Darb. Lib. cat. 111. 803.12) .I5 Samvat 200 70 + 3 Asuini
iukla pratipadi idityadine with M d - P m etc.
A fragment
the ms. Paircharakri, final leaf only (Camb.
Univ. Lib. Or. 130) .If'Colophon : Samoat 200 70+5 Chaitra
kri!na ~ a n c h a n z y i mv r i h e a t i d i n e Srimad Rd P m P b h Sri
Anandadevasya vijayarije likhitaaara mah5yiyina Sri L d i t a brumayam Sri Nhogalatotalake etc. (letters illegible)
ms. Svanzalaiistra (Kaisar Lib. n. 439) .I7 Colophon : Samtiat
200 4- 70 9 Bhddrapada krisndstamyim adityadine \\-ith
Pm-Pbh-Rd-Pm etc.
ms. Saptaiati (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 360.2).18 Colophon:
Samvat 282 Philguna iukla chaturdasyint sonzavire Srinlan
Md-Pnz-Pbh. Sri Anandadevasya vijayarGjye.
rns. Astasihasriki prajiiipiramiti (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111.
7 13).I0 Colophon : Samaat 200 8 0 4 M i g h a iukladiv+!anzydnz ddityadine with Sri Md-Pm-Pbh etc.
ms. Gandaayiiha (Royal As. Society, Hodgson Collection) .'"
Colophon : S a m vat 286 Phdlguna iukla e kddasyinz Gdityadine
with Pnz-Pbh- Mahdr6jddhirija. The date is given both in

+

+

0 1

+

+

+ +

JBORS, XXI, pp. 3-4, n. 3; Doc. 3 c.f Petech.
l5 DOC.4 of Petech.
'"endall,
History, p. 29 (CPMDN, I ) ; Doc. 5 of Petech.
l 7DOC.9 of Petech.
'' CPMDN, 11, p. 19. My reading is chaturdasynm, but as Petech
verifies the date. I have adopted his reading. The writing inust
be a mistake.
lWoc. 11 of Petech.
* O Bendall, History, p. 23 (CPMDN, I ) ; JRAS, 1876: pp. 3-4,
n. 2.
l4
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e fl ). T h e writer is Kayattha
letters (285) and figures (
Paiupatisura.
King Anandadeva is called in V i and V K as one who was
protector of all lands of Nepal (Sri Nepil samastnmandala
mahitrita), who stopped destruction of his subjects and who
possessed virtues conforming to Sistrn and tantra. He was
crowned as RZjyeSvara (Lord of the Kingdolm) on 1 Migha
kpna 267 ( = 19 January 1 147 A.D.) and ruled for 20 years
(Vi, 25-a) . H e died at the age of 68 ( V ii , f. 3 1-b~)having been
born oln 2 19 Vais'ikha kpna 5 ( =May 11th, 1099). The reign
period tallies with the dates shown by the dolcuments (267-287
NS) and Vii's date also S~O'WSIhim to have died in 287, which
gives quite a correct date of his death. But the exact da,te is not
ascertained.
V i and V K speak of his building a temple in Sivagla in
Bhatgaon, where he had consecrated two images of Golds. The
temple was roolfed with copper sheets. There he founded his capital for the three cities, and built a water conduit near the Royal
Pala,ce. Also, he consecrated at Tripura the Saptaganthakuta
(probably a palace). H e ingratiated the: people who we-re upbraided by fear and oppression by making them free and this
he did by killing thieves and sco~undrels(chauraka dambakam)
For the w h d e of Nepal he als,o permitted high feudatories and
governorg (mahipitra) , principal officer (pramukha) and every
one olf the subjects with their solns and grandsons to dispose of
their house and lands (to purchase and sell). H e built in
Tripura Saptaganthakuta and inaugurated it.
Anandadeva was succeeded by his brother Rudradeva who
ruled till 1176 A.D. The later chronicles call Anandadeva
(Nandadeva) as. Rudradeva's father. But according to V" he
had no issuer born to him. Rudradeva, as V i i put it, was surely
his brother and direct successor. The chronicle had nothing
much to1 say about him. There is, however, ample evidence in
collopho~nsabout his reign. Of Rudradeva Wright's authority
says that he retired to a monastery as a Buddhist monk before
his death.
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Colophons of 3 mss. of his reign were published by Lcvi and
H. P. Sastri ( 1) Dharmararnuccaya, 293 Vaisakha krirna 1421
with ra'jnah Rudradevasya vijayarajye written by Chitraviharavasthita Chitrajnina, ( 2 ) Pingalamata,2z 294 Chaitra s'ukla 15
sonzadine uttaraphilguni nakratre with Sri Parameivara Paranza bhattiraka M a h a r i j i d h i r i j a ; ( 3 ) Bhagvatyih prajna'pa'ran t i t i y i h ratnaguna sanchaya g ( i t h ~295
~ ~ Agrahana plirnanzasyirn idityadine with M d Rudradcvasya.
4. T w o other mes. KalottaratantraJz4 289 Jyestha iwkla 10
budhadine, R d P m Sri Rudradevarijye sriyangalatolakedhivasinah etc. and
5 . S i ~ n d h a r m a j i ! t r a , *290
~ Pausa jukla 15 s'ukre ravivisare
(Akisagrahahasta sanginigate etc. Sri Rudradeva n l p e ) have
been noted by L. Petech, and both these are catalogued in the
Darbar Library. The first with royal epithets of ( R d - P m
aijayarijye) is written in Banaras by one who belonged to
(Yangala-daksinatolake) .
The following documents of his reign are not available in
the list of Petech :
6. An inscription2' on a stone water tap behind the temple
of Vajrayogini in Sankhu. This is a nine line record, which
is dated NS 288 PhElguna krirna astami (February-March,
1168 A.D.) .
Levi, Notes Indiennes, in J. As. Soc. 1925, I, pp. 35-36 (Doc.
3 of Petech).
2 z CPMDN, 11, p. 69 (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 376.1). This is DOC.
4 of Petech.
23As.SOC.Bengal, n. 10736, CSMASB, I, pp. 26-27, n. 28.
Doc. 5 of Petech.
24Darb.Lib. Cat. IV, 206, Doc. 1 of Petech. In this ms. the
month as read by Petech is Pausya. He accordingly verified the
date for Wednesday, December llth, 1168. This ms. was written
in Banaras ( Ya~~galad~ksinatolakedhiui~inah
Bhatta Sri Saiuachiirya
Amritamitretza VirGnasy.iim ZikhyZpita) .
2 5 Darb. Lib. Cat. I, 1075.7; Doc. 2 of Petech, verified for.
"Our inscription n. XI in the Appendix.
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7. Two line inscription on a stone water conduit nojw being
used as a stair case in the temple of Kumbheivara (in Patan)
at its northern side to get to the sanctuary:'? Om Samvat 291
Kdrtikn iuklistanzyim R d P m r i j y e Sri Rudradevasya jagadinanda kirinah n s t a m y i m K i r t i k a iukle pratisthidi bidhinatah.
8. ms. Yogasira sanzuchchnya (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 724).
Cdaphon : Samvat iatadvaya yate n a v a m y i m e k a samdyutam
(=291 N S ) e k n d a j y i m iukla Jyeslha mdse chitra tithau yute
nzritnstyanangamnllasya taddinesu vijinita r i j n a h Sri Rudradevusya st h i n a Bhaktipuri vare V a i d y a Govindaiilena satviniimhita h e t u n i likhitam.
9. Two line inscripti~n'~on a stone water conduit lying
thrown in a very dirty area d Kathmandu a t the southern end.
This is dated 291 Jyeslha PGmimii ( =May-June, 1171 A.D.).
10. A water conduit slab in the Mahadevananhitol (Patan)
to1 the left od a small image of Ganeju near the shrine of Piimn
Ch~ngi.~V
has
t 6 lines which is to read in the main: Abdeyati bhujagrahaksigunite (=292) nzdse tat0 kirtike Rudrivhye
nripntau chn jisati bhuvanz chandro jayirghah sudhih pirs've
pnttikayi sahhmala jaladronimiminz dattavdn margo mirjana
gosthiki sunihitam kretram chatriopanam tatpattiki pitalachc h h i d a n a yacha iivakd chntustayam. I t commemorates the
construction ol a water conduit (Jaladroni) by the side of a
Pati (one room inn for the traveller). Sivakas are provided to
roof the Pati. Date 292, Kirtikn.
11. mu. Dharmnsamuchchnya-dhnrmapariya. (Govt. Nat.
. . chaturLib. n. 153) . Colophon : Samvat 293 Vaiidkha krisna
t h y i m r i j n e grimad Rudradeva vijayarijye svaparartha hetoh
Srimad Chandrnvihivast bita viksu ptijita Srijninena pustanzidham likhitam.
T h e authority of \'K puts the initial year of his reign in
Pausa 267 (kysna 1 3 ) . But this date is at least twenty yeas
earlier as the colophon dates of the last reign prove. If it is
--

--.

---

-

- -

Inscription n. X I 1 in our Appendix.
Inscription n. XI11 in our Appendix.
2Vn~criptionn. X I V in our Appendix.
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a mistake for 287 Pausa kena 13 corresponding to January
5th 1167, then this would give correct date for his accession
because we know that about this time Anandadma had died.
Rudradeva built a court-yard at the Southern end of Panchapuri (Vi, f. 25-b). Perhaps this was an additional wing in the
r q d palace.
Rudradeva's last document is dated 295 Agrahiyana iukla
15 verified for November loth, 1174 A.D. (Doc. 3 above).
His succesmc's fimt document dates 295 Vais'ikha s'ukla 3. The
interval between the two dates is that of 5 months. Rudradeva
surely died during this interval. According to V 1 he reigned
for 8 yean and 1 month (f. 25-b). If he had succeeded Anandadeva on 287 Pausa kysna pratipadi as suggested earlier he
died sometime in M i g h a or Philguna of 295. The date figure
of his birth in V i i (f. 31-a) is faded but Petech read it as 228.
Philgu?za s'ukla 13 ( K l a trayodasi revati naksatre is clear). V"
gives him a life span of 67 years (f. 31-b). If he died 67
years after the date of his birth i.e. 228 Philguna iukla 13,
this would place the date of his death to 295 Philguna s'ukla.
So on bolth counts the estimated date for his death appears to
be cmect.
Vi calls Rudradeva a son 04 Sihadeva ParameSvara ( f. 3 1-a)
According to Vi (f. 25-b) he built part of the southem wing
at the palace 04' Panchapuri. In follio (f. 32-b-33-a)
there is a
passage to show that to Rudradeva a son was born in 283
dviri!idha (other particulars are nolt known because d the
faded letters) and he died at the age of 26. But the man to
succeed him as the King of Nepal, was his brother Arnytadeva.
Problably Rudradeva's soil was by-parsed in the matter of
succession in the same manner as the claim of Someivaradeva,
son of Mahendradeva, was being ignored earlier. It appears
tliat the three sons of Sihadeva-Anandadeva, Rudradeva and
Amrtadeva had struck a deal over an agreed order olf succession, which did not pem~itany one else ather than the sons of
Sihadeva to sit on the throne as long as they survived. The
agreement was probably reached on the death of their eldest
brother Mahendradeva who, however, had left a son behind

.
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him but whose (Somdvaradeva) claim was set aside because of
the mutually agreed arrangement determining the order of
succession.

Amfladeva succeeded Rudradeva. Later chrcnicles call
him simply Mitradeva. Rudradeva had left n o issue olf his own
to succeed him.
The Vi depicts a scene of tense situation during Amytadeva's
reign (Vi, f. 25-b). Nepal was stricken with a great calamity,
and famine and war stalked the land and the people suffered
extremely on that account. T h e chronicle further says that
the price oif grain was high, folold was improlcurable and everywhere plunder and depredation made existence risky and rniserable. Rudradevs's successors were surely forgotten in that panic
to be taken into accolunt by the chroniclers, and all of them
cet much little attention frolm them.
a
I n the words of the Sanskrit chronicle Nanyadeva invaded
Nepal in the time of R~dradeva.~"ut we shall see that there is
little substance in this statement. We: ha,ve five documents
belonging to1 his reign, out elf which two1 are Inscriptions:
(1) Inscription on a broken stone water colnduit originally
belonging to1 Mrigasthali (Paiupati lolcality) brut now lying in a1
private garden a t Khaumatol in Bhatgaon close to the Old
Royal P a l a ~ e . ~Samvat
'
w x p (200+90+5) Vaijhkha iukla
iritiyiydrn Rd Sri Amritadevasya vijayarcijye Sriyuta Mrigasthalya'v Vijaikarti bhGri etc.
( 2 ) O n the stone pedestal of a small image of GaneSa to
the east of the Changu Niriyyina temple. Originally the pedestal
belonged to an image of V i. ~. n u . ~ ~
O m svasti ritu grahnsamdyukte samvatsare satadvnyn ( ~ 2 9 6 )
Jyestha mnsa sitastamy5rn raje Sriyanztrita bhzlpatch bhrntu
l

R u d r a d e v a ~ y asamaye Nanyadevadhipoh nripah N e p a l i t r i j y a b h i g a m yo nayatismasimangadham.
Inscription n. XV in our Appendix.
32 Inscription n. XVI in our Appendix.
30
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Vijayadevasya svargga sampraptihetava Sri Visakhadidevena etc.
( 1 ) ms. Kulalikdmnaya (Kaisar Lib. n. 33)
Colophon :
Srimat kubjikamate samastajanya b o d h i s ' c h ~ r ~ h v i dsamvat
w x (200f90) M i g h a jukla dvitiyiycim ravidine R d - P m
Atnritadevasya vijayarijye Sri Syuthodhivisina Sri R i m a s o nzayichiryasya pustikoyam. I agree with Peteech when he says
'the date is too early, the scribe has inadvertently left out the
last digit; the day in the years around after NS 295 fm which
this date can be verified is 298 M i g h a Sukla 2, Sunday,
January 22nd, 1178 A.D.'
( 2 ) ms. Das'akriyipaddhati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1536.3) .34
Colophon: Samvat 296 Chaitra s'ukla ptirnimasyim R d Pm Sri
Atnritadevasya vijayarijye pustakoyam likhitam iti.
( 3 ) ms. Kusundikarmavaidikamantra sangraha (Darb. Lib.
Cat. I. 1583.13).33 Colophon: Samvat eTT x
(200+90+6)
Jyestha
.. s'ukla chaturthyim punarvasu naksatre vrihaspatidine
i d a m pustakam likhitamiti R d - P m Srimad Amritadevarijasya
cijayarijye.
The first inscription provides in general the fik document
for the reign (Rajadhiraja Anzritadevasya vijayarijye) . As this
is dated 200+90+5 en x & Vaiidkha Sukla 3.38 W e have
now a p m f positive of his having begun his reign sometime
in March-April, 1175 A.D.,or even earlier. According to V"
Amrtadeva was born on 233 &vin gukla 3 ; he lived 66 years
1112 to a ripe old age and breathed his last on BhHdra kgna 9
of 299 NS. Vi gives him a reign period of 3 years 11 months,
others have 2 1 years. But the latter seems to allot more than

."

DOC. 1 of Petech.
3.' DOC. 2 of Petech. Date corresponding to March 27th, 1176.
CPMDN, I, p. 65. Dasakarmapaddhati, Sastri gave S. 296 Chaitra
devmya trqayarajye;
iukla 15 Rajadhiraja P m Sri
Bendall History, p. 23 ( C P M D N ) .
3 5 D o ~ 3. of Petech. Date verified for Thursday, M a y 13th,
1176 A.D.
3G T h e text of the inscription is also published in Sans. Sandesh,
11, 2, p. 85.
33
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what is sufficient to follow u p the dates indicated by the inscrip.
tions and colophons. The estimate provided by Vi comes very
much near the true date. I t appears that he ruled frolm NS 295
to 299 or thereabout (=1175-78
A.D.). Amrtadeva was
succeeded by his nephew Sorneivaradeva. The latter's first
available date of a a.is 299 Marga gukla 7 (see Doc. 1 of
the reign). Amytadeva's reign must come to an end before
this date. I t is certain that by that time there was left no
other claimant to the throne on the line of Simhadeva except
Somegvaradeva. As we observed earlier except Mahendradeva,
none of the sons of Simhadeva had begotten issues. On the
other hand Mahendrays eldest son. Vasantadeva (b. 232 NS)
had died at a very early age (21 years). H e had left a child
by name Yogadeva, bfut he too died at his eleventh year. Vi
(also VK) states that Amytadeva's reign was disturbed by a
famine and outbreak olf epidemics of srnallpolx (f. 25-b).
Amrtadeva a h built at the northern end of Panchapuri a new
courtyard. Probably this was an enlargement of the royal palace.

So~m&varadeva's name had led many scholars to wrongly
infer the conquest of Nepal by a Chiilukya prince of his
name.37 Me was the second son od Mahendradeva, according
to V1i,38born on 239 Philgu?za Sukla 13 magha. Somegvaradeva was the soln of Mahendradeva.who1 was the eldest son of
Simhadeva (Vii , f. 3 1-a) . As already suggested, Mahendradeva was born on 199 V a i i i k h a pzirnirna v i s i k h i nakratra
dhruoajoga vrihaspativira m a d h y i n hnvcla (Thursday noon)
According to the customary law of primogeniture Somdvara
was the legal heir to Simhadeva. Probably because of his
niinmity his claim was set aside in favour od his uncles. In 267
while Anandadeva was crowned, Someivara was an infant of
three years. But the agreement reached by his uncles over the

.

Levi, 11. pp. 198-205; Ray, ( I , p. 203-04) ; Indian Culture,
IV, 19'37-38, p. 49.
38 f . 32-a. Petech verifies for 25 February, 1191 A.D.
3i
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issue of succeseion kept him yet longe~out of 'the throne.
According IDV" he lived u p ta the age of 57. Thus he must
die any time in 302 NS. VK has a date of his coronation, which
is NS 299 Kirtika kys?ta 6. I t gives him a reign of 6 years 3
months. We have no date of later chronicles for his reign.
They da not even mention him. Vi gives him a reign of 4
years and 3 months. This shows his last date m e t i m e in
NS 302 M i g h a , which tallies with the evidence of V" and his
documents. VK's allocation bf 6 years 3 months is obviously
wrong.
From VK we know that Som&vara was crowned on 6
Icirtika k ~ n a299 NS (3 November, 1178 A.D.) . 3 V f the
fact of his predecesm's death taking place on 15 September,
1180 A.D. is true, then his cmmation took place before the
former died. Probably Amrtadeva was deposed. But this is
just a gum. If we take the ms. date this is also not cmobol-ated. So( Anytadeva's reign must be taken to have ended peacefully running its full course. There was no occasion for
deposition.
S m d v a r a has 3 ms. colophans belonging to his reign.
These cover 3 years from NS 299 to 301 (KZrtika Sukla 2).
He must have certainly ruled for 3 years or 4 years till 302
or SO.
( 1) ms. Priyaschittopadeia (Kaisar Lib. n. 522) ." Colophon : Samvatsare navidhikinavati iatah dz;a'ya nzisa Mnrggaiira iukla !@tame 1 Rd P m Raghukulatilata Sri Someivaradevasya vijayarijye likhiiamidanz Triratnadiscna iti 11 Petech
verifies the date for Nmrember 14th, 1178 A.D.
( 2 ) ms. Srimahdnzanthinab hairavatantra (Kaisar t i b .
n. 592). Colophon: Sanzvat 300 Philguna iuklapGrnama's3,ant
I
budlzndine I M a h i r i j a Sri Sonzejaaradevasya rijayarijye I I
Petech (DOC.2) verifies the date for Wednesday, February
13th, 1180 A.D.
3Werification by Petech, p. 71.
4 0 DOC. 1 of Petech.
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( 3 ) ms. Saptaiati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1603.13). Colophon :
Samvat 301 K i r t i k a s'ukla d v i t i y i y z m budhadine Sri Md
Someivaradevasya vijayarijye. This is Doc. 3 of Petech who
verifies the date for Wednesday, November I lth, 1180 A.D.
All the later chro~niclesomit Sameivaradeva. According to
V1 (f. 25-b) Someivaradeva built a big temple in Yodha (or
Yogha), where he p t beautiful carving done in the structure,
He also reinstated the head of the learned institutioln known
*
as Daksinavidyipitha.
Petech who regards Mahendradeva as Sivadeva's son states
that Som&varadevaYsaccession meant a last attempt at restgring the line of Sankaradeva, and this involved a violent struggle
against the family of Simhadeva. But this does not seem, to be
a correct estimate (see above). According to V i i we know it
for certain that Someivaradeva was the grandson of Sirhhadeva.
Just as in the case olf Bhojadeva sol also in the case of
Someharadeva solme scholars, Levi and Petech in particular,
think that the royal names are unusual foc Nepal and these
must have been introduced as a result of cultural influence
from South India.41 These writers draw their conclusion from
the fact tlia,t abolut this time some South Indian molnarchs have
laid claim to the conquest of Nepal in their recolrds.

T h e first South Indian monarch to claim conquest of Nepal
is Solmdvara I ChHlukya of KalyHni. I n an inscription of
1047 A.D. Cholatala, Dravida, NepPla and PZichPla were said
to have been conquered by him. According ta Nilakantha
Sastri 'the reference to Nepala is not easy to explain, but there
were signs olf fighting elsewhere in the empire side by side with
the Chola wars'.42
41Levi 11, pp. 203-04; Petech, Op. Cit., p. 70; DNI, 1,
pp. 20,546; Levi, IT, p. 208.
4 2 EHD, I, p. 337.
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In a posthumous panegyric of an in~cription,~'dated 1162
A.D. Someivara I11 Bhulokamalla d the ChZlukya dynasty of
Kalyki ( 1 126-38) is described by his poet to have put his feet
of lotus on the heads of the rulers of Andhra, Dravida,
Magadha and NepZla. In his Bijapur inscription ( 1 15 1 A.D.)
Bijjala Kiliichuri is mentioned as rnahimandal&vara and
ChZlukya feudatory and to have defeated Mdava, LZta,
NepZla, and Gh~rjara.'*~
The copper plate grant of 1191 A.D.
eulogising his prowess says that 'the king d Sirilhala carried his
tray, the NepEla king was his perfumer e t ~ . ' ~ ~
The third reference to NepZla is in a KEEchuri record. In
an inscription of 1200 A.D. Glichuri Bijjala is also credited
tc, have disturbed Nepal's tranq~ility.~'Lastly Jaitugi Deva I
( 1 19 1-12 10) " and his grandson MahZdeva ( 1 260-70) of
Devagiri boast of having defeated the kings of Piiqdya, C h o h ,
M5lavas, Latas, Gurjaras, Turuskas, Nepiila and Piiiichiila.
To quote L e ~ i : ~ "Bijjala
'
once dead the hegemony of the
Deccan passes to the Yadavas, who were established at Devagiri (near Ellora E. of Bombay) . The p o n d king of the new
dynasty, Jaitugi Dwa I ( 1 1 9 1 1 2 0 ) subdues Gurjara,
PZndya, Cola, X t a , Gauda, whilst his general (dandanitha)
Sahadeva defeats the forces of Valava, Kalinga, Panchala,
Turuska and Nepala"." And Nepal henceforth consecrated as
a literary adornment reappears for the sole joy of alliteration
iu the panegyric of the grandscm of Jaitugi, Mah5 Deva.

" 3 e Pattakdal stone inscription of SomeSvara 111, Epigraphia
Carnatica, Vol. VII, 1902, p. 157. JBAS, XI, p. 268. Also read
Indian Culture, IV (1937-Y8), p. 49 (S. L. Katare, The Chalukyas
of Kalyani and their Political Relations with Conteillporary
Northern States). ~ e a dEHD, I, pp. 369-71.
44 EHD, I, p. 375, p. 458.
4 5 Ibid., p. 460.
40 EI, V, p ~ 249-57
.
(Ablar Inscription).
4 7 Mangoli Inscription, EI, V, pp. 28-33; E m , 11, p. 530.
48 Pp. 202-03.
4 T ~ ~Altekar
f .
thinks that the claim to the conquest of Nepal
is unfounded. EHD, 11, p. 530.
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"The king himself simply boasts in these: inscriptions of
having vanquished Kalinga, Konkon, Karnata, Lata and of
having inspired terror into the Andhras. But his minister, the
erudite Hemadri, is not content with sol little. At the head ~f
one of the sections (Ddnakhanda) of his voluminous compilation the Caturzjarga Cintamani, he sings in these t e r m the
praises of his master. His glory teaches sage reasonings to the
sovereigns olf the seven Isles. Hear says the song, Gurjara' win
his goodwill; Prince 04 Nepal (Nepiils Pgla,), learn to endure
everything; observe his orders, king of Malava and Andhra,
remember that peril is without result: evidently the grave
Hernadri would have smiled this time to find himself seriously
believed".
All the scholars olf Nepal history and South Indian history
are agreed that the claims of these mon,aschs to the suzerainty
over Nepal is 'geographically absurd'.50 But they think that one
could nolt refuse to accept the cultural contact which Nepal
had then developed with the Soluth to imbibe certain traits in
its own.
Petech writes that solme kind of religious and pollitical influence did penetrate from the South at this tim,e. H e thinks that
the clow relations of southern Brahmans with Nepalese shrines
dates probably from this time. According to Levi "Nepal had
decidedly entered in the o~ffici'alpoetics of South India. &o,
the renaissance of Saivism could have increased at that period
the real relations between South India and Nepal; the minister
ol Bijjala and his murderer BHsava are the founders of a
numerous sect, the Lingayats, consecrated to1 the fanastical worship of the divine lingas. Had Bijjala, created in Nepal on the
road to1 Gosainthan a caravansarai (inn or ~lharmas~ala,)
for the
use of pilgrims from the Deccan? It is enough to transform in
51 I
a panegyric this pious work as a symbol o1f suzerainty .
doubt if there exists any inn or dharmairili on the GosaifithHn
route, which could be attributed to Bijjala. Nor it appears
9,

-

"Petech, Op.

it., p. 70;

EHD, 1: pp. 375, 458, 460; 11, p. 530.
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true that the Lingayats had spread their influence in Nepal
during the time of Bijjala. We have some evidence to show
that they carried a little influence in Bhatgaon in the 17th century A.D. Levi has indulged in sheer speculations and tried to
give his own interpretation to Bijjala's claim to the account of
the conquest of Nepal made in his inscription.
S i m h a d e v a

I-

Mahendradeva
I

- I ---

I

Anandadeva

-.

---

I

Rudradeva

I

Arnrtadwa

It seems that the aftermath of the termination of Someivaradeva's reign did not witness a normal course of events. P&h
calls it a period of chaos and rightly observes 'this is reflected
in the chronicles. The modem ones jump straight to the early
Mallas. Of the two early ones, the text of VK seems to be in
&ordery. To take only two instances:
(1) As we shall notice, the very early y~ of this period
303-304 go without a king. A High Feudatory, one Ratnadeva
by name, comes to fill the gap with a masure of independence,
he seem to have completely ignored the throne and there are
colophon data showing him reigning vijaya~zjye. But we shall
know that he was no more than a high feudatory. Someivara
had left much unrest and disturbances after him due to famine
conditions in the land at the time and this had led to the
reassertion d powers by feudal lords taking advantage of the
same. There is a gap of more than two yeam unfilled by documents between 302 and 305. It is quite likely that the throne
was left vacant.
(2) The problem af a gap is not there while we come to the
second instance. But the documents show often clashing reigns;
when reigns they clearly bring out clashes occur in the period
between 3 12 and 317, sometime bet~veentwo kings and sometime among three of them. It means that the kingdom was
then divided between these rulers. It is for what reasons we
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do not know that V i i does nolt give any of these names in the
chr olnololgy.
As for the chronicles 'getting in disorder' it is sol in two respects. First it appears that of the two rulers shown by the documents, Vi and VK, while V1 gives regnal yews, VK does so only
in the case oE Vijayakiimadeva (the regnal years in red ink). As
Petech suggested, it might have been a critical time 'of a civil
war' in the country. This suggests that the chronicles are of
little value for us in regard to these reigns'.
Ratnadwa, a powerful high feudatoq, was not a, full fledged
sovereign as made out by H. C. Ray." He did not belong to
the ruling house, as the chrolnicles do1 not give his name in the
genealogy. We have two co~lo~phons
in his name, both of which,
even though using the high sounding expressioln for reigning
(vijayarijye) do not give him royal titles but call him simply
mahisdmanta.
ms. Charakasamhita (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1643.1) .53 Colophon: Srimat Dhavalarrotyam mihiriimanta Srimad Ratnadeva kalyinavija vijayarZjye Samvatrariinam trayddhikaiatatrayam anke pi samvat 303 Chaitra sudi panchamyinz somadine I bhdro Sri Likhapitam I Likhitamchedam Je jabhuktiya Srivastavya Kdyasthinvaya pandita Sri Ratnapilena.
ms. Triyakalagunottara (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 329.1) P4 Colaphoa: Nepilades'iya samvat 304 Jycsfha sudi 13 gurau
Dhavalasrotapura Mahiramanta Sri Ratnadiva rijye I mangalam
mahiirih I trikasndanvaya Saivichirya Sri Sridhara rajagurund
likhapitam I
W e have now three molre rulers for the time before the' reign
of Arirnalla. Of all the chronicles, Vi and VK mention them
but nolt Vii. But as their reign pe~io~d
is attested by colophon
DNI, I, pp. 208-09.
53 CPMDN, I, p. XXI, Bendall's History, p. 24. Doc. 1 of Petech.
He verifies the date for Monday, February 28th, 1183 A.D. H. P.
Sastri just mentions the Ins.
'' CPMDN, 11, p. 85. Petech's document n. 2. Dnte verified for
Thursday, May 24th, 1184. .
52
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data of the m., there is notling to contradict what t h
chronicles have said.
Gunak5madeva is the first royal name to appear in this
period. We have several documents in his name.
( 1 ) m. Jayikhyasamhiti (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1633.6) C o b
phon: Samvat 307 Philguna k r ~ n asaltamyim Sri Gunakimadevasya vijayarijye likhitamidam.55
(2) ms. Vrihajjitakasya s a r i k j e p ~ i k ab y Bhattotpala (Govt.
Nat. Lib. n. 70 1 ) .56 Colophon: Samvat 307 Pratharmisidha
Jukla t r t i y i y i m idityavisare pusya naksatre Rd-Pm-Pbh Srim a d Gunakimadevasya rijye likhitam.
(3) ms. AstasihasrikG prajnipiramiti (in the possession of
a monastery known as Okubahal in Patan)
Colophon:
Saraditriiati. . . . dhiravi gate datami guruvisare Yogavire
prithupunyapiyoh . . vimakare-rijye Gunakimadeva jayino
rijye etc. etc.
( 4 ) Two line inscription .on the socle of the image of Urn-Mahejvara in the temple at KO-bakl of Patan." These read:
R i j y e Sri Gunakimadeva nrpatih saptottare triiate (=307)
Sri Minigvalake surilaya kn'tastad Sridharauchatmanah I
pitrovanda surafcha bhakta jagata svarggapavargga etc. (Read
in the Appendix)
(5) Pratisthiloka (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 19 1.6) . Colophon :
V i k h y i t e tris'ate varana b i n a yute (=315) Nepila samavatsare
M i g h a m-se Sri Gunakimadeva rijye etc." The date comespmds ta January-February, 1195.
( 6 ) ms. M a n t h i n a Bhairavataritra (Darb. Lib. Cat. 11.
2 18.1) ." Colophon : Srimad Gunakimadeva sambhujya NepGla-

.

DOC.
1 of Petech who verifies the date for March 2nd, 1187.
CPMDN, I, p. 76.
55

Unpublished.
57 Unpublished.
58 Mentioned by Petech who inclines to identify the epigraph as
belonging to this reign.
59 I h c . 2 of Petech.
6 0 Last document of Petech for the reign.
56
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deb rijye svasti samvat 306 [Petech (dm. 3) says that the last
digit could be read as 4 but he read the middle figure as 1
that the date was rendered 3 16; the middle digit, however,
loo~ksdefinitely to be 0 and the last mud be 6.1 Kiyastha Sri
M a h i d e v e n a likhitam Nigesvara Sri karmaiinta Vajrichiryasya pustakamidam.
GunaEmadeva is given a reign periold of 3 y e m by V'
(f. 25bl) . According to VK the date ot his coronation was 305
Pausa sudi 7 arigiravira (Petech verifies the date for Tuesday,
December 11th, 1184), but this chronicle does not provide
regnal yem.
The same authority also introduces YuvarZja Mahendradeva
to precede GunakZmadeva. There is also a reference to
Maidmasarablara, a tank colnstructed by Mahendradeva. But
judging from the date figures in the collopholns GunakZmadeva
ruled nearly ten years up to 3 15, though pmsibly he had a disturbed career. It appears that even while Gunakbadeva was
ruling, there were two other princes reigning individually in
places inside the Nepal Valley but this was towards the end d
his career. The two rulers are Lak+mikZmadeva and Vijayakkadeva. About the f m e r no date figures are available from
the chronicles. All the ancient chronicles Vi, V i i and VK ornit
him. But his n m e and reign are noticed in colophons of the
four mss. sol far traced.
(1) NigZnanda N i t a k a m (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 363.7)."
Colophon : Samvat 313 Kirtika krsna adityavire Rd-PmSri L a k ~ m i k i m a d e v a s y a vijayarijye. According to Petech the
date cmesipnds to Sunday, November lst, 1192.
( 2 ) Pirigahmata (Br. Museum Or. 2279) ." Colophon:
Samvat 313 dvirisidlra plirnamlisyim 11 iravana nakjatre I byhaspativisafie 11 Sri Nepilamandale R d - P m Sri UrdhvapZ!akeh
grimat Sri Laksmikimadevasya vijayarije I Sri Yambukra-

I

CPMDN, 11, p. 39. Doc. 1 of Petech f o the
~ reign.
e2 CSBM, p. 235 n. 550. Doc. 2 of Petech. Petech verifies the
date for Thursday, July 15th, 1193.
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mZy&m Makhana~olok6dhivGsinah dvijavaryah Sri A n a d o Sramanasya Pingalamate Ggama purnakoyah iubhamastu I I
(3) rns. Sarvalaksanavivarana paiijiki (Kaisar Lib. n. 27)
Cdophon : Samvat 300+ 104-5 .. . . somadine punarvasu
naksatre I Rd-Pm-Pbh S+i Lakrmikirnadevasya vijayarZjye I According to Petech the date corresponds to Monday, March 20th
1195.
(4) ms. grimat Sdrat antra T varitimzila stitre. ( Kaisar Lib.
n. 70) .04 Colophon: Samvat 317 Srivana iukla trtiyiya'rn hniicharavare 1 Rd-Pm Sri Lak~mikdmadevasya vijayarijye ( Sti
Jasabrahma Bha'rona'mnasya pustakamidam. The date is v~~
for Saturday, July 19th, 1197.
In all these rnss. he enjoys the titles, like Rd-Pm. Pirigalin a t a was copied by a writer who was in Makhantda, a
quarter 04 Yambukrama. Yarnhkrama was the ancient name
for Kathmandu. There is n~ doubt that he ruled in Kathmandu which was the place where the m. w a ~mpied. The
ms. ( P i i i g b a t a ) has also the expression S A NepiZamnndate . . . . . vijayardjye. If he had ruled only a portion of Nepal
this expression would not have been there. In all the documents
the: epithet used is RZjZdhirZja Parameivara. As the last rns.
colophon of his reign indicates, Laksm&2madeva must have ruled
till the end of 317 NS." That means he ruled a year or two
more after GunakZmadevaYsreign had terminated.
The next ruler who ruled at about the sum h e is Vijayakhadeva. Five rnss. dated variously NS 312 (Vaijikha iukla
3 ) , 3 15, 3 16 and 3 17 are available for his reign. These show
that he ruled between 312 and 317. According to Vi he ruled
for 7 years (f. 25-b) ;" while VK gives him 6 years and 7
months (p. 8). Thus with r e f m c e to the dates d V1 and
VK his reign must c m e to an end in 318-19. But we have a
stone inscription of his reign dated NS 320 Me'gha site soma-

.

DOC.
3 of Petech.
Doc. 4 of Petech.
85 Doc. 5 above.
66 Bendall's reading 17 is incorrect.
O3
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divase ( =January 23 or 30, 1200 A.D.) .67 His rule surely
extended till 320 M i g h a as against the statement of Vi. V i j a p
h a d e v a was the sole mlvivor of the three kings towards the
end of the interregnum.
In additim to the inscriptian cited above VijayaEmadwa's
documents stand as Mmy :
( 1 ) ms. Paiicharaksi (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV. 21.4) ", 312 Vaija
( k h a i u ) kla trtiyZ brihaspatidine with Rd-Pm-Pbh titles; ( 2 ) rns.
Brahmokta samhiti (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 380.1 1 ) ,69 315 Chaitra
jukla piirnamisyim somaviisare chitrd naksatre harsanayoge
with R ~ - P ~ - P M
titles; ( 3 ) rns. Saptaiati (Darb. Lib. Cat.
IIr. 96.2) ,'O 316 Prat ham+ida juklaikidaSyZm somava're
rijiia S7i Vijayakimadevasya etc. ; ( 4 ) ms.Kirandavyiiha (Br.
Museum Or. 3345) ,71 Yarigalottara tolakedhivasini . .
bhdrya Udelaksmi Bhiri s v i m i Sri Thakurakitayortha datrapunya I Samvat 216 dvirisidha piirnamdsyim byhaspativisare
Sri Kirandavyiihasya pustakasya likhitam samgptam 11 rijye RdPm-Srimad Vijayakimadevasya vijayarGye; (5) ms. Nitydnhikatilaka (D'arbl. Lib. Cat. I . 1320.9),''
Sri Vijayakimadevasya rijye samvat 317 VaiSMha paiirnarmisyim Achdrya STi
Hariharasya etc.
The next ruler h Arimalla of an unknown dynasty.
Arimalla who started a new dynasty with Malla name ending
was said to have been born in 274 (MirgaSira) and as there
is a ms. d his reign of early 32 1 NS ( K i r t i k a ), Arimalla must
definitely begin his reign towards the end olf 320 or in
321.

...

Partly published by Petech at Icharigu 3 miles west of Kathmandu. I t writes rajnah S r i V i j a y a k a m a d e v a ~ y avijayariijye. T h e
inscribed lines are 23 but upto the 13th are damaged. The last
two give date, Akiijanayanadahana ( =320). Nepiilavatsare rGjye,site jauridivase.
6B Doc. 1 of Petech.
6 W o ~2. of Petech.
7 0 Doc. 3 of Petech.
7 1 D ~4. of Petech; CSBM, p. 230, n. 542.
7 2 DOC.5 of Petech; CPMDN, I, p. 113.
"
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Sometime in NS 320 = 1199-1200 A.D. the old dynasty was
completely uprooted. H w Arimalla effected his ascendancy
is not known from the chronicles. But there is m doubt that
he started a new line.
GunakZmadcva, LaJqmIkZrnadeva and Vijay-eva
are
omitted by later chronicles who make Arideva son and succczwr
of Mitradeva. They say that he adopted the Malla name ending, as he had the habit of wrestling. Of these chronicles the
Sanskrit one has Guhyakiimadeva as A m ' s son and successor,
and he in turn is the father af Arideva. Nowhere Arimalla is
mentioned to have founded a new dynasty nor even in the
ancient chronicles.
Vii's orniion of the three predecesm of Arimalla may not
have been lightly conceived. If the chronicler passes straight
f r m Someivaradeva to Arirnalla, there must be some reason
for it. Shhhadeva's dynasty had ended with Som&varadeva
whose son Asuivaradeva had died in early childhood. The
throne Someivara occupied was now without any heir. With
his innate bias in favour of the then ruling family, the chronicler
d V" cmld not certainly name those reigns which superceded
the original h m x . Oblviolusly, Arimalla's three pedecessom
were those who did not belong to either Sarikaradeva's or
Sirfihadeva's house. Were they in any way connected with
Haqadeva?
VK, though slightly differing, follows Vi. Petech who made
a thorough study of the ancient chronicles can say nothing
about these rulers except that thex came after an interregnum
'the cause of which is hidden to us' (p. 85).
But the interregnum had entailed complete dislocation of
the old dynastic regime. We have now entirely a new ruling
family in the scene. For Arimalla to have succeeded in establishing himself in p w e ~the ground was prepared by the
disturbed condition of the time, and he had d y exploited it
to his own benefit. The interval was really a period of u p
heaval. It ultimately was responsible for wiping m t the old
order and for introducing a new one, although the content had
little changed.
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GENEALOGY
Bhiiskaradeva to Jayadeva
Later Chronicles*
(Levi, BLI, Wright
and Sans. Chron.)

Ancient Chronicles
(V', V", VK)

Ascertained regnal
dates with reference to
colophons, inscriptions
and ancient chronicles.

(a)

Bhsskaradeva ( 13 years
-Levi )

I

Baladeva ( 19 yearsSans. Chron.)

I

Padmadeva (Pradyumna
--Sans. Chron.)

I

Niigiirjunadeva

~ a i k a r h e v a( 11 years
-Levi )
I

Bhsskaradeva,
3 years ( V i )
I
Baladeva,

1

1

l2 years ( v l )
~ r a ' du r n n a b a d e v a ,
6 years (VK)

1

NS 165-168
( 1045-1 048 A.D.)
NS 168-180
(1048-1060 A.D.)
NS 180-186
(1060-1066 A.D.)

~~&junadeva,
2 years (V')
3 years (VK)

NS 186-188-89
( 1066-1068-69

~ahkLadeva,
17 years (VK)
15 years ( V i )

NS 189-203
( 1069-1083 A.D.)

/

A.D.)

NS 203-205
( 1083-1085 A.D.)
Harsadeva

Harsadeva,
14 years (V')
16 years (VK)

NS 205-219
( 1085-1099 A.D.)

Sirhhadeva
Miinadeva (10 years)

Sivadeva

NS 240-246
(1 120-1126 A.D.)

M~ngdeva,4 years
(V', VK)

NS 257-260
( 1137-1 140 A.D.)

~arasihadeva-f

( 2 2 rears)
Nandadeva, 21 years

I

Rudradeva, 19 years
~ i t r a d e v a ,2 1 years

1

~arehdradeva,
6 yr., 5 mo. (V1)
6 yr., 4 mo. (VK)

I

I

Arideva

I

Abhay amalla, 10 years

I

~a~ade;amalla,19 years

* In

Sanskrit Chronicle Sankaradeva precedes Harsadeva.
-f The Sanskrit Chronicle omits Narashhhadeva and after Mitradeva has
Guhyaksma; where t h e ~ eis no agreement I have inserted the name of the
particular chronicle.
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I

Mahendradeva

I

Somdvaradeva
NS 299-303
(1 179-1 183 A.D.)

I

I

I

Anandadeva
Rudradeva
Arnrtadeva
NS 267-287
NS 287-295
NS 295-298
(1 147-1 167 A D . ) ( 1 167-1 175 A D . ) (1 175-1 178 A.D.)

Skhhadeva's line ends with Somdvaradeva
GunakZmadeva (NS 307-315 = 1187-1 195 A.D.)
I

~ & m i k n a d e v a (NS 313-317 = 1193-1197 A.D.)
I

~ i j a ~ a l k m a d e v (NS
a
312-320 = 1192-1200 A.D.)
The last is followed by Arimalla (NS 321-36 = 1200-1230 A.D.)

CHAPTER V
ARIMALLA TO JAYANANDADE,VA

(1200-1329

A.D.)

THELINEOF ARIMALLA(1200-1258

A.D.)

The chronicles introduce since about NS 320 ( = 1200 A.D.)
certain royal personages having the name ending 'Malla'. It
is for the first time that such a name appears in the chronology
of Nepal. Some schdars suggest that with Arimalla, a dynasty
of Mallas had come to power.
The Mallas were previously mentioned in our inscriptions
very briefly in connection with a tax called mallakara,' and
with M5nadeva's victory over than.' It h not knob how
they migrated to the Valley of the seven Gapdaks in the mmntainms region and least of all to the Nepal Valley. They
might have taken. advantage d the disturbed situation of the
thirteenth century A.D. But anything more than that about
the new dynasty cannot be guessed;3 one could not even say
whether the rulers we have in mind have anything to1 do with
the historical Mallas.
The literal meaning of the Malla is a wrestler. According to
Levi, the Chinese translations of the Buddhist texts regularly
'give the name of the Mallas with the equivalent od Li-cheu,
the athletes'. The Mallas as a class of people, find place in
several ancient treatises with identical heroic tradition. In
Inscriptions of Sivadeva I and Jisnugupta, Gnoli: Nepalese Inscriptions in G u p t a Characters, Nos. XXX and LVI.
Levi, 111, Insc. No. I ; Gnoli's No. I ; Bhagvanlal Indraji, Inscriptions from Nepal, No. I
Levi, 11, Pp. 67, 102, 201.
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Mahibhirata (11 V, 1077) they are mentioned along with
K d a l a 'in the account of Bhima's conquest'.' The Manu
brands them as m e of the groups d fallen Qatriyas.' I n the
6th century A.D. Variihamihira, an astronomer of repute,
recwds the Mallas as 'the boxers (bihuyuddhiirama) in his
catalogue d peoples living between the Abhiras, C a b a r m ,
Pahlabas m the m e hand and the Matsyas, Kurus and the
Pifich5las on the o t h e r ' . V n the Mirkandeya P u r i ~ athey
occupy a place in Eastern India with Videhas and Ta'mraliptika (Lwi, 11, P. 204).
At the dawn of history the Mallas had their crwn tenitmy in
KuSinagara where Buddha breathed his last. They were a
republican people and 'formed a confederacy with many others
in the neighbourhood of Vai65li'. But this republic could not
survive the fate af d ~ c t i o l that
l
was m d out to them as
som as the Mauryas found their Empire. The Mallas figure
prominently in the time of Buddha, and they had the honour
d sharing Buddha's relics along with the Lichhavis. I t is much
probfable that they repaired to the region in the hills along the
bank of the river Gaqdak and settled down there in view of
the proximity of KuSinagar to that part of Nepal.7 According to Levi the Rasikaramana ( a work of the 16th century)
'localizes them on the frontiers of Nepal'. I t a h seems that the
Mallas fallowed a co~mercialprofession as is evident f m the
tax, mallakara, which was surely a tax oa professions. They
continued to live in that condition for a long time. The later
chronicle speaks of a Malla family ruling in Tirhut before and
after N h y a d w a . While we have no authentic evidence to rely
on the assertion of the chronicles, the existence of such a
dynasty in a part of Tirhut or MithiE appears not wholly
irnpomible.' According to H. C. Ray the Mallas might have
Manu, X.
Levi, 11, Pp. 21 1-214.
Ibid.
At present Malaibam (Malaibhiimi), is the name applied to
the area in the upper region of the Gandak basin.
Levi, 11, Pp. 210-13.H. C.Ray thinks that 'it is necessary to
agree with Levi that the Mallas established suzerainty over the
Bigmati Valley in the 7th century' DNI, I, p. 211.
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been promoted by sheer chance to infiltrate into Nepd whm
they found the country steeped in turmoil and disorder. n e
vast resources they had at their disposal probably enabled them
ta undertake a military venture of the type wanted folr the
invasion ar a palace coup d'etat.
Very recently we have discovered the existence of a kingdm
in the KaqGli basin, where in the 12th and 13th centuries A.D.
rulers bore the Malla name-ending as a part of their name.
The dynasty belonged to what is known as the Khasa Ksatriya.
But this was a kingdom separate from Nepal, and the two
should not be confused. It cannot also1 be said with certainty
if they had anything to do with the Mallas od Buddha's days.
As suggested by Levi amd H. C. Ray, m e pawns with
Malla name-ending might have been the masters of the territory in the 7th century A.D. in the Terai round the basin of
the river Bagmati. But I do1 not think if they were 0%the ancient
M d a lineage nor it is problable that they had migrated to
Nepal. We have absolutely no evidmce of a migration of the
Mallas from the Terai in that era.
So far we have no1 knowledge of the Malla dynasty 04 Nepd
coirning ta power in the early 13th century except that a ruler
in Nepal appea~rsfor the first time with a Malla surname.

Very often the title Malla has been borne by the Pallava
ruler of KZichi as a mark oaf glory. Thus amolngst usual titles
Narasirfiha adopted also the me of Mahiimalla, I'ahendra
Varman the one of Satrurnalla, and Nandi Varman I1 called
himself Pallava Varrnar~.~
A little later the Chdukyas of B a d 5 ~
are also seen appropriating this title as a mark ob victo~xyover
their rivals. Folr example, Vikramiiditya I 'becomes RZjama1la'l0 in that course.
The Ch3lukya kings of KalyZni were also found of the M d a
title. Taila I1 even as a feudatory bore the title d AhavaLevi 11, p. 213 ; Inscription of RGjjacimheivara (Hultzsch),
South Indian Inscriptions. I, 12, 29, 11, 342.
l0 IA, VI, 75.
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malla.ll His successors were also adopting this kind of title.
Thus Jayashiha is called Jagadekamalla," S d v a r a I adopted the name Bhuvanaikamalla, S m k v a r a 111, B h u l ~ k a m d a , ~
Taila I11 Trailokyamalla,14 and Sorneivara IV Tribhuvanamalla.
T h e Horysala king Ballala I became T ~ i b h u v a n a m a h * ~
Accwding to S. Levi two monarchs in Ceylon had also taken
tol Malla surname and they were called KittihitrasWlas
and Sahavamalla respectively.
However, the Malla appendage in the names d the Nepalese
rulers is nolt a second name or adopted epithet. But we have
alsa na evidence to prove that our rulers had anything to do
with the historical Mallas.
In the Nepal Valley the first ruler to have used the name
Malla was Arirnalla. We shall discover in coum of our narrative that them were two mare families with M d l a surname,
m e that of Jayatungamalla and another that of Jaya Sthitirnalla.
Following Bendall's reading of the date figure in the ms. Devimaha'tmya (Dub. Lib. Cat. I. 1534) S. Levi thought that
Jaya Dhannarndla whose reign is mentioned in the colophon
was the earliest name bearing the M d a ending and sol he must
have been the very first ruler of the Malla dynasty.'' But the
date figure in the colophm is 518 NS. This Dharmmalla is
the eldest son of Jaya Sthitirnalla; so he can never be such as
Levi s u p p e d .
The fiokan pillar at Niglihavs (West Nepal Terai) has a
graifita misread by an Indian Archaeologist as Sri Tapu Malta
Jayastu Samvat 1234.17 Lewi accepted this reading and
ascribed the g r a t a ta an unidentified ruler of the Nepal
-l3Ibid., P. 370
l2 Ibid., P. 329.
EHD, I, 319
l5Ibid., P. 360.
l4 Ibid., P. 374.
leLevi, 11, Pp. 212-13; H. C . Ray, DNI, I, 212 follows Lwi.
Archaeological Report of Terai Excavation by P. C . Mukherji
1901, Report p. 34. One Ranamalla, author and director of a drama,
ms. PZ?zdava uijayam figures as a king in Banepa (CPMDN, I ) but
he represented an offshoot of the main dynasty ruling in the Valley
in the 16th century.
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Valley. Now the reading has been corrected, and the royal name
k found to be Ripumalla who figures a h in the graffitol d the
k k a n pillar at Lumbini. Ripumalla is identified with the
i
It is m n g
ruler of that name ruling w e r the K a ~ Z l basin.''
to connect Ripumalla with the M d a dynasty oif Nepal.
Shauld we call Arimalla's dynasty as the first Malla dynasty?
Sylvain Levi is of the opinion that the Malla appendage d m
only signify the fact of the founder being a wrestler, and he,
agreeing with Bhagwanld and Wright alsol dismisses the contention that a new dynasty had c w e to1 power with Aridwa
Malla who according to some athers began a new line (Levi,
11, P. 2 13) . It was said that Aridma's father was sol impressed
with his ability oif a wrestler that he conferred on him (Arideva)
the title of 'Malla'. One af the later chronicles suggests that the
practice of adopting Malla surname started with Arideva's m.
But this is not true. Aridma is always Arimalla in documents
and ancient chronicles.
Because after Arimalla's son, the 'Malla' appendage d m
not appear with the name of the Nepalese ruler until we colme
to Jaya Sthitimalla (1382-1396) except for Jayasihamalla who
ruled for a short time and Anantmalla and his son we are
apt to be cautious in giving the Malla designation to1 the family
of Arirnalla. If for reasons oif ccmvmtion the designation d
Malla has to1 be given to any f d y it should gol to1 the family
oi Jaya Sthitimalla, all of whme members invariably used the
Malla surname for nearly four hundred years. But whether it
is Arimalla or Jaya Sthitimalla we cannot believe that they e ~
started a dynasty connecting their lineage with the historical
Mdas.

Arimalla is the first name elf the king olf the Malla period
(so-called). We have fourteen documents d his reign, and all
a£ them are manuscripts, of which Petech has listed 11, and
l8 Petech, Q. Cit, Pp. 80-81. I have personally examined the
ins( ribed lines.

e
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the remaining three are noticed here for the fimt time.
As the dates d the colophons show Arirnalla ruled definitely
from NS 320-21 ( = I 2 0 0 4 1 A.D.) to 336-37 (=1200411216-1 7). The following are the colophons reproduced cdlectivdy in the work of Petech:
( 1) rns. Jyotisaratnamili (Kaisax Lib. n. 461 1) Samvat
322 Kirtika iukla navalnyim iidityavisare r i j e Srimadarinzalladevasya vijayarijye likhitasam-pta kytam. Date verified for
Sunday, October 21st, 1201 A.D.
(2) ms. Brhajjitaka (Kaisar Lib. n. 40). Samvat 322
Mirgas'ira krsna chaturthyim iukradine punarvasu naksatre
rijne Srimad Arimalladevasya iubhalagne likhitam sam-ptamiti etc. Date irregular.
(3) ms. SattvavidhZ pranimana (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1645.14).I9 Samvat 322 Asidha kynnisfamyim idityavisare
r i j i Srimad Arimalladevarya vijayarijye likhitam etc. Date
verified for Sunday, July 14th, 1202 A.D.
( 4 ) rns. Asfasihasriki Prajiiipiramiti (Nor Monastery in
Tibet) .20 Sikhinetrayute vahnau ( =323) gate Nepilavatsarel
r i j n oR yarimalladevasya k hyite sukirtih/mise m i s e dusthiti
sitepakse das'amyim budhavisare // dusthiti m i s e could be
Pausa because no sacred rites are performed in the month.
(5) ms. Kriyiki?zdakramivali (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1361.15) Y i t e 'bde tris'ate sa varsa satsahite bhziye / vimSatya
$riva?ze m i s e d v i d a 5 tithau Sri Arimalladeva nype. Date is
verified for July 18th or August 3rd, 1206.
(6) ms. Devimaha'tmya, Private possession in Nepal. Colw
phon :2 2 S a m 329 Agrahana (=Miirgas'ira) s'ukla astamya'm
somadine likhitam//Rd-Pm Srimat Arimalladevasya r i j e likhit a m i d a m . / / T h e date is verified for Monday, November 17th,
1205.
(7) rns. Mahirahasyasampradiya (Kaisar Lib. n. 79/2).
Colophon :
Sreyostu Rd-Pm-Pbh Srimadarimdadevasya

.

*O JBORS, XXI, P. 32 (Pt. I).
IWPMDN, I, P. 83.
CPMDN, I, P. %.
2 2 I have not been able to check u p the colophon.

.
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vijayarijye/Samvat 331 Srivann judi 7//The date corresponds
tc July 18th, 1211.
(8) ms. of a commentary of Harihara on the Milatimidhava (As. Sac. Bengal, n. 4805; CSMASB, VII, P. 243,
n. 5299). Sa'?zvahniramage (336) varse Pausa Sukles'a (=11)
visare bhygujevimyte, ( ~ i v a ) yoge rijye hyirirnalladeviye.
Date verified for Friday, January lst, 1216.
(9) .
Sa'dhanasamuchchaya (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add.
1648) .23 Samvat 336 P a u p krsnistnmyim
.. . ..
byhaspativisare
in'sikhi naksatre Rd-Pm Srimad Arimalladevasya vijayarijye
etc. Date verified far Thursday, January 14th, 1216.
(10) ms. Kriyisarigraha (Kaisar Libj. n. 109). Samvat 336
Migha k ~ n asaptamy6m bbraspatidine Sri Rd-Pm Srimadarimalladevarya vijayara'jye etc. Date verified for Thursday,
February llth, 1216.
( 11) ms. Amytejvarapiiji, copied on the 7th day of Jyestha
kcna of 336 and its unusual feature is that the Vikram year also
is marked (1273) in the c ~ l o p h m .The
~ ~ writer, one Pandit
Harihara, is a Gujrati (of Chametkirapura) and the title of
the king, unusual for this time, is pompons and pedantic. We
have reproduced immediately bdow the passage in question ta
give an idea of pomposity and overstatement contained therein:
griman NepileSvarah samastarcijavalivirijita mahdrijidhirija
pratipalamkeSvara
Raghuvamjakulatisarvvajanahyday~anvadhEnidbhaktijalaprak~litamtahkarana sakalaSistraparimdita
siddhiritataritrarahasyigamirghahavida Srimadvimalaprabodhapidaprasadillabdhibhiseka
sadanvayidhirya nirjjitirivrita
pratipalamkeivara
Raghuvamjakulatisarvvajanahyday&andakara dinaduhkhitajanijiparipiiraka anekagunanidhina Sfimad Arimalladeva pravarddhamana vijayariiye Vikramibda
gata 1273 Nepa'libda gafa Samvat 336 Jyestha kyn?za saptanzyim tithau budhadine. The date corresponds to Wednesday,
June 8th, 1216.
CBMCI, P. 155.
24 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1363.5.
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The following colophons of his reign are unpublished:
(12) rns. AsCasihasriki PrajiiGpZramiti (Govt. Nat. Lib.
n. 18I ) , colophon : R i j n a h Srimadarirnalladevasya vijayarijye/
Samvat 321 Kirtika iukla das'arnyim ianijcharavZre plirvabhadra naksatre e t ~ . ~ '
( 13) ms. V~ttasirasangrahadharmaputrika' ( Gwt. Nat. Lib.
n. 738) 2 6 colophon : Sreyostu samvatsare iatatraya ekaviniizjatycidhika (=321) Pausa krsna
.. . trayodaiya'm gurudine mkla
nakratre vyighata yoge Sri NePdla Rd-Pm-Paramamaheivara
Paiupatibhat!irakasya//Sri Arimalla devasya vijayarijye Sri
PaZchivatadeiiya ~~i!ayddhipatirinaka Sri Sridharasimhasya
varttam-ne etc.
(14) rns. Jyotisaratnam-la' (Kaisar Lib. n. 4612). Colophon : Samvat 323 Pausa s'ukla pratipadi somavisare pGrv ui;Gdha naksatra likhitamidam pustakam.
The epithets use$ in the Dm. 11 above are high sounding
na doubt, but they are just hyperbolic, and do not reflect the
r e d positicm of Arimalla as against what literally they express.
Yet Arimdla has an impolrtance of his own in the hktmy ob
Nepal as the first ruler bearing a name-en*
M d a , who had
appeared in the scene after nearly twol decades 04 cham and
confuGcm.
The colophon n. 12 above shows Arirnalla was reigning on
321 Kirtika s'ukla 10; undoubtedly his reign began as early
as this date. But it is quite likely that Arimalla came to powdm
even, a few months earlier.
According to V i i (f. 32-b) Arimalla was born in 274 M i r g a
(as the letters are faded we da not have idea of paksa and
tithi); reigned for 15 years and died while he was 62 yeam
and 10 rncmths old. If V i i is ta be believed he died in Bha'dra
<rr As'vina of 336. H e must have started his reign in 321
Bha'dra or ASvina ta have ruled for 15 yam. Vi gives him a
reign d 25 years and 10 months,27 VK has 31 yeas and 9
months. None of them talk of the date of his birth or death.
It appears that there is a difference d a y a r in betwem the
2s

Unpublished.

2e

Unpublished.

27

f. 25 ; Vk, Pp. 8-9.
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time shown by the last document: af Arimalla and first docu..
ment af his son Abhayamalla; the f m e r is dated 336 Jyestha
krsna
.. saptami and the latter 337 J y e ~ I h ajukla 15. Arirnalla
definitely died during this interval. Thus V i i looks almost
correct as far as the date of his death is concerned. As fw his
regnal years Arirnalla's colophansl cover a period 04 about 15
years (321 Krirtika iukla 10-336 Jyertha krnna 7 ) . So hem
too V" cannot be wrong, although there might be inaccuracy
of same months or so. Petech thinks that the figures od Vi and
VK refer 'to the period between his first laying claim to the
c r a m and his death'. He argues that in the disturbed situation preceding NS 320-2 1, Arimalla not surprisingly must have
claimed the throne for himelf as early as 305. But by what right
Arimalla put forward his claim Petech does not say. There is
not a shred of evidence to suggest that Arimalla was a claimant
to the throne since 305. Petech himself does not concede this
right to him, for he is d the opinion that during the first few
years d his regnal career he 'considered himself as a regent'.
Petech holds the view that Arimalla's ascendancy to power was
gradual. He writes, "The first two documents of his reign
go without royal titles. In doc. 3-5 he is simply rriji or nrpa,
which was the first step. Only in doc. 6 of 331 he begins to
wear the full royal title. Probably he demurred at first to
assume the styles which were proper of the late dynasty and at
the beginning thought of his rule mare as of regency than
reign."28
But the very prernise of Petech's argument is wrong. In fact
Arimalla mumed full royal titles from the very beginning. Our
doc. 12, which is his first according to date (321 K i r t i k a .iukla
10) has the term rrijiiah. This may nolt be a full royal epithet
But the second olne (n. 13) which dates 321 Pausa k p n a 13
calls him Rd P m , and these are full royal titles. Petech wag
unaware of this colophon and was led to make unwarranted
assumptions about the nature of the titles Arimalla obtained
in the early stage of his career. Furthennore, I do not think
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that the Italian author is right in his interpretation d the word
nrpa or riji as determining the status of the ruler. Petah must
have marked that on many masions sovereign rulers used Mm
their name the epithet nrpa singly without any other royal title.
These occasions are so numerous that one has only to glance
through the records listed by Petech himself. Some do have
neither nrpa nor any kind of royal epithets. I think that the most
essential expression to denote a reign of a sovereign monarch is
vijayarijye, which b y itself or by substitute is ccrmmonly used
in a l l the documents. For the information of the readers let me
mention the documents of the type just suggested; the numerical order is from Petech : doc. 1, 2, 3, 4 of hikaradeva; 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 d Haqadeva; 2, 6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16 of Anandadeva;
2, 3 of Rudradeva; 5, 8, 11, 13, 15 of Abhayamalla; 2, 13,
15, 16 of Anantamalla; 12, 13, 22, 23, 26 of Sthitirnalla; 11
of Jydmalla; 4, 8, 13, 16, 17, 22 of Y&amalla.
It appears on studying various estimates made by Petech in
regard to the status of rulers that he regards nrpa or ra'ja' as
giving a sense of subsidiary status only when the same is used
in the initial records. Thus he does not find anything wrong
with the expression as applied to handadwa, Rudradeva,
Abhayarnalla, Anantamalla, Sthitirnalla, Jyotimda and
Yabarnalla. But surprisingly he does not judge the status d
Saikaradeva and Haqadeva by the standard with which he
a s s e d Arirnda's career. This is definitely a wrong approach
to the issue. All the 5 colophons of Hmadeva and the first
4 out d the total 5 belonging to Saikaradeva's reign do not
bear full royal titles, But this does not prevent Petech from
recogmising them as sole kings, though in the case of H w a deva he drops a hint that the monarch was either a usurper or
accepted another ruler as his overlord.
We cannot understand how in the same situation Sarikaradeva and Arimalla could have different status. We find it also
difficult to appreciate the p i n t that the word nrpa carries a
different meaning when used in documents other than the
initial ones. On the whole I am inclined to believe that
14
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Petech's opinion about Arimalla's early status is arbitrarily
formed.
I think that Petech also is led to t a k of A r i m d a being a
contestant for the throne since 305 just to1 accomodalte VK, for
the authenticity of which he holds biased and exaggerated views,
It appears that one S r i $ r i d h a r e h a , the lord ood the
Paaichivata vi>aya (see doc. Golvt. Nat. Libl. n. 738 above),
who is called r a ~ a k a(feudatory) wau a very powerful official
in his kingdolm. He, l~olwever,is noted in a subsidiary position
as the lord of a v i ~ a y ain the reign 04 the most illustrious
sovereign, Arimalla. I t is; difficult to asses his position which
he seems to have enjoyed as the lolrd od an adrninisitr'a,tive division. But it is obvious that he was strong enough to1 deserve
being mentioned in the record copied in his area. This suggest^
that he held quite an impressive pmition in the adminktratioln
of the country. But he was just a feudatory who1 had acknowledged the overlordship ot Arimalla.
Before Arirndla began his regnd career, he had to face a
chaotic situation. This cham was engendered by warring
princes and feudatories. So its aftermath surely tended nolt
only ta uproot the dynasty of the hitherto1 ruling houses but
also to eliminate the feudal lords. The R+&a wasl prob'ably a
remnant of the old order, who accepted the situation.
Arimdla must have put up1 a rare show oh strength to restore
peace in the land. But how he could achieve the objective
remains yet unknown. The ancient chronicles are: silent about
the went that led to his rise to power in the state.
( 1216-1 255 A.D.)
ABHAYAMALLA

After Arimalla we come ta the reign of Abhayamda.
From V" we learn that he is the son of Arimalla (f. 35-bl).
He was a legal successor of Arimalla. According to1 Wright's
and BLI's authorities also he is the m,of Arimda. Abhayamalla figuresimmediately after the last available co~lophoadata
of Arimalla in a ms. Kriyzsarigraha dated piimam5 somadine
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.'"

Q€ Jyestha: jukla 337 (Doc. 1 of Petech)
This uses the
expression, Rd Pm Pb h $rim& A b hayam&devarya
vijayarijye. There are in all 22 docunents mentioning his reign
uninterruptedly ranging from NS 337 to 375 (1217 to
1255 A.D.) He enjoyed a long reign of about 39 years
according to the dates in the colophons of these manuscripts.
,The last dolcument a ms. dating 375 Chaitra jukla 13 somavisare
is Saptdati.'O Obviously, VLi'sobservation on the date of his
death is cmect, as this date, &idha jukla astami of 375 tallies
with the date calculated according to the d a b of the ms.
colophons. Vil's chronicler (f. 35-b) says that he was born on
tamaddami d NS 303 and died at the age of 72 years 7
months on 8 A@dha jukta ( d 375) after a reign d 39 years
Vi (f. 26-a) has 42 years 6 manths for his reign. But this must
be m n g in view of the ms, showing another reign in 377
Jyestha judi. We have an inscxiptim d his reign d Samvat
368-Mcigha krsna
.. . 9, which has as his myal epithets Abhayam d a d e v a Rljadhirija: Paramabha,t!i~aka.~lAbhayamalla was
a patron of arts and learning, and encouraged the same and it
appears that during the next two reigns cultural missions were
sent to Tibet and China.32 The ancient chronicles Vi and I?(

.

state that there were earthquakes, famine, drought and
29Darb. Lib. C:at. IV. Betech has noted several colophons to
the list. Except 3 of the CqPMDNall are from the new catalogue
of Darbar Library. I have also added a few more colophons in
this respect.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I . 1559. 1; CPMDN, I , P. 70 has Devimahatmya, without date with Abhayamallasya vijayara'jye. Petech
reads: M d Pm Pbh Srimad Abhayamalladevasya vija~artijyeI Sri
Bhaktcipuri na'vasina Jayadhamasya@tha nimittena Bhdloka . .
Nepala samvatsare bGpa j d a hariivaka (375) mase Chaitra jukla
trayodajyam somazGsare. Date verified for March 3rd, 1255 A.D.
(Doc. 20).
Partially published and mentioned by Petech, P. 88,our inscription n. XXII in the Appendix.
82 See ante in Volume I of the present series the chapter on Art
and Architecture.
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epidemics of mall-pox a l l through in Abhayamalla's time."'
VK adds that the people were destroyed. According tor Lwi,
his time was disturbed by visitation od famines and earthquake~,'~
which continued to hit the country alsol in the next
reign. According to Vlil (f. 38-a), there was a great earthquake on Monday Asidha jukla 3 of 375, and as a result many
temples and houses collapsed and from
to
of the people
died, king Abhayamalla being m e of them. The Sanskrit
chronicle also gives the same date for the event, and adds that
R5j5 Abhayamalla breathed his last due to an accident during
the earthquake. V i i i (f. 39-b) gives another date Chaitra vadi
352 for the event elf another equally terrible famine as a result
of which the population was reduced by 4 to and rice sold
at the rate of 2 Kurasa (4 lbs) for one damma, salt and
oil for m e pla, etc. The famine lasted for full one year.
Vi says that he performed from that date every year
Laksahoma and Mahisnina in honour 04 God Paiupati TO
propitiate him to ward off the evil effects ob famine and
epidemics. According tor V i i i an 362 Migha kys?za paiichami,
on 364, Asidha krsna am5vdsya and on 366 Mirgniira jukla,
~ t a m i ,there were severe outbreaks of famine and epidemia?
as a result af which a great many of the people and cattle
died.35 In 362 once again there was a severe earthquake, and
a, great many houses tumbled down and this time in cmsequence
a large number d men and cattle were buried under the debris;
when the dead bodies of men and cattle were taken out the
craws flew aver them to eat the carcass, and even on the living
they made an attack.
The following nineteen colophon data and m e inscription
belonging to Abhayamalla are given by Petech in the following
order.

+ +

+

Group A :
1. Kriyasarigraha already treated. I n the colophon the ms.
is said to have belonged to Vajrichiirya Udayajrikacya
8 4 Levi, 11, P. 214.
33 V1,
f . 25b; VK, P. 9.
a5

f . 37a-b.
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(pustakamiti) and in the reign of Rd P m Srimat Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye. Samvat 337 Jyejtha Jukla 15 (Monday,
M a y 22nd, 1217).
2. ms. SamijatantrinusZrifl ganachakrakriyi, last leaf
only (Darbl. Lib. Cat. 111. 8 0 3 ) . Colophon: Samvat 338
Mirggniira krsna navamyim iukradine R d P m Srimad Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye pustakena ZikhitamidamllThe date
is verified for Friday, November 24th, 12 17.
3. ms. Aryavasudhiriyih $odqakalpa, Private e o n in
N e ~ a l . ~ ' Colophon: Samvat 339 M i g h a iukla pratipadyZm
iukravisare R d P m Pbh Sri Abhayamalladevarya vijayarZje
likhitamiti//The date is verified for Friday, February lst, 1219.
4. ms. VajrivaZinima mandalopiyika' 1st leaf only (Darb.
Lib. Cat. 111. 803.12) Szinyibdhi. . . . 40 cfirigadhitu sihite
ya'tavatsare/Chaitra kysna kaldnimandita'ias'inis'achasankhya'
tithau bhzipila ' bhayamalladeva nrpate charidrab he 'varayute//
The date s e e m to be Monday, March 9th, 1220.
5. rns. Chandakaujika, (Asiatic Society of Bengal,
n. 3824).37 Colophon: Khibdhiloke (=340) gate vaqe
Chaitre paiichadaie dine bhrgo cha $rimato//r@ye ' bhaimalEosyisya ZekhanamllThe date is verified for Friday, March 20th,
1220.
6. ms. Visnudharma (Darbar Library, 11. 5 1 ) . Colophon:
Samvat 3 0 0 f 4 0 Aivini iukla sa!tamyim/Rd-Pm Sri Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye. The date cmesponds to S e p t e m - k
19th, 1220.
7. ms. Bharatiyanifya iistra, (Darb. Lib. Cat. 11. 215.1).
Colophon: R d P m Pbh Raghuvamia (tilaka) grimad Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye/Kum-ra Sri AnantamaUadevasya
pustakamidam likhipitam/Samvab 344 Kirtika s'ukla pzirnama'syim byhuspativisare/The date is verified for Thursday,
Nwember 9th, 1224.
8. ms. Pratijfhipaddhati (Kaisar Lib. n. 370) Colophon:
Samvat 300 +40 +5.
Bha'drapada jukla
paiichamyiint
AS reproduced by Petech. I have not checked up the reading.
37 CSMASB, V I I , P. 252, n. 5315.
30
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S+i Miniglayira ekogyhddhivtirino Sfi Abhayamalladeva pidindm vijayarijye Jagatasomadattena likhitam//According to
Petech Yoghakojasta is the name as the Yoghavihira of the time
of Som&varadeva (see p. 7 1) . But there is no such expression
as Yoghakojasta in the cdcxphan. The date colrespo~ndsto
August loth, 1225 A.D.
9. ms. Kalya'nasarigraha (University olf Paris, Institute de
la Civilisation Indienne, n. 49-a)
Colophon: Samvat 351
Vais'a'kha jukla artamyim jukradine Sri R d Pm sya Jbhayamalladevasya vijayara'jye//The date is verified for Friday,
April 1lth, 1231 A.D.
10. rns. Astasdhasrikd PrajiiipZramita' ( Camb. Univ. Lib.
Add. 1465) .39 Colophon: Samvat tri hri ske (354) Ka'rttika
;U kla tytiya'ydm iidityavisa fie R Rd Pm A b hayamalladevasya rijye
likhita~miti. The reading of the date figure is rendered complicated because of the second letter being a little unusual. Bendall
reads it ta piam the date figure far 384 (verified for Sunday,
October 7th, 1263). But this date falls nine years beyond the
date d the death d Abhayamalla. Petech thinks that the
middle letter shauld be a symbol for 70 and verifia the date
for Sunday, October 26th, 1253. But a symbol for 70 at the
middle, while keeping the other two just for 3 and 4 becomes
a misfit. The middle figure has no r m b l l a n c e to m y s ~ b d
for 70. The second figure appears to1 me distinctly a letter
standing for the number 5 (which Bendall also suggests).
Hawever, Petech finds that the day must sho1wto be FridayMay be the writer has made a mistake in regard to this itern of
the date symbols.
11. ms. of a
(panjikd-@ki) called . . . vati, on
the R oranatantra. (In private possession in Nepal.) 4 0 Colophon :
Samvat 358 P h i t g ~ ~mEsya
a
arigcradine R d Pm Pbh grimad
Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye likhitamiti. T'he date comesponds to February-March, 1238. (I have not been able to1

comments+

*

the ms.)

Levi has partially published the text, 11, p. 215 fn.
3WCBMC, pp. 101-02, Doc. 19 of Petech.
40 Copied from Petech.
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12. ms. Saptatat; (Darbar Library Cat. I. 1559.10)." Colw
phon: Samvat 358 Jyestha s'ukla paiichami ~ h a t i t asas[amya'm
tikhita samciptamiti//Sri Sri Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye
l i k h i t a m / / T h e date corresponds to May 20th, 1238.
13. rns. Saptas'ati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1534). Colophon:
Nepilika Samvat 365 Mcirgas'ira s'ukla s a p t a m y i y i as'jesa
naksatre arigiiraviisare Sri R d Piijya P m Sri Sri Abhayamatladevasya vijayarijyell (The date is partly verified for Tuesday,
November 8th, 1244, when the naksatra, however, was
dhani!lhci: Petech). H . P. Shastri (CPMDN, I. Pp. 63-64)
published the datum partly.
14. Padmanibhasangraha (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 360.9) .42
Colophon: Nayapiladefiyabhilikhyam5na Samvat 366 VaiSikha h k t a 3 ravau ramye dinottame pustikcisvastikiriki I I RijG
2% Abhayamdladevasya rijye. (The date is irregular; the 3rd
tithi ended an April 20th, 1246, which day, however, was a
Friday and nat a Sunday: Pet&) BhaktapuryGrn B h i n o $6
amukusya.
15. rns. Astasihasrika' Prajiiipiramita' (British Museum Or.
2203) ." Colophon : Saila rasa s i m a y u k t i vahni ( =367) vatsara vais'ate M i g h e site anafigadine (=K5rnadeva=I3) jcZyamo-tci prat@[hitiill R d P m Paramaiaivamayam Srimad Abhayamatladevasya vijayarijye 1 deyadharmo ' y a m Sri Lalitipuranagare Sri Mciniglottare S f i Ministh5ra'nzakudya'niva'sS Haripila
Thakurasya etc. (The year is current, which is exceptional in
Nepalese colaphm. The date cme;~poncisto January 3 lst, 1246 :
Petech) . Written in Patan.
16. rns. Paiicaraksi (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 367). Colophon:
Samvat 367 Philguna s'ukla e k i d a i y i m a'dityadine Rijiie
Srimadab hayamalladevasya vijayar5jye (The date is verified for
Sunday, February 17th, 1247) S u bhamastu sarvajagatim.
17. I n ~ c r i p t i o nom
~ ~the
~ base of an image of Buddha Ratnasambhava on a stupa in Guitabahil, Patan. Samvat 368 Migha
41CPMDN, I, P. 69.
4 3 CSBM, P. 227, n. 536.
4 2 CPMDN, 11, P. 19.
43a Inscription n. X X I I in our Appendix.
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krsna
.. . n a v a m y i m tithau somadine R d P b h Sri Sri Abhayamalladevasya etc. The date is verified for Monday, January 20th,

1248.
18. ms. Paiicharitremahilakpnisamhitiyim Visudevakalpa
(Kaisar Lib. n. 4 2 0 ) . Cdophon: Samvat 372 Chaitra krspa
dvidaii somavisare Srimat R d P m Sri S f i Abhayamalladeva
vijayarijye 11 (The date is irregular; the 12th tithi ended on
April 7th, 1252, which day, however, was a Sunday and not a
Monday: Petech) Sri MinigalayoekigyhidhivZsi . . rasena
likhitam I I
19. m. Kriyisaligrahapaii jika (Leningrad Public Library,
modern copy of an ancient ms.) ." Colophon: R d P m Srimat
Abhayamalladevasya vijayarijye likhyite samdptikfiamiti I I
Samvat 373 Mirgajirsa jukla d v i t i y i y i m jukra visare sviti
nakratre Sri Nogallaka Vaiiya Sri Divcikara V a r m m i M a h i vihdra bhiksu Vajrichiryena Viramatini svahastena likhitamiti.
The date is irregular according to Petech.
20. Saptaiati, already treated with date Nepilasamvatsara
b i n a iaila h a r i m v a k a m ( =375) m5se Chaitra iukla trayodai y d m somavisare. In the colophon it is said that the ms. was
written for 'Sri Bhaktipurinivisina Jayatarima b y Bhdloka
U d a y a h a r ~ aVarmmi.'
We have the following four documents newly discovered,
which are not available in Petech's book.
Group B:
1. m. Paramirthanimasarigiti (Govt. Nar. Lib. n. 167).
Colophon : Sri Ki$amandapapure suraloka s i m y e devdlaya
vasati Sri Jina rakhitah sah 1 yo dhdrmikah parama iiryadayibhirimo dharmendra tena kyta pustaka Suddhdriddhaih 11
Nepdlehiyaneiuddhgguna~a!vahni vatsare (363) gate Bhadra
paurnamiyirn iatvyri 'dityavisare 1 Rd Pm Pbh Abhayamallasya vijayarijye 11 Sikyabhiksu Sri Abhayasenasya likhitamidam.

.

First published by Mironov, Katalog Indijskikh Rukopisej
Rossijskoj Publicn.oj Biblioteki, I, Petrograd, 1918, n. 287,
Pp. 270-71. This ms. is available in its original in the Library of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal (n. B 23 G).
44
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2. ms. Nispandayogivati (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 6904). Cole

phon : N ~ p a t i Srimadabhayamallasya vijayarijye I N e p i l a h b
yenavasu vahni itirabhi gatibahanendu . . . bhrgu manditecha I
Sri Lalitapuryim Sri Matindriya saskirita Sri Jayamanohara
Varmana Mahivihirivasthita Kiyastha Vajrichirya blriksu
Jiiinaraksitena likhitam. Copied in the reign d Abhayamalla,
the date is 356.
3. A stme inscription attached to the wall of a Chaitya outside
Guitabahil, Patan. This has at the end, Sreyostu Samvat 368
' M i g h u k ~ n na a v a m y i m tithau R d P m Pbh Sri Abha (yamalladevasya vijayarijye) .45
4. ms. Kriyisangrahapaiijiki (ASB. n. B 23). Colophon:
R d P m Srimadab hayamallodevasyarije likhyate sum-pta
kltamiti I I Samvat 373 Mirgaiira i ukla dvitiyriyim i ukravbare
svciti nakratre Sri Nogalake etc. I think that this is the mi@
oli the copy d the ms. in Petech's n. 18.
5. ms. Visudevakalpa (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 1963), a modern
.. .
copy of the original. Colophon: Samvat 375 Chaitra krsna
dvidafi somavbare Sri R d P m Sri Sri Abhayamalladevasya
vijayarijye tikhitamidam.

According to V i i l (f. 36-b) RZ-ha
invaded Nepal in
1244 A.D., while Abhayamalla was reigning. The chronicler
says 'Samvat 364 Jyertha k ~ n dvitiyi
a
(April-May, 1244 A.D.)
passing through the forest olf Khapdadhira and taking the route
of a narrow opening between two mountains Ahu RZjZ R h sirizha entered Talambanda at the head of an invading force,
one! Jagatbrahma BhZ of Chmhhe surrendered to him. But
later he (RZrnasirhha) was defeated and R5jZ Anarghamala
was carried in a procession round the city to celebrate the victory
as he came back from the expedition.'
There are two more passages in the same text showing invasion by R a m a s ~ h a .The lettels in cme passage (f. 34-a), however, are so faded that except the name Raja R k i m h a ,
45

Inscription n. X X I I in our Appendix.
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nothing is readable. I n the other passage (f. 33-b) the n m c
of the invader is missing. But the fact olf invasioa is prominently
s h m by the chronicler. According to the infolrmation prolvided
by this passage, one Amaru Mahath went from Palzchok to
resist the invader and after sometime he roluted the enemy and
he came: back in a victory procession. The date given for the
event is 364 Aivini kysna dvitiy; ( =September-October, 1244
A.D.). I t appears that RZmasirhha had made ainolther attempt
to invade Nepal.
Ahu must be a mistake we do not know for what title of
RHmasSha and as the date coincides with the regnal years d
RHmasida, there cannot be any doubt about the identity d
the invader.
It cannot be stated definitely if the reference in a passage
d V i i i (f. 35-a) to the birth of RZmasSha in NS 303 (Chaitra
hkla 13) who has been called a son of Narasirizhadeva was
meant for king Rhasirhha of Mitl~ilZ.~~
If it so applies, then
RHrnasimha was born in Feblruary-March of 1183 A.D. The
Maithili historians believe that he reigned between 1225-27 and
1276 A.D.47and had lived upto a ripe olld age. The text in
Vi", which talks of RZmasirizha as a son ol Narasirhha calls both
0.' them Thdkura (Do Thdkura). This might mean that both
of them were rulers. These certainly are not the names belonging ta Nepalm history. They might have been the rulers af
neighblouring Mithil5 and as Petech suggests their names occurred in our chrolnology probably because of their intimate connections with Nepal. We shall have crccasiolns to1 write more
about these rulers of MithilH, their relatiofn with Nepal and
their chronologies. Anarghamala, the RHj5, who defeated RHmasirhha is not known to colophons. On rare occasiolns a man
who was not a ruling monarch is called RdjZ. As Abhayamalla's collolphons are available for 364 we cannot suggest that
there YMS anather person ruling at the time ob invasion by
R5rnasimha. Perhaps Anarghamala was a Isrolther of AbhayaPetech thinks the reference so applies, P. 193.
4 7 History of Mithila by U. Thakur, Darbhanga, 1956, Pp. 268-79.
46
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malla. But even this cannot be stated with a measure of certainty. The name and dgignation certainly s h w him to have
been a scion of the royal family. The fact that he was sent to
resist an external invada might show that Anargharnala enjoyed the confidence of the palace.
The forest of Khandadhira is unidentified. So is Talambanda
where the first combat tmk place. However, the admis..ion that
Riimashi~hahad been able to penetrate through the mountains
crcrssing the Terai forest must go to show that he had reached
the outskirt of the Valley. The route of invasion cannot be determined in the present state of our knowledge. RZmasirhha might
have folllowed the course of the river Bagmati when he made
the first attack. He led the x c m d attack by diverting his way
a little towards the east following the course of the river Rosikhol5 and must have appeared in Pannauti. His appearance
at this point necessitated despatch of force by the Nepalese
authorities from PalZchok which lies about eight miles due
north.

I n Abhayamalla's time one RanaSGradeva appears to have
been enjoying the status of a sovereign in some part of Nepal
as the following colophon s h m .
ms. Vidyivali (Br. Museum Or. 2208) .'Wolophon: Pbh Md
P m Srimad RanaizZradevasya pravardhamina vijayariijye
yaronkenipi Samvat 342 M i r g a vadi 2 Vatesvarena lekhito/
likhiticha Kriyastha lekhaka Mahodeveneti I According to
Petech the date co~~esponds
to December 2nd, 1221 A.D. It
appears that A b h a y d a started his reign with his authority
challenged in some quarters; perhaps there had been a rebellion
in the country against the 'new regime of the Mdla family,
which, however, could not be launched in Arirnalla's time.
We da not obtain any idea of RqaiGradeva from any ather
sources. As the place of writing is not mentioned, it becorns
difficult for us ta locate the area over which he ruled. The

I

.
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colophon is not the work of Raqaifiradeva himself. One
Kayastha Mahadeva had copied the same during his reign.
This means that Raqaiiira was regarded in papular estimation
as king in some quarter. Could he be a descendant ol the
former ruling house of the country yet holding his own in a
remote corner?
The date of the ms. is 342, and it is not followed by olther
documents. This suggests that he had a very short career. One
does not know if he clxhed with Abhayarnalla. But any cmflict between them must have been of a short duration. Except
for this, Abhayamalla was &a dlolwed to1 reign without challenge until he died.
We have no documents of Abhayamalla belonging to the
year 341, 342 and 343. Could it be inferred that this repre
sented the period ob troubles and dbturbanca? Similarly could
it be maintained that Raqaifiradeva had bleen able tol assert
himself as mereign olf Nepal taking advantage of the situation?
But nothing can be said definitely in this connectioln until
sufficient evidence tol support the suggestion is forthcoming.
V" (f. 35bl) has a line to say that on Samvat 374 Jyestha
krsna chaturthi was born to Sri Jagatamaladewa a son by name
Jayantarnaladwa. The chronicle calls him Yuvarija, and
refem to him as such until 379. Thus he was a crown prince
(yuvarija) folr five years. But the man. to succeed Abhayamalla was Jayadeva. It is difficult to say haw Jayantamaladeva
was prevented from succeeding to the throne and how at all
he was declared crolwn prince.
Udayapala BhZ. designated Mahath figures in V in connection with relief works in Palafichok after the great earthquake
oi,F that year. For the first time the word Mahath as a deignation of a p a w n comes to notice in the text (f. 39bI). Obviously
he functioned as Chief Minister or Prime Minister during the
reign of Abhayamalla.
Although Abhayamalla's reign was often disturbed by visitations of famines, epidemics of smallpox and external attack,
there is no doubt that on the whole his tenure was not affected
by these factors. He enjoyed a long reign of nearly 35 years,
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and this is certainly to his credit he earned as a ruler of Nepal
who had a normal run of career.
Petech thinks that during Abhayarnalla's time Mu kundasena
of P d p a probably invaded Nepal.4g But I doubt if there is any
basis far such a statement as we h w e absolutely no authoritative i n f m t i c m about this event.

The next ruler was Jayadeva. But the name-ending Malla
has disappeared with Jayadeva as far as the ancient chronicles
are concerned. The later chronicles call him Jayadevamalla, a
son, of Abhayamalla and a brother of Anandarnda, and aka
co~nfusehis regnal dates. Their evidence leads us no where in
regard to both his parentage and regnal period. Anandarnalla
is often identified with Anantmalla who figures in V1,V"
and VK as the ruler succeeding Jayasihamalla. We shall know
in the next few pages that Anantamalla ruled for nearly
35 years from C. 394 to 431. He was the son of RZjadwa
whme father was Jagadanekamalla (b. 348 Mirga Sira pratipada) .50 I n between Jayadeva and Anantamalla, there are
three reigns and the first two rulers do not use the name-ending
Malla. This covers a period d 15 years. As Ejadeva's parentage is not given by Vii, it is difficult to say how he stood in
relationship with Arimalla or Abhayamalla. Because the narneending Malla is absent also in Jayadeva's case it can be
suggested that he did not k l m g to Arirnalla's dynasty.
Unfortunately the relevant passage in V1'giving the date of his
birth is not complete on account of a large number of letters
having faded. However, the d a t a of birth and death as well
as the regnal years completely agree as we apply then1 to Jaysdeva. This is sustained also in the light of ms. colophons. But
his name and his father's name cannot be deciphered in the
text of V i i . With extreme difficulty I can make out Abhaya
( W ). But the faint trace of letters makes it open to different
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reading. Therefore we are unable to say with a measure olf
certainty if' it was really meant far Abhayamalla. But it may
bc that the chronicler of V i i had written sol. Petech c d b Jayadeva a s m of Abhayamalla follo1wing the later chrmicles.
Until a p i t i v e prod h folrthcming to contradict our suggw
tion we shall regard him as the son of Abhayamalla.
According ta Vi and VK, the successor olf Abhaymalla was
Jayadeva. His reign is c o l n h e d by two ms. coming in at the
interval oE just a few months.
1. ms. Ka'randavyziha (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV. 19) .51 Colophon:
Rd P m Sri Jayadevasya rijye samvat 377 Jye!$ha iuddhi 15'
iubhamastu sarvajagatam Kiranda vyiiha mahiyana izitra
parisamipta Rat hanarijasya. Date colmesponding ta May 29th,
1257 A.D.
2. BLI's ms. with date 377 Bha'drapada (=AugustSeptember, 1257) ." According to Vi he was born on Kirtika
... I 1 of the yeas 324 and died m MZgha s'ukla 5 aftm
krsna
54 yean." The year of his death is not specifically mentioned
but it must be NS 378 ( =January 11, 1258)54 in terms of the
date of his birth and the years he lived (324+54=378). V i i
d m not give his regnal years. But Vi has 2 years and
8 months and VK has 2 years and 7 months. He must have
been crowned on Asidha iukla 8 of 375 on the very day his predecessor died. If he had ruled for 2 years and eight months,
his reign surely ended in Philguna iukla d 378. But VK gves
2 years 7 months and this would put the date of his death exactly on the 5th of M i g h a s'ukla 378 ( =January 7th, 1258).
The date agrees with the one given by Vi (f. 34-a) .
V' says that his reign was troublled by a violent earthquake,
famine and epidemics and the people suffered terribly.55 One
Doc. 1 of Petech.
5 2 History, Intro. CPMDN, I , P. 25. This ms. was taken from
Nepal by BLI.
53 f. 34a.
54 f. 34a. The reading 329 (Himavat S,anskriti, I ) must be wrong.
51

55

f. 26a.
C
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author suggested that Jayadeva voluntarily retired in favour
gf his s u c c ~ Jayabhimadeva,
,
whom the chronicle V1
assigns a reign of thirteen years and 3 months.50But according
to V1' he d i d in NS 378, so the hypothesis of his having
abdicated the throne cannot be accepted. Jayadeva had two
sons, Jaksyamalla, born 358 Vaiiikha k y p 10 and died aftcr
19 yem, 1 month (V", i. 35-a), and Jetakeiava born on NS
364 Kartika krsna 3 (the date of death not available). Perhaps
both died in the life time elf their father.
It might have appeared as we quoted various chronicles in
our narrative that upta the time of Abhayamalla, the later
chronicles (not Group B2) showed as Petech says 'a tolerable
accord' with the ancient chronicles though in many instances
they omitted factual names and gave wrong repal years.
But at this stage, the later chronicles completely go; off the
They say that the kingdm was divided between two
brothers, Jayadevamalla ruling from Bhatgaon and Anandamalla f r m Kathmandu. And again while these two monarchs
were still ruling, NZnyadeva the ruler of MithiEi invaded Nepal,
exterminated the second Thakuri dynasty and founded his own
Kar&a dynasty. He reigned for 50 years. The date mentioned
is 890 A.D. After NZnyadeva there were five rulers of the
Karnrifa dynasty who ruled far a total of mare than 178 years
(see aka below). The last Harideva was conquered by
Mukundasena wha invaded Nepal on a Magar's instigation.
Thereafter an interregnum of 8 years followed, and these
were dominated by the Vaisi (Vaijya) Thakuris of Noakot.
The chronicles state that the Vaisi Thakuri are said to have
ruled for 225 yeam with a Raja for each Tol and village. In
Saka Sarnvat 1245 or NS 444 ( = 1323 A.D.) H a r d h a d m a of
the Solar dynasty invaded the country. At first he came to
Simraongarh, as he was driven from Ayodh*.
Fmm there he
came to occupy Nepal. He ruled f o r 28 years. His dgcenV1,f. 26a. Later chronicles omit Jayabhima.
5 7 Levi, 11, P. 215.
Wright, Second edition Pp.98-99, BLI, P. 39.
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dants ruled for a total afv63 years for three generations in
successions. Thereafter a M d a prince was elevated to the
throne. He was followed by six descendants in order 04 succession. They together ruled for 85 years. Jaya Sthitimalla was
the next mereign.
This is haw the later chronicles fill the gap between Jayadeva's successor and Jaya Sthitimalla. They cover a period d
more than 360 years. Actually, the interval is just of a hundred
years. O n their own statement the later chrolnicles have
Harasfihadeva's date in NS 444. The genealogy refers to an
inscription of Jaya Sthitimalla, dated NS 5 12 (BLI) .58 SOhere
the interval seems to be almost correctly put, but the regnal
date in between these is so miscolnstrued and lengthened that
the interval appears to be olf 86+80= 166 years even for the
period before the ascent of Jaya Sthitimalla ( c . 478 NS) to
power in Bhatgaon and since the date of Harasirbhadwa.
The Sanskrit chronicle makes Harasirhhadeva the fifth
successolr of NNanyadeva. According to this chronicle, NNanyadeva's descendants ruled over Mithil5 until the time of
Harasirhhadeva who came to conquer Nepal. NPnyadwa,
himself had been succesful in snatching away a part of the
Nepalese: territory and absorbed into his kingdom of Simrmngarh. The Sanskrit chronicle states that Mukundasena had
invaded Nepal while it was also RLmasfiha's reign. Except
for this the chronollogy follows the usual pattern. The chronicle
Group B2 introduces Nanyadeva right after RZghavadwa and
makes the Karnitas as masters of the Nepalese kingdom until
Jayabhadramalla succeeds to the gaddi by virtue of his
marriage to Sy5rnaskhays daughter. In this chronicle what
we call the dynastiw od BhLskaradeva and Vimadeva are
omitted.
We have the following table for these reigns as given by the
later chronicles :5"
See the Kumbhejvara inscription, n. XXXV in our Appendix
59 Levi, 11, P. 215.
Wright, op. cit, Pp. 100-08; BLI, P. 39.
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Jayadevamalla
10
NZnyadeva
Gangadeva
Narasirhhadeva
Saktideva
R Z m d a
Harideva

225

Anandm
25
(ruled in Bhaktapur)

..
..
..
..
..

50
41
31
39
58

The ruler of Pdpa, Mukundasena, invades the Valley of Nepal.
Thereafter the VaGya Thakuris ruled for 225 years; and then
Nepal was conquered by

a daughter given, in maniage to Jayabha.dramaUa
NZgamalla
. . 15
Jayajagatamalla
. . 11
Nagendramalla
. . 10
Ugrarnalla
. . 15
Aiokamalla
. . 19
Jaya Sthitirnalla

15

Anyone with an intimate knowledge of the histmy of Nepal
will immediately say that what the later chronicles have stated
is a fabrication pure and simple. We shall know sometime
after as we deal with the subject of Jaya Sthitirnalla's ancestry
that all this false genealogy was created because the rulers in
the mid 17th century desired to connect their descent to the
illustrious Karniita
. . family of Simraongarh. Hence the fake list
of names and distortion of facts, which go directly against the
evidence of cdophm, inscripticms and ancient chronicles, dl
of which display common accord as to the chronology and
histav of the period.
15
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JAYABHIMADEVA

(1258-1271)

and
JAYASIHAMALLA

( 1271-1274)

Jayadeva's successor tor the throne of Nepal was Jayabhirnadeva whose ancestry, however, cainnolt be traced f r m any of
the documents.
Whatever information about this ruler we have is from Vi
and V i i i . VK does not mention him, at d. He does not
seem ta have been related either ta Abhayamalla crr tor Jayadevo.
I n the wards of Vi (f. 26a) Jayabhima,dma released the
granary d Paiichapuri and made grains; easily available. He
dsa repaired the canal b,uilt by kings in the past. He constructed
a co6pperchain to protect the treasury 04 S i k h ~ r a n i r i ~ a nofa
the east.
The relationship between Abhayamalla and Jayablhimadeva
i~ not defined in the chronicles. The identity of the lattds
family has yet to be established. According to Vi (f. 27a)
Jayablhima was crowned on Monday &idha Suchi 2 of Samvat
375, while the' Chaturmisi was on and he reigned for 13 y e w
3 months. But the date of cmoaatim as given by the chronicler
does not seem to be correct. It must occur s o m h e in NS
378. In 377 MGrgaSira ~Lirnimi,according to V i i i (f. 37a) 60,
we have Jayadeva alive. But at a subsequent date: Jayabhima
and Jayasihamalla are shown influential and 'active. Yet not
M o r e 378 Jayab~himais called RijZ
by the chronicler ot VH1~.
Jayabhima has f m r documents, three mss. and one inscrip.
tion. Two mss. are given b,y Petech, which stand as follolws:
1. ms. Mahilaksmi~rata,~~
(Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 1320.14).
Cololphoa: Asityadhikasarnyite Samvat sa,ra Satatraye (=380)
mrisi Chaitre asite pakse paiichamyim bhyguvisare 1 (According
.

Jayabhimadeva is mentioned as RGji for the first time in NS 378
(Chaitra iudi 13 Wednesday, V1I1,
f. 37a-b).
DOC.
1 of Petech ; CPMDN, I, P. 124.
60
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to Sewell and Petech the date is verified for April 2x14 1260
A.D.) dhimalo Sarikhyapilasya punyajiiiinavibyddhaye Kiyast h o d a y a h a ~ e n alikhitam drutam/Md P m Paramamiheivara Pbh
Srimad Jayabhinzadcva rije.
2. Arghakinda (Darb. Lib Cat. I. 1606. 16) ". Colophon:
Nepilika Samvat 381 Srivana krma e k i d a i y i m p y a nakratre
variya'na yoge somadine 1 R d P m Sri R i j i Jayabhimadevasya
vijaya riijye.
We have the following newly traced inscription and rns.
collophon d his reign.
3. Inscription on a stone water conduit at Pharping now
attached to the wall of a Piti. After invoking the Sun God the
lines give the date and reign, Samvat 381 Pau,ra s'ukla diva
qtamya'm Sri Sri P m Pbh S f i Jayab himadevarya vijayarijye
Sri Phanapinga vi,rayidhipati Mahisimanta Sri Jaitarimajivasya etc. etcSG3
4. m. Maha'karavirayiga (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 816)84
Colophon : Y a d i Nepila b htipila Jayalbhime bib hiva.ti/rasa
mariga(1a) samyukta vahni sabannadipayoh ( ~ 3 8 6 )Kirtika
mise site pakse paiichamyim guruva'sare kiyachhodayaharsena
likhitam drutarn.
As the first rns. elf the next reign dates S. 391, the &on
of the chronicle as to his reign period may be taken as correct.
Jayabhimadeva in all certainty continued. to reign till the middle
of 391 NS, having begun in 378 ( = 1258 A.D.) .
Jayabhimadeva had two sons (sahodara) by olne wife, the
elder yuvarija A d i t ~ a d e v a (b. 358 Jyestha jukla) and the
younger by name Anandadeva. But in 378 Chaitra judi 13
Jayasiha is mentioned as yuvarija along with R i j i Jayabhima
( V i i i ,f. 36a).
But the reign of Jayasihamalla (Jayasirhha) whose one rns. dated
391 NS (Aivina) gives him a royal title introduces an anomaly.
He was born on Vaija'kha k p n a 9, 349 N S to J a g a t a n e h d l a

DOC.2 of Petech.
63 Unpublished. n. XXIII in our Appendix.
64 Unpublished.
62
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(V1Ii,f. 35s) . Kirkpatrick's authority makes him one of the
three sons of Anantamalla, who had ruled olne after the &her
(p. 264) . His name as a reigning monarch occurs in the list
of only one chronicle (Vi, f. 26a). The same chrolnicle says
that he ruled for 2 years and 7 months, and under him the
people were happy and free from o p p r e ~ i o a .Ha
~ ~ also made
m e piws offering to God Pdupatindtha and pleased the Lord
with a gold waist band. He &a built a chariot for the Lord,
which was decorated with various gems and jewels. As opinions
about his accmioln to the throne differ, we face a difficult task
of determining his regnd career. How does he fit in here?
It is p i b l e that he was a king for a while.66 His earlier a p
pahtment as a crown prince in supercession of the claims of
Jayabhima's own sons is yet me more p~zzle.'~Yuvarcija
Jayasiha appears along with Riijii Jayabhim,a in a trip to Pal%chok. V i i l (f. 40-a) gives f r a t i f a d z of MGrga ijukla af the year
NS. 408 ( = 8 November, 1287)68 as the date d his death. He
must have k e n
or he had abldicated to1 give r m to
anather pason, if at all Jayasihamalla was a king. About 13
years previous to his death we have a colopho~ndate showing
Anantamalla as a reigning monarch (see below). So Jaydhamalla must have been in the picture till 393 or 394 latest.
Thereafter he was thrown into obscurity. The only extant cob
phon in his name is as below:
Khadgaplijividhi (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1706.1) .'O ColaTenaprajZ apiditam riistrasukhibhavati Paiupati bhattirakasya
suvarna m e k h d i pradhaukitam.
"H. C. Ray is of the opinion that he was probably associated
with his predecessor as his crown prince (DNI I, P. 214).
67 V1ll, f. 36a-b.
Verified by Petech.
6g Petech thinks that 'he was apparently deposed, but otherwise left
unharmed' (P. 95).
7 0 Khadgapiijiividhi, S. 391, Asvin
. . dajarnyim angirava'ra
RZjZdhirija Paramejvara Sri . . hamaladeva etc; CBMC, P. 199.
Petech identifies him with Jayasihamalla. Bendall read 381 but this
is wrong.
65

.

.
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phon : Samvat 391 Asvini . . [ d i ] iamyiim tithau angciradine
likhitamiti I Rd P m Sri . . . hamaladeva kdrita I Svakvevehira
Sri $fi bhiksu Devamana' likhitam.
Although there may be m e doubt in identifying the name
d the ruler in the colophon with Jayasihamalla, I think that
Petech is right in saying "It seems evident that the name of
the king must be restored as Jayasihamalla since it is the d y
name containing the letter ha". Because the name Jayasiha
occurs in Vi, the identification is rendered &er than otherwise.
According to V i i (f. 35b) a son was born to Jayasihamalla on
Sumvat 386 P a u ~ aiukla trayoddi, w h m name was Jagatadeva.
Earlier on 381 Jyestha krnna trayodafi m e more son also was
barn to him by his illegal wife7' Jagatadeva lived for 33 years
and 4 months. But evidently none of these sms were allowed
to succeed him an the throne. Pmbably there was a p a l m coup
d'etat, and as a result Jayasihamalla's son lost claim to the
throne along with the deposition d his father.
It appears f m Vi that Jay=-hamalla was c l d y m i a t e d
with Jayabhimadeva before the latter became king. Both these
persons figure prarnbmtly alsol in accounts of Abhayamalla's
reign. It appears that Jayabhima and Jayasihamalla belonged
ta a common faction. But the chronicles do not provide a clue
to their relationship. The fact that Jayabhima had appointed
Jayasiha as his yuvarija shows that the relationship was intimate. But it might be that the appointment was made on
recognition of the latter's services to the cause of J a y a b ~ h .
It is surprising that the ancient chronicle has nothing to say
about Jayabhima and Jayasiha for the time since NS 379.
On Kirtika krsna
.. . 2 o9 that year Jayasihamalladeva killed several
noblemen who were suspected d treason (VLil , f. 36b) . Petech
thought that Jayabhima maintained a h d e attitude to Jayadeva. If this is so, then Jayadeva's voluntary retirement carries
na meaning. But unless all the unread pasages in V"' in the
connection are! made intelligible, it is alsol not p
v to amme
that Jayadeva was deposed by Jayabhima. At one place in

.
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V i i i there is a suggestion that Jayablhima killed a courtier in
Bhatgacm with the order of Jayadeva in 376 Mrigha krsna
.. . 3
(f. 38-b). We do not get any instance of open rupture in their
relationship. I do no't think that the passage in f. 38a ot V1"
could be construed so as to make Jayabhima occupying a place
in apposition to Jayadeva.

Jayasiharnalla was succeeded by Anantamalla. According to
V i i (f. 35-a) he was a son d Riijadeva wha was in turn
a son of Sri GaqakPmaladeva. Riijadeva was born on
S. 348 MZrgajira krsna
.. . pratipada and died 21 years after
on BhZdrapada judi 11.72 I t appears that Anantarnalla's accession to the throne was effected nolt in normad circumstances.
He neither belongs to Arirnalla's line nor to Jayabhimadeva'g
line. According to Levi's authority he is a brother d Jayad~a'~.
But in view olf the statement of the ancient chronicles this is
wrong. Jayabhima had left a yuvarija by name Jaygditya who
was his olwn son. The latter should have succeeded his father.
But he does not appear as successor. Apparently he was bypm
ed. Did Anantamalla seize power ? There is an interval 06 two
years between Jayasihamalla's last regnal date and ~nantamalla's
first. The gap could be explained if we envisage a situation of
civil war. Anantamalla had appointed Jayabhima,'~ son as
crown prince. This shows that Anantamalla's cause was backed
up by Jayabhima's family.
Vi gives him a reign of 32 years and 10 months. The same
authority says that the people suffered on account ob his decejtful conduct. But he was devoted to Lord Paiupati, to wh*
temple he donated a flag staff (Vi, f. 26-b). He must have at
any rate e reign of about thirty-six years extending from
S. 394 to S. 430 ( = 1278-1307-08), as the availability of the
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ms. data within these dates goes to show. I n v i w of thc statement of V i i iA n a n t a d l a ' s reign takes us to the year 1310 A.D.
ar his death does not seem to have occurred ere 430 Srcivana
( =July-August, 1310 A.D.) , because he is mentioned at that
date by the chronicle (V") . His first document rns. Dibyaiuddhiprakarapam (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 806) has the following
cdophan: Z!unithatathi vahni ( =395) Samvat gate satim-se
Chaitra jite p a k ~ e navamyim budhavisare Md P m Pbh SS
Srimadanantamalladevarya ~ijayarcijye,'~etc. F m this ~010p h m it appears that ha was r u h g definitely in. NS 395 Chaitra
(=1275, March-April).
According to V i i (f. 35a) Anantarnalla, ruled for 35 yeass
and 11 rncmth~.'~He was born on NS 366 Vaijikha jukla 5,
and died on Srgvana krspa 13. This would put his death year
at 401 if bhogavar,ra 35 ma I I were ta be interpreted as his
total age. But this cannot be supported as we have a ms.
colophon extending his reign to NS 428.'6 T h e V i i , however,
uses bhogavarsa and artavarsa to mean regnal yeairs and living
years respectively. The exprkon in all certainty conveys the
suggestion of his total reign perid. But to this we shall retun
a little later.
DOCUMENTS:

Group A

The fdawing documents belonging to Anantamalla's reign
are so far unnoticed.
(1) rns. Dibyaiuddhif~rakaranam (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 806).
Cdophm : Z!una'thatathi vahni ( =395) Samvat gate sati
m i s e Chaitra jitye pakg navamyim budhavisare/Md Pm Pb h
p
p

-

-

- - ---

-

Unpublished.
75 V1 has 32 years 11 months (f. 26b).
'G SnriganasZgara, Asiatic Society of Bengal no. 4852 (CSMASB,
Pp. 38-41 n. 61). This is doc. 18 of Petech for the reign; Samvat 428
Phiilguna k,rsna pratipada' chitrZ mksatre dhruva yoga sanijcharazdare likhitamlRd Pm Srimad A (na) natamalladevasya vijayarcjye. Sri Yam. . .mahznagara Sri Satigalakeyurathflyiim etc.
Petech says, the place of writing is Kathmandu and the date is
verified for Saturday, March 9th, 1308 A.D.
74
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Srimadanantamalladevasya vijayarijye dvijavara S~
dharmidhika'ra Jasabrahmasya pustakayain/etc.
(2) ms. Mahcilakgmivrata (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1320).
Colophon: Samvat 398 BhZdra va s'ukla ekZdajyZ/Rd P m Sri
Anantamalladevasj~a vijayarije/ P i i i g i grimidhivisina dvija
Sirapatikasya Pustaka siddhamletc.
(3) ms. Maha'lakpnivrata (Dxb. Libl. Cat. I. 1320.13).
Colophon: Samvat 401 Ka'rtika krspa ~ a p t a r n ~ a ' ~ ctithau
in
brhaspativhare R d Srimadanantamallade~as~avijayarijye/
Piiigigrimcidhivan'no dvija Siropatikasya pustakam.
( 4 ) ms. MahZlakgrnicharitra (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1320).
Colophon: Samvat 402 Vaijikha krsna d v i d d y i pra trayodas'ya'm tithau likhita dine budhavisare/Rd P m Sri Sri Anantam d a d e v a vijayarijye S u varna panilike vistavya dvijavara
Sri Buddhanena likhitam/PZiigigrimidhivcisini dvijavara Sfi
S i r o ~ a t i b h i r o k a s ~pushkam
a
siddhaml anena punyena mrva
s a t v i n i m sukhino bhavaritu.
(5) ms. TribhiimikavidyZ (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 2231), a
modan copy of the original. Colvhon: Sriman Nepa'likibde
samvatsara 406 Mirgajiqa krsna
.. . ekidas'ya'm tithau janiicharavcirare sviti nakratre job hana yoge R d Srimadantamalladevarya vijayarijye Pajupatidisena likhitarnidam pustakam
( 6 ) ms. KuliZika'namnZya (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 875). C'o10phon :R d P m Pbh M d Sri Anantamalladevasya vijayarijye/
Samvat 416 Chaitra judi dvitiyZ etc.

Sri

Group B:

For the same reign the following colophon data have been
already published and let me list: them as Petech shows.
1. ms. Mahilakgmivrata (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1320.1).77
Samvat 399 P h i l g u ~ ajukla chavothyiya' likhitadine R d Sri
Sfi Anantarnalladevasya vijayarijye (Date cmespo~nds to
February 21st, 1279) PZiigi grimidhivisina dvijavara Sirapatikasya pustakamidam.
77

CPMD'N, I, P. 46. partly putdished.
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2. rns. Ekidas'imahitmya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1231.6) .I8
Samva ( t ) 400 Philguna krsna e k i d a i y i m tithau somavisare
Sri Nepa'la deie S f i Pasupatisthine S f i Anantamalladevasya
r6jye likhitam. Particulars oi date irregular.
3. .
Kaumiripziji (Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 1320.3)
Samvat 400 Vaiia'kha a m i v i s y i m tithau Rd P m Sri Sri
Anantamdladevasya vijayarije. Date m e s p d s ta April 30th)
1280.
4. m. Narapatijayicha'ryisvarodaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1537.3) . Samvatsare khakhibd[h]e (=400) Charavasya site
pak~age chaturthy i m bhyguvisare sampzimarn likhitamidam/
grimat Paiupatisthine daksinasy2diJ'istrita Daivajiia Jaitasihena
likhitam . . / Samvat 400 Bhidrapada J'ukla chaturthyim
iukravisare Sri Paiupatisthine
Sfimadanatamalladevasya
vijayarijye Sri R i j a m a n d d y i m daivajiiasya etc. Date verified
for Friday, August 30th, 1280.
5. ms. Paiicharaksi (Zva-lu monastery, Tibet) .'O Samvat
402 Pausya k p a d a h m y i m somavdsare Sfi Md P m Pbh Sri
~ f Anantamalladevasya
i
vijayarijye. Date v d e d for Monday,
January 515, 1282.
6. ms. Gandavyzihaslitra (Sa-Skya m a s t e y in Tibet) ."
Md P m Raghuvamiatilaka Srimad Anantamdadevasya
rijye likhipitam iti Samvat 402 Bhidrapada iukla paiichamyGm
tithau iti. Date verified for August loth, 1282. Earlier deyadharmoyam. . . . Sa-Skya mahivihirasamdvcirita Sri Kirtidhvajasya yadatra.
7. ms. Satasa'hasriki Prajiiipiramiti ( IV) '' ( Sa-Skya monastery in Tibet). Samvat 403 Pmtham&idha iukla ptirnamisyim
iani.kharavbarel M d P m Pbh Srima ( d A ) nantamalladevasya
vijayarijyel Sri Nepilamandala KG~tamandapanimidhivdjina
Upa'saka NQ'rGyanena likhitam 1 1 Date irregular.
8. ms. Satarihasriki Prajiidpdramitd (11) (Sa-Skya monas-

.

I

7 9 Ibid., P. 46. Partly published.
Ibid., P. 44.
JBORS, XXI, P. 29. Checked on a hand copy made by Prof.
Tucci according to Petech.
JBORS, XXIII, P. 28 (Pt. I ) .
83 JBORS, XXIII, P. 30.
JBQRS, XXIII, P. 30.
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tery i n T i b e t ) . Sri Nepilamandala Kislamandapddhivijini
Ratna UpidhyZyena likhitam/Sreyostu ( S a m v a t ) 4 0 3 Philguna 4ukla piirnamisyim sani.icharavZsare/Sri M d P m Pbh Sri
Sri ~ n a n t a m a l [ a d e v a s ~ aoijayarrijye etc. Date verified ffor
Saturday, Feb'mary 13, 1283 A.D.
9. ms. Lnksmyivatirastotra (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1320. 13.4) .8'
Samvat 406 & i d h a k .r.s ~ as a p t a m y i m tithau iditayvlisarel Rd
P m Anantamalladeva vijayurijye//Petech says that the date
works out d y for dvir Asridha
. . to correspond to Sunday, July
8th, 1283, b u t h e misread the figures; for the year as 403.
10. ms. Satasihasrikri Prajtiipiramiti (111)85 (Sa-Skya monastery in Tibet). Sri Lalitapuryim m a h i n a g a r y i m Sri Navamlake Srimadeindriyadevarijna samskirita Sri Yayamanohara
varnna mahiviharidhiviji grhiirama bhiksvichirya Kiyastha
Sugatarakhitena likhitam. . . . Sri N e p d a h i y a n a 404 PhriZguni
4ukla pakse triyodajyim tithau magha naksatre dhrtiyoge byhaspatidine likhitetill Srimatah R d RaghuvamiivatZra ~ r Srima
i
[ d A ] nantamalla rije etc//Particulars of date are irregular.
11. m. Anantavrata (Darb. Lib. Cat. I . 1320.3)86 Samvat
405 Srivann kri t y t i y i y i R d P m Sri Sri Anantamalladevasya
vijayarijye//Pitiga'grimidhivisinaSiripatikasya/Date irregular.
Petech thinks that the date intended seems to be August 2nd,
1285 b u t he misread the tithi.
12. ms. Kumiripiijividhina (Kaisar Lib. n. 29/bl) . Sriman
NepiZike Samvat 406 M i r g g a iir!a krsna
.. . e k i d a j y i m tithau
janischaravisare sviti naksatre 4obhana yoge/Rd Srimat Anantamatladeoarya oijayarijye//Srimata p a r a m a j a i v ~ c h i i r ~ a ~ ~ a
putra Pdupatidisena iti etc. Date verified for Saturday, N w a k 24th, 1285.
13. ms. PratGthdpaddhati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I . 1634.8)"
Y a d i NepZla b?liiprilanantamalla bibhivati rasa abhrasarniyukta
jrutih ( = 4 0 6 ) Samvat tad; yayau/Kirttimise k-a
fak;se
CPMDN, I, P. 46. Published partly.
JBORS, XXIII, P. 30.
Partly published in CPMDN, I, P. 46.
87 C'PMDlN, I, P. 78.
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d v i t i y i y i m kujadine//Date verified for Tuesday, October 16th,
1285.
14. ms. SZrivali (Br. Museum Or. 1439)" Samvat 403
Chaitra iukla t y t i y i y i m jukravisare kyttika naksatre/Md Sri
$A AnantamalZadevasya vijayanijye likhitam etc. Petech wrongly
read 406.8"
15. ms. Laksmyivatira (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1320) ."O Samvat
406 Aridha krrna saptamyim tithau addhitauisare R d P m
Anantamalladevasya vijayargjye.
16. ms. Chandamahirosanataritra pa6jiki (Darb. Lib. Cat.
111. 402.3)90aSamvat 417 Philguna k~
das'amyim arigiravzsare likhitam . ., rijye S~madanantamamalladevasetill Date
verified for March 19th, 1297.
17. Ms. Avudinakalpalati (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1306)01
Netriksyabdhiyutzbdake ( = 4 2 2 ) cha samaye rgdhe site paksake
isiyaiicha tithau divikaradine vihadvi!addak!ake//. . . rijye
Srimadanantamalla nypater etc. Date verified for Sunday, April
8th, 1302.
18. rns. Prajiiikaramati's commentary on Bodhicharyivatira.
(Nor Monastery in Tibet) .'* $rim- [ n A] nantamlladeva
vijayarijye Samvat 423 M i g h a k p n a chaturthyiya'm budhavi
sare etc//Date verified for Wednesday, February 6th, 1303.
19. m. Sariganasigara, already treated, which has a date 428
Pha'Zgu?za kp?za I.
I t was said that in his time one A-ni-ko from Nepal who had
entered the service of the Emperm of China in Peking as an
artist of repute reached the highest post of the state in that
sphere. The first date which the Chinese h k t q gives for
A-ni-ko's activities in China is 1 26 1 A.D. A-ni-ko must have left
Nepal in the reign d Jayabhbadeva (1258-1271 A.D.) in
126 1 ADSs3According to the Chinese account he belonged to
the royal family d Nepal.
8Woc. 14 of Petech.
CSBM, P. 182, n. 440.

.

" Petech wrongly read

the year as 403.
CBMC, P. 43.
"OaCPMDN, 11, P. 94.
92 F r m a hand copy of Prof. Tucci as quoted by Petech.
9 3 Petech,O p . Cit. Pp. 99-100.
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Levi is the first scholar ta draw our attention to the achievements of A-ni-kog4. Levi drew hi9 information, about A-ni-ko
mainly from 'the official biography in the Yuan-shi, ch. 203ff'.
This biography is based on 'a summarked version of the funeral
inscription in honour sf A-ni-ka engraved o n a stde and erected
an the pathway to his tomb near th2 village of Hsiang-sham
in the district of Yuan-plying,west of Peking, which was cornpog
ed by Ch'eng Chufu (tzu : Wen-hai, 1249-1318) and reproduced in Hsueh lou-chi (Ming Edition) Ch. 7, ff 1Oa-1lb'. But
the summary olf the biography in Yuan-shih had serious omis
sion. The very name af olur hera was misspdt as A-erh-ni-kol.
Besides, some of the dates atered wma irregular. It was said
that the artist reached Lhasa in 1243, whereas at this date he
was actually h.
For the life of A-ni-kol, we have a very
authentic account from the pen of M. Ishida, in his article
Gendai-no Kogeika Neparu no onoku Anika no den ni tsuite,
(biography of A-ni-ko, artist member of the Nepalese Royal
family during the Yuan dynasty), which reproduces in full the
text of the funeral inscription giving his life history and attainment." In the funeral inscription his name is spelt A-ni-ko.
In 1260 A.D. Qublai Khan wanted to erect al stupa ot gold
in Lhasa, and therefore, he ordered P'ags-pa for it. The latter
wrote to the king of Bal-po for a contingent of artists and in
return he received the services of eighty artists. A-ni-kol was
one od them, but though young (only 17 years) he was their
leader because he had mastered the art of casting in bronze.
A-ni-ko reached Sa-Skya monastery in 1261 A.D. and worked
there for sometime to the supreme satisfaction ot the Head Lama
who later chose him to join the Imperial sewice in Peking. To
A-ni-ka are ascribed many of the images in Peking's two monm
tef-ies, Shang-tu and Ta-tu.
By sheer haxdwork and high skill A-ni-kol pushed his way to

" 4. Levi

(111, Pp. 187-89). Levi put the date of A-ni-ko's visit
to Lhasa at 1243. Ed. Chanvannes thinks that A-ni-ko reached
Peking in 1263 (Toung P'ao, Vol. 9, P. 609).
95 Petech, Op. Cit. P. 100. Moko Gakuho, I1 ( 1941) Pp. 240-60.
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become 'the C'hief Director of workers in bronze' in 1274. Four
years later he became controller of all the a r t services in the
Empire. The Chinese regard him as a founder of special art
tradition and an author af 'an Iconometric Treatise, the Tsaohsiang-tu-liang-ching'. He died at the age of 62 in the 10th
year d Ta-te, intercalary 1st month, day ting-tu (=March
llth, 1306).
The funeral inscription says that his body was cremated following his country's custom. P m t h u m d y the designation Minhui and other insignias e.g. Duke of ILang were ccmfmed
on him.
Details about wme members of his family are also available.
His father's name is given as La-K'o-na, and his grandfather's
name Mi-ti-erh. His first wife whom, he married in his native
country was named Tsai-Yeh-ta-la-ch'i-mei. In Peking he married another wife, a Mongol lady, and kept wen concubines
as he had to c d m ta the practices of the court. He had
eight daughters and six sons, two of whom became later artists
but they were of no much worth. He had a number of Chinese
pupils, of these one Liu Yuan became famous.
A-ni-ko is quite: u n k n m to Nepalese source materials. Tibetan
texts are also reticent a b u t him. Whatever information we
have been able to obtain in his connecticm is all from the
Chinese annals. He belonged to the country k n m ta Tibetans
as BaZ-po. The name Bd-po may create mlme doubts about
his being a Nepalese. Similarly we face a problem as to how
his father's and his grandfather's name as well as his oiwn wwuld
be rendered in Nepalese original on transcription. A-ni-ko can
be a version of Ananga as Petech suggested or of Aneka. The
latter occurs as a name of a royal pawnage in Vi ' (f. 35a) .
In the same vein La-K'o-na and Mi-ti-erh can be transcribed
for Sanskritic Lakjmana and Mitra respectively. All this, however, is a mere gum. But his Nepal= wife's name cannot but
be a Chinese transcription of the Sanskrit Jayatalakgni. The
Chinese version Tsai-yeh-ta-la-ch'i-mei is to close to its Sanskrit
original. Jayatalakyni used to be a name widely used by
Nepalese women of the day. This is quite significant. The
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Sanskrit nomenclature gives the impreSSim that the name holder
would not have been a Tibetan. Again, if he is nolt a Tibetan
he must surely be a Nepalese. Thus we are led ta accept A-ni-kol's
Nepal= origin.
I t may be noted that in this century as in earlier Neplal
was maintaining c l cultural
~
relations with Tibet. We have
a number of m. copied in Nepal, that were transported to
different monasteries in that country and now recovered by
Oriental scholars. MTenote that six m. od Anantarnalla's t h e
are traced from different monasteries of TibetagG
Both Vi and V i i l note down. invasions from the west by a
Khasia ruler under date line NS 408 and follloiwing y e m . These
chronicles also take notice of the Tirhutiyas who1 had entered
Nepal a b u t this date. I cannot subscribe to1 all that P'etech says
about the entry of the latter: he thinks that this involved military
iitcursims into Nepalese territory at different dates. But even
if the few years of Anantamallays reign in mid-period had been
disturbed, I do not think that Petech is justified to draw his
conclusion oln that basis explaining the very few numbers of
colophons f o r 13 years including the dates noted.
Now to quote Petech for the disturbances in Anantamalla's
time "Anantamalla's documents . . . are crowded between 399
and 406. Then follows a long gap of eleven years (406-17)
after which four isolated collnphons fill the last 13 years of his
reigns. This is due ta the fact that Nepal was undergoling serious
invasims from the west and the south and that the troubled
times were not propitious to the 'work ob the pious copyists"
(p. 102).
But the invasions that were carried into Nepal during his
reign cover only a period of six y e m frolm NS 408 to1 414.
But the ancient chronicles da not sholw any incident 06 an
external attack m Nepal after NS 414. We can not surely
accept Petech's version of the story for the paucity or absence
of documents. But there were internal calamities, famines and
civil war-equally impropitious to the scribe. We might as well
JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I.
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hope to obtain in future more finds of the documents belonging
to the latter half of his regnal period. The almmce of documents for this time can not be explained solely with reference
to external attacks.
I n the next few paragraphs we delineate the account of these
invasions as we found it in the chmnicle of Jaya Sthitirnalla's
time. We shall a h see that external invasions w m not confined
to Anantamallaysreign. These continued in one f o l m or another
with short intervals till 448, the year of the invasion by Adityam a h Khasia.
As we have already suggested not only Anantamalla's reign
but also reigns subsequent to his were affected by internal d b
order and e x t m a l invasicms. I t is possible that the later
chronicles reflect the state of affairs while they themselves exhibit
utter lack of judgement in presenting their genealogy for this
time. It is true that they have a t t m p t d to bring into the scene
two foreign invasions. They have also chronicled 225 yeam
of chaotic conditim. But the accounts and timing involved are
fairy tale like. They cannot simply tally with the facts as we
know them f r m the reliable documents, such as the colophons
and ancient chronicles.
We have examined the statements of the later chronicles in
regard to their description d internal dkmder and aggression
on Nepal by outside invaders. It appears; that they Inisinterpreted the situation resulting out of the rampant court intrigues
as a state of feudal anarchy involving disintegration of the territory. In fact as we shall come ta know a little later the w m t
that had occurred in this direction was that the monarch was
weak, the court nobility was uncurbed and they indulged in
rapacious conduct of mutual strife and livalry.
Similarly in place of the repeated invasions of the Khasiaa
from the west, the later chronicles had introduced Mukundasena
of PdpZ as invader. Levi thinks that the reference was to the
Khasa invasions mentioned by the ancient chronicles. This ir
very much true. The chronicle group B2 gives the date of
his invasion as Kali 4359 = 1258 A.D. Even more than that
they introduced ar fictitious dynasty, that olf N k y a d w a and
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Ha.rasirhhadeva, for na other reason than tcv pamper to the
desire of their rulers (PratZpmalla and Siddhinarasirhha) who
had thought to enhance their lineage by connecting their family
to the Karq5ta Qatriya dynasty of Niinyadeva or Harasirhhadeva.
The actual history of the period is presented by the ancient
chronicles. According to them, the invaders were the Khasia
princes f r m the K a ~ 5 l ibasin. They also p i n t out that
Harasimhadeva was a fugitive who had escaped to the hilly
region, east of the Nepal Valley and died there. It also appears
that about 26 years after the entry of H a r ~ ~ h a d e v Nepal
a,
faced anolther invasion from outsida and Sultan S h a m Ud-din of
Bengal had attacked Nepal. But this event is altogether
omitted by the later chronicla which, howewer, talk of Harasirhhadeva as a conqueror and founder d a dynasty ruling Nepal
f o r another period of nearly fifty years.

The Khasias invaded Nepal on several occasions between the
years 408 and 448.
Three kings of the Khasias figure in these invasions. They are
variously, JayatPri (or JitPri) malla, ~ i ~ u m a l land
a
Adityamalla. Ripumalla led his troops to invade Nepal in NS 433
( = 1313 A.D.) , while Adityamalla came in 448 ( = 1328 A.D.)
Evidently these attacks on Nepal had occurred when Anantamalla was no more on the throne of Nepal. But Jayat%rnda
had attacked Nepal during the reign of Anantarnalla. As we are
here dealing with the subject of Anantamallays reign, we introduce the account of Jayatiirimalla's invasion at this stage.
The account of other invasions will find place according as it
fib in with the context as determined by their dates.
The identity of Jayatirirnalla, Ripumalla and Adityarnah
is easily established. They appear as ancestors of Prthvimda
in his Dullu pillar inscription of Saka 1279. The inscription
gives a chronology olf the kings of the Khasa dynasty, who1 were
ruling over a large tract of land in the Himalayan region with
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their capital in the K-li
basin (see the last chaptm oi the
vdume for further information).
Jayatfirirnalla's invasion of Nepal has been noticed in V1,
VK, V i i i and Kirkpatrick. V' (f. 26b) : varsa 12 m a 3 paichit
Khasia va vah//Ra'ji Jayat5t-i prathama pravi!!ah samvachchara chirisaya a'tha Po~ama'se/s5hmyagustha'ne Khasia abut hasaya pGtayitvZ rdgra sarva vane seuitani Khasia tena paliiyitatiz
lokasvasthena svast hdna sthitam//tasya samvaclrchara pravartate

Phdlguna m5sa h k l a trayodafilpunah dvitiya Jayutiri pravistah
.. .
/ l g r i m d d i agnidiham karotil lsyeiigu chaita PrasayatilBugma
Lokeivara draianam Sri Paiupati prasannam,lsvmthena svar3lra
gamanam bhavati/samvachchara chdrisayanavallpuna Tirhut i y i pravigahl letc.
VK ( p. 10) Samvat 408 Pausa m-sa Jayata'ri pra(vi!@ pra)
t hamam//Samvat 414 Philguna m&a dvitiyavira pravi(!ta)
Khasia pravi!ta//Samvat 41 I M i g h a m i s a Tirhutiyi Bhagata:rime pravis?a//etc.
viii
( f. 40a) : sa 410 Pha'lguna krsna pradipada' Jayatiri
vasya lim tela Navakvathakiya' Bugaridevda payi sarapambhanddra durizta'/Gvalaiisa pachhimadva'rana dumvisyaii thavattna
aka'lavisyari syari svina chhdya ngapraha'tha pachhimadva'ra
satayii thvaliva ga'ma dvikomachoyi liiichhiyattamsa gatna
ya'riga nz&igni gattamachilva//
We shall translate into English the above passages as below :
Vi : On the expiry of 12 years and 3 months of Anantamalla's
reign, the Khasias came. This was the first invasion of RiijZ
Jayatiiri and occurred in the month Posa of the year 408
( =December-January, 1287-88). In S i h m e (Svayambhu area)
where the Khasia king was encamping there was a raid by the
entire mass of our people, who killed 800 of the invaders. Then
the Khasias fled, and the people returned to their normal life
in a happy mood. The year came. On Pha'lguna iukla 13
JayatZri entered once again f o r the second time. He burnt
several village. He went to pay r a p & to the Chaitya of
Svayambhfi, then to Bugam5 where he enjoyed the dariana of
Lok&vara. Thereafter he propitiated God Pa6upatinZtha. He
16
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retired to his country without any harm reaching him. It was
the year 409. Again the Tirhutiyas entered.
VK: In the month d P a u ~ aJayatZri entered for the first
time. For the second time again he entered in Pha'lguna sf 414.
In Migha of the year 41 1 Tirhutiyas entered Bhagatagriima. i.e,
Bhatgaon.
V i i i: Jayatiiri invaded Nepal an 410 Philguna s'ukla pratipa& ( =February 26th, 1290). His invasion started with the
capturer olf Noakot. He then descended into1 the Valley, prayed
and presented treasury to the temple olf Bugami, and proceeded
tofwards Goala (Deolpatan), which he entered by the western
gate. JayatZri showed his devotion to the shrine of Paiupatiniitha as he came to Ikopatan. There also he prayed and offered
flowers ~ 0 1that famine and distress might not touch him'. He
then, crmsed to Patan and left quietly f a r his home.
According to Kirkplatrick (P. 264) "In this prince's (Anantamda's) reign, and in the N w a r year 408 or Sumbuth 1344,
many Khasias emigrated to N ~ a and
l settled there; and three
yearn after, M the Newar year 4 11, a considerable number d
Tirhoat families also planted thanselves there".
From the folregoing passages we' get different dates d JayatZrimalla's invasions of Nepal; Pausa 408 (V1 & VK) , Philguna
iukla 13 04 409 ( V i ) , Philguna iukla 1 04 410 ( V i i i ) and
Philguna of 414.
Refening to the invasions other than that o~f408 PauSa Petech
thinks that only the account of V"' is correct. It is implied in
his statement that the invasions of 409 and 414 did not occur
at all. It is difficult to see how am event omitted by o~nechronicle
is mentioned by another. We must also know that not only
and V"' but also VK are generally regarded to have been
compiled at about the same time, and if nolt one authm had
done the compiling, it seems probable that these works were
prepared under the supervision of a common patron. As such
these are supposed to give informations which are in some
cases supplementary in character.
Anantamalla seems to have leaned heavily on the family of
Jayabhimadeva for support to his cause. So let me n a v proceed
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18narrate the few facts available to us about Jayabhirna's sons
and grandson.

I t appeari that in this c ~ ~ ~ ctime
i a l of external attacks Prince
JayZditya (born on 358" ]yesfha iukla pratipadG and died
on 413" m KirtikaSukla 6 after enjoying a life d 39 years
5 mmths under mysterious circumstances) played an important
rde in meeting the challenge. But he was not destined toi mle,
and the old chronicles do not support the s t q od his k c r m i n g
a king. Jayaditya had earlier imprisoned the next successorl.
to the throne, who was his awn brother 'and kept him at
Pafichok but later Anandadeva got himself restored to freedom
'through his own strength'99. According t~ the chronicle
Anantamalla had appointed JayZdityadeva as his crown prince
becaruse he had no i m e of his own at the time. This prince
represented the dis-d
family being the m of king Jayabhimadeva. He first figures as crown prince in Vi (f. 36b)
under date 396 while his son was bm. But the chronicler
designates him as Yuvarija on his very birth. Both he and
JayPnandadeva wme the mm sf the same father. Jayiinanda
was the younger. But JayZditya died during Anantamalla's
life time. Therefore, Jayananda seems to have been placed
on the throne after Anantamalla's death. The circumstances
which led to Jayanandays succession to the Gaddi are m t
explained. It appeam that Anantamalla had not been able
to appoint as crown prince his own son J a y 5 r i d a born on
396 M i g h a s'ukla 12 punarvaru naksatra prc'tiyoga budhavrtrare
(Wednesday) .loo It seems that he could not find it possible
to bypass the claims of Jaygdityadeva and his son. Vi has
simply the expression, tatrinkre Sri Jayinanda pravartate. I t
does not say that he was declared king. The expression just
means Jay Pnanda had entered.lO' But JayZdityadeva's son
98 V1ll, f. 35b.
Vl1, f. 35b.
99 V i i i ,f. 40b. (Srivana jukla 13).
lol V1 (f. 27a) ; VK, P. 9.
looVll, f. 36a.

97
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Jayaiaktideva after his father's death in NS 413 figures in the
accounts of same abolrtive coups and conspiracies ( V i i l ,f. 41b)
up till the year 432 or sol.
Anantamalla had comparatively a quiet and undisturbed
reign after 414 4 the Khasia invasion was not repeated, But
s m e kind of W u i e t persisted on one account or another till
his death.
Free from the external raids Anantamalla propitiated Lords
PaSupati and Chiifigu NZrZyaqa by various offerings and danations. On Wednesday Asadha
. . s'ukla 5 of the year 417 he made
a gold chain to put as a cover round the image of the Lord
Paiupati and at the four corners of the court-yard gold flag
staffs were set up. During the same ceremony the bull in front
of the Lord's im,age was also plated with gold dust. At C M g u
also flag staffs were presented.lo2

These were only raids carried into1 Nepal with an intent to
plunder the riches. The raiders wme not moltivated by any
desire d conquest. Khasia rulers never tholught of extending
their frontiers and capture and absorb the Valley of Nepal into
their kingdom. Such an idea was far from their mind.
I t seem that they had heard of the vast wealth of the Nepal
Valley and wanted to get hold of it by raiding the area.
The character of their operations can be judged from the
fact that the invaders chose to leave the places they had invaded
no sooner than their objective was attained. The longest seize
had lasted just 18 days; this shows that they were at all not
concerned wit11 the idea d a permanent occupation of the
areas of conquest.
It will be wrong to read any intention of empire building into
the raids of the Khasia invaders.

In

ai

passage the V' refers to one Gavudaraja who ha,d set
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~ t pan image d Gaqda and plated with gold the flag staff and
the bull holding it in the shrine of PGupatinPtha. The chmnicler does not give the date for this action ol piety perfoxmed by
the GavdarZja but says that this was done after Anantamalla
had finished his olwn performances on Wednesday, Asinha Sukla
5 NS 417 (paichht Gavudarijenamigatam kapa-ya gapapatikena krtam V ~ r a d h vjaa suvarnalepitam Sri Paiupatisthine) .Io3
Who is this GavudarZja ? Guvuda is probably how Gauda, a
country then covering Burdwan, Mumhidabad and Malda districts of Bengal was spelt by the scribe. If it is so then GavudarZja must refer to the RZjZ wf Gauda. According to the chrmicler this RZjZ came to Nepal to offer his r-ts
to the shrine
~f PaiupatiGtha.
But Gauda as a Hindu kingdom had ceased to exist at the
time the chronicler makes a1 reference to its R 5 j Z . About 1202
A.D. the area then known as Gauda had come under Muslim
rule.lo4 If it was not some local Hindu chieftain of Gauda
visiting Nepal in NS 417 ( = 1297 A.D.) , the two facts cannot
be reconciled. Or the Raja might be a refugee king of Gaur.
As his name is not mentioned in the chronicle it is difficult to
suggest anything about his identity.

As we have suggested the withdrawal 04 the Khasia invaders
in 414 was not the end of the ilk of Anantamallays reign. It
had to face troubles ahead on account od na,tural caJamities
and internal squabbles between the rival factions led each by
Jaykandadeva and his nephew. Feuda,tolies were dso raising
their heads to challenge the authority of the king. F a d s 116thf. 27a.

lo3

Memoiri of Gaur and Pandua by M . Abid Ali Khan, Edited
by H. Estapleton, Calcutta, 1931, P. 15.
According to D. C. Sircar 'originally the Gauda country seems
to have comprised in a narrow sense, the present district of Munhidabad together with the southernmost areas of the Malda district of
Bengal' ( S t u d i c ~in the Geography of Ancient and ilfedicval India,
Delhi, 1960, P. 113).
lo'
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in the royal family and amongst the feudal centre were rampant.
Anantamalla came to occupy the throne in extraordinary
circumstances. As a result he had to be lenient in dealing with
Jayabhima's family which probably ha,d supported him. In
the initial stage of his career he appeawd the family by appointing the eldest son ot Jayabhima as his successor. The lattm was
a forceful personality and Anantamalla coluld little exercise his
authority an his activities. The king was a, silent spectator to
all that happened between JayZditya and his brother J a y k d a
as they were waging a struggle for power, which ultimately
led to the confinements of the latter in the foirt of Palzchok.
Jayaditya died in Phdguna, 437. Taking advantage d the
situatioln Jayinanda got himself freed sometime in Srivana of
the same year. Jayaditya's scm fought against his uncle tooth
and nail but he failed in his endeavour to curb him and send
him back to1 prison. We do nolt know if Anantamalla intervened
in the dispute; perhaps he did not and there: lay his weakness
but it did a lot of harm to1 the cause of unity od his cmntrj.
Jaykandadeva made himself safe and secure in BanepaPalZiichok area, and probably he was helped to1 this end by
JyotirZma, grandfather of JayasirhharZma, who wielded considerable influence in that area. I think that since about this
time PalZiichok became a separate principality, which later
came to be mentioned in the colophons as such (doc. 2A of
JayZrjuna, 13 and 14 of Sthitimalla). I t is no wolnder that
Anantamalla had lost colntrd of the area, which passed on to
JayZnanda and his allies.
If JayZditya had in his lifetime arrogated to himself a pad of
state duties of the king, now after his demise Jay&aktideva kgan
ta pla,y similar role backed by Jayatungarnadla. According to
vi11(f. 40b) an 417 Mrigha jukla 2 both Sri ~ a ~ a t u l i ~ a m d l a
and Jayaiaktideva are involved in s m e hoatile actioln in PatanThe text is difficult to understand and we do not know the
real import of the situation. This incident is folllo~wedby molther
and there is a passage, which talks of Tipura,, Yala, Yamgala,
Yambu and Phanapi-this again is half-understood, and we
cannot make out the sense. Again under date 420 Pausa, the
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text also talks d destruction of m e forts. We are going to
see more description of the incidents of that nature as we
approach the last few years of Anantamalla's rule, JayaSaktideva
and Jayatunga figure prominently in these. We can guess that
Anantamalla was not able to check the deteriorating situation.
It is quite likely that R h a t g m as a subsidiary principality
but its ruler enjoying a dominant voice in the affairs of the
kingd= olf Nepal emerged in this pmiod of turmoil with Jayaturigamalla as its chief. Similarly feudatories in other areas were
trying to assert their authority in defiance d the central power.
We shall know a little later that the general condition had
w o m e d in the last phase of Anantarnalla's life.

It appears that as a result d the Kh&a invasions his financial
resources were depleted, and he took recwrse to meeting his
requirement by laying hands m the treasury d PGupatin5tha.
This was a long standing practice and in the past the riches
of the temple was availed of to meet any national emergency.
But Anantamalla had an unpleasant experience, which was to
desist him from repeating his venture.
Anantamalla is referred to by Vi (f. 27a) to have built
roofs in the temple of Pdupati and plated them with gold. In
427 (Viii,f. 42b) he also took money <rut of the treasury of
PdupatinPtha, but GanabhZro, the treasure, who had been
deputed f o r that purpose died a little after and for four days
his body was not cremated, and thereaftm it was not possible
for the king to visit Dmpatan again. The king had done something impious. The date is 417 A ~ d d b aiukla 5 Wednesda~l.
Earlier in 414 according to the same chronicle, JayZditya's wife
VirammZdevi who was the mother of Jayaiaktideva built Indrakuta over ~vhichthree years later the latter set up a flag staff,
and nearby constructed a stone water conduit. Even after the
death o~f Jayadityadewa his family seems to have been quite
influential. JayaSaktideva who was barn on 396 Vaijlkha kysna
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61°5 (=May 5th, 1276) died at the age of 39 years 5 months
on Kirtika jukla 6 of 436 current ( =October 5th, 1315).Io6

In VL" Jaydaktideva and Jayatungamalla play prominent
role during the reign of Anantamalla in the last decade of his
career.
In the Vamja'vali of Jifirnitrmalla, Jayatungamalla figures
in the list of kings. The name is given hYice.lo7 But the chrcl
nicler is wrong. Jayaturiga was never a king.
If Jaydaktideva was not dead at the time 09 Anantamaila's
d&
he would have been the king in place olf JayEnandadeva.
For a Img time he seems to have been a competitor of the latter.
Jayagaktideva went to PalZiichok, and quarrelled with Jay%
nanda ta frustrate his ambition while the latter had effected his
release.loB Jayatuligarnalla appears as a collaborator of Jay*
iaktideva in the chronicle. He was the son ob Jay=-hadeva born
on 386 M i r g a jira krsna sa-sti piirvipidhl nakjatra pritiyoga
chandravara (Monday). He died on Jyestha iukle sastami
Sunday evening of 432 after living 46 yean and 5 m ~ l t h s . ' ~ ~
w e shall see a little later that Jayatuligays son Jayarudramalla
filnctimed as the virtual rule^ d Nepal from NS 432 to1 446
until he died.
JayaSaktidevays name often appears in V"' since NS 424.
Although we can hardly understand the meaning of the passages
in classical text, all the same they suggest that he was playing
an important part in the affairs of the kingdom.
As we have seen it, VNi gives the date of his death in NS
436.'1° But we do not hear of him since 432. Probably he was
exiled or imprisoned. Under date 43 1 M i r g a krsna chaturdmf
(afternoon) V i i i gives the description olf an incident in which
were arrested solme high Shcials and priests (Pitri!z and
B r i h m a n i h ) of the capital.'''
Next year (432 Kn'rtika jukla
lo6Vi", f. 36b.
f. 36a.
lo@
VH1,f. 36a.
lee VMi f 40b.
'I1 Ibid.
lo5

j

Darb. Lib. Cat. 1. 367.
11° f. 42b.

lo7
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dva'das Sunday) all temples are destroyed and houses of the
people are burnt and the treasury in h p a t a f l 2 is also opened.
But we do not know what for and who did all this. Perhap
the prince had helped the people to tide over the crisis with
this money. The name Jaydakti appears in the passages.
However, the actual role he was playing is obscure. But there
is nothing to suggest in it as Petech does that Jayaiakti had fled.
Similarly the last few words occurring in the second passage,
which follows faded letters i f 8 ~ 1
93
@ may
mean 'because could not reign'. However, I cannot say with
certainty if the reference was meant for JayZnandadeva. It
might as well mean that Jayaiakti was not able to seize power.
There is no Yuvara'ja after Jayaditya. So we can take it that
Jay&aktideva was not being dispossessed of his claim to the
throne until Anantamalla died. I t is quite likely that during the
last few y m of Anantamalla there was a struggle for the throne,
in which Jayaiaktideva could not come out victorious. Probably
he was a crown prince nominated to that position by Anantamalla. The passage might convey some idea d the situation as
then developed. Earlier under date 427 Pausa iukla 8 Viii
states that venerable (bhvata) Jaydaktideva was successful in
occupying Vappachheii fort, and as a result Jayachanda escaped
to Phasping; but the latter quarrelled with the governor od the
fort of Pharping, one KeSa Miilami, and died eight days after
this incident. I t is therefore unlikely that Jayaiaktideva was at
the head od a conspiracy. Rather it appears that Jayaiaktideva
was helping Anantamalla to crush the rebellion. Local feudatories must have been raising their heads against the central
authority as Anantamalla got d d and conducted a soft policy
of administration.

According to Vi and VK Anantamalla reigned f o r 32 years
and 10 months.113 V i i gives him a . reign of 35 years and 11
months and states that he died on Sra'vana k ~ n n a13.114 HOWIbid.

Vi, f. 26a.

114

f. 35a, VK, p. 9.
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ever, all them chronicles do not mention the year of his death.
This makes it difficult for us to determine when exactly Anantamalla died.
We know f a r certain that Anantarnalla was ruling round 395
Chaitra J'udi 9, the date on which his first colophon was c m pleted (doc. 1 of Group A ) . If the regnal years of Vi and
VK were ta be accepted then Anantamalla's reign came to1 an
end in 426. But we have a corlq~hmof the year 428, and
therefore the estimate af Vi and VK is ruled out .V", however, does not appear to be wrong. Adding its 35 years and 11
months to the very earliest date of Anantamalla's reign we
approach 430 as the date of his death. Prolblablly he died on
430 Srivana 13 (=August 23rd, 1310). This does not clash
with the last colophon of his; reign. Thi.9 n a y also give us the
exact date of his succession, which should be 35 years and 11
months back to SrGvana 13 of 430. He must have thus ascended
the throne in NS 394 Bhidra ( =Augusrt-September, 1274).
Although documents belonging ' tol Anantamalla,'s reign do
not exist for the period after 428, this should not deter us from
extending his reign to 430. No other ruler is mentioned either
in colophons or chronicles to have been ruling in this period*
Besides, as we have suggested earlier the calculation in terms
d the dates and regnal years of Vl1 exactly gives us the dare
430.
As from V i i i we know that Rudramalla, was ruling over
Bhatgaon oln MGrga J'uktn 3 of NS 432, we shall not be wrong
to place the event of Anantamalla's death olccurring on Srcivana
k ~. s. n a13 of NS 430. If he had started his reign in NS 394
(=I274 A.D.), this would mean that he nlled for 35 yeus
1! months, i.e. about 36 years. This giva an estimate coaforming ta what V i i has recorded about his regnal years.
I cannot accept the regma1 years of Vi (f. 26b) fov Anaatamalla because this doles not agree with thecyears shown by the
colo~phons. I am sure that the Vli (f. 35a) co~rrectlyputs the
regnal years as well as the date of his death.
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A noting in a fragment of a ms. (name not known) 115 has
two brothem, Anantapla Varman and Ujotapiila V m a n , ruling
over Patan in NS 403.
Sreyostu Samvat 403 M i g h a kysna a!lamylm Sri Lalitlbruma'yim Sri Minigolake pradhinatiga p6tra Sri Anantaplla
Varmanasya Sri Ujotafidla Varmanasya bharZtbahandmanasya
svukiyam sva blzujya minikam.
Nothing more is known about these pitras. They were powerful enough to attract the notice of the scribe in the document. But
they do not wan to have been in a position to challenge the
sovereign powers of the king. They were probably joint governors of the capital city holding their post by hereditary rights.
It is quite likely that they had controlled the area of Patan outside the periphery of the king's residence and its vicinity.
It appears that Anantamalla had not only to fight foreign
invasions and yield cmcersiorlls ta rival princes by enlisting them
in the mder of succersion but he had a h to face powerful
b a r m , and this even in l a d t i e s under his very nose. He had
a long reign of 36 years but there was no enduring peace while
he reigned.

Taking advantage of the chaos obtaining in Nepal on the death
of Anantamalla, the Khasia ruler Ripumalla attacked Nepal on
433 Pha'lguna k y ~ n apratipadi. ( =February, 13 13 A.D.) . The
information is given by V i i i (f. 43b). It says that Ripumalla
entered BugZ, performed ceremonies and feasted for eighteen
days. Thereafter he left. The same authority has Rudramalla
performing the usual inaugural ceremony of the Y i t ~ iof
RfatsyendranZtha on V a G k h a s'ukla of the same year. Surely
the invader had gone away before that date. The V i i l talks of
the Khasias for the fourth time on 441 Chaitra s'u& 2.'1° It says
that the Khasias reached the royal palace at TipurZ. It is quite
In the possession of Yajnananda Vajrac.harya.
116 f. 44b.
115
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likely that the Khasias might have been tempted to undertake
an invasion in the fluid situation prevailing at the time when
Rudramalla had picked u p a new mereign to1 supercede Jaysnanda. But the V i i i does not mention a king to have accompanied the invaders. Details of the invasion are not known;
but as we are told that the invaders had almost knocked alt the
gate of the royal palace, its seriousness must have been felt
by the defenders.

JAYANANDADEVA

(13 10-1328 A.D.)

The man who sat a n the throne to1 succeed Anantamalla was
JayZnandadeva. H e was the youngest son of Jayablhimadeva.
After Anantamalla there was certainly a periold of chaos. Vi
introduces JayZnandadeva in the words tatrintarg r i j i lay&
nandadeva pravartate. Vi ' directly pmes onto1 Jayarudramalla
without calling him a RZjZ. As JayZnandadma has colophons
and inscriptions in his name, the fact of his successio~nto1 the
throne is noit doubted. But the real power came to be vested in
the hands of Jayarudramalla, a member od one of the three
hmm of the royal family. This was probablly the reason that
Jayiinanda wm co~nsistentlybeing ignored by V i i i . Jayarudramalla must have functioned also as the Chief in Bhatgaon. Bat
he is not acknowledged as a ruler in c d o p h m and inscriptions.
We shall describe the relative po6ition af JayZnandadeva and
Rudramalla in the next few pages.
AS we shall see immediately after, the disappearance od
Anantamalla brought in its wake a state of affairs characterised
by internal crisis, which was engendered as a result oh the
monarch becalming a puppet and powers being enjoyed by the
court nobility competing for supreme position in the land. This
phase of internal crisis was, however, more visible while the
strong hands oh Jayarudramalla was withdrawn because of his
death in 446 Asadha.
The years immediately fo~llo1wingthe death 04 Anantarnalla
must also have been chaotic. If there was a struggle far the
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throne, I a m sure that Jayarudramalla was not one of the
contestants. His father was cooperating with Jayaiaktideva.
But Rudramalla must have thought to go by himself, once
JayGaktideva exhausted his resources fighting his uncle who was
declared a king after the death of Anantamalla. J a y a r u d r d a
p b a b l y inherited a situation where not only Jayaiaktideva was
eliminated but the throne a h had been weakened.
We have four documents of Jayananda's reign.
1. An inscription of the reign of Jayanandadma on a stone
in the compound of the shrine of Sarasvati in Kvachhe in
Patan.l17 T h e stone is damaged and the date can be just guessed.
The following can be read.: Om namah Siiradiiyaih//Sreyostu

. . . kyn?za//astamyinz

ghati 3 ve nazjamyim . . . tre ghati .l4
pra ptirvabhiidra n a k ~ a t r a. . . visakambha yoga'h budhavisara'h
. . . h o r i y i h t a d i u d a y i t prati ghati 18 vi . . . sn'ke pratisthii
vehih/Vaijiikha rndseh sine tithau chatu chatu trims'a kiile somyeka v i r a garakarana. . ./Siiradii jagatiih m i t r prathithite. . .ra'jye
ra . . .ta kimamiirti Sri Srimata Jayinanda nrpati jjrabh~te.. .
mati bharji etc. etc. There are three lines more and these give
certain names, who were probably donors. T h e date is probably
434.
2. A four line inscription on the stone case d the water conduit, by the side of the Daksinimiirti temple close to the temple
of PGupatinLtha at Deopatan.l18 The lines read: Sreyostu
Samvat 437 PhiZguna vadi 2 R i j i d h i r i j a Sri Sri Sri Jayinandadevasyah dharmavije bhavati Raghuvalitiivatira Sri Sri Jaya
Rudramalladevasya ZabdhavariSa riijyam bhavati etc.
3. rns. Nigdnanda n a f a k a m . l l V o l o p h o n : S a ~ n v a t438 PhC1w n i vaddhi 15 jukradine . . . Sri Sri R d Pmamadhdrmika Pbh
h
Sri Sri Jayinandadevasya vijaynriye/Sri Minigalayothakochn. XXV in our Appendix.
l18Sans. Sandesha, 11. 1, 2, 3, Pp. 13-14. n. XXVI, in our
Appendix.
'I9 CPMDN, I, p. 73, Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1583. 3; Bendall, History,
P. 26 (CPMDN, I ) . H. P. Sastri gives only 438 Phiilguna . and
no details.
117

..
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chheii A m b h i n z a y a likhitam (Doc. 1 od Petech date verified for
Friday, March 3rd, 1318).
4. ms. Sanais'charastotra (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 96.7). Collophon: Sreyostu Samvat 438 Srivana jukla pratipadydm tithau
asilesa naksatre variyina yoge s'ukravZsare s'iniha ris'igate savitari
karkkalariijigate chandramasi Rd Pm Sri Sri Jnyiinandadevasya
vijaya rijye iti Dajarathakrta Sanais'charastotram likhdpitanz
Kesabrahma Mtilami kena etc. (Doc. 2 of Petech who verifies
the date fw the morning d Friday, July 28th, 1318) .
From Dw. 2 above we find that Jaykandadeva though
enjoying mereign status de jure as Rd had a co-partner in
Rudramalla who, however, goes without a royal title. I t appears
that Rudramalla p o m d de facta authority in the realm.
However, because olf the ewidence of the dolcuments presented
a b v e there is no doubt that JayZnamdadeva, succeeded, to1 the
throne after Anantamalla had died and remained there for
scsmetime as a de jure mereign of the kingdom.
But Vi" makes only a passing reference to1 him, that also
at a very late date, while V L just introduces him. No clue is
provided as to his coronation year. The chronicler of Vi i i states
that Jayarajadeva was the son of Jayiinandadeva (f. 45a) , born
on 10 Philguna krsna
.. . 437 NS b y a concubine. He was living in
PalZichok b i o r e he was brought ta Patan for coronation by the
elder politicians of the kingdom. In all the three documents
Jaykanda enjoys full rolyal titles. As one of the documents
belonging to Patan shows (Doc. 3 above) he was surely being
ackno~wledgedas the de jure sovereign for the wholle of Nepal.
The last notice of him we get from Vfii (f. 45 b) is in colnnectiolt
with some religious ceremonies in Deopatan and MZqigal
(Patan) on Vais'Gkha s'ukla 13120 of 448 (=April 22nd, 1328).
Rudramalla appears to be the: moat powerful personality of
the time. We shall have occasion ta see a little later that Rudramalla had elevated another man to the throne, even though
Jayananda was yet living (Vi ', f.43b) . I t will appear that for
a period of 14 years since 432 until his dea,th Rudramalla was

22 April, 1328, verified by Petech.
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destined to play his part as the de facto ruler of N q a l . According to the V i he had only surrendered the throne ( rijabhukti) to
the incumbent, but had retained the powers of state in his own
hands to rule the entire kingdom of Nepal.lzlIf Jaydihadeva,
the grandfather of Jayamdramailla, is the same p e m as Jayaiihamalla, then Jayarudramdla must have wielded his influence
as a member of the royal family. Nwerthelese the ward Jaya
put before his name clearly indicates his royal status.
V i i i has devoted some lines to Jayarudramalla and there is an
expression vijayarijye mociated with his name a t cme stage.
T h e date is not clear because of the faded letters. According to
V", he was born on 4 16 M i r g a jukla 13 ( =Tuesday, December
20th, 1295)
H e lived for thirty years and 8 months, which
shows he died a premature death. In NS 433 after the Khasa
invaders had left, Jayarudrarnalla repaired the temples and
houses destroyed by them. O n 433 VaiSikha judi 9 Fridayhe entered Chanigla in a procession ( m a h i y i t r Z )
Jaywdramalla was the arbiter of the destiny of his country
for nearly fifteen years. A king maker but not a king himself
he made Bhatgaon the de facto centre oaf political activities d his country not only for the time he lived but
also for a perio'd of another half a century following his death.
H e was a prodigy who had attained a high level of maturity at
an early age of 18. H e had inherited a newly formed principality
121

f. 27b.

122 Petech gives 416 M i r g d i r a kfina 13 etc. as the date for the
birth of Rudramalla, and as this is verified for the early hours
of Tuesday, December 20th, 1295 (P. 107), the date must be
correct in all particulars. But the V i i i (f. 39b) has Mc?r,qaiira
s'ukla instead of k y ~ n athus showing a difference of 15 days. I had
a discussion with Dr. Petech on this point and he thinks that the
author of the Vi" has made a mistake in this regard as no other
date is completely verifiable if we take the statement of the chronicle as it is.
123 Other particulars of the date are a n u r i d h ; nnksatra ghati 17
sula 37 angarazlara.
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at that age and had successfully maintained it. He had also
utilised the position ta dominate the situation of the whole
country, overshadow the throne and become the ruler in fact.,
Jayinanda does not appear to have occupied the throne so
soon after the death d Anantamda. Prolbably he was formally
acknowledged as king at the end of the periold of civil war. The
interregnum must have been u t i k d by the Bha,tgaoa nob'ility
to extend its influence over an area as wide as possible.
The whole of the Nepal Valley certainly came: under its influence
and they were also sow to dominate other parts 04 the kingdom.
Jayinanda was there on the throne just m their sufferance
enjoying no m b l a n c e of rayad authority.
Jayarudramalla must have been a Regent. Vi and V"'
ignore the monarch on the throne as they talk od Jayarudramda.
V n i gives different dates about his activities between 433 and
446 (f. 43b to1 f. 46b). The passages are difficult ta understand
but a few facts can be made out from, the obscure texts. Jayarudramalla in his early career killed some courtiers including
TejarZma Bhira, son of JetarZma BhZrol, and Mandala BhZro
( f . 43b) . He visited the fort of Golkaca on 435 V a i i i k h a s'ukla
5. There was solme trouble in RZjagrZma fort (near DolkhH)
in the month of Ajvina of the year 439 (saptami irdra' naksatra),
and he sent a force to control the situation (f. 43b). Under
date 438 Miirga judi 11 Sri Jayarudramalla conquered Talangupalana fort (f. 44b) unidentified so far. Perhaps he had
subdued a rebellion in that area. All this shows that Jayarudramalla was the de facto ruler of the whole of Nepal, and his
activities touched every part 04 the country from one end to the
other.
As his inscriptions and colophons are available in Patm (doc.
1 & 3) and Kathmandu (doc. 2 ) , the fact is established that
JayZnanda had obtained general acceptance of his podtion as
king. But his documents of date later than 438 are nolt available.

According to Vi Jayarudramalla had crowned Jayirimalla-
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deva, a relaticm of his, as the king of Nepal."' He could d o so
by virtue of his authority (prabhutena). Jayk-i was crowned
in Deopatan on 12 Chaitra krsna 440 ( =April 5th, 1320) I*',
though it appears that about that time JayZnandadeva was
also being acknowledged as king in the country. The crowning
d JayZrimalla in Deopatan may show that this was done very
surreptitiously. But ultimately JayEnanda was f o r d to quit.
Jayarimalla was the son of Anantamalla h cm 396 Migha
s'ukla 12 budhava'ra punarvasu naksatra ~ritiyoga'~" =Wednesday, January 29th, 1276). After JayZnanda's death Jayarimalla became the sale ruler on the thrcmelZ7in about 449 or so.
It appears that Jayananda dragged his existence as a disclaimed
monarch far 7 or 8 years mare, Probably about 440 he shifted
to PalZichok, where he might have been regarded as the sole
king. Jayarudramalla died on 446 Prathamea'dha 15 ( =June
16th, 1326) leaving his daughter Ngyakadevi to succeed him.lZ8
Vi gives a date which is a month earlier to this date and adds
that his corpse was burnt at night in Bhaktapur and four wives
of his had mounted the pyre and been reduced to ashes.12'
Jayarudramalla, though a subsidiary ruler was the de fact0
sovereign for the whole of Nepal. JayZrimalla was just a ruler
in narne. It was solely due ta the influence of Jayarudrarnalla
that the latter was installed m the throne (Vi", f. 44a).
According to Vi and VK Jayatudramalla controlled the whole
of Nepal, and he ruled over portions upto N d o t (Navakotabhurikti-paryanta) .I3'
Jayirimalla was just crowned and permitted to reign nominally (ra'jabhuktimitradadau) as V' stated.131 I t is pmiible
that Rudramalla was not satisfied with Jayinanda and set up
another person as king to suit his m convenience. We do
Tena svakutumba Sri Jay~rimalladevasya pu!pablzi!ekam
krtam Vi f. 27b.
I z a Viii, f. 35b.
125 V i i i , f. 44b.
I z e Vi
f. 47a.
lZ7Viii,f. 44a; f. 45a; f. 57a.
lZ9
f. 27b. Levi wrongly thinks that Rudrarnalla died while fighting
the invasion of Harasirhhadeva.
130 Vi, f. 27b.
131Vi, f. 27b.
lZ4

17
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not know when exactly JayZnanda was made to give up his
throne.

Jayarudramalla's last days coincided with the time d the
flight olf Harasimhadeva, the last ruler of Tirhut. It w s a
pure and simple coincidence, and the two wmts are abmlutdy
unconnected.
According to V"' (f. 45b) Hwasirhha entered the hilb of
N v a l and died on his way m the 6th of January, 1326. But
as we have already said the event of H a r d a ' s flight ta Nepal
is regarded as very important by madem chrolnicles, which
attribute to him conquest of the whole country and founding
of a dynasty ta rule far several years to come. As the Gopila
Vams'GvaZi was noit properly read and even when read little
understood, scholars tended ta take the statement ot the modem
chro~cleslvery seriously. Levi, in particular, accepted in verbaturn as fact the story given by these chronicles. Bendall was an
exception writing in 1903. But all others, mostly Indian hist*
rims taking interests in Nepalese history followed Levi word
for word. We shall find as we come to deal with this issue
that Luciano Petech has in his boolk tried to1 dispel the mi*
understanding created by Levi by drawing attention to the stateb
rnent d V"'. But later chronicles as supported by Levi still
hold ground. This is mainly due ta the writers who touch upon
the subject in their works without gaining a first hand knowledge
of the m r c e materials available upto#date. As we know no one
with scholarly bent of mind would attempt to1 draw conclusion
with an imperfect backgrolund of knowledge of the subject ccmcerned. Whereas we find contrary to expectation that some
prominent historians of India have done exactly the thing which
was not desired of them and thus ar false tradition pvrdy emmating from the chronicler's imagination continues to1 be presented
a9 the real history od the period under discussion.
Harasimhadeva has no claim ta figure in the history of Nepal.
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But I think it proper to examine the question d hk entry into
Nepal at ai great length. It will appear that in this endeavour
I have a h tried to examine thoroughly the h e r hypothesis of
Harasimha's ancestors holding even 'a vague kind of suzerainty"
over olur country as made out by later chronicles and suppoltcd
by Levi and his Indian followers.

A little later we shall discuss at length the question of Harasiri?haysconquest of Nepal. Before that, however, let us dwell
an the antecedents af the event in so far as the s t m y is related
to1 his ancestors and their rule aver Nepal.
The name d Harasimhadeva is spdt in both ways as Harasimhadeva and Harisirhhadeva, Hari occurs in almost all record;.
of Mithila e.g.132 Purusapariksi 11, Subuddhikatha' (Vr.
XVIII, JASB, 1903 Pt. I ) ; the Paiijiprabandha of Raghudeva
Jha; Rahnani, 7 ; and Annals, XXXV 114 fn. 3. Amongst
the Nepal recolrds only om, the inscription 19 of B h a p m a I
Indraji spells Hari (IA, 1880, P. 89) . Others including V i Land
i
VK (last passage) have H a r d a d e v a . We shall spell his name
as Harasimhadeva in the present work.
As we have suggested there are various sources, which bring
in Harasirhhadeva into Nepalese scene. These are, ( I ) some
of the inscriptions of later Malla rulers, ( 2 ) the drama Muditak u v d a y i ~ v aas cited by S. Levi and (3) the later chronicles.
Harasirhhadeva's ancestry is traced to Nkyadeva. According
to ~rati@arnalla's
inscriptim (Inscription, No. 18, IA, IX, P.
188) he is the latter's fifth successor k i n g his great great grandson. The genealogy in the inscription is as follows :

Ninyadeva, his son
Gangadeva, his son
Nrkitiha, his son
-

U. Thakur, History of Mithili, 1956, p. 278. In K~tyaratna'kara the author spells the name as Haraskhha. Also in Jyotiduara's Dhiirtcrsamigama we have Harassha.
la2
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RZmasirhha, his son
Saktkihha, his son
Bhfipiilasirizha, his son
Harasirhha.

In the Newari text the expression used to coanolte Harasirhha's
successim is 'after BhfipZlasimha7. This may be construed to
show that he might not be the son of Bhfipdasirhha,.
Twa moire inscriptions of Pratiipamdla speak od 'Harasim ha'
as his ancestor but they da not give the latter's genealolgy (BLI.
n. 19 and Taleju stellar). A similar description k obtained from
Siddhinarasirhha's inscription (BLI, n. 17) . Accolrding to Levi
the M u d i t a k u v a l a y Z v a of Jagatjydrmalla (NS 733-757) mentions NLnyadeva, his son Ga$gadeva, his soa Nasaskhhadeva,
his son Ramaimha, his son Bhavasirizhadeva, his son Karmasimhadeva and his m a H a r a s i d ~ a d e v a . ~ ~ ~
BhiipPlasirhha is omitted by MithilL records. One Maithili
scholar, Upendra Thakur, suggested that he might be treated as
the forgoitten king of MithilL, who actually did not succeed to
the throne.lg4Except for BhfipPlascha, the genealogy in Mithil;
tradition and history tallies with the one given by Pratlparnalla.
Although, Pratapamalla's inscription does not say anything about
their rule in Nepal, a l l the later chronicles categolrically mention
these names as rulers of this country reigning as descendants of
NZnyadeva by virtue d that right since he left them in that psition. Another name, Malladeva, predecessor or contemporary
of Gangadeva, is now histolrically established, though Nepalese
sources m i t him.lg5
According to Vidyiipati'a Purujaparik!i, Malladeva was
NZnyadeva7s son. Two scholars of MithilZ state that 'he ruled
lg3
The copy I have seen at the Darbar Library does not give
the genealogy.
la4 JBRS, X L I I I Parts 3-4, 387. But R. C . Majumdar thinks that
there is no ground to disbelieve Bhfipila's rule, JBRS, XLIII. Parts
1-2. P. 2.
la5 Bhitha Bhagwanpur inscription with O m Sri Malladevasya.
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the eastern portion of Tirhut and some portions of Nepal',ln6
while Gangadeva, another scm of NZnyadeva enjoyed the ~ O R W s i o n of the main portion of the kingdom.
Now to come to the later chronicles about Harasithha3s ancestm; we have earlier mentioned that these chronicles put the
date of the conquest of Nepal by NHnyadeva on Srivana Sudi of
S 811. According to these chronicles, the two rulers of Patan
and Bhaktapur were driven to Tirhut as a result of Nhyadewa's
conquest of the Valley. NZnyadeva ruled for 50 yeam from
Bhatgacm. Thereafter his dynasty ruled over Nepal in the
following order.137

1. NZnyadeva
2. Gangadeva
3. Narasirhhadeva
4. Saktideva, son of
Narasimhadeva
5. R h a s G h a d e v a
6. Harideva

Wright
41 ym.

BLZ

Levi

41 yrs.

41 p.

,,

31

,,

31

39 7,
58 ,,

39
58

,,

39 ,3
58 ,3

31

3,

,,

But Harasirilhadeva who invaded Nepal in the winter of NS
444 did not b d m g to this dynasty. H e belonged IDthe SzZryavarizh dynasty of Ayodhy5. He was ousted from his capital by
the Maharnmadans and while being pushed eastward he settled
in Simraongarh, from where he invaded Nepal and founded a
dynasty to rule there. It was said that Harashhhadeva had taken
advantage of a chaotic condition in Nepal to invade the country.
His invasion of Nepal was preceded by that of the PZlp5 ruler,
Mukundasena who defeated and dethroned the last KaqGta
ruler, Haridma,. Mukun?asena could not stay in the Valley for
long. His depredations went to offend God Pasiipati w h m
malediction brought ruin to his army. Later he died while he
was escaping. After about '7 years or 8 years of interregnum'
R. K. Chaudhary, History of Bihar, 1958, P. 104; U. Thakur,
History of MithilZ, 1956, p. 256.
Wright, P. 167; BLI, P. 39; Levi, 11, P. 220.
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and 225 years of rule by the Bais Thakuris of Noakot' king
Harasirhhadeva came to conquer Nepal.
I n Kirkpatrick's authority the genealogy olf Haraskiha is entirely omitted. Kirkpatrick, however, adds a separate list in his
footnote quoting a different authority which says that Ninyadwa's line might have 'a certain footing in Nepal'. According to
the same source 'this establishment (whatever its extent may have
been) was made in the year of Bickemajeet 901, by Nan Deo
at the time, the Raja of Semacr~r(as it is dm sometime written
Summum Ghur) '. This authority draws the genealogy of thb
dynasty as follows:

Nan Deo
Kanuck Dm
Nersingh Deo
Bhad Singh Deo
Kunn Singh Deo
Hurr Singh Deo

(Gangadeva)
(Nrsimhadeva)
(Bhavasimha)
(Karmasirhhadeva)

I n the main portion olf the chronicle Kirkpatrick speaks of
'Hum Singh Deo, Raja d Simraogarh, and ob the posterity of
Barndeb, Soo'rajbumsi prince of Oudh, to, have entered Nepaul
and completely subduing it put an end to1 the dynasty ot the
Burmahs in Pausa of Saka 1245 corresponding to the News
year 444 or about the month of December, 1323 A.D. Hurr
Singh Dm's invasion od Nepaul was occasioned by his being
driven out of his own possessions by the Patans;lSBthe reigning
monarch of Delhi (who at this time was Secunder Loldi) having
been incited to this measure by the news of Hurr Singh .130
A chronicle written in Sanslkritverse, which is in my possession
ornits Saktisimha to make RZmasimha a direct successolr and
son to Narasimha.140 Harasimha is noted to have been born of
RZmasirhha. He is said to have been NZnyadeva's fifth success~rNZnyadeva had succeeded in snatching a,way a part of Nepal.
But Harasimha had come to dominate the whole country and
99

Pathans.
1 3 T . 263.
140 Gangadeva, Nrsirhha, Riimasilnha.
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rule there. As we have said earlier, the Group Bhhronicle
puts uninterruptedly an the t h m of Nepal m e after the other,
NZnyadeva and his successom right up to SyZmasbhha, the great
grandson olf Harasirizha. In this chrsnicle too Harasimha figures
as the fifth in line of the m i i f a ruling dynasty.'" The last
passage in VK also omits Saktisirhha as is done by Kirkpatrick.
On all evidence Niinyadeva's wn was Gangadeva nr Giingadeva. There is a ms. colophon standing in. the name of GZngeyadeva, which same schalm attribute t~ this ruler.
ms. Ramiyana (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1074) Colophon: Samvat
1076 & i d h a vadi 4 Mahdrijidhirija punyivaloka somavamSodbhava garudadhvaja Srimad Giitigeyadeva bhujyam-nu Tirahutuktau kalyina vijayarijye Nepdla deiiya Sri Bhdndadlika Sri
Anandarija k ~ t epdtakGvasthita Pandita S A Srikurasydtmaja Sri
Gopatinii lekhidam.
According to Bendall this date is to be refared to the Vikrama
era ( 1019 A.D.) and he thus ascribes the colophon to Kalachuri
GZngeyadeva.14' R. C. Majumdar thinks that the date refen
to the Saka era and in his opinion the record is d the time of
N5nyadevaYsswm ( 1 154 A.D.)
There are others who accepting
the Vikrama epoch d the date d the mlophon suggests that a
new Ristrakiita
..
dynasty was reigning in MithilP about 1019
Some MithilZ historians have supported Majumdar as
to the epoch of the $aka era for the date of the re~ord."~On
reading Petech I notice that he is inclined to accept Giingeyadeva of the colophon for NZnyadeva's son Gangadeva, although
he points out that the Lunar stock of Gingeyadeva of the cdophon does not agree with the Solar dynasty, to which Pratiipamalla places his ancestm of NZnyadeva's line in his inscrip
ti on^.'^"
I do not think that this mlophon is of any importance for
-

--

.-

- -

- --

--

-

The dynasties of V h a d e v a and several others are omitted.
14' Bendall, History, P. 18. (CPMDN, I )
1431HQ,VII (1931), P. 681.
14' Mirashi V. V. ABORI, XXIII (1942) Pp. 291-92.
148 P. 192.
145 JIH, XXXIV ( 1956), P. 52.
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our pu-.
It is enough that we know that Gangadma is
the son of NZnyadeva. But for this too the record is of no use
until we establish the identity of the personage of the colophon
with the Kaqiita Gangadeva. As we have already said, some
madem historians of Mithila suggest that Gangadeva was one
of the two brathem who succeeded their father Nhyadeva, one
ruling cwer Nepal and another over Tirhut. Gangadeva ruled
over Tirh~t.'*~
Gangadeva was followed by Nys*ha or Narasirhha and the
latter in turn was succeeded by his son RZmasiri?ha. It so happens
that upto this stage the chronollogy of the Karr;liita dynasty seems
more or less ascertained. But hereafter confusion starts as sources
differ in regard ta royal names and even their total numerical
strength.
The authority af Kirkpatrick introlduces twa more names,
B h a v a s ~ h aand Karrnasimha, after Riimasirhha. Harissha
(Harasirhha) is mentioned as the soll and successor af Karrnasimha.14' However, the tradition in Mithila is unaware of
Bhavasizizha and Kannasirhha. Saktisirfiha or Sakrashhha is
known as the father of Harasirhha and son of RZm&a.
Wright, BLI, Sanskrit chronicle and Kirkpatrick d l of them
speak of Harasirhhadeva founding a dynasty in Nepal.
We know what value ta attach to the chrolnicles we have mentioned as f a r as Nepal is concerned. Surely the dynastic chronw
logy we have discuv~edcarries no meaning for the history ob
Nepal. But all the same we discussed this problem at least to
show how unreliable were the chronicles in this respect. As a
matter of fact, it is absurd ta suggest that Harasirhhadeva's ante
tors ever ruled Nepal. But the dynastic chronology might be
important for the history of MithilH. However, the order of
names produced by several sources does not agree from one list
to another. Therefore it is doubtful if even for MithilH chron*
-

----- --

---

--

-.

R. K. Chaudhary, History of Bihar, 1958, P. 106.
148 VK, additional passage in the last page; Gangadeva, Narasimhadeva, Ramasimhadeva, Bhavashkhadeva, Karmasimha, H a r a s ~ hadeva.
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logy, this might be af solme utility. Considering the entire h c
I find it difficult even to draw a mr~ectorder f r m N5nyadeva
to k & h a
m Petech has tried to do.

All the modem chronicles except the Sanskrit chronicle have
the K q Z t a dynasty ruling for five generations over Nepal since
$aka 811 for a period of 224 (50+41+31+39+ 58i-5)
years. We have no evidence other than the one provided by
these chronicles for the existence of the rule d this dynasty in
Nepalese sail. But some modem writers d Indian history have
suggested that Nepal proper was ruled as a part of Mithib
successively by the four descendants of NZnyadeva. One author
R. K. Chaudhary writes that after Ninyadeva's death the
kingdom was divided into two parts, the Tirhut proper and
Nepal and Eastern Tirhut under Gangadeva and Malladeva
re~pective1y.l~~
But he thinks150 that 'the authority of the
K q Z t a might have been slender in Nepal.'
S. Levi151 thinks that 'in control of routes they might have
exercised suzerainty aver Nepal at least nominal. Their history
is uncertain but their names are fairly well ascertained. The
years d reign attributed ta each one d them vary with the
documents. Their irreducible divergence does not fail to surprise.
But we have the surprise of a different nature if one adds them.
The numbers d V give a total of 2 19 years; those d H, 226
years. The apparent difference is reduced to zero, because V.
alone adds 7 years d anarchy which complete the total. 2 19 f 7
V-226 H. And this very tota,l gives too symmetrical a counterpart ta the feudal period of 225 years. We grapple here with
the fact once again the procedure of the annalists. The K e ABORI, n
V (1955), Pp. 98-100; JIH, XXXVI, Pt. I,
April, 1958, Pp. 125-26.
150 Ibid.
lS1 11, P. 21 7. Also read DNI, I, 2%.
The author thinks that
the successors of Nznyadeva exercised a loose hegemony over the
local princes of the Nepal Valley.
149
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as
the indigenous princes had reigned over Nepal. The two parallel
serim were divided in two and placed, end tor end. Motives elf
positive o r d a have induced us higher u p ta c h m among the
diverging dates the date of 1097 J. C . for the invasion of NBnyadeva. Our choice finds here a new justification. From 1097,
invasion of Nhyadeva to 1324 invasion of Harisimhadeva the
interval is of 227 years."
Saying that altogether from 8 11 Saka 'there spreads an interval of 434 years between NZnya's first date and 1245 Saka' he
gives to the other dynasty a total reign period olf 434-226=
218 years while the KaqBtas had ruled for 226 years. I do
not think that such an interpretation will help us in arriving
at the truth about the KamZta rule in Nepal. The later chronicles have shown a cmfusioln, which cannolt be cleared in the
fashicm as Levi does. MW of all, all this has to be done in the
face olf the evidence of the ancient chrmicles, which write with
authority on the chronology of the period. And we: also should
remember that altogether since the Nepal era started the totd
of regnal years is not what is s h o w , by the later chronicles.
We cannot meet the issue because in many instances regnad y m
are not given. Levi, of coum, has built a false hypothesis, as
fake as cannot lead us anywhere. We shall say more about
this issue a little later.
Earlier we have said that some af the later chronicles s@
of M'ukunda Sena Khasa d P5lpl to have invaded Nepal, while
one of the KaqZta kings was ruling. The date given by them
is 1088 A.D. which is absurd. But two olf the chronicles mention that Mukunda Sena's invasion took place in Rkasimha's
time in 1258 A.D. Thge put RZmasimha as the immediate
predecessor of Harasirhhadeva.
L. Petech in particular considers that 'a chronological element' is added to this theme by the event of Khasia invasion
during the time of the last reign. This event is noted in WW
chronicle, although the time in each is differei~t. The invader
was Khasa Mukunda Sena identified by the Italian scholar with
Mani Mukunda Sena of PZlpZ, who was the maternal grandtas of Tirhut had reigned for 226 yeam, at the m e time
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father of Jitirimalla of Dullu (1288-go).'" According to the
chrmicles the three cities of the Valley were plundered, and
the ruler against whom earlier his own subjects had revolted
was dethroned. But Mukunda Sena's own army was destroyed
by an outbreak of an epidemic, and he himi died. With this
invasion NZnyadeva's line was totally eliminated, and the
Thakuri R5j5 was restored.
In the two modern chronicles, BLI and Wright, as we have
suggested earlier, the last ruler of the KarqHta dynasty is Harideva. The Sanskrit chronicle does not talk of the K a q i t a
dpasty it comes to the time of Harasirhha who had founded
a r u m K m t a dynasty in Nepal. But he is said to be fifth
in line of succession since Nanyadeva. I have not seen the V.T.
But I do not think that this particular modern chronicle should
be more reliable than the athers. The group B2 chmnicle has a
parallel genealogy as the Sanskrit chronicle, but shows the
Kar$itas as the sole ruling family since NZnyadeva occupied
Nepal. How much reliance is to be placed on the statement of
the chronicles when they say that the Thakuri RZjk ruled for
225 years More the last of them was overthrown by Haraslmhadeva who was cnf a different stock? Nor dot the group B k d
Sanskrit chronicles clear the ground, because they also insert
the story d the rule of Vaisya Thakuris for 225 years between
Ramasimha and Harasirkha. Even if the fact d invasion be
regarded as true, Harasirfihadeva could never come 225 years
after R h a s h h h a who could again on no account be placed
earlier by more than two generations in the chronology. To
rder to the later chronicles f o r light is a fruitless venture.
Whatever that be, we do not intend to enter into the controversial ground of the history of these rulers, as on a l l accounts
their rule was confined to MEthilZ with the capital at Simraongarh. There is not a shred of evidence either in the colophons
or in the inscriptions to show that they ruled over Nepal; and
even MithilZ records, all of them authentic and verified, while
BLI, P. 38; Wright, P. 170 (in Harideva's time). Tucci's
Vamjivuli quoted by Petech (in Rhlasmha's time).
lS2
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clear about their suzerainty over Mithilii, have no words to
show even the remotest connection of these rulers with Nepal.
A b u t I4lsirfiha and Rarnasirfiha Petech is of the opinion that
'these maintained some connection with Nepal, because their
They certainly appear
names appear in early VamJi~atis'.'~~
in the ancient chronicle, the Viii. Narasimha is noted as the
father of RZrnasimha under date NS 303 Chaitra Sukla 13
(March 8th, 1183), which was also the time the latter was
born (f. 36a). We have seen how Ramasirhha also comes in
for notice in the chrolnicle in connection with raids he canied
into areas in the vicinity of the Valley of Nepal (f. 36b). The
fact of the birth of a ruler of a country outside Nepal being
noted in the Nepalese chronicle is unusual. But this must have
been prompted by a desire to highlight RZmashfha's birth for
the simple reason that he happened to carry raids into Nepalese
territories. I do not think that we can read any other meaning in the exprmioln of V i i l , which gives the i n f m a t i m about
Riimasimha's father and the date of his birth. At any rate we
are confirmed in m r view that none ot Harasirhha's ancestors
had at anytime conquered or ruled wer Nepal.

Now let me say a few words in regard to the date of
Harasimhadeva.
It is suggested that Harasirhhadeva succeeded to the throne
near about 1280 A.D. It is also suggested that the collophon of
the ms. BhattikG~ya'~~
places his reign to 1271 A.D. (Srimad
Harasimhadeva riijye La. Samvat 159 Phiilguna vadi Janau) .
According to Petech the tithi corresponds to Wednesday,
March lst, 1271, and if it were not far 'Saturday' mentioned
therein the verification would have been, correct. Petech thinks
that this date is too early. But while we talk of Harasirhha's
date, it is good to remember his immediate predecmr. This
may help tol solve the tangle of Harasirfiha's dates.
153

154

P. 193.
As. SOC.Bengal, 4795, CSMASB; VII, p. 66. n. 5067.
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Leaving aside the genealogy of the unrealiable chronicles we
find 3 names as possible predecessm of Harasirhhadeva. There
are RZmasiriha, Saktisirhha and BhiipZlasbkha. There is one
more name Virasirizha which is often interposed between
RZrnasirizha and Harasimha.
From the ms. Kaiikivivaranapan jiki (Normonastery, Tibet)
we have the expression Virasimhadevastanyaminiya'm tirabhuktau . . . Laksmanadeva-Satapaiicha-jata'bdiya rijye (November, 1260) .155-56 . . . Ma'rga iudi 14.
But this name is totally unknown to Mithih history. Petech
thinks that the 'oscillation in the name of RZrnasimha's
succesors seems to paint to a state of civil was.' Far R h a sjmha's reign we have a new colophon date from a copy of the
rns. Astasihasrika' P ~ a j i i i p i r a m i t i , ' ~which
~
runs: Rd-Ganalaksmanasenadevasya samvat 67 M i r g a vadi 5 rabau Pbhetya'di rijivatZ ptirvat Srimad Ra'mmimhadeva b hujyam-ne
tirabhuktau hilmativanapitake likhiti bhagaoati Prajiiipiram i t i likhita' pandita Ma'lidhareneti. This date roughly comesponds to 1267-71 A.D. if the L*maqa
Sarnvat is to be regarded to have started from 1 2 0 0 4 4 A.D. or to 1185 A.D. if
its epoch year is 11 18 A.D. But the equivalent date in terms
of the CE will have to be determined with reference to RZmasirfiha's position in the genealogy. F r m MithilZ records it
appears that R Z m e h a had a long reign of nearly 55 or 58
yem. But the various genealogies in our sources are so co~nfus-l
ing that it is hardly possible to fix a place f o ~
RZmasimha in
the order. He might have been Harasirhhadeva's father or
grandfather. But accounts are conflicting and scholars have
differed on the subject. But a Tibetan treatise recently published
by the K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute seems to show the
way to an authoritative approach. The treatise is the biography
d DharrnasvZrnin (Chaglo tsa-ba ches-rje-dpd) who had
JBORS, XXI, P. 37. L. Petech, Ibid, P. 195. H e calculated
the date to correspond to November 18th, 1260.
15e Recently acquired by the Darb. Library.
155
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visited Nepal and India, 1234-46 A.D.15' The Tibetan traveller
has left a note where he talks of Rkasirizha of Tirhut, Buddha
Sena d Gaya and Kublai Khan of China as his contempararies. Obviously these were contemporaries or nar coatemporaries also of one another. DhmasvZmin a h writes that
he met King R h a s i m h a of Tirhut. Dr. Altekar who m o t e
an introduction to the book says that the Tibetan m d must
have met Emasirhha about 1236 A.D.lS8 This is just 'about
45-60 years previous to the accession olf H a r a ~ ~ h a d e v a . ' ~ ~
Thus the suggestion about the relationship between thee two
monarchs as we have made out in the beginning of the paragraph seems to b,e not so wide of the mark.
Dr. Altekar in the same place argues his case for the epoch
year of the L a b m q a era. He cmcludes that there should be
two dates for the epoch of the LE, one for the earlier documents and another for the later ones. The epoch for the LE
used in documents of the earlier period should fall in 120004 A.D.
If all dolcurnents with LE were to be referred to the epoch
year of 1118-19 A.D., the document olf RZmaskhha belonging
to LE 67 must be assigned to his early years as king. Likewise, the year given by Altekar about the meeting 04 Dharmasvamin with RZmasGha, 1236 A.D., must belong ta the otherside toltvards the m d of his regnal career. This coatrovem
Altekar's suggestion that R Z m a s ~ h aruled till 1285 A.D. But
it can be definitely said that there is a substantive: case fa'
interpreting all the early date with LE in terns of the epoch
year being started in 120094 A.D., while the later ones since
about 100 LE all started from 1118-20 A.D.
According to1 our m r c e of V1l' (f. 35a) Rhasirizha was
Edited by A. S. Altekar (Text translation by G. Roerich)
Patna, 1959.
158 Ibid., P. X I I I .
lSg
R. K. Chaudhary in his article ( T h e KarnYas of Mithili,
ABORI, XXXV, 1955, P. 93), wrote that according to tradition
R h a s i m h a ruled for 58 or 86 or 62 or 82 years. M. I. Rahmani,
quoted by R. K. Chaudhary.
IS'
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born cm March 8th, 1183 A.D. The date of his attack! cm
Neplal is 1244 A.D. If it is true that he lived u p to a ripe old
age of 85 ar 87'" as some scholam have suggested then the
end of his reign might k placed near about 1268 or
1270 A.D.'O1 In the light of this information the equivalent in
CE of the date L.S. 67 of the colophon cited in the preceding
pasage should be the first olne i.e. 1267-71 A.D. If we interpret the same to bring out 1185 A.D., the position b e m e s
unadjustable with reference to V'" and MithilZ tradition. This
evidence may sufficiently prove the wmectntxs of Altekar's
..
thesis. Perhaps them was me mom ruler between Krnas~mha
and Harasirhha. This ruler might be Saktisimha as U. Thakur
suggests in his work."*
T h m is a wide divergence of opinion regarding the first
r e p a l year of Harasimhadeva. S m say he succeeded a ~ y t i m e
in the eightees of the 13th century.ls3 Othem are of the opinion.
that he ascended the throne not before 1300 A.D., the date of
Alauddin Khilzi's Ranthambhor expedition, in which Sakrasirhha figures according to Mithilii tradition.lO'
Anyway, notwithstanding the fact that the early dates of
Harasirizha are uncertain we have no doubt as to his ruling
aver Mithil2 between c. 1307 and 1324 A.D. It s m that
he last his capital to the Tughlaks in the winter of 132425 A.D. But we have n w to see if the story of his conquest of
Nepal about this date is correct.

It has been a commmn practice with almm all the modern
writers of Indian history to talk of the conquest d the Nepal
Valley of H a r d a d e v a of MithG. They suggest that Nepal
was conquered by him either in 1314 or in 1324 A.D. while he
leo

U. Thakur History

of

MithilZ, p. 275.

Ibid.
la2 Ibid.
ls3 C H I . Delhi Szlltanate, P. 396.
le4 U.Thakur, JBRS,XLIII, Pts. I11 & IV, P. 390.

lel

t
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sought refuge there being expelled from his capital by Ghias
ud-din Tughlak.
References to Haraskhhadeva's invasion of Nepal are common in some documents of comparatively recent olrigin. The
date for this invasion is put in $aka 1245. We have seen how
the later chronicles have invariably brought him tor the scene
as a conqueror but he is represented there not as a scion of the
dynasty of Niinyadeva but as 'the king of the solar dynasty of
Ayodhya who was driven by the Mussalmans to the east and
who had established his capital at Simraongarh and later turned
to Nepal to conquer it in NS 444 Saka 1245 (=December 7,
1323 A.D.) .le5 The Sanskrit c h r c m i ~ l eand
~ ~ ~ the chronicle
(group B2)167are the only exceptions amongst the later
chrolnicles to have called him a descendant of Nkyadeva and
place him fifth in the line. Kirkpatrick's authority says that in
N S 408 many Khasa families settled in Nepal, and 3 years
after emigrants from Tirhut entered this country.lss It goes on
to say further that Harasirfihadeva (Hurr Sing Deal) was
expelled by the Pathms f r m his capital city olf Simraongarh
and he then came to Nepal in Saka 1245 to establish his o m
rule there. The date is invariably mentioned by all the sources
as Pausa iukla 9 Saturday of Saka 1245.16' The episode of the
so-called conquest of Nepal by Harasirfihadeva is also1 the sub.
ject of a statement by ChaqdeSvara in his Kytyachintimani
and therein the Minister has been mentioned tor have performed
Wright (Second Edition), P. 105; BLI, P. 39.
ls6This is one of the later chronicles written in Sanskrit verses.
I think this is the very chronicle which Petech calls VT (P. -93).
lG7
This is another chronicle of the later period, which differs in
some respects from Wright or Levi.
la8
Kirkpatrick, P. 258.
la' L. Petech following Levi thinks that particulars mentioned
about this date shall appear correct if the date is rendered Saka
1247 (=December 14, 1325). The' Sanskrit chronicle also has the
expression.
la5
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a tula'purusa sacrifice on the bank of the river BZg~nati.'~~
In
Kytyaratnikara he boasts of having touched the sacred feet of
Lord Paiupatinatha after hh conquest of Nepal then ruled by
kings of Raghu race.171 In the introduction to Kytyachintimani Chapddvara enumerates Nepal as one of the countries
ccmquered by H a r d a d e v a . The passage run.: Rariga
(Banga) saii jitabhanga (scha) chakita karighata Kimarupa
virupa china kuiijadichina pramuditabilasat kinkira kinkirata
Nepa'la bhiimipa'la bhcjabala dalita techa Na'tas'cha L i t i h e
Karna'ta'h kena drstva' prasarat samare rnantriratna'kara~ya.'~~
W e have seen that the chronicles of Wright and Bhagvanlal
[ndraji put 1324 A.D. as the first date of occupation of the
Nepal Valley by Harasirhhadeva. Those who accept ChqdeSvara's date of performing tulipurusa suggest that Harasirhha
had conquered Nepal in 1314
In the second quarter of the 17th century Siddhinuasirhhamalla and Pratapmalla mentioned H a r d a in their inscriptions as their ancestor who had conquered Nepal subsequent
to his flight from MithXi,174 In another inscription Prat5parnalla says that Harasirhha came here being pursued by the
Tughlak invaders. This inscription dedicated to ChqdikZ at
the base of the Taleju's temple pavement175is dated 762 Jyestha,
and has the line a'kra'ntam yavanaih b h j a m bidhibasid svopadravam bindhavaih sa'rdham tatt hya biha'ya chitmanagaram
New-lamatyggatah. But it adds another line saying that he
--

-

One is not sure whether the place referred to lay in the
Nepalese territory within the Valley called Nepal, or it was, somewhere in the Nepalese Terai. The Tuliiddna was performed in
Saka 1236 Miirga kpna.
These two verses also occur in V i d a Ratniikar~at the end. In
Kytyachinta'ma?zi only the first of these finds place. But there is
one more reference the~e,where Chaqddvara describes himself
to have defeated all his opponents including the Nepalese.
171JASB, 1915, P. 410; CSMASB, 111, Pp. 698-99.
172 Sanskrit Sandesha, I. 6, Pp.
174 BLI, n. 17, 18.
173 JBRS, XLIII, Pts. 1 & 11, Pp. 1-6.
175 Sanskrit Sandesha, I, 2, P. 18.
170

18
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conquered the local kings and became himself a mereign ot
Nepal."' The story of Harasiikha's taking refuge in Nepal and
his subsequent defeat of the indigenous dynasty seems to have
been unknown to earlier records. I t appears that the stoily was
being given currency by Pracpamalla and Siddhinarasimhamalla in the 17th century and since then it was adopted by the
chromiclm. This was a c ~ n n z o nstory of the time. This is
corroborated by what was being heard of Harasirhhadeva in
Kathmandu by Father Cassien in 1740 A.D.17' The Capuchin
Mkionary was told that the prince had escaped from Simraongash to1 settle down in the Valley elf Nepal, where he could
gradually gather strength to1 finally capture the throne and
found a dynasty to rule aver the kingdom for years and years,
The later chronicles were originally compiled during
Pratiipamalla's reign. They were prolbablly prepared at the
instance of the rulers. Quite naturally they shape the story d
Harasihhadeva to accord with the views of the patron. This
was the reason that all of them invariably present I$arasirhhadeva as the conqueror of Nepal, who1 had founded a dynasty.
Because the rulers willed it, so, the truth was sacrificed for
expediemcy and thus a false genealogy came to be introduced
into the general body of the Nepalese chronology.
But the idea of an invasion ot Nepal by Harasirhhadeva
during his exile cannot be supplolrted by any evidence whatw
ever. If the story of his conquest of Nepal had become current
in the early 17th century, it was not because Harasirhha had
conquered this country but because the then rulers d Nepal
had deemed to connect their family tree to1 Harasiriihadeva,
and in that attempt had made him a conqueror od Nepal.
As we discuss Jaya Sthitimalla's parentage, we shall know
that this was a spurious claim put foaward by the Nepalese
nllem of the 17th century.
The traditional verse olf a chrolnicle, tyaktvi svapattana
purim Harasimhadevoh durdaiva des'italz pathe girimibiveja
Taleju Inscription. Sans. Sandesh, I , Ibid.
Italiani Missionari, etc. Vol. I , Pt. I , P. 8.
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d m not suggest anythmg more than this. Rut its picture is a
little confused becaux earlier it observes that Harasirhhadeva
ruled over Nepal. In Bhatgmn the temple of TulajPdevi is
attributed to him by legends. A ms. Jitisarigraha ( C S P M I O ,
P. 1411, n. 7767) has Karnita
. . sajiianagaridd-Harisimhadevo
Nep5lades'aminayatsa jate ju (Taleju ) . This is confirmed by a
writing r e p r o d u d in Sanskrit Sandesha ( 1-5) which speaks of
the distress fallen to H a r W h a while in that city; the legend
must have grolwn because of the cult being introduced by
Maithili T a n h t s who had fled to Nepal along with Harashihadeva to escape the homors of the Tughlak invasion.
No colophon or inscriptional records are available for Harasirhhadeva's reign. I t is said that this was so because the
contemporary writers (orf inscriptmm or documents) regarded
him as an alien approaching the country. But
is not a very
convincing argument. I n the history of Nepal of the same
period there were many other alien invadm. Not d y their
invasions have been recorded but if they had ruined,''' they
have been acknowledged as such in the colophons and
inscriptions.
What is generally missed by writm in this connection is the
evidence of ancient chronicles, which definitely rules out any
invasion ot Nepal by Harasirhha. They also conveniently forget
that there is absolutely no record or tradition in MithilZ, which
in any way supports the story of Har&haYs rule over Nepal.
It is surprising that Maithili h i b a n s of today fall back on
the testimony of PratZpamalla to put forward the pmpositim
d Harasiiha's conquest of Nepal. We know that nothing d
source! mat&& available in Mithil5 could throw light on this
subject. But these p p l e are unaware that the authoritative
text of the ancient chronicles not only touched upon the esca~pe
of Harasiri7ha from his capital but it also gives a story, which
is contrary ta what the later traditions said about his settlement
in the Valley as a conqueror.
-

-

-

-

Read Vi, Viii for the Khasia invasion. The Svayambhu and
Pimbahgl inscriptions of a Muslim attack on Nepal.
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The ancient chronicles cmpiled only 50 years after Harasirhhadeva's flight from Mithil5 do nolt say anything about this
invasion. Vi states that the TirtutiyZs entered Nepal in NS 409
and again in 4 11 ( f. 26 b) . Levi thinks that the Tirhutiyis were
the army personnel of H a r a s i r h h a d e ~ a ,who
~ ~ ~had raided some
parts of the country. In the VamSivali 04 F. M . Kaisar there
is yet m e more invasion by the TirhutiyZs in Migha 431
( =January-February, 1311 A.D.) .Ia0 Like Vi, the chronicle
of VK does not mention Harasirhha, but states that Tirhutiyss
entered Bhaktagriima in NS 41 1 Migha misn f o r the first time
and f a r the seccmd time in 431 Migha they came to LalitapZtanl8' and the subsequent passage dwcrib~esthe condition of
the country at the time saying that 'there: was a great trouble;
people were punished and harassed, the governor was taken
prisoner.' It is not clear if all this was consequent to the
invasion of the TirhutiyZs. Petech thinks that the invaders
must have been the descendants of NZnyadewa. Because the
date is 1310 A.D., it must have been Harasirhha's men doing
their job. But Harasirfihadeva did not only lose his vitality
towards the end of his career, but he alm lost his kingdom. In
the winter of 1324-25 A.D. Ghias ud-din Tughlak invaded the
last independent kingdom of Hindu India, which was m n
after effaced out d the map. In its place the vassal state of
Oinwir rose. Harasirhha's fate was sealed up for good and he
fled but he could not go b,ack ta Tirhut. I t does neither seem
that he stayed in Nepal as a conqueror. The very account of
invasion does not find support from reliable documents. To
add to this we now know that not the Nepal Valley was the
object of his visit.
We have an unambiguous passage in Viii (f. 46a), which not
only mentiolns H a r e h a but also says that he died soon after his
entry into east Nepal. The passage runs to say:la2 Collecting
17' 11, P. 215.
le0 Ktech, P. 103 ; VK, P. 10.
la' Samvat 411 Magha masa TirhutiyZ Bha<gnf~rirne
p'ravista.
Samvat 431 MZgha miisa tirahutiyii Lalitagrame pravi!tah riistre
atissamtah danda priichyate piitra srsta-bandhanam
...
malzapita.
le2
Viii (f. 4-6a).
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a l l his troops, the MithilS ruler met the invaders in battle

fields,
but he was ousted by the Turks of Delhi, Sirnraongarh was

completely destroyed: then he entered the forest and in distress
came to live in the hills on 446 M i g h a jukla 3 ( = 7 January,
1326), with aU his family and ministers and from there he was
1 ~ his
1 way to DokhZ.ls3 On the way, however, the RZjZ died at
a place called TinpZta.lB4 In Dolkh5 his son and minister with
their families were taken prjslaner by one MajhibEro of E j Z grZma who1 took possession of their entire wealth.
In view d this passage I do not think that there is any
ground left to speculate about Harasirhhadeva as a personality
playing his role in, the histmy of Nepal. We must bear in mind
that the V"' was being compiled about fifty years after Hamsimhadeva's flight f r m Sirnramgarh.
It is outside the scope of the book to deal with the subject
elf Muslim invasion of Tirhut, and Harasirhha's encounter with
the invaders. Confining our attention to Harasirhha's entry into
Nepal we find that anykind of argument to make him a crmquerolr of Nepal rests on a weak ground. In this context
whether he conquered Nepal in 1314 "in the heydays of his
power and g l q " l s 5 or he did so after fleeing from the plains1''
is beside the p i n t .
The utterance of Chqddvara in Kytyaratna'kara is nothing
but one made in a bolastful mood. For one thing he does not
locate the place cm the BZgmati where he performed the tuEpuru~a. Had it been in Nepal proper, he could not have omitted
the locality in the reference. Probably he had a look of PaSupatinZtha while he visited Nepal on pilgrimage. But it is certain
that he did not go there at the head of an army. It is possible
that Chaqddvara might have scored a victory wer some petty
chieftains in the Terai and projected this event to celebrate the
tula'purusa. For another matter Chandeivara seems certainly
About 66 miles due east of Kathmandu.
lB4
A village situated to the south-west of Sindhu Pradesh.
ls5R.C. Majumdar, JBORS, XLIII, Pts. 1-2, P. 5.
lsoU. N. Thakur, JBORS, XLIII, Pts. 3-4, P. 390.
ls3
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intent to make much ado. about even small events. His conquest of Nepal is imaginary. Similarly, it would be wrong
to think that Harashnha's descendants ruled a,t any time
aver the Valley of Nepal. We shall observe later that the
dynasty was a figment of the chronicler's imagination.
Except the statement of C h q d d v a r a that he had conquered
Nepal, there is no1 other reference to Nepal in any records of
MithilZ. Even Chandeivara does not say that the conquest
had led his master to occupy the country for any length of
time and least of all found a dynasty ta rule there. The tradition known in MithilZ a b u t H a r a s a a does not connect him
in any way with the story of his establishing K a m i i ~ arule in
Nepal. It only says that he had escaped to1 the hills.
The colnternparary Muslim account of Harasirihadeva's
flight f r m Simraongarh in 1324-25 also tends to1 support our
view in the matter. Altholugh the statements are vague as to
the circumsti~nces04 his escape, all are agreed a n the point that
none talks of Nepal and of its conquest by Haxasifia. A little
later as we discuss the date 01 Harasihha's flights, all these
accounts find place in our narrative. It shall appear that Harasimha's so called conquest of Nepal was not known to the
Muslim historians.
Very recently Prof. S. H. Askari has been able to1 trace the
following information about Harasidadeva's flight irom his
capital from a rare Persian ms. in the possession ol K. P.
Jayaswd Institute, which was the work olf a, historian accmpanying Ghias ud-din Tiighlak in his expedition to1 Tirhut.
The ms. in questim18' is designated as Badtin-ul-uns, and the
author's name is given as Muhammad Sadr-ula Ahrnad Hasafl
Dabir-i-Idrisi with the title of Taj and famous as Ikhtisan.
The reference occurs in folios 1lA-13A, which is as follows:
"Pale faced and restless like the falling leaves he (Harasimhadeva) cited the verses of flight. I n the holpe of attaining
freedolm or deliverance, he caughthold olf the skirt or declivity
of the mountain and taking his abode in the central hill thereThe original copy is lying in the British Museum.
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of (Kamar-i-Kah) he conceded himself like fire in stone, in
other words he fled away in the jungles of the Himahyas and
was never seen again. 9'18B
If Harasimhadeva was the master of Nepal, he would not
have given the impression that he had disappeared for good.
He wmld have utilised the advantageous position dered by
Nepal's strategic areas in the hills to swoop d m on his enemies
in the low lands w at least to mmt to harassing tactics of a
guerilla war-fare, which in any event might not have escaped
the attention of the ccmtempmary historians of the Tughlak
invaders.
Coming as it does from the pen of a person who had participated in the invasion olf Simramgarh the work Basitin-uluns provides the mast authentic Indian account of Haraskhha's
fate in the war with the Tughlaks. The evidence of Vil' as to
Harasirhha's death in TinpZta only supplements this account.
I shall have one more occasion to refer to BasZtin-ul-uns
when I discuss the date of Harasirizha's flight from Simraongarh. However I have based my writing on R. K. Chaudhary's
article and the reference cited therein is f m the copy of the
work which belongs also ta the British Mumim.
Because Vi mentions only Tirhutiya's entry in regard to
earlier dates it might have meant ta introduce s m e raids at
the most but on no account an invasion implied or it might
even mean the entry of those who had fled earlier from Tirhut
tot escape the impending crisis.
It seem that Harasirhha was not permitted to go to the
Nepal Valley, and even in far off DolkhZ the refugee family
could live just precariously.
From the statement of V i i i it appean that he did not enter
the Valley of Nepal. He might have entered the hilly region
through Janakpur and desired to reach Sindhuli and turn estward with DolkhZ as destination. He, however, died at a place
called Tinpita between Sindhuli and Janakpur. The statement
From an unpublished article.
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of VH1makes it clear that he had not entered the Valley of

Nepal.
The m e statement d m a h repudiate any suggestion d
Harasirizhadeva's conquest of Nepal. He was fleeing to save
his life. In the v e q nature elf circums.tances; he could not
conceive of a c d i c t with those whose country was supposed
to offer him asylum. A run away refugee would also be
debmed from undertaking such a course: ot action as he wwld
not poses recourses. A palace c w p d'etat could have been
engineered in the capital, but the fact that Harashihadeva had
not entered the Valley precludes such a pmsiblility. If there
was any court intrigue on account of Harashihadeva, viii
would have not omitted ta mention it as it refem to several
other facts of that nature, which occurred at the time.
S. Lwi has accepted the later chrolnicler's account of Harasirhha's conquest d Nepal just as he did in the case of the story
of N5nyadevaYsinvasion and conquest. He not only believed
the s t q as true, but said that while H a r d a had returned
to Tirhut his s u c c ~ r functioned
s
m legitimate sovereigns d
N p a l for four generations until the time of Jyo~tirrnalla
(NS 529-548) .
He reproduces the genedogy given by the later chronicles
as cmect.
Wright
B.L.1
Levi
Harisbhhadeva
28
28
Matisirhhadeva
15
15
15
Saktisbkhadewa
22
33
27
SyZnasimhadeva
15
15
15
We shall see later that Levi confuses the subslrdinate rulers
of Bhottadda (Banepa), Madanasirhha and hhi&-hha, who
had a h functioned as ministers in the court of Patan ovashadowing the throne with the descendants oE Harasbkhadeva.
He thinks that these exercised effective authority from Bhatgaon
compared ta the indigenous princes who had occupied the
other two cities. According to Chinese recognitiocn of their
position he observes 'it cannot be said that the Chinese have
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allowed themselves to be beguiled by the lying pretentions of
the envoys of the Shkhas. Chinese &cials have visited in
pemm Nepal and it is on their initiative that relations had
k e n established' (11. P. 230).
Levi adds 'the official genealogics of the Malla epigraphy
ignore this lineage: they pass directly from Harashkha to
YaJqarnalla, who reigns a century after him. Kirkpatrick and
Bendall amit them altogether. Among the mss. copied there is
one which mentions m e elf these kings. And yet the modern
chronicles are not content with recording their names; they
claim to m i a t e with them the memory d events of Saktisirizha, they say that 'he then settled in PalZchok (outside the
V d e y to the east) ; thence he despatched presents to China in
the year 535;lS9the emperor felt so pleased that he addressed
him a seal which bore an inscripticm of his name, followed by
the title R5ma .190
If Levi would have access to the above quoted pasage d
V i i i about Harasirhhadeva's death I doubt if he could make
such a statement. But there are certain other flaws in his argument. Why should the Nepalese colophons ignore H a r a s a a
and his descendants if they had occupied the: throne? An
occupation period of a year or two by a f o r m adventurer can
be ignored in the record. But here it is a question of four
rulers who succeeded m e after the othm and ruled altogether,
if we are tcr take the later chronicles seriously, for a b u t a
century. As we have suggested earlier, it was nolt also probable
that the documents omit H a r d a d e v a ' s invasion of Nepd
while they record that of S u l h Shamsud-din. After all both
were foreignem in the eyes of a native scribe or chronicler; m e
was a Muslim and there: was reason that the memory of his
attack an Nepal was not recorded. Levi by implication seems
to impress us that colophons are not important in this respect.
But if they are not, how does he claim recognition to later
chronicles which are full of discrepancies, and falsehood?
The later chronicles falsely state that for about 93 years the
5'

Levi, 11, Pp. 230-31.

les

Levi, 11, P. 226; BLI, P. 39.
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dynasty of Harasimhadeva ruled Nepal. But they conveniently
ignore the fact that far the same period, there are copious
number of colophons and inscriptions showing reigns in continuity of those pawnages who belong to the traditional ruling
dynasties, while there is nat ar single cdophm or inscription in
the name of Harasirhha or his Karr;l5la successors.
The ancient chronicle Vlii is full of description, of impartant
events occurring during these years, which wholly concerned
these rulm. Not m e ward is uttered men as a distant reference
to Harasirhhadeva and his descendants. All this goes to confin
what the V i i i had to say about Harasirhhadeva's plight while
he fled to Nepal.
Authors who have written in accepltwce d the account of
Harasirhhaysccmquet of Nepal have raked controvemial points
regarding the events of the period. I intend therefore to say
more on this subject in the next few pasages by way of criticism of the views expressed by such people.
I do n.ot think that in view of the solurce rna,terids available
upto date there can be any doubts left uncleared in respect d
the matter under discussion. But quite strangely the story d
Harasirhhadwa's conquest of Nepal still continues to1 pass as a
factual history at the hands of m e Indian writers whol, however, repeat ad nauseam arguments" which Levi offered in
support elf his case.
Those who write accepting Harasirhhadeva as a conqueror
and folunder of a ruling dynasty in Nepal are not only young
but also s m e veterans in the field such as H. 'Ce
Ray,'" K. P. Jayaswal and R. C. Maj~mdar."~
In particular R. C. Majumdar's performance has been much
disappointing. He wrote scr late as in 1960, yet he could not
"'U. Thakur, History of Mithilii, 4:284-87; p. 284-87 JBRS,
XLIII Pts. I11 and IV, Pp. 388-90; Hirtory of Bihar by R. KChaudhary, P. 111 ; B. P. Sinha, G. D. Callcge Bulletin, Series n. 4
(on Bihar) P. 8.
DNI, I, Pp. 217-18.
lg3
JBRS, XLIII, Pts. I and 11, Pp. 4-6; C H I , Vol. VI, The
Delhi Sultanate, Pp. 4-01-03.
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utilise the many available source materials connected with the
event of the so-called invasion of Nepal by Harasirhhadeva.
I do not propme to go at length into the question of R. C.
Majumdar's wrong premises regarding the history d Nepal. I
shall, however, point out m e lapses he committed, which are
easily detectable in the article he wrote for a comprehensive
boolk olf Indian Hi~t0x-y.'~~
Majumdar thinks that Harasirhhadeva conquered Nepal in
1314 while he was 'in the heyday of his p o w e r ' l 9 b d he
produces as evidence the statement of Cha,pd&vara made in
Kytyachintimani and Kytyaratna'kara. But as we: have already
observed Chanddvara's utterances cannot be taken at their face
value. If we do sol, the positicm would be that not only we
shall believe his stmy 01 the conquest of Nepal but a h of his
victories over Bengal, Assam and other parts of India as well
as over China. But I do not think any one would venture to
suggest to carry the matter to that extent. Chaqdeivara talks
of his having performed tula'ptlrusa sacrifice on the bank d the
river Bagmati but if it was Nepal where: he did sol, he wmld
have mentioned it. We must note that the course of BZgrnati
is not confined to Nepalese tenitmy, that it flm alsol through
MithilZ. R. C. Majumdar brings to his support the tradition
of Harasirhha's conquest as preserved in the later chronicles.
But a scholar of R. C. Majumdar's reputation claiming to
posses intimate knowledge of Nepal's history in 1960 must
have known 'what value to attach to these chronicles which
no historian worth the name has thought to! give serious attention to. As we have seen the ancient chronicles (Vi and
Vi i i ) which happen to be contemporary records of Harasirhha's
time do not suggest anything of his conquest. The V1 states
that in NS 409 ( = 1289 A.D.) and 41 1 ( = 1291 A.D.), the
Tirhutiyas entered Nepal (R. C. Majumdar without having
T h e Delhi Sultanate, Vol. VI of the History and Culture of
Indian People Scries, Published by Bharatiya Vidya Rhavan
Bombay, 1960, Pp. 401-03.
le5 Ibid., P p . 401 -02.
lg4
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any idea of the text translates the exppesion as 'rulers d
Tirhut', which is absurd).100 The statement of V"' about
H a r e h a d m a is enough to give an idea of the nature oif his
mission. Petech gives the texts although with a slightly wrong
tl-anslation. R. C. Majumdar d m not seem to have wen carefully read or understoad the passages relating the text. But he
quite wrongly blames Petech for the identificatiok of Madanasimharha and Saktkhhhariirna with the Nepalese personages
mentioned in Ming shilu; Majumdar thinks that it is all
Petech's olwn imagination. Petech has cited inscriptions where
Madanasirhha is noted as mahimitya. There is another inscripc
tion (see b d w ) but not noted in Petech, which designates
Saktisirhh&ma as the youngest minister 'Kane.$irndtyaJ. R. C.
Majumdar d m not bother to find out d l these: related data.
He, neither, cares to find out if the claims ot PratZpamda
and others: to their origin from Harasirhha is genuine. We
know that the claim was put f m a r d by Pratiipamalla and
Siddhinarasirhha in mid 17th century in, their respective genealogies. About the sametime the Bhatgaon ruler (Jagajjyoltirm d a ) alm stretched his claim to his origin from Harasimhadeva. But the claim cannot be sustained by facts. It might be
that they were related to Harasirhha's house through a
daughter's line (we shall know later that J a g a t e h a , father
af Rajall?tdvi, was a TirhutiyZ prince). But any kind of relationship direct with Harasirhha had remained untraced till the
middle of the 17th century. Obviously nobody until then knew
of this relationship. If this was a fact, there was no reason that
the claim shmld appear f o r the first time sol late after three
hundred yean. Obviously Pratiipamda and others had acted
by this device to cover their obscure origin. In that attempt
these people: had sol c m p t e d the genealogy that the founder
of the dynasty, Jaya Sthitirnalla himself had no place in the
genealogy. We can well understand that with Harasirhha,
their forefather, the Nepalese rulers PratZpamalla and his
associates, had introduced a fake ancestry for h i family, on
Ibid., fn. to P. 399 (n. 19, 20).
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which sol much depends far the identification. At olle instance
R. C. Majumdar says that Jaya Sthitirnalla and his desamdants
trace their origin from Harasi~i~hadeva.'~~
This betrays ~IWS
ignorance d Nepalese history. No where Jaya Sthitirnalla talks
of his parentage. His son alsa is silent abcmt the ancestors of
his father who is simply styled as 'the husband of Rajalldevi'
in his r m d (Ins. n. 16 of BLI). Harasirhha came to be introduced in the gendogy not until the time cvf Siddhinaras~ha
(740-781) and Prat5pamalla (761-794) i.e. nearly three
hundred years after the disappearance of Hi~~asirhhadeva
from
the scene.
S c h o h forget that this was a belated attempt of the
17th century rulers of Kathmandu and Patan to connect their
family with the house of the K a w t a e a t i y a s . We are aware
that this had a very deep efTect on the chronology of the Malla
dynasty. I think that the chronicles also were influenced to
that extent to incorporate the imaginary dynasty 04 Harasirhha
in the genealogy. But R. C. Majumdar makes a very bold
statment when he says 'In any case the Chinese evidence
hardly laves any doubt that, side by side with the indigenous
rulers of Nepal, the kings d KapZta family descended from
Harklrfiha, exercised an effective power somewhere in the
Nepal Valley and were r e c q p k d as the rulers of Nepal by
the imperial cmrt of China'. Of course, Majumdar makes
this statement following Levi. But he ought to have borne in
mind that he was writing in 1960 and today there was abundance of materials contradicting Levi's hypothesis. R. C.
Majumdar tries to make much of the royal name ending in
S ~ h as
a he talks of JayasirhharZrna mentioned in the rns.
colophon of 1395-96 (he d m not say which rns.; probably it
i4 the Des'akarmapaddhati, D a b . Lib. Cat. I. 1076.4)lW and
says that this indirectly 'con-oborates Chinese evidence that the
K q Z t a family was not extinct in Nepal even at the beginning
d the 15th century. Perhaps as Levi suggests the krngs d this
family lived in Bhatgacm as namhal suzerains, while the
Ibid., P. 413.
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indigenous r u l m reigned at the other two capitals, Patm and
Kathmandu'. A scholar of R. C. Majumdar's standing should
have understood that none of these statements have been
proved and he should not have attempted to1 dispose 04 the
important problems in this summary fashion,. We have several
documents in the name of Jayasimharama. He is presented
through them in no unmistakable terms as a. mler 04 Bhotta
principality (BhottarrZjyidhipa), who1 belonged to1 the V&ya
family of the mom dynasty. But there is no1 evidence; on the
basis of which one can identify him as a descendant of Harasimha and tol call him a scion of the Karniita family just on
the ground off 'Sirizha' surname would be absurd indeed.
Although it is a digresioa from the main theme, let me also
point out another flaw in R. C. Majumdax's argument. How
could he discover the kingdom of Kathmandu? Sol far we know
only of one kingdom, which was the kingdom ot Nepal with
its capital in Patan where the king resided. Bhatgaoln was for
sometime (NS 430-502) a subsidiary principlafity, and as we
shall discuss a little later its ruler was always dominating the
state affairs. But he never arrogated to1 himself the position d
the king who ruled de jure. Fm the periold Majumdar speaks
of I do not think there: is any source tot disclow the existence
of a separate kingdom olf Kathmandu. Not even the undependable later chronicles1 have a wolrd to say about this kingdom
existing at the time.
As it appears Majumdar is led to think olf the kingdolm of
Kathmandu because of K. P. Jayaswal's wrong reading of
certain lines in the SvayambhunLtha inscription of NS 492.
But to t h i ~we shall return sometime later while we get the
occasion tor trace the evollution oif Sthitimalla's caxe:er.
I t must be said that unlike Indian Veterans, the fe'w
European scholm who have written on the subject of Harasimha's relation with Nepal with the single exception olf Levi
have been persevering in their ventures and judicious in making
statements. We may cite Bandall and pitech for example.
Both these scholars have refused to accept Harasjmha as a
conqueror of Nepal. Bendall had not been able to discover the
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relevant p h a g e in V"'. But on the basis of his studies of the
colophon data he came tor the conclusion that H a r d a had
not conquered Nepal. He also does not think that Hxasixbha's
descendants ever ruled in the Valley. P-h
with his limited
knowledge of the pasage in V1" has with motre authority
expressed his views on the subject.
Paech dismissed the thmry of the conquest d Nepal by
Harasi~nhadevaas improbablle. Bendall, however, stated 'until
more evidence is forthcoming it seems safer to regard Harasiri?ha
and his ancestm who reigned in Tirhut, Sirnram and alsa
possiblly other parts of Nepal Terai as almost titular kings d
Nepal, even if they claimed sovereignty aver the Valley ot
Nepal at all'.lQ9 But even their claim to titular suzerainty over
N q d has to be rejected in consideration of the evidence available to us that we have produced in the last few pages.
Petech rightly thinks that any conclusion accepting Harasimhadeva as the conqueror of Nepal is unwarranted. But he
is of the opinion that Harasirkha lived in Nepal ' as a much
respected refugee'. With his imperfect knowledge of the
passage in V"', he also states that H a r d a ' came to Deo
Patan and received many riches ' 2 0 0 . We have seen, however,
that H a r a s a a had not entered the Nepal Valley but had met
his end at a place called TinpZta on his way to Dolkh5. Obviously Petech had missed the line in the passage, purporting to
give information of Harasiri?haYsdeath and of subsequent events
leading to the seizure d his property and the captivity of his
companions. However, while 'excluding the possibility of conquest d Nepal by Harasirhha ', Petech has shown at least partial
understanding of facts unlike the historians we have criticised
earlier, for which our appreciation is due to him.
There is a line in V i i i occurring after three or four lines subsequent to the passage giving particulars of the entry of Haraskhhadeva, which tends to suggest that EjgrZtn (DalMZ) was
later occupied by Chandeivvara. The date given is 452 Mirga
sudi 12 (f.47a). But cwld he be Harasirihadeva's minister?
C'PMDN, I, Intro., p. 14.

leg

Petech, pp. 1 12-13.
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A Nepalese author identifies this Chandeivara as the minister
of Harasimhadeva. He thinks that the Tirhutiya fugitives were
able after sometime to seize a part of Nepal around DolkhE.
But there is no direct evidence of ChcdeGvara accompanying
Harasimhadeva in the flight to Nepal. From the wording of
the preamble to Rijanitiratniikara it also appears that at a subsequent date Chcddvara served the OinwTira Riijja Bhabeia,
at whose instance the treatise was writtem201 In the circumstances it is difficult to say if Chanddvara of Viii could be
identified with Harassha's minister.

According to VLii,as we notice it Harasirhhadeva. was forced
to abandon Simraongarh and he was also on his way to E j a g r h a near Dolkh5, while he died at Tinpiila. The date given
to start the passage with is 446 Migha judi 3 ( =January 7th,
1326). It is not clear to which event this date applies, whether
to his abandonment of Simraon or to his crossing over to the
Nepalese territory in the hills or to his death.
Amongst the historians of hlithilii the precise date d Haras%haYs flight is yet widely debated. There are conflicting
accounts of Harasimha's plight as he fled after he was attacked
by Ghias ud-din Tughlak. Firishta is the only authority to say
that Harasimha was made prisoner and taken to Delhi. He
writes that his information was drawn from, I s h i ' s Futzih-USSalGtin.202The accounts of the invasion af Tirhut written by
other Muslim historians either do not slay anything about the
flight m capture of Harasixi~hadeva~~~
or when one of these d m
(Idmi: Futzih-us-Sala'tin) the same just implies a siege of the
capital city in AH 724 and there is no talk of complete defeat
and surrender. According to IsZmi the ruler of Tirhut had retired to his fortress with seven deep ditches encircling and all
JBORS, Introduction (p. 23), XXII, Pt. IV.
'02 GuLhan-i-Ibrahimi by FirishtL translated by Briggs, I, 406-07
'03 History of India (as told by her historians) by Eliot and
Dowson : Later kings of Delhi; Tiirikh-i-Firoz ShGhi of Ziy5-ud-din
Barani, 1953 (Second edition), p. 158.
201
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full of water, which was situated behind the forest and from
there he offered stiff resistance. The situation of Simraongarh
is similarly narrated by an Italian Capuchin Father and also
comesponds ta its geographical location at the present time.20"
From R. K. Chaudhary's Early Mudim Znvan'ons of Mit&-'05
it appears that Baratin-d-uns was d t t e n in the frrst year of
Mahammad bin Tughlak's reign by its author who had accompanied Ghias ud-din in his +tion
does not support F M t a
but gives m e or less a similar a m n t as that of I&mi adding
that the Tirhut ruler had 'managed to escape with the help
~f a swift home ' (British Museum Penian Mss in Rieu's Catalogue, 11-Add, 77 17). None of these Mahammadan historians
mention the ruler of Tirhut by name. In the Bayaz of M u h
Taquia, a 16th century writer, however, the Tirhut rula is
mentioned by name as H a r d a d e v a . The account of the
invasion in. A.H. 724 is almost similar to that of Firishta, but it
says that Haraskhhadeva was restored after sometime to his old
kingdom, by Mahammad bin Tughlak. Later after nearly twr,
years in 726 A.H. (=I326 A.D.) he was again forced to leave
his country. This time, however, he fled in anticipation of the
attack on his territory by the Tughlak
As Petech says if we accept the date 724 A.H. (=winter d
1324-25 A.D.) for Harasirhhadeva's flight from Simraongarh,
this would mean that we ' suppose that he was wandering in
the Terai and hills of Nepal before Migha judi 3 of 446 ( =7 th
January, 1326) Petech thinks that if the date of the traditional verse of inscriptions and records be corrected with ' Saga
in place of bina ' then it would carrespond to Saturday the 4th
of December, 1325 .207 We have seen that according to the later
chronicles Haraskhhadeva left Simraongarh m h i s day to enter
Nepal. If this corrected date would not be in conflict with
the date given by Mahammadan historians there was no diffi-

.'

Italiani Missionary, etc., Vol. 11, Pt. IV, p. 8.
205 Typed script, pp. 83-84.
'OeAs quoted by R. K. Chaudhary, typed script, pp. 85-86.
207 Petech, p. 112 ; Levi, 11, p. 224.
204
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culty for its acceptance. But the problem of reconciling the
facts of the two dates is not as easy as is made out. On the
evidence of IsZmi the Bengali historian, R. C. Majurndar resolves the inco~mpatibilityby envisaging a condition of stubborn resistance to Ghias ud-din's attack oln the part of Harasimha, which in his opinicm continued for several months. He
suggests that Harasirhha might have held to his post till the
winter of 1325 successfully defying the Mahammadan invaders
and then escaped to Nepa1.*08 R. C . Majumdar interprets the
silence of IEarani and others in regard to Ghias ud-din's engagement in Tirhut as an expression of their desire to1 avoid reference
to the Sultan's failure to defeat H a r a s a a . There are some
writers who accept the account of Mulla Taquia. I learn from
R. K. Chaudhary's article that ' Popular traditions do not avoid
mentioning the captivity of the RijZ ', as Prof. Askari thinks
(CS-P. 12). Jha mentions the arrest of the king and his cansequent release and subordination of Tirhuta to the suba of
Bihar (MTV-135 ; BMI-459) .20D In his preface to Chanda Jha's
edition of Panji Prabandha, Bakshi expresses his opinion that
Harasirihadeva had left while his kingdom faced a threat of
attack by Mahammad bin Tughlak. I find that both R. C.
Majumdar and R. K. Chaudhary think that the account of
H a r a s ~ h a ' svictory over the Sultan in the comedy olf JyotiriSvara, the DhiirtasamZgarna,210might refer ta an interregnum
between Ghias ud-din's departure after an unsuccessful attack
on Sirnraongarh in January, 1325 and Harasimha's final escape
in Dwember, 1325. Others, however, hold that this in no c*
implied defeat of the Imperial army at the hands of Harasirhhadeva. This may utmost be construed to mean his victories over
the Mahammadan SulGns of Tirhut's neighboiuring principalities211 T o me it appears that the Dhzirtasamigama cannot
form an authoritative source of information to determine Harasimha's engagement against Ghias ud-din Tughlak. I also feel
CHI, VI, pp. 400-01.
210 DLC.
209 Typed script, p. 86.
"'U. Thakur, JBRS, XLIII, Pts. 3 and 4, p. 389; History of
Mithili, pp. 282-83.
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that because Muslim accounts do not support protracted siege
of capital of Tirhut, it is doubtful if Harasirhha was permitted
to retain his sovereignty over Tirhut till December, 1325 A.D.
In particular I take note of Barmi's statement that while
the emperor reached Tirhut all the Ranas and Rais of the area
came to pay homage to him. This might mcan that Harasirizha had already vacated his territories in Tirhut proper. In
his absence his vassals might have pledged obedience to the
Mahammadan conqueror. The V1" passage says that Simraongarh was destroyed by the Turks of Delhi. So it cannot be
true that the citadel was left undisturbed. Even if it was not
left to Ghias ud-din Tughlak himself to demolish the fort, thm
was his c m a n d m who might have reduced it to ruins after
the emperor had left. I do not think it is reasonable to take
Harasbhha to have fled just in anticipation of greater risks likely to befall him. Nor he seems to have voluntarily left for
Nepal cmly due ta his feeling that he was not in a position to
challenge the invadm in the plains but could maintain his independence only in the hills and jungles of that country. Harasirhhadeva was forced to escapq because his capital S k r a m garh was destroyed and he could not stand the assault of his
enemies as Vii clearly states. There is only one date of the
engagement, which must fall in December, 1324-January,
1325. No Muslim, historian taks of a second engagement.
Undoubtedly Sirnraongarh was destroyed during the siege.
As I study closely between the lines of the passage in V i i', I
presume to interpret the date as that d Harasirhha's death.
Even if he was a sick man at the time of his flight, it would
not take more than a fortnight for his entourage to mch
TinpEta from Simramgarh. The distance covers in the nmth
easterly direction not more than 60 miles. Just taking that
he was refused permission to go to the Valley he might have
been directed to ga to DolkhZ. But the point is to explain
satisfactorily the delay of a year which lapses between the time
of his death and his escape from Simraongarh. What was he
doing all this time?
It is not irnprobablle that while the fort of Simraongarh was
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raged to the ground by the Muslim invaders he escaped but
lay in waiting in the vicinity for an opportunity to strike back.
About 6-8 miles north of Sirnraongarh, the forest belt called
Char-kos-ko-Jhidi (eight miles in width) of Nepal begins.
Simraongarh itself is approached from the south through a small
but thick forest line which is hardly a mile in width. Beyond
Simraongarh towards the north there is a huge expansion of
an even cultivable land for another ten miles until we reach
the Char-kos-ko-Jhidi. Perhaps IGmi and others refer to this
line when they speak of a forest whme the Tirhut ruler's capital
was situated. It is quite likely that H a r d a controlled the
stretch of territory south of the forest. Harasirhhadeva might
have been in hiding for fear that he may be persued. But the
whole area is malarious and is not congenial to visitors other
than the Tharus who are the original inhabitants of the place.
While he lived there H a r d a might have sent his messenger
to Nepal asking for assistance and failing to get a response for
shelter, which, it seems was not forthcoming, he might have
wandered in the jungles of the Terai. At a later stage he
probably directed to ga to Dolkhi. I t took months before he
undertook forward journey up the mountains enroute to DoW*
Probably he contracted f m and other diseases. He was not a
young man, and before he actually moved, he must have been
very sick. The rigours d the journey involved in passing through
the dreary forest might have seriously affected his health and
he succumbed before he reached his destination.
I am not so enthusiastic as Petech is to reconstruct the word
symbols in the traditional verse expressing the date of Harasirhha's entry into Nepal. If there was a variant anywhere,
the reconstruction would have been so deliberate. For another
matter, the reconstructed date comes into conflict with that
given by the contemporary Muslim historians. I do not think,
therefore, to seek interpretation of events in this manner. This
goes only to contrive a device to promote me'y pet theory about
the event. I n the present state of our knowledge I do not
suppo* if anything more than what we have said in the preceding paragraph can be hazarded by way of speculation.
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As far as the history of Nepal is concerned, we have no concern with Harasirhhadeva, and it makes no difference to us
whether he had fled from his capital in December, 1324 A.D.
or a year after in December 1325. The fact that he died in
Nepal at a specified date is also of little value to Nepalese
history. The went cannot even be taken as a passing phase
in the history of Nepal. But the image of his drawn by m e
scholars was that of a conqueror of Nepal, and thmgh this
had no justification, yet the account gained currency of a
historical truth. Our main objective in discussing the subject
so thoroughly was to present the story in the true light of facts.

We had occasions in the past to examine the statement of the
later chronicles that Nkyadeva's dexendants ruled over Nepal
until the third successor of Harasithha had died without a male
heir. We have emphasised the fact that the statement was
made against the evidence of the ancient chronicles and c o b
phon data, which show a number of kings in succession from
one tol the other for the perid allegedly covered by the K-ta
dynasty. We have also drawn attention to the many discrepancim in the dates and facts presented by the later c h i c l e s
which also expose their statement as absurd. Now with the
problem of the d l e d conquest of Nepal dkcussed in the preceding pages, the real nature of the K@ta genealogy as it has
come to be related to Nepal will have been fully understood.
Let me conclude the discussion with a criticism of the later
chronicler's statement which brings out three kings in succes
sion on H a r d h a ' s line. There has been already some p a s
ing remarks about these rulers as we criticised Indian historians
on the po'int. As we shall mark in the next section, the c o b
p h w and the ancient chronicles establish the reign of the
indigenous dynasty. But the later chroniclen in disregard of
the evidence show the son, grandson and the great grandson of
Harasirhha coming in succession one after the other as the
rulers of Nepal. This account was not so much serious by itseli
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if it were not for the fact that Levi and historians of his line have
given credence to the chronicler.
We have seen that according to V' ' Harashhha was accompanied an his flight by his son and minister, who were taken
prisoner in DdkhZ by an influential nobleman d the place after
the Simaongarh ruler died. We have no1 further information
about the fate of Harasirhha's son thereafter. The name of the
son is a h not known from any other source. The entire story
is forgotten as the chronicler of V" proceeds to draw his notes
on the colntempolrary happenings in Nepal. One prince (Kuar)
J a g a t d a styled Tirhutia (d Tirhut) by Vil' belonging to
K m t a family (Vi, f. 25-a), about whm we shall have occasion to say more, figures in the account oh court intrigues. But
nothing is told about Matisirhha ( 15 years), hktisirizha (12
years or 27 or 33 years), S y Z m a s ~ h a(15 years), said ta have
ken the successors d Hamsirizhadeva (28 years)21'. AS; suggested earlier no colophon data exist in their names. There is absolutely no evidence of any kind to prove that they ever ruled in
Nepal. Even PratZpamalla who f o r the first time lays claim to
his ancestry to H a r d h a d m a gives a genealogy of the Karr&a
dynasty starting f r m Nkyadeva. But he does not give my
intermediate names between Harasimhadeva and Yalqarnda.
Jitiimitramalla and Kirkpatrick give a different list from Harasidadeva downwards, where the names provided by the later
chronicler as Harashhha's descendants are omitted. I think that
there is as much ground to rule out the existence of Harasiri-~ha's
succ~m
as sovereigns of Nepal as to d k n h the contention that
he occupied Nepal in 1314 or 1324 A.D.
An attempt is made to identify these fictitious names with the
royal personages mentioned in the C h i n a annals. But to this
we shall return a little later while we criticise the views af Levi
and others following him.

During Hara~khhadeva'sescape to Nepal hills it seems that
'lwright, pp. 179-80.
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the a n t r y also received a number of rns. works from MithilZ
as a result of the many Maithili scholars taking refuge in the
Valley for fear of being molested by Mahammadan invaders.
Since this time also we have a number of Mithil5 Brsettling in the Nepal Valley.
Rut it is w g to say that it had any effect in further consolidating the hitherto nonmkting caste system. It is equally
strengthening the forces of Saivism in Nepal as against

Budid.his~n.~~~

*I8

Petech, p. 180.

CHAPTER V I
JAYARIMALLA, JAYARAJADEVA AND JAYARJUNADlEVA
JAYARIMALLA

( 1320-1 344 A.D.)

We have already narrated the circumstances in which JayZrimalla was crowned king. We know how much power he really
enjoyed while Rudramalla was alive. It appears that he became
the sole king on Jaykanda's death in NS 449 but he was never
endowed with real powers of state. JayZrimalla has three c o b
phcrns belonging to his reign covering however a period of 5
years since NS 457 to 462. There is not a single document except references in Viii a b u t him prior to NS 457 (=133637 A.D.).
( 1 Mahirivanavadhopikhyinam (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111.
362) .l Colophon : Pitra Sri JayaSihamaUa varmmanimkutzihala
piiraniya pandita Jayatavirachitam Mahirivanavadhanifakam
saptapaiichajatidhike chatus'ata Samvat 457 Srivana k ~ n a
dnidas'yim pusya naksatrs parighayoge s'anis'charavisare pustakamidam samZptamiti/Parama bha!!iraka Perameivara Paramavaisnava Pararnadevatidhideva Paramamihes'vara Raghukulatitaka bhCpilaparam~ariparinamita maulis'isa Pdupatipidiravinda Sri Paiupati devativaralabdha prasidaika Mahirijidhirija saprakriya Rijarijendra ST? Jayirimalladevinim vijayarijye Nepilamandale Uttaravihira kufurnbodbhava Sri Anata
vihire PradhGniriga mahipitra Sri Jaya Sihamalla varmmanah
day, August 23rd, 1337.
day, August 23rd, 1337.
Pradhiniriga M a h i p i t r a Sn' Jaya~ihamallavarmi seems to
be a member of the royal f d y and a supporter of Jay Zrimalla
This man is a writer of three other rns. ( 1) Khandakhidyaka;
470 Bhidra krsna 2-3, (2) Ha~iichandropcikhyrina,~
496 M i g h a
CPMDN, 11, p. 25, Dm. 1 of Petech.
Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 394; CPMDN, I, p. 90.
Ibid., 111. 362. 4; CPMDN, 11, p. 29.

kpna 5 and (3) Bhojadeva Satigraha written in Latitapattana,
and without date.4
(2) rns. Vin6yakastavara'ja (As. Sac. Bengal, 10723) .'
Colophon : Samvachchala'nim grahabina
tathiyuga ( =459)
/
Phdgu?za tamapakse paiichamyim tithau somava'sare Sri Jaya'rimalladevasya vijayara'jye V;;rnudisena likhitam. Petech verifia
the date for March lst, 1339."
( 3 ) ms. Saptajati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1536. 16) .7 Colophon:
Samvat 462 Kirtika iukla pratipadya'rn tithau byhaspativa'sare
MahirijidhirG ja Parantub hatta'raka Parameivara Raghuva7i2.Gvatira Sri Sri Jayirimalladevasya vijayara'jye Sri Lam batipattane, etc.
Inspite of high sounding titles Jay5.rimalla was no better
than a puppet. No incident where he prominently figures is
noticed in the chronicle. He was completely ignored by the
chronicler until his very last day. It appears that Rudrarnalla's
death in 446 did make no difference to the powers he enjoyed.
He continued to be a weakling. H. P. Shastri thinks that Jay%
rimalla was possibly a cgcregent. Rut in view d the colophons
Shastri's suggestion is wrong. JayZrirnalla was a ruling
monarch; by all means, of course, he was a puppet. For all
these years Devaladevi, Anelcarha Mahath, A b h e r h a M3ami
and other noblemen ruled the m t in the country. It is they
who figure in the annals of the time as those who played each
in his avn way an important historical role in the affairs of
the state.
We have no colophons of JayZrimalla until we come to the
year NS 457, we also find that under date 448 Vaija'kha iukla
13 Jaykanda is still Rijja' (Vii', f. 45b). This clearly means
that he had not been wholly dethroned at the date. He appears
to have been yet regarded as the sovereign but he was not living
in the capital. Jaykanda must have been allowed to function
'Govt. Nat. Lib., n. 706.
CSMASB, V, p. 438, n. 3747.
Doc. 2 of Petech for the reign.
Doc. 3 of Petech.
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in the Bane-PalZichok area, though the circumstances of hi
leaving the capital are yet unknown. We may suggest that he
had voluntarily decided to shift to PaEchok as he saw his
benefactor Rudramalla crowning another p e m as king. The
fact of JayZrimalla being crowned in &patan also points that
he had not been declared a king in normal course. Obviously
there were two kings in Nepal, both under the thumb of Rudramalla, for this period. But why did Rudramalla create two
kings? From Vi i i we know that Jaygrimalla though a son d
king Anantamda was not declared his successor. Even after
the death of JayZditya he! does nolt appear to us as a crown
prince. Of course, he had a legitimate right to the throne
by virtue of his being a son d Anantamalla. Did Rudramalla
consider all these aspects of the prablem, while he gave him the
throne and nothing but the throne? But he had surely brought
about an anamolous situation with the existence olf two1 powerless monarchs for a show and just for a show. Perhaps Jay%
nanda was not agreeable to him, and because he could not
depose him, he crowned another person on a new throne. The
colophons in the name of Jayiinanda disappear since NS 439.
This suggests that about this time even though not deposed
JayZnanda was thrown into the background as Jay5rirnalla
though freshly crowned was akm being ignored by the cop@B
because as we have already said the colophons in the name of the
latter appear only since 457. I think that this blank perid
shol~~s
the climax of power exercised by the subsidiary royal
house of Nepal, which had functioned from Bhatgaon.
Petech at me place (P. 111) says 'In practice, Bhatgaan
became the seat of a secondary branch, formally subordinate but
practically superior ta the kings af Patan. The tim of the
dvairijya seemed to come back. But there was no possibility
that awkward polity becoming the normal n~le,because of the
disturbed conditions of the country, and of repeated invasions'.
But actually speaking Rudramalla never usurped the sovereign
authority, nor he ammed royal epithets and no scribes
his vijayarcijye in the colophons. So there was no question of
dvairijya returning. But Bhatgaon until Jaya Sthitirnalla, a
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relative of the royal family by marriage became the sovereign
I-uler of Nepal did in practice stand as a principality outside the
sphere d influence d Nepal's capital. Bath V' and V"' refer
to the ruler of the principal figure in Bhatgacm at different
stages to have k e n reigning there (vijayarijye) . By virtue of
their position in Bhatgaon, prince Jayarudrarnalla and his successors, the latter all regents in a way, seem to have exercised
effective powen in the affairs of the state of Nepal until Anekar h a grew in strength with effective powers of the Chief Minister
(Mahath) in c.467 during Kjadeva's reign. But as he died
soan after in 476 the actual power came tu be vested again in
the regents of Bhatgaon, first PadrnuEdevi, then D e v W and then Jaya Sthitimda.
The V' ' ( f. 44-a) speaks of a large number of people dying
in Bulalamandi. This happened during Jayarudramalla's rule
in 4-36;Asidha
. . (Judi 12 Saturday). On 440 PhrElguna vadi 4
(f. 46-b) there was same trouble in Noakot. Earlier Jayarudramalla was prevented from entering Noakot. But on this occasion Rudrarnda forcibly entered the: fort and m e t e d the B f i r o
by name Rhirna, who was subjected ta torture.
It appean that Jayarudramalla had not only to meet the
challenge of Kharia invasion but a h had to deal with intemd
revolts. But up to the end he could maintain his supremacy in
the affairs of his country.
Another Khasia Invasion

Both Vi (f. 27-b) and Vil (f. 46-a) speak d yet another invasion on Nepal about this time. The invader was Adityamalla
Khasia identified with the ruler of that name of the KaqEli
basin who is reported to have first captured Noakot and after
sometime (five days) Pharping (Sekharakwitha) and entered
Patan in 448 Pluilguna iukla 7 (=February 18th, 1328) a
month later and he seized the city. This story of invasion is not
supported by evidence of rns. data or inscriptions much similarly
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aa the other invasions of the period undertaken by the Khasai
rulers of the K g % basin,
Vi gives the date Chaitra pzirnamt of the same year for the
invasion and it merely states that Adityamalla entered NepaLB
But in VK we have in addition to this information 'Samvat 448
Chaitra s'udi 15 utraphdguni s'uktadine Lalitagra'ma dandena
bhavati'.1° VK impLies that the Khasia ruler had tortured the
people of Patan. According to Vii i (ibid) ~ d i t y m d astayed
there for 22 days praying in Pulbahi on the: outskirt elf the city
of Patan.
Twenty years after the last Khasia attack the Nepal Valley
was again disturbed and rocked by a Muslim invasion. It
happened in the reign of Jayariijadewa, illegitimate san of Jaysnandadeva, born in PalZiichak in 437 (Phdguna k c n a 10).''
Jayargjadeva was a grandson of Jayabhimadeva. We are going
to say more about him as we come to deal with his reign, which
began in NS 467 (=I347 A.D.).
After Rudramalla in Bhatgaon
Niiyakadm- and Her Guafdians
We shall return to the stolry of the capital city of Nepal and
its king a little later. Here let us cast a side glance upon the
history of Bhatgaon for the period.
After death of Rudramalla, the affairs in Bhatgaon were in
the hands of his mother Padmulliidevi and wife DevaladeG.
They were assisted by a powerful section oh the no~bility,prominent of whom were AnekarZma Mahath and Abheriima M f i l d ,
J o g r h a Mfilami and Sahaja Mfilarm'.
After the: death of Wdmullii at the age af 67 (-2 months)
on 452 Ajvina ju& 2 the widow of Rudramalla was the sole
powerful figure in the royal family. As a regent she must have
e x e ~ k marmous
d
authority for the time being, until Jaya Sthitimalla came ta the scene.

At one instance in the pages preceding we said quoting h i
that Ngyakadev? was married to m e Harikhandra of W.
Now from V1ll we obtain confirmation of this account and
further we are told that Ngyakadevi was the only surviving
child of J a y a r u d r d a as his two sans were dead in his life
time. V1 (f.28a) states that his son died after some days d
his birth. VLiL,shows t\VO
of R u d r d a , one Jayavirmalla b. 441 Phdguna kynna 5 d. 442 Pausa vadi 14 and
another Tribhuvanamalla b. 443 M i g h a krsna 2 d. 4.44 As'vina
vadi 14.12 Buth of them lived less than a year. NZyakadevi was
thus the only child surviving Rudrarnalla. Brought up by her
grandmother Padmulliidevi, she was proclaimed the rightful heir
of Rudrarnalla for the principality of Bhatgaon13 an Prathami~a'dhapzirpima' 446. Her maniage with Hdchandra of the
KaSi royal family came a b u t subsequently after. PadmullZdevi
died on 452 M i g h a jukla 2 (= January-February, 1332 A.D)
at the age of 67 years and 2 rnmths.'* For sometime it appeared
that H d c h a n d r a was in full control of pwwers, though his
prop was na mare. But on 6 ]ye$ha s'ukla of 455 Harikhandra
died (Viii, f. 47-b) Vi states that after some years of rnaniage
he was p h e d to death as a result: of court intrigue.,13 and
Niiyakadevi became a widw.16 Gopdachandra, her husband's
brother served her as a guardian. For the time being the
account of subsequent events also tallies with the one we have
narrated earlier. -a
was too feeble a p
n for a responsibility of this type. He was not meant to exercise effective
power. In no time other persodties of the court asserted their
authority to undermine the one of Gapda. NW i t was the
turn of the TirthutiyZ family to seize the reins of adrninistration. According to V1 Kar!rci~avamjaja Sri J a g a t d a d m a
facibly took possesion of NEyakadevi. Thereafter Jagatashidm
Tirhutiys became all in all. Gopdadeva could not live in
Ibid., ff. 45-a, 47-b.
l4 Vil1, f. 47-a.
l6Vi l l , f. 50-a.
l2

13

Viil, f. 47-b.

l5d%m
Vlfd
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Bhatgaon and soon after this he left the city as he felt that his life
was threatened there. He went to Patan at the first instance.
V1 (f.28a) gives the following details of his flight. GopZla fled
to Lalitapuri leaving Bhatgaon. People tholught that he was
going back to his country, were grieved, and prayed that he
should return. Thereafter he was driven from pillar to p m
to be murdered in cold blood by his adversary's hirelings. He
could not stay in Patan for Img, he had to leave his new abode
the next day. He entered Sankhu in the company d J o g r h
Mulami of R i h a r k ~but the latter left him in the lurch the next
night. He was a lane figure taking r e l u g in the Kotagyha. Ha
was beheaded by JagatasS~ha's men while the fortress was
besieged (V', f. 28-a) . Viii has a pa,rde1 story to td.17 It says:
TirhutiyZ Jagatashiha Kuar could not tolerate that Gopdachandra should enter Miinigal; he then drove him out. Gopalachandra was earlier in Bumgii. Thereafter he took refuge in
Wong (CEigGgiioa) further south. But once driven from
Patan on 457 Jye!tha k ~ n aama'vtisya', ha was in extreme
difficulties. O n 460 Paus vadi 8 a p u p oi anned men f t o ~ n
TipurZ advanced ta T&5 where Gopaachandra and Jolgr5.m
Miilami were living. They fraudulently entered Tokhii and
after six days succeeded in killing Gopiilachandra who according to V1 was found alone. The V1llsays that his collaboratm
Jogriima MBlami was arrested but later released. probably due
to intervention of Anekarka. Jagatasirhha in the beginning
of his career was a close associate of GopZlachandra whom he
betrayed for the hands of Ngyakadevi who was remarried to
J a g a t e h a . But his onvn rise happened to be short lived. As
soon as EjalEdevi was born of marriage, misfortune befell the
couple. He himself was thro~wninto prison where he died.
N5yakadm- died ten days after the birth of her daughter.
RZjaE was born on 467 Pausa kynna daiami anurZdhd naksatre
( = Saturday 6th or early Sunday 7th January 1347). Left
without her support Jagatasimha was probably killed by his
emmies. According to Vi (f. 28-a) Jagatasimha ruled for sane

days ( ?d?iW
) ; the date of his death
is not given. V' just states: the prince (kum2r) was taLm
prisoner, his daughter by name RlijallZdevi, and her mother
died m the tenth day of her birth. It is possible that Jagatasirhha had died soon after the death of his wife. The date of
his death is not available either from V1 or V1". Devaladevi,
Rudrarnalla's wife, took in her care the orphaned child who
was in the vmy infancy later on married to Jaya Sthitirnalla.
Acmding to Vi R5ja.llL was brought up by k a l a d e w i in much
difficult circumstances (f.28b). Jagatasirhha was surely thrown
into prison, while Nayakadevi became pregnant in about 466
Chaitra or Vaihikha. He must have been playing an important
role in the affairs of state during all this time.
All this tale of conflict between Gqdachandra and Jagat*
sirhha is not available in VK. The occupant of the throne in
Patan was a weakling while all these incidents occurred. He
was just a silent onlooker of the drama who could not play
any role in the enactment. We have seen how Jay5nmalla with
his pompous titles had only retained nominal authority. So was
the case JayarZjadeva who was elevated to the throne by
common, consent. Far all these years the court nobility was
strong enough to render the throne ineffective. We have seen
which dements constituted the nobility. Obviously these were
Padmull5dm-, Devaladevl. and their associates, AnekJayasGharZma and their family of PaliGchok, Tirhutiy5 Jagatskhha Kum5r of Karnita farnily and Harikhandra and &@ladeva of the K i i i family, MeghapiilavannmZ, Jayatavannm.5,
JogrZrna Mfilami and Sahaja MClami who figure as Mahath,
and several others whme names appear as Pa'trm and Mtilamis
* V"'.

As long as Padmull5 lived, she was the most influential person
in the kingdom. She must have been well disposed towards the
Kifi family, hence she gave NPyakadevi in marriage to Ha&
chandra. The latter seemed to rise in eminence as time passed
since the m a n i a v and it looks that the K6.6 family
obtained the support of the Tirhutiyis. But the KEG farnily
its main prop by the death d Padmull5 in 452 and the
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Tirhutiyis deserted them. As we have seen, H d c h a n d r a was
poisoned to death and his brother was killed m e years after.
Now the man emerging at the helm of affaks was J a g a t d a .
He seems to have enjoyed considerable influence in the state:
&airs for m e yem. Because of his wife's titla to the principality of Rhatgaon, he! must have functioned as prince consort
wielding real pwers of Government. He had even wershadowed DevaJadevI who must have given her consent to her
daughter's r e d a g e with Jagatashiha. It appears that a
major section of the nobility supported the Tirhutiya prince in
his struggle for power. He was already a notable figure in the
country for m e time past, and according to V1 he enj*
kingship after marriage. Nevertheless, as it appears from V1ll
he was not allowed to have his way after 460 Pausa. Devaladevi seems to have reasserted her rights of a regent and along
with Aneka.rZrna dominated the situation in spite of J a g a t a s w .
A n & a r h a figures in V i i i (f. 47-bl) far the first h e under date
452 Ajvini knpa pratipadi Monday, where he is mentioned to
have made offering: to Brahmqas at Sankhu. He is these called
Mahath, which means he was the Chief Minister of the kingdm
and as such a very influential figure.
About Jagatasiaa, it is said that he belonged to Harasiaadeva's family. Petech suggested that Jagatasirhha could be a
mn of Harasirizha and 'the time the title and the fm of the
name certainly point to such
pibility'?' Petech furtha
o b a ~ e "In
s this case Harkhiha would have! Lived as an
at the court of Bhatgaon and died there; his son of course would
have taken his place among the highest nobility of the land.
This would explain why the later chronicles have made Harisirhha an ancestotr of the royal family and a king of Bhatgaon,
although he never ruled there. It seems to1 me that the link
between the later Mallas and H a r i s i i a can be sought only
here and nowhere eke".
But reliable evidence to connect J a g a t a s a a with Haraszha
in close relationship as father and son is lacking in documents

so far availed of. The only ascertained fact about his origin is
that ha was a Tirhutiya Kjatriya, and Mcmged to the Kar@ta
f d y (V1, f.28a) and as such he might have been related
Harasirhhadeva. Petech's assumption that H a r d a d m a was
a fugitive at the court of Bhatgaon cannot be sustained by facts.
This was based on a passage of V"' which he misread. As it
is clear that Harasirhha died in Tin*! on his way to Sindhuligarhi, he could not have come tol live in Bhatgaon. It may be
more or less correct to say that through Jagatashiha, the later
Mallas linked their dynasty to Harasirhha and not related to
have been direct descendants of Harashhha and not related to
him through one of his female descendants. Even thh claim
was f m a r d d not until 250. years had elapsed since the time of
Jaya Sthitimalla, the real founder of the dynasty. If this was
a rightful claim, the fact of their descent from H a r a s i a a would
not have remained unknown for such a long perid. But to this
we shall come a little later.

k

According to V1ll (f.51a) JayZ.xi.rnalla died on the afternoon
of NS 464 Aivina iukla 7 (=Septembe~-Octoba, 1344 A.D.)
He died in D q P t a n the next day after a violent earthquake.
JayZrimalla was a weak ruler in spite of his high sounding
pornpaus titles. He never enjoyed efTective powers of state.
Both V1 and V1lldo not mention a successor to JayZrhaUa
until 467 Sra'vana. This means that the throne remained vacant
for nearly three years. Why was Nepal kept without a king
for this interregnum?
It appears that JayPrimalla did not leave behind him a rightful successor to the throne. The only claimant surviving at this
hour was Jaykandadeva'a son RZjadeva who was, ~ O W W ,
barn of an illegitimate union. It is quite likely that the Bhatgaon
court raised an objection to fijadeva's claim being entertained.
Probably Devaladevi was waiting for a male k u e to be born
of ~ ~ ~ a k a d ewho
; i , could be placed cm the throne in Patan.
TOthis end the ground was being prepared. All possible contestants were being w m b d out and eleminated. We know

.
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f r m V1 and V i i l that me Pdupatimalla net his end in that
course. According to V1 Pakupatirnalla was taken prisoner by
Devdadevi after the birth of RZjalEdevi to Nzyakadevi. But
V1ll gives a different date. I t says (f.51b) : on 464 Chaitra
Sudi 3 J o g r h a MGlami and Slahaja Mfilami caught hold of
Paiupatimalla and removed him from Tipura to the fort of
Kapan, a place sane 3 miles just north oh Kathmandu. It is
not clear how Paiupatimalla got into the royal palace of Tipura
at Bhatgaon. Was he trying to seize Tipura? I t was said that
Devaladevi was a daughter of P d u p a h a l l a (Levi, 11).lo But
both V1 and V1" da not support this statement. They do not
say anything about the parentage of Devaladevi and P'dupatimalla. Paiupatimalla died a prisoner on 469 MErga h k l a 12
( = 3 December, 1348 A.D.) . P'etech thinks that: he was phaps a son and heir ol J a y k d a . But if it wasl so, the Vii or
Vl1 should have mentioned the fact. PaSupatimda might
have presented, however, a seriolus threat to the claims of other
parties as a legitimate contestant f a r the throne of the Nepalese
kingdom.
More About Devdadevi and AnekarZma
Devaladevi and A n e k a r h a are the most impoflant personages of the period. It is they who often in the ancient chronicle
ViIi , and not Jayiirimda and his succgsa; we could call the
two decades of the 5th century NS an age of Devaladevi and
the Mahath. It is quite in keeping with their importance in
the history of the period that we are devolting mare space to
describing the events connected with them.
Just as Devaladai derived her payers because of her position
as the mother of the successor of Rudramdla, sol Anekarha
was placed in an advantageous situation in the country by
virtue of his being a son of the Chief Minister JyoltirZma whom1
he succeeded. JyotirZma as the feudatory of Palaiichok was
probably a partisan of Jayznandadeva. But he came to1 exercise
authority in the affairs of state only on the death of RudrarndaVi i ' , f. 52-a. Date verification by Petech, p. 117.

lo

He might have: collaborated with the women regents d Bhatgaon
as Rudramalla died. We do not know if he was appointed the
Mahath in Rudramalla's time. But J y o t i r h a was definitely a
Mahath towards NS 450.
Dwaladevi and AnekarZma dominated court politics between
themselves since NS 450 for a period d nearly 25 years. But
all these years Nepal was passing through a crisis. As we
suggested earlier, it was a perid of internal dissensicm, strifes
and revolts. We shall now relate the events where singly or
together they played their part in meeting the crisii. It should
be borne in mind that the V1lldescribes these events, though
much briefly.
In NS 352 there was a trouble in the fort of Kapan, but
AbherZma MClami acted in time and recaptured the fort
(f.47a). A b h e r k a Miilami was a known supporter d the
regime of Devaladm- and Anekafima. He must have surely
acted in their behalf. On Samvat 452 Asidha vadi 4 prince
Harigchandra killed BhesadharJna Bh5 and DeEapati in
Bugama (f. 48-a). In M i g h a kynna a large number of people
and cattle and domesticated birds and dogs died in Bode;
Anekariima went there to see for himself all that had happened.
The doors of Phanapi were closed to a visitor from T i p f i and
Miiqigal (f. 48-a) ; probably the feudatory disliked the idea of
a visit by an officer ot the court. But on 454 Phdguna iudi 12
the fort of Talabu was suppressed; there might have been some
kind d revolt by the inmates (f. 48-a). On 454 Dvir@&iha vadi
I1 ( = July, 1334 A D ) Jaiihadeva staged a rebellion in
Nolakot (f.48a). Some Khasias were murdered on 454 BhCdra
juddhi 7 (f. 48-a). The Noakot affair dragged on. Both TipurZ
and MPnigal combined to frustrate Jaiihadeva. But Noakot was
not accesible. There were further disturbances and various parts
d the country were involved, and AbherZma MBlami and Anekar5ma Mahath were active in restoring peace in the trouble
affected areas (f.48b). The revolt: in Noakot was crushed on
Samvat 462 Pha'Zguna vadi 13, and Jaya S-i.adeva was deposed
or killed, the son JagasZvanta taking charge (f.50b). JagaGvanta came to Tipur5 on Samvat 464 Kirtika vadi 5. This
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visit probably indicated his acceptance of the sovereignty of the
central authority over Noakot. On Samvat 464 Pausa Suddhi 3
another fort, Kaunsana Kviitha, was destroyed. From PaJZchok
fort Ajayarsma, younger MahZbhZ (Mahath) came tol Tipuri
on 464 Phglgu?ta Suddhi 10. The text does not say anything
about the purpose which brought him ta TipurZ. It appeam that
the Banepii-Palzchok area enjoyed comparative quiet. In the
Valley, however, even the capital could not remain unaffected
by the sweep of the cantrywide revolt. M1*igal was reoccupied
by Devaladevi and AnekarZma on 467 As'vini Suddhi 3
( =September-October, 1347) After this MurikhZ, Kitapufi
and Balarnbu also fell into their hands. Because of the obscurity
of the passage it is not known how the capital city went astray.
I t must have occurred during the vacuum while the throne was
rendered vacant.
More incidents are described under date line Samvat 457
Kirtika Sudi 2, and subsequent days, and the places affected
were Gokaqa, Kathmandu, the forts of Yubinima, Nandola and
Yarnta. Under date Samvat 456 Srivana Sudi 4, a passage has
to say a story 0% a fight between two rival factions, whae the
Tipurg Royal family and A b h e r h a Milami were involved.
As the language of the passage is partially understad, we cannot
have an idea of the nature of the fight and of the different
parties but at one point there is an expression to suggest that
altogether 12 men Were killed on bath sides.
As the Mahath died in NS 476, Devaladevi had to bear the
responsibility of addministration all alone by hersdf. Under date
line NS 476 Mirgajira vadi 3 ( =November-December, 1358),
the V i i i gives the name of the JetapZla Mahath. J a y a s ~ h a riima is called Mahath by V i i i only in NS 480 ( = 1360 A.D.).
Possibly Jetapda had acted as the Chief Minister on the death
of Anekariima and continued ta play that role till J a y a s ~ h a
took over.
In this period although the king resided in Patan the royal
palace in Bhaktapur known as Tipura in V i i was for all practical purposes the seat of the de facto authority oi the kingdom.
The chronicler always mentions TipurZ as the focus of

.

activities for that t h e . It was but natural that the regents of
Bhatgaon had passed as real rulers wielding wnsiderable
infiuence in the realm. But we do not know what prompted
the feudatories of PaGchok to side with the regents of Bhatgaon.
Their intimate association continued until the death of
Devaladevi.
We have a colophon in the name of Deva&da?, which gives
her full royal titles. Although this is an isolatd document, it is
unique for the Bhatgaon rulers and regents of the period, and
this fact imparts special significance to the colophon in regard
to the status and powers enjoyed by the woman regent.
ms. Nityannikatilakam (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1361) Sreyostu
Samvat 473 As'uni iukla trayodaiyiya'm tithau bharagava dine
Sri Sri Rd Pm Pbh rijibhidhavati Sri Sri Devaladevya
vijayarijye Sri Sri Bhavabhuteivara Saivichirya Sri Narendrapila jivena likhgpitam kytam.
The ms. was probably copied in Bhatgaon. But it precedes
the first document of JayarZjadeva (ms. VZmakesviri mahitmya
of 474), a fact which suggests that even though the capital had
its king on the throne, the woman regent of Bhatgaon was being
regarded at the dater as the mereign of the kingdom. Of murse,
Devaladev? was an u n c m d monarch as we know she had
no title to the throne. But the colophon provides a positive
evidence of her all powerful position in Nepal at the time she
was regent in Bhatgaon.

.

JAYARAJADEVA

(1347-1361

A.D.)

According to Levi JayarZjadwa had been crowned king
because of Devaladevi's successful eiforts to instal him on the
throne. In the account of Vi (f. 28b) the chronicler s p e h of
Jayargjadeva to have ascended the throne on NS 467 Srgvana
krsna 4 (=July 27th, 1347 A.D.) with the unanimous consent
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of b t h the houses d rulers (Ubhayarljakulasinumatena) and
this obtained general acceptance (sarvvasammatena) . T h e two
royal houses here referred to were those of Bhatgaon and Patan.
By the ra'jakula of Bhatgaon the chronicler meant the family of
Jayarudramalla. Belonging to the family of P'atan were the
lines of Jayanandadeva and Jayarimalladeva. The latter had
died without a male heir, while JayZnanda had left an illegitimate son by name JayarZjadeva who ascended the throne nearly
six months after the death of NZyakadevi. J~yarZjadeva's f h r
dated document is a ms. Va'makes'varirnahitaritre Tripurihomavidhi with date Samvat 474.l
As we have seen the VK (P. 14) and V"' (f. 45b) call
Jayarzjadeva the son oh Jayanandadeva by his kept wife
(sarigrahani b h s r y i ) . According to VK JayarZjaYsmolther was
the daughter of Pa'tra Rijendrapila of Uttaravihira in Lalitagrams.' He was bolrn on Thursday Phalguna krnna ddarni
dhanesti naksatra of 437.3 (=March 9th, 1317) In Viii he
figures several times before he was declared king oh the country.
Once as early as 443 Bhidra judi 4 Jay,~Z.jadevaaccompanied
by Jyotirka Mahath leaves BanepH and makes a trip to
Pharping, Maigal and also to the royal palace in Bhatgaon
(f. 44-bl) . On 452 VaiSakha k p n a dvitiyi Jayarzjadeva isl mentioned in connection with Noakot and PalZich~k.~
The language
of the passage is obscure; therefore we do not know how he
was persued to visit these places. Again on 452 Srivana s'udi 9
Jayarzja is said to be visiting Banepa (f. 4 7 a ) .
It is not unlikely that far the three years since Ja~Primalla
died and JayarZjadeva acceded the throne, there was an attempt
to place NByakadevi as the sovereign queen of Nepal. But then
-

-

CPMDN, I , p. 71 (VEmakejvarimahnta?ztra TripurZhomav i d h i ) . Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1559.6 (Doc. 1 of Petech f o r the reign).
Nirbtidhamparirakfati krititalam k~miipElachiidiimn?zau uira Sri
Jayardjadeva nypatau Neptila bhiim~andala~n( H . P. Shastri reads
bhzimandalam but Petech reads sumandalam). S a i v ~ c h ~ r y a v ~ r a s p manmathapateh vikh ytitakirte h krtc savyiikhytim vachatuh jatim
samalikhan Ndriyantikhya kavih.
P. 14.
Vi, f. 27-a.
V i i i , f. 46-b.

this attempt had failed and we see JayarZjadeva on the throne.
The fact that an illegitimate issue was elevated to the throne
was unusual but when it is in evidence we have every reason
to believe that this might have been occasioned by force of
circumstances. Two factors might have facilitated JayarZjadeva7s
e n t h r o n m t , (1) the birth of a female issue to N2yakadev-i
and (2) Anekarka's support for his cause. AnekarZma who
was loolking after Jayariijadeva in his own home town of P&chok cmld not but look with favour his protegere's accgsim to
the throw. Was there a state of civil war in Nepal at the time ob
Jaya6ja7s succession to the throne (gaddi) of Patan? The
three years of interregnum may lend colour to the hypotheids
of a civil war. But the ancient chronicle is silent about the
state of affairs that preva;'led during all this period. If there
was no civil war there is, however, a possibility that initially
there was some opposition ta JayarZjadevaYs accession to the
throne on the ground of his illegitimacy. The opposition probably cme. from the house of Bhatgaon. It is quite likely
that the decision, to accept JayarZjadeva as king of Nepal might
have been at last m e to stay because there was no rightful
inale heir to the throne other than him.
We have dealt separately with the situation in Bhatgaon,
which was a subsidiary principality, but whose nobility had
controlled the affairs of the capital during the last thirty years.
We shall know that far several years preceding the installaticm
of JayarZjadeva on the throne. Bhatgaon's cmrt was seething
in unrest. There were two camps each fighting the other. I t
is quite likely that because of this uncertain and confused situation, no king had been nominated in Patan for sometime after
the death of JayZrimalla. Tmubles in Bhatgaon subsided only
when the two parties had exhausted their strength, and the
leaders around whom the controversy raged had been done
away with. But the crisis of internal feuds had greatly weakened
the country, which was too much even for the powerful woman
Regent Devaladevi to overcome. It seerns that till J a g a t ~ h a ' s
death she could do very little to remedy the situation. But
while she was beginning to act, the counv faced the disastmua
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consequences d an external invasion. This fime the invader
was Sultan Shamsud-din alias Hazi Illyas; ot Bengal.

It appears that Sultiin Shamsud-din Illyas of Bengal invaded
Nepal by taking advantage of itsl internally disrupted state of
affairs;. We have seen how the capital was a scene of unhealthy
intrigues ctmducted by courtiers and noblemen. And the intriguers had triumphed because of a weak king for sometime and
thereafter because oif no king. It seem that JayarZjadeva was
only Blowed ta function as a domind ruler in the beginning.
His accesslion was a result d a c m p r d e . He had succeeded
a weakling and he was himself not allowed to be a ruling king.
The fact that unlike before there was no strong ruler to put up
a hard resistance against the invading enemy made the matter
w m . SultZn Shams-ud-din had come to Nepd enjoying an
unchecked and unhampered passage to his destination.
In the Hammiramahlikdvya Ala ud-din Khilji also1 is noted
to have exacted tribute from the king of Nepal at about the
same!
But this seems ta be a, far fetched s u m i s . As we
know, not only Nepal but also a part d Tirhut was outside the
KMji influence. I t is true that a large part of Bihar had come
under Muslim domination since at least a century earlier. But
Muslim influmce had not extended ta the region, which is now
called Mithil5, although at one time during this period a ruler
d this place had acknowledged e d ' s suzerainty. Therefore,
the poet's statement in regard ta Ala ud-din Khilji's domination
over Nepal cannot hold ground. A coin traced in Nepal said
to have been struck in the name of Ala ud-din Muhammad
Shah Khilji (?) has Sri Sripati, etc. in the middle circle (Ob)
and it is held by some historians that the Nepalese ruler of the
time owed allegiance to the: Khilji ruler. This coin isl further
brought as an evidence supporting the contention of the Ham-

IA, VIII, p. 68.
'Numismatic supplement, 1929, p. 37, JASB (an article by
h g a Prasad) ; Landon's Nepal (11), Appendix o n coinage.

mirakivya but as the name Sri Sripati is not identified with
rderence to the evidence of 1 4 sources this can k best set
aside and the m i a t i o n of the coin with Nepal be deemed quite
improbable. It was also said that Sripati was a ruler at Pa'lpa'
and the kingdolm being near the Oudh region must have determined the subsidiary character of his status. But even this
could not be adduced in the absence of an authoritative data.
At any rate there is nothing to establish the identity of $xipati
with any royal name of the Nepalese genealogy. So the cmtention that 'the coinage represented an acknowledgement d walordship just as a precautionary measure ta f o r d an invasion
by the dreaded conqueror' (Petech, p. 104) is much dsputable. Nepal was not a client state of the Khilji empemns.
Shams Ud-din's invasion of Nepal was, however, a fact.
h e : to the silence of the later dumicles a belief had
iained ground that Nepal was practically untouched by
Muslim invasion in any paid of its history. For a long
time this belief gained currency also in view of the contents d
the inscription at the site of S~vayambhufithanot being attended
to. It was curious that Bendall gives an impression of the plate
of his chrolnicla (Vi, 28-b, N e p d Catalogue, I. Plate 8 ) which
deals with the fact of Muslim invasion but he does not attend
to note the contents. In 1936, however, K. P. Jayaswal correctly
read the plitta as w d as c d to read the inscripticme and also
got the facts mentioned therein verified by Bendall's own find
of the chronicle (Vi, and Vii, f. 52a). But he wrongly read
the date of the Muslim invasion. He also quite incorrectly read
tadpiirvant in place of tadanantaram in the passage of Vi (f.
28b), and because: d this wrong reading he thought that the
Su1tZ.n had invaded Nepal before 469. We have three sources of
information for the invasion of Nepal by SultZn Shams Uddin.
This chronicle way written in the time of Jaya Sthitinlalla.
'An impression of this inscription was lying in the Darbar
Library since a long time, to which Jayaswal's attention was drawn
leading hhn to trace out the original in 1936 (April).
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(a) Svayambhu~thainscription of the time: ot Jayarzja's son: dated NS 492 Ajvina Sukla 15.
(b) The Patan Pimbahal inscription of Megha*
VarmmZ bearing the date 477 Chaitra" Sukla 6
and 479 As'uini s'ukla 13.
(c) Vi and Vi (f. 28b and f. 52a respectively).
The inscription d Svayambhuniitha gives an account of the! r e
consltructioa work taking place after the invasion. It alsoi gives
the date and a few other particulars of the invasion. Thus the
fact of the Muslim invasion of Nepal was fully established.
The records speak d Shams Ud-din to1 have besieged the
Nepal Valley for m e t i m e , burnt and plundered the t o w
and sacrileged and dernollished images and templa including
those d PaSupatZitha and SvayambhunZtha. A few r m h
of the broken images are attributed to this orgy of mass demolition and incendiarism.
The SvayambhunZtha inscription is dated NS 492 As'vina
jukla plir?zimi aivini naksatre jukarmma yogel budhavisare.
This was set up to inaugurate the restoration ceremony of the
Stupa (Dharmadhitumandapa) in the Samhye hill, that
severely damaged by Sliratrina ( SlultZn) Samasdina (Shams
Ud-din) d Bengal, who invaded N q a l at the head of a huge
force (Baligila bahulairbalaih) on the 10th day of the bright
fortnight in the month d Mirgas'irsa d the year 470 (November
20th, 1349 A.D.)." The d m w is one Riij5 Hwa B h d ~ k a ,
%n inscribed stone standing along with several others along the
base of a Chaitya at the northern corner of the courtyard of
Svayambhuniitha, JBORS, XXII, Pt. 11, pp.93-96; Sanskrit Sandesha, I, 10, 11, 12, pp. 13-16, n. X X I X in our Appendix.
loAttached to the wall of the main Chaitya of Pimbahiil at the
bottom, n. XXVIII in our Appendix.
l1 13 October, 1372. Ooc. 5 of Petech for the reign of Jay5rjuna.
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son of Minister Saktirnalla Bhalloka and the reign in which the
c m o n y was performed was that of Jayarjunadeva, mn of
Jayargjadwa who had died having been burnt while asleep and
at whose time the invasion took place. Along with the reigning
monarch the inscription mentions Jaya Sthiti&
as the
country's protector (pa'lite Jaya S t hitimallena Ksatrirat nikarenduna') According to this inscription Jayiirjuna succeeded
Jayarzjadeva. The V i i i puts hi9 birth date 12 M i g h a jukla of
458.13 He was Yuvarija (Crown Prince) on 479 Sra'vana &na
M a m i , the date of the rns. Rudrayimale S a ~ ~ i v i d y a ' p r a i a m ~ a ' ~ ~
written at his instance. The V1 gives NS 467 Srivana k ~ n 4a
as the initial year of Jayariijadeva's reign, and speaking about
the year NS 469 adds that contributions were made to the
treasury of P&upat.hZtha in Vaija'kha pzimim- by Jayariijadeva.
This is confirmed by Vi ' ( f. 5 2a) , and it says that contributions
were made on Kirtika jukla pzirnima'. A year earlier Devaladevi
also had donated her share to the Lord's treasury (468 KZrtika
Sukla 15). Rut abaut this time S u l h Shams Uddin entered
Nepal, and he must have laid his hand on the treasury of PaSupatingtha, to which Jayariijadeva and Devaladevi had made
rich contributions so recently. The country was totally destroyed
as a result of invasion, by SultZn Shams Uddin (sziratrina
Samusdinena ) who advanced fm the east.15
The fact of the invasion is also referred to in another inscription traced in Patan. It is dated. NS 477 Chaitra Sukla 6 and
As'vini jukla 13 and has the line Srutrina Samasadino yavanidhira'ja N e p d a sarba nagaram bhasmi karoti. This inascription
was set up tcv commemorate the: repairs to the Chaitya of Pimtha
vihdra by Meghapda Varman, styled maha'pitra. The Chaitya
is said to have been destroyed during the invasion. According
to this record the SultZn had also reduced the city of Patan to

.

devasa j2tabandh.a.

Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 361.5; CPMDN, 11, p. 24. Petech verifies
the date for August 18th 1359.
l 5Sans. Sandesha, I, 10, 11, 12, pp. 11-13.
l4
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ashes. According to the chronicle V1, PaSupatiniitha's Phallus
image was broken into three pieces and entire Nepal was reduced
to ashes (tadanantare piirva suratina Samasadinena'gatya
Nepilam Sri PaSupati trikhandi kltci, Nepila samasta bhasmi
bhavin) and there was a deeply felt national mourning.la A
part of the passage looks exactly similar also1 to the tail portion
of VK (tadantare piirvva Siitina'gatah) .I7 However, VK d m
not give the date. But according to V' on NS 470 Mirga s'udi
9 ( = 19 November, 1349 AD.) the chronicler himself exp&a c e d untold hardship in Blhaktapvr (Vi, f. 28-b) .I8 This was
the day the Su1tZ.n entered Bhatgaon. The Viii gives the same
date 470 Mirga s'udi 9 for the invasion, and states that the
SultZn indulged in mass orgy and plundered for seven days?'
It will appear that this date does not differ from the date of
invasion given by the inscription. According to Petech it is
possible that the Sulfin had made a second attack on the Valley
of Nepal in 470. He thinks that in V i i i we have an. expression
which purports to indicate that this was the second invasion.
But Petech is led ta thisl view because he misread the line in the
Svayambhu inscription giving the date d invasion. The
chronicle's date is a day earlier. This means that the S u l a
reached Bhatgaon on MZrga Sudi 9 and he was in Kathmandu
(probably also in Patan) next day, the date given by the
Svayambhu inscription. From Meghapda's inscriptioln it is clear
that the Sult5-1 destroyed also the capital city of Patan, and the
whole of the Nepal Valley must have fallen to him.
According to VH1(f. 54b) the broken image of Paiupatindtha
was replaced, and the ceremony was performed by Jayasifiariima Mahath in the presence of Jaygrjunadeva on 480 Vais'a'kha
jukla 2 (April-May, 1360 A.D.) .
The inscription does not give any details d invasion. The
duration of the siae was, however, seven days (V" ', f. 5 2-a)
Jayaswal's description of the invading forces to have operated
f r m a base at the foot of the Svayarnbhungthii hillock is equalf. 28-b.

le

P. 14.

le

Ibid.

l Q r n R ~ ~ % m m m m f n u m

ly no better than a guess. About the identity of the invader,
however, there is little doubt because the inscription clearly
mentions Bengd, and that from the contemporary history of
the same country it can be obtained that Shams Uddin alias
Hazi Illiya~was ruling in that perid (1342-57 A.D.) independent of the Tughlaks. It is also possible that he was ultimately f o r d to leave Nepal because of stiff registance from
the people and this act of forced retreat back to his own country might have led the chrmiclers of his mrt to omit all references ta his Nepal ad~emture.~~
The route he traversed to reach the Valley of Nepal is still
a matter of speculation for the scholars. It was suggested by
soma that Tirhut was independent of Bengal till 1352 A.D.21
and he would not try his passage to Nepal through Tirhut.
According to Jayaswal, Finn Shah Tughlak had set up new
family of rulers called Oinwars to rule wer a part of Tirhut
and they acknowledged his suzerainty but there was a feeling
of rivalry between Delhi and Bengal SultanateP over this terxitory and the S u l h of Bengal was ever looking for an opportunity to invade Tirhut. It is said that SulGn Shams Ud-din
of h g a l had forestalled the event of Delhi completely dominating Tirhut by his own invasion of that country in 1 3 4 5 4 .
This man whose original name was HZ4 Illy% styhg himself
as Shams Ud-din had made himself the master of a g r a w
portion of Bengal in 1345.23 According to R. K. Chaudhary
Tirhut was then divided into two parts, which both feudatories
He was later defeated by Firoz Tughlak in 1354 A.D. Barani
(Eliot, 111. 292-94) ; Briggs., I. 448-51; A1 Bndaoni, I, pp. 309-317,
324; Riyiizu-s-Sakitin by Ghulam Hussain Salim, Translated by
A. Abdus Salim.
In the year Sultgn Shams Ud-din himself invaded but had to
relinquish his hold on pressure by TughlakqCam. History of India,
111, pp. 177 ff); Barani's Tarikhi-i-Firor Shahi (Eliot, 111, 234-50,
290 fl).
22 JWRS, 1936, Pt. 11, Read Jayaswal's article.
23 Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua by M. Abid Ali Khan, Edited
and revised by H. E. Stapleton, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 20-22.
20
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of Bengal.24 B e f m he entered Nepal he must have visited
Tirhut. From there he made a dashing march to the Valley
of Nepal. We are unaware ot the route he passed through to
reach the Valley d Nepal.
The origin, of H k i Illy% ShZh is obscure. He became the
master d Northern and Western Bengal by killing Ali Mub5a.k
in 1338 A.D. late^ when a wide spread revolt Qaok the empire 09 Mahammad Tughlak, he declared himself independent
and in course ot time launched an offensive to1 conquer p
vinces as far west as Gorakhpur. The date of the conquest d
Tirhut is put between 1347 and 1352 A.D. by R. K. Chau~Ihary.'~I n view of the absence of a fixed date it is difficult
to say if Sult.511 Shams Ud-din had brought the whole of Tirhut
under his control before he invaded Nepal. But I do not think
that any invasion of Nepal was pmible before he had acquired
the psessions ot Tirhut.
SultZn Shams Ud-din must have entered the Nepalese territory through Darblhanga. It appears that he passed through
Janakpur to ascend the hill of Sindhuli and then proceeded
due west to Bhatgaon passing Banepa en route. I revise my
earlier opinion about the route. He could not have entered tha
Nepalese territory through Purnea. The land east of the K06i
in the Terai might not have been accessible; all this was a dense
jungle impenetrable to human efforts, and as records have it
this became open to human settlement only during the 16th
centmy A.D. Because the chronicles say definitely that the Sult k ' s attack was directed from the east there is little doubt
that he channelled his route. through Sindhuligarhi and BanepP
Probably he quit Nepal by way of the course otf the river BZgmati reaching Hariharpur en route.
Many writers wrongly tolok the invasion of Nepal by S h m
Ud-din to have o c c u d in 1346 A.D. (=467 NS) . I am
not m much surprised when scholars used to b,asing their conT h e Oinzuaras of Mithil;, JBRS, X L (1954), p. 100.
25 Ibid.
2G Cambridge History of India, Vol. 111, p. 176.
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1
hand i n f m a t i o n do so. But the mistake is
committed by Luciano Petech who claim to have examined
the original document for his writing. It seems that he did not
himself read the Svayarnbhu~thainscription. As he q u m
Jayaswal's version d reading in the footnote, it is obvious that
he depended an the latter for the relevant infmation. If he
had read the original by himself he could have detected the
mistakes committed by Jayaswal regarding the date of the invasion of Shams Ud-din. Petech also ignores the date of Muslim invasion provided by the ancient Chronicles, V' and V i i i .
O n the basis of his wrong reading Petech has drawn some
unwarranted conclusions in regard to certain eirents, which have
got to be corrected:
(1) In paga 120 of his book Petech says that with the Muslim invasion the 'quarrelsome Nepalese aristocracy' realised that
they needed a king and then JayarZjadeva was made king
after an interregnum of three years. Actually JayarZjadeva was
crowned king nearly two and half years More Shams Uddin
invaded Nepal, which Petech failed to notice.
(2) In: page 122 Peteth states that Shams Ud-din 'canied
out another raid lasting 7 days, the date of the went being
Nwember 19th, 1349'. He quotes Vlii for the infmation.
But he d m not know that the V i i l only supplements the information of V' and the Svayarnbhu inscription on the subject
saying that the invasion lasted for a week.
Petech wrongly antedates the Muslim invasion by three y e m
on the basis of his reading olf the date of the invasion in the:
Svayambhu inscription and as he found in V1 and V i i ia n o t h ~
data, Mirga iukla of 470, he thought that Shams Udrdin had
made two attacks. Rut all what P e t a h has written on the dates
of the invasion is wrong.
K. P. Jayaswal also incorrectly lengthens the duration of invasion for three years. He did not know that the V1" limits it
to 7 days.18 He did not also realise that he had misread the
27

R.K. Chaudhary, JIORS, XL (1954), p. 100.

28

JBORS, XXII, Pt. 11, pp. 88-89.
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date of the Muslim invasion as given in the inscription.
It appears that Jayariijadeva was placed on the throne as
soon as JayZrirnalla had died. But: his fate was; that of a
puppet in the presence of the prrwesful court persunages who
were: lording it over in Patan by their advantageous position
in Bhatgaon. The circumstances of his enthronement decidedly
placed him in disadvantage as to the effective exercise of his
royal powen. Jayariijadeva as a nominee to the throne satisfying all parties was not destined ta play yet andher role. Wa
shall be wrong to put any other meaning to the statement d
the Svayarnbhuniitha inscription save what it implied in regad
to the regnd date
The V"' does not take notice of Jayariijadeva more than
twice for all the years he ruled. It does no&even call him a
RiijZ. But the chronicler gives some details of the activities d
Devaladevi and others of her camp all the while. It is indicative of the fact that Jayariijadeva, though enjoying sovereign
status m general consent, was k g ignored as a ruler.
It appears from a cmtempcrrary dramatic work that in the time
d Jaywiijadava the most hportant pasm in the capital was
Anekariima who dominated the scene with the help of his son
Jayasirhharkna. 'The work in question is Madrilasijitismaranan$akam. In the very first passage we have Slitradhira speaking 'this country laoks like the heaven. The outstanding faef
about this country is that here reigns tha king JayarZjad~a
wha is always guided by the advice d the able minister Anekar h a . Nepal is also fortunate because it enjoys the sewices of
Jayasirhharha endowed with six qualities. There is Yuvwgja
JayZrjunaY. We have no doubt that Jayashkharha's family
was the real power behind the throne during the time Jaysrijadeva and JayZrjunadeva were seated on the throne. We
reproduce the passage as it occurs in the documents; msMad6lasij~tismarananafakam (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 787)29 in
Sanskirt written by one NepZliya R h a d b a . No colophon data
occurs but we have the following two verses of interest in the
29

Unpublished.

beginning uttered. b y the Szitradhira. (There is also no date.) :
'Ramaniyamidarn Nepcilabhuvanaml vipraveda vido varanti
dinakrt varn(vai)syiistathi KjatriyrZ nya'ydcha'pi vidagdhasajjanakrto yasmingunilank~t&l r a m y i nila sarojapatmnayanih
saundaryasara'striyo dejo yastu bibhZti sarvaga gunaih svargaikadeio yat ha'l viie!atosmin 1 1 $rimamanarinjayatinityamanekarima
mantrovdam bi Jayara'ja Naradhirijahl Nepilachakla vilasat
]ayasimhara'ma jitgunyavarti yuvara'ja Jayiirjunar'cha.
Other colophon date belonging to JayarZja's reign are as follows :
( 2 ) rns. Cha'ndravya'karana (As. Sot. Bengal 3823, CSMASB, V I , p. 115 n. 4411).30 Colophon: Samvat 476 Phaguna
s'ukla d d a m y i m iukravasare Cdri naksatre R d . P m Sri Sn' Jayarijadeva vijayarijye.. Sri yokhachchha vihira Vajrichdrya
Sri Ksemendrasya likhitam. Date vexified for Friday, February
12th, 1356.
( 2 ) ms. Brhajjcitaka (Kaisar Library n. 49.1)
Colophon :
Sreyostull Samvat 476 Jye!!ha kyjna saptamyim CdityavCsare
likhitamidam pvall stakam samaptah 11 Rd-Pm-Pbh 1 1 Srf S f i Jayarijadevmya vijayarijyel 1 (Date verified for the first minutes of
Sunday, M a y 22nd, 1356) kritiriyam vipra Sri V&nudisasya etc.
(3) ms. Ratna'karandika'smytisarnuchchaye (Darb. Lib. Cat.
111. 376.2) .s2 Colophon: Sri Nepa'lika Samvat 481 M i g h a
kcna!tamyZm tithau anura'dhi naksatre janaGcharavisare pustaka siddhi idam) Sri LalitCpuri nagarya'm Sri Miniglake nairtyadis'astha Sri Y a m b u stha'nadhipatih vipra vafizjodbhav@
dvijavarottamah . . . I Rd-Pm-Pbh Sri Sri JayarCjamalladevasya
vijay ara'j~e. Date verified for Saturday, January 30th,
1361 A.D.
I n the circumstances he was placed on the throne JayarZjadeva had had to be l m k d after b y AnekarZma. The latter was
a feudatory of P a E c h o k , where earlier Jayar5jadevays father
Doc. 2 of Petech.
'lD.0~. 3 of Petech.
"CPMDN, 11, p. 105. DOC.4 of Petech. H. P. Shastri reads
the date as 473 Jye;tha jukla s a p am@m etc.
21
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had taken refuge. It is obvious that JayarZjadeva came to the
throne mainly with the help of the P G c h o k feudatory. But
he was a weah ruler. It is doubtful if ever he cmld exercise
his suzerainty over every part of the Nepal Valley. We can
well undentand his position in regard ta a r m far away frm
the centre. But even at the central locdity he seems to have
maintained a loose hold. He surely resided in the Royal Palace
at Lalitapattana, but it is doubtful if the Mahipritrar of the
different sections d the region did in fact obey him. At least
ane man, MahLpZtra MeghavarmH appears to ignore him. This
is evident from an inscripion of 477 (Chaitra Iukla navamyim
pusya naksatre dhrtiyoge byhaspativisare). This inscription
cOTnmemorates the occasion of repairing the chaitya of PbithavihZra (modern Pimbah5.I) by M f i r t y ~ g aMahLpZtra Meghai
pZIavam.5. There is yet one: more date, 479 ASvini Iukla trayodasyim sauravrirare, when m e AmZtya (minister) Chtidkaqi
donated money towards the expenses to be undergone in cmnectia with certain rites in honour of the Ch~itya.'~T'here is
no mention of the reigning. monarch in this inscription, which
is significant. On the otherhand! MeghaFla V
d is lauded
as a conqueror and killer of all enemies (1.6). There is no
doubt that this particular MahLpiitra, Sri MeghapHlavarmE,
was the dominant figure in Patan at the time. We shall come
to notice a little later that MeghapdavarmH joined hands with
Jaya Sthitimalla as against Jayzrjunadeva, the son and successor
of Jayariijadeva. In the colophon of one m. written just befole Jaya Sthiti assumed powas, i.e. the ms. Marmmakamikandma Tantrajlidnasiddhipaiijiki with date Saiarikavindu visayagatebde Mrigha jite bhtimisute daiamyim a'~a'dhap2irvamnidhinu yoge (=501) MeghapPla is spoken of as ~a'tridhir~ja?'
which means the Chief d the governors or ministers. This title
suggests that he was as much powerful in his area as Jayasiri?harams in Banepa if not more.

I, 10, 11, 12, p. 11.

a3

Sans. Sandasha,

94

CPMDN, 11, p. 46.

RAJALLAMARRIED

TO JAYA

STH~~IMALLA

About NS 474 a new figure appears in the political firmament of Nepal. He is Jaya Sthitimalla whose origin as we shall
find later is quite obscure. From Vi" (f. 53-b) we know that
DeYaladevi settled her grand daughter's match with Jaya Sthiti,
whereupon the marriage was performed in Bhatgaon Jaya
Sthitimalla had entered Bhatgaon on 474 Asvina judi 9
( =September-October, 1354 A.D.) and was staying in Tyamkho. He had come through the forests of S z k h u . The marriage was performed after five months sf his anival. She was
m a n i d at a very early age while she was only 8 (she was barn
on 467 Pausa krrna lo). Was this marriage cantrived to give
Jaya Sthiti a rightful title to the throne of the kingdom?
Vi (f. 28-b-29-a)
brings the account of Sthitimalla's rise
immediately after the passage describing the invasion of Nepal
by Shams Ud-din. . . . . tadanantare Sfi Devaladevi sam-neycil)
Budhervamja'vata're katijuge svayambhu krtata vara praiiidikah
tqtcrloka pa'ra'vata'ra Sri Jaya Sthitimalladeva vijayi bhabe, tasya
vivihah. krtam
.
Ra'jallidevinim svdrni bhavcinl. T h e translation
of the passage would read,
"Thereafter Sri Devaladevi fetched. Sri Jaya Sthitimalla became victorious, his marriage was performed, becomes the husband of RZjallZdevl"'.
From Vi it is clear that Sthitirnalla was invited to enter Bhatgacm by Devaladevi. He was brought to the capital as a prmpective blridegmom to win the hands of the child princess.
As Devaladevi was responsible f o r Jaya Sthitimalla's coming to
Bhatgaon, we may take it that he also owed his rise to power
to her. She must have lent her support to Sthitirnalla for his
ascendancy in the politics of the country.
Jaya Sthitirnalla's marriage certainly raised his status. Because of his wife's title to the principality of Bhatgaon he became vexy influential at the court there. He was an energetic
personality and he was tactful and he came to play a v a y
important part in the affairs of the state d Nepal. After some
years he succeeded in capturing the throne and found a dynasty,
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which ruled Nepal till 1768 A.D. We shall soon return to the
story of Jaya Sthitimalla's coming to power.
AnekarZma died on Samvat 476 Dviricidha vadi I 1
(=July 24th, 1356). His son Jayasitkharha succeeded him
as Mahath. JayarZjadeva lived a weakling throughout his life.
Devaladevi still exercised real powers of state in Bhatgam and
to some extent also in Patan. It is ngt known what difference
it made to her enjaying the same pwitim by the appointment
of Jayasimha as Mahath. The V i i i skips over the events of
ten years since 476 just in 5 lines, at the end of which it says
that Devaladm- died at the age of 66 and 8 months on Samvat
486 Vaijikha jukla 7 (=April 18th, 1366).35 By that time
JayarZja was already dead and his son was seated on the throne
already for five years. I think both A n e k a r k a and his son
were Chief Minister of state quite strong in the affairs of the
capital and the central Government 04 Nepal was prolbfablyrun
jointly by Devaladevi and Ramavardhana ministers. The latter
a h enjoyed same sway in Patan. Naturally when Dwaladevi
died the joint partnership broke and the regent of Bhatgaon
found himself checkmated by circumstances beyond his contrd
in his attempt to assert his prerolgatives in the central admink
tration of Nepal. While Jaya Sthiti gat himself declared as a
ruler af Bhatgaon, ha might have made efforts to play the role
of Rudrarnalla. Possibly in that course he came into conflict
with the powerful Chief Minister Jayasimharama.

JAYARJUNADEVA

(1361-1382

A.D.)

According to Levi's authority (11, p. 286) Jayarzjadeva who
in the words of a ms. (Nep. Nat. Lib. ; Bendall, Intro. p. 27) was
alive in NS 476= 1355 A.D. died without a male heir, and
was succeeded by a daughter Niiyakadevi who reigned with

her grandmother PadmullPdevi as the Regent. The chronicle
further says that NZyakadevi's husband was later on poiscmed
to death by certain conspirators and her pemn was captured
by Jagatasirhha oB TirhutS6f r m the possession of Hdchandra'a
own brother Gopidadma. According to Levi, again by Tirhut
the chronicle might have referred to the line of Harasirizhadeva.
It was true that Ejallii was born of NPyakadevi by Jagatasirhha to whom she was manied while a widow. However, that
part of the account relating to JayarPjadeva was dispnrvect by
VHiJ7
and the SvayambhunPtha inscription. On the basis af the
irrefutable evidence of the inscription it is now d e d that
JayErjunadeva was the son and successor of Jayariijadeva who
died of a fire accident.s8 In the words of VK (p. 14) he was
b m of Rudramm5devi, a KaqZta princess (Karna'tavarit!aji)
We can not have a more reliable document on this theme to
base our argument. Jayariijadeva must have died sometime in
b e e n the date of his last document (481 Ma'gha krnna) and
the date d JayZrjuna's first ms. (Vaijikha kpna 12 of 481).
Both Vi and V"' do not provide the date of his death.
According ta VMiJayZrjuna was h on 458 Migha !ukla
12 jmnarvmu naksatre iyusma'nyoge somavGra (Monday) kumbhasa a ah ra mithune vri cham kanyi ke vichhasa dhanu su."
Petech writes that all the elements in the latter can €xverified
for Monday, February 2nd, 1338.40 It seems that towads the
end of his regnal career, Jayariija was in virtual retirement.
According to Vfii (f. 54-a) m 480 Vaiiikha 2 (April 18th,
1360) Jayasirhharha restored the Liriga (Phallus), of Pdupati, which was earlier destroyed and perfmed a sacrificial
ceremony, which was attended by JayPrjuna and Sdaradevi.
Jayiirjunadeva was declared king on this occasion. This must

.

8 e A ~ ~ o r d i ntog V1li, she was brought up by her mother and
grandmother.
87 JBAS, 1896, I, p. 313.
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not suggest any idea d formal crowning, because JayarHjadeva
was still alive. Perhaps JayZrjuna was invested with powers
and prerogatives of the king at this time. We have also a cdophon in the name of JayHrjuna f o r 479, where he figures as
crown prince (yuvarija) e.g. ms. Rudrayimale $qtividyZprajams5 (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 36 1.5) likhitamidam tapodhana
Sff Vijvejvarena yuvarija Sri JaycirjunasyZrthena likhitaml 1-11
Samvat 479 SrZvana krsna dajami (August 18th, 1359) ."
For Jaysjunadeva several documents are available for the
period between 1361 and 1381 A.D." The first available ms.
A r y i m o g h a t r a of his reign is dated 481 VaiSa'kha krsna
dvidas'yim revati naksatre Zdityavisare. This mentions RZjidhirija Paramejvara JayZrjunadevasya vijayarij ~ e . ~The
~ . date
is verified by L. Petech far May 2, 1361. We have two more
mss. of the years 484 Kirtika Sukla 15 bharani naksatre vyatipZda yoge somavaJlare and 484 Jyestha Sukla 12 sviti naksatre
variycnayoge somavisare respectively." Both give full royal
titles, Rd P m and Md P m respectively. There is another rns.
Mudririksasa of S. 49 1 Bhidra Sukla tritiyz hasta nakstrel julayoge brhaspativbare copied in Lalitipure MZnigalottare mahiv i h i ~ ein~ ~the reign of Rd P m Pbh JayZrjuna vijayarijye
Nepilamandale. AU af these belong to pre-SvayambhunZtha inscription period. Altogether 15 documents including the inscription of Svayambhunitha are listed for the reign of Jay2juna.
Not m e inscription or record of his reign belongs to Bhatgaon.
Rather all these belong to Patan except the inscription. This
has led to a supposition that JayZrjuna never ruled aver Blhatgaon or it might be that he ruled there just nominally.
Apart from the above cited four cololphons we have the folread Petech, p. 124.
42 L. Petech, Ibid., pp. 125-28.
43 Private Library of F. M. Kaisar, n. 136 (Petech, Doc. 1) .
44 Meghadiita, CPMD'N, I , p. 31; C h ~ ~ a k y a n i tKaisar
i,
Library,
n. 4912. Doc. 2 and 3 of Petech.
4SCPMDN, I, p. 88. (Wrb. Lib. Cat. I. 1692.1) Doc. 4 of
Petech. Date verified for Thursday, August 14th, 1371 with COTrected iukla for Siilayoga.
41

Also

lowing colophons in the name d JayZrjuna. We divide them
in two groups, group A as included in the work of Petech and
group B as thaw newly added. Because our reading of the
lines differs from that of Petech in same cases we also provide
in full the colophons of the two mss. Megharfzita and Chinakyaniti, though we had had occasion to refer to them in the past.
Group A :
(2) m. Meghadzita (Darb. Lib. Cat. I 1076) 2" Colophon:
Sreyostu Samvat 484 KZrtika iukla prirnim-syCm tithau 1 bharani naksatra) vyatipa'tayogel somavisarel Sri Sri Rd Pm Sri
$fi Jayirjunadevasya vijayarijyel Sri P&-iichokartijyastha'ne
Jagasimha bhirokasya pustakaml etc. Petech has missed the last
pmtim of the colophon which however H. P. Shastri pnwids
in his catalogue. The date corresponds to Mcmday, May 13th
1364 A.D.
(3) ms. Chinakyaniti (Kaisar Lib. n. 49).47 Colophon:
$reyostu Samvat 484 Jye!!hu Sukla d v i d d y a m tithull sGii
naksatrel variyina yogel 1 somavisare)) s a m p t i ~ akrtaml 1 MdPm-Pbh V i r ijanuIna aneka prakriyii Sri Sri Jaycirjunadevacya
k d y i ~ avijayarijye tada m a h i o h a t t a k a Sri ]ayasimhadmasya'
vartam-ne. Petch wrongly read, Jaydivarkmsya in place of
JayashihrnZma (Doc.3 ) .
(4) ms. Hitopadeia (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2564) .48 Col*
phm : Samvat 493 Pausa vadt trtiyam tithau maghi naksatre
ayuymin yoge ianiicharavisare samZptom itil Srimato Neprilamandale M M m - P b h sammtaprakriyibhir~jam-na Sri Sn'
Jayirjunadevasya vijayarijye etc. LalitZpu~i Miniga-lottara
sothamnimapatam adhivkih Luntarijena svahastena likhitam.
Particulars of the date are irregular.
(5) ms. MahCmghasiitra (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1689) ."
Colophon : . . para ( m a ) saugata paramakcirunika Sri Sri

1

.

DOC.2 of Petech.
*'CPMDN, I, p. 105, H. P. Shastri reads anekaplijiya before the
46

name of the king.
4 8 Bendall, History, p. 29. Doc. 6 of Petech.
''CBMC, p. 176. Doc. 7 of Petech.
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Chitramahivihiriya Sikyabhiksu Sri Tejachandra sthavirasya
atrapunyam . Sri Nepilika samvatsara 494 Bhddra Pada
krsna
.. . navamyim tithau i d r i naksatre b~haspativlisarel Rd Pm
Pbh S ri $ 5 Jayirjunade ( v a )sya vijayarijye Vajrichirya 2%
Tummrc' na'mnena likhitam etc. Date verified for Thursday,
August. 3lst, 1374 A.D.
(6) ms. Paiicharaksi (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 360.4) .50 Coi10~
phon: Sri Lalitipure mahinagara vare Sri Kiranda vihira livi
gyhidhivisitah parama saugata dinapati Nitha bhirokasya
yadatra punyaml Sreyostu Samvat 494 Chaitra jukla ehaturdasya'm tithau uttaraphilgutzi para hasta naksatre dhruvayoge
somavisare Rd P m Pbh Sri Sn' JayZrjunadeva vijaya~ijyeSri
T u m d r i luimnena svahastena likhitamidaml Date verified in d
elements far Monday, March 27th, 1374 A.D.
(7) ms. Mudra'ra'ksasa (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 21 16).51
Colophon: Srimato Nepilamandale M d P m Pbh sammta pak i y i virijamina Sri Sri Jayirjunadevasya vijayarijye likhitam.
Writer and place of writing same as in C m b . Univ. Lib. Add.
2564 (h.
6 of Petech) Samvat 496 Mirgaiira jukEa navamyim revati naksatre variyinayoge idityavrisare likhitam. Date
verified in all elements far Sunday, D e c e m k 2nd, 1375 A.D.
( 8 ) ms. Ratnikarandiki (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV. a capy writtm
in NS 949)." Colophon: . . . . . . . . Pm-Pbh Sri 5 Jayirjunadevasya vijayarijye Nepilamandale Lalitripuri nimadheye
nagam saptaphaniilamkrita 6% Mrinigalake Chitra rnahivihire
lekhaka Rimadattal Samvat 496 Ma'rgdihx ky[sna] 9 h d a
naksatre jobhanayoge idityavisare etc. Date verified fwr the
first half of Sunday December 16th, 1375 except for the tithi.
(9) rns. Bhojadeva-saligraha (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1692.4)05'
Colophon: Sake Samvat 1297 (=NS 496) Philguna kkh
dvifiyiyim reoati naksatre jukradine likhitam etc.1 rzjye Sfi
ST? Jayirjunadevasya. Date vaified f a r Friday, F e b r u a ~22nd,
1376 A.D.

. .I

.

CPMDN, 11, p. 18; Doc. 8 of Petech.
51 DOC.
9 of Petech.
52 D
oc.10; of Petech.
53 DOC.
11 of Petech.
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(10) Colophon of a fragment of an unknown rns. (As. Soc.
Bengal 10757. CSMASB, I, Pp. 4546, n. 45) ." Colophon:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S f i Sri L d i t a k r a m i y i m Sri Minigalottaramah6vihire vamgirachchham adhivcfsita rijakanakakiira
Jayatcirokasya
I M d Prn Pbh Sri S?-i Jayirjunadevasya
vijayarijyel Sreyostu Samvat 499 Chaitra h k l a dvidaji para
t r a y o d d y i m ptirvvaphilguni para uttaraphdguni nakjatre
vrddhiyoga para dhruvayoge buddhavire likhitam idam pustclr
kam. Petech verifies the date for Wednesday, March 30th, 1379.
ms. AmarakoSa ( Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1488)." C~olophm:
Nepilika samvatsare 500 M i r g a j u k h iripaiichamyim tithau
revati nak~atresa'dhyayage somavis~reSrimat Lditipuri nivisita mahipitra Champusim hadevanimadhyGrtha pustakam
idam 2% Jatachandrena likhitamiti. Further portion of tha
colophon at the back page reads, Sri Nepila samadhivindu
vithaye M i g h e site mise Sripaiicharnya'm tithi chitacha jaSi dine
ganda yoge tital Ne@labhtimandaleivara prabhupratasya kalpadrtima deva Sri Jayirjuna hi cha'gharsaloka'm~ta bhtipofir
Sivdokavana.
About this colophon Pertech wiites, "the dates are: badly ridssplet, tampered with and difficult ra read. The fimt cme is quite
evidently w q l y m c t e d by the later hand who wrote the
year and month. JayZrjunadeva died in 502, so the only years
we have to consider are: 500, 501 and 502, as it is impossible
that the figure of the hundreds can be wrong. We can also
assume with a fair degree of certainty that Mirga is either an
abbreviation for Afirgdira or a mistake far Migha. N m , the
only year and m t h , within t h m limits, for which the date can
be completely verified (paksa, tithi, nakjatre, yoga, day of the
week) is 502 M i g h a ; it is Monday, January 20th, 1382,-the
second date is hardly int&gible, but it seems to in,d.icatethe death
of JayZrjunadeva (deva . . lokamyta. ) . NOW,we know f r m
V"', f. 60-b, that the king. died in 502 MCgha kpna 5. Thus
the date in the colophon must: be read as follows: Nepila

.

.. ..

.

DOC.12 of Petech.
5 5 Dbc. 13 o
f Petech, CBMC, p. 119.
54

..
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Sam ( v a t )-dvibindu viraya ( =502) M i g h a site m-se Sri pailc h a m y i m tithi chitril nakratre M i d i n e y i t e ganda yugitite; it
is verified for Monday, February 3rd, 1382".
I also think that the first writing '500 Mirga' is comparatively
new and as Petech says that the date totally agrees with 502
Miigha jukla 5 Monday, it is quite likely that M i r g a is a rnistake for M i g h a . As fm the second date, it can as well be a
date: for Jayiirjuna's death, for at the end 04 the passage the
exprmion used is Sivaloke vana (departed to heaven) refening
to Jaysjuna. I think the reading of the date should be corrected to dvi vindu maghesite etc.
We shall have occasiims ta weigh the evidence of this ms.
colophon to determine the date of JayZrjuna's death.
Group B :
We have seen that the published documents of Jayiirjunds
reign number 13 including the ms. Aryimoghap&z.riitra and
the Svayambhu~thainscription. This is a sizeable number cornpared ta the 2 cdophons that remain to be noticed.
The following are newly added:
( 1 ) ms. Sugrivajistram (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 354) . C o b
phan: Samvat 481 V d i k h a kysna 12 revati nakjatre Zdityavisare Rd Sri Sri JayZrjunadevasya vijayarajye punyamas
nagarZ (Pannauti) dhivisina Tejinandena fasyirthena likhifam
Pustakam.
( 2 ) ms. Sugrivajistram (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 3 4 5 ) . Cobphon: Sreyostu Samvat 488 Aridha krrna trayoddyim, drdri
naksatre harsanayoge byhaspativisare Sri Rd JayZrjunadevasya
vijayarZ jye.

I t appears that Jayiirjuna was not permitted to run his full
term of reign as the king of Nepal. In about NS 492 Jaya
Sthitimalla practically pushed Jayasirhhar2ma out of power in
the capital and extended his awn sway aver there. Eventudy
again he ousted Jayirjuna in 501 and captured the throne
on the latter's death next year.
Jaya Sthiti probably became the regent of Bhatgaon on the
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death of Devaladevi 486 (see above)." The V1" does not say
anything about him till NS 487, in which year (Jyestha k~nna
paiichami) a four act play called Chaturankarim2yana, was
staged in his court.57 The chronicle at this stage uses the expression vijayari jye Jaya Sthitirijamalladevasa. He was now not
merely the prince consort of Bhatgaon. He had na doubt declared himself the ruler of this principality just as Rudrarnalla
did. Patan's jurisdiction over that area did but exist in name.
This, however, was not a very unusual feature as Bhatgaon's
regents had been all along acting by themselves and as the
guardian d the king of Nepal for the last fifty-five yean. None
of JayZrjuna's colophons bdcmg ta Bhatgaon. This means that
he had little power t d use in the affairs of the Bhatgaon principality. He was not even given formal recognition as a king
in this area. Probably with the R h a family in the ministerid
office in Patan, the pcwers of the regents of Bhatgaon wer the
central affairs were very limited. But Jaya Sthitimalla was not
content with this positicm. He cherished an ambition to dedare
himself the de jure monarch of the country and he was manx~euwing with tact and skill ta that end.
The V i i i states that on Samvat 489 Kirtika Judf 10 ( M m h
30th, 1369) Jayirjunadeva and Jayashhharha were received
~ ~ means that Jaykjuna
at TipurZ palace of R h a t g a ~ n . This
was yet being acknowledged as sovereign by the Bhatgaon court.
A few months later on Samvat 489 Magha Sudi 5 there was s m e
disturbance in S~51ikhu.~~
and according to Viii both the rulers
(ubhayarijasa) went to quell it; by using the term ubhayarijasa the chronicler gives qua1 status to JayZrjuna and Jaya
Sthitimalla. Obviously the latter had risen quite high in stature
to be equated with the sovereign of the kingdom. He was now
looked upon as one of the two m e r e i g n s of the kingdom of
Nepal.
Hereafter began a paid d intrigue and struggle, which
ultimately ended in JayZrjuna's exit from paver and his death.
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It appears that a section of the nobility headed by Jayata
Miilami supported Jaya Sthitimalla while JayasirhharIma stuck
to the line of upholding the cause d Jayiirjunadeva.
JayZrjuna was only 21 y e m of age while he ascended the
throne. Jayar2jaysillegitimacy had weaned away a great many
nobles. Naw in the circumstancm of the ruler's immature age
these n a b l a m might have turned to a new star in the hhcm,
which was rising in the p m of Jaya Sthitimalla since 474
NS as he married Rajalliidevi.
As we have suggested that Jaya Sthitimalla probably acquired full powers in Bhatgaon after the demise of DevalZdevi
(486 VaiScikha judi 7). After a h t 4 years he seems to have
gained ascendancy also in the capital, which had enabled the
chronicler of Viii to state that he and JayZrjuna, both the rules
(ubhayarija) went to SInkhu (490 Mrigha iudi 5) to attend
a digiocus ceremony and ta quell a revolt.
On 490 Vais'a'kha judi 3 ( =April 28th, 1370) Jaya Sthitimalla was powerful enough ta assert his position in Patan. In
the words of Vi (f. 56-b) he came in procession to Patan
this day and as he entered all the officers d M%iggala led by
Jayata Miilami welcomed him with religious rites. According
to Vi (f. 55-b) again Jaya Sthitimalla succeeded in o v e ~ ~ m ing the resistance of a section of the nobility led by Jayas~har h a , who is taken prisoner. On 492 Vaiiikha vadi arniv1~y~
( =May 3rd, 1372 A D . ) at night. Jayaskhharika was arrested at a place called Chatrakhuni while he was coming from
his home. The attack was led by Sthitirnallaysmen. But the
text is so olkure that it is difficult to see what had actually
caused Sthitimalla to take this step. But this enraged the sup
porters of Jayasirhha in Patan, and an open conflict for power
between two rival factions appeared.
A little later on the 9th day of &+ha jukta of the same
year, the people of Patan came re invade Bhatgaon (prolbably
to rescue the Mahath) and the antago~nktsmet in Thimi, four
miles east d Kathmandu midway between this city and Bhatgam; Jaya Sthiti himself led his side to meet his adversaiesVictory came to him, but not without further struggle. The
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Patan invadas had been routed. In a fierce encounter both
sides sustained casualties in dead and wounded. But those on
the side of Sthitimalla's enemies were more severe; along with
many others 53 Pitras had been killed, and this dealt a hard
blow to thme who had challenged Jaya Sthitimala. But there
was one more attempt to cwenvhelrn Jaya Sthiti. After the
defeat of the Patan invaders, there was a rejoicing in Jaya
Sthitimalla's camp. Meanwhile with JayZrjuna's consent more
people from Patan came to meet the challenge of Jaya Sthiti.
They came out at a time considered auspicious by the astrologers. One Gomada BhZ led the advance, and he was happy
but he was stopped by Jaya Sthitimalla and then pushed back;
Jaya Sthitimalla now came to knock at the gate of Patan with
his troops. It is suggested that after inflicting a crushing defeat
qn his enemies, Sthitimalla held an assembly of notables in
Patan, and a proposal was mooted out in the meeting to deprive JayZrjuna of all the prerogatives of a mereign and to
vest the same in Sthitimalla's hands. Eventually he succeeded
in getting control of the royal palace in Patan. Jay5rjuna was
also present on the occasion. The Bhatgaon ruler having given
his consent to the propusal, the people felt happy. This is the
noting of a chronicler w h m sympathy was always with Jaya
Sthitimalla. It might be also true that some avemealous men
on his side might have urged him to depose Jaysrjuna. But
it seems he disliked the idea of usurping the throne d Jayiirjuna. Accordingly JayZrjuna was not deposed, but he had lost
his case; and consequently he found himself at the m a c y of
the regent elf Bhatgam; from this time onwards the de facto
ruler for all Nepal was Jaya Sthitimalla. JayZrjuna was denuded
of all royal prerogatives. The V"' further says: there was universal rejoicing and an a particular auspicious day, in that year
the entire capital celebrated its festival. Later on 494 Aivini
h k l a (f. 56-b) s q t i praraptarni Tuesday. Jaya Sthitimalla returned to Bhatgam where he invited men d the two rival
parties the Mahath, all the Bharm from Pharping and Patan
and resolved differences. The Mahath was defated. I cannot
make out: what this defeat actually suggests. Perhaps this meant
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that he! eventually lost his GW, and probablly the issue was
debated in, the presence of Sthitimdla, who; might have used
his influence to that end. The Mahath had been, already freed
on the amdvasyci of SrZvana krsna (gunilZgikva) of 492.
The chronicle V i i i ignores Jayirjuna right from the year
492 VaiiZkha. Ha comes under notice only once just More
his death. I t is obvious that for all these years since 492 to
502 he was being overshadowed by Jaya Sthitimalla. Prob
ably he had lost men nominal authority and cermmial functions. Rut he was yet being regarded as the sovereign ol the
country if only in name as the colophons go; to show.
Vi mentions Jayzrjuna for this p&od just once in comection with the initiation ceremony of Sthitimdla's son (f. 28-b).
But Vi" refm to him! more than, cmce and
takes note of
his incarceration and death in that condition.
Rdying on the statement of Vii i L. P'etech says that Jaya
Sthitimalla might have been a c(4-ruler 'under the formal
suzerainty of Jay5rjuna until the latter
In, the Svayambhu Inscription, there is the expresdm pilite Jaya Sthitimallena obviously showing h i predominant position in the
realm. I n molther passage of the same inscription the expr*
sion used Zda'yiijiiiim dvayo riijiiah Indropendra sam-nayoh
s u g g m that the two rulers were like Indra and Upendra
(V. 14) . Interpreting this line of the Svayambhu inscription
R. C . Majumdar takes Jaya Sthitimalla as 'protecting the
famous town of K$tamqdapa' and argues that Jaya Sthiti had
'establkhed himself in Kathmandu . .
and practically rec o g n i ~ das an independent ruler by 137 1-72'." But the: epithet
used does not mean what he suggests. I t seems well certain that
Majumdar has not seen the original t a t of the inscrip6on
or he could not understand i~ meaning. Obviously he was
misled to1 forward his own interpretation based an the reading
of Jayaswal who translated the line as meaning 'a subordinate
governor of Kathrnand~'.'~In fact the line talks of Jaya Sthiti-

.

P. 129.
'jllOp.Cit., p. 413.
82 JBORS, XXII, Pt. p. 91.
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malla as having protecting Nepal along with Jaykjunadeva.
lGst.ammdapa figures d y as the h o r n of the donor. One has
only to read closely the lines 9 to 12 to catch the exact x n ~ m i n g . ~ ~
What happened to Jayasbfhar5ma after release? He had
surely lost hold d the person of JayZrjuna who was now a h l u t e ly in the hands of the Bhatgmn ruler. We da not haw anythmg
about him from V"' until NS 505. Probably a,ll this while he
was biding time for his bad days to end. As we suggestmi earlier,
he did not yield to Jaya Sthiti till everything was over with
Jaykjuna. He might: have attempted to rescue his master out
of the clutches d his adversary. But most probably he had
been pushed to a situation where he was unable to frustrate Jaya
Sthiti's machinations.
JayaslkhharZma was a powerful pumcmality of the time because
of his lineage and office. Besides, he was the Chief of an autonomous principality in the &, the Bhottarija with B a n e
at the centre. This porvve~fulstature of a feudatory added ta his
overall impolrtanw in the country. NOW,this man was a staunch
supporter d Jayiirjuna and he would not have allowed his
sovereign to be eclipsed by the ruler of Bhatgaon unless he himself was ousted. It a w m that even under Jaya Sthiti himself
his powers were mainrained undiminished at least in a part d
the lungdm. The I t a m b l M i n ~ ~ r i pshows
t ~ ~ that
n ~ J~ a y d a rZma had not permitted a situation to find himself surrendering
to the dictates of Jaya Sthitirrda. He suffered temporary setback in his career as it came since he was imprisoned for a while
in 492. Othenvise he was not touched. I do not think if ever
afterwards he faund himself assailed by his adv&es.
On
Jay&junaYs death he was politely p u a d e d ta m m g n k the
new master of the kingdm of Nepal. It is quite probable that
See below for the details:
&34T+ *h q.ga mcr qqfl: l
e3

w

d

w -w

~ f ; r m E h a R w m t ; i ; ~ * ~
gft fmfmm msi BRR wmzi rn 11
Trn ipi $Pa d w w h : etc.
64

Inscription, n. XXX in our Appendix.
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Jayasiri2hxha shifted to Kathmandu as he lost his p w e n in
Patan. V"' under date 497 Pausa a m - v i s y i (f. 60-b) calls hin
still Mahath. This was the day when he perfanned annual
iriddha ceremony. His importance is yet being acknowledged
by the chronicler. Jayasitkha must have continued to hold
ground in Palzchok area and in Kathmandu where an inscrip
ticm of his dated NS 502 calls him Chief Min~ter.'~
The chronicler of Vi", being a partisan of Jaya Sthitimalla
should not be taken, seriously when it ignores JayZrjuna. It is
certain that JayZrjuna had not been deposed. He had just fallen
under the tutelage ot Jaya Sthitimalla. The former is called
RijC till his death in 502, thaugh there are d y two references
to him fm the perid between 492 and 502, whereas the latter
is not given any such designation. There are colophons in the
name of JayZrjuna belonging ta tha years 492, 493, 494, 495,
496, 499 and 500. These also show in no unmistakable terms
that JayZrjuna was being acknwledged as the king of the
country. But all t h e were written in Patan and therefore: an
impression is created that he was being ignored in other parts
of the country. This might be true. But we: have a reason to
believe that in the areas con~olledby J a y a s ~ ~ such
a ,
the Bmep5-PalZichok principality and Kathmandu, Jayajuna
might have continued to be regarded as a sovereign in the eyes
of the people. As we know, although all his documents since
492 Mong to Patan, JayZrjuna had lost control over his capital
as well. So even the colophons may not provide any clue to his
actual plight; in spite of them he might have been just a help
lm persoln.
As time passed JayZrjunaYsposittion becme m,me and! more
precarious. He: was cut off from his main support i.e. the f d y
of the Rimas in Bane@. In his own palace he was no better
than a prisoner. He could hardly act on his own. A new Mahath
took charge d the palace affairs in Patan. This was Jayata
Mfilami appointed to the pmt on 497 Jye!tha Sukla p~rnimaafter eight days of the ceremony of Dhmarnalla's initiation
65
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(paiichami purya nakratra dhruvayoga budhavira) JayZrjuna
could not even go out: d his p a l m without the Mahath's consent. About this time Jaya Sthi-,
probably to cormlidate
h i paition, appinted JotrZma Miilami of Yubilachchha as his
commander-in-chief. Khu BWs son TejBh20 became
Miilami an the occasion of the staging o f Bdarimciyana play
(V"', f. 57-a). Similar appointments followed.

The last ms. of JayZrjuna's reign (the title unkrurwn) to give
a clear date is given in CSMASB (I, pp. 45-46, n. 45). This
date is 499 Chaitra iukla d ~ a d d pra
i
trayodajya'm pzirvaphdguni para uttarapha'lguni naksatre vrddhi yoge para dhruvayoge
budhavi-sare (verified 30 March, 1379 A.D.)
JayZrjuna
was probably werthrown near about that date. Acmdmgly,
Jaya Sthihalla's assumption to full royal status must begin
from the year 500 or more certainly from 502 M i g h a k ~ n 5,
a
(= February 3rd, 1382), when ~ d i n to
g V1I1JayZrjuna
=4
brmthd his last6' in Kdchhe Tipura (
According to Viii, on,Friday M i r g d i r a krsna dv(2darT sviti
nakratre sovana yoga d 501 King Jay2junadeva with the msent o f Sri Jaya Sthitimalladeva thikura and Chief Minister
(Mahath) Jayata entered B a n e , his own kingdom (thava
rcija) in a grand procession. Twenv seven days after that, he
secretly went to Gokarna kvitha (the fort of Gokaqa) But
then he fell into great distress as he came to Bhatgaon. The
two words in the text are not intelligible. This makes it difficult
to undemtand why he was in Wm. Perhaps his whereabout
in Gokarna was known to his adversaries and he was arrested.
It is quite probable that he might have attempted to enginea a
revolt in Gokarna against Jaya Sthitimalla who had banished
him to BanepZ.
It hm been suggested that the following colophon provide a
clue to the state d h d t y existing between Bhatgaon and Patan

.

.
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at some stage of Jay5rjuna7s career before NS 492.
ms. Deiakarma, Colophon : Svmti Sfi RZjidhirrija Sfi Sri
Jaya Sthitimalladevasye vijayarzjye likhitam Pustakam tarmin
samaye apara rijyasya rZji Sfi Sri Jaycirjuna n i m a r i j i tripurar l j a sachivena pravdhitena mahli sankatena pra~ista.'~
..
The
scribe writes as if Bhaktapur was a separate state under Jaya
Sthiti who had no paramount ruler above him.
L. Petech translates the passage thus:" In this time (while Rd
Jaya Sthitimalla was ruling) the king olf the other kingdom,
by name JayZrjunadeva, led by the Tripura royal councillor,
is advancing, causing thereby a great danger.
The colophon does not have the date. Sol it is difficult to
determine the time of the event noted therein. It must bdmg
to a time while JayZrjuna was active plotting against Jaya
Sthitimalla.
Quite p i b l y this referred to the time while he had entaed
Gokama. But the translation of the passage into English by
Petech dpg not seem to1 be cmect. I think that the translation
should be to1 mean that 'the Raja d the other kingdm by name
Jaycjuna fell into distress; being swept by the court minister of
TripurZ' (Bhatgaon's royal palace). Obviously this applied to
Jay5rjuna who had come secretly to-live in Gokama, and who
was then in all prolbability challenged by men sent from Bhatgaon. The wording of the passage in the colophon shows that
'it was JayZrjuna who was in danger' and not that 'he WS
causing danger'. And how could Tripurii Royal Cmncillor
lead him unless the former had himself been a deserter and an
accomplice on Jay5rjuna7s side? I am sure that the V i i i in
giving us information about JayZrjunaYscoming * to G b k ~ a
and his falling subsequently into distrm makes the position quite
clear and this' should leave us in no doubt about the exact meaning conveyed by the colophon.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1179.1. H. P. Shastri wrongly attributes the
colophon to ms. Mayiirachitra.
67
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The circumstances of the death of Jayirjuna are intriguing.
He died in a house a little far from the site of the royal palace
of Bhatgaon. This suggests his being in confinement at the
time of death. It is also likely that his suppatem in a sullen
mood might have desired to strike from Banepg and Kathmandu.
They had not ceased their struggle even while Jayarjuna died.
Jayasirhha's ItambahGl inscription which does not mention the
ruler might: reveal that mood, although the time occurs 4 months
after the death of JayZrjuna. It seems that the mighty arm of
the R b family had not saved JayZrjuna. The possibility of
a
his having been throw; into prison indicates that the k
family, whatever its basic resources, had not been able to cope
with the situation in the capital.
But Jaygrjuna had died without an heir. Jaya Sthiti seems to
have been l m g marked as a s u c c ~ to
r him. In the Svayambhu
inscription of 492 he is presented as a co-ruler. It was difficult
to organ& resistance in a vacuum, while the penan of even
a pretender was wanting. This eventually compelled Jayasirhhariirna to seek conciliation with his new sovereign. But it seems
ha could make the best of a bad bargain, eventually securing
for himself Chief Ministership of the state. Because of JayasimharPmaYs all-powerful position as the High Feudatory of
the Bhotta principality, Jaya Sthitirnalla was also campelled to
come to terms with him.
Petelch thinks that the throne was left vacant for some time
.on Jay5rjunaYsdeath because of the defiance of Jayasimhasma.
But in view of the statement of V i i ' (see above) it doles not
seem that the throne had remained vacant. Jayaskhhariima
had no doubt defied Jaya Sthitirnalla's authority in Kathmandu
for some time. But he had no control over Patan which was
for all purposes in the hands of the courtiers belonging to Sthitimalla's p u p . As JayPrjuna died while in confinement, Sthitimalla ascended the throne in due course. Jawjunadeva had
died without a male heir. By virtue of his wife's title to the
thrum Jaya S t h i h d a was now accepted as the lawful
sovereign of Nepal.
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The first d o c u m t to have used the expression vijayarijyeeO
in cannection with Jaya Sthiti is the my. Niradasimhiti, a commentary on Manu's work (Ma'navany i y d i s t r a ) dated Khakhasira pakse site Philgune m - ~ chigni
e
tithau surapatidine (NS 500
Phdguna Sukla 3 verified for 9th February, 1380) .'O The callaphon mentions Bhaktipuri Pattanarijye Sri Sthitimalla nrpateh
RijaUidevi
pateh. Jaya Sthiti was at the time not the de jure
ruler for the whole of Nepal. In the ms. MahGlaksmimahitymaSamuchchaya of 505 Srivana site 13" we have as in same others
&a the expression yasmin nrpeSa Sthitirijamalla samasta-simanta
bhavam bhunakti. I t may be suggested that he got full grip of
the situation at that date. But we should not think that he had
not been declared a king before that time. In fact he was a
full-fledged king as s a o n as Jaysjuna died. Obviously he could
now crush d l feudatolries who had acknowledged him as their
lord, but he was not yet a full sovereign 06 the realm. TWO
more mss. Paiicharaksi (Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1395; CBMC,
pp. 84-85) and Harijchandropikhyina (Kaisar Lib., n. 67-1)
of dates 505 Kirtika Sukla 8 s'aniicharavira and 506 (rasab hra binayu te) M i g h a Sukla 7 idityavira respectively use the
simple expression Sri Sri S t hitirijamalladevasya vijayarijye
without also noting the place of writing.72
Because of the confusion of date figure I exclude the ms. Y u d dhajaydrnaua (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1634.4), dated pta ( = 4 ) XXX
L i d h a jukla 7 hasta naksatre iiuayoge ridityau~ire,H'. P. Shastri
wrongly reads the figure as 4261 (CPMDN, I, p. 84). Petech can
be right with 493. But it is difficult to say if so early Jaya Sthitimalla could enjoy such a status to become king of all Nepal. Probably the document was copied in Bhatgaon.
70 CPMDN, I, p. 43. This is the same ms. MinavanyGyaiZstra;
Petech, p. 132 (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1231.4), Doc. 2 for the reign.
The date is also in figure 500 Phd9una i u k l a t y t i y i guruvisare.
I C P M D N , I , p. 84 (Wrb. Lib. C'at. I. 1645.4). Doc. 4 of
Petech for the reign. Samuatsareb W ta khapaiich!e!e m i s e site
K i m a tithau dinesu spmSrZvana jiz:avire piirvadi!Zdhe. . . . .
piirnam.
7 2 DOC.3, 5 of Petech.
69

..

In V1 (f. 29-b) the clming passage lauds Jaya Sthitimalla in
eulogising terms, calls him an incamation of R h a , and says
that when by misfortune Jaykjuna was broken, Jaya Sthiti was
called upon tcr bear responsibility of the state after twelve yean.
It seems that this reckoning was done with reference to the first
year d Jaya Sthiti as the vassal king of Bhatgaon.
The influential am-tya mantrindra (Chief Minister) Jayata
Varman figures as the person to have got the ms. NiradasamhitZ,
written by Luna bhadravajrCchdrya Sakyabhikyu. Jayatavamii
of the ms. collophm is identified with Jayata MG1arn.i of V" '.
This feudal lord happens to be a close collaborator of Jaya
Sthid in his many activities, political or othawix. Unlike
Jayashi.harha who afterwards exerted himself to overshadow
jaya Sthiti, Jayata followed his leader faithfully until his death.
He must have been surely a source of immense strength to his
.. king. It appears that only after his death Jayaslmhararna could
obtain the office of the Chief Minister, which was earlia held
by his father. Henceforth he figures very often in the chronicle.
What led Devaladevi to give the infant princess in marriage
to jaya Sthiballa must have been his rise to fame and power
at that time. Similarly, his acceptance of the hands elf the infant
was prompted by a desire to obtain sanction for the position
he had acquired. The fact that in many documents including
those! of his o m sons he was addressed as the husband of
RZjallZdm- establishes aka the importance of the house of the
ruling family of B h a g m , although the werall sovereignty d
the kingdom lay in the hands of the person seated in Patan.
With Jaya Sthiti a different line of ruling dynasty c m s into
the picture. Therefore, we pmpose: to deal with the events of his
reign in a new chapter.
But More we conclude the present chapter let us sum up
the circumstances, which had contributed to the rise of Jaya
Sthirimalla and to the consolidation of his porvm. It has been
said that some of the powerful figures of the old generation were
dead by the time Jaya Sthiti had started his career thus laying
open before him the field without any competitors. Anelrariirna
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had died on DvirtiGdha krsna 1 1 of 476 and DevalZdevi
breathed her last on Vaihikha jukla 7 in 486. But Jaya Sthiti
had to face rivals amcmgst his own contemporaries who wielded
considerable influence in the politics of the country. We shall
see later that for whatever reasons it might have been Jaya
Sthitimalla had found himself totally denuded of powm towards
the end of his career by two sons of AnekaEma. There b no
doubt that Jaya Sthitimalla had troubles cm their account from
the very beginning. Petwh says: "The vacant throne (after the
death of JayZrjuna) for a moment was left ta the care ot Jayasirizharha. We have a Kathmandu inscription of June 2la,
1382, which shows him as the Lord Protector of the realm
(pratipilite vijayarajye) But although the old nobleman maintained his outstanding pmritim in Kathmandu and Patan, he:
did not dare ta usurp the throne, and Jaya Sthitirnalla W ~ S
recognised as the legitimate ruler".73 But I do not think that
JayashiharZrna had co1ntralled. Patan as he did Kathmandu.
AS VLi'suggests in folio 57, while informing us about the:
of the Mahath, the question d Jayasi&aHma continuing to
maintain his position in Patan can never arise. Since 490 Jaya
Sthitimalla came to control Patan with the support of Jayah
Mfilami and others of his camp. Kathmandu, however, seems to
have been yet under JayasimharZma,'~influence as the Itambaha
inscription shows. Rut as we have already suggested, the two
had patched up at a later date, and therefore J a y a s i r h h d
had actually not confronted a situation where he had to fight
the Swereign on the throne. Similarly any occasion olf umrpation of the throne by him had never occurred. Jaya Sthiti came
to succeed JayHrjuna on the latter's death. He was now a
lawful sovereign enjoying the title to Nepalese Kingship by
virtue of his wife's right. JayasimharHma respected this title as
the following events show. He never questioned this title and
reconciled to the situation while JayZrjuna had died without a
male heir. The ItambahHl inscription s h m some time lag and
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suggests that a sort of defiance was intended against the auth*
rity of Jaya Sthitimalla. But it might have h x n quite a
temporary affair and the same came to an end as the heat of
the conflict coaled down. We da not think that with Bhatgmn
and Patan in Sthitimalla's hands Jayasirhha might have tried
to keep his hold cm Kathmandu. But there was nothing to
prevent him from asserting his position dectively in Banep5
as against his King until the issue was settled between them.
The fdawing colophons and inscription belong ta Jaya
Sthitirnalla's reign prior to the death of Jayarjunadeva.
( 1 ) The SvayambhunZtha stolle inscription" of NS 492
A n iukla plirnnammasyim
..
tithau as'vini naksatre sukarmma
yoge budhavisare ( = Wednesday, October 13th, 1372). This
mentions Jayiirjuna as reigning over Nepal (Sampilite) and
Jaya Sthitimalla as ruling (pilite) Jaya Sthitimalla is presented
as juniar king ( Upendra).
(2) m. Yuddhajayirnava (Darbl. Lib. Cat. I. 1634-4).
Colophon : Samvat pta 4 . . . AGdha iukla saptamyirn
tithau hasta nakratre Siva yoge ddityavcire Sri S A Jaya Sthitimcrlla vijayanijye likhitam. Particulars of the elements have h e n
already dealt with in the above pages.
(3) ms. Na'radasamhita' (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 123 1.4). Cole
phon: Nepa'le Sthitirijamalla nypatir bhtipila chtidcimani . .
Sfi Nepilika vatsare kha kha ja'ra (=500) pakre iite Phlilgune
mise chagni ( =3 ) tithau surapatidinel Bhaktcipunpattane r j y e
Sri Sthitirijamalla nypateh Rijallidevi pateh . . Llinabhadrena Vajrichiryena dhimatii mantrindra Jayatasya
.I
Sri Nepilika samvatsare 500 Phdguna iukra t,rtiyciyim guruvisare Sri Jaya Sthitiriijamalladevasya vijayarijye Bhaktipure
ama'tya Jayata Varmanah pustakamidamalekhil Sfimanamitya
Jayato ripu mantrimantra praudhiivudaprasara vi~phuranoruv i y u h Sva svimikirya paripa'lanaviyus6nupa)'at prajinnija
sutiniva sarvvadevall Date corresponds to Saturday, February
9th 1380 A.D.

.

.

.
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Genealogy with Regnal Dates

Arimalla, NS 321-36 (=1200-1216 A.D.).
Abhayarnalla, NS 336-375 (= 1216-1255 A.D.)
Jayadeva, NS 375-378 ( = 1255-1258 A.D.)
Jayasithharnalla (1271-1274 A.D.)
Anantamalla ( 1274-13 10 A D . )
JaySrimda ( 1320,-1344 A.D.)

.

.

.

.

.

Jaylrjuna's Family

From Vi, Vii, and Viii we get the following genealogy of
Jaykjunadeva :
Jayabhimadeva (1258-127 1 A.D.)

I
Jayiidity adeva

I

J a y k d a d e w a (1310-1328 A.D.)

Jayiirjunadeva ( 136.1-i382 A.D.)
But Jayabhima's ancestry is not traced fmn the chronicles.
It seems that he was nolt a descendant of Arimalla whose: line
came to an end with Jayadeva, although an d s l h m t reappeased
again with Anantamalla ta rule only fov a generation followed
by another one which ruled in Bhatgaon. Perhaps the latter
was a subsidiary line oh the early Mslla family. But JayZrjuna
appeam to have belonged to entirely a different line.
I n the first edition of the book we had suggested that the
family of Jayabhima-JayarZja-JayZrjuna;as a branch of the
main Thakuri dynasty restored after VZmadeva which had lost:
powers on the rise of Arimalla. Although we have no more
evidence ta support the origin of the family from the Thakuri
stock, the probability of J~yab~hima
belonging to one of the pfeArimalla Thakuri families cannot be dismissed. But we shall
require better ground to confirm the position.

CHAPTER VII
JAYA STHITIMALLA AND HIS SUCCESSORS

It is c m d y agreed. that Sthitimalla began his career as
a chieftain and then becamr, the suhidiary ruler of Bhatgam
in the time of JayZrjuna, by virtue of which he exercised the
functim d a junior cmruler for the whole of Nepal. By no
stretch of imagination it can be accepted that he at once became
the king of Nepal with sovereignty over the entire Valley in
supercmion of the latter. It seems that initially he assumed
~
behind the de jure monarch. We have
the da f a c rulership
already narrated the story of JayZrjunaYsimprisonment. As Jaya
Sthitimalla row in power, Jayiirjuna had fmnd himself gradually reduced ta a shadow. As we have observed earlier JayZrjuna
had lost control wer many parts of the tenitories since NS 492.
A fewi yeam later he lost control of affairs even in the capital
city. In NS 502 (1382 A.D.) if the ancient Vams'iud were
to be taken, seriously Sthitimalla became the full sovereign
'JayZrjuna having been broken' (Bendall, Intro. P. 12) .' This
is the information given by V1, and as the date follow the death
of JayZrjuna, the statement should admit d no en^. V i i l
(f. 60-b) gives the date of Jay5junaYsdeath, as Samvat 502
Migha s'udi 5; he died a prisoner after incarceration for a year
in Kw5chhe TipurL2 Seventh months after this event on Aivina
Judi 8 d 502 Jaya Sthitimalla called to audience all the noblemen of the realm; the assembly was held at the courtyard of
the palace in Bhatgam and 1700 of the Bhiros (noblemen)
offered their allegiance to1 him (Vii',f. 60-b) . Jaya Sthiti owed
Vi, f. 29-a.
KwZchhe is just adjacent to the palace of Bhatgaon.
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to his wife his status and throne, a fact which was clear as
seems from the way his own son addresses him with r h e n c e to
his mother (husband olf RiijallHdevi) in the latter's Paiupati
inscription.
Jaya Sthitimalla is being spoken of as Daityandrayana in a
drama, Abhinava RGgha~cinanda,~
by his court poet M*a.
This drama was played during the Vratavandha ceremony of
his eldest son Dharmamalla. Lwi (11, 234-35) thinks that this
title indicates the parentage d the king who was a descendant
of Harasirhhadeva, as all his descendants had adopted the viruda
of Nirciyana whether in Nepal, Tirhut, Champaran or Gorakhpur. But to this we shall return a little later.

T o explain the ascendancy of Jaya Sthitirnalla Wright's
chronicle introduces certain kings af his dynasty preceding him
but gives them inferior status. Levi also agreeing with him
produces a list of six kings to cover the same unfilled up gap,
and oping that some d than had ruled at Bhatgaon.'
Levi, BLI and Wright give Jayabhadramalla as the ancestor
from whom in the 6th generation Jaya Sthitimalla's father
Kokamalla was descended; this family according to the same
sources was ruling in Rhatgaoln. Jayabhadramalla 'was descended from the old royal Malla line who1 had fled to Tirhut
on the invasion d NZnyadeva. He married the daughter of the
last Karqii~aking SyLrnasimhadeva and as she was the olnly issue
and heir apparent, he succeeded to the throne by right of his
wife'.5 According ta these chronicles S y H m d a is the third
in line of succession to Harasimhadwa. In his time in VS 1444
Camb. Univ. Lib. 1658, CBMC, pp. 159-61. The date is missing. Bendall thinks that the approximate date is 1390 A.D. According to him this play antedates his inscription by at least 20
years. The viruda of Bilaniriiyana was adopted by Jyotirinalla.
Levi, 11, pp. 232-33; RLI, p. 39.
BLI, p. 39; Wright, 1960 (Second edition) pp. 109 ff; Levi, 11,
p. 234.
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(=I387 A.D.) there was a great earthquake. One of the
descendants olf Jayabhadra, by name Aiokamalla, defeated the
Bais Thakuris of Patan and annexed it to his realm.' But aU
this account appears unreliable and is refuted by proved historical evidence. Having ascertained Harasirhhadeva's regnd years
( 1324-25 A.D. is the date of his flight) we cannot imagine that
his grandson had lived to rule six generations earlier to Jaya
Sthitimalla whose regnal y m occur between 1382 and 1396
A.D. In fact as the date of the earthquake d 1387 A.D. shows
that if it was a correct date of SyZmasirhha then he must have
been a ccmtemporary of Jaya Sthitimda. But the later chronicles separate them by an interval of time mered by the reigns
of six generatiom af rulers. W e know that the dynasty of
Harashihadeva is just a figment of the chronicler's imagination
and any data relating to this dynasty are concocted.
T h e following is the family tree of Jaya Sthitimalla.
Wright
Jayabhadramalla,
15 years.

BLI
Jayabhadramalla,
15 years.

Sanskrit chronicle
Jayabhadramalla,
50 years.

Nggarnda, 15 years. Nagamalla, 15 years. NZgamaUa.
Jay aj agatmalla,
1 1 years.

Jayajagatmalla,
1 1 years.

Jayamalla.

Nagendramalla,
10 years.

Nagendramalla,
10 years.

Ugramda.

Ugramalla, 15 years. Ugramalla, 15 years. Maqimalla.
Aiokamalla,
19 years.

Molkamalla,
19 years.

Aiokamalla.

Jaya Sthitimda

Jay a Sthitimalla

Jaya Sthitimalla, who
was an illegitimate
issue.

'Wright (Second edition), p. 111; BLI, p. 39; Levi, 11, p. 234.
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But Kirkpatrick and Jitiimitramalla connect Jaya Sthitimda
as a male descendant of Haasirhhadeva.
(Kirkpatrick)

(Jihitra)

Singh Deo
Bullal Sing
Sri Deo Mull
Nay Mull
h k e Mull
Jestity Mull
(Jaya Sthitirnalla)

Harisirizhadeva
BallZraadevamaIla
Niigamalla
Mokarnda,
Jaya Sthitimalla

S. Levi says 'In fact Jaya Sthiti was well allied with the S S h a
(line of H a f d a d e v a ) but only by matrimonyy referring to
his marriage with Riijdadv? wha was a daughter of the
Tirhutiii prince Jagatmiri?ha.' The French savant further argues
that all the rulers belong to the dynastic offshootsl o~f Harasimha
had adapted the viruda af Nirciyana whether in Nepal or mtsid~
and because Jaya Sthiti and his sans and grandsons have this
kind of viruda, they must surely be related to the KaqEta ruler.
Levi has in his mind 'the ruling dynasties following Harasshadeva in Gorakhpur and Champaran, all af whose rulers without
exception bore this title'. Concluding Levi observes 'W these
dynasties radiate round Harisaadeva; the comunity of the
virudas marked the comunity of extraction. Jaya Sthiti did
not fall on this occasion to assert a lineage which did him
honour.'
L& is absolutely wrong to say that the dynasties coming after
H a r a s a a in Gorakhpur, Champaran and Tirhut were allied
ta him. That these dynasties had nothing to do with Hassi&aYs family is proved without leaving any kind of doubt. All
these families were Brahmanas and not K~atriyasas Levi took
them. A similar claim extending in behalf of Jaya Sthitimda
cannot be supported for reasons already stated. It was wrong
of Levi to attempt to identify him with Harasirhha's family
solely on the ground oif his viruda.
11, pp. 232-34.
Ibid.
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In Vi Sthitimda is designated as RimivatZraD which means
an incarnation of Ra'ma. His scm calls him IDhave been barn
into the family of the God Sun (Sziryavamia prabhava) ;lo the
family continued to address itself as SCryavamE and traced its
decent f r m Raghu.
It is very difficult to accept the contention that Jaya Sthitim d a belonged ta H a r d a d e v a ' s he. But Levi is not alone
ta seek to connect Jaya Sthiti with Harasirhhadeva. There is
also K.P. Jayaswal who argues the case in favour of this contention. He thinks that Jaya Sthiti being a subordinate of the
M d a rulm had ta add the M d a appendage to his name!
to be a favorurite ot the court. This, however, seems a
vpsy unconvincing argument and even the reigning monarch
would not have permitted him to adopt the royal family surname
if he was not cme of his own kins. But the reigning monarch
of the time probably did not bdong ta the original Malla family
and obviously he had no lwe for the M d a designation.
Even, if we admit that for expediency Jaya Sthiti adopted the
Malla appendage after his name, we c d r o n t another question.
HOWis it that even after becoming the d powerful sovereign
of the country Jaya Sthitirnalla did not denounce: the Malla
appendage and adopt the common terminology of Sinihadeva
after his name, which he should have done to prove the Kar@a
parentage? It is clear that he had no sort of blood relationship
with Harasiriiha's stock. Jaya Sthitirnalla on all inference was
a Malla potentate, and was acting either as a regent or a de
facto ruler in the capacity of an all powerful junior ceking
before he became the sovereign. It is curious indeed, that Jayaswal and others had relied on the later chronicles and on inscriptions of later M d a rulers for Jaya Sthitimalla's relationship
with Harasirhhadeva without, however, trying to assess the real
value of the statement made by these sources.
The best prod of Jaya Sthitimalla's having no connection
with Harasirhhadeva is provided by his own son's Pdupati
f. 29-a.
BLI, Ins. N. 18.1.2.
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inscription of NS 533," which does not give a genealogy of Jays
S'thiti but just mentions him as his father and husband of his
mother RZjalladevi. Had he been in any way connected with
the house of Tirhut, it was none of his own son's concern tol
omit reference of Hasasb-hhadeva. In all the documents belonging to Jaya Sthiti and his descendants the family is addressed as
the incarnation d Raghu and of Solar race (Raghuvams'ivatira
and Sziryavanis'nprabhava), and nothing more of lineage is mentioned in that connection.
Jaya Sthiti is omitted in the genealogy od both PratZpa and
S i d d h i n a r d a (Inscriptions 17 and 18 of BLI), though they
trace their origin to Yabamalla who1 as c l a k d in the records
was a descendant of Harashkhadeva. This is something orf an
anomdy as certainly anyme who claimed descent f r m Y a w
m d a could not omit Yaksays grandfather from his genealogy.
This omission is inexplicable if we do not take intoi account the
fact that it might have been prmpted by a desire to m p e
notice of his existence for reasons of his obscure origin. But any
claim to descent from1Harasimhadeva is fantastic. It is probable that the later Malla rulers of Nepal claimed to1 have
descended from Harasirhhadeva of Mithilii simply to vaunt their
high lineage. But aJl q u d o n s relating to their lineage shall be
discussed at the appropiate time as we take up the narrative in
the next part af the volume in hand.
In 1722 A.D. Father Desideri had heard that the rulers of
Nepal claimed their descent from the: Rajputs 04 Rajputana and
they said that their forefeathers had come to Nepal from Rajputana to take refuge for fear of the Muslim invasion.'' This
might or might not be true. But this is the utmost that we
could say oh the origin of Jaya Sthitimalla and his descendants.
We might htume that Jaya Sthitimalla's ancestors were probably feudatolies in some remote: part of Nepal. They were not
as active in the court politics olf the time, otherwise their names
would have come f o r notice in V1 or V i i i . By good luck Jays

l2

RL.1, Inscription N. 16.
Missionari Italbni, etc. 11, Part VII, p. 8.
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Sthitimalla had strayed into Bhatgaon. He must have been of
a noble lineage to deserve the hands of the princess of Bhatgaon
belonging to one of the branches of the royal family. The fact
that he was later allowed to accede to the throne also speak
of his high lineage though an obscure m e . However, we should
forget that he had ta be accommodated as a ~ g r o c r mta rhe
daughter of a widow princess who! had married twice in her
life time. Perhap he did not k l m g to a very wdl-known stock
of a Ksatriya caste of acknowledged purity.
His first mcwd to give him full royal status such as R d P m
Pbh is the ms. Amarakos'a whiqh is dated NS 50613 Chailra
kpna trayodas'yiim DuddhauZsare. But another ms. HitopadeSa
of the year 505 Asvinaiudi navami pujpa nakpztre iivayoge
brhaspativiisare has the exprasion Rijidhirija Sri Yuvarija
Jaya Sthitimdlusya vijayarGjya (Gavt. Nat. Lib. n. 867) UptiU
505 the documents either have nrpa or h p l y Sri Sri befm Jaya
Sthiti's name. Thereafter also except for the above noted
document of NS 506, all available materials belonging to y m u p to 508 Pauja do mt show full
royal epithets More his name. But in the inscription
of 508 Jyqsha (copper plate at Nhaikanbm, Kathmandu)
he is referred to as the most illustrious sovereign. This inscrip
tion, is dated 508 Jyessha s'ukla 10 (=May-June, 1398) and
has the line RijCdhirGja Parames'vara Parama bhatta'raka Jaya
Sthitimallasya rijye.14 From the date onwards all records invariably show him with full royal titles. I n the Pharping inscrip
tion off 5 11 Mrigha Jukla Jripaiichami tithau uttarabh-dra
naksatre siddhiyoge buddhava'sare ( = Wednesday, 11 January,
1391),15Jaya Sthiti enjoyed sovereign status (Rd Pm) and so
he did in 512 (VaiGkha kcna 6 garakarane vijvamuhu'rte
jravapa naksatre aindrayoge idityaGsare) as is shown by the

.

18Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1698, CBMC, pp. 187-88. Doc. 6 of
Petech. For the first time we see the expression, Paiupaticha~a~a'ravindasevita MEinejmrivaralabdhupratapd in the document.
"Unpublished. Read below our inscription N. XXX in our Appendix.
l5 b c . 17 of Petech for the reign.
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inscription of K~m~bheivara;in Patan.'' His last available
document is a ms. PrajZGpiramiti of 5 15 Ma'gha s'ukla 3. But
we shall deal with the facts of his death a little later. At any
rate the earliest document showing his son Dihannamalla as
reigning is dated 5 16 Jyestha iudi 7 ( = May-June, 1396).I7
It is quite possible that he relinquished his duties of the throne
any time in NS 515. And also we have to note that here is
nothing to show that he had lived after that year.
Jaya Sthitimalla's career prior ta his becoming a full king is
alm not yet assessed, but it is more probabla that: he served with
Rudramalla's family in the beginning. This ha,d enabled him
to marry Rudrarnalla's grand-daughter and later ta become the
lawful sovereign d the country.
L. Mech has given 26 documents of Jaya Sthitirnda's reign,
ta which we add seven more. Of thae total 33, m
e
n are
inscriptions; the rest being manuscripts.
Tha following are the documents of his reign. We have
divided the list in two groups. The first provides all those produced in Petech; the seccmd gives the new ones which are not
to be found in Petech's list. We have omitted the first two
documents d the first: group as they have already figured in our
discussion in the preceding paragraphs. We start with No. 3.
(3) rns. Paiicharaksa (C'amb. Lib. Add. 1395). Colophon:
Samvaf 505 KGrtika s'ukla astamya'm tithau s'anis'charavisare
Sri Sri Jaya Sthitirijamalladevasya vijayarijye likhitam Date
verified for Saturday, October 22nd, 1384.
(4) ms. Mahilaksmimahitmya Samuchchaya (Darb. Lib.
Cat. I. 1645.4). Colophon : Samvatsare b h ~ k h a ~ a i i c h(=
a
505) iepe mcisa iite Srcivana: jivavtire. plirvadisa'dhe yksya kimatithau dinepu samplirnamidam hi ia'stram 1 yasmin nypeSa Sthitirijamallah samasta simanta bhuvam bhunakti 1 tasmin samilikhya Viradisimho ma hcidilaksmim vrata rijamiiaam. Date
corresponds ta Thursday, July 20th, 1385.
Journey, etc., Inscription No. IX, pp. 83-85. Doc. 21 of
Petech (p. 135).
l7 See below Doc. 1 for the reign.
Ie
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( 5 ) ms. Tripurasundaripiija' Paddhati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1584) .la Colophm: Sreyostu samvat s'ukra saunya vaktra (=
506) Kirtika kpna paiichamyim tithau jyestha nak~atresura
guruvisare 1 dri Bhaktipuri nivisinah Sri Jaya S t h i t i d c u y a
uijaye Yuvilachhetolakastha Jentariimena Likhitamiti.
(6) ms. Harijchandra Avadina (Kaisar Lib. n. 67/1)1°
Colophon : Svasti Sri Sri Jaya S t h i t i r i j a a d e v y a vijayarijye tasyimbtya kw-nche tolkedhiviisi Sri Jayata brahmanasya
rnahibhica'sill puru!irt hena likhitamitil 1 Sreyostu Samvat rmibhra ba'nayuta ( =506) Migha miisa s'ukla pak;e saptamya'n
tithau Zdityavlarell PeteEh verifea t - date for Sunday, January 7th, 1386.
(7) ms. Amarakos'am with conmenin Nepilabfi!Z.
Colophon: Sri Sri Jaya Sthitimdadevasya bhiipateh I am-tya
Sri Jayadbrahma svim'ka'rya pariyanah )I .
. sattare
paiicha'iate gatdbde N e w i k e ma-si cha Chaitra saijiie k c n a
pakse madanib hida'yim tithau i d i n k i t m ajavcirare cha 1 1 dri
Jaya Sthiti bhtipde Nepbla ra's!ra iistinl grimad Blraktiifwre
deie grathitvi likhitam tadi 11 . . . . Sriman Nepilika Samvatsare 506 Chait ra s'ukla trayoddyCm budhavisare Rd-PmPbh Sri Sri Paiupati charaniravinda sevita Sri M a i i e i v a ~varaLabdhapratZpa Sri Sri Jaya SthitirZjamdadevasya vijayarijye
etc. Petech verifies the date for Wednesday, March 28th, 1386.
(8) m. PaiicharakstZ (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 382.2)24 Cole
phon: Samvat 507 Ka'rtika iukla pratiPadyiyGrn tithau bubhavisare veia'kha naksatre Sobhanayoge dri NepiilamandaMhir i j y i SZ Jaya Sthitira'jamalladevasya vijasya vijayarijyesmaye
etc. Date verified for Wednesday, October 24, 1386.
( 9 ) Chandakaus'ika (As. Soc. Bengal, 8065) .22 Colophm:
Sreyostu 1 1 Saavat 507 Mirgaiira iukla dvitiya'ya' tithau ianii-

....

.

Dbc. 26 of Petech.
1 k . 5 of Petech.
20 Cam. Univ. Lib. Add. 1698, CBMC, pp. 187-88; Doc. 6 of
Petech.
21 DOC.
7 of Petech; CPMDN, 11, pp. 78-79.
22 DOC.
8 of Petech; CSMASB, VII, pp. 252-53, n. 5316.
la

l9

23
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charavcirarel vijayarijya Sri Jaya Sthiti~ijamatladevar~allm.
Date verified for Saturday, 24 November, 1386 by Petech.
( 10) ms. Pratist
..hisirasarigraha (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1078.17)23 Colophon : Samvat 507 M i g h a iukla trayodaiycr'rn
pustamidam sarmiptetil adya $6 Bhaktipurinagare Sfi Khupva
stha'yit Sivagalastlume thitimukha vidyipitha . . . Sri Sri Jaya
Sthiridladevasya vijayarijye
written in Bhatgaon. Date
cwrespands to February 1 st. 1387.
( 1 1 ) rns. Mahilaksmivratamaha'tmya (Kaislar Lib(. n. 2 1 ) .24
Colophon : RZjZ Sri Sthiti r ijamatla nrpatau ra'jidhircjopi san
abde saptakhak&nabZnasahite ( =507) Nepilike nirgate jukla
chiivinipaiichami tithiyute chandritmajevisare vyikhyinarn
likhitam 11 Date verified far Wednesday, Sqterr~ber18, 1387.
(12) S u n d h i r i stone inscription of DmpZtan.25 The s t m e
lies in the courtyard of the water conduit in front of the m p l e
af Jayavigeivari ; date 508 Mirgdira Sukla daSamyGm byhaspativisare rewati naksatre variyina yoge garakarane bicchharein' gata Savitari etc. (verified f a r Thursday, November 21,
1387).
The water conduit of gold was repaired in the honoured
memory of RZjallZdm-, the wife af the donor. This 29 line
inscription mentions three sons d Jaya Sthiti, the eldest Jaya
Dharmamalla, second Jaya Jyatimalla and the youngest Jaya
Ki3timalla. According to the reord, R5jall5devi had died
suddenly laving these princes M i n d and the atire country
plunged in grief. The record is fairly long.
(13) ms. VimakeSvaratantra (Derb Lib. Cat. I. 1075.3).2e
Colophon : Nepila Samvat vasuvyomabine ( =508) sa P a w
kpne tithi saptamichal sam-pta lekhikrta harta .rkse
. Sukarma yoge
budhavisarechal( nitisthiti dharma dayrirthitificha dinasthitityiga
gunastathaival kirti thiti sarvavinodametat dhairyasthiti Sri Jaysthitirima I Jayathitirima tava Kirtichandra praSannarirp~
k;asunuiyudhasya 1 m+iiryatesan yadikalpavriksa virijate S s

I

II

DOC.9 of Petech.
2 4 Doc. 10 of Petech.
25 &c.
2 of Petech. Inscription n. XXXI in our Appendix.
2eDoc.12 of Petech.
23
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Jayathitira'ma 1 Adityavarma@ yena likhitemiya pustake 1 G e
hmasatadikote sidhuchittena likhyate I I
Sri Sri Bholarijyidhirija Sri irimat Pdupatibhdtirakasth6..
panichirya Srimat Kanteivariparicharana parival labdhapraj i d i t %2 S i Mahindreivara praitidiyatana nirmcilyaka pa'k4
R a [ghu] kulavamia bib hrijite- Sri Gopiruiriyanetyadi sakda
virudiivali samalarikyiti samasta prakriyi virijamdna Pm Mah.4m i t y a $ri Jaydingharimasya vijayim 1
(14) rns. Itihisasamuchchaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV) .27 C b b
phm : Sadsadratnasamrddhi nirmita mahitprotturiga sadm-valin xxxxntanagariiicha yimpratidinam mandidarovisavah 1 so
xx linapatikika sumanasGm nithiyudhe vupami seyam Sri
Bhaktipuli x ya x va x x yavanipabhau 11 Altidhike tath5
paiichdate Naipila ha'yane (= 508) 1 Chaitra iukla dvitiyiyzm
atviniyk;yekujehaniIISri Jaya Sthitirijena raksite rijyamuttamam bhlidevinvaya ja'tena likhitoyam sam&atahl . . Patiniji71ena chetihisa samuchchayah (Date verified for Tuesday,
March loth, 1388 A.D.). Written in Bhatgam.
( 15) ms. Mahitaksmivrata (Kaisar Lib. n. 559.3) .28 Samvat
509 VaiJikha krsna
.. . navamyim pra dajamyim tithau uttarabhadra naksatre i y u ~ m i n y u g ebyhaspa-tivisare etc. Sri Rd-PmPbh Sri Sri Jaya Sthitirijamalladevasya vijayarijya likhitam etc.
Sri Miniglake Sri Dakrinavihbe etc. (Dare: verified for Thum
day, May 20th, 1389).
( 16) m. Paiicharaksi (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1701.1 ) .2e
Colophon: Sri Lalitakramiya'm Sri Miniglake Sri Vachcha
vihdridhivimta Jikyaputra paramasaugata sarigha Sri Malek~ajajakasya . . . Samvat 509 Jyestha s'ukla ddiamydm tithau
jukravisare Rd Sri SrZ Jaya Sthitirdjamdadevasya vijayarijye
s'ubham. Date verified fm the m m d half of Friday, June 18th,
1389.
( 17) ms. Tithisimsatigraha (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1663) .*O
Colophon : MZrgdiramriseyiite navami ye!?ha?vaiicha ( iukrame
yoge dvandvendu iara ( =5 1 1 ) likhitamiti etc.1 Rd-Pm-Pbh
-- ---- - --2e Doc. 14 of Petech.
" Dbc. 13 of Petech.
29 CBMC, p. 191. Dm. 15 of Petech.
30 GBMC, p. 191. Dbc. 16 of Petech.

. .

.
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Ne@leivara Sri Sri Jaya Sthitirijamaladevasya vijayarijye. The
rns. belongs to Daitrajiia Gajarija who is alsol the writex. The
date according to Petech is irregular.
(18) Lines inscribed on the stair d a platform supporting a
square stcme on,which the footprints of Gorakhanitha are engraved. It is a three line: inscripti~n.~'O m Sri Gorak~anithapi&kibhyGm namahll Sreyostu Samvat 511 M i g h a iukla Sripaiicharnyim tithau uttarabhadra naksatre siddhiyoge budhav h a r e 11 R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Sthitimdladevasya vijayarijyejl Sri Sikharripuri nagaryirn Sri $6 Jaya Jathasimadeva.i?t
sabhritrb hih pratipilitiyim etc. Date according to Petech
corresponds to Wednesday, January 1lth, 1391. Jaya Jathaskiha appears to be a feudatory. Jathasirhha appears in the
Svayambhu inscription of NS 492 as MahZrZbutta and as the
nephew (bhigineya) of RZjahaqa Bhalloka, a minister at the
time. Jathashiha, had s m e d JayZrjuna and continued to hold
his post of rnahiributta alm under Jaya Sthiti. He must have
been the administrative head of the area.
(19) U-b5-bahi inscriptionJ2m a gold plate attached to the
wall aver the d m of the main shrine. I t records the inaugur*
tion of the image of Bluddha (Buddhavimbaka) in the victorious
reign of R d P m Pbh Jaya Sthitimalla in Lalitupatfanu MZnigla,
while two Pitras were governing (vartaminekile). It mentions
date Kdirijavarsa 4492 Vikrarna rijavar;a 1448 Saka rijavarsa
1313 Nepilika jreyostu 511 Prathamisid ha iukla daiamyim
ghati 25 vela e k i d a i y i m tithau kapiladine vatikarane W i h o r i yam sviti naksatre ghati 49 pratisthGpitam jivayoge ghati 15
pra siddhiyoge somavisare mithuna riii gata savitari tuliriji
gata chandramasi etc.
( 2 0 ) ms. A r y a k i r a n d a ~ ~ i i h(Kaisar
a
Lib. n. 5) .33 Colopho~n:
Rd Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Sthitimalladevmya vijayarijye 1
Sreyostu Samvat 511 SrEvana mCse ky;na pakse paiichamyim:
chetra naksatre dhruvayoge SaniScharavisare likhitam etc.
( 2 1 ) ms. Aghorapiiji (D'arlr. Lib. Cat. I. 135.9) .34 Col*

II

II

DOC.17 of Petech. Inscription n. XXXIII in our Appendix.
Doc. 18 of Petech. Inscription n. XXXIV in our Appendix.
84 DOC.20 of Petech.
"Doc. 19 of Petech.

"
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phm: Sarnvat 511 Srivana i u k h daiamyim Sri Sri Pbh Pm
Sri Sri Jaya Sthitirijavijaya likhitam. Date c m m p m d s to
August 9th, 1391.
( 2 2 ) A stoner inscription at the: temple of Kumbh&vara in
Patan. This commemmates the occasion d completing the ncw
temple: of KumbheSvara on 512 V d i k h a k z n a 6 in the reign
of Jaya Sthitimalla (Inscription n. XXXV in our Appendix).
.~~
: O m svasti trayodaiidhika
( 2 3 ) ms. S a l y a p a r ~ a mColophon
fiaiichdate Naipilavatsare ( = 5 13) Kirtika kynna pakse cha
dvciddyim kujavire $ri Jaya Sthitimallasya p+aviddharmya
bhii bhujah rijye Nepdladeiesmin likhitam Salyaparvakarn 1
Naipda bhiimandala raksaniya
. .
dhariwatirnomadhukai~a n i
(v&)ri aiesa simanta iiromani Sri mahipa-tindra Jayaslamhar i m a sapunyakirti sukytaikarlndhuranaikard'maryakulakaratnam~
idam Mahibhirata vy&ikhat svargaphalafladamchal Sriman
Ma'nika~ijena Vajrichiryenadhimut likhitam Salyaparvac
devyi Mahibhiratamuttamam I I
(24) m.G a d i p a ~ v a mCblophcm:
.~~
Trayoddidhika paiicha;ate Nepilavatsare (= 513) Anidha k p n a khqtyami Sri Jaya
Sthitirijamdladevarya pravivadhasya bhiibhujah rijye Nepdadejesmin likhitam Gadiparva fiki I Nepdla bhiimandala
raknaniya dharivatirnomadhukailavdff I desa simanta iiromani
Sri mahipatindro Jayasim harima 1 sa punyakirtih sukrtaikusindhuranaikarimasya kulaikaratnam idam Mahdbh-ratam etadevam vyallikha svargaphdaprada. In the very bqmning of the
work is another passage,37 which gives the genealogy of JayasirhharZma. The passage runs : Srikintiuara labdha vrimhita
m a h i Sri Jaitrarimanvayo Jyotirima iti prasiddha bhavastasya'pi
Punyitmanah I slinuh Srimadanekarimu iti yah khyitah ksitin.droya iim-dyata kopanarijadanti nivaha pronmithi kanfhiravah
f asyitmajo
vijayate Jayare'mharima pratyanvu bhlimipati

I

"Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1693. Dbc. 22 of Petech for Jaya Sthitimalla. Date corresponding to June 30th, 1393 A.D.
3eDarb. Lib. Cat. 111, 803,29; DOC.23 of Petech (Date corresponding to June m h , 1393).
87 Unpublished.
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samksati kilamzirtih I chintimanih sukytanim ripurZja gopiniriyana n,rpah gunekanidhih Pravirah tena punyitmand vik!ya
jivitam ksanabharigura 1 idamhi lekhitam punya mahilochanarnuttama (1
(25) rns. Guhyasiddh~Gstra(Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1692.61)
Galaphm: Samvat 514 D u r 3 i d h a m-se iukla pakse paiichimi
pra k h e t y i y i tithau uttaraph-lguni naksatre parighayoge danij
charaukare karkata riG gate savitari simhariii pra kanyirifi
gate chandramasi 1 Sri Sri Bhaktagrime Sri Sri Jaya Sthid
rijamatladevasya vijayarzjye etc. Date verified far Saturday,
July 4th, 1394.
(268) ms. KZrandavyziha (As. Soc. Bengal, 4725):'
Colophon : Samvat 515 M i g h a dukla trtiya'ya'm tithau punarvasu
naksatre I siddhiyoge 1 cidityavisare I sampzirnadine I dinapati
SA LalitakrammayZm
Sri Miniglast hZne Sri Puneivara vihirag~hidivcisina A b hayamala bhirokasya pustakam idam I R d Pm Pbh
Sri S+i Jaya SthitirZjamalladevarya vijayarijya S fi Nepilamandale etc. Date verified for Sunday, January 24, 1395 except
for the naksatra which should be pzirvabhadra as Petech
suggests.

All the documents above are liged in Petech. The following
Are not available in his work.
( 1) A copper plate inscription at the wall of the Gorakhniitha
temple. It reads 499 Devo Gorakro dvitiya udayatithi . $6
Sri Jaya Sthitirijamdladeva pratisvdmi sa adeia etc."'
(2) rns. Guhyakilinirvinapzijd (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 351).
Colophon : Sreyostu Samvat 501 vais'ikha k ~ n asqtamyint
somwisare Sri Bhavabhiites'vara ku f umbaja . . Jagatarimena
likhitam I Sri Sff Sthitimalladevasya vijayarijamiti. There is
yet another date Samvat 723 Chaitra Sudi 2, with the expression
thvo kunhu Pattnautiya, etc., which shows a later addition.
(3) rns. Hitopadeja (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 867). Colophon:
Samvat 505 Aduni krnna navanyirn tithau I p u g a naksatre I

..

.

"Doc. 24 of Petech; CPMDN, I, p. 87 (Partly ~ublished).
39
40

ClSMASB, I, p. 29, n. 31. k c . 25 of Petcch.
Sans. Sandesha, I, 6, pp. 5-6.
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s'ivayoge b~haspativiisareI R d Sri Juvarija Jaya Sthitimdasya
vijayariijye I diinapati 8s Hitiglast fine suvarnakdra Rat nanabhirokasya atc.
( 4 ) ms. Jii5natEipavimarsini ( I n the pocosession of m e
Ananganath Paudel) .'' Colophon: Samvat 503 Bhidra iukla
12 arigiravisara jriivana naksatre ttc. Earlier, Sri Jaya Sthitimalladevasya Rijara'jasyadhimatah. Written in Bhatgaon
(Bhaktipur riijiie likhita paddhativara)
(5) A copper plate k r i p t i a on the wall of Nhakabahil."
In the beginning, Sri Madanaikapunya nilaye N e ~ d a d e j eiubhe
rijdrijah g u n l a y a h prabiditah sarvirthikdpadr ma h I samyak
dharma prach-ra kuSala ;addariamichiratah I Sriman Sri Sthitir i j a m d a iti yo I lokiirti raksZvrati tasyiivani =s'asyaprithupraddiit pravardhanuino sa yniobibhtiti etc. etc. 11 qtottare
paiichs'ategatabde Nepa'like (= 508) Jye!tha site daiamya'm
tithau etc. Samvat 508 Jyest ha ju kla daiamyim uttaraphdguna
naksatre iuddhi joge Sukravbare Rd P m Pbh Srf Sri Jaya Sthitimallmya vija yarti jye.
( 6 ) ms. Vidaghdhamukhamandanam (Govt. Nat. Lib. n.
833). Colophon: Samvat 509 Pausa s'ukla pratipadydyirn likhitam 1 K t a m a n d a p a Sri Kirtitpunyamahdvihare Sri Luntabhadrena Am-tya Sri Jayata V a r m s y a pustakam 2% Jaya
Sthitimdasya vijayarijye etc. etc.
( 7 ) ms. Paiicharak~i ( I n the pmession of one He~iimZn
Jyiipu at EdegZm). Colophon: Samvat 512 Chaitra jukla
d d a m y i m tithau maghcZ naksatre iclayoge jinavGsa~e (=
Wednesday) samptirnadina Rd P m Pbh Sri Jaya Sthitirijamdadevasya uijayrijye Newamandale Sriblunkhh-rivasthita
vividhividyigam-bhava Sriman Bodibhadrena likhitamiti 1)
We have one more colophon of his time. But it is without
date. Ho~wewer,it pmvids some information.
rns. Ddakarma (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1173).4s C o l v h m :

I

.

II

I

I

Sanskrit Sandesha, I, 10, 11, 12, pp. 84-85. I have not checked
up the colophon.
4 2 Inscription, n. XXXII in Om Appendix.
43 Petech, p. 129.
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Svarti Sri R d Sri Sri Jaya Sthitir6jamalladevacya vijayarijYe
likhiia pustaka I tasmin samaye apa(ra)rijyarya rijZ Sri Sff
J a ~ r j u n a n i m a r i j aTripurarije sachivena pravihite tena mahisarika!enapraviSati 11 And lastly a work d a c o n t e m p q
dfa.tna&:

ms. Bhaira~Gnandani!akam.~~
The drama was staged by
ordm of RaghuvamSachakra chiidrlrnanina' Rrljalladevi ramanena Srimati Jaya Sthitimallena on the occasion of the maniaga
ceremony of his eldest son Jaya D h a r m m d a . JyothnaUa alsol
is mentioned with the viruda of Bdaniriyana.
Petech is of the opinion that Jaya Sthitimda was not acknowledged as full sovereign in Bhatgam. He was there just a
prince canswt. Only within Patan he enjoyed the fullest royalty.
Amding: to what Ll. Petech thought 'he joined: in a p m n d
union the kingdm of Patan and, the principality of Bhatgaon,
which, however, maintained their separate individualitie~'~~
Bhatgam is mentioned as a state (rrijye Bhaktapura patfane)
in a rns. Niradasamhiti of NS 500 Pha'lguna Sukla trtiyi guruusare. The colophon of the ms. AmarakoSa written in Bhatgaon
(Bhaktipure des'e grathitvc likhitam t a d i ) on 506 Chaitra
k ~ m a13 has Rzjidhirija Paramejvara etc. before his name?'
It is true that in no other doc urn en^ inscribed or written in
Bhatgaon available so far we have such a grandiose: royal title.
But full royal tides are there, and they establish that S t h i h d l a
was a sovereign ruler there. Rut is it not enough to refute any
contention against the above statement? F u r t h a m ~ ethere!
s e v d documents written not in Bhatgaon, which do not give
him, full royal titles e.g. documents 1, 3, 5, 7, 12 d Petech. One
ms. copied in a place within the jurisdiction of Kathmandu on
508 Pausa Sukla 1 (we our Doc. IX) a h follows the: same
course. Sholuld this mean that Jaya Sthitimalla was not acknowledge as sovereign except in Patan? But this is not a cmvincing
proposition. From events that followed it appears that Jaya Sthitinualla's place in Bhatgaon was much stronger than in Patan,
45 P. 137.
CP'MDN, I , p. 119.
4 e Camb. Univ. Lib. 1698. Dm. 6 of Petech.
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where the Mahi+tras on the side of Jayirjuna e r x e r c k d extra
o r d i n q influence to checkmate the powem of any king whom
they disliked.
If Jaya Sthitimalla was regarded as an all powerful m a r c h
while his wife was living, how c d d we believe that the M u g
of prince ccmsort: continued f o r sometime even after her death
and that too in Bhatgaon?
Jaya Sthihalla wielded absolute de jure and de facta power
since the very beginning of his career in Bhatgaon. Probably
his control over Patan, Ran+ and Pharping was not as d e c rive. But he was sovereign of Nepal since 502 as much de jura
as any m e succtxding by legal rights. Jaya Sthitimalla had
begun his kingly career from Bhatgaon. His early documents
issued from Rhatgam call him a sovereign. There is no sugges
ticm even distantly implid that he enjoyed his position there in
the capacity olf the prince consort.
Perhaps k a u s e he did not enjoy absolute powers in Patan,
Jaya Sthitimalla continued ta live in Bhatgam and since his
time Bhatgaon was made the capital of Nepal at least in practice
until Yak+malla died in NS 602 = 1482 A.D.
We have already viewed the progms of his career. Whatever
might have been the designatim in the colophon, there is no
doubt that he was acknowledged as the savereign of Nepal in 502
Ajvina and there cannot be a better trustworthy evidence than
the statement of Vfii in this respect. But the colophon available
so far until 506 (expired) belong only to Bhatgaon. We might
have seen that only in 507 KErtika jukla for the first time a rns.
colophon has him ruling over Nepdarnand&-dhirijye (Pan'charaksa', DLC. 11. 2) . But as we have already suggested we should
not be led to think on this basis that Sthitirnalla became
sovereign olf Nepal only in C. 506-07 NS. Nor we think that
he was fighting out the feudatories a l l this while since the death
d Jay5rjuna. The colophons prabably do not offer any clue to
the different stages of his career. As we scan the various c o b
phms and inscriptions we find that full royal titles appear so
late as in 507. A colophon of the year 505 (already discussed)
says that he was the perscyn to bring all the Simantas under his
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control, thus suggesting that not until that year they were: all
controlled. In Kathmandu as already noted he is completely
But the
ignored in Jayasirhhariima's inscription 502 &idha.
Nhaikabahil copper plate d 508 (see above) gives him full royal
titles and mentions his reign. This may mean that he was re+
cognised as a mereign ruler not before NS 508. But there is
no instance of defiance of his authority either in the: inform
tim given by the chranicles ar in the lines d the ~011ophm
m
inscriptions. The various epithets used in the records should
not be taken to reflect any status of t h King,
~
f o r such epithets
are usual also in the period where according to other documents
he was deemed to have been fully entrenched using the full royal
titles to his name. Jaya Sthitimalla in all certainty kcame a
sovereign ruler on JayZrjuna's death, and he continued to enjoy
power until he died in NS. 5 15.
Jaya Sthitimalla had three sons. These were D h a r m d a ,
Jyorthalla and K i r h d l a . According to VMiJaya D h m a m d a was born in NS 487 m P ~ a t h a m ~ i s i d hkrsna
a
amivarya'
ghati 53 i r d r a ghafi 8 vyighata gha!i 31 iditavira vela' sampragha!i 22 bighati 23 (= JuneJuly, 1367)' Jyotirrnalla in 493
Vaiiikha Sukla 10 piirvaphilguna pra uttaraphilguna naksatra
( = April-May, 1373 A.D.) and Kirtimalla in 497 an Srivana
krsna 2 vrsa naksatre atiganda yoga b7haspativira ve& ~ i t r i
( = July-August, 1381) .47 Dharmarnalla's iniciatian ceremony
(vadukarna) took place on Samvat 497 Jyertha iukla 5 pusya
naksatra dhruvayoga budhavira and the occasion was bl-ed
by the attendance of Raja JayZrjuna (V1,f. 29a).
There are several references to the three sans of Jaya Sthitimdla in V i i i and the D q a t a n inscription of 508 also men ti^
than. Dhmamalla was married m Phrilguni Suddhi Wiya
blharpativira of 503" and om this occasion a & m a in ~anskrit
was staged in the palace. This drama was again staged on and
a large number of people both from within the c o u n q and
outside witnessed the play." The three princes accompanied
4T
'O

ff. 54-a-b, 55-b.
6 0 - M . 1-a.

Vi, f. 29-a.
V i i i ,f. 606-61-a.
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their parents to Chingu to pay their respect to the Lord VGnu
on 501 Migha juddhi 12 mrgajira arigiravZra.
The sons of Sthitirnalla, howdo not seem to be in picture
as far as his political activities went.
As soon as he became king Sthicimalla might have been immediately concerned to deal about the attitude of his antagonists
who had so long supported Jaysrjuna as against himself. W e
s h d kntrw f r m the subsequent paragraphs that the most inveterate of them was Jayasirhharha, who had defied Sthitinalla's authority for solmetime and was reconciled to the new
situation with great difficulty. V"' tells us that after eight
months of his assuming kinehip Jaya Sthitimalla called to audience in the royal palace all the noblemen of the country, and
received their homage (f. 60b). It appears that thme was not
any resistance worth the name to Jaya Sthitimala's accession
to the throne except probably from Jayasirhha's side. He
however overcame whatever there was by adopting a conciliatory
attitude towards his opponents as is sem f r m his treatment of
JayaskhhaEma. We have it from V i i i that reconciliation with
the latter a h was effected without delay under date 505 Jye~tha
Sukla dar'ami. V i i L(f. 62b) tells us that on this day Jaya Sthitirnalla attended a religious rite performed by JayasbhharZma
at the shrine oh Pac'upatinitha. The noting mentions Jayas a a as the Mahath, which shows that not only difference
between the two had k e n straigthened but the king had also
accepted the claim of the Rgmavardhana feudatory to Chief
Ministership of the kingdom. We shall have an occasion to say
more about Sthitimalla's relationship with JayasiriLha.
Petech thinks that Jayashilhariima was a h l u t e as far as
Kathmandu and Patan were concerned. According to the Italian
scholar his inscription of the year 502 (see above) t d f i e s to that
position over Kathmandu at the time while Jayiirjuna died.
The fact that he dam not mention Jaya Sthiti shows that sense
of ignoring the sovmeigm was intended. But later he respected
him by referring to him as d i n g in several colophons coming
thereafter (see Mow). So although his powerful position cannot
be denied, JayasirhharZrna had not revolted against Jaya
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Sthiti's authority at any time since the latter consolidated his
position in tha capital and in the Valley.
It: appears that after sometime JayaskihaxZma reconciled to
the new situation. According ta V"' on 505 Jyestha s'ukla 10
Jayashhharha accompanied Jaya Sthitimalla to a cmmmy
at the shrine d Paiupati (V"', f. 63-a) ; on 507 Pausa Sudi 6
again JayashkharZma p e r f m e d a tilapiitradina at the instance
of Jaya Sthitimalla (Viil, f. 63b). Both had patched up their
q u m d and were pulling together.
It might be that in the beginning there! prevailed misunderstanding in their relation. But it seems that soon they patched
up. Jaya Sthiti was destined to be acknowledged as the
sovereign for the whole of Nepal, even though the duration ol
the reign & difficult to mess. Abour his terms with Jayashiha
we shall return ta the question a little later.
In the ms. Ndradasamhiti there is a line about the minister
Jayata. This runs, Sriman Amiitya Jayato ripu mantripraudhavuda prarara bisphuranoruvdyuh 1 svasvdmikciryapari~iZana 1
viyusiinu piyiit prajin nijasutiniva sarvvadeva. The retold
dates 500. Petech has omitted to include this passage while he
gave the colophon d the rns. It: appears from the passage that
Jayata VarmmZ was tha most trusted man d the king. He d e
cribes himself as one 'who was a mature caunsellor, and in c w ing orut the wishes of his master he s t d like Hanumana to
Rims'.'' Although Viii does not mention him after 502, it
appears that Jayata continued as Chief Minister till 506 as is
attested by the colophon of the ms. Amarakoia 06 that date
(see above). It is quite likely that JayaskhharZma was accepted
as the successor to Jayata's post, when the latter expired in about
507.
It is said that Jaya Sthitimalla's advent to power 'marked
with some limitations the end d a period d trouble
the
restoration of order. It marks also a sustained effort at reorgar
nisation of the shattered kingdom-he
seems also to have

ant
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efFatively curbed, at least for a m-t,
the lawlessness of most
of the turbulent local chieftajn~'.'~But it is certain that troubles
had continued brewing even in his time a s early as NS 502
(= 1382 A.D.) the yew af his accession to f
d sovereign status,
for in that yew Jayasirhhariima set u p an inscription in Kathmandu to declare himself as Lord Protector of the realm, and
he completely ignores the Malla ruler by omitting his name
altogether. As it appears from the inscription, Jayasirhhar5ma
was the Chief Minister (Maritryidhirija maha'ma7itri) as the
lines were being inscribed and knowing as we do about this
man tha,t he had opposed Jaya Sthiti initially (see above), the
record can provide! us an evidence that Jaya Sthiti was not
accepted as the sovereign in Kathmandu by Jayasirizharama
at that date. Two years after in 1384 M a d a n d a r Z m a
received the Chinese Mission. in his own name as the sovereign
olf the country. What a greater proof than this could there be
to refute the statement made in the quotation at the beg.mning
of the paragraph? There is no doubt that in B a n e , the
authority of Jaya Sthiti though not actually usurped was at
least ignored in practice. We have colophons and inscriptions
(of 5 14, 5 16 date) traced in NdZ-BanepZ-Pannauti area., which
show Jayasbhha and Madanasirhha ruling (pratipilita) , and
all this within. the life time of Jaya Sthitimalla is introduced canpletely ignoring him (see below). It is not improbable that Jayas a a was accepted as Chief Minister against Jaya Sthiti's Mill
much due ta force of circumstances. Jaya Sthiti probably was
left with na alternative. He had to accommodate his opponent
by elevating him ta the key post because any action directed
ta antagonix him would have invited 'due consequences'. There
is a ms.Nimasarigititippa+ dated NS 512 P a u ~ akpna 5, which
has in the collqhoa Rijidhirija ParameSvara Paramabhaffiraka Sri Gandakivaralabdhaprasidakara talita virijamina Sri Sri
Ratnajy~tidevas~a
vijayarijye Sriman Nep~lakamaZakalZikopama
Sri Mullapanagaryd samigata Navako$e mahipatlane sama52

Petech, p. 139.
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uasthitena, etc." This s
h that~ No&@ alm had defied Jaya
Sthitimalla's authority sometime after he becarm sovereign in
Nepal.
It appem that not only N d o ! and Banes had c M q d
Jaya Sthiti's over all authority, the principality of Pharping
though ccnrrtms enough ta pay himi homage was not as much
submissive. The Gorakhnitha inscription (see above, Dm. 18),
shows one Jaya Yfitha or Juthasirhha governing the area along
with his brothers at the date (NS 511). As it w i l l appear in
the next chapter Phasping continued to maintain its existence
under its own hereditary ruler or rulers till 670 or sol. JGthaskiha might have wielded sufficient powers ta resist attempts
directed to liquidate his hold d the area.
All the same Jaya Sthiti must have successfully maintained
his suzerainty in all parts af the realm. Jaya Jfithashiha's
acknwledgement of the reign of hi^ solvereign show that Pharping constituted no problem. It appears; that in making BlmepZ
accept his sovereignty Jaya Sthiti struck a deal appointing the
feudatory to the post of the chief minister of the realm. Nodot,
howeyer, was uncmpramising as the colophon above quoted
signifies.
We shall have to say considerably more abwe BanepZ and
its feudatories a little later as we deal with the powm of the
cdlegial regime functioning on the death of Jaya Sthitim~da.
Jaya Sthitimalla is credited by later chronicles with the task
of reorganising castes and customs, and standadking weights
and measures. Kirkpatrick's authority, hcawevm, gives the credit
far social reorganisation to Jyotimalla. We have dwelt at length
on the aspects d castes in the next chapter. It will be m,
however, that important priestly figures of the reign featuring
in that context do not find mention in the chronicles of Jaya
Sthiti's time (VIII), which has a h nothing to say about the
much publicised regularisation d castes.
53 CBMCI, Add. 1108,p. 30. Doc. in Petech, p. 138. D~ados'ottarapaiichdatam prayQte v i h a p s Pausa jukla nlavamyam cha sampcrna guruvisare.
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Rut as H. P. Shastri suggmts it mmm that in his h e 'an
..
attempt was made to bring the admmstmtionofjusticemore
in unison with the Smlti than
This is evident f m
the colophon of the N&adasamhiti, a commentary on the work
of Manu. This wmk was copied through the efforts of one af
Jaya Sthiti's ministers, Jayata, son of Chandana Vann.Z. The
objwtive is e x p r d in the colophon. Thdm it cannot be
denied that the system of law in Nepal was b&g based on the
principles laid down by Manu. It was no w a d e r if caste rules
had been enforced on the same line. But it would be a grave
errm to regard castes as being d e l y i n ~ o d u c dby Jaya Sthititrnalla. This would mean that they never existed before and
this statement golesl quite: against facts.
In Viii (f. 59-a, f. 63-b) we have two BlrZhrnanasas important
figures in Jaya Sthiti's reign.. These are Sivadka Updhyiiya
and DvijarZja UpZdhy5ya. The farmer was the lung's spiritual
preceptor f r m w h m Jaya Sthiti had obtained dikjya an. the
day d solar eclipse in VaiSikha vadi ama'vasya' of 500. The:
V i i i gives as the date SivadZm's death 507 A!a'dha iudi I2
(f.63a).
b n g s t the m e m h of the nob'fity the most familiar names
are those d Jayasirizha Mahath, and Jayata Miil-.
We come
across these twol names in inscriptions and ms. colophms. In
V"' we find a few othm who are much prominently figured.
They are commander Padma Mfilami, T e j u Mfilarni,
Jog&na Miilmii and Gaja M f i l d . But the most important of
.. t h m is Jayasamharam a who is a d d r d as bhvanta ( v t able) and who is the only Mahath of the time.
The wlophon of the Bhairavd'nnndana'lakarn by a court poet
and dramatist indicates that the drama was meant to be shown
to the gathering on the occasion of the marriage ceremony of
Prince Dharmamalla. The marriage was p e r f o d on 503
Philguna jukla 3, Thursday and the play was staged two days
d t a on Sunday.
According to H. P. Shastri 'this appeam to be a secular drama,
54
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the hero being Bhairava and the heroine Madanzvati, a celestial
dancer cursed by a Rsi to become a Minu$' (P'rdace to Nepal
catalogue p. XXXVIII ff) .55 Another four act play d e d
BilidirZmrZyana which was cmposed by an unnamed author
was twice staged once an the birth ceremony and next m the
initiation ceremony of the Gown Prin~e'~"aya Sthitirnalla was
certainly a lwer of art and literature, and gave munificent
patronage to artists and literature.
Petech wrongly thinks that since Ydqatlllalla's reign Nwari
entered the field of Nepalese epigraphy. It was actually during
Jaya Sthitimalla's tima that the Nmari language k g a n to k
used in writing. We have seen that the V i i i was corn@
under Sthitimalla's influence. There is a Neutari commentary
on Amarakoia compaed at the instance of his minister.57 Wa
have the following inscriptions with rats in New'&, that pretede
Y&rnallaYs reign :

(1) GorakhaGtha temple copper plate inscriptionS8 d
NS 454.
(2) N212 inscription5' of S a k & i x Z m a of NS 527.
(3) KumbheAvara inscription6' of NS 530.
(4) Chikambahil (Patan) inscription6' of NS 536.
(5) Gorakhanztha temple copper plate inscription"' of
NS 543.
(6) I ba-bahi inscription O3 o t NS 547.
Since Jaya Sthitimalla's time Goddess MZneSvan' appears in
the royal prdasti of all the Nepalese kings as me to have bid
R. K. Chaudhary, JBORS, XLIII, Pts. 1-2, pp. 34 ff; GYM*
DN, I, pp. 119-20.
56 V i i i , f. 29-a.
57 C , m b . Univ. Lib. Add. 16'98, CBMC, p. 84.
5 8 Inscription n. XLI in our Appendix.
5"n~cription n. XXVII in our Appendix.
B0 Inscription n. XLVI in our Appendix.
Inscription n. XLIX in our Appendix.
" Inscription n. X L in our Appendix.
e3 Inscription n. L I in our Appendix.
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than: with her favmn (Minejvari varalabdha prasa'da)P4
MCneivari is the titulary deity of the Malla family of Jaya
Sthihalla but we are unable to locate her temple nor her ante
d e n t s or circumstanc~of her being adapted as the deity of
the royal family are known to us.
The expression 'Paiupati charana kamala dhtili dhrisarita'
(ladm with dust ob the feet of Lord Paiupati) also is a part d
the royal praiasti of the kings of Sthihalla's line, but the
epithet starts actually with Jyatirmalla.
However, Jaya Sthitirnalla was extremely devoted to Lord
Pdupati and Lord V c n u . The V"' narrates how an. several
occasions he undertook a trip to Cha'iigu to propitiate the Lord,
and he offered sacrifices to Paiupatina'tha.
According t~ V' (f. 28-b) Sthitirnalla together with his wife
worshipped Goddm Laksrni in Bhidra k z n a d NS 499. In 503
Sthitimalla o f f d his donations ta the treasury of Paiupatin5tha and became one of the illustrims dollm. Two years
earlier he had attended a ceremmy in Chiiigu perfmad in
hmmr of Lord Visnu (f.30b) .
Althaugh strictly speaking he was a follaver of Saiva-Vknuite
religion, Jaya SthiGmialla revered also gods of othm sects. In
V"' (f. 63-b) Sthitimalla is mentioned to have attended the
Jitra' ai LokeSuara in Bugama' on 507 Vais'ikha iudi 4 .
While we come to the chapter cm r m o n and art of the
period, we shall have many things more to say about Sthitimalla
and his immecliate s u c m from refigiuus point of view.
Sthitimalla f d w e d the traditional policy of paying respects
ta deities irrespactive of whether any deity belonged to Buddhist
or Saiva-Vi!nu panthem.

In popular

h a t i a n today Jaya S t h i t i d is one of

our
h e m a of the past. He is chiefly membered for the social organkation he is said to have set up, although the historicity of such
an achievement is lacking. Sthitimda no doubt occupies a v a y
e4

Inscription n. XXXV in our Appendix.
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high place in history as the founder of the dynasty which m l d
Nepal for nearly four hundred years. He merged out of o h u r ity to occupy the throne of the kingdom ob Nepal: this was' no1
mean achievement and speaks for high qualities of head and
heart. H e was a very skilful organism and tactful politician.
He met the challenge of powerful adversaries quite succesfully,
and was able to maintain his hegemony throughout the length
and breadth d the land. Of course, he could not wholly sub
due some of them, but he was being acknowledged as the rightful ruler d Nepal by all of them. The crowning achievement of
his life in diplomatic field was winning JayasbfhwZma wer to
his side. This all-powerful feudatory of PalZfichok rijya cauld
have effectively opposed him, and hinder his realisation of the
attainment of mereign status f o r the whole of Nepal. The fact
that his descendants were to rule the country f a r centuries tog&er shows tha,t the edifice he was ta rest the powers of his
dynasty on, was built of no ordinary bricks and mortars. I t was
strmg enough to1 sustain them for at least four centuries.
Sthitimalla was a lover of poetry and drama. The cmrt p ~ t
MZqikq the author of Bhairavdnanda, speaks eloquently of his
patron's interest in art and letters. Sthihalla, patronised literature and encouraged men of learning. He had dsa a broad
outlook on religion and his patronage was extended to dl sects.
Although he was mainly a follower d Saiva-Vi!nu faith, he cantributed riches to Buddhist shrines and respected their deities.
Sthitirnalla rightly deserves a place among the few greatest kings
of Nepal.

According to Wright,65 and BLP6 Jaya Sthitim,alla died on
the 5th of Kartika vadi of NS 549 (= 1429 A.D.). The Sanskrit chronicle gives a date still later, 570 (junya jailabina)
&Gdha for the same event. But in view of the colophons showing a new reign since early mid 5 16, it is difficult to accept such
late datm as 549 and 570 for the death of Jaya Sthitimalla.
65

Wright, Second Edition, p. 110.
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RLI, p. 39.
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It shall appear that the year NS 549 is actually the date while
his son Jyoltirmalla had died.
But there was no single sovemign ruler in Nepal who wems
to have ascended the throne in between NS 516 and 528. AU
this t h e the three sons d Jaya Sthitimalla reigned jointly. They
were running a farm of collegial rule. This fact may lead us
ta think that Sthitimda had retired into obscurity to allow his
sons to assume the de fact0 g w m e n t in his absence while retaining ta himself the de jurr authority. It may be argued that
in the event of his death the eldest son Dhannmdla would
have been seated on the throne, and there should have been
no mcasion for the joint reign. But the argument is hardly sustained, b e c a u ~there is nothing even to distantly suggest that
Sthitimalla had retired, or abdicated. Considering that the
pattern of collegial rule was to be repeated on the death od
Yalqamalla in NS 602, there is nothing to cause surprise. if we
find Jaya Sthitimalla being succeeded on the throne by all the
three sons who were to rule by common consent as collegial
sovereign kings.
We have seen that his last document rns (n.25 above) dates
515 Ma'gha s'ukla 3 (=January 24th, 1395). T h e first document d the next reign dates 516 Jyestha jukla 7 Sunday
( =May-June, 1396)." In any case Jaya Sthitirnalla was dead
any time between these two dates.
But the date of his death is no longer subjcxt to speculation
on account of a noting in,the ms. Bhiratiya Ni!yd6straa8 available in the colllectioln of the Government N a t i d Library, Kathmandu, which reads Ya'te kamdiaraikabhltasahite Naipa'like
hiyene ( =5 15) .sasthyznt
.
Bha'drapade asite ravidine rkje tath6
sra$aril madhyinhe sthitirZjamlla nrpatih svarggGvarohamgato
hihika'ra raca h sas'okavachana vyiptam praja'nwtmukham.
At nmn on Sunday the 6th d the dark fortnight d the month
of Bha'dra of the Nepal year 515, king Sthitimalla breathed his
last and there was grief and somw all around and the w l e
spoke in distress.
67
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The noting is written on the last leaf on the opposite side d
the surface which gives the cl&g lines of the m. It is in a
hand different from the one, hi which the text appears. But
the w r i h g seems to be quite old and is in the same script as
the body of the text. Therefore we do not see any reascm to
reject it as spurious. It is quite likely that the n h g was done
so s m n after the death of Jaya Sthitirnalla.
We have no further particulars of the circumstances d Jaya
Sthitirnalla's death. He was survived by his three sons, Dharmam d a , Jyotirmalla and Kirtimalla.

Na one son succeeded Sthitimda on his throne after his death.
Nor it seem that the kingdom was divideld. By his own right
Dharmarnalla was to become king. But there was now a collegial regime in the name of all the three brothers. Dharmamda
had chosen to share the most supreme status d royalty with his
two brolthers. He continued to use the title of the Yuvarija
( c r m prince), and the courtesy title af Rd or Md in a few instances were alsol given to himi. But he was not reigning singly
by himself. Although he enjoyed the first place, and olbtained
all respects due to him as crown prince and successor, he had
to share his reign with his brothers. But the factors that had
led to a situation of collegial rule in Nepal at this stage remain
yet unknown. Could it be Jaya Sthitimala himself who had
made this arrangement?
Their jaint reign lasted for full thirteen years from NS 5 15
to 528 (=I395 to 1408 A.D.). It seems that after NS 523
(=I403 A.D.), D h m m a l l a and Jyotirmalla were the anly
survivors, because they alone figure as carulers in documents.
We have several documents of the period, both in colophons
and inscriptions. They number 22. A majority of thm show
the single name d Dharrnamdla, and in a few of these he gets
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the royal epithets of Rd. This has led m e people to infer that
Dhamamalla was the ruling monarch of the time. But we shall
discuss the question of his status a little later.
The fdloiwing are the documents of the regime, which are
published far the first time
( 1 ) ms. Ch5nakyam SarvvasirasarigrahakrtarZjanityidivinijye Pustakam. (MB, n. 107 23)" Colopl~on:Samvackchhara ritu digbinah ( =516) yujjye~ta saptami Jukle p a k ~ e
ravirvdre laksa siddhikyte i u bhah Sreyostu Samvat 516 lye;! ha
iukla saptami iditavisare siddhidinam(1 Svasti Sri M d Prn Pbh
572 Mineivarivaralabdha prasiida maha'pratipavin Jaurijya
Sri Sri Jaya Dharmamalladevasya vijayarijye, tasyinuja Sri
Sri Jaya Jyotirmda kanesta Jaya Kirtimalla traya rnahinubhiva pritiyuktcnena Sri NepZlama?zdala samasta dharmam-rge
pu travat pratipilita'. Either me Jayahaqva Gyastha or Vijalachchha Tollaka is mentioned as the writer. Probably this was
written in. Bhatgaon.
(2) ms. Sydddantakos'a (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 418) 70 Colophon:
Samvat 516 &dha Judi pratipadyiya tithau budhav6sare punarvasu nak~atreYuvarija Sri Syi Dharmamdadevasya vijayarijye samayel Sri ByanaPPGna deie nahyapatanabare brahmakulendra vipra Sri Jiva Sarmapasya yathibhilikhitamanoratha
flustakamidam etc. Written in BanepZ.
(3) rns. Paiicharakg (Remtly acquired by the Government
Nat. Library) ." Colophon: R d P m Pbh S A Sri Jaya Dhannarnalladevasya ~ijayar@~ellSamvat 516 Bhidra va iukla
dvtiddya'm tithau uttrisa'dhi n&atre sau bhigye yoge budhavisare likhitamidam Sri HamuLidhivisava Vajrichirya Sri
Manikarrija Chandrena svahartena lekhitam/l
( 4 ) rns. Aivavaidyakaicistram (In the possession of one Eisvaradhara Sharma, Patan) 72 Colophon: Svasti Sri Naipdika vatsaramuni mahikandarpabZne yute m-se Bhidrapade site gunatithau somiitmajevisare Srimat Sri Jaya J y o t i r d a nrpateh
CS,MASB,,VII, n. 5486, p. 405.
'O Unpublished.
Unpublished.
72 Unpublished.
69
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rijiidnukarta'likhat lakhi lekhavidambaro Jasapati Sri Vijis'istrottamamll Sakalagunanidhino dharmikirteh nidina samaravanavihiri vairidarpipahiri amtila karanibhagga kimininim
anarigo Jayati nypatimallo Sri Jaya Jyotimalla 1 1 Om Sreyostu
Samvat 517 Bhidrapada iukla sasthyim tithau anuridha
naksatre viskambha yoge budhavisare Rd P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya
Dharmama (lla) devasyavijayarijye Sri S A Jyotirmalladevasya
prab ho Ja yadatta pustakam Koligrimasamavast hita Jasapati
na'mni likhitamiti i u bhamastu.
(5) ms. Durgisaptaiati (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 681).73 Colophon: Samvat 521 V a i i i k h a iukla paiichamyim tithau miEa
naktatre Jivayoge idityavisare Sri Sri Paiupaticharanakamala
sevita Sri Sri Sri MineSvarifiademtZ varalabdha prasida virandriyana'juvarija Sri Sri Jaya Dharmamdladevasya vijayarijye) NepGlesmin mahipatiivaro ditci gunagrahako d i n h i m
sakakrthiniiicha mnhato sarikalpavyksopama jitah stirya kahvatamSatilake sarvin ripun nirjito vira Sri Jayn Kirtimalla nypati
Sri Rlipaniriyana bhtipottama sakala nitividGm varisto nityiriga iistraguna gitamahipravina satsundari ?zydaya mohana
manmatha Sri Sri Kirtimalla nrpati ripu chakramalla tasy6jnim
s'irmidhritvi lipikarena m a h i t m a n i Jasapatini samalikha C h a p
dimahitrnyn pustaka iubha.
( 6 ) ms. Galavokta mahilakpnimahitmya ( G w t . Nat. Lib.
n. 3 6 6 ) .'* Colophon : Samvat 52 1 Kirtika krspa iukravbare
hasta' naktatre R d P m Pbh Jaya Dharmamdladevasya vijayarijye, etc.
(7) Inscription on a slab1 of stone attached to the temple
Rrijari jeivari about 300 yards from the shrine of ~ajupatindtha
on the bank of the river EiZgma,ti. This gives two brothers.
Dharmamalla and Kirtimalla as reigning while the date of the
record is N S 528 M i g h a krnna 8 idityavira and dhani$hd
naksatre. This is the last document of the joint
The following documents are published by Petech in his book*
Unpublished.
T 4 Unpublished.
7 5 Inscription n. XLIV in our Appendix.
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(8) ms. Sivadharmdistra (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2836) .'"
Colophon: R i j i d h i r i j a jestha Jauriya Dharmmadeva madhya
Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladeva h kanej! ha Jaya Kirtimalladeva tray0
sammete rcijye krtaml Sreyostu Samvat 516 S r i v q a krnpa sapti
jubham. Date verified for July 27th, 1396 A.D.
(9) ms. Saptas'ati (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1534.2) .77 Colophon:
Y d Pb Sri Sri Dharmamdadevasya vijayarijyel Samvat 518
Ma'gha kynna ddamya'm tithau, uttar4idha naksatre jukla yoge
budhauZsare likhitamidam pustakaml 1 The date is irregular.
(10) ms. B~hajjdtaka'~ (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2834).
Cololphm: Grahamindujcha bhcta'bda (= 519) Prathamakirtika suchih/iyusma'n sukra svitijcha .
. . . /Bhakta'puri nagaryimcha trayorija virijate Dharma Jotis'cha firtijcha
Je!$ha madhya kani;stake. Ther writer was Daivajfia Gajariija.
The date is verified for Friday, 1 1 October, 1398 and the ms.
was written in, Bhaktapur.
(1 1 ) ms. Guhyakilitantra (Kaisar Lib. n. 557) .7V2010phon:
Samvat 520 Bhla'drapada s'ukla trayoddya'ya tithau dhanctc2
naksatre sukramdni yoge budhavbare jubham Sri Y d P m Pbh
Sri Sri Jaya Dharmamalladevasya vijayarijye likhitamidam//
Sri Yothovihrira Sri Jayateja Varma?zasya etc. Date verified for
Wednesday, September 1, 14.00. A.D.
(12) ms. Dajakriyi (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1664)
Colophon : Preta'iaucham tat hi khya'tam m u n i n i m daianidikarn
rikimsayama' bhytin&SukEs'vina T i t hinirnayo s'istracha likhita
svalpa buddhini / . . . . / Daivajiia Gajarijena svzrtha
ParZrtha hetuna- Bhakta'puri nagarydm cha traymija virGjate
Dharmmayotischa Kirtis'cha jesthamadhya kan6take. ... . . . .
Samvat 520 As'uni jukla navami samiptam itill According to
Petech the date is imgular. The rns. was written in Bhatgaon.
(13) ms. VivZhakhanda-Ratnakos'a (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111.

. ...

.

Dm. 1 of Petech.
7 7 Dm. 2 of Petech; CPMDN, I, p. 64. This is published as
Ins. Devimahiitmya with date NS 118.
Bendall, History, p. 28 (CPMDN, I, Intro.) ; Dm. 3 of Petech.
79 Dm. 4 of Petech.
Doc.5 of Petech.
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The same writer, and the same line about the ruling
t h brothers as above in No. 12. The date is Sajiyamabh~tabdatu (= 521) KysniJvini pratipadd bhrgu revati vyighitam
Jubhdagne cha. Verified for Friday, Septembler 23rd, 1401
A.D." written in Bhatgm.
(14) ms. Narapatijayacharyisvarodaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
1179.3), the same line about the three blrothers, also the same
writer as in No. 12. Date: Samvat 522 Bhidrapada Jukla
dvidaE Jravana pra dhani$i nu ksatra ju kra pra dhytiyoge
s'ukravisare Jubhalagne etc. The date is verified far Friday,
Seprentk 8, 1402
In the beginning the date is given in
wards, paksanayana bhiitGbdu Bhidrecha sita dviidaji yksecha
sudhytiy oga b hygudinestu siddhidam written in Bhatgacm.
(15) ms. Nityinhikatilaka (Darbl. Lib. Cat. I. 1320.8).83
Colophon : Samvat 523 Kirtika krsna
.. chaturdaJyiim . . . . RdPm Srimat Sri Sri Juvartija Jaya Dharrnamalladevasya vijayarijye. Date comespmds to1 November 24, 1402 A.D.
( 16) ChandeJ~a~ra
inscri~tion.~'The beginning three lines in
vase: invake the blesing of Sivu; then follows, svasti samvalsare
523 M i g h a Jukla paurnamasyim chandragrise m a g h i naksatra
jukrama yoge budhavisare Sri Sri Pbh Juvariija Jaya Dharmamallasya madhyamdnuja Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya kani;thinuja
Jaya Kirtimalladevasya etesim vijayarijye.
( 17) ms. Sumatisiddhinta Grahaganita ( Kajsar Lib.
No. 82) .85 Samvat 523 Chaitra Jukla dvldaji budhadine
samiptam Subham1 R d Juvariija Sri Sri D h a r m a m a l l a d e v ~ a
vijayarijye // Sri Yambukramtiyim etc. Petech vaifies the date
far Wednesday, April 4th, 1403 A.D.
(18) The Thabutol stone inscription of 523 VaiJiikha k ~ s n a
d d a m i etc. with Juvarijarrija Sri Sri Jaya Dharmamalla deverya
vijayarijya. Petech verifies the date far Wednesday, May 16th
DOC.6 of P'etech for the reign.
s3 D ~ c 8
. of Petech.
8 2 D ~ c .7 of Petech.
DOC.9 of Petech for the reign. Inscription n. XXXVIII in
our Appendix.
DOC.10 of Petech.
81
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1403, for particulars read inscription No. XXXIX in our
Appendix.
(19) The S~undhirZinscription attached to a temple of Siva.
The date is Kalivarsa 440 1 Vikrama Var;a 1461 Sakavar!a 1325
NepcZla samvat 524 Chaitra k y ~ n aq t a m i etc. The date c o m e
ponds to Thursday April 4th, 1404. For further particulars read
inscription No. XL in our Appendix. Dharmamalla is mentioned
as a ruler without his brothers, and his name: is qualified with
the epithet Yd.
(20) ms. Dharmanirnaye Tithisirasarigraha (Darb. Lib. Cat.
I. 1634)." Colophon : Sreyostu Nepiilikasamvatsara 525 Mzrgas'irakysna tritiyapara chaturthyim tithau punarvasunaksatre s'ukla
yoge byhaspati visare vichcharijigata savitari mit hunariji gata
chandramasi / Rd Pbh P m Sri Sri D h a r m a m d a devasya vijyarijye likhitam/
(21) The Pharping Stellas7 ot the temple of Jhankejvari.
This mentions as ruler NepZZamand&-dhipah Juvarijidhircija
Sri Sri Jaya Dharmamdakah. Some local rulm are also mentioned in the record, all of them being designated as bhzipati and
protecting (sampdite) Sikharipuri. The date 527 P k l g u n a
s'ukla tritiya etc. is verified for Friday, February 1lth, 1407 by
Petmh. For further particulars read inscription No. XLII in
our Appendix.
(22) Gamda Pillar Inscription. d Sfiryarnadh&ol, Bhatgam.
The date of the record is 528 M i g h a s'ukla plirnanza'syim tithau
s'ukra vgsare, which is verified by Petech for Friday, January
13th, 1408 A.D. Two names those of Dhannamalla who is called
narottama and his brother (tasya'nuja) J y h a l l a , appear as
reigning (tayorijye). In m e d a c u m t s w t of the total 22 s f
the time these princes are noted as joint rulers. Six of these
documents are from Bhatgaon (1, 10, 12, 13, 14, 22,). Jaya
Dharmamalla is singly noted as a ruler in 14 documents. (Dm.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). The earliest
document d the period of joint reign shows the thee names.
CPMDN, 11, p. 246.
e7 Inscription n. XLIII in our Appendix.
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But the next two show only D h m a m d a ' s name. All the
twelve documents in the name of Dharmamalla are spread in
between documents showing the, three brothers as rulers. In
two cases Dhamamalla is mentioned singly as reigning (vijyarijye) while one or the other brother figurtx as the o m or
patron of the work (h.
4 and 5 ) .
Kirtimalla's name appeam only upto the document d 523
Migha iukla 1, the inscription af Chqde4vara in the Paiupati
area,.88Jyetirmalla's name: also disappears in all the documents
after this date, blut as we have seen it appears again in the last
two of the period (Dm. 7 and 22).
In document 1 Dharrnarnalla has the epithet Md Pm Pbh
JaurGjya. Although he is singly reigning, he does not enjoy any
royal epithets in No. 2. In Nos. 4, 6, 15, 20 Dharmarnalla is
addressed as Rd Y m Pbh. I n other documents he gets the title
of either Jaurija or 'uvarrija or Yd even though in some the
title Rd is there (No. 17). The last few documents of the
pe~ioldcall him only crown prince, (Not. 21, 22, 7).
It appears that datavise D h m a m a l l a alone is noted from
5 16 to 5 18 except in No. I above and thence from 523 Chaitra8'
tci 528 except at the end in 2 recmds to share with Jyotirmda
and the three brothers tolgether between 519 and 523 Mrigha.
But there are 3 mss. shonving only Dhmamalla also1 in between
520 and 523. One olf these ms. Gilavokta mnhilak~mimahitmya
of 52 1 is already noted (Doc. 6) .
By the title of Dharmamalla we can say that he seems to
enjoy the senior mmt pitioln in the state. But in any case1he
was just one of the! three men ruling in the country. The fm
cdophons giving full royal epithets do nolt sufficiently establish
the fact of his accession to the throne as the solle sovereign rulerIt may be that they had functioned like regents of a coundl
of three to look a f t e r the throne! rendered vacant by the death
of Jaya Sthitimalla.
DOC.13 of Petech.
Inscription n. XXXVIII in our Appendix.
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RajdlSdevi died on Thumday Kirtika iudi 2 of 506 (V1l1,
f.
62-a). It is not improbable that Jaya Sthiti retired f m active
life soon after. The k t evidence of his &ment is o4fer-d by
the ancient chronicle V"' which stops at 509. Obviously, the
chronicle had to be ended berause the hero had become inactive
since that date. Although, as we have said above we m e
acrow a few records of his reign uptill NS 515, it will not be
wrong to suggest that he had ceased to be active in about
NS 509 or so. He was no m e now the same active man as
he had hem all the time earlier, a virile and dynamic ruler. We
can even suggest different stages of his retirement. He began
to &OW indifference to administrative affairs since 506 OT so
while his wife died. As time passed this indifference became
endemic. He must have totally disappeared from the scene
towards the end of 515.
It is suggested that Dharmamalla was alone regarded as the
de jure crown prince in Patan whereas in Bhatgaon he had to
share equal status with his two brothers. But I do not think
that this view is supported in any way by the documents we
have listed.
On the analysis of the m. and inscriptions with reference to
places where they were inscribed or copied L. Petech concludes :
"all documents from Bhatgaon present us with the joint reign
d the three brothers (trayorija). ~ h & ethey ruled collegdy,
each with the same status and authority, without wearing the
f d royal title. In Patan documents Jaya DhaJlnamalla is just
Y u v a r i j a and he alone is mentioned. Therefme, here and in
the rest of the kingdm he represented a l l the three of them.
Nepal was still divided in the kingdom proper and the family
princedom of the Mallas, maintaining their separate individualities"." But not all dmumen,ts also in areas outside Bhatgmn
do share in common the feature attributed to them by the Italian
scholar, which probably he was not aware of. At least, two
sources, the inscriptions in the PaEupati area (No. 7 & 16) have
Petech, p. 145.
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the br+othersruling." The Pakupati area falls within the jurisdiction of Kathmandu. Sol the! ccmclusion od Petech cannot be
easily accepted. The PGupati area had been eyer since within
Kathmandu, we also note that the rns. written at Ban* surely
within Bhatgaon's jurisdictioln mentions only Dhannamalla (see
dm. 2 ) .
As J y o h a l l a later on in 533 NS rders to him in eulogking
terms, and takes pride in calling himself as his younger brother,
we can very w d imagine the position Jaya Dhannamalla occupied while he lived. But Jyotirmalla calls him Y u v a r i j a and
not a monarch. So the fact of his ruling as a cccpartner with
his brothers. In none od the records the other two brothers are
addresed in that style. Before: their names only Sri Sri is added,
while all the high sounding adjectives are reserved for Jaya
Dharrna alone. Sa it seems certain that in the arrangement
Jaya Dharmamalla occupied the principal position. Most prob
ably he functioned as the senior most partner even by virtue of
his being the crawn prince. He also figures singly in several
documents of the time, and this adds to his importance and
stature. It is certain that his death was follo~wedby the accessim
of the second brother to the throne, who at once became king
as the sole s u ~ v i n gbrother on the demise ot Dharmmda.
For all these reJaya Dharmamalla was denied the status
of a sovereign. As a dutiful brother he could nolt usurp the
throne. If he had done so, thae was also the possiblity d his
a
brothers opposing him. In any case it would not have
peaceful accession. As if the throne lay reserved for ~ ~ o t i m d l a
the council d Regency seem to have continued to function as
long as Warmamdla lived. It was suggested that ~ h a r m a m d a
was a minor at the time of the death of his father. But this is
wrong. He was a major lang before the joint reign came into
being.
Dharmamalla was boln on Sunday Prathami!ddha kyrna
D1m.9 of Petech for this reign. The expression is Pbh juva
Dhslrmarnallade~as~~nuja
Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmdladevasya kanG!h;nuja Sri Sri Kirtimallade~asyatasya.
O1
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ama'vaiya' of 487 NSD2He was thirty yearrr old while hi9 father
had died in NS 5 15. The other two brothers had also c a m of
age at that tim. They were 23 and 19 y e m old respectively.
Jyotirmalla having berm born an 493 Vaihikha Sukla 10'' and
Kirtirnalla on 497 Srgvana kpna 2 (Thursday).04 Benddl mistoak the date of Vandukarana of Dharrnamalla, NS 497, as the
date d his birth d thought Jaya Sthiti had died in 516 while
the eldest scm was just a boy of 19.
This rules wt the possibility of the joint reign being indective
because of the minors as its rnernbers.
In the last available: documents of the period Jaya Dharmamda and Jyotirmalla alone are mentioned, and we can take it
fm granted that the ymngest trather was dead at that tirne i.e.
in 528 Migha k y a qtam(ya'm) ,05 the date of the inscriptim.
T h e youngest figures along with the other two upto 523 Ma'gha
s'ukla prati~ada,'~
which is the date of d e r record. Similarly,
in the first available record of Jyoltimalla (ms. SumatisiddhrEnta
of 529 Aivina hkla) g7 he enjoys the title of Rijcdhirija Parames'vara for the fist time. He is also the sole ruler refmed to
by the scribe of this rns. This mans that Jaya Dharrnamalla
had c e d to exist at this time. He must have died prior to
this date and in between this date and the date of the
Rijyeivari inscription just cited we can, fix the year of his death.
He must have died childlea because the successor to the throne
is the second brother. Jaya Dhmarnalla had also no occasion
to function as the sole regent. All the time he lived he had to
share regency with his brothem who figure with him in that
position in documents. It will not be wide of the mark to say
that Dhamamalla did not enjoy the pition of a sole regent
singly at any rime for the duration of his career. His figuring
singly in m e documents d m not carry m y more weight with
V i i l ,f. 54-b.
93 VHi,f. 56-a.
".Ibid.
g5 RiijyeSvari stone inscription. No. XLIII in our Appendix.
9e Inscription at the temple of Chqdesvara within the precinct
of Pdupatingtha.
07 L. Petech, Olp. Cit., p. 154 (Kaisar's Libra~yn. 82).
92
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it as the same was intended as a courtesy reference mmt for
the eldest member of the council. We have seen that till the
last year af regency a brother af his is associated with him to
share the supreme position. If, in the beginning he was p h s
inter pares amongst the three brothers, he continued in that
position until he died in 528 or early 529.
But he was also not d'estined to be the sole ruler in practice.
He enjoyed courtesy titles of the Crown. Prince and Regent.
One or two recmds might have addressed him with full royal
titles just out of respect f a r his seniority in the council. He must
have surely shared the powers of the regent with his brothers.
But there is no ground ta believe that Jaya Dhmarnalla did
enjoy more than nominal powers af a regent. Certainly as the
senior most member of the joint regime he must have pulled his
full weight. But it appears that not until he got rid d the two
powerful ministers of the court he was permitted to exercise
powers of a ruler.
We do not know when the joint reign got rid of its ~owerful
REma Vardhana ministers who had overshadowed the throne
since Jaya Sthitirnalla's death. Probably as Madanasirhha died,
the hold of the ministers had slackened. As Saktkirizha's first
record, dates 525, it is possible that about this date Jayasimha
and M a d m d a b t h had died, and the joint reign of Sthitirndla's m s must have functicmed indqmdent of my mushadowing persmality of a minister. But in 528-29 the regme
ended with the death of Dharrnamalla.

At one place earlier we had suggested that Jaya Sthiti grm
indifferent to worldly affairs since 507 or 508. There is a ~010phen of the year 506 (Doc. 13 of Jaya Sthiti), which shows
Jayashkharima as a codaurful personality adopting kingly
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virudas and, being Bhottarijya'dhirija, Lord 04 the Bhol~a
principality, and mahcimcityay Chief Minister. Other colophons
giving high sounding titles af mahipatindra (literally wer lord
of the chiefs of the earth) fallow c l d y (Doc.2, 3 below) even
though these were written in Jaya Sthiti's Gme while he was
yet effective. This is significant. Obviously Jayas~harZrnaas
Chid M i n k k was wielding considerable influence in the affairs
of state since the monarch was becoming inactive. We do not
exactly know when he m u m e d his powers as the Chief
Minister. I t is definite that he was chosen to succeed Jayata as
the de facto Chief Minister while the latter d i d in 507= 1387
A.D. We must understand that he was retaining the title of
Mahath even while he was being deprived d his real powas.
Petmh says that 'at the end of 1392 and middle of 1393 ( =
5 13) Jaya Sthiti's a u t h d t y was on the wane and the red power
was mce more pasing into the hands of the ambitious d d
nlan'.gB This might be correct. He was retiring from administrative respmsibiilities. As we suggested earlier Jaya Sthiti had
died in 5 15. Because Jayasirhharha was the Chief Minister
of the country at the time, he readily filled the void taking
charge of his mmarch's m s as well as of the administration.
The Paiupati s t d a (see below, dm. 5) belongs to the early years
of the collegial regime. From\ this record we have an idea of
the t r m n d o u s powers Jayasimhwba had e x e r c i d in the
kingdom d Nepal. According to the inscription, Jayas%h&a
shared his polwers and station with his brother as he did the
chieftainship of the Bane* (Bholta) principality. It is suggested
that his ministerial authority did not extend to Bhatgaon. But
if his authority was supreme in BhoGta principality it is certain
that from BanepZ he could have easily overwhelmed any forces
opposing him in that city. So every guess apart, we have to
admit thatcJayasirhharGna ~ l a sfunctioning as Chief hlinister
for all parts of Nepal notwithstanding anything contained in a
few documents of Bhatgaon a b u t the de jure p i t i o n of the
Malla sovereigns. But his exercise of power for all Nepal must
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have come after Jaya Sthiti died. But a question arises. The
Chinese who are suppomed to f m an impremion f r m Ban*
would not ignore a manarch in Bhatgacm, situated only four
miles due wm, had it not been f o r the reason that he: had
ceased ta be a countable entity. We h a l l come to discuss this
anomaly a little later.
We have the following documents so far availablle belonging
to these high personages; ( 1 ) The Itambahd stme ins~ription.8~
The stone lies in the inner quadrangle of the vihira in the city
of Kathmandu. It: commemorates the accasim of setting up of
a gold image of A r y a ~ zby Jaitralakpi, wife of Madanasimharka. It d m not mentian the ruling monarch. But the
line has Mdnejvarivaralabdha ~ra-sddmyaSrimat Sri Paiupatisnmsthipitasya vipaksadhvamsita bhzskara Kali purandardvatira
mahiman tryidhirija tilaka Gopindrdyapa mahdmantri Sri
Jaymimharima Vardhanasya pratipilita vijayarqye 1 Madanasikhr%na is mentioned as his uterus brother (ekodarinuja) and
is given similar titles along with the viruda of sahajaniriyana.
He is also mahimantri. I n the last partion SaktisirhharZma is
noted as his s m . The date: given in Netra ( 2 ) A k Z a (0) isu ( 5 )
ptirneiaradi Ju b hagate yatra NepiladeJe Asidha jukla ddami
tit hivare svdtib hisidhyayoge vlire mzrlandaputre. Petech v d a
the date for Saturday June 21st, 1392 A.D. The inscriptim in
the beginning give the name of Jayasimha's father Anekarha
wha lxlonged ta V d y a family.
( 2 ) The second part of the colophon of ms. Vdmakes'varitantra
(above, Jaya Sthitimala's document n. 1 3 ) . The rns. was
written at Gokarna kota by Aditya Vamii. Colophon: Sri Sri
Bhotardjyddhira'ja Sri Srirnat Pdupatibhattdraka
..
stfipanachira
grimat KinteSvariparichara~a parivala labdha prasddit %2
Mahindrejvara praiidiyatana nirrndtyikapika R a ( G h u ) kdavamiabibhrijitesu $6 Gopindriyanetyidi sakalaviru avali samalarik ~ t asamastapm kriya vircijnmdna P m ma him-tya Sfi Jayssim harimasya vijayina. The date f vmuvyorna bine (= 508)

h

gg

Inscription n. XXX in our Appendix.
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P n ~ s ak q n a saptami hasta rikse jukramayoge budhavisarecha
etc.
( 3 ) The latter part of the colophon of the rns. Salyaparvam
of Mahibhirata (Doc. 23 of Sthitimala's reign, dated 513
Kirtika k7sna dvidai2 kujavire) . Naipala bhtimandala
raksanaya dharivatirnomadhukaifavii~desa simanta jiromani
S r i ~ a h i ~ a t i n d Jayasim
ra
harima sapunya kirti su k?taikasindhuranaikarrimasya kula ( a i )kamtnaml idam Mahibhirata vyGlikhatl svargga phala pradaiicha griman Manikarijena vajrcickryena dhimati likhitam Salyoparvadevya Mahibhdratanuttamam.
(4) T h e first part d the colophon of the ms. Gadiparvam
(Dm. 24 of Sthitimalla's reign date 513 Asidha k p n a
k h q t i m ) . Sri Kintivaralabdha vrimhitamah2 Sri J a i E r a ~ a ' d vayo Jyotirima iti prasiddha bhavastasyipipunyitmana?tl stinuh
Srimadanekmima iti ya h khyita h ksitindroya iim-dyata kopanarijadantinivaha prmmamathi kan f hiravah tasyitmajo vija y d e
Jayasim harima pratyrinva bhiimipati samksati kilamurtih I
chintimanih sukrtinim ripurija Gopitta'ra'yana nrpah gunekanidhih pravirah 1 1 tena punyitmana b hikrvii Fvitam ksanabhanguru1 idam hi lekhitam punya mahiilochanamuttamam.
(5) Four lines inscriM m the stme pedestal of the Sun Gob
in the cmrt yard of a water conduit outside the western gate
of the city of BanepZ. The inscription commemorates the setting
up of an image in stone of the Sun God (Adityamtirtih) by one
Dvija Sri. In the begnn.ing the record invokes the blessing d
the Sun God. Then follows: Srimat Jayasimharima ra'jiiasyinuja Srimat Sri Madanasim harimaya pilitau Sri Vanikipuristhine. The last line gives date, Chaturddottarabanajate gatibde
( = 5 14) Nepa'like tapa (bright fortnight) saptamylm tithau
guruvisare revati naksatre siddhi yoge. The date according to
Petech is verified in dl elements for Thursday, January 8th
1394 A.D.loO
( 6 ) ms. Ddakarmapaddhati.lol Colophon : Samvat 516
Petech, p. 148.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1076.4; Petech, p. 14-43.

loo
lo'
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Kirtika Sukla d u i d d y i m tithau purvdsddha para uttardriidha
nakratre dhrti para ganda yoge 1 buddhavgsare likhitamidam
pustakam 1 Nepilapaiicha banigni ritu ( = 516) mise cha
Kirtiks tathd etc. Sri Sri BhotarijakulopZdhyGya Sri Rdjapati
Sarnui Cridhena likhitam i d a m J&si(traml Sri Sri Md P m Pbh
Sri Jayasimharima Vardhanena pratipi!ikara'jel Sri Plirnamatides'e Sri Sri Indreivara b hattarikist h i n e leksitamidam Sdst ram
(written at Pannauti, about two rniles south east of Ban*).
P&mh fails to1 understand that the principality of Banepa was
called Bhottarija and wrongly calls the copyist a priest of the
king of Tibt. P'etech regards the date as irregular.
(7) The P&upati stella: It is a fairly long inscription on a
stone lying More a standing image of Saikara-NZrZyqa in a
quadrangle c l m to the western gate of P'aSupahZtha. It has
54 lines, but only 28 lines are well preserved.lo2 The date line
is peeled off; only a part, dvitiya Pausamise, is visible. T h e
beginning four lines consist of vmes in honour of NZrZywa and
Saikara. Then the reigning mmarch is mentioned, whose name
appears as Rd P m Pbh Yuvarija Sri Sri Dharmamallasya
vijayarijye. This is followed by S f i Sfi rijakulama himantreivara Sri 3 PajupatilirigasthZpanichira Sri 3 Indreivara prdsa'da
kanaka kaldadhvajivarohanakrta suvarna t u l i p ~ r u ~ a m a h d d i n a
krta rijalakrmi samlilidgita krta mah6mantryidhirEja $6 Jayasim harirnn Vardhana tadanujasya mitrirjunoparameva paramejvara Tripurasundarivaralabdhaprasidita rnahdmitya Sri
Madanasimharima Vardhana saha pratipilitardje etc.
As the record mentions the reign of Dhannamda, this must
belong to the regency period before NS 525, the date of the
first document off Madanas.irizharZma's s m SaktiskbharZma.
According to Petech there was intercalary Paura in 1397 ( =
517 NS), 1400 ( = 5 2 0 ) and 1408 ( = 5 2 8 ) . Probably the
date corresponds ta 1400 A.D.
( 8 ) ms. Guhyakilita~itra.'~~
Colophon: Samvat 525 Duri-

I

Petech, p. 149.
lo3 Petech verifies the date for Sunday, July 12th, 1405 A.D.
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?adha iukla p C m a m i s y i m tithau jravana nakjatre pritiyoge idi( t y a )viiare Sri Pilakhachosthine Sri Saktisiniharimasya vijyarijye.
( 9 ) The last document is an inscription on the stone pedestal of the Sun God stationed at the upper platform of the water
conduit at a place called NdZ about two miles north-east of
Banepa. The inscription reads: Om namoh Bhiskariyaj
Sreyostu samvat 527 M i g h a iukla saptami tithau aivini nakratre
jubha yoga Achirya U p i d h y i vipra Sri Jivajusal Sri Sri
Sivasirigarima riyasa ekachhatral kanejta amdtya $6 Sri
Saktisirigarimasya ubhayasya vijaya rija etc. etc.lo4 This c m memorates the occasion of completing the construction of the
image by certain individuals who have the surname Mzilrni
added after their names 'under the joint reign of Sri Sri Sivasirigara'maya hdding the country under one umbrella (ekachhatra) and of the youngest minister SaktisiIig&maY.
Wright's chronicle places M a w h a , Saktisirhha and Syh-ns f i h a .as the immediate successocrs of Haraskbhadeva, who succeeded cme after the other (pp. 179-80) . l o v e have already
observed that S. Levi totally accepted the statement of the chr*
nicle. But these names hawever, have nothing to do with RZma
Vardhana family of the inscriptions just cited.
The Itarnbahil stme inscription of Jayasirfihariima gives a
genealogy of this family thus,

Unpublished. Read below our inscription n. XLI in our
Appendix.
lo5The regnal years attributed to these rulers by the chronicles
of Wright, Bhagwanlal and Levi without variance are 15 years,
'22 years and 15 years. Also see P. Jha, p. 144; Landon, I, pp. 37-39
Rhagwanlal's authority says that S a k t i s ~ h areceived a letter from
the Chinese Emperor, IA, IX, p. 39. Matisirhha is also confused
with Madanasirinha, son of Saktisirnha of Champaran. This person
is noted as the author of a book and ruled from VS 1511 (Bendall,
History, p. 20).
lo4
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MaEmantri
Anekarka belonging to
V&ya family (VaiiySvatZra)
I

I
I

Jayasirizharha Vardhana

~adanahharZma
Vardhana married ta
Jaitra L w i

I

Saktisirhhariima
Vardhana

The beginning passage of the Gadiparva (Doc. 4 a b e )
traces J a y d a y s ancestry to the 4th generation.
Jaitrariima

I

In his family was
born the famous
Jyotirka

I

his 'son
Anekuiima

I

his son
Jay asirhh a r h , a
JayasimharZmays family belonged to the VaZya Ksatriya.
This is k n m from two records. The ItarnbahZl inscriptim
calls his father tot have belonged to the VaiSya family. The R i m
Vardhana family, according to the statement of the same inscription belonged ta the V d y a family af the lunar race (ChandravamG) of the eatriyas. In the Sfitradhiirays introductory
speech contained in Madilasijitismarana Nitakarn, Anekar5m.a and Jayasirhha are spaken of as pawns of Vaiiya IQahiya
caste.10GIt appears that amongst the many clans af Qatriyas
lo6See above Doc. unnumbered of Jayargja's reign.
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in Nepal, them was m e called the VGya. The statanent as to
the surname Vardhana clan is significant. Were they dacendants of Hwavardhana of Kanauj (608-648), who alsa came
of a Vaihya stock of e a t t i y a s or did they use the name ending
Vardhana just tor claim such a descent. But no where do they
talk of their family cc4nnectim with Hwavardhana.
We cmld not define the area over which they ruled as feudatories. But they surely had their hold on the territories m n d
PaEfichok, Banep5 and Pannauti. It appears that as long as
A n d c a r h a was living P a E c h o k had not been declared a feudal
principality. Rut a rns. colophmlo7of the year NS 484 talks of
PaEichok rijya, which means that Jayasihha had already acquired his rights of a feudal vassal aver this t e n i t q . J a y G h a
had succeeded his father in 476 NS.
A n e k a r h a figures in VLi' as a leading figure in the politics
of the country in the reign ot JayZrimda and JayarZjadeva
(sea a b e ) . He is there called Mahath, which means he was
either himself the Chief Minister or occupying a near position.
We have xm that a dramatic worklo' of JayarZjadeva's time
calls him a minister, on whose advice the ruler ever depended.
This means that he was not only the Chief Minister but acted
as the main prop of the reign. Jayasiritharha, his scm, stepped
the
inta his shoes when he died in NS 476. He must have
Chief Minister since that date all through the reign of Jayariijadeva and that of his m Jaysrjunadeva.
The feudal lords were powerful enough at the dates. Some
of these records were composed to omit any reference to the
throne altogether. Like the king they adopted their own viruda
(Gopina'ra'yana and Sahajana'ra'yana used respectively f o Jaya~
s i a a and his brother) .log They also invoked the goddess
Min&varI as did the Mall$ rulers of the time (Ma'nes'van varapratilabdhasya) .'lo Jayassha had performed Suvarna tuli
DOC.n. A3 of Jayiirjuna's reign.

lo7

Mada'lasija'tisrnaranani~ukam.
log
Itambahal Inscription.
110 Ibid.
lee
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mahzdina, which was a castly and prideful venture
within the resources d only a sovereign ruler. He had repaired
the temple of Pa6upatinPtha and installed a new Sivalhiga
(phallus). Both these activities belonged to the sphere of the
royal family. Jayashiharim also is reputed to1 have k e n instrum'ental for copying the colmal volumes of the classical work
of the Mahibhirata.l1' In any case he and his brother and
nephew had enjoyed absolute power in the state and they were
de fact0 rulers of Nepal for at least two decades of the early
15th century.
It appears that the R h a Vardhana family had their original
seat in BanepZ.l12 Banepa was k n m as Bhottarija and also as
Binappa. J a y e h a is noted as Bhottarijidhirija in the rnsVimakes'varitantra of Jaya Sthitimalla's time (see above) .I1'
Although J a y a s ~ h a r h ad m not figure in the Chinese accounts he was the most important figure in the family. We have
seen that his records are available up to NS 5 16. But it is strange:
that a Chinese delegation arriving in Nepal in NS 504 ( 1384
A.D.) presented credentials to his brother Madanashiha. Jayasirhha does not at all appear in the picture of the Chinese. We
shall, however, deal with the problem a little later.
JayasirhharZma is mentioned several times by V"'.l14 He was
already a prominent figure before Jaya Sthiti became saver@This information we get from a Sanskrit drama of Jayugja's
time.l15 It is said that in the conflicts between the two r q d
houses of Patan and Bhatgaon, he supported the f m m . But
this did not mar his prospect in the event of defeat. While
Jaya Sthitimalla became sovereign, he could not dispense with
the services of Jayashhha. Obviously he did not derive his sbflu-a

Above Doc. 23 and 24 of Jaya Sthiti's reign. See1 L. Petech,
Op. Cit., p. 147.
112See colophons of the mss. Daiakarmapaddhati and Vrjrnakeivaritnntra.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1075.3.
"* f . 54-a, f. 60-b, 62-b, 63-a. In 507 ( V a i i d k h a iukla 4) he
accompanied Jaya Sthiti to Bugama.
'l%ovt. Nat. Lib. n, 787.
11'
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tion in life f r m the sovereign. He himself formed the source
d his strength and powers. ' This was so because he was a chief
of a principality. We have seen that in the ms. Va'make.ivaritantra of N S 508 he is called mahim-tya. Obviously he was
then the Chief Minister elf Nepal at the time.
Two rnss. Salyaparva and Gadiparva of the Mahibhitata1le
he caused to be copied by scribg in the reign of Jaya Sthiti,
(Sri Jaya Sthitimalladevasya bhtibhtijah rijye) , for which he
was highly praised. The dates mentioned are trayoddidhika
paiichajate Nepilavatsare ( = 5 13) Kirttika krsna dvidaii kujav i r s (Tuesday) and of the same year Asidha k,r;na khqslami
respectively (dates verified N w m b e r 12, 1392 A.D. and June
30, 1393 A.D.). Jayashiha is addressed as d e ~ a s i m a n t aSiromani Sri mahipatindra a h as Nepilabhtimandala rakraniyadharivatiqau madhukethavili (kai!abha'ri) in these msr. The
object of copying the IWO parvas of the Mahibhirata was to
protect the whale elf Nepal (Nepdabhzimandala raksanciya)
Thus he extends his claim to speak for the whole of Nepal and
this is no arrogance on the part of the Chief Minista of a country. Because the viruda and other titles as applied to him a p
pear in the mss. copied in the reign d Jaya Sthitimda, we have
no doubt that Jayasirizha6ma himself crrmmanded a considerably powerful position despite his manarch's colmrful and virile
personality.
M a d a n G h a is a younger brother of Jayasirhha. He is also
mahim-tya and mahemantri for the whole of Nepal, and as is
evident from the wording of the records the two jointly s h a d
powers and office in the capital as well as ruled over Bhotta
(sampa'litau).l17 But evidently J a y a s ~ h awith his titles, Maha'mantreSvara of the royal family, and manfryidhirGja (Paiupati
stella) enjoyed the status d a senior. Also in the Itambah5.l Inscription of 1382 A D . , Madanasifia is not as intimately
ciatkd with the rule as appears from later records. No such ex-

.

-

Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1693.1 and 111. 803.291 respectively. Doc.
22 and 23 of Petech for Jaya Sthiti.
117 T h e Banep5 Sun God image pedestal inscription.
11°
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pression is used in his ccmnmticm, which would go to show that
he was equal to1 his brother. Rut he was all the same co-chief
minister though not enjoying as high sounding titles as the
former. He is simply refwed to as mahimantrc. All this clearly shows that Madanashiha had not enjoyed in the beginning
as much importance as that of his elder brother. But later he
came ta occupy a position of equality with his brother.
The third personage d the Bhottariija, who is Saktisbtharha
referred to1 as reigning (vijayarijye) in the ms. colophon of 525
is mentimed in the Itarnbahd inscriptian of 502 as the son of
Madanasiihariima. In the Nd5 inscription of 527 he is noted
to have been reigning with another personage SivasingarharZya and he bears a title, youngest minister (kani!thGmitya).
The fourth name Sivashigariirnar5ya is k n o w only from the
NZE inscription. But while jdntly ruling with Saktisfihariirna,
he s e a to have enjoyed a superior status as the expression ekachhatra used in the record might indicate. We have no further
means ta know of his career. Probably he was a son of Jayasirizhar5ma. He might have been as well a titular ruler over
the area, real power being vested in Saktisirhha. It is also quite
likely that he had a s h n t life. In any case he might have been
dead befare the Chinese mission anived in BanepZ. in 1409 A.D.
I n the ItambaEl Inscriptian the name of the sovereign d m
not appear. So is the case: with the BanqZ. inscription of 514The omision of the sovereign might have been prompted with
the desire to ignore him. Blut it does not show that J a y a s ~ h a rZma or MadanasiriharZma usurped the throne. The best evidence elf this is the fact that royal titles in their prdiasti is conspicuously missing. There is one more point in favolur of the
proposition. This is the fact that not all records of RZmaVardhanas miss the sovereign. We have the PGupati stdla mentioning Y d Dharmamalla as reigning. Even a ms. colophon
capied at Banepi. in 516 NS mentions him."' We shall however, note later that the R k a Vardhana potentates had functioned as near sovereigns in their principality of Banep5.
lie

Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 418.
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Both JayasirhharZrna and Madanasiri?harZma have called
themselves ' P a r a m a m a ' h e i ~ a r a ' . ~ ~ T hwere
q r surely orthodm
Saivites. But from the Itarnbah5.l Inscription it appears that they
equally respected Buddhist deities. Amongst the pious acts perf o m d by Madana~harZmais noted the one setting up d an
image of Buddha D i p ~ k a r a in the P2riivatavihZra. His wife
ccmsecratd the image of T E in the same vihira. Jayasirftha
is said to have set up the Sivaliiga (phallus) in the shrine of
Pabupati, raised gold finial m the roof of the temple d In&vaxa and perform@ tuCa'dina cemnmy. Madamshiha had set
up a Sivaliirga in his own name in a site on a hill, Ydakhac h w , a sleeping image of N 5 y w in a big pond (the locality unknoiwn) and a Chaitya of Svayambhu in Girivaramfivikra.
We shall add a few words here to emphasise: the absolute
p e n wielded by Jayasirhha and his successors in Ban+ area,
Abocve, we have a document rns. Daiakarmapaddhati of 516.
In the colophon Jayasirizha is given the royal title of Mahirijidhira'ja Paraves'vara Paramabhatta'raka and the expression for
ruling is 'pratipitita rijye'. According to Bendall who based
his estimate on, the lines of this inscription he functioned as the
regent ar the P'rime Minister. The writer of the ms. is Bhottar5ja K u l ~ d h y 5 y aSri RZjapati hrrnii, who wrote the rns. in
Piirpnamati des'e Indesiira bhadtirika stha'ne (Panauti near
Banepii) . Peteh thinks that "the wording of the colophon is
self contradictory. Although given full royal titles otherwise, the
expression used f o r 'gwernance' is characteristic of a minister
or regent. Probably, the expression was used to humour the
patron .1 2 0 But whatever may be his status in themy, the powers
wielded by him were a h l u t e and he looked no less eminent
than a sovereign king in the eyes of the l d people. The
Banepia Sun God pedestal inscription also uses the same sort
of expression (pilitau Vanikipurausthine). This expression by
itself does not indicate a status Iwer than that of a monarch
9,

Itambahfil and Pasupati Inscription.
lZ0 P. 149.
Ilg
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because pratipilita and parya'yzsa are used even ta indicate: the
reigns of sovereign rulers. But we do not need controvert the
proposition that the BanepZ rulers were High Feudatories. They
were, however, only nominally subject to the Malla sovereign
in the Nepal Valley. Ever since the time d Jayariija, they enjoyed absa~lutepowers aver their principality. It seems that after
NS 508= 1388 A.D. they had becme almost independent. The
two documents of SaktisiiharZma use the expression L vtpyarijye' although no royal titles appear (h
8.
and 9 above).
We are not surprised with'the political arrangement by which
the R k a brothers had come: ta assume dictatorial powers. We
have k n m several instances of ministers usurping the authority
of the sovereign. But here we must be prepared to face a m a t
unexpected situation, that of these ministers being acknowledged as the kings of Nepal by the Chinese who had exchanged embassies with this country several times between 1384 A.D. and
1427 A.D. This is m e t h i n g which surpassg our comprehensim. Yet the facts as told by the Chinse annals are there and
we shall have to find real ground in justification of the same.
This is an important subject so far not known f r m Nepalese
sources. It shall appear that ever since Jaya Sthitimalla was
seated on the throne, there was another personage in Nepal, who
was being recognised by the Chinese as the king, because to
him. the mission was accredited. The evidence is strong and yet
so puzzling that doubts arise as to the real position d Jaya Sthitirnalla who generdy passes as a sbong and influentid perponality of the time. Our interest is now focussed oln the events
concerning SinobNqalese diplomatic exchanges of the perid
1384-1427, on what they implied regaxding the internal $ilitics of the country. Let us proceed to narrate what the Chinese
accounts have to1 say.
"

The Chinese notices of the Ming period (1368-1644) g v e
accounts olf the exchange of diplomatic and cultural missions between China and Nepal (Levi, 11, p. 228). There was one
such mission from China visiting Nepal in 1384 A.D. A Nepa-
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lese mission had arrived in China in 1387-88. In 1391 again
there was m e more: Chinese mission, which was reciprmated
followed by several others in the interval h e e n that date
and 1427.
NOWto come to the Chinese account. The credit of tracing
out the relevant Chinese notices goes to E. Bretschneider121and
C. Imbault Huart.lzz These twa scholars presented in translation in two European languages Chinese texts on Nepal from
the Ming shil1.1~~Levi incolrpolrated the same in his book, but
his identification of the names concerned is t m laboured. Levi
argues that the affix Lo-mo used b y the Chinese after the names
of the Nepalese potentates stands for the Tibetan word Lama
(11, pp. 232-33) and they represented 'the dynasty of the Karnztaka king Harisirhhadeva'. It shall appear that the process
was just the opposite, RZma giving rise to an impression that
the suffix after the name was Lo-mo, which again was understood for Lima'.
We now quote Sylvain Levi about the Chinese missicms which
came to Nepal several times in between 1384 and 1427 A.D.
"Nepal could have served tha schemes of the Chinese politics:
the direct relations between the two countries had, it is true,
ceased folr long centuries but the Magul pan Buddhism had
drawn the attention m the last s u ~ v m
of Buddhistic kingdm
of India. Just then, the r u m r circulated that "their sw&&gns
were all bonzes", it was still rival to pit against the Lhasa
regime. Sixteen years after the expulsion of the Moguls, the
Eastern Asiatic sources, London, s. o, 11, pp. 222-23.
lZ2
Histoire de la conquete du Nepal, Journal Abintique, 1878, 2,
p. 357.
Read Petech, p. 201-11. There is no mention of Nepal in the
'collected statutes of the Ming D p a s t y (Ta Ming hui-tien)'. Medieval Resarches from Asiatic Sources.
lZ4 H. C . Ray also thinks (DNI, I, p. 225) that one of Hariskhha's descendants had 'revived the power of his line; and this
would wrongly explain the reception of embassies by Cha-ko-sin-li
in the period between 1414-18 A.D.'
lZ1
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Emperor Hung-Wu ordered the bonze Tcheu-Ksang (monk
Chih-Kuang) to pmceed to Nepal in order to convey to the
king, a sealed sanction which conferred m him an &cid
investiture, also a letter, a silk goads, and to also1 proceed to the
kingdom of Ti-Young-ta, vassal d Nepal.125
"Serious and grave reasons must have been there to lead the
son of Heaven to set m t beforehand and honour a d l F e n tate with a friendliness which had not been mlicited. The t a t
further says, 'thanks to the great knowledge he had olf Buddhist
b k s , Tcheu-Koang (Chih-Kuang) was able to translate into
action the intentions of the Emperor and to make manifest his
virtuous thought. The: king d Nepal named "Ma-ta-na Lemo"
sent an ambassador to1 the court to carry presents consisting of
little gold pagadas,lzcsacred bmks of Buddha, renowned horses
and productions ot the country.127 This a,rr~bassadosanived at
the capital on the twentieth year of Hung-wu (1387 A.D.).
The Emperor was very much pleased and conferred on him
a silver seal, a stamp made d jade, a letter (letter patent)
amulets and silks". The back-name d Hung-wu was clearly
marked with the title of "LomLO" l m a , which the annals tack
on to the name: of king Ma-ta-na; but the sovereign of N q d
must have been surprised, since the dynasty ta which he belonged
prided itself in o r t h d o ~ yand Brahmanic purity. In 1390
Petech, pp. 201-02 has "which borders with it"; Text5 of
Ming-Slzih. The mission arrived in Nepal in 1384 A.D.
126 Stupas in Petech.
12' Petech, pp. 202-03 "Hung-wu, 20th year, 12th month, day
K h g - w u (=February 2, 1388). T h e king of Nepal ( ~ i - p a - l a )
in the western countries Ma-ta-na Lo-mo and the two indigenous
chiefs ( tu-tu-hui) of dB'us-gTsan ( Wu-s6-tsang ; Central Tibet)
and mDo-K'ams (To-kan; north-eastern Tibet) had sent envoysThey arrived a t court and offered to the Emperor. . . . The monk
Chih-Kuang and others came as messengers from the kingdom of
Nepal and offered eight horses". Veritable records of the T a Mink
Shih-lu Hung-wu Ch. 187, f. 6-b(7-a).
12'
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another ambassador went to convey the tribute.128T h e Emperor
gave him as a present a seal made of jade and a red dais.12"
During the last yeam of Hung-wu only one ambasador came
far a, period of several y m . 1 3 " T h i s
rdem to the mission of
1390-9 1) . The Emperor Ymng-lo followed his grandfather's
example. "He ordered the bonze Tchih-Kuang to return as an
a r n b d o r to Nepal; this country sent her tribute in the seventh
year ( 1409) .I3' The eleventh year, second month, day Chi-wei
(=March 26th, 1413), according to dynastic histmy, the Emperm order Yang San-pao ta go and odfer as presents, to the new

I n Petech's book (on the authority of T a Ming Shih-lu, Hungwu, Ch. 206, f. 8-b) we have under the date of Hung-wu, 23rd
year, 12 month, day, Keng-ch'en (Jan. 27, 1391) "The veritable
Records" register, among the arrivals of missions from many other
states for the new year imperial audience, also the envoys of Nepal.
An umbrella of red gauze (in Petech). According to MingShih-lu (Ibid., Ch. 207, f. l-a) we have more about this mission
(in Hung-wu, 24th year, 1st month, Chich'ou (February 5, 1391,
New year's day). "The king of Nepal in the western countries,
as well as Jasak Batur (chuSa Pa tu lu) etc., messengers of the
15 classes of Kuan-ting kuo-Shih in dBus gTsan, were granted a
printed silk and silken robe each and documents to every one of
them. A further imperial mandate was issued by which the king
of Nepal in the western countries Ma-ta-na Lo-mo and the others
were granted six pieces each. Again the Ministry of Rites was commanded to grant to Ma-ta-na Lo-mo and the others . . . e t ~ .
130 Ming shih, Ch. 331, f. 16-a.
131 T a Ming-Shih-lu "Yung-lo, 7th year, 12 month, day hsin-hai
( =January 18, 1410) bSod-nams-rgyal-mts'an (So-nan-chieh-tsan)
and others envoys of the Bri-gun-ba (Pi-li-kung-wa Kuo-shih of
dBus-gTsan, of Don-grub-rgyal-mts'an (Tuan-chu-chien-tsang) and
of Nepal offered horses as tribute; they were given printed silk for
each of them" (Yung-lo, Ch. 67, f. 4-a).
128
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king of Nepal, Cha-ko-sin-ti1'' and to the king af Ti-Youngt'a, K'epan, letters and gifts in silver and ~i1k.l'~The follllaving
year Yung-lo, 12th year 8th month, day i-mao (29 Augud,
1414) Cha-k~&in-ti'~*
having sent his ambassador to convey his
tribute, the Emperm conferred on him the title of king of Nepal
(Ni-pa-la-Kouowmg) and handed him as a gift, a diploma,
embodying this investiture, a seal of gold and another of silver.
The sixteenth yeas ( 1418) Cha-ko-sin-ti ( Sha-ti-hsin-ko) having
sent again an ambassador to convey his gift, the Emperor ordered
the enuch TCng-tch'eng to proceed to1 Nepal and offer a seal and
silk gooids and satin goods. He accompanied the returning Nepalese envoys. TCng-Tch'Cng distributed presents to the princes of
the different countries he cr0~sed.l~~
The second successor of
Young-la, Hsmn-te (1426-1435) "attempted to continue the
tradition the second yeas (4th month, day C'hia-zu= May 2,
1427) the much Hmu-hsien was sent again to carry gdts consisting of silk g d s and coltton g d , (brocade velvet, hemp
cloth) ta the Tsm-shan wang, Nan-ko-chien-bang ; the king of
Nepal, Shati-hsin-ko ; the prince ( Wang-tzu ) of Ti-~ung-t'a,K'o
Cha-ko-hsin-ti is a misspelling far Sha-ti-hsin-ko. See (Tmng
Pao, edited by Peliot, XXX, pp. 3 14-15). According to a source
Heou Hien (biography) was sent to Nepal in 1413. But according
to Fei sen's indications Yang San Paol was sent.
'33 Ming-Shih, Ch. 331, f. 16-a-b. According to veritable records
much Hou-hsiem was sent to Nepal, and Yang san-Pao to Tibet.
134 Sha-ti-hsin-ko in veritable Records.
135 Levi, I, pp.
167-68. Annals of Ming. Chap. C C C m I
( =Pieu-i-tien, Ch. LXXXV) . This translation of the extracts was
by M. C'. Imbault Huart appearing in 'Hist'ory of the Conqrre5t of
N e p d in Journal Asiatique, 1878, 2, p. 357. The veritable records listed the following as the countries he passed through, Hantung; Ling-tsang, Pi-li-kung-wa, Wu-szu-tsang, Yeh-Ian, KO-pan,
Pu-na, etc. The Ming annal omits K'o-pan. Also read Bretschneider in his book 'Medieval Researcher from Asiatic Sourcc? 1888,
I, p. 222 (London, Trubner's Series).
13'
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pan, the Fu-Chiao wang, Nan-ko-Iieh-Szu-plokolwhim
tsang-pa-tsang-pu, etc.,,I30
Ming-Shih (ch. 33 1 f. 16b) closg the account by saying that
'no tributary envoy asrived again (at court).
It appears that once or twice the rulas of Nepal sent also
their presents to the Emperor through the abbots of Tibetan
monasteries.
The various places travelled by the Chin- mission in 1418
and. 1427 on their way to Nepal are sought to bc identified in
the following manner. L. Pmch writ=:
"Han-tung was a frontier fortress to the south east olf Tun-huang in western K a n ~ u . '.~. .~ Ling-bang was the seat of the Tibetan rdigims chief whom the Chinese; called Tsan-shen wang. It
lay outside the frontier of Szechwan, near dRus-gTsan. . . .in the
n d west . . . . . . Pi-li-kung-wa is the state of the 'B$ri-gun-pa
abbts, north-east of Lhasa; Pa-le-kun-ko is Bri-gun, Yeh-Ian or
ya-erh-la is yala (or Yangala) ? the N m a r i name of Patan. K'(F
pan is Khopva, the Newari name of Rhatgaon. (This was in
earlier and later texts w-rmgly taken for the name d the king
of Ti-yung-t'a). The veritable records of 1418, however, mentions K'o~panin the list of countries passed. The nasal sound
is an unstable element at the end of a Newari word, but it is
more likely that Chinese envoys heard these names from their
Tibetan caravanem and interpreters. Pu-na of Pu-nai may
-

Petech in f.n. p. 209 'Tsan-shan wang was the title granted in
1407 to the Tibetan abbot of Ling-tsang; Nan-ko-chien-tsang had
succeeded to the see in 1425; Ming-Shih, Ch. 331, f. 12-b. The
name transcribes a Tibetan Nam-mK'a'-rgyd-mts'an. RTothing as
yet is known from Tibetan sources about these incarnates. Fu-chia
wang was the title given to the head of the Stag-ts'an monastery
(Szu-ta-tsang) in 1413. Read also Toung Pao edited by Peliot,
XXX, pp. 318-19.
137 Ming-Shih, Ch. 330, ff. 25-b-27-b
translated by E. Bretschneider, Medieval Researches, pp. 218-19. Ta-Ming i-tung-chih,
Ch. 89, f. 17-a; A. Hennann, A Historical and Commercial Atlas
of China, 1938, p. 55 (Cambridge Mass.).
136
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perhaps @anscribe Purna (mati deia) of a colophon of Jayssirhhar%na (Panoti)".13'
The identification as applied to the three places in Nepal
cannot be established with ease, and we cannot say with a
measure of certainty that the route taken by the misslion was so
simple as: is made out in thesis; ' - K w u to central Tibet, then
to Patan (Yeh-lan) and to Rhatgaon (K'o~pan)and from, there
to Banepa and PalZichoik, the seat af the R k a s ' . Actually
speaking, it is very difficult to locate in face of the confused
situation the seat oi the government, to1 which the Chhese
delegations were accredited. At least, we cannot understand as
to how the delegation came ta Patan from central Tibet without
first passing through PalZichak and Banepa.
But Ti-yung-t'a ar K'o pan has been presented in the annal
as a country which borders with Nepal (see back page). K'o
pan can be transcribled Bhatgaon, as Y&-lan P'atan, but Tiyung-t'a is not explicable. Even if it be admitted that the
Chinese delegation had visited another state on Nepal's border,
it could not be said with certainty that the reference was to
Bhatgam. The puzzle in this respect is unsolved as ever.
Curiously, the potentates ta whom the &on
were accredited
were not those whom we are accustomed to regard as monarchs.
Ma-ta-na Lwmo identified with Madanashirihr5ma and Shati-hsin-ka with Saktisiritha as we know from the accertained d ~ u m a t s of the perid were noit the sovereign rulers of the c m n v .
From several inscriptions and mss. discovered in Kathmandu
and NZE-Palaiicholk area t h m persans are now known as
powerful feudal lords d the realm, but not as sovereigns. We
shall see that as far as indigenous sources convey, the R h a
Vardhana ministers had not even ultimately usurped the throne
Rut the Chinese notices have a different story to tell. They not
only establish the fact of usurpatioln but also imply to regard
the usurpen as the real sovereigns of the land. About the identity d the individuals figuring in the Chinese annals, we do not
need elaborate the points. The transcription of both the nams
Petech, Op. Cit., p. 208.

lSe
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spolltanaously reveals the two names, M a d a n ~ ~ m
anda
Saktiskhha.
It is often said that the a x Skiha in the names of Jayasshar5n-u and &em should either be taken as their descent from
..
Haraslmhadeva or they must be the Thakuri succeamm of
Jaygrjunadeva.
As we try to gather f m the Nepalese source materials, it
a p F m to us that in the r;ecand phase as Jaya Sthitimalla
became the king the R2ma Vardhana family came to obtain
ministerial powers in the capital solmetime in 506. We have
reproduced several c o l o p h s h m h g the eldest of them, Jayasitkharima in power in 507,508, and 511. But these never suggest that the throne was eclipsed. On the ather hand, numerous
records of the tima prolvidk evidence of the d powerful position of the reigning rnmmch, Jaya Sthitimalla. Now how
t~ account for the Chinese recognition of Madanasfia as the
ruler of Nepal of 504 (1384)? It might be that between 516
(1396 A.D.) and 528 (1408 A.D.) the regency council succeeding Jaya Sthiti w
colnpletely dominated by the b a
Vardhana ministers. But we find that no missions were exchanged in this period. In fact the entire period between 1391
A.D. ( =5 11 NS) and 1409 A.D. (529 NS) passes without any
kind of intercorum between the two countries. We know that
in the time following 529 Jyoltirmalla was strong enough to do
away with ambitious ministas. But delegations were exchanged
between Nepal and China in 1410 (January), in 1413-14, in
1418 and in 1427. All these raise anorndlorus problem. There
is yet m a more pude. How is it that JaydharZma, the most
important member of the RZma Vardhana family, who flourished between 1382 and 1397 was recognkd by the Chinese?
Petech makes an attempt to explain the anomaly as he argues
'summing up the results of our enquiry, the position may be
stated as follm. For the Chinge the RZrnas were the rulm of
Nepal, and the princes (Wang tzu) of Ti-yung-t'a were their
vassals. The name Ti-yung-t'a remains unexplained, but it can
only indicate the chieftainship of Bhatgmn ; and its prince must
have been Jaya Sthitimalla and his line. Khopva, the Nmari
26
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name of Bhatgacm, transcribed by the Chinese as K'epan, was
sometimes taken by them far the: name of the king d Ti-youngt'a and sometimes correctly understood as a city or district.
Taking all elements into account, the only possiblle explanation
is that Chinese g w m e n t was the victim d the brazen claims
of the Lord-Pkotectors and Chief Ministeas of the kingdom of
Patan, who knew something about the Ckinese from their intercourse with the Tibetan masteries; the R h a s must have told
the imperial envolys that they were the sovereigns of Nepal, and
that the Mallas were only their vassals. This began in 1383-84
i.e. soon after Jaya Sthitimalla was formally recognised in Patan.
That m e t h i n g of this sort could happen g m to show that the
actual power of that famaus king was very small indeed. It
also remains a puzzle why the Clhinese recognised. Madanariha
and not his elder brother, who played a far more important role
in Nepalese politics; perhaps it was a matter of expediency
between the two1 brothm. In m y case, the able diplomatic
action of the Ramas pracured for them Chinese recognition as
'kings of Nepal' as long as the intercocurse lasted and until they
lost all shreds of their ~ m " . 1 3 9
We have now ta assess the situation and judge if the argument advanced by Petech d m help us to clear the anomaly.
The eclipse d the thrme by the feudatories and their passing
as real rulers before the Chinese should not surprise us. Such
things happened frequently in the history of any country. In
Nepal, this was nolt the first occasion that the kings had k e n
totally overshadowed. In the early 7th century A i G u v a r m ~
who was the real power behind the throne passed as the
sovereign and was acknowledged as such by the Chinese pilgrim,
Hiuen Tsmg who1 referred to him as 'King of Nepal'. In the
case of Madansirhharama and Sakti&harZma the same could
he said. The Chinese had recagnised the de facto rulers in
dealing with them. It was all but natural that they cmld take
no notice of the Paramount mler who was a puppet.
We have, however, refuted the suggestion that the sovereign
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d ~ e p awas
l reduced to shadows at the time the SineNepalese
intercourse tmk place. This at least could not be said of Jaya
Sthitimalla. The regency council of his sons must have, however,
functioned under the shadow of the RZrna Vardana
This is quite evident from J a y ~ a . 6 m a 7Pdupati
s
inscription,
where he and his brother receive eloquent tribute to their high
status. The term r i j d a k s m i samdirigita ( a h a c i n g the queen
of state) conveys the idea d their all powerful position in Nepal
of the day. But how to explain Chinese recognition elf their
mereign position in the time while Jaya Sthitimalla was
actively functioning?
It appears that: the real cause of the Chinese recognition of
the wereign status of the RZma Vardhanas should be sought
elsewhere. According ta our best judgment, Madanasd-miha
and ~ a k t k i r h h a r h aenjoyed Chinese recognition because they
ruled over BlanepZ-PalGchmk-Chaut& area. This area touched
Tibet near z b u t Khasa, which c m e c t e d the high way between
Lhasa and Nepal. The Nepalese partion of the high way passed
through PalZchok and Banepa. Naturally as the Chinese came
to P f i c h o k they made the first contact with the gwermnmt
of the E m a Vardhana feudatory. This was inevitable as the
route determined. The latter must have given the impression
that he was real ruler of Nepal. It is quik likely that at the
initial stage M a d a n d a y s position in the capital of Nepal
as a minister might have hdped himi to hide the subsidiaq
character of his rulership. I n any case the Chinese were impresed with their performance.
It cannot be true that Chinese Emperon could not be unaware of the mereign rulm in the Nepal Valley at the time
when they sent missions to this country. Often, however, in
regard to countries situated far from the lmrders of China
proper, the Chinese were apt to overlook facts which though
of importance were: not of immediate concern to them. We kncnv
how in 1840 the Chinese who were at war with Britain were
unaware: of the British on Indian mil as Imperialists, and of
the British in India they had thought that they (British) were
just m e of the peoples inhabiting a province there.

~~
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It is quite likely that at the time the Chinese heard d Nepal
in Tibet the de fxra ruler of the Bhotrariija was Madanashiha.
Therefore tha Chinese Emperor accredited his mission to him
and not to Jayashihasma, his elder brother. It was, of course,
a mistake blecause between the two though sharing equal status
a! co-rulers JayasirhharZma was more eminent. But we find
that the Chinese committed the same! mistake during the visit of
the smond mission in 13 19, because on this occasion too Madanasirhha (Ma-ta-na L m a ) was the recepient of the honours.
It, however, appears that! Madanashhha had sent an ambassador
to the Chinese court in 1387-88. Sol when M a d a n d h a had
enjoyed a power to be able ta accredit his representative to the
Empe~melf China, it could not be labelled a mistake on the
part of the Chinese to have recoignised him as the ruler. As
Petech says, possibly this was in conformity to some kind d
internal arrangement between JayasimharZma and Madanasirhharha. At any rate as MadanasGha twice figures in the
Chinese account his overall powerful position in the Bhorfa
principality has got to be accepted. But the Chinese had obviously acted to equate the Bhottarija as the kingdom elf Nepal.
We are absolutely confirmed in crur judgement of the situation by the fact: Orf Chinese recognition being extended also to
Madanasirhha's son Saktisimha. If it was not the ruler of
Bhoffariija who had been treated in that fashion, then Saktisimha had no chance of standing as king d Nepal as he succeeded his father. Sdctisirhha's first available document written at:
Palifichok is dated (doc n 8 above) NS 525. We are absolutely
in dark about the exact time the RZma Vardhana feudatories
ruled. But in any event it: can be established that Madanashhhariima was no more in NS 525 ( = 1405). Because the
time Saktisimha came to step into the shoes of his father coincided with the active functioning af the regency council, it is
certain that he was not allowed to retain the Chief Ministership
of the state of Nepal inspite olf the fact he continued to be called
nmdtya (Doc. 9 above). But he was a powerful ruler of the
Bhottarijn. In his principality he held unchallenged authorityHe continued to hold his ground despite his total liquidation as
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Valley, first during the last

years of the Regency Council, and second while Jyotirmalla
started to rule in the capacity of an all powerful sovereign. His
fortune as the ruler of Bhotta
.. remained undiminished. This was
the reason that impelled the C b e s e to re-establish their connection with the house of Riima Vardhana after a h a k of eighteen
yeam. We da not know as to why no Chinese turned up to
contact for aU these y m . But as the contact was renewed,
we note that it was Madanashiha's son, to whom the embassy
was accredited. Saktishiha received the first Chinese mission
of his t h e in 1409 (NS 529) and he immediately rezipmated
the sentiment by deputing a Nepalese mission tol wait cm the
Emperor (1410 A.D.). As we have marked he was honoured
with mother &ion
f m China in 1413, while he himself
sent one in 1414. This mission mured f o r him recognition as
king of Nepal as the veritable Records say 'Sha-ti-hsin-ko was
appointed King of Nepal'. In 1418 the twa parties again exchanged courtesies t h m g h missions, the Chinese me being led
by Teng-Ch'eng. The last Chinese ambasslador arrived in May,
1427. Thereafter the contact was broken. It is certain that near
a h t this time the Bhqttara'ja had beem liquidated.
We may agree both with Levi and Petech that the Chinese
attitude to the RZma Vardhana feudatories might have been
partly determined by their undemtanding of the suffix F&na
after the names of the rulers of the Bhottades'a, which transcribed
into L o m a they rmk to be the same as the ward Lama denoting
Buddhist priesthd. The Ming-Shih history (ch. 33 1, f. 16a)
reflects this notion when it says that the 'Nepalese rulers wme
Buddhist monks'. The first Chinese: delegation to Nepal was
led by a monk and on different occasions later Tibetan monks
were chosen for the puby the Nepalex. This is significant
enough to impressl that the common factor to bring China
e l m l~ Bhqttadds'cc was Lamaic Buddhism, and a belief entertained by the Chinese that its rulers were monks like the
the Tibetan Lamas.
Another factor which seems to have helped the R h a
Vardhanas to be favoured by the Chinese was their readiness
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to respond to Chinese overtures. In their enthusiasm to secure
the Emperor's recognition, they did not mind1 if it involved subservience in theory to Chinese overlordship. In two notices the
Chinese speak of appointing Saktisirhha as the King of Nepal.
Can this be intapreted ta mean that Chinese recogniticm of the
importance d Bhotta
.. principality was due to the ruler of that
country professing to1 acknowledge Chinese overlordship in
Nepal dthough the fact of appointment is not evident in the
first contact? This is quite significant. It might ble argued that
the Madanasimha and S a k t i f i a had consolidated their position in their principality as against the Malla sovereign by virtue
of their having obtained Chinm recognition. But mare than
that they were now sovereigns of the whde of Nepal in foreign
eye. This was no ordinary benefit derived out of the Sinw
Nepalese intercourse: by the rulers of the Bhottu principality.
Although it is difficult to1 locate Ti-yung-t'a or K'o+pm or
Yeh-lan, all the same as the Chinese notice speak of these
countries bordering on Nepal we may take it to suggest as Petech
does that these refer to Bhatga,on and Patan. It is not improbable that the Chinese missions had visited the capital city of
Nepal. But we cannot definitely say if they did so; for having
come to the Nepal Valley it was inconceivable that they failed
to recognise which was the real kingdom of Nepal and who
was its sovereign. K'wpan or Yeh-lan might equally stand for
areas near about Kuti on Tibet-Nepal border.
I.& says that after 1418 A.D. ( = 538 NS) the ~lir~avamsis
were removed to PalZchok an the bank of the river Sunk&
20 miles east of the Valley. Petech thinks that the last of the
RZma Vardhana was lingering on in PalZiichok about this
time 'a bro~kenreed, clinging ta his pretensions in his mountain
lair' and from) there also ~ ~ p the
t a very last used to receive
Chinese delegations as the lawful swerei<gn of the kingdm.
But the gap between 1409 and 1427 covers a long duration
of time for those who enjoyed a pittance olf a lingering existenceThis is another anomlaly of the situation introlduced by the
Chinese source materials.
It is not impossible that on Jyotirmalla's accession to the
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throne, or even earlier on the cwrulers of the joint reign corning of the age, the R h Vardhana feudatmy had stuck to his
original h m e at PaEGcholk or Ran* from where he functioned
as the de facta ruler of a portion of the kingdom of Nepal. But
it is not cmect to s p k of him as a broken reed. His strength
had not diminished. The SimNepalese missions were regular.
P f i c h a k was also for m e t i m e a century earlier to this event
the seat of a subsidiary gwernment under Jayiinandadeva and
his son (V ', f. 5 1-a) . It had a rebellious background and also
a tradition to act in defiance of central authority. We have rn
doubt that kdctisirhha was enjoying all pawas and this too
wer a, wide area.
For a long span of nearly forty years t h a e Feudatories had
enjoyed complete sway over the state of affails metimes in
the whale of Nepal and always in a part of it. They had been
sol strong in their principality that they were being recqnked
as swereigns of Nepal f o r that time by the Chinese. Forty
years is a long duration. It covered two generaticms of rulm.
When we look into the Chiannals, it appears that the
same situation continued till 1427 A.D. ( = 547 NS).
Rut two yean afrer, when the Chinese Emperor was to send
another deputation ta Nepal, he learnt that it was na more a
responsive proposition. Obviausly, the situation had changed in
Nepal. The Chinese notices dcn not even distantly refer to this.
But the irreqmnsive nature of the situation marked by them
is a broad hint to show that there: was m u i e t in Nepal's
firmament. The silence of the chronicles makes any surmise
difficult. But we may safely assume that mly towards the end
of his reign Jyotirrnalla could get rid of the High F d a t ~ j r
seated at Bane*-PalZichok and assert his rule over the entire
country. Until then the scion of the R%na Vardhana family
was strongly entrenched in his domain. It is of interest to note
that the first document of the Malla mereign in this area is
dated NS 582 (see below, YaJqamalla).
Levi has tried to identify MadanarZma and Saktisirhha of
the Chinese notices with Matkirhha and Saktisirhha of the later
chronicles said to have been the son and grandson of Hara-
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s ~ h a , d e v respe!cti~ely.'~~
a
But it hardly requires to be tdd that
there cannot be a wilder statement than what LRvi has made in
this connection. Petech is of the opinion that the reference to
Saktishi-ha in later chronicles, who had sent embassy to China
in ChinGvda 535 must apply ta Saktbirhhar5ma. Agreeing with
Levi he suppmts the v i m that the ChinCvda is really 'Nepila
Samvat of the Chinese'. According to the later chronicles Saktisimha voluntarily retired to P a c h o k after handing over the
throne! ta his son. Because one colophon d & d & k h h a r h a
belongs ta Pal%cholk, Petech interprets this statement as truly
presenting the fact of the case. Of course, Pdech reflects Levi's
identification d ~aktkirhhaof the later chronicles with Sakti$%-ha of the Chinese reference. But he believes that the later
chronicles tmk this name from 'the R k a family'.
Petech thinks that Syhasirhha of the later chronicles 'may
really have bem the son and success~r~
of Saktisirhharha'.
According ta this scholar S y Z r n d h a 'may have tried ta uphold
the influence of his f d y in the Valley during the few ye=
between the renunciation d his father and restoration of J y d d a to full payers'."' Petech a h opines that 'the p u v d
the later chrolnicles in piecing together this Simha' dynasv with
one name from the Karni!a dynasty of Tirhut, t w o (?) from
the R k a s d BlanepZ and one uncertain, and in substituting it
for the legitimate 'Malla rulers, seam ta have been ta create a
continuity between Harisirhha and Jaya Sthitimalla .1 4 2
One may not have any abjection to the line d reasoning
fallowed by L. Petech but we cannot certainly accept Levi's
v&m d the story. However, it is difficult to believe that the
compilers d the later chronicles had any idea of the R h a
Vardhana family .
As for SyZmasihha there is no evidence of the existence of a
pemon of the name of Sygmassha continuing to rule as a
succesor of Saktisbkhariima. Even otherwise as Saktisimha's
140

142

Levi, 11, p. 229.
Medieval History of Nepal, pp. 152-53.
Ibid., p. 153.
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rule lasted, till NS 547, there is no paint in arguing that his son
upheld the legacy of his father until Jyotirrnalla came to enjoy
full powers, because the latter is irrefutably shown to have
enjoyed extremely powerful position in the year NS 533
(Mupati stella), about 15-16 years earlier to the disappearance
of Saktis6ha. If SyZ&ha
was the son and succgsor of
Saktishhha, he came to succeed his father in a h t NS 548 or
so, whila Jyatinnalla had reached almost the end of his career.
In that case Sykairhha was ousted by Y&amalla. But it is
doubtful if Sy%nasirhha ever existed at the time.

Apart from Bhotta there was anather principality on the
outer fringe of the Valley, which had a pverful Imal ruler.
This was Pharping on the south-westem comer of the Valley,
which commanded a strategic outpost: as the gateway of Nepal
on,the m t h . Pharping was mentioned as v-aya in a ms. c o b
phoa of Hqadeva's reign (n. 2). Later in the latter half of the
13th century A.D., it was ruled by a maha'simanta (Doc. 3 d
Jayabhinds reign).
A h t the fifties of the 5th century Nepal- era, Pharping
appears to have been ruled by a feudatoxy calling himself
MahZrZbutta. As we shall see in the next few passages he is
often mentioned by the V"'. We have also a colophon in the
name cd me MahirZbutta, Jai(asirhha belonging to Suraki
Vams'a wha was extremely powerful to have been able in showing himself in the record as the ruler without the sovereign.
According to the colophon, this MahG5butt.a had dominated
the western part of the kingdom and conquered N o a k ~by
defeating one feudatory called Gaja. The colophon is dated in
455 NS (= 1335 A.D.) and it has two parts.
ms. Agastasamhiti (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV 325). Colophon:
Svarti $6 NepGlika Samvat 455 Phrilguna iukla trayodaiyQm
budhavdre phanapigumahdnagare paramabhatdrake ityQdir6ja'vati adyaha Srimatpraudha pratipachakravartti Nepa'lasakatabhuvanldhipati asapatiga japatinarapatiriiyatra~~idhipatimahihammirachau hathamastagaj~kes'aro maha'ma'ya'jhankes'varivara-
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la b d h a r i j y a k karoti gatigijalanirmalapu n yapa bitramahivaiSna..
vadevadvijabhaktivarita yichakakalpataru sa?darisanadsiviirirnamaryddirnahodadhi
fidaiapra jdsusamiirama b harat hdchdrya
anekagunachintimani saulahakahisampaurnamahik~atriranararikadhira sirigirahirarupa madanakdmadeva i ~ l a r i k i v a m i i d h i p ~ t i
iarpaki mahdriutta Sri Jaitasimhadevinim vijayardjyak karoti 1
tasmirikdle varttamine kumaras'iromani riuta Sri Jivasikhabev d n i m tadZ ddeiam diyate ratnapariksZnlirna pustakam sydthea
praiddam kriyate t a d i s i pustakam s v i n praiidena sa~paurnarit
bhavi?~atil tetavnvdstavyavanikasihandyakasutajayasihabhirokasya pustakam virdnasilipind nigariksaram vividharatndistrapustakam likhyate y a t h i m a h i r 3 t r a s a m pandita Sri Dimodara
pustakalikhitamidal yidrisam Pustakam c&ssvd tZdrisam likhyate
m a y 2 yadi sudhamasudharit vd m a m a dqso na diyate 1 h b h a mastu s u ~ a m c h i s t uh?;ayZyurbhabantu Gopileivara praralinostu
kuladevyn varadd bhavalitu I I
11 i u b h a m 11
(11) Maheivarindmjagadaika ndtham a n i d i lingam suraivararc hitam 1 Nepiladeie girim nivciiet 1 so y a m prasanno Julakiyavami a h 1 hero h a r i n i m yugpcipa safichayam, Crmthitam v i n ~ p a t h i
cha gang; bhasmiriga subhram gaja mukti chzirnam, sayava
plituh Jaitasihadeva 11 2 11 R i m a m vaniimte gatibda d v d d a i a k
m i y d mygdndm muiiche sita~irnil Larikeivara vadhya jitd
nitena ( sayava Ksatri Jaitasimhadeva 1 ( 3 / 1 Umimvikinctm
sacha bhairavinim k i t t kariti sacha chandrikini I I Jhankejvari
daksina h m t a daride 11 soyam pruianne Jaitasimhadeva 11 4 11
sadgam m a h i n t a tejam, m a d o t i m a t i n i m ga jakehrinim 1)
pavanena vegam v a drona Jailam I I stambhasya Nepdlaka jaitavdru Sriniviiam tava r i j y a malidiram I I putrilimutrriyayuga
samksayena 11 nalidaritu l o k i ii!aripuriyam 11 abhedya rijyam
Jaitasini hadeva 1 1 Jaib h i r a t i n d m sacha yudh yakrile) darpahitopaEcharupitanrinil jitvi gajoyam navakota r i j y a m ~ e p d a s t a d b h a m ranararigadhirah ( 1 tameva kotau achale sadaillam meru
samino sarva rijadhdni 11 ii!are s v a r i n i m anididaive 11 vadia
praianno sulanki nareridri I( 8 11 ii!aripurin&i karotu rijyam 1
chandrirkatiri dhrtiyava samsthitam thitaml akdia m-rge
vahate cha garigi I y a t i m prajanno Jaitasimhadeva 11 9 11 haretidhakdriri jasih k a l i n i n i 11 analigarupriya dhanurdhardnte I I
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pu;kiniva'nd hata sautidarinim I I siriga'ra h l r o Jaitasimhadeva 1 (
10 ll
According to VIL1(f. 38-a) one Jaishhhadeva conquered
No&@ by defeating and suppressing its h d a t o r y by name
Gaja an 454 dvirl!idha 11. I think that Jaitasixfha of the
colophon and Jaisirhha d the V"' are identical. The
VLii(f. 49b) states that the MahZriibutta of Phqapi d i d on
457 Sra'vana 15. This must refer
the death of
Jaitasirhha.
The colophon tells us that the ms. was copied under order
d Kumiira Rautta Jivasirhha. Perhaps Jivasbbha was Jaita's
mn.
On the death of Jaitasirhha his son Jivasirizha succeeded as the
high feudatory of Pharping. Once again the VL" (f. 50-b)
talks od the capture of N o a k ~and this time the laurel went to
Jayaskhha who achieved it on 462 M i g h a vadi 13. Jayashiha
is probably the same persrrn as J i v d a .
We &ow nothing of JaitasGha's antecedents. Nar we can
say if he was the forunder of a new dynasty. But as we shall see
subsequently his Suraki family had continued to maintain the
feudal overlordship of the Pharping principality for another two
hundred years.
Jfithasirhha o r Yiithasirfiha is the next feudatory of Pharping,
who comes to our notice f r m various mrces. Yfithasirlzha is
mentioned in the Svayambhu stone inscription of 492.'" He is
referred to! there as Mahtirivutta.
Ytithasirizha is said to be ruling with his brother in Pharping
in accmdance with the statement d an inscription of NS 5 11
This record does not give the names of his brothers, but they
appear along with him in the statement of Bh~rigiin the introductory passage of Ram-yana ni!akam.145 The relevant text runs:
nzanohareyannagari prasiddhi n i m n e b a giti J'ikharipuriti yatkZminivaktravinirjjita Srirlajjyi(jjii)yate si(ji)radapCmna143
144
145

Inscription, n. X X I X .
Inscription, n. X X X I I I in our Appendix.
D u b . Lib. Cat. I. 1418, Published, Part 111, pp. 59-60.
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1) . . . . II

chandrah
. khyitatairisurakikuloditamahdra'ba ( u )tta
ityuddhato d i t i rlinajaninupilanaparah Srimatsa(tya)niiriyanah 1 n i m m i Sri Jayaytithasimhaviditah satkirtikintyu jjvalmtayeyam Sikharipuri vijayate Nepilabhiimandale . . . . 11 apicha
j 1 vira Sri Jayu Jaitrasim ha n ~ p a t i hsarigrimaniriyana h iatriindmapi darpaviryadalanah karpurakirttidyutih I nitijiiinavikisvarisayagund(no)
dhimZnta(minta) diyinujo yasyiimbhiti
jayatyudeti cha pa . . seyam puri(rZja)tell bhagavan SrCyatim
I I Srirtipaniriyanaviramtirttih Sri Rijasimho Jayarrijasimhah II
satkiminikimukakimadevmtasyinujo b h i t i vibhitaSatruh 11 Sriyodhasim ho Jayayuddhmim huh I s i m hmaniidevivaraprmidah (1
(pra)sannar tipah sukumiravira h Sri Y a k ~ a s i m
hasya sutah pratipi I
In the Kochchhutol inscription d 527. Y i i t h h h a is missing,
but his brothem figure as rulm. Perhaps he had died by that
he.
The fact that the playwright of Rimiyanana'takam ,does not
mention the m e r e i g n ruler af the country in his prologue
suggests that Jiithasirhha was extremely powerful.
We know from cme of Yabarnalla's records (see below Inscription n. LX) that the feudatory of Phasping had continued
to maintain his paition a l l through the 6th and 7th centuries of
the Nepal era.

II

.

I

On the death of Dharmamalla, the joint regime automaticall y came to an end, and J y h a l l a who was n w the only
surviving son of Sthitirnalla ascended the throne in n-al
course.
The: last document d the joint regime is dated 528 Migha
krrna 8 (Inscription No. XLIV) whereas the fust documlent of
Jyotimalla shows the date 529 A v i n i b k l a 10 (rns. Sumatisiddhdnta). There is no doubt that Jyoitirmalla became king
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somethe in 528-29 between these two data.
It appem that Jyoltirmalla had stated his reign without the
cwmhadowing personality of the E m a Vardhana minister, but
the latter was yet entrenched in his principality and was being
able to pass as the real king d Nepal in the eye%of the Tibetans
and the Chinese. ?"his situation seems to have continued until
Jyoltinnalla died.
As we have marked, Jyotinnalla's first available r m d is the
rns. Sumatisiddha'nta (Kaisar Lib. Na. 82) which dates 529
Asvini s'ukle tytiya' sva'ti naksatre vaidhrtiyoge byhaspativisare
( = Thursday, September 12, 1409).I4' His epithets in this
colophon are R d P m Pbh. His last document is the ms. Pa'kac
bidhinigharitu (Gwt. Nat. Lib. No. 395), which has the date,
548 Bha'dra s'ukla ~ r a t i p a d i .Cansidering
~~~
that his son Y&ad a y s earliest record has a date (see below) as near to this
date we can establish without any fear of contradiction that
Jyoltirmalla's reign extended upto 548-49.
Upto date we have 33 d o c u m t s belonging to the reign of
Joytirmalla, twenty as given by L. Petech in additicm to the
thirteen added to the list by m. Included in the total list are
five inscripticms.
Jyotirmalla's documents are spread wer the period from NS
528 to 548, and no year in between goes without a document
of its own. In a l l of them full royal titles are used to qualify
his name. They are either R d P m Pbh or Md Pm Pbh or only

RR.
The following are the documents of the reign of Jyotirmalla
as given by L. Petech:
( I ) ms. Sumatisiddha'nta (Kaisar Lib. No. 82) Colophon:
Svasti Sreyostu Sfimat Nepilika Samvatsara 529 Asvini iukla 1
tytiya'ya'm tit hau sva'ti naksa tre vaidhrtiyoge byhaspativZsare
Verified b y Petech, p. 154.
147 For further particulars see below ms. Govt. Nat. Lib., n. 395,
our n. 33.
14'
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likhita samriptabhavaritul Rd Pm Pbh Sri $5 Jaya Jyotirm&devasya vijayara'jya.
(2) A stone inscription attached to the wall of a small
Chaitya in front of the main gate of Kumbhdvara in Patan the
lines are: damaged but the date figure is clearly shown, which
is NS 530 Vais'Zkha s'ukla d a j a m y i m vajrayoge. Petech vexifies
the date for April 17, 1410 A.D. Jyotirmalla is noted as the
sovereign.
(3) ms. Mahikarmavib haliga Karmavib haligopades'a (Darb.
Lib. Cat. IV. 20.6). Colophon: Samvat 531 Mrirga-siro mise
J'ukla pakse trayodas'yim tithau 13 rohipi naksatre s'ubha ghati
2 Jukrayoge arigiiravisare tva a n u r i d h i phalapriiptam s'ubham
bhavatu etc. etc. Petech varifies the date for Tuesday, December
9, 1410. Written at Yambrkramd Sri Galigulake Sri Sri Sadaksarimahlvihire b y one Sakyabhiksu whose name is illegible in
the reign orf R d P m Pbh Jaya Jyotirmalla.
( 4 ) Siddhisira ( Cambt. Univ. Lib. Add. 1649)14' Colophon :
Samvat 532 Mirgas'ira s'ukla saptamyim tithau s'atavca
naksatre I I harsana pra vajrayoge idityavisare likhitamiti Ju bham
R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladcvasya vijayarijye I Pete&
verifies the date for Sunday 11 November, 1411 A.D.
(5) A 41-line inscription on a large stone in the compound
of P1&upatin2tha. The date is 533 M i g h a iukla trayodmi
punarvasu naksatre pn'tiyoge Mityavdre mithuna-chandra,lsO
which is verified for Sunday, January 15th, 1413.
In this inscription which records the setting up of a Suvarna
k d d a (gold finial) on the top d the temple d ~&upati
(Sambho pra'sidaj~rige) Jyotirrnalla gives hk genedog as
follolws :

I

Inscription, n, XIJVI in our Appendix.
14WCBMC,p. 155.
l S 0BLI, n. 16; Sanskrit Sandesha, I, 11, pp. 69-72. Inscription,
n. XLVII in our Appendix.
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Sthitirnda
(husband of RSjaEdevi)

I
I

I

Dhmarnalla

Jyotirrnalla

I

Kirtirnalla

(a daughta married
to Bhairava)

Jyotirmda calls himself uddanda ksitipila mandana manih
sannitiratnikara dharmidharma vivekachimchaturah Sri Sambhubhakta sad5 punyGnamab hitasa chitta satatam vanchhiprado
dhirmiko chinakya Prabhrti vidyivadyavadita samasta rijanitiratna'kara nikhilagzndharbha vidyiguru.
(6) Another stone nearby with Sri Jyotirmallah prabhusarvalarikira bhiisita M a higauri sthipita-4amvat 533 VaGa'kha
h k l a piirnim-yim sviti naksatre suddhiyoge iidityavasiire etc.lS1
( 1 ) ms. Uddisa'rasarigraha (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV) . Colophon :
Samvat 534 Kirtika sukla pratipadyim tithau visikhi nak~atre
liyusmina yoge ravivbare etc. Written at Miniglake Sri
D a k ~ i n avihire Sri Yatkovihira kulumbaja pradhina'riga miirtya'rigapitra Jayateja niyakasya etc.
(8) A 17 line inscription on a stone on the sou the^^^ wall of
the compwnd d a small temple in the garden of Bhan&khHl,
Patan. The inscriptian starts with invocation to Siva and proceeds to give the date and reign: Samvat 535 P a u ~ aSukla
plirnamisyim dine punarvvasu naksatre vaidhrti yoge 11 budhavlirare I I R d P m Pbh Sri Srinzat Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya vijayarqyell $ 6 Miinigala Sri vamthunimhaii grhariganidhista parames'vara Srisad~jivaSri Sri Manikeivara bha~GErakasyasa et;a
g.rhidhivbtavya pitra Sri Yekuli V a r m m a n i 1 I bhirya Sri
Madhanalaksmi tanaya Sri Jayasimha sahitenall The document
-

-

This is not given by Petech. But this appean in Sanskrit
Sandesha I, 10, 11, 12, p. 72.
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recards the p a n t d land d land for the annual worship d the
lord on the: day Sivaritri. Petech thinks that the date is irregular,
bat he misread the month. Inscription No. XLIX in our
Appdi-4
( 9 ) ms. Dhdtupitha (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1078.2). Colophon:
~ t u r i m m a ~ e y d (=
t e 536) m i s e Mirgga Jire mite sfisamplirngarn
kytam lekham, supaiichamyim tithau bare 1 R d P m ~ b Sfi
h
Jaya Jyotirmallasya vijayarZjye 1 1 vidyzm vihsa raghurijakumcirakasya, chintimani drumasamarthijanasya tasya 1 d f i Sri sc
Bhairavamalasya ya r i j i yasya, k i l i y a dhrituvara pustakameba
yasya Ju bhamastu sarvva jagatimitil 1
(10) A s t d d s 2 to1 the left d the door d the shrine d SZkyamuni at Saptapura rnah5vihSra (C(hikambahi1,Patan). Samvat
536 Aivini iukla piirnimrisyim tithau revati ghati 21 arvini
naksatre harsana jo gha!i 19 vajra joge 1 1 arigiravisare (Tuesday,
6 October, 1416 A.D.) Sri Sri Jotimaladevmthiikurma vijayara'jo bhavatu etc. This cornmemorates tha olccasion of the inaugural ceremony olf the setting u p of an image of G q d a at
the gate of the vihira. The invocation is to Gaqeia.
( 1 1 ) ms. Akhyiratnakoials3 (Darbl. Lib. Cat. 111. 685).
Cdaphon : Sri RaghuvamJiravindrakundapraki.faneka rndrtandasya Rd Pm Parama mdheivara P bh sakalagunakalinidha'na
sakhyivatprati pilakena nipunasya sakala diggatobhcigadhavalakirti Paripiiritasya sakala jichakajana chintimani kalpa vrksasya
Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirnalladevasya vijayarijye chaturbrahmavidirachiirana satsanniti ratndrnavah irimatpunya kadambakeiadnibha pratyaksa viivambharah sarverim pratipilaneka nipunah
sarvenah Maheivaro Jiyidjarigama kalpav?ksa sukrti Sri Jyolimalla pmbhuhl Chaturbrahmavihire-chirana pidu . . .I1 abde
Jaila krsinul b i n a sahite (=537) m b a iite Mighake chaturthi
tithi samjiiake bhygudine ardda cha varhi sthite yoge gande vare
ghale ravigate chandra cha k a n y i sthite etasmin samaye samipta
etc. The date corresponds to Friday, February 5th, 1417 A.Dp~

Inscription, n. XLIX in our Appendix.
l s 3Ekndall mentions this ms. in his History, C:PM,DN,I, Intro.,
p. 28.
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( 12) Second colophon of the m. Sumatisiddhinta (Kaisar Lib.

No. 82) Sri Sri Daityaniriyanicatira Sri Sri Jaya J y o t i m d a deuasya vijayarijye I Samvat 538 Pausa iukla chaturthi suradine.
W e have read a h anather date 538 M i g h a iudi 1 2 iubham.
There is one more date at the end M i g h a iukla chaturthi. The
first date is verified far Sunday, December 12th, 1417.
(13) ms. Netrajiiinimavamahitantra (Kaisar Lib. No. 32)
Cdophon : Sreyostu Samvat 539 M i g h a krnna dvitiyi tithau
uttaraphilguna naksatre s'tilayoge idityavisare Lalitapura'dhivisina Sri Miniglake Sri Daksinavihire Sri Yothavihirodhavaruiyaka mrityunga Pradhindriga maha-piitra Sri Sri Jayateja
Varmanena svs'rtha para'rtha hetuna' suahaste likhitam idam
pustakoyam . . . . Daityaniriyana Juvarija Sri Sri Jaya Jyotimalladevina'm rijye vijayariijye lik hitamiti.
The date m r r e s p d s tcr Sunday, February 2nd, 1419.
(14) ms. Subantaratnikara (Carnb. Univ. Lib. Or. 148)lJ4
Colophon: Nepilahiyana Samvat 540 Bhidrapada Sukla
paiichami budhavisare sva'ti naksatre brahmayoge R d P m Pbh
rima at mineivari varalabdhaprasZda Sri Sri Jaya Jyotima[lla]
devasya vijayarijyel Srimad Garigulapatanake Sri Yatradevi
mahivihire Sri Sri Lokes'varecharana sevita bhiksurui Dharmaraksikena svapustakam likhitamastu I/ Petech verifies the date for
Wednesday, August 14th, 1420.
(15) m. Haramekhali (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1076.5).lS5 Colo
phon : Samvat 541 Bhidrapada iukla tritiyi hasti naksatre
s'ubhayoge byhaspativisare 1 Sri Sri R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya
Jyotirmdladeva pra b hu f h i k u rasya wijayarijye. According to
Petech the date is irregular.
ms. Vairigyasamuchchaya (Kaisar Lib. No. 39). Colophon :
Sri R d P m Pbh Sri sri Jaya Jyotirdladevasya vijayarijye
Nyiyapila mandale
..
Sri Lalitabrum-yam Sri Minigalottare Sri
Sothanimha grihavisi amdtya Harsarijena likhitam Pustakam 1
~ r NepZZika
i
Samvat 543 Miirgaiira kr~?tadvitiygyri tithau.
Bendall mentions this ms. in his History, Intro., CPMDN, I,
p. 28. Doc. 13 of Petech.
155 C,PMDN, I, pp. 36-37.
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Date verified, for 11 Ncnvernber, 1422 A.D.
( 16) rns. Daiakriyividhi (Darb. Lib. I. 1077.1 1) . Colophon :
Samvat 544 D virisid
. . ha k ~ n n advitiyi tit hau b?haspativcisare 1
Sri Neptilamandale Sri Sri RR Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladevay
vijayarijye 1 Date verified for July 13, 1424 A.D.
( 17) ms. Mahiprasthinaparvam of Mahibhirata (Darb.
Lib. Cat. 111. 365.3)'" CoIIaphm: Nepilavar~eviii~ayugdare
(= 545) Philguna m i s e kysna paiichamytim cha-nuridhe suragurudine vajrayoge timukhye R d Sri Sri majjyotirmalladevarya
vijayartijye mahtipitra Sri Rijasimhadevah I mahtipitra Sri
N i t hasimhadeva yatayoh iirobritapramtichqtkanne likhitam
sarnpiirnnamiti N e p d a c h i n t a m k ~ t a ra'jjadhini nimtui Prasiddhi Lalitipuriti yathahi d e v i vicharanti svarge tathli
nagaryiisthita sarvvapiitrin 11 hemaprandycim vicharanti rtitmu
Piniyanetuicharati janiicha
s a t k i m u k i dariana loladrsti
...
siridura simanti virijatechall sadrZma!z bhrisah kavinintanoyah
sorvinnavigijvara
Dharmagvaptah
tasya'nvajah pandita
Rijagvaptd bhritrti sutajchisticha Rimagvaptah etc. Date
corresponds to the last hours af Thursday, March 8th, 1425.
Written in Patan which was the capital of the kingdom.
(18) A capper plate inscription over the door olf the main
shrine inside the Ibahii-bahi in pa tar^'^^ The royal epithet. has
Sri Paiupaticharanakamalasevita Mineivari varalabdha prasidita 1 Pbh Prn Md Sri Srimad Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya vijayarijye Sri Miniglake. The principal figure are! (1) Sri Dakrinavihira kulumbaja rnahipitra daityaniyana ~ijasimhamalla
V a r m i , who calls himself a dexotee of Lokeivara, (2) Pradhinamahipitra chakraniriya pa Sri Udyasimhamalla Varm-, (3)
Pradlrinamahipitra Ayakanirriyana Sri ~ a ~ a d h a r m a s i m h a m d l a
Varmri, these: three leading, and (4) Pradhin amahipit ra
asuraniriyana Sri Rudrasimhamalla VarmE and (5) Pradhinamahipitra Pilaniryiyana Sri Jayabhimamalla V a r m i , these
five laid the foundation in the m a h i ~ ~ i h i ron
a . . . . Philguna
Sukla chaturlhi para paiichami aivini nak~atre iukrayoge
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CPMDN, 11, p. 50.
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byhaspativire. It gives two m e dates 537 V d a ' k h a krnna
ekiidm? uttara b hadra naksatre visakum b ha para pritiyoge
idityavira, for m t i n g the doorways and 547 Jyeshta jukla
tltiyG punarvasu para pusya naksatre kanydagnesa, f o r L a k ~ i huti fire and 15 days after on the d d a m i a gold image of U h i satva was enshrined. The king personally attended the ceremony.
( 19) m. Nimasarigrahanigha*
(Leningrad Pub. Lib.
Published by S. D'Oldenburg in JRAS, 1891, p. 688, No. 3),
Samvat 547 R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Jyotimalladevasya vijayarijye I
(2) rns. Pithivatirastotra (Kaisar Lib. No. 47) Colophon:
Samvat 548 Asid ha judi trayodajyim tithau jye~tha n a k w r e
bramayoge s'ukravisare sampiirna dine likhite I Sri Sohale nimhabradhna puropida gyhavistavya dvijavara Sri Rudradisena
. . . . I IRd P m Pbh Sri Jyotimalladevasya vijayarijye. ( The
date corresponds to June 25, 1428 A.D.
The follonving documents are r m t available in Petech:
(21) A Thyisapu noting158has Sreyostu 530 Kirtika krsna
trayodaii rohini naksatre parigha yoge byhaspativisare; unda
the olrder of E j Z Jyoltimalla same Brahmqa families from
Bengal were settled in Patan.
(22) The first date in a stone inscription of a temple dedicated to Agamadevati in the temple at a site close to the courtyard ot Taumadhit01.l~~The relevant lines are: AkGiavahni
vis'ikhaga~e Nepilahiyane ( = 530) Vais'ikha sitapaksasya
tytiyiyim tithau . . . . 1 l ~ r iJaya Jyotirmallena pilita rijyamottame. A little later we have also the date in figure, Sreyostu
Sam.vat 530 Vaiiikha s'ukla trtiyi saubhigya yoge somavisare
and the name of the ruler is repeated.
(23) Kitantmvyakaranaszitrapitha (G-ovt. Nat. Lib. n. 41 7 ) .
Cdophon: Sreyostu Samvat 531 Chaitra kysna pratipadyam
tithau sviiti naksatre siddhiyoge yathakarana muhfirte byhaspativcZsare mcsarcZjigata savitari tuhrZigate chandramasi R d Prn
Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmal1adet:asya vijayarn'jjv A m i t y a JyaI n the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma.
lSg Inscription, n. XLV in our Appendix.
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brahmakasya pustakoyam etc., etc.
(24) Inscripti~az~~~
on the s d e of the Um5-Mah&vara image
within the precincts of the SatyanZrZyqa temple at Harigam
(Kathmandu). This has R d P m Pbh daityaniriyana Sri Sri
]aya Jyotirmallasya vijayarijye. At the end the date is Nepiilika
samvatsara 534 M i g h a Sukla t r t i y i y i m piirvvabhadra naksetre
Siddhijoge budhavasare. In the sixth line the date is given in
words, Nepilabatc h halagate juga agni b i n s (= 534). The
record ccrmmemmates the occasion of setting u p the image of
UmZ-Maheivara in stone; previous to this a temple had been
constructed by m e who came from MahGSstra, the R r h q a
Lakynideva S m & e by name and his wife, and one Jasapati
is noted as the sculptmr's (lohakara) name.
(25) rns. Divyausadhinimarnili (W.Nat. Lib. n. 7243).
Colophon: srirnan Chdvihire Sikhyabhikru Sri Madanabhadrena svnyam pithdrthahetuni likhitamidam Rimadattena
vaihlj Sreyostu Samvat 538 Miigha k ~ n qa t a m y i m vz's'i~apra
a n u r i d h i nakratre dhruvayoge JanaiScharavisare sampiirnadine
R d Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya vijayarijye Sri Nepa'lamandale 11 Subhamastu I
(26) ms. Nirnasarigrahanighan~us'istra (Govt. Nat. Lib. n.
7243). C'olophon : sreyostu samvat 538 M i g h a krnna asqstamya'm
vijakhi pra anurddhl naksatre dhruvayoge Sanaiicharavisare
sampiirna dine R d Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya vijayara'jye
Nepa'lamandale Su bhamastu.
(27) ms. B~hatkilottaratantram (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 778)Cdoplhon: Sreyostul samvat 538 Srivana krnna trayodajyim
tithau punarvasu naksatre siddhiyoge I iidityaviisare Sri J u ~ a r i j i dhirija Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladevasya vijayarijye 1 likhitam idam
pustakam ~ r Minigladaksina
i
vihira etc., etc.
( 2 8 ) ms. JyotirZjakamnasya Nepilabhci!i (Darb. Lib. CatI. 440). Colophon: Sreyostu samvat 541 Chaitra i u k h
ptirnamdsya'm tithau hasta naksatre dhruvayogc . . . . sure I
Sfi Rd Prn Pbh Sri Sri Jaya ,lyotirmalladeoasya vijayarijye 1
daivajiia Jyotirijena likhitam I

(1
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(29) ms. Jyotirijakaranam (Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 699). Cole
phon: Samvat 541 Arvini judhi 2 Sri Jaya Jyotintatla
tluikurnia)
(29a) An inscription on the pedestal of the image of Sun
God in a temple close to a pond in Kvathanutol, B h a t g m .
This has 19 lines, of which the last 8 lines are damaged. The
r m d is dated vedabhzite ( = 542) Sukrecha iukla tithike ravi
sanjake cha and was inscribed in the reign of Jyoctirmalla, husband of SaxhsZra.devi (Inscription n. LI in crur Appendix) .
(30) A copper plate inscription on the wall d the temple
d GorakhanZthalo1in Kathmandu. With other epithets invaking God Pdupatin5tha we have as ruler S A Sri Raghuvams'atilaka samastaprakriyi virijamina M d Pm Pbh Sri Sri Jaya
Jyotirmallasya vijayarijye . . . . 1 ireyortu samvat 543 Asidha
s'ukla daiamya'm tithau sviti naksatre siddhi yoge s'ukravisare etc.
(31) rns. MahiZak~mivratarnahitmyavyikhyinasamuchchaya
(Gavt. Nat. Lib. n. 371). Colophon: Svasti Sri R d RR Pbh
Srimin Nepilab huvanidhipendra Sri Sri Jaya Jyotirmalladevarya vijayarijyel vahnaudrnava h've'nana gate Sri hiyane
(= 543) likhyate m b e ~ h i d r a p a d esite hi iubhade Sri dvddosi
taddine naksatre jravana vidhina divase gispati visare
(Thurday) dhytvinjyim iirasi nidhiya sahasi Sri Bhairava
svamina n&nna Miinikarijena likhyate jraddhaya somanvitam I
(32) ms. Aryatirisragdharistotra by Sarvajiiyamitra (Gavt.
Nat. Lib. n. 134). Colophon: Samvat 544 Asidha kysna
paiichamyim tit hau sviti naksatre dhlti yoge somavikare
Subhamastu. Then letten are faded and the line reads, Jaya
Jyotirmalladevasyn vijayarZjye likhitanz.
(32)a) 6 lines inscribed on the pedstd of the image of Mom
God m the eastern wall oC a mall temple in RhandikkhZl in
the royal palace, Patan. The inscription records the complehn
ob pPrnimi crata undergone by Sri vathunimha S f i Yekali
Varmana b h i ~ j r Srilaksmi
i
b hiri in the reign of Jyotimaradeva
on Samvat 547 Kartika jukla piirnamisyim etc. (For details
see inscription n. LII in our Appendix).
-
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(33) rns. Pikavidhinighan!~ (Gavt. Nat. Lib. n. 395).
Colophon: Samvat 548 Bhidra iukla pratipadyirn tithau 1
ptirvaphilguni naksatre siddhiyoge byhasppativisare I R d Prn Pbh
$6 Sri Jyotirmatladevasya vijayarzjye I Sri Devapattana
Sriyovihiri Sikyabhiksu Sri Manibhadrasya pustakarnidamll
Jyoltinnalla was an astronomer and to make himself worthy
d his fame he had composed a treatise called S i d d h i ~ i r a . ' ~His
~
inscription o
f PGupati (NS 533) describes him as a learned
man, acean of all kingcraft as taught by Ch*akya and other
learned men, and master of all science af m r u ~ i c .He
~ ~ adopted
~
the viruda of Daitya NZriyana which indicates that he was
primarily a follower d the cuit of Vi:gu.
The same P&upati inscription which conwzemmates the setting up a gold finial on the top af the PaSupati temple speaks of
him as Pammamihe.hara binding under the load of fame gained
by the restoration of the tap of Svayambhu stupa and af the
image of the Dharmadhitu Vagijvara' ; this shows he was equally devoted to bath Saivite and Buddhist cults of wmhip, and
he hmoured both the deities.le4 He had a catholic mind which
did nat discriminate bletween religious faiths existing in Nepal.
In his Paiupati inscription Jyotimalla calls himself 'the
husband of SansZradevi. The latter must have exercised considerable influence on her husband but we do~not know if she
played the same role as that of her mother-in-law, E j a E d w i
through w h m title to the throna of the subsidiary kingdom
Bhatgaon, Jaya Sthiti had got himself seated as the de jure
monarch not d y of Bhatgam but also d the whole kingdom
of Nepal.
According to Kirkpatrick's chronicle Jyotirmalla (Jeit Mull)
'after providing for the maintenance of his army by distributing
jaghires to his soddiery, has the credit attributed to him of haviq
"2CBlMC, p. 155. S i d d h i ~ d r a (composed by himself) Cambe
Univ. Lib. Add. 1649.
le3C h d n a k y a ~ r a b ' h ~ uidydvad~t,a
ti
rammta rdjanitirafndkara nikhila ~ ~ a n d h a r v a v i d ~ d g u r u .
164 BLI, n. 16.
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divided the rest d the lands thraughout his kingdom in pep+
tuity among his subjets, w h m in addition to this immunity,
he likewise released from the land tax ordinarily levied before
his time. He aka established standard measures and weights and
considerably enlarged the city of Bhatgaon, which was the seat
of his residence.'05
AU this is not corroborated by reliable scrurce materials. On
the otherhand rn of these measures are attributed to Jaya
Sthitimalla by the later chronicles.

Since Jaya Sthitirnalla retired, even the lome hegemony exercised by him over Patan, Pharping and Ban+ had furthm
waned, although these ccmhued to awe nominal allegiance
t~ his successolrs. We have already narrated the story of B a n e
which had so raked its status as to appear the real kingdoan uf
Nepal to the eyes of the Chinese: and Tibetan visitols. In Patan,
tao, we discem a defiant attitude m the part of a Gwerrurr
(maha'pa'tra), or gwernom, which shows that the reigning
m a r c h had but to be content with the naminal authority
over the area.
The Kumbh&vara i n ~ r i p t i m " of
~ the reign of Jaya Sthitimalla speaks of Lalitapuri to have h protected (sarnmyamine) by mahipitras bdanging to seven families, who were
headed by three chiefs (rnCrtyaliga mahipa'tra) It appears that
although Jaya Sthitimalla was being accepted as sovereign for
the whole of Nepal, Patan, the hitherto capital city of Nepal,
had ceased to be under his direct rule and here the mahZpitras
were at the helm of affairs. I think that the same situation
continued to prevail during the joint reign d his sons. As the
king resided in Bhatgaon, Patm enjoyed only the nominal
status of a capital city.
Jayabrahma is called anzitya (minister) in doc. 23. E j a skiha and Sriniithasimha figure with mahipitra as their desig-

.
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P. 266. Also see Levi, 11, pp. 235-36 for this reference.
Inscription, n. XXXV in our Appendix.
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natian in dm. 24. ?"he farmer is called sapta kuGumbaja
pradha'na mahipitra in doc. 18l" where he is mentioned alang
with several pcmms same of whom bear the: title d maha'pitra
and others are designated as pradhina mahipitras. The
appellaticm of MaUa is added to their names and they also enjoy
a viruda, each his own. Besides RZjasirhha, the h e r Pradhina
maha'pa'tras mentimed in the record are Udayashhha, Jayadhannasiri7ha, Rudrasiri?ha, Jayabhimasirhha. All these mahipitras were lQatriyas as the caste surname VanG following
their name show. I t will appear from one of the records d
the next reign (see below) that Udayasirhha had grown extremely powerful during the reign of Yalqamalla and he was
challmging the king's authority in Patan. But: we have also
evay reto believe that the mahipitrns were ruling wa
Patan in a semi-independent pasition acknowledging the s a v e
eignty of the M d l a king.
Jayasifia is k n m as the son of Yekuli VammG f r m an
inscription of Patan, which is dated Samvat 535 Pausa jukla
pCmamijyim dine punarvasu naksatre vaidhyti yoge budhavGsare (January, 14 15 A.D.) .IG8 This is a record olf land grant
made by PZtra Yekuli VammZ, his san and wife in the reign.
of Jyoltinnalla for the annual w m h i p of Sadsiva on the day
of Sivarztri.
According to another i n s ~ r i p t i m ~ ~ ~ a a ymother
~ h a ' spformed the completiom oh her Piirnimivrata on 547 Kirtika
jukla 15. Yekuli Vammfi,'s name is missing in this reco~d. It
appears that Jayasimha had succeeded his fa,ther as Pitra .sane
time More this date.
He was surely a later contemporary of Jyo~tirrndla. But he
must have: spent m c 06~ his h e as pitra during YaJqamdla's
reign.
.
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Catalogue of the Bir Library, published VS 1919, Val. 111,
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According to Wright, the Sanskrit Chronicle and Levi,
Y&amalla's reign began sometime in 549 NS. Jyotirrnda is
omitted by all the later chroniclers (Wright and others who
have brought Yak+arnalla in the xem as the son and successor
of Jaya Sthitirnalla. It is only Kirkpatrick's authority who has
Jyotirmalla in his genealogy wham he calls Jeitrnull (p. 266) .]
According to Wright (P. 183) Jaya Sthitimalla, dies on KZrtika
kr!na 5 of NS 549. It is, however, likely that not Jaya Sthitirnalla but Jyoltinnalla had died at this date, for we have dmum a t s of the next reign since this time. The later c h i c l e s had
mixed up the reigns of Jaya Sthitirnalla and Jyotirmalla and
presented the same as one single reign by pushing the former
to cover a period up to NS 549.
Abmt Yaksamalla being a son of Jyotirmalla there is absolutely no doubt in view of the latter's OWTI statement to this ef&t
in the Pasupatiniitha inscription..170

YAKSAMALLA
( 1428-1482

A.D.)

Yakymalla began his career as the governor of Bhaktapur.
He is referred to as one rendering happiness to the psaple of
this place in Jyotirmda's inscription (n. 5) above quoted.
Same of the records of this time are lost, and some in stones are
unintelligible. But all that remain are traced ad over the Valley
though they are abundant in Bhatgaon. L. Petech has listed
24 documents ( p . 160-65) altogether, to which we have added
22 more; of these 46 documents 14 are inscriptions on stcmes
and copper plates.
S m e od the documents are discussed in the body of the
narrative, which follows herewith. Those of them. that do not
fipl-e in the discussion are listed together, as we reproduce the
- -- .
.
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documents belonging to Y+amalla's reign.
Yalqamalla, the eldest son of J y a h a l l a , was the most distinguished memlm of this line. 'He reigned from 1428 A.D.
to 1481 or 1482 A.D. The first document to give him full
royal title is the m. Suklayajurveda samhitci dated $aka
Samvat 1350 Ma'rga s'ukla navami ptirvvabhidra naksatra
vajrayoga chandravira ( = 15 November, 1428) . This has as
the reigning mereign RGjZdhirija Parames'vara Paramabhattiraka Raghu vamiivat i r a Jaya Jyotirmallasya vijayarijye and
was written in Bhatgaon (BhaktagrZmapattane) .I7'
In CBMC (p. 1 6 2 ) , Bendall gives a ms. Amarakoja, (Camb.
Univ. Lib. Add. 1661) which has a line, Kalambakupa visaye
Mirgge site sat tithau prapkumne samavarttite Midine yoge-vis'ya
tadii . . . . Sriman Sri Yakjamallah prabhuh, etc.
Petech verifies the dare for November 27, 1424 A.D.lT2
According to the Italian Scholar, this is the first document
of his reign. But it is apparent that this document antedates
some of those belolnging to the later part of the reign of his
father. Petech reads the date figure in the Mu-bahl inscrip
tion as 547 NS and places the document second in the order.
Other particulars of the date arc: Jyejtha jukla trtiya pra
chaturthyim punarvaru naksatra vrddhi yoge brhaspativira
(Petech says that the date is verified for Thursday, May 29,
1427 A.D. except for the yoga which ended on May 28th).""
In this inscription we have the expression R i j i d h i r i j a Jaya
Jaksamalla pra b hu t hakurasya vijayarijys. The record cornmemarates the inauguration af the ceremony performed to &
up the wooden. image d the God (bhatta'raka) VajrasaWa. If
Petech's reading olf the date figure is correct, then according to
him 'it is only a few hours earlier than the third date in Doc.
10 of Jyotirmdla'. But why should it be so unless the reference
to Yaksamalla was intended as a courtesy to a crown prince.

.

DPMDN, I, p. 23. Doc. 3 of Petech; Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 784.4.
17* 0p. Cit., p. 160. DOC.1 of Petech.
lT3
DOC.2 of Petech. Mu-bahsl lies adjacent to PirnbahM in the
western part of Patan. Inscription, n. LX in our Appendix.
17'
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But the middle figure in the date portion d this inscription is
distinctly read as 6 and I have no doubt that the year shawn
is 567 NS. At any rate the date 547 Jyestha (May, 1427)
could not be his ascertained first date in view of Doc. 20 of
Jyotirmalla dated 548 &idha judi 13. So the date d Suklayajurvedasamhiti as above cames as the fitst ascertained date of
Y abamalla.
Twenty four of Y&arnalla's records are already published.
As the earliest three of these have been already noticed above,
we give the remaining ones in the order as Petech produced
them.
(4) ms. Suklayajurvedasarizhiti (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 736.7) .
Colophon: Samvat 549 Jyestha s'ukla paiicharnya'm tithau
punarvmu naksatre vrddhijoge idityavire 1 taddine siddhibhavatu Bhaktcipuri nagare Sri Chinigalasthine Sri Sri Jaya
Jaksamalladevasya vijayarijye. Date verified for Manday, M a y
8th, 1429 A.D. written in Bhatgaon.
(5) ms. V a j r i v d (Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1703).I7* Colophon: Samvat 549 Bhidrapada iukla paiichami viS@a naksatra
s'ani.kharavCsare R d P m sya Sri Sri Jaya Jaksamalladeua~ya
vijayariijye likhitam Sri Mcinigatake utravihire Sri Harnnavarnna rnahdvihl~ravasthitabhjk~uSfi fivabhadrena etc. Date
verified for Saturday, September 3, 1429 A.D.
(6) Jyotisaratnam-Zi (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV) . Cdophon :
Samvat 550 Pausa krsna X X X tithau hasta naksatre dhrtiyoge Gdityavcisare I ( Rd P m Pbh Jaya JaksamaUadevasya
vijayarijye I . . . . . Sri Bhagatagrime Vijaharikocch@ola
daivajiia Jasabrammena etc. Date verified for Sunday January
15, 1430, A.D.
(7) ms. Bhavisyapurina (Carnb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2834.2) 17"
Colophon: Samvat 554 M i g h a k ~ n n aekidasyimtithau mGla
naksatre Sudhiyoge guruvisare R d Sri Sri Jaya Jaksamnlladevasya vijayar6jye etc. The date is verified for Thulsday February
4, 1434 A.D. if suddhi is a mistake for siddhi yoga.
CBMC', I, p. 197.
lT5 JRAS,1888, p. 551.
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( 8 ) ms. E k i d d i m a h i t m y a (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1003.2)178
Cblolphm: Nepila watsara hare k*a
b i n a bhdle (=557)
V-aisi;a paksajitar~iivatithau cha haste / yoge ianaudivasi devogurau vriserkkel tasmin mrginka sahakanya gate babhcba . 1
Sri Jaya Yakpamalla nrpatir Nepilarijye.ivarastasyrZrmin vijaya
prachira samaye Bhaktipuri rijyake. Date (seems to be)
verified far Thursday May 5, 1437 A.D. (Petech, p. 162).
( 9 ) The Taumadhito1 ~ t e 1 e . l It
~ ~is an inscription om a large
stone. I t has 34 lines. I t is badly preserved with letters here
a n d there damaged. The rezolrd invokes God Siva and comme
marates the occasion of coastructing the temple and a water
conduit. Jivamalla is mentioned along with Y&malla at
w w a l places. It is dated 561 Jyestha iudi I0 budhawira.
( 10) ms. K u bjikipiij i Kumiripiijiparyanta (Dab[. Lib.
Cat. 111. 96.5). C'odophon: Samvat 564 J y q t h a iukla ptirnarnisyiyim jest ha naksatre s'ub hayoga idityavisare sarnpiirnak~tamitamlR d Sri Sri P m Pbh Jaya Jaksamdladevmya vijayarijye 11 KisCamandapinuvisini Sri Nigavarnna mahivihdrodbhava amityapitra Rijasirizhapila bhallokasya svirt hahetunikrtam ) I Date verified for Sunday, May 31, 1444 A.D.
( 1 1 ) ms. S u bantaratnikaraliB (India Office Lib., Hodgson
3512 Val. 2 9 ) . According to A.B8. Keith "the Ms. was copid
in the month of Phdlguna of Samvat 565 (~aricharasabina)
during the reign af Jaya YakSarnalladeva bly Ab'hayar5ja9'.
( 12) ms. Kcitantravydkaranatika by lXrgasimha ( K a i s Lib.
~
n. 5 8 9 ) . Colophon: Samvat 567 S r ~ v a n akfina daiam~lim
tithau ddityavisare sampiirna krtamidam pustakam 11 Rd Pnz
Pbh Sri Sri Jaya ~ a k p a m a l l ~ d e vvijayar5jYe)l
a
Date verified for
Sunday August 10, 1447 A.D.
(13) ms. NityGnhikatilaka (Darbl. Lib. Cat. 111. 384),Ii9
Colophon : Samvat 573 Apid ha k c n a chaturdasydm byhaspativisare likhitam Sri Sri Jaya Jakpamalladevas,yn vijaya~ijye

..

C'PMDN, I, p. 30, partially published.
lii Inscription, n. LV in our Appendix.

IiC

It has only a leaf. CIPSMIO, p. 1443, n. 7877.
liWPMDIN, 11, p. 82.
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Dhatumsikog7hevcirita daivajiia Abhayasimhena likhitamiti (1
The: date is verified for Thursday, 5 July, 1453 A.D.
(14) A copper plate
attached to the wall d the
royal palace in Bhatgaon to the right of the golden door. It
is a long record of 37 lines commmorating. the occasion of
constructing a fmt in Bhatgaon (probably in the palace site)
and a wall and ditch around. The date at the end is given
573 Srivana iukla ptirnimiyim Iravana naksatre iyugmdn yoge
iukravira. On this day under the leadership of Jaya J&ama,Lla,
the work was begun. The date is verified for Friday, July ZOth,
1453 A.D.
( 15) ms. Hiranyasaptaka (Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1691) . I a L
Colophon : 574 Philguni iudi 12 . . . . Jaksamdadeva rijje,
etc. (Date correspmding ta 10 Febma~y,1454). The following passage of the colophon, which gives an important political
information is not fully read by Petech: Sako vinavvala van'
ghigra bhitanah praparighah(1 dhagataya ghiih thva svamba
ra'ji mctana dvalakha (IhIkhii) ju diko tvam Sri Kirtisimhatram I gham purni vy@a janibhiti thuni muini 11 ~ r Jaksamallai
deva r i j i tva upare vavall thuh' vava tala bhini chosa sa Srirnm
~ r Jak~amalladevasya
i
phu u hangoa.
( 16) rns. Jyotkaratnamili (Cmb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1665).Ia2
Colophon: Samvat 577 Srivana iukla s q t i pra saptamyiim)
wdti naksatre I iuklayoge 1 guruvire I Sri Jaya Jak;amalladevasya
vijaya rijye Sri Lalitripure Minigvalake Sri Yitihlanevihire
Jioadrimasya etc. I Date verified f a r Thursday, July 28, 1457
4.D. 'except that the tithi had already ended on Julv 27th'.
( 17) rns. Kuiandikarmavidhi
..
(Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1606.6).
Colqhan: Samvat 587 Jyegha Iudi I5 Sri Sri Jaksamalladevasya vijayarijye vipra ~ridhavalatejena likhitanz 1 The date is
1-erifiedfor May 14th, 1467 A.D.
( 18) Tulachhitol stone i n s ~ r i p t i o n . ~ ~ Tcornrnernmates
his
the

I

Inscription, n. LXIII in our Appendix.
Is' CBlMC, p. 177 only the ms. is mentioned.
I a 2 CEMC,, p. XI11 barely noted.
l e 3Inscription, n. LXXII in our Appendix.
la'
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erection of a temple for

God NiirZyqa in the memory d YaIpai.

malla'a late ma Ejarnalla w h m body impemmated in the gold
image of HeikeAa was e n h d there. The record is dated
588 Kirtika krsna
.. . dvitiyi mrgajira naksatre sidhyayoge s'ukra?
visare. The donor is Srimat Sri R d P m Pbh Nepileivarn
chakrachtidamani Sri Laksmi-Niriyanivatira Sri Sri Jayo
Jaksamalladeva. It is a fairly lengthy record of 28 lines over a
large stcme, 5 Lines from the 7th onwards are partially damaged
(19) rns. Paiicharaksa' (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1113.5) .Ia4 Colle
phon: R d P m Pbh $6 Sri Jaya Jak!amalladevasya vijayarijye 1
Sreyostu Samvat 590 ~ r i v a n a jukla pratipadyriyi maghi
naksatra parigha yoga karkkatariiigate savitari simhariiigate
chandramm' 11 . . .kasika Kauligrima Sri Jamalaganthi Vajrichirya Minikarijena jubhamastu. The date corresponds to the
second half of July 28th, 1470 A.D.
(20) NZriiyqa Bhatta's stone inscriptimlasd NS 591 erected
on the platfom outside the temple of Bhairava in front of the
mthm door af the PaSupatinZtha texnple within the compound.
This gives m o dates, me (1) ncigebmaumadanabdna ( = 588)
gate chavarse Chaitre tame hara tithau iravane cha rkse yoge
iubhe bhrgudine for constructing the image of Bbairava and
another (2) Nepila hiyana gate bidhurandhrabine ( = 591)
M i g h e iite tithivare navami praiaste .rksebidheh
.
iaii sute haninaindrayoge for the occasion af setting u p three gold finials by
NZriiyca Bhana. This inscription mentions the reign of Y&am d a and his sons, svasti Sri siiryavamia nrpatir Jaya Y a k ~ a malla prat6pa bhuvanaika mahipravinah Nepila mandala
bibhtisita rgjarijo bhiiyadvipikra mathano bhuvi supraprasiddhohll tatputrih S fimantah kumarih santill jyeslhah Sri Jays
Riyamalla nrpatih $72 Ratnamalla prabhuh Srimatchhri Ranarnalla deva gunavin Sri R i m a m d o n ~ p a hkhy6tah Sri Arimalladeva sukrti Srz P i i r n a m d o varaste@m vairiganah prayantu
nidhanam ~ambhopmsddadihaI I tadvijayarrijye 1 ) etc. etc.
(21) ms. Sragdharistotra (India Office Lib. Hodgson collec__ -

L

- - --

-- ..- -

. -. -.

CPMDiN, I, p. 36.
l a JInscription, n. LXXIII in our Appendix.
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tion n. 2723H) .Ise Colophon: Sri Kistamandapa mahinagare~h~ekanamadgitolake(modern Chikamungal in Kathmandu)
.I1 Samvat 594 Chaitra krnna dvczdrts'i uttarabhadra
naksatra budhadine I R d P m Pbh dri Jaya Jak!amaltadevarya'87
etc. (Date verified for Wednesday, 13 April, 1474
Silankhu vihiravasthita S i k y a b h i k s ~ r i c t u i r ~ a
Sri Hrdayasenena etc.

.. .

(22) ms. Hitopadeiasamuchchaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I,
1608.5) .Ias Colophon: Sri Yaksamalla nrpateh vijaye cha rijye
Bhaktipuri nivan'to varakirtirimah . . . . I Samvat veda graha
bine (=594) Jyestho iukla harestithau likhitamll Date comes
ponds to May 23, 1474 A.D.
(23) ms. Ma ha'raksimahimantrinusirini mahividyarijiii
(Darbl. Lib. Cat. I. 1 1 14). Deyodharmoyam Pravara maha'yinayiyinah Paramopisika i
Kistamandapa
nagare
Sri
Kirtipunya
mafivihiriya
bhiksu
Sri
Devachandrasyal
~atnandamanmathararervatsareva~ Chaitresite
saptami bha'nuvire sampurnndistra nava nirmita paiicharaksyim Sriman Sau hrdayaryena likhitaiicha 1 1 dri Kirtipunya
v i h b e Sri ViivakarmZcha'ra labdha prasiditayam 11 4 a m v a . t
596 Chaitra iukla saptamyimtithau iidri naksatre, Sukramayoge,
cidityavisare liklritamidam samptirnna pustakam 1 1 R d P m Pbh
Sri Sri Jaya Jaksamalladevasya vijayarijye I 1 Sri K i r t i ~ u n y a
mahivihiret rmtlzita Sa'kyabhikSu Sri Delluhandrasya. KirtiPunya mahivihira is the S a n f i t i c name of the monastery
known as Nhakabahil in Kathmandu. The date co~~esponds
to
Sunday, March 31st, 1476 A.D.
(24) ms. Paiicharaksa (Kaisar Lib. n. 566) Colophon:
Samvat 599 M i g h a s'ukla dvidaii pra trayodaiyim tithau
pusya nak~atrea'yusm-na yoge N~pa'la.mandaleivaraR d Pm Pbh
Sri Jaya YalqamaZlasya vijayara'jye etc. Date verified for
February 4th, 1479.
-

-

-.

CSPMIO, p. 1427, n. 7520.
l a 7CSPMIO has Jayayanga.
leeCPMDN, I, p. 75. Intro., p. 29 gives a complete readinglee
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The following documents had so far remained unnoticed.
(25) A copper plate ins~ripticm'~"attached to the wall on
the left of the door of the main shrine at VGvakarmZ bald
(Kathmandu). It reads: Sreyostu samvat 549 Chaitra iukla
d d a m y i n z tithau angiravCsare p a u ~ y a naksatre Sukaranayoge
R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Jak;amalladevasya vijayarijye etc.
(26) A post colophon statement in the crbverse of the last leaf
of Kuttunimata (ASB, n. 4731)'" written in a different hand:
Samvat 556 thvate rumvd thvasa MCgha vrata chararapa Sri
Sri Yaksamalladeva Sri Sri Jivamalladeva ubhaya thikurasya
chydsarapiyaju dun, thvate vahucha thvate chhadmam guthali
vivihn rakam Abhnyasiritha Bhiro Sri Jyotimaladeva Sakhota
Jayantalaksmi jhinta etc.

(27) A copper plate inscription1" in the co~llection of
PJupati, to the sacred memory of the deceased motha
Sansiiradm- ThLkurini announces certain grant of land far the
wolrship of the imlage of Gauri set up within the temple of
Pdupatinlha by Yak+amalla and Jivamalla (Sri S A Jaya
Jal;samalladeva f hikurasana Sri Sri Jaya Jivamalla f hakurasana
u b hayasya dunta juro) . This gives the date o~f the death af
Sansixadm-, n i d e skandamu khehya niga viJik he Nepila Samvatsare (= 567 )misGdau sitasaptami varunabhe yoge janai
gispatau.
(28) ms. Nepilabhisd chikits; (Govt. Nat. Lib(. n. 437).
Col~phom: Sreyostu samvat 561 Mdrgaiira Jukla daiamyim
d v i n i naksatre I parighyayoge ddityavisare I Rd Pm Pbh
Lakpnininiyana Sri Sri Jaya Jaksamalladevasya vijayarzjye
etc., etc.
(29) ms. Chdndravyika~a~artitrapa'tl~a
(Gwt. Nat. Lib. n.
731) Colophon: Sri Sri Paiupnti charandravinCrchana
pard~lapa ripurdjn daitya tripuri~ura mdna vinirjita gff
-

--. .- - - - - -- ---

-

's"nscription
n. L V in our Appendix.
19' Petech does not seem to have read the passage; but he re.
produces what CSMASB, VII, p. 76, n. 5086 has given.
'" Inscription n. L V I I I in our Appendsix.
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Samputin'ni Gaurijvara Sri Maheivariivatira Sri Lakpnindriyana
Sri Sri Jaya Jak!amdadeva anuja Sri Sri Jaya Jivamalladelia
sahaiva vijayarijye . . . . . . .I Nepildbde gate mygirikarasa yuk
Sripaiichabina yute (= 561) mdse k ~ n n ajuchau divikaratithau
risye vapusnibidhe etc. Written by Abhayar2ja.
(29a) A stelelo2attached to a temple of Mah5deva in Thimi.
The first date figure giving the year is prtxrved, but the two
are damaged. Probably the year in 561. Other particulars
we: Pitilgu?za Sukla pcrnimi. The inscription wai~set up in
the reign of Yak+amalla and Jlvarnalla (tayordvayor vijayarijye). Y&amaUa is further called a son of Jyotirmalla.
(30) ms. Cha-turarikatzd~akamgitam(Golvt. Nat. Lib. n. 783).
Colophon: Samvat 561 Jyestha judi 12 Sri Jaya Jaksamalladevasya vijayarijyam jelamdholabandhovatrarana niyuktaka
tikhitam Riksarijena.
(31) A stone inscription1e8commmating the construction
of an image of Saramati in a shrine close to the temple of
Bdku&i
in Patan. The inscription is dated 567 Jyestha
s'ukla pratipadyim tithau rohini ghati 23 para m~gaiiranaksatre
dhytiyoge somavisare bysariiigate savitari tatraiva riiigate
chandramisi. The beginning few lines invoke the blessing of
Sarmati and thereafter Sri Yak!amalla bhu'pati tena Newspdite and further tribhipradhCnapatraijcha pa'lito Lalitipura,
etc. (See our Imripticm n. LVI in the Appendix).
( 3 2 ) ms. Sumatisiddhinta grahaganita (Kaisar Lib. n. 82).
Post colophon statement at the end of the b d c : Samvat 567
Bhiidrapada iuddhi 3 Sri Sri Jaya JaksamaUadeoa thikurasya
Sivduti (mwlan site called Silu by the Newam but o t h d
known,as Gorsainth5n) vijyayaya prastivana yZnyi divnsa Bhidra
Pada iukla dvidafi iravana naksatra budhaJra 1 1 Hanolisa 1)
thva konhu Sivalutisa sthina yiiniva dinadaksiyi yimiva 1
svachi penhu Sivalutisa vijyinyZva 11 sa d i n a y i n y i 1) thvate
dhunakava Kokhavijyinyaao Bhidrapada vadi thva khunhu
chandra Sri Niriyanasake sna'na dhuriakiva jvalari trijy-nyiiva
Inscription n. LVI in our Appendix.
le3Inscription n. LIX in our Appendix
lg2
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Sri Paiupatisake sthznayinliva thvate sthcna dhunakiva thvo
konhu Rijakula (Royal PaIace) vijyiva 11 yakhala pinlana ma
lakkva saiijabuddha saii etc. The passage gives us an information about the king's pilgrimage to Goslairithk.
( 3 3 ) A stone inscription1" at the temple of N5rZyana in
Lubhu about 2 miles west af Patan. It gives five dates, (a)
Samvat 565 Miryaiira juklu sastamyirn tithau idityavire ira
[vananaksatre] ( b ) sa eva dasami utrabhidra naksatre sudhi
yoga brhaspativira ( c ) Samvat 567 M i g h a krsna dvcidab
idityavire ( d ) Samvat 570 Bhidrapada k p n a tritiya' ariga'ravira
und ( e ) S a n z ~ ~ a572
t
Chaitra jukla ekidafi m a g h i naksatre
brddhiyoge iukravire for different stages d the cons~ctiond
the temple in the reign ot Jaya J&amlalladeva thZkura (vijaya~ l i j y e ) .In the first few lines besides his name (BhZnusvapaksajanahitakiri iti rijati bhiipati) , hi3 three sons are a h noted
in the follo~wingorder, eldest Rayamalla, second Ratnamalla
and youngest (kanktha) Raqamalla.
( 3 4 ) On the pedestal'" of a srtme image of Gaq&a at S%&
two miles east of S15igZ. NepZlamandaleivara Sri Sri Jaya
Jak~amaladevasya vijayariijye . . . .I Samvat 573 M i g h a Sukla
sastamyim tithau revati naksatre siddhiyoge arigiramisare etc.
(35) A copper platelgewith PaSupatinItha having date 573
Jyestha kynna d a j a m y i m sviti nakratre iukravire Sri Jaya
Jaksamalladeva prabhu thikura pramukhasa etc. This was a
pledge given by two feudatories and Yaksarnalla to mlainth
peace on the land.
( 3 6 ) 111xriptian'~~
on the socle olf a small image of L&mi~ r Z y a q Zin the co~urtyardd the water conduit at ~augakol
(Patan) . The lines read Sri Sri Jnyn Ja ksamalladevesya vijay&
rijye 574 Dvipausa itikla.
( 3 7 ) On the pedestallg8of the Sun God at Ban+ outside
Inscription
le5 Inscription
Inscription
Inscription
Inscription

lQ4

n. LIX in our Appendix.
n. LIXII in our Appendix.
n. LXIV in our Appendix.
n. LXV in our Appendix.
n. LXVII in our Appendix.
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the western, gate on the p l a t i m of a water conduit. Samvat
579 Ma'gha ma'se Sukla pakse revati naksatre siddhiyoge vikare
. . . .R d hi Sri Jaya Jaksa [mallasya vijayarijye] etc.
(38) A stele on the platform of a chaitya at Dupattd
(Patan). The date figure is peeled off but the letten Jaya J&arnalladevasya vijayarijye can be clearly read.
(39) Inscription1" on the socle of a small image of NZriiyaqa
inside the temple of the same deity in front of the DattZtreya
temple in Bhatgaoa. It mads: Sreyostu samvat 582 Dvipausa
m-sa fnimirnisyim tithau pritiyoge Sukravisare Rd Sri Sri
Jaksamallasya vijayarijye.
(40) Inscribed2" in five lines on the pedestal of the image
of the M o m God (with chariot) at Te-M51, Kathmandu.
The third and fourth lines read Sreyostu 583 Kirtika Sukla
ptirnammyam R d para(me)Svara Para(ma) bhattiraka ravikulakamala vikisa bhiskara Sri Sri Jaya JaksamaUadevesya wijayarZjye etc.
(41) Inscripti01n~~~
on the pedestal of another small image d
M a God in Te-bZhZ1 (Kathmandu). This is an 8 line inscrip
tion recording the installation of an image of M m God on
KGrtika s'ukla ptirnima' of the year 583 in the reign of Jaya
J&arnalladeva.
(42) ms. Rugviniichaya mZdhavanida'nam (GOIVt. Nat. Lib.
n. 402). Colophon: Deva Sri kamala sarojanayana ~ 7 Yaksai
mallo n ~ p a hputrennitia sahanujena sahita ~ r Riyamollenaivaih
i
khyrftah Sri Raghuoariziapankajara~ sannitiratnakara soyam
Srihimaiaila sctnu bhuvane samra'jateharnijam I tat vijayarijye I
BhaktZpure 1 Samrat yupe vmaubine (= 584) paiichamya'ritcha Madhau s'ite etc. MTritten on the 15th of Chaitra iukla
of 584.
(43) A coper plate attached to the wall of the GarakhnZtha
temple (K@famandapa). 202 Date at the end Samvat 585

---

--

- --.

lgVnscription n.
Inscription n.
*01 Inscription n.
202 Inscl-iption n.

--

.

----

LXVIII in our Appendix.
LXIX in our Appendix.
L X X in our Appendix.
LXV in our Appendix.
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Asidha
. . kysna amiucisyim. The inscription invokes the deity
G o r a k h ~ t h aand proceeds with the lines, prmadu kistakena
dhauta svarnadhvajilankytam yogis'varcinam nivasanti nityam
Sri ~ a k ~ a m a i prabhu
la
rijatesau Sri Gauda deiigata ditriyogi
Chaitanyanitha uaradina saunda etc.
(44) RiipamaEjaripari?zayan&akam (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV.
unnumbered). No dates in the calophon could be traced but
somewhere in the text as i d i v i k y a we find pravara n~pachakrachiidamaninim Sri Nepalamandaleivara R d 5ri Lak~miniriyanivatira Sri Sri Jaya Yak~amalladevena yathi bharataputra
yadyadamat tanaya kumira Sri Sri Jaya R&namallmya patnyi
Atuladevyi (more in the literary section).
(45) A big stde in the courtyard of P'aSupatinZtha; only the
letters R d Pm Pbh Jaya Yak~amalladeva,are legible.
(46) A stelem3 on the p l a t f m of the main door of the
Minan5tha temple in Patan. The first: few lines are damaged,
and the year and m t h cannot be traced. The letters visible
are deciphered as Sri NepilapunyabhumiSvara Sri Sri Narab h u p d a Sri Sri Jaya Jaksamalladeva prabhu b e h a etc.
(47) The TilamZdhava stella within the precincts of the
temple at Taumadhitol, Bhatgam. It is wholly damaged, but
the name of Yak+amalla and Jivamalla can be read at several
places.
(48) ms. Chaturinka mahibhirata n@akam (Darb. LibCat. I. 449). In the beginning five folio pager the foilowing
occurs p8rvoam yanmunimi supilita mahi N e nrimadhyeyenaz
Nepdleticha sanjiiitG munijanaistatripi ramyipuri 1 nimneyam
Laliti puri dvijavaraih pitrottamaih piliti 1 taryim Sri Maninigarija itiyah soyam mune rijate 11 etc. Asked by Bhrngi as
to who
the ruler at the time VinZyaka says, ditirthibhyoviveki sakalagunijane dharmarupah prajiyim voja ssfunripariga ripukula vipine dagdhadibandoyah risisaratno
saroru h
sakalagunanidhi rijavanijibjva bhdnu
Labmi-

I

'03 Sans. Sandesha, I, pp. 6-7. Inscription n. LXXI in our Appendix.
'04 Inscription n. L X I I I in our Appendix.
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ndrtiyanosau jagativijayate Sri prabhur Y a k j a m d a h 11 punaicha I
ratipriticha ktimaicha Sri Yaksamdasya bhtipateh 1 Srisarupi
mahidevi devi Sarasvati r a m i l And again a little
further-&ri PaSu patipidiravinda pariigadhtili pari7ak~itottamirigasya Sri M i n d v a r i varalabdha varinumoditasya sakalara'javams'a ksirimbudhi sarigita chandramasa sakala N e p d i vasthita loka parikeruhavipina prajk- prakzanaika bh-skarasya
ksatriyinvaya chiidamaneh $6 Jaya Yaksamalladevmya hrdayinanda kirinno vara kumirasya Sri Jaya Riiyamalladevasya
kanaka tufipurusa m a h i d i n a paksa m a hotsave Sri Viigmatisannidhine ~6 Paiupati rnahisthine, Sri Machchhri tula kes'ava
sthGpana koldhaloyam pravartate etc. Further, Sri Jaya Y a k ~ a mdla bhiipaterrijasabhiyim chaturirika M a h i b hirata nitakam
pravartate. Then the Siitradhira says Sri
Jaya Yakramalladeva bhtipileivarmya h ~ d a y i n a n d akirinah Sri Sri Jaya R i y a malladevasya kanaka tulipurusa m a h i d i n a prasarige tasya
rajiiah pari@su Sri Daksinavihira rnahimahipitra Srimadudayarimhamalla V a r m a n i cha pitra chittayena svastfinab hagnabhiipZlasthipana'chiryena ma-meba bahurninamihuya niniidigediigatena rGjasamiihena sirdhamuhamukto yathi chaturarika Mahiib hirata nitakam t v a y i nitayitakiramiti etc.
Jaya Sthitimalla,, his son and grandscm-all of them war
devotees of ViSnu as their viruda, (Jaya Sthiti adopted Asuran5rEyaqa as z~iruda, J y d n n a l l a a d q e d D a i t y a n s y a q a ,
Y e a m a l l a as LaJq,m-rGrZyana) and the various stellas and
copper plates recording of grants in honour of the same deity
have amply proved this fact.
But they were equally devoted to PahpatinEtha and Buddhist
deities. Another special features of the time was the prevalence
of Sun w m h i p during this time.
Yalqamalla, like his father and grandfather, was an orthodox
Hindu. H e elevated the temple of DatGtreya at Bhatgaon and
set up the practice of worship af Paiupatingtha by the Konkani
BrZhmaqas of South India, which uptill now continues.
Y*amalla's
was a pious life dedicated to d g i o u s activities.
He built temples and enshrined images. From one of his documents (n. 18 above) \re find that he set up an image of Visnu
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(H$k&a) in the memory of his departed son. He was all
attentive ta duties towards the people. H e constructed water
conduits for the thirsty travellm (the Taumadhitol stele). Every
now and then he went cm pilgrimage to visit various sites renowned f& their religiaus sanctity. W e do not know if he chose
ta visit places outside his kingdom. But it appears that he did
not hesitate tot undertake a much arduous journey to a distant
corner orf his country if that was a site of pilgrimage. From
Doc. 31 above we find that in the year 567 he had walked far
nine days as far as the present Gosi%thZn situated in the intkrior
of the Himalayan ranges at a n altitude of 15,000 ft. high.
This site has a large p n d om a flat space lying below the
famaus peak of that name (25,000 ft. high). G G l i t h Z n is at a
distance of 50 miles from the Valley and is approached through
the course d the river TrSfili. T h e mythologies connect the
place with God Siva who had sought the water d the lake to
cool down the effects d the Kilakzita paison. Dexribing the
royal trek the document says Sanzvat 567 Bhidrapadn juddhi
3, this day Sri Sri Jaya Jak+nalladeva ThPkura, set out on a
journey to Sivaluti (the ancient Newari name far Gosiiiikund)
On Bhidrapada iukla dvidas'i iravapa naksatre buddhavira,
reached HarivZsa and this day took bath in Sivaluti, gave alms
and @ts; after three nights an,d four days starting from Sivaluti;
made a gift d caws; an cmpleting all this he came to Tolkha,
and arrived at the temple of Sri C h a n d r a ~ r i y a n a ;three days
after he had 'dariana af Sri PaiupatinHtha after taking bath and
entered the palace'.
This is for the first time that we hear of the present day
Gmainthln in an authoritative record. It appears that this
sanctuary was known as Sivaluti in the middle ages.
To Yak~amdlais attributed a part of the city (fortress) in
Bha\tgam, and a ditch and walls around and the faur gates
the capital. An inscription of the year 573 SrZvana iulila 15
ira?)ana nakfatre dyusrnan yoge iukravira ( = Friday, 20 July,
1453) has the following line~.~~"(Miright's translation) : In
'05

on

the wall by the side of the golden gate of the palace
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building this fortification the people of the four castes willingly
bore loads of bricks and earth ; the K* N5yak ( K w i !ha-nZyaka)
will see that the people clean the streets and houses every year
before the 6th of Jyatha judi and the rods of the premises in
the fort are repaired; if the Kolf-Myaka fail in this duty he
shall be fined 12 d m ; no horses, buffaloes, cows, or swine are
to be: allowed to graze on the glacis; anyone whom cattle trespass
shall be fined one dam, and he made: to repair any damage
thus caused; anyane not attending to this s h d be guilty of the
five great sins. If any rational being causes and damage shall
be fined five dams; for every brick, stone or piece of wood broken
in the wall a fine of 1 dam shall be levied.
From an inscription of his reign on a stele of Taudihol, Bhatgam it appears that his brother Jivarnda was a cepartner in
many of the pious deeds he: performed."' This inscription is
dated Samvat 561 Jye~ghaiudi 10 budhavara. SamGradevi, his
mother, mentions Jva as her san along with Yeamalla in a
copper plate ins~ripticrn~~~
attached to the temple of P&u patiMtha. The date figure of the document is not legible.
Both these brothers again jointly make certain grants to the
worship of Goddess Gaur? set up in memoq of the mother
(copper plate inscription) '08 who had died cm 567 Kirtika iukla
~ a p t a r n i . It
~ ~lmks
~
that Jivamalla was quite an inportant
figure f a r sometime! while his brother ruled. It is probable that
(NS 573) ; wright (second edition), p. 113. According to this inscription the palace in Bhatgaon, the wall and the four gates were
built with the voluntary labour of all sections of people, and of
all castes. This was constructed out of the materials (Lohakast)
brought by them. He has directed the people to fill the pit formed
when the earth was taken and cultivate the land as before. The
N5yak was to be fined 12 dams if he did not work properly.
Here also we have the name Khopw5 for Bhatgaon. This is doc.
14 of Petech for Yaksainalla.
"'Published in Petech partly. Doc. n. 9.
'07 Paiupati Collection, unpublished.
"OB
Unpublished, another Paiupati copper plate.
'Oqee below n. LXI in our Appendix.
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he enjoyed. by courtesy even near sovereign status. In a ms.
Chindravycikarana cited by Levi the expression Sri SG Jaya
Yak~amalladevaanuja Sri Sri Jaya Jivamalladevmya saheva
vijayarijye shows that he is referred to as a joint ruler.210Prob
ably the ms. referred to is the same as Chindravyikarana SCtrapitha preserved in the Go(vmnm,m,t Naticmal Library (n. 73 1) ,
of which the colophon reads: ST? Sri Pajupaticharaniravindirchanapariyana ripurija daitya tripurisura mminavinirjita $6
MaheSvarivatira SrT Laksminiriyana ST? Sri Jaya Yaksamdadeva anuja Sri Sri Jaya Jivamalladeva sahaiva vijayarijye Sri
Vandimasthine Jelanthola vandhuvihira Yijalimandire prdikhita / NepiEbdagate mrgirika rasayuk Sripaiichabiniyudhe
(=561) m i s e k s n a suchau divikara tithau rkse vapusnibhide;
the ms. is written by m e Abhaymiija.
There is no document mentioning him singly as ruler. Nor
there is any evidence ta show that he 'enjoyed for a time sub
Pet&
ordinate sovereignty in some portions of the
is wrong to say that Yakpmalla's pvm were curtailed because
of Jivamalla. rite: Italian, scholar f m e d a wrong opinion on
the basis of a colophm datum wrangly read and reproduced in
CSMASB, VII (P. 76. n. 5086). Both Yakamalla and Jivamalls appear in this record which tells us about some religious
function. Because the reproduction gives only the single name
of Jivamialla, he thought that the younger brother d Y & d a
was a ruler by himself. If he had cared to read the w i g i d
text, I am sure that Petech would have hesitated to make any
such statement (Read Doc. 26 above).
The Psupati copper plate which gives 567 NS Kirtika jukla
7 as the date of the death of Sansaradewi is the last document
to mention Jivmalla's name. Until that date it is likely that
he carried substantial voice in the affairs of the state as the
king's loyal brother. Jivamalla's powerful position, however,

date^^

Levi, 11, p. 398
561) ; also see Petech, p. 166. me
ms. Kuttanimatn in the possession of t h e Asiatic Society of Bengal
(=MAS& V I I , p. 76; n. 5086) has the naane.
Petech, p. 166.
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was in na case a hindrance in the way of YakSarnalla's exercising

supreme and effective royal authority in the kingdom. He
enjoyed a l l powers and prerogatives of a ruling m a r c h all
through.
A Patan Inscription d Y&amalla's reign gives him the
address of Nep&lap~?tyabhiimiivara.~~~
In the inscription of
Tulachhitoll Bhatgaon (586 Kirtika krjna 2) the praiarti calls
him Nepa'leivara. The colophon of the ms. Ekidm?mahitmya
of 557 Vaiiiikha site 13 (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1003.2) has Nepilara'jyes'vara. In the m. Paiicharaksi213 he is called N e p d a mandaleivara. It does not appear that his brother enjoyed any
of such titles. Obviously Jivarnalla retained his status because
he enjoyed the confidence and lowe of his elder brother Y&arnalla. Any suggestion present him as a rival of his elder brather
would be wmg. Problably, he died in about the year 567,
because no record speaks of him after this date.
We have a colophon of the year NS 582 showing Yalqamda's
son Rayarnalla as a ruler with full royal titles.
ms. Svarodayadasa' (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 364) .*I4 Colophon:
Sreyostu Samvat 582 Vaiiikha iukla chaturthi para patichamya'm
tithau mrgajira naksatre sobhanayoge idityaviisare Sri Sri R d
Pbh S f i Sri Riiyamalla devarya vijayarijye daivajiia Maairiija
bhlrosa pustakam. According ta Petech the date is verified. for
Sunday, April 5th, 1462. There is no name of the place where
the document was written but daivajiia Maniriija bhiro is said
to be the owner of the book.
On the basis of this colophon Petech builds a hypothesis of
a revolt by Rgyarnalla about NS 582 and he think that this
was a prelude to the ensuing division of Neplal by Yak+anzalla
on the eve of his death. Arguing his case the Italian scholar
observes 'From the list of Y&amalla's documents we can see
that 16 elf them Mong ta period 1425-1457, and 8 to the paiod
DOC.45' above.
DOC.24 above.
*I4 CPMDN, 11, p. 46. H. P. Sastri reads the date as 482 and
does not give the name of the ruler.
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1467-1479. There is a gap of 10 years without colophons of
this king. Of c a u m this may be pure chance but just in this
blank period, a colophon shows Eyamalla with full royal titles
. . . . . This document stands completely imlated; but it is
sufficient to warrant the suppdticm, that Riiyamalla reigned for
m e h e during this period having usurped the thrcme. It is
also evident that afterwards he was defeated'.215 Petech thinks
that the refractory feudatories who were suppressed by Yalqamalla according to Kirkpatrick's chronicle were the R5yamalla9s
dies.
We shall discuss in the next chapter the question of the division od kingdom by Yakarnalla. Here let us sere if what P e t d
wrote a b u t Riiyarmalla's revolt can be accepted.
The colophon above quoted might not unnaturally mislead
some people ta attribute the usurpation of the throne to RZyamalla. Petech can alsol draw his conclusion from the isolated
nature of the ms. that the rebellion was subldued and R Z y d a
had ta give in to his father. But the idea of a revolt mmdy
based on a single colophon has to be carefully examined b e f ~
it is accepted as a historical fact. Besides, it is not true that there
was ever a blank period of 10 years during Yakamallays time.
We have either a colophon or an inscription showing Y a b malla as king for each of the years 579, 582, 583, 584 and
585.216 The document of 582 (n. 39) and 584 (n. 41) bdmg
to B'ha'tgam whereas the other two belong to Kathmandu (no
40 and 42). The document of 584 (n. 41 ) has the exprsdm
Sri YaksamaNa n ~ p a hputrenaiva sahanujena sahita ~ r Riyai
nzallana vaih . . . . samrijate / tad-vijayarijye, which meam
that Yakarnalla was reigning with Riiyarnalla and his broltha.
At: the date this document was written, the scribe had found a
happy bond between king Yak~amallaand his eldest son. But
more than that the document n. 39 h a praof of Yahamda
reigning in NS 582 Dvi~aura. Because the document is written
in the de fact01 capital city (Bhatgacm) the assumptim of usurpsPetech, pp. 168-69.
x"Doc. 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 above.
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tion of the throne by E y a m a l l a at this date is unwarranted.
Eyamalla's dacument was written on Vair'a'kila iukla 4 of the
same year. The difference of time between t h e x two documents
is nearly 5 months. T h e next document of YaJqamalla (n. 41 )
is dated 583 KZrtika s'ukla 15. If the stmy of rebellion was true,
then this must have occurred during the nine months following
Pausa. This would have k e n a quite short affair. But in the
absence of any mention of the place of writing in the c d g h o n
of Riiyarnalla, the suggestion of usurpation of throne would
be too imaginative. We may suggest that the rebellion had
taken place in some part of the kingdom. But even this supposition is much weakly entertained. I think that the royal titles
giva to Rgyamalla in the colophon of Svarodayadasi of NS 582
represent anly a cwrteous reference to the crown prince by
an o v e r t d o u s copyist. There are numeraus other instances of
crown princes being presented with full royal titles in the period
since NS 602. For example, Pirthivendramalla (NS 800-808)
gets full royal epithets in the PGupati inscription n a r l y a year
before he became king, and BhCipatindramalla (NS 8164342)
is called Md P m P b h in a ms. colophon of a date while he had
not become sewreign (Darb.. Lib. Cat. I. 1076.45). Probably
the courtesy reference with royal titles by a scribe was there
because of the fact that RZyamalla was placed as the governor
in the area the ms. was copied. We have seen how in similar
circumstances another scribe used full royal epithets to qualify
the name of a powerful feudatory. (ms. Dajakarntapaddhati,
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1076.4).
N i r i i y q a Bhatta's stone inscription of 59 1, where Yabarnalla's sans are mentioned by name, brings out the expression
'tadvijayar5jyey referring to bath father and sons. But this
should not be interpreted to mean any kind of curb on the
powers 09 Yaksamalla as the sovereign ruler. NZr5yaqa Bhatta
probably intended to convey a courtesy reference to the p i m e
by bracketing them with their father as reigning. But ~e can
take it also t a suggest that the sons were assisting their father
in the governance of the country. Equally this makes mit a case
for a hamonims relation between the father and sons and
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thereby rules out the possibility of any one of them to have
gone against his regime as such.
Yaksamalla's wife K-radevi
is mentioned as the mother
of Riiyamdla in the drama Pindavavijaya (Darb. Lib. Cat. I.
694). The dm. 48 mentions Sarasvatidevi as another queen of
Y&~,wnalla. She is called Mahadev?. Probably she was the
chief queen. It is suggested that YaJqamaJla expanded his
t h e o r y to the nolrth and south covaing places upto the Tibetan
trade town od Digarche and the river Ganges respectively. He
also curved the violent hill tribes of the west and east. His conquest is described in full in a vene contained in the idiva'kya
d the ms. N a r a p a t i j n y i c h a r y i s v a r o d a y a ~of king Jagajjydrmalls.'" The passage translated reads 'he who after conquering
Mithilii advanced to Magadha with v d m r reaching Gayi in
that course, he who ruled Nepal without any obstacle suppressing the rulers d the hill principalities in the east he went as f~
as Barigadeia and i n the m t h upto the Ganges, he became
famous by achieving victory wer the king of GorkhZ in the west,
while in the north he ruled a territory which he reached marching seven days'. According ta Kirkpatrick's authority, Y&amdla
'annexed Morang, Tirhut, GayL to his dominim, and is said
to have conquered Go~rkhZto the westward and Sikarjofng
Tibet to the northward. H e likewise completely subdued the
three refracto~ry Riijiihs of Patan and Kathmandu' (p. 266,
Kirkpatrick) .
Yabarnalla's time coincided with the period of cham in India
antecedent to the formation of Moghul empire and, therefore,
T h e Jaylcharyj has the following verse to describe his vietories and annexations :

frfmf %rRq mt m wd mt~1q i kT8 wwJz+
=R=wmT
<*q
q ~~;iII m=$ dr 7T
r
q WFtT z
mf z W
h m :m i a f b q q k q +WT
~
m q ~ a yfil
:
mg mfi
e g t drafQ
5 3 WT11
*T=i

(Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1186; CPMDN, I, p. 107). ~ i r k ~ a t r i c k ' s
authority also supports the contention of the Jayficharyl (p. 266).
T h e ins. written in Sakn 1536; L. S. 494..
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the story od his expansicm may not be wholly untrue. There
was no power in the Ga~dak-K&- belt to c h d him in his
victorious march, but the conquest of Bengal and Magadha and
even of Mithik as made w t in the verse seems improbable.
Possibly there were raids into m e of thew territmis mentioned
therein c a r r i d by YaJqarnalla, which led his s u m to ascribe
to him glories of conquest and empire building.
If he had advanced to the sauth, he cmld conquer M i U ;
for as we know Mithili or any part of North Bihar was open
to attack from outside as its ddence had been rendered weak
in the absence! ot a central powerful authority in the area at
the time. But we doubt if with the limited resources he cornrnandd and tr0:ubles yet raging inride his domain, the sta,te
ment as to his conquest of Mithila can be accepted as trustworthy.
The P a k u p a t i ~ t h acopper plate inscription of 573 (see a b e
dm. 35) 218 suggests that uptil this date he had troubles with his
feudatories, particularly with Udayasirhha BhZro Orf Pirhthavih5ra
in M*igla
(i.e. heart of Patan) and Saktisirih RZbutta of
Pharping. The language of the record is not whdly intelligible
but it can be made out that Yabamalla had to appear with
these feudatories before God P&upatiGtha in an attempt to
pledge lasting peace and amity in his country.
This inscription prwes beyond doubt that Ya~amalla'sregime
was not free from internal troubles. Patan and Pharping were
seemingly out Orf control, although his suzerainty was acknowledged in the a r a . But these were strategic centres, and Y w malla in all probability had to be always on guard against any
contingency of a rebellion by the pwerful feudatories. This
might have put to strain his military capacity and created a
situation unfavourable f o r any kind of adventures.
In the circumstances prevailing it d m not seem also probable
that Yalqamalla had wrested the district of Sikarjong from the
Tibetans. Rut he might have advanced as far as Gorkh5.
The whole stretch of the territory between the Nepalese military
218

Inscription n. LXIII in our Appendix.
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outpost and No&@ and GorkhH was inhabited by primitive
peoples of Tiimiing and Gurung tribes. In Gorkhii m d the
surrounding areas lived peoples of another primitive tribe, the
Magar. From the chronicles of the Chaubisi hill kings we know
that Drabya Shah founded the principality of GcrkhZ by defeating a Magar tribal head of the locality as well as Gurung tribals
in the north of it, who had put u p a hard resistance to the newcomers. As Drabya ShZh's earliest available) date (1559 A.D.)
comes so~m18 years after the death of Yakprnalla, it d m not
s e m that he was the person meant for the prince of Gorkhi
in Jagaj jyo~tirmalla's panegyrics. T h e temporary colnquest of
GolrkhZ by Y+arnalla is not improbable; it invdved only an
advance march aver nearly thirty miles of undefended territoryBut the prince d Gorkhii referred to must: have been a tribal
village headman of the area.
O n the whole the verses in Narapati JayGchary@iki giving
infannation a,bout Y a ~ m a l l a ' sconquest are more in the nature
of an eulogy than presenting a statement of facts. But it is true
that he had curbed unruly feudatories and defiant tribes: in his
castern and western sectors of the k i n g d m outside the Valley.

Whatever that be, the 53 years of Y & a d a Y s reign constitute a glorious chapter in the history of Nepal. Althmgh
he was the last monarch to rule an undivided Nepal, and surely
he cannot be blamed for the partition which came in the wake
d his death, Yaksamalla was one of the mast illustriolus rulers
of Nepal, a builder, a devotee leading a pious life, a patron of
art and learning and a ruler who had given peace and staF&t~
t o the hitherto strife ridden cojuntsy. I n his time the R h a
V a d ~ a n afeudatories were liquidated, and though
others within the confines of the Valley e r e yet in a
position to challenge the authority of the kingdom, he
was able to curb them by persuading them. to accept his
plan af peace. Yaksarnalla built by himself many tmples
and shrines. His records are the most numerous for mY
monarch of Nepal for the age. These extend over the entire
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Valley of Nepal, and commemorating as they do inauguration
of the completion d many water conduits, tanks and canals
they bear testimony to his &arts to make Nepal happy
and prosperous. During Yaksarnalla's time Nepal witnessed
flourishing of art and literature. In the list of original wmks
written in. Sanskrit and Newari we find that a majority of than
belong to this paid. Yaksamalla himself witnessed plays being
staged oln different occasions. This shows his deep lave' for
dramatic performance in particular and fine arts in general.
Y&malla's viruda of Ldqmi-Niiriiyqa shows a special leaning
for the cult oif Vknuism. But this did not mean that he was not
devoted to other gods of the sect of Siva-Visnu. He was equally
a devotee of Paiupatingtha, and his undertaking d a journey
into the far recess of the Himalayas to worship Nilakaqtha
Mahadeva in GoGiiithZn (dm. 32 above) proves that he was
so fervently attached to Saidsm. He also revered the Buddhist
deities and his munificence was extended to the ~ i h c ~ r a s m
all these meritorious qualities of a king it was but natural that
Ydqarnalla had endeared himself to his people. In one of his
records he is quite aptly called 'the benefactor oh his people'.

M o r e closing this chapter let me place more facts about the
feudatories oh Patan of the time of Y&amalla.
Udayashhha is one of the Mahapdtrm mentimed in the I E bahi inscription of Jyo~tirmalla'sreign. He a h appears as one
of the three Mahipitras directing the play d Chaturirika
Malzdbhdrata to be staged on the occasion d Y-arnalla's
son
RIyamalla performing a tu1ipuru~amaha'dina of gold. T h e
pasage where the fact is mentioned is as follows:
"Sri Sri Jaya Yakramdadeva b hti pdeiva rasya hydayiinnnda
ka'rinah Sri Sri Jaya RGyamallade vasya kanaka tuLipuruya
mahadina p r a s a ~ i g ~
tasya pa+atsu Sri Dakyina vihira mahimaha ?nahipCtra firnad~da~asirizlra~nafla
Varmrnanii cha pitra
tritiyena svasthdna bhagna bhlipiita sthcipanichdryena mdmeva
bahun~a'namdhti~aniniidigdes'a'gatma rijmamtihena sirddha
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mahamukto y a t h i chaturinka Mahabhirata n i m a @akam
t v a y i nitayitavyam .211)
I t does not seem that U d a y d a had arrogated to M
a pmitiocn, which could be dqlayed by ignoring the existence
of the L w ~ e i g n .But we cannot have any doubt about the
extremely pa~rerfulposition of this Mahi@tra and his two
colleagues.
According to a ms. colophon one of the Patan feudatories had
grown powerful enough to appear in popular estimation in a
capacity which equalled the royalty of the Malla, sovereign
This k evident from a calophm, which mentions the rnahipa'tra
without reference to the sovereign ruler af the time.
Jayasiriha 04 Dharrnagu pta's drama, R i m i n kana! ikd (a
modern c o n , Darb. Lib. Cat. IV) is menticmed in the coloph~
singly without the swereign."O The reference runs: Iha
N c p i l a m a n d d e Sri Lalitipuri n i m a d h e y a m vividhaguna (ni)
jana samsevyamdna ( m )nagaram %artate yatra I I sakalapitmkuliivalambakimini jandlankytah uiivam bharibharana maulibhlitnh Sri Llaksinavihira pradhinamahamahamahdpitra Sti
( J a )yasim hamalla ( h ) piitravanisa (;a) tilakabhtita ( tah)
pratipab hiskara vido ( d uyau) iba 1 1 Srimdn Jaya.simhamdla
pitra vamsadi ( V a m i a b d h i ) chamo'h I I yatkytam sthipitam
rlijyam zikrli (khya') fa ( m ) ~rithiuitale11 yaschakre naikeyam
( k i m y o ) vijayatulamatih hanti sarvvin vipakrin yasya irikirtimliprathitagunaganim pdvanah pivaniniim I I pratyaksinitiselli
ksititala b hu~aneplitravamjidhi~ija
( h ) soyam Sri Rijasimho
nayavinayagunanitiratnakare ( n d u h ) 1 Samvatsaram sarnadvi
( d h i ) ke iaii slinyabcnaih mrire sitetarabhave dvitiyi cha pauge 11
naksatrameva varapuspa tathipi yuktavirestithd bhygusutdcha
savaidhytijcha.
On enquiry I find that the original copy of the above ms.
lost. The date is slightly confusing but I attribute the h h g
to the reign o l Yakjamalla or men a little earlier.
Jayasimha also appears in a copper plate inscription of Jayam
,9
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Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 449. Doc. 38(a) above.
220 Published Volume, 111, pp. 57-58.
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p r a k 2 d a to have done some reconstruction work in the
temple of PaiupatiGtha in the year NS 549. He is referred to
in a respectful t m . He is alsa known as the great grandfather
of the high feudatory Vknusirizha of Patan ruling there in the
mid 7th century of Nepal era (see Part I1 of this volume) ; he
heads the genealogy of Vhusimha and is adrressed as nlpati
(king or ruler).
Jayasixkha must have been extrmdinarily powerful for all
the time since Jaya Sthiti's death. According to Kirkpatrick it
was Yak+arnalla who brought all the refractory governors and
feudatories of Patan under his control. Probably J a y d a
was one of them to suffer curtailment of powm during YaJqamalla's reign but the feudatory had not k
e
n wholly subdued.
We shall k n w from a record of the next reign that feudatories
not only in Patan but also elsewhere were t m strongly entrenched
to be dislodged f r m p e r even by Yalqamalla and on their
account he had much worries.
Y&amalla maintained a loose: overlordship even in the heart
of the city of Patan. This suggests that the capital of the
Nepalese g c r v m m t under Yeamalla was no longer the city
of Patan. Probably this was true also of the period earlier
since Jaya Sthitimalla assumed regnal powers. But we have no
definite proof of Jaya Sthitirnalla functicming from any plwt
other than the usual head quarter of the Nepalese rulm. However, we can be definite about the period after his death. In
all certainty he ruled from Rhatgaon. This we say for several
reasons. In the first place, his records are traced in abundance
in Bhatgaon. Secondly, the first document issued in Patan dates
567 (the Sarasvati stme) . Thirdly, Uday&ha Bharo in 573
appears to have defied him. Pmibly Y-arnalla
was not able
to rule directly wer Patan and the areas south of it, where the
feudatories had remained all powerful. This is not a compliment to Y&amalla's career of a conqueror so much eloquently
praised by his descendants. It shall appzar from what followed
his death, that Patan and Pharping had continued to enjoy a
semi-independent status with all internal powers thmghout the
seventh century of the Nepal era. The feudatories more v i p
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rausly asserted their a u t a n m y after Ya~amalla'sdeath, because
tha central authority was further weakened. due ta sharing of
kingly polwm by all of Y&amalla's sons. Added to this, Y&amalla's sons had behaved in a manner which led to the d i s
membermat of the kingdom. Ta this we shall come a little
later.
According to Levi's authorityZ2lYak+amalla died in 1480 A.D.
BLI and Wright give NS 592 = 1472 A.D. as the date of his
death. His last document is ms. Paiicharaksi dated NS 599
Ma'gha Sukla dvidas'i pra trayodas'i pusya naksatre a'yusmanyqe
(verified in Petech's book, February 4, 1479) ."' Later chronicles give him a reign of 43 years. But this is insufficient to1 fill
the long span d years as shown by the colophon data. He
definitely ruled from: NS 548 to 599 according to the colophons.
But a y m or two more could also1 be added not either ways but
at the end. At any rate he must have been dead before AIvina
605 NS, for we have an inscription of that date sho~wingtwo
of his sans as joint r u l m of Ki!tamandapaZz3 (Kathmandu).
T h e Thycirapu-Diary belonging to C h a n d r a r h Joshi of Thimi
gives NS 528 as his birth date, and 602 Migha vadi I I (January,
1482 A.D.) as the date of his death."' This date of his death
is the same as is given in the diary maintained by the f d y
priest d the Mdla kings of Bhatga~n."~A local scholar
the
Nepal history says that the Thy5sapu of Chandraman Joshi
g i v a the main events and chronology of the period between
798-826 NS with the almanac colrrectly verified. So it can be
taken to have provided a reliable date for the event of the death
of Y&amalla. I n the Thyisapu Diary, it is a stray noting in
f. 46 giving information ot his death. Obviously H. C. Ray's
statement that he died before 1476 A.D. i.e. NS 596 (DNI, 1,
01f

"'Levi, 11, p.

238.
2 2 2 No. 566, Kaisar Library. Doc. 18 of Petech, p. 165.
223 Copper plate in the shrine of Gorakhnath at Kathmandu.
"'Hence forth we call this Tlz@s.npu as the Thyasaputa.
225 1tih.asa Prakasa, 11, 3, 568 abbreviated hereafter as the Bhatgaon Diary.
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P. 227) is wrong. T h e colophon date d the m. PaGcharaksG
(shown. to L. D. B:arnett in the British Museum) the date of
which was wrongly read 596 for 796, stands in the name of
N~pendrarndla(NS 796-800) a son of PraGparndla, and not
in that o t R a t n d a as was supposed by him.

AFTER YAKSAMALLA
( C . . 6 0 2 4 0 5 = 1482-1530

A.D.)

As we come to the periad following Ya&mmlla's death we
are told that Nepal lay divided among his three sons, each of
whom ruled as an independent swereign within the territory
allotted to him.
We must know that this is not an isolated view entertained
by m e or two authors. T h e same view is shared universally by
scholars who invariably drew their information from the modern
chrmicles giving a story of division af the kingdom on king
Y+arnalla's death. l
Opinions vary as to who was responsible for the division of
the kingdom. Some say that Yak+malla had himself caused the
division.2 Others, however, write that the division was forced
after his death because oi the internecine strife in the family.
We have no ground to challenge the statement of the m 1 d m
chronicles save in details as t a the division of the kingdam of
Nepal on Y&amalla's demise. But the paint is that sol far
the ideas about the authorship and circumstances of division
have not c d o r m e d to facts that appear to us in view of the
c~lopholnsand stray nortings made there about the events as
they occurred after Yak+arnallaYsdeath.
I t seems that actually the kingdom was divided folmerly
about forty-eight years after the death of Yaksamalla in the
time of his grandsons. This was so because as long as YakSamalla's sons lived they held the throne under joint s o v e r e i p t ~
NOWin this context the narrative has had to be extended to
cover the time until the division obtained. The following fm.
pages describe the nature of the joint regime and character of
BLI, p. 39. Wright, pp. 114, 121 (second edition).
Petech, p. 169, CHI, VI, p. 415.
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the situation where Yaksamdla's sons ruled together as cw
monarchs. We proceed to deal with the subjext matter by first
bringing t o g d h a the various source materials in that connection.

The first document to mention socns of Yalqarnalla is the stone
inscription of Lubhu dated 572 (Doc. 33 d Yak+malla above).

Ic mentions three sons, REymalla (eldest) Ratnamalla ( m d )
and R q a m a l l a (youngest).
Among sons d Yak+amalla are mentioned the f o 1 . l in
~
order d seniority in the stone inscription of NiirZy-a B h ~ t a
dated 591 M i g h a sita navami Prajaste rkse vidheh iaii sute
hani aindrayoge (Wednesday, January 30, 1471 A.D.)' at the
Paiupati shrine; Rayamdla, Ratnamalla, R a n d l a , Rimamdla, Arirnalla and Puqarnalla. According to the inscription
of Tripura Sundafi (Tulachhitol, Bhatgaon) m e son Ejarnalla
died in the life time of his father.4 This was the reason he
does not appear in NZriyaqa Bhatta's list. A copper plate
inscription"
the P'aiupati shrine refers to solme of the above
names, Jaya Riiyamalla Jaya Ratnarnalla, Jaya Raqamalla, Jaya
Arirnalla, Jaya E m a m a l l a and to one more name Jaya Bhimamdla promising to one mothe?. to be ever friendly and pledging in their behalf and on behalf of their successom to behave
always to that end. I t appears that Bhimamalla, though a sister's
son, enjoyed equal status with Eyamalla and his brothen.
Thus it appears Y&am,alla had seven sons, of which m e had
predeceased him. But we also do not hear of Pumamdla any
more after the inscription of 591 NS, \$.hereas the other five
by Petech, jugt near the southern gate on a
Published
slab of stone erected on the platform outside the gate of the Un~ n a t t aBhairava inside the PaSupati courtyard. This inscription
commemorates setting u p of three gold finials of the temple of
Bhairava.
. . duitijvi mrgnjirii nnksatre sZdhyayoga
Dated 588 Kartika krsna
iukravara (see above). According to a Thyasapu he died on
Bhijdrn i u d i 8 of the previous year.
WN.
LXXIX in our Appendix.
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sons appear often in documents of post-Yaksamalla date, which
suggests that these aloine had outlived their illustrious father.
Obv-icrusly the statement of the chronicles that Yaiqarnalla had
three sons is refuted by the inscriptions.
We have to be cautious also with statements in regard to the
question of the division of the kingdom after Y+arnalla. Some
chroniclers have said that he effected the division 04 the kingdom out of his own accord and yet others opine that the division
took place after his death due to farce of circumstances. But
both views cannot hold ground in the face of several inscriptions
s h M g joint reigns of two or three olr more sons of Yakpmalla
at one time; one inscription shows four sons along with their
nephew as rulers. Although this exigency stood uptol a point,
and ultimately we find joint rule disappear, nevertheless the
evidence is strong enough to contest successfully any proposition af a division of Nepal by Yabamalla himself. This also
controverts the v i m that the division had taken place immediately after his death. We now quate the relevant lines from the rns.
colaphms and inscriptions p d u c e d in support of our contention. The following form the total of ddacuments where two or
mare descendants af Yak+amalla figure as joint rulers:
(1) As the document of the earliest date of this period we
have a copper plate inscription' (Gorakhaniitha's temple,
Kathmandu) which shows that Ratnamalla and Arirnalla were
joint rulers in Kathmandu m NS 605 Aivina iukla chaturthi.
T h e lines run, O m i u bhamastu svasti Sri Jaya Ratnamalladevasya Sri Sri Jaya Arimalladevarya vijayarijye 11 adya v d ~ i h a
kalpe Vaivasvata Manvantare Kalijugc Jambudvipe Bharatakhande Himavatpdde V l s u k i ksetre Sri N e p i l a deic Paiupati
sannidhine BiigmatyZ paichimaktile, V i s ~ u m a t y ipiirvakule,
ehaiva sthdnc, Sri Kdstamandapanagare, Sri Sreyostu Samvai
605 Ajvina iukta chaturthyiirn tithau atigiiravlisare (Tugday)*
This form of denoting geographical situation of Nepal is used
for the first time.
(2) IW. Paiicharaksd (Nepal Government Museum, n. 107)
13

Inscription n. LXXXV.
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Colophon: Srimat Sri Sri R d Pbh jaya Rciyamalladevasya,
~ r Sri
i ~ a i Rdtnarnalladeonrya,
a
S A $ri Jaya Rapamdadevarya
vijaya rijye dreyostu Samvat 605 Asvini iukla dvitiyi chitrii
naksatre aindrayoge idityadine . . . . sampPrnamiti I tekhaka
Lankhuvihdriya Vajrdchirya Sri Hydayaseneneti dinapati Sri
Kistarnandapa
..
mahanagare alifichha bichchhabahila ch henyi
tulidhara etc. etc. written in Kathmandu.

(3) A copper plate inscription7 attached to the temple of
Yaiq&vara in the outer courtyard of the palace at Bhatgacm.
The date at the end reads, Samvat 607 &idha Sukta saptamyzm
tithau. In the beginning the i n h P t ; m invokes God Siva and
the 7th and 8th lines have four names Jaya Riyamalla n ~ p a t i
Nepilachudimani Ratnamalla nrpa kani!ta Ranarnalla te@m
b hzgineya vidita Bhimamalla tesim vijayarijye etc.

( 4 ) rns. Paiicharakrd (Nepal Gwt. Museum n. 161115).
Colophon: R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalladeva Sri
gri Jaya Arimdadeva ubhaya fhikurena vijayarijye likhiteyam
Bhaunisangha vihara visita VajricMrya Sri Ruparijenalireyostu
samvat 609 Bhddrapada mZse Sukta paiichamyam sviti naksatre
sau b hagya yoge idityavdsare I
(5) ms. Paficharaksi (Nepal G d . Museum 16/128).
Colophon: R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Riyamalladevasya anuja
~ r Sri
i Jaya RatnamaZZadevasya kanisthdnuja Sri Sri Jaya Ranamdladeva tribhaya fhikurasya vijayarijye I dinapati Sri
li5famandapa mahQnagaryim mandotolake . . . . NepdikZbde
dahana idirase (=613) VaZZkha jukla q t a m i pra navamylim
7naghd naksatre dhruvayoge budhavisare / Samvat 613 etc.
(The same particulass are repeated).

(6) On the pedestala d an image of V k u in the courtyard
of a water conduit in Taumadhilol, Bhatgmn, k n m as
B h - d Z r Z . The record is dated 615 Mdgha pPrninzi and
has as reigning monarchs Jaya RZyarnaUa, Ratnamalla, R v a malla and their nephew Jaya Bhimamalla.
-

Inscription n. LXXVI in our Appendix.
Inscription n. LXVII in our Appendix.
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(7) A copper plat? in the collection af PaAupatGtha. At
the end, ireyostu Nepilika samvatsara 615 Jyest ha krnna tray od d y G m tithau, rohini naksatre, ga?zdayoge, ianais'charavisare,
tasmindine iubhamastu sarvvadi. T h e very first word in the
inscription is the name R i r n a m d a . T h e beginning verse is in
praise of Lord Pahpatinatha and invakes his bllessing calling
him as witness. Then, three brathers are mentioned Jaya Ratnamalla, Jaya Ranamalla, Jaya Arimalla and their nephew Jaya
Bhimamda. TWO more names the elder brather ( D d d i ) ,
RZyamalla and R h a m a l l a are mentioned a little later. As
the language of the inscription is difficult to understand, the
context orf the reference c m l d not be defined. But it appears
that this is an agreement entered into by these persons for mutual
gooldwill and peace.
(8) A copper plate" attached to the shrine of S5kyamuni at
the MimamibahZl (OmbahSl, Kathmandu) : Sreyostu Samuat
616 Jyeslha jukta e k i d a j y i m pra dvZdaSyim viiikha pra sviti
naksatre parighayoge somavisare. Another date coming two
days after the above date is mentioned when the homa (sacrifice)
was completed. Then R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalladevasya vijayarijye Sri Sri Jaya Arimallasya vijayarGjye foUo~*
From the inscription it follows that Ratnamalla and Arimalla
were ruling at the time.
( 9 ) m ~ Syiddantakoia
.
sdra (Kaisar Lib. n. 234). Calophhon :
Svnrti 11 Jyertha Sri Jaya Rdyamalla nrpatir ~ e p i l a c h i i d i m a n i ,
stanmadhyinuja kamsa kejauavali Sri Ratnamalla prabhuh I
kinisto Ranamalladeva sukrti kirunya ratnikara-stesim vara
bhGgineya viditah Sri Bhimamalto nypah 11 tesim n y p 6 ~ a m
vijayarijye 11 atra 11 hi 11 Pitrottame saptakutumba madhye,
Pradhdnatah Sri tribhayah pramukhyah I tiksni pratipairjita
vairi vrndah Pmtipasimhah paramam bibhiti I I anyachcha 11
Jayati Amrtasim ha iatrumCtangasim hah . . . .sadasi vac hasisi?nha
sanga chetunga-sinihah /I nijakula Vanasinihnh Ktiminikelisimha I
Lditapura varesmin sarvvasimantasinihah 1 atajclra 1 I satkdminiInscription n. LXXVIII in our Appendix.
Inscription n. LXXIX in our Appendix.
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mohana paiichabino Sri pitravamiirnnava jitachchandra+
vidyivinodena viiuddhabuddhih v i r i j a t e ' ~ i ~ h a v a s ihadhirah
ni
II
apicha I I Sriman Manikumirasya P i d i m b hojaikqcatpadah ! Jiyat
Kusumasim hoyam, Kirtisimha sutah sudhih 1 1 aparancha I I satkirti
kusum-kirnah puny5 saurabha nirbharah I Harsapdo bibhatyuchchaih kalpavykra ibkaparah 11 tadavasare udbhtite ( dvijavamja nirmmalatare Girggasya satsantatau, deie Sri Lalitipura
pravidite midhyanhindani sikhake ISri Padmadevottamh
sikhya dharma sayohi nyiya iyaunavcin samrijate bhtitale i
lasycitmajaicha 1) n i n i p u r i n a nypaniti kath2 k&-pa,
Sri
Chandragomi rachita malaiabda jistra . . . Sri Ratnadetia
itiyah sukrti babhtiva /I prityartha Ratnadeveru Subharijena
likhyate I vinduyugma rase yite Sri NepGlika vatsare, Vaijikhasya s'ite pakse dvitiyiyim prayatnatah ( = 620 Vais'ikha iukla
2 ) etc.
(10) rns. Syiddantakoia (Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 5496). Cole
phm : Svasti Jyesthah Sri Jaya Riyamalla nypatir Nepcilachtidimanistanmadhyinuja kanmakeiava vali Sri Ratnamalla prabhu,
kanistho Ranamalladeva sukytti kkarunya ratruikaraste?-im vara
bhiginya viditah Sri Bhimamallo nypah I te!&m n y p i n i m vijaparijye vinduyugmerase yite (= 620) Sri Nepilika vatsare
Vaihikhasya site pakse dvitiykayim prayatnatah etc 11
( 1 1 ) A stdell on the p l a t f m of a small temple of Hari-Hara
at Chasapv51 toll, Bhatgm. The date is 624, but ather particulars axe missing on account of the letters being p l e d d.
It has in the middle Svasti Sri NepdamanQaleivara Sri Sri Jaya
Rzyamalladevah Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalladeva Sri Sri Jaya
~ a ~ a m a l l a d e v aSri
h Sri Jaya Bhimamalladevah ete!im bhtipriliincim vijayarcijye etc.
( 1 2) ms. Paiicharakskastitram (Br. Museum Or. 6903).
Colophon: Deyadharmoyam pravaramahZyina yayinah paramoPisaka JivarGjasimhasya, . . . . 1 R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Ratnamalladevasya Sri Sri Ja yaintramalladcvasya oijayarzje 1 1 d&tapati Sri Kislamandapa mafinagara ehaiva . . . . trimrakira
fivar5jasya bhiryd, . . . . 11 Srinzan NepGlika Samvat 624

I

" Inscription

n. LXXXII in our Appendix.
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Mirgaiira mise s'ukla pakse paiichamyiim tithau jravana naksatTe
dhruvayoge b~haspativisaretiI (
(13) An inscription on the pedestal of the stone image of
L*mi-NZy=a
in Hanumiin GhZf in Bhatgaon.lz A h t
half of the inscription is damaged, but in the ather half the
follawing passage k discernible: Svasti Jyegha Sri Jaya Riyamalla nrpatih Nepilachiidimanistanmadhyinuja kams'akes'avavali Sri Ratnamalla jayi kanirla Ranamalladeva sukrtih tejinz
vara bhigineya viditah Sri Bhimamalla bibhuh 11 tqrcim
vijayarijye. The date portion is colmplertdy lost. But the
record must belong ta any year before the death oE Rgyamalla.
( 14) ms. Saptavaradhiraninimasarigiti (Recently acquired
by the Darbar Library) . Colophon : Rijjadhirija ParameSvara
Paramabhartirakau Sri Sri Jaya RatnamaUadevasya Sri Sri
Jaya Indramalladevasya I taduvayasya vijayarijye I deyadharmoyam pravara mahiyinayiyina Sri Ki!?amandapa mahinagare
nhulachchha tolake . . . . 11 Samvat 625 M i g h a nuise k~rna
pakse chaturthyim tithau uttaraphalguni para hasta naksatre
sukrama para dhrteyoge by haspativisare pratir! h i 1 samplirnam-

iti I I

(15) A stone inscripti~n'~attached to the large chaitya at
Kirtipur. S r e ~ o s t u samvat 635 Philguna iukla piirnimayim
tithau piirva bhadra naksatre s'iva pra riidhyayoge budhavcisare
scasti Lalitapatfane Srimat Pajupati charana k a m d n sevita $6
Sri Mines'vari varalabdha prasiidita Pbh ~m M d S f f Sri Jays
Ratnamalldevasya Sri Sri Ranamalladevasya Sri Sri Rimsmalladevasya vijayarijye Sri Miniggalake, etc. The donon
belong to Patan.
(16) A passage written in a different hand on the back side
of the last page of the rns. Varantaptiji (in the
of
Laksmibhakta Joshi of Bhatgaon) : V i k h y i t o sura padmalochanaiti Sri Riyamallonypah Sri kamsachynta sarvva jstra
inpunah Sri Ratnamallobibhuh I viraiko Ranamalladeva suk~ti
etais'cha sampGlita, tasyanagarakajc ha b h ~ t y a k a j a n Bhaktapzlrai
-

Inscription n. LXXXI in our Appendix.
l 3 Inscription n. LXXXIX in our Appendix.
l2
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s'chigatih, etc. The ms. carries the date 577 Ka'rtika site 5. But
1 do not think that this date has anything to do with the
colophon.
Na dacuments, either m s . or inscriptions, are available in the
single name of any son of YaJqarnalla except Eyarnalla, Ratnamalla and R+arnalla. We have the following r e m d s belonging to the reign of R5yarnalla.
(17) rns. Bhagavatgiti (Kaisar Lib. n. 710). Colophon:
Sriman Nepilarijye ripukulatimira dhvamsana chandana s'iroratna sandiptapidojiyi Sri Riyamallo sura suramathanasyivati70 narendra 1 tmyanareivarasya vijayarijye. The ms. was
written by one Ji~ada~tta
for one M5nikamalla being addressed
as nrpati. The date is rasagagana kum-re tarhi Nepi1avar;e
( = 606) s'amana tithi vichitre s'ukranzisasya k p n e dinakaradivase sau bhigya yoge, etc.
( 18) ms.Deoikavacham (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 802) . Colophon :
Samvat 609 Kirtika s'ukla 12 revati nak~atreiuddhijoge budhavisare Sri Jaya Rliyamallasya vijayarciiye dvijavara Sri Udayaviprasya Pustakam likhitanz. The place where the rns. was
written is not given.
(19) A copper plate inscription14 attached to the temple of
MahZdeva (YalqeSvara) in the o u t a courtyard of the royal
palace, Rhatgaoa just in front olf the main wing of the palace
with the 55 windows. I t is dated Samvat 614 Bh-drapada s'ukla
chaturthyim tithau. It commemorates the event of a ceremony
granting sane land f o r the wonship of God Siva k n m under
the vocable of Yalqdvara by Sri $15 Jaya RZya.rnaUa prabhu
thiikura who attended along with the entire royal family and
the announcement of the grant was made in the presence of
all his subjects.
(20) ms. Gitagovindant (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 468). Colophon:
N epilerasachandra ~anmukhamukhe samvatsare ( = 6 16)
Bhidremcise site tithau vidhinzukhevire suradvitguro rijye Srt
Jaya RZyanzalla nrpateh chintimane prirthinim, etc.15
Inscription n. LXXVIII in our Appendix.
l5CPMDN, I, p. 16.
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(21) ms. Kujundikarma (Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1697). Colophon: Sfi R i m d j u s e c h o y i (written) samvat 620 Mirgaiira
k ~ u n asaptami somav6sare ( M o n d a y ) R i j i Sfi Sfi Riyamalladevasya vijayarijye, etc.
Ratnmalla's reign is mentioned singly in documents as below.
(22) A PaubZ, painted scroll (in the possession olf Mu&
Guimet, Paris). T w o lines inscribed below the picture Sreyostu
samvat 608 V a i j i k h a s'iikla tritiyi somavisare Vajradhara
VajradhitveSziari patist h i bhavati yajamana i t m a j a yajaminasya santina b~ddhirastujubhamastu 11 R d Jaya Ratnamallasya
vijayarijye etc.
(23) P'aubla (painted scroll) l 6 with the mandala oif Arnoghasiddhi, the letters inscribed below the picture are rea,d: Sri Sri
l a y a Ratnamalladeva prabhu thcikurasya vijayarcijye . . . . 11
samvat 625 M i g h a krnna tritiyciyim tithau 1 )
(24) A copper plate inscription" attached to the main shrine
of Nhakabahil in Kathmandu. It reads, R d P m Pbh Sri Jaya
Ratnamalladevasya vijayarijye. There are: three dates far the
setting u p of different images at the vihira. The first date is
628 V a i i i k h a iukla p u r n i m i sviti naksatre suddhiyoge
Sanaiicharavisare.. The second is 629 chaturdaii (Jyestha). The
third date is 631 M i r g a krsna
,. . saptami para astami plirvaphil~ u n naksatre
i
viskumbha para pritiyqpe ianijcharvira (Saturday). This was; the date, at which the final ceremony was
completed.
(25) A copper plate inscription" attached to the main shrine
of M i m n a m i vihira in Kathmandu. At the: end the date
mentioned is 629 M i g a i i r a iukla paiichadajyim b?haspntivire
( m u m d a y ) , which was also the day of lunar eclipse under the
victariolus reign d Sri Pm-Pbh Jayn Ratnamalladevasp
vijayarijye.
(26) ms. Paircharaksd (British Museum Or. 12593).I9
- ----

-

-

I q n the possession of the British Museum.

Inscription n. LXXXV in our Appendix.
Inscription n. L X X I V in our Appendix.
'Wet listed in the Catalogue.
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Colophon: Sreyostu samvat 631 Vaijikha iukla tt-itiya'yim
tithau rnrgeiira naksatrah dhrtiye yoge budhatGsare sarnpGrnu
likhitamiti 1) pravara mahiyiinayiyina paramopiraka .
11
Sriman M R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalladevasya vijayarije 11 Sri Kintipuli nzahinagaravare Sri Sri Jamalamba sannidhine ehaivasthinuh Sri L)harrnachakra mahivihiravasthitah
bhiksu Sri Abhayarijakasya
. I Sri Jayachandra rnahivihcirivasthita Vajrichirya Sri Jayasimharijena likhitam 1
(27) A copper plate2' attached to the wall of the main shrine
of Viivakarmi vihira in Kathmandu. Sreyostu Nepilika samvat
631 Vaiiikha k r ~ n advitiyi tithau Jyesta ghati 10 viha-ya miila
naksatra sddhyayoge budhavisare etc I Md P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya
Ratnamalladevmya vijayarijye etc.
( 2 8 ) A gold plated copper inscription of the temple of
GorakhanZtha, Kathmandu. In the beginning we have
Svasti Sriman Nepileivara Sri Sri Ratnamalladevasya vijayarijye. At the end the date reads, samvat 632 Asidha k ~ s n a
c haturdaii para amivisya punarvasu naksatre vajrayoge somadine (Monday).21
(29) A stone inscription2' attached to the wall adjacent to
the image of MahZikZl at Guitabahil, Patan. Nepilabatchhda
gate s'aramagniswide ( = 635) mise iuchi k p n a chaturdaii cha
rik!aditih harsanayoge bhaumecha vire etc. )I Nepilddhipati R d
P m Pbh s ~ ZSri Jaya Ratnanza-lladeva prabhu thikurasa vijayarijye 11 Sri Sri Lalitipufinagare evmthine Sri Gustala nzahivihiire mGlachoka etc. etc.
(30') A stone inscription at Nhubaha within GabZhal, Patan.
Svasti Srimat N e w a m a n d a l e R d P m Pbh Sri 5ri Jaya Ratnanzdadeva [sya vijayarcijye] . . . . .samvat 639. . . .tritiyiyinz
tithau anurzdhi naksatre saubhagya yoge . . . z~isareetc.

...

. . .I

.

.

Inscription n. LXXXVI in our Appendix.
Sans. Sandesha, I, 6, p. 6. Also our inscription n. LXXXIV in
our Appendix.
2' Inscription n. LXL in our Appendix.
O'
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(31) A men line inscription on the socle of the Sun
i Jaya R a t n a m d a d e ~ j a
The lines 3 and 4 have P m R d ~ r Sri
prabhu thikurasya vijyarijye. T h e first two linm have date 640

Pausa ksrna pra(tipadi) . . . . . .sampiirnah.
(32) ms. Paiicharaksi (As. Sac. Bengal n. 9970) .2' Deyadharmoyam pravara mahiya'nayiyinah paramopisaka Md Pm
Ybh KamsanirlyanavatGra Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalladevasya
vijayarijye Aryavartabhiime NepiladeSe Sriman Sri Lalitiipun'
mahinagare Sri Miniggalake Nogalasthane. . .l~halavcipta~etil
. . . . likhiteyam Sri Kli;.samandaPa m a hdnagarast h i n e chaitram i k u t y a y i m tvalake . . . . I Sreyostu Samvat 640 Sriivana
ma'se kynna pakse Paiichamyim tithau revati naksatre Stilayoge
(?) jukravisare.
(33) W e have a single manuscript in the name of Jay&
R ~ a m a l l a . This is the ms. P i n.d.a ~ a v i j a y a m . ' ~ The portion
giving the date is missing but the authors name is nolted in the
iadivakya, nikhila samastachakra chiidimani sakala gandharbha
v i d y i gunamtnikarena . . . . NepiZeSziara v i r a n i r i y a n i v a t i q a
Jaya Ranamalla bhiipilena etc.
This ms. mentions V a i n i p u r i (modern Banepii) , where: the
drama was staged. I t is said that this town was protected by
R+amaJla according to religious laws. I n the beginning, however, Riiyamalla figures as the sovereign of the earth. He is
described as the son od K-firadevi.
I n answer to1 Bhytigi's
question as to who1 was the king of Nepilabhiimandala, Lord
G q & a says 'it was R5yarnallaY. And when the question is put
about the ruler of the area k;r $q qfaarf the answer is 'by
Raqamalla'. I t appears that R ~ a m a l l awas the immediate N ~ S
of the area while Riyamalla was being acknowledged
the
main ruler. Then refening to the audience (vividhaguniilarik~taparivridhasyati manohara parisadiyam puratah) , it says 'yasyi-

" 1 have not

seen the image. But I have examined the rubbing
of the inscription which is in the possession of Notional Biblwthegue,
Paris, n. LXXXIX in our Appendix.
24 CSMASB, I, p. 118.
"Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 6%; Published Catalogue, 111, pp. 28-30.
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masaujayatu Midhavamalladevestasyinuja n ~ p a t iKeiavarnda
esa . . . . 1 apicha Nithalladevi ramano bhuaane prasiddhah
kirtiprabhidhavalitakhiladigvibhiga pratyarthivira kumudakaru
chandarochi samrijate Vijayamalla kumrirakoyamZa1 (
(34) One more inscriptionz7 is found in Ban+
(Okutol).
T h e inscription is dated NS 636 and runs: Sreyostu Samvat 636
M i g h a m - ~ es'ukla pakse pCmam-syim tithau pausya naksatre
iyusminyoge s'anis'charaviiare karkatariiii gata chandrarnasi
kumbharcijigata savitari and earlier has in the begmrung Sri
Jaya R a n a m d a d e v a prabhu thikurasya vijayarijye etc.
(35) There is also an inscription" of his; reign at NXi two
miles north-east of BlanepS. This is incised on the pedestal d a
stone image of Gaqeia at a quarter called Laiku. This d:
Samvat 637 Vais'ikha iukla tritiya tithau kntikii naksatre pra
rohini naksatre iobhanayoge budhavisare Sri Sri Jaya Ranamalladeva Prabhu thiliurasa vijayarijye etc.
Thus f a r we have failed to trace any documents in the name
of any other scm of Y&amalla from the NZk-Bane-Pannauti
axea.

(36) Recently we have traced a document giving in a noting
the date for the death of Ratnarnalla, and this certainly simplifies the issue of the regnal dates of his successors. The above
document is a stray leaf attached to the copy of the Amarakos'a
(Gowt. Nat. Lib. n. 3490). The information about Ratnamdla's death is as follows: abde Nepila vrtte gaganayugarase
( = 640) ma'si Bhidre cha iukle dvdaiyiirn chiitigande iravana
sahagate vrisare sCrya putre I tyaktvci saptitrgalaksmi vipuladhana
mahikranditi naika loke h i sv6m.i Ratnarndla daia yuvatisahi
Rudra loke cha jagmu. O n Saturday Bhidra iukla 12 King
R a t n a d l a died and with his dead body ten young women were
burnt; the people mourned his death. The ms. bears the date
of writing, Sreyostu Samvat 637 Srri~anas'ukla chaturthyim
-----

--

-

CPMDN, I, p. 115, Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 694. Also see published
Catalogue of the Darbar Library Vol. 111, pp. 28-30. H. P. Shastri
has given an incomplete reading.
27 Inscription n. LXLI in our Appendix.
Inscription n. LXLIII in our Appendix.
26
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tithau uttraphiilguni naksatre. It seems that the passage about
R a t n d l a was added by the copyist three years after the
writing of the ms. was completed.
(37) A stone inscriptionz9 attached to the northern upper
w d olf the courtyard d the water conduit at Thalachchhital in
Bhatgaon. The record invokes the Gad of the full mom and is
followed by svasti Sri Ranamalla prithivipatinim Sri Bhimamalla nrpa is'variiniirn Sri Viramalla Sri Jitamalla . . . . vijayarijye 11 Bhaktcipurau Srinagaryim etc etc. /I jreyostu samvat 643
Vaikikha miise Sukla pakse piirnimas'yim tithau ghati 43
Vi&a nak~tareghati 21 variyiina yoge ghati 25 budhavisare
thvakunhu etc. (April-May of 1523 A.D.). The letters after
Jitmalla are effaced but there should be one more royal name.
Either the name is that of Pi..-.amalla,
ceruler of Bhatgm
with Jitamalla or Siiryamalla, rn of Ratnamalla.
The above rnss., collophons and inscriptions are the materib
upon which we have to draw our ccmclusion in r e g ~ dto the
state of affairs in Nepal prevailing after the death of Y&amda.
Obviously the following readily emerge after consideration of
all the polints in that connectim:
(1) that RZyamalla and Ratnamalla were securely placd
in Bhatgaon and Kathmandu (with Patan) respectivdy;
it might be that they held these cities and areas under their
jurisdiction each as governor while Yakgamalla was alive; latfl
after his death each became the de facto sovereip in his sphere;
this is best shown by the existence of documents in the single
name of each in their respective areas for all the time since the
very beginning. This means that the other sons had no de fact*
position in these areas,
(2) that Ratnamalla cointrolled though even l a d y some
portion of the area under Patan including the city,
(3) that R2yamalla, Ratnamalla and Raprnalla were the
most important of the sons,
-. (4) that Rqarnalla was in control of the area east of Sanga
and round about Banepa,
-

-

-

..

.

--

--

2"n~cription n. LXLVI in our Appendix.
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(5) that A r i d l a until his death was a sort of junior copartner in Kintipur (Kathmandu),
(6) that E m a m a l l a was a co-ruler with Ratnarnalla in
Patan,
(7) that in theory all the sons of Yaksamalla, namely E y a malla, Ratnamalla, Ranarnalla, Emamalla, Arimalla and their
nephew Bhimarnalla were regarded as joint sovereigns of the
kingdom of Nepal,
(8) and that Rayamalla being the eldest enjoyed the supreme
position of the eldest member of the family, though all this
was just fmal. H e must have been the princes inter pares in
the seat of royalty.
We have seen that documents both inscriptions and manuscripts belonging to Kathmandu and Bhatgaon exist in the name
of three crr more of these brothers (Dm.above). This may
lead to a suggestion that no single of them llad exclusive
mastery over any area. But the fact that m e of them have in
their names single documents in a certain area s h w s that
there was an impresslion in such areas to take the person figuring
in the document in the capacity of a ruler as one actually in
contra1 of affairs in the lacality. The mention of one name
a
5 ruling is recognition of the de facto p i t i o n of the p e r m
who figured in the document. Therefore it is not wide of the
mark to say that Riyamalla, Ratnamalla and Raqarnalla were
de facto single rulem in the areas suggested a h e .
There is also the question of Arimalla who figures in many
documents as a co-ruler with Ratnarnalla in Kathmandu (Doc.
1, 4, 8). One can suggest a status of quality enjoyed by the
two. But this will be wrong. Because Ratnamalla enjoys fulI
royal epithets in the same document, it establishes his superior
position and power. If at all a co-partner, Arimalla must have
been a junior m e . I t appeam that R a t n a d a shared sovereign
status also tvith one Jaya Indramalla (Doc.n. 13 above) in
Kathmandu. Probably he was the son of Arimalla. But
nothing definite could be said of him. I n any case he did not
wield real plo~ver, the reference was just a f m r d recognition
of his paition as a member of the royal family. The same can
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be said of RZmamalla. But we shall see a little later that Patan
and Pharping had their crwn peculiar situation ta face. Here
since about 480 NS the feudatories paid only nominal allegiance
to the Malla sovereign. This means that whatever jurisdiction
Ratnamalla and Riimmalla enjoyed wer these areas, t h y
were not treated m a e than m e r e i g n s in name.
I n the documents which contain the names of brolthers as
rulers, the status d primus inter pares is always obtained by
Rgyamalla, but in m e he is designated as Ra'ja'dhirgja,
Parameivara and ParamabhattGraka. Ratnamalla also1 has the
privilege ta be given similar status and designation, but only
where Riiyamalla does not figure.
However, the full royal epithets added to RZyamalla or
Ratnamalla should not be construed to1 treat them as de jure
sovereigns. Such they were not. In theory the throne was held
jointly by the blrothers and their nephew. Even as we have
Ratnamalla adopting full royal titles in the last documents of
the period, we find it much tm difficult to recognise the position
as conveyed by the use d these titles. If Ratnmalla had tried
to act as a full wereign, he would have violated the principle
on which the joint ruler as understood in the circumstances was
functioning. Ordinarily the eldest brother had unchallengeable
title to1 the throlne. So it was not Ratnamalla but Bhuvanamalla, son of Riiyamalla, who could rightfully claim the throne
of undivided Nepal or Ratnamalla had to force it through a
coup d'etat.
It seems that a division of territory was inherent in the ver).
situation as it emmged under the joint rule. We have marked
that m e of these co-sovereigns were each functioning as a
governor in same asea or the other. This must have been at
the outset determined for reasons of administrative convenienceo
But eventually the area under the governorship came to constitute the unit for the principality rising in the circumstancff
In addition to this the institution of joint rule tended to create
a vacuum: at the centre, which directly tended to1 strengthen
and stabilise the individual rulers in each principality.
The date of RLyamalla's death is yet uncertain. The later
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chronicles assign him a reign of 15 years. But he figures in
documents uptot NS 624. Surely he reigned much ,longer.
From NS 625 to 634 no documents show joint reign. In 635
we have Ratnamalla and three others ruling together (doc. n.
14). Rayamalla does not appear here. So he must have died
anytime between NS 624 and 635. Ratnarnda's documents
using the epithet Prn Pbh Md became numerous since NS 629.
Although a l l af these belong to Patan and Kathmandu they
might reflect assumption of a p i t i o n of supreme royalty by
him m,the death of Riiyamalla. We can therefme suggest that
Rayamalla died sometime before NS 629 and after 625.
Arimalla must have died sometime; after Ma'rga, 624 as he
does not figure in the inscription of Bhatgam belonging to tha#
year, but of prabably later month. According tol a ThyGsapu
he died on Vaija'kha s'ukla 12 of NS 624.'" A Thyisapu w-&en
in P'atan in 636 has the date of the death of RZmarnalla in
636 &idha k..
r ~. n a . ~Now
l
Ratnarnalla, R q a r n d a and Bhimamalla were the three men left. But according to the document
36 above R a t n m d l a d i d on 12 Bhidra s'ukla of NS 640
( = September-October, 1520 A.D.) . R a t n d l a must have
functioned as the first sovereign for the time since Riiyamalla's
death until his m. It appears that Patan ceased to be under
Yeamalla's succeslsor from about this time. For another
ninety years there is no record in Patan, which could be ascribed
to the Malla family.
But the slocns: of Yaksamalla were not better placed than their
father in regard to their authority over Patan. The document
No. 9 above shows again the three mahipitrus belonging to
the traditiolnal seven families ruling over this area with
considerable autholrity. We have some inscriptions in the name
of Ratnamdla and his brothers purporting to show their
sovereignty aver Patan. In these the mah5pa'tru-s are noted but
we have seen that an inscription of Kirtipur dated NS 635
This particular Tlzy3sapu is in the possession of Dhanesvara
Sharma of Bhatgaon. Published in ItihZsa Prakis'a, I. I .
31 I n the possession of Eisvaradhara Sharma.
30
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mentions the ntahipitras along with their sovereigns (n,
LXXXVI in our Appendix). There is yet one more inscription, this also of Kirtipur and of the same year, which mentions
certain ceremonies ta have been performed in the time of
PimthaviEra MahiipZtra Jayatapiila Varmii and his wife and
son (LXXXV in our Appendix). As the record omits any
reference to the sovereign, the all powerful position of the
rnahipitra cannot be denied. As will follow by NS 668, me
of the rnahZpZtras had been able to liquidate the other two
mahipitras and establish himself as the sale authority in
Patan.
There is no date standing in the name ot Ri.yamalla7s
immediate successor in Bhatgam. Between RZyarnalla's last
ascertained da,te, and the first of such da,tes of the next reign
( J i t a m a J l a - P r ~ m a l l a,) there is a gap, which is filled by records
partly belonging to the joint reign of Ratnamalla and his
brothers and partly to Ranamalla, the last surviving son of
Yabamalla and his nephews. It appears that Bhuvanamdla,
RZyamalla's m, had not succeeded to the1 throne as a sovereign
ruler and he must have died within the lifetime of RatnamdaF r m an inscription of Bhatgaon (doc. 37 above) it appears
that R c m a l l a and Bhimamalla continued to exercise joint
sovereignty with Viramalla, Jitamalla and Praamalla . The
latter two were sons of Bhuvanamalla who was himself the son
and successor of Riiymalla. Viramalla figures in two more
documents in the rns. Hitopadeia (n. 4861 ASB) he is referred
to as bhiipati (lord d the earth) .32 The ms. was copied for
Virarndla's Chief Minister (Mahdmantff) w h m name is $ven
as Kiiyastha BhHrasirhha. For the second time Virarnalla's name
appears as one of the many kings and chiefs represented in the
PJ u p a t i copper plate inscription of NS 668 (see below) ." 3s
dm. n. 37 shows Viramalla was surely connected with Yaksamalla's line to have enjoyed the status of figuring as a joint
ruler with R ~ a m a l l aand Jitamalla. But his parentage is yet
-.

-

-

-

CSMASB, V I I , p. 324, n. 54-01.
33 Inscription n. L X L V I I in our Appendix.
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unknown. He is surely me of the grandsans of Yhrnalla. If
he was a soln 04 Yabamdla his name wmld have came for
mention in NirZy ;ma Bhatta's Pakupati inscription.
The relevant passage about Viramalla in the ms. Hitopadeia
cited in the preceding paragraph is as fdlorws:
Audirye saukumirye sulalita vachane iambhupidirchanecha
saudirye bhima iaurye gunigana bhavane . . 1 yosau Sri
Viramallastarani kulamani sa~varnantresu jiyit tasya bhupatermaha'mantri sakala nitiguna ratnikaraiicha Kiyastha vaniia
kamala pravikis'a bhinumaiyiyikah pratyarthina saraninim
tarunaika chitra sarijate bhuvane vara Bhirasimha. As the
statement makes no mention of the place of writing, we do not
see a territory for Viramalla, although he semm to have enjoyed
the &vice d a minister.
Viramdla appma in more documents, which follow here.
The fallowing pcnst-colophm noting in the ms. Jaganmohana4
is of interest far the study of the history of the time under ccm-

.

.

sideration.
(a) Samvat 616 Kdrtika krnna ekidaiyam tithau gha!i 53f

1)

vi;amikhya dine I vavakarane ( 1 vasu muhrirte I I scrya h o r i y i m
hastanakratra ghafi 43 pn'tya gh@i 2 para ayurm-n yoge 11
brhaspati visare vivahabeti Sri Stiryodatparatogh@i 7 vighati
36 jukrasthita dhanulagne karkkea horiiyam tulatavirn saka
k a r k ~ a dreskane vrschika riiigate savitari kanya'riii gate
chandramasi asyim bcliiyam Sri Sri Pdupati charana kamala
dhtili dhtis'arita s'iroruha Sriman Mineivari varalabdha praiidike Raghuvamiivatim dedipyamina R d P m Pbh Sri Sri Jaya
Hrdayamalladeva Kumirasya vivahi Sri Sri Saktidevi madhuparkka samanjaya karagraha?~amukhivalokana k a n y i dinant
sa beliyam Pufra putridi pautridi mahdrdjya laksmi vyddhirastu 1 kaligatibda 4597 Vikramibda 1553 Sakariijavarsa
1418 Sri Jyotisibda 615.
( b ) Sri $ri Jajra Ratnanzallndevasynnz sra Rimiiyana
dl~ayaktiyambusamhyicha devij-an Sri Sri T'iranta dcvi thcasa
1ivihayZtam I I S a m 616 11
34

Recently acquired by the Government National Library.
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( c ) Samvat 616 Vaiia'kha iukla ekddaiipra dvidaii hatanaksatra variyinapra suddhi byhaspativira thva konhu sidhi Sn
Sri Jaya Ratnamalladeva prabhu lhikurasana putra Sri Sri Jaya
Stiryamolladevayeni thvasa vivihiyritari arika Bhrirata dvayake
Yambusa I I
( d ) Samvat 621 Philguna iukla dvitiyayim tithau uttarabhadra naksatra bkravcira thvakonhu rijakula Sva'!iya Yetamandoyi suvarnakalaiivarohana divasa Sri Sri Jaya Udayam d a kumira thikurmana thavfatani dvayaka thvamando
Subha 11
(e) Atha S7i Kdigatibda 4605 atha Sri Vikramibda 1561
atha S a k ~ t i j a v a r ~1426
a
atha griman NaipiZika svasti Sreyostu
samvat 624 Vaiiikha m i s e Sukra puk!e tritiyayim tithau ghati
39 11 vkamcikhya dine 1 garakarane I iatamakha muhlirte 1 kujahorciyam rohini nakscrtra ghati 24 11 ati gandayoga ghati 47 11
budha visare 11 viviha velri iri siiryodayat parato ghati 19
vighati 4 0 11 simha lagne ( 1 Karkata horzyam I I dhanudre karane 1)
kanyci navimSake I I mesa r i i i gate savitari brsaris'i
..
gate chandramasi 11 asyim bela'yim Sri Sri Pakpaticharana kamla dhiili
dhiis'arita s'iroruha Sriman MZncivari varalabdha pras'idika
Raghuvcni2iivatira dedipyamiina R d P m Pbh Sri Jaya Vimm.aZla devasya vivzhi Sri Sri Ramidewyi rnadhuparka samanjaya
karagrahana mukhivalokana kanyidinam sabekyim vivihe
putra pautridi mahircijyalaksmi b?ddhirastu I I i u bhamastu I I
(f) Atha Sri Kativarsa 4605 atha Sri Vikramibda 1561
atha Sakibda 1426 atha Sriman Naipilika svasti Sreyostu
samvat 624 Vaiiikha m i s e krnna pakse paiichamyim tithau
ghali 37 iri dine I taitila karana I bidhi muhiirte 11 iukra
h o r i y i m I I uttari!idha nakratre ghati 51 1 / iubha ghati 2 jukra
yoge (1 ianaiichara vZsare vivdhdbeli iri stiyodayit parato ghali
16 vighati 6 11 simhalagne I karkata h o r i y i m I / mesadre karane 11
t u h n a v i m jake vynarliii gata savitari makara riji gate chandramasi asyim b e l i y i m Sri Sri Sri Pajupati charana k a m d a d c b
dhfisarita jiroruha Sriman Minejvari varalabdha praiidika
Raghuvamiivatire dedipyamina R d Pm Pbh Sri
Jays
Zndramalla devasya vivdhi Sri Sri S i t i d e v ~ d madhuparkka
samanjaya karagraha~a mukhivalokana sa beliyim vivihe

I
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putru pautridi mahirijya laksmi brddhirastu /I . I I
(g) Samvat 627 Asidha iukla aslami hasta pra chitra
naksatra parigha pra iiva yoye iukra visare brhaspatiyuta kanya'
lagne thvakonhu Sri Sri Paiupati sthinasa yo!i satra daya k i v a
suvarna kalasirohana divasa Sri Sri Jaya Ratnamalla deva
f hikurasyam thavatam dayaki gajudiyita tavabhima v o y i
s'inzghara yita yinga gajudideia doyakam yam svamdeja no
yadano iubham I I
( h ) Atha Sri Kaligatibda 4611 11 atha Sri Vikram-bda
1567 11 atha Sri Sakarijava~sa1432 11 atha griman Nepdika
svasti ireyostu sarnvat 630 Vaiiakha mike iukla pakse dvidaiycim
tithau gha!i 50 1 vijya dine 1 vava karane vidhimuhtirte 1 jukra
horciyam uttara PhZlguni nakratra g h g i 26 11 harsana yoga
ghati 43 ianais'chara vasare viuihibela' jri siiryadayit parato
ghati 17 vighafi 15 11 simhalagne simha h o r i y i m simhedre
karane mithuna navam-miake I I vriic hika dvadaiamsake I I
Kumbha trimiimiake 1) Kanyci saptangake I( mesa rcijigata
savitari Kanyiriii gata chandramari I I asyim b e E y i m Sri Sri
Sri Paiupati charana kamala dhtili dhtisarita etc. R d P m Pbh
Sri $6 Jaya A r j u n a m h deva kum-rasya vivihi Sri
Sri Lakrmi devyE madhuparkka samanjaya karagrahana
iub hamastu I 1
Except the two which gives us the dates of certain religious
rites p c r f m e d by Ratnarnalla (Doc. g) and Udayamalla (Dm.
d j , all the items have been introduced to record facts d mamiages
of certain m e m h of the royal family under different dates in
between NS 6 15 and 624. These documents bring out also the
names of several individuals which were not k n m so far.
Docs. (e) and ( f ) which note the dates of the marriages of
Viramalla and Indramalla respectively should be taken additional documentary evidemce f o r their reigns, because in these
both obtain the most stylistic royal epithets. But Hrdayamalla
(of Doc. 1) and Arjunmalla (of Doc. h) though enjoying full
royal titles are addreswd as princes (Kumira). Obviously they
were not placed in the category of sovereigns. In the same way
prince (KumZra) Udayamalla (of Dm. d ) d m not even get
royal titles.
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The identity of Hydayamalla, Arjunarnalla and Udayamdla
is as obscure as that of Viramalla and Indramalla. But as
we have seem Viramalla figures as one d the Kings ruling in
NS 643 from the Bhatgaon T h d a c h h a o l inscription. We s h d
see that he is also one of the signatories to1 the capper plate
agreem,mt of NS 668. We d o not get any more documents in
the name of Indramalla, Hrdayamalla, Arjunarnalla and
Uday arnalla.
Thus far the identity of Siryamalla was confused in view of
the w~ocnglyframed genealogies of the chronicles and inscrip
tions of the 17th century (See Part-I1 Chapter 11) But here
in DOC.
c he is mentioned as the son of Ratnamalla. Now as
this evidence gms, there is no d m b t left about his being a son
and scuccessar oC Ratnamalla, the first King of Kathmandu in
divided Nepal.
NOW
to describe the actual divisions effected.
According to Kirkpatrick's chronicle 'Roy Mull was assigned
the principality d Bhatgaon, which at this period was bounded
the west bly the B h a p u t t y , an the east by Sangah, on the
north by Kooti, and an the m t h by the forest d Medini Mull.
Run Mull was given territory of Blunepa, which was bounded
on the north by Sangachok; on the south by the forest of
Medini Mull, on the west by Sangah, and an the east by
Dudhlcosi. Rum0 or Ruttun Mull obtained kingdm of
Kathmandu, bounded an the east by the Bhagmutty, on the
west by Timollgunga,, on the north by the mountains of NedKhant, and on the south by the northern boundary of Patan,
which according to some account, fell to the share of a daughter
04 Ekshah Mull; the limits assigned to this principality being to
the southward, the forest of Medini Mull; to the westwad, the
mountains of Lamadanda, to the northward the southem line
of Kathmandu and to the eastward the B h a g r n ~ t t y ' . ~ ~
The account given by other chronicles, Levi, BLI and Wright,
tallies with the above as far as the three sans are concerned.

.

--- - .

.
- -.

--

Wright, second edition (1958), p. 114; Levi, 11, p. 238; Kirkpatrick, pp. 266-267; Sanskrit chronicle; BLI, p. 39.
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But the Sanskrit chronicle mentions also the story of Y+amalla's daughter being assigned Patan by her father.
We have seen how the chroniclers had m e d in giving the
number of Y ~ a r n a l l a ' ssons. They had also erred in calling
Ratnamalla as his yolungest son. In the preceding paragraphs
we have discussed the time and circumstances of division. It
was not correct to say that Yalqarnalla had of his own accord
divided the kingdom amongst his m s . But nevertheless, whatever circumstances might have led to the division, it had come
to stay in c. 650 NS. Apart from the author-ship of the division, the chronicles therefore were correct on the broad issue of
the division .36
I t must have appeared that the inscriptions and colophm
we have considered so far indicate only the facts of divisim.
No light is thrown m the number of principalities. Should we
agree with the modem chroniclers about the divisions and the
delimitation oE boundaria they have suggested?

T h a e is n a meam to test the correctness of the boundary
lines. Rut as the evidence for the subsequent history of the
Nepal Valley shows, there were existing in the one f m or
anather a l l the principalities named in the chronicles. We cannot only say if Patan was ruled by a descendant of Y e a malla's daughter. We have rn that Bhimarnalla, a rn elf
Y&amalla's daughter, was a co-ruler in the joint reign. But
there is hardly a p r o d of his having ruled over Patm and of
having bequeathed his throne ta his descendant. So anything
said a b u t Patan in this connection will not help to clear the
confusion. But we face a bigger issue at this stage. Were there
only four principalities in existence in c. 640-50 NS? As soon
as this question is satisfactorily answered the issue of delimitation will be simple.

A copper plate inscription of NS 668 deposited with the
collection d Paiupatinatha helps us to obtain an idea of the

- --
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--

-

.-

36Levi (11, p. 238) believes that Yaksall~alla had of his own
accord decided to dislnember his empire.
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political divisions of Nepal at the time:"
A rnajolr portion of the inscription is unintelligible becaux of
its archaic Newiiri language. However, we gather the fallwing
facts out of the record. ~ r Sri
i Jaya Virarnalladeva prabhu
thikura, Sri ~ r Jaya
i
Narendramalladeve prabhu thikura, Sri
Sri Jaya fitamalladeva prabhu thikura, Sri fii Jaya Kpnamalladeva ljrabhu thiikura, ST? Sri Jaya Kalya'namalladeva
prabhu thikura, Sri Sri Jaya Prabhumalladeva prabhu thikura,
Sri Sri Jaya Govindamalladeva prabhu thikura, Sri Sri Jaya
Vi!nusimha Bhiro, H i k u Ributta, Vikrama Ributta Purana
Ributta, all these persans assembled together and on the basis
of mutual respect and friendship executed the copper plate
agreement in order to establish accord and tranquillity in the
land. The agreement enjoins on the parties not to: disturb the
agreed boundary lines between the principalities and to1 make
common cause in dealing with the aliens. By executing this
copper plate, the signatories further pledged to regard any one
violating the agreement as the c o m m , enemy 04 the rest.
The record which was inscribled on NS 668 Bhadrapada k p a
navami was to stand for nine years.
If the whole record was rendered intelligible, much light
would have b e e n thrown oln the facts of the situation. One
also does not get: means to, identify the various dignitaries who
appear to have been signatories to the agreement. Except three
of them, Narendramalla, Jitamalla and Visnuskhha
..
no one is
identified. Narendramalla was the grandson o~f ~atnamdla,
who ruled in Kathmandu according to documents from 658 to
681 NS. Jitmalla is a brother of PrZqamalla,
of
RPyamalla, PrGamalla having been a king of Bhatgaon
between NS 640 to 668. V b n u s ~ h aBhira was a high feudatolry in Patan ruling from c. NS 660 to 680. We have documents to prove their time. But others remain unidentified. It
appears that Jitamalla was a regent far his nephew in NS 668
because Prinamalla had either retired or died. The three
"Unpublished.
Appendix.

Read below our inscription n. LXXVII in the
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Rcibuttas referred to must belong to Pharping. This shows the
principality d Pharping was yet maintaining its autonomy. But
nothing can be said about Virarnalla, Kysnarnalla, KalyZqamalla, Prabhumalla and Gwindamalla. They are undoubtedly m e m h d the royal family as the wprcssion deva prabhu
thikura added to their names shows. Various places are
mentioned in the document, e.g. Thiinkot, Kisipidi, Kirtipur,
Nakagrirna and To&, a l l within the Valley and N o a b and
DolkhE both far aff outside. Three officials (Bha'ros) are
referred to in ccmnecticm with Dolkha. Are the above four
Malla princes each ruler of same principality? A copper plate
inscription d Siiikhu of NS 679 Kirtika k r ~ n anavam- piirvaphalguni naksatre vaidhrti yoge, yatha'karana muhcrte, jukravisa re vic h harajigate savitari sim h a d i g a t e chan dramsSz"j8
cornrnemcrrating the occasion o f building the S d k h i Satd by
Amrtamalla prabhu tha'kura mentions Sankarapallana i.e
SZkhu as the capital ( r i j a d f i n i ). This record fallows the
was
Pa6upati copper plate by exactly ten years. If A-tamalla
the ruler of SZiikhu (even in subordinate capacity), then he
must be a successor of m e of the a b w e four MaUa royal
personages, who might have been reigning in Sari karapalf ana
in 668. All this, however, is just a gum. Besides, the problem
of identification is yet u n r m l v d . Therefore any further argument in this regard is useless. But out of all what we have
collected in p u a n c e oi the study materials at our disposal we
obtain one information. This is the fact of Nepal being divided
into several political entities. These were not only the principalities of Kathmandu, Bhatgacm, Bane* and Patan. There
were solme more. Pharping was definitely there. But other also
cannot be ruled out. We have seen SZiikhu can lay a claim to
its olwn state-hod. We might put Dallkhii and Noakof in the
same category. Thus Y&arnalla's death had produced a more
serious result than what was evident from the statement of the
later chrolnicles.
The division as it obtained in 668 seems to have remained
3s

Itilzasa Prakasa, I , p. 61.
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till the end of the centu~y. T h e disappearance of some ol these
states and their merger with either Bhatgaon or G n t i p u r must
have come either through conquest or because the state concerned. was I d t without a legitimate ruler. But all this process
of absorption is narrated in the next part olf the volume as we
deal with the emergence of the two principal kingdoms of
Kathmandu and Bhatgaon.
The T h y i s a p u A (diary) in a stray noting in f. 63 states
that Ratnamalla had conquered Kathmandu an. Samvat 604
VaiSikha Sukla ekidaii. T h e work was written in 826 about
two hundred years after the death of Yaksarnalla. The fact
mentioned might have been drawn on hearsay which was traditionally handed down from generation to generation. But the
chronicles also support the stwy of the conquest of Kathmandu
by Ratnamalla. If this was true, there was a general state of
rebellion in plack outside the capital. But as we have seen, the
Gorakhangtha c o p p plate d 605 ( s e e above) proves the fact
of Ratnamalla's reign in that year.
There is one more subject with which we have to1 be
acquainted before we close up this part ol the book. The
subject concerned is related to the fact of a conflict between
YakSamallays direct successan. This has formed the main
theme of the Fagupatti copper plate inscription of 615 NS (see
above). Of course, we face the same difficulty in regard to the
language of the document. But one thing appears ta be quite
clear that thew had co~mean, occasion when it was necessary
for them to pledge their wmds olf honour for the sake of prmming unity in their ranks. This pledge was undertaken on behalf
of each family and prosterity. Half a dozen pitras ( s d n g
as ministers) of the Rijakzltn figure by name in the record viz.
Pratspasim ha Bhlro, Kusurnasiri~
ha BhHro, Jagatpala Bh5ro and
two others. Jt can be gathered that thew oficials who wele
probably ministers in the joint regime llad used their efforts to
fill the breach in the relationship amongst the brothers. One
of these Kusumasimha is referred to as a nller 04 Patan in an
inscription (sec next part). I t may be said that ultimately
hecause of the factor of disunity, Yakg,amalla's kingdom suffered
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a division. Dom this record sufficiently refle~ta trend toward%

that end? Probably it d m .
We have found R q a m a l l a alive after 641) as the Bhatgam
diary" has put his death in NS 649. But it appears that his
pasition had weakened for all these years, since the death of
R a t n d l a , and he was no more regarded as a sovereign.
As documents show, it was Rayarnalla's grandson who passed
as a sovereign ruler in Bhatgaon, while in Kathmandu Ratnamalla's son reigned as a king with full royal titles since 649 and
this is expressed by c o l o p h m and inscriptions which appear in
abundance since this da.te.
Whatever be the exact date of the death of Y*amalla,
his
remmal from the scene brought to Nepal chaos and disintegration. Of course, formal unity of the country continued to be
maintained for s m time m r e under the joint rule of his sop,
but ultimately Nepal was divided into three principalities, two
assigned to each of the two descendants of his respectively,
while the third had declared autolnmous under a feudatory.
Twot af these, Bhatgaon and K Z n t i p r were i m p t a n t states
and existed for a b u t two centuria and half enjoying full
independence until they were absorbed by Garkhii, one of the
hill states of West Nepal into a larger domain called Nepal.
The third, the state of Patan, also continued to maintain its own
entity under one dynasty or another except for one occasion
(c. 720-739), while it had became a part of K2ntipur. We
found that RZyamalla got for himself the pwtion d the country
east of the river Bagmati, with Bhatgaon and the SihgZ Valley
and Banepii and farther east and all the tenitorie lying b e e n
SGnga and Kuti in the north. Ratnamalla initially received the
portion west of the river Biigmati along with Patan upto TrGuli
G&dak covering territories as far as Russoa p a s m the Tibetan
border. According t a one chronicle Medinimda received the
territary lying east d Banepa u p to the river DudhkGi. But the
-.

This contains noting on dates of important events. Published
in Itihisa PrakZa, 11. 2. I have called it the Bhatgaon Diary.
T h e original is in possession of DhaneSvara Sharma.
a'
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name Medinimalla does not appear in, the list d names of
Y&arnalla's sons as given by inscriptims. I t was said that
R ~ a r n a l l areceived the portion between %big5 and BanepP, and
he had pushed his share of territory ta the region ot present day
Mount Everest. But Raqamalla's kingdom was merged with
Bhatgaoa in a h t NS 650 after his death. Patan with autor
n m y at the hands of a different dynasty olf ruler ignored
Ya+mallaYs descendants altogether foil- at least a century, after
which it was a,bso(rbed in K h t i p u r to separate again as an
independent unit with one d the so1119 of the Kiintipr rulers
as its king.

We now close our narrative and with thk clo~urcwe
leave M i n d the image d a united Nepal, which gives place to
a state af political division never seen earlier in our period. This
division was the last phase in the history of medieval Nepal,
which at the end was to see restoratiofn of political unity and
stability after nefarly 250 years. We have no reliable: account
of the causes of the division; it is also not safe to imagine causes,
while these are not available f r m trustworthy source materials.
But this was a very crucial development of events in our histotry.
Instances of joint reign in various fmwere not unknown to
our h t q ; but su far we had not heard' d mare than one
independent kingdom d Nepal. This time, however, such a situation was to really develop and the division offthe kingdm further
-mated
to last far quite a long time. The next part of
the volume: deals with the history of divided Nepal. It was true
that the cultural heritage of Nepal was not undermined in this
p e r i d and arts and crafts continued to flourish under the
patronage of the rulers of divided Nepal. Nepal alsa did not
fall a prey of Turca-Afghan attacks because of its natural sedusioln and its culture remained untouched by Islamic influences
Till the British rose as a country power in India in the
eighteenth century, there was na threat to Nepal's independence
either. But there was na peace and tranquillity as t h rulers
~
were involved in internecine quarrels carried to the pitch and
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as more than often they intrigued against one molther wer
petty issues, which accassionally led to civil war. This was a
very unfortunate aspect of the political division that came into
being in the aftermath of Ya.kymallaYsdeath. In the atmosphere of unrest that resulted, the Nepalese people suffered
terribly. The larger mass of the people were impoverished as
industry and trade declined, and agricultural fidds were laid
waste because of plunder carried by mutually fighting parties.
Their plight was simply miserable. The n m Nepal kmgdorns
were not viable units; mmamically they had inadequate resources, their revenue was meagre, yet kings individually had
to support the life of pomp and splendour, and finance a
p r a t e d civil war. The p p l e were hard p r d alsa on this
account as the whale burden of taxation fell an them. Thus we
confront a progresively deteriorating situation both in the
economic and political spheres, which ensued after two independat kingdoms and more autonomous states came into
existence. T'he account of the period f m an unhappy chapter
in the histolry of medieval Nepal.
In my olpinion the system of joint reign, which often appeared
in special circumstances from time to time was responsible for
the political division d the country. But the joint reign had
not appeared for the first time in 602. In the past there were
many occasions when the joint reign had been a special feature
of the situation. Only 60-70 years earlier, we witness a reign
of three brothers in the circumstances following the death of
Sthitimalla. In the initial phase of our history joint reign had
held ground for sometime in the form of dvairijya or ardharijya.
The l a t t e ~involved also political divisim but the sovereignty of
the senior king prevailed over every area. The dvdirijya also
might mean territorial divisions and separate kingdoms, but the
common bond of a senior king ensured unity. What is peculiar
to the conditions that emerged in 602 is that while in the past
joint reign had of itself disappeared within the life span of a
generation, this time it created political divisions which were
to crystallise into separate kingdom for many years to come.
It sol happened that only one partner had sunived in the case
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of the reign of the three sons of Sthitirnalla and he had continued
to reign as the solle ruler, where upm his son could succeed. In
the m l i e r case also the surviving m a b e r , Laksmihadeva
was allowed to rule over the kingdom as sole king. In the latter
instance the ardharijya was liquidated. As we c m e to the joint
reign of Yaksamalla's sons we notice one thing remarkable in
the situation. They had not only functioned as joint kings as
far as the throne oC the kingdom of Nepal was mcerned but
the three of them had each set up t h ~ l v e as
s de facto rulers
of the areas in their respective jurisdictim. Besides this, E y a m d l a and Ra,tnamalla l d t successors ta inherit the separate units
they had governed. This led to bipartition of the kingdom of
Nepal. It is possible that the feudatories of Pharpiing and Patan
might have enco~uragedthe tendency towards disunity in order
to be able ta function independently in the absence of a p e r ful central authority. Thus the political division of Nepal was
sustained by the circumstances prevailing at the time. Ccmolidation of separatist tendencies was a matter of time, which came
as the bipartition took a final shape in 650 or SO.
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Genealogy
Jaya Sthitinzalla to Jaya Yaksamalla

Jayatuxigarnalla

I

Rudrarnalla

I

Nayakadevi

I

RZjdkievi
Jaya Sthitirnalla married to Kjalladevi
(1382-1395 A.D.)
- .- --

I

Dharmamalla

.-

--

I

---

-.

. .-

--

-

.

-

.

I

Kirtimalla

Jyotirmalla

(joint reign, 1395-14-08 A.D.)
Jyotirrnalla
( 14-08-1428 A.D.)

( 1428-1482 A.D.)

I

~ivar-kda

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
i

RZyamalla Ratnamalla Ranamalla Rhamalla Arimalla Piimamalla

I

(kings of
Bhatgam

I

I
I

(kings of Kathmandu)

CHAPTER IX
SOCIAL AND; ECONOMIC CONDITION OP NEPAL IN THE
MIDDLE AGES UPTO THE 16TH C'ENTURY A.D.
Before we begin the next part of the history of Nepal it is
imperative that we now turn to describing the social and
economic condition of hTqalin the period under review.
As it goes, this subject is much important for the student of
Nepalese history in view of the new forces working in the fields
of polity and religion at the time.
In the part I1 of our volume the last chapter is similarly
devoted to a description, of the social and economic condition
of the period covered by the book. But as conditions in general
remain practically the: same frm*the 13th century ta the 18th
century A.D. we might suggat that we have planned to treat
the two chapters as providing supplementary and complementary data on the subject in many respects.

THEMEDIEVAL
SYSTEM
EXISTED TILL

ADMINISTRATION
IN NEPAL
AS
THE 1
5 CENTURY
~ ~
A.D.
OF

IT

There is practically na literature on the subject of medieval
administration in Nepal. The following passages are offered to
contain preliminary observation an the subject with the hope
that this will eventually lead to a thorough study of the subject
d the administrative institutions in Nepal as they existed in the
medieval age.
One will find that the source materials for the olbmvatim
are much limited. There is absolutely nothing that would even
distantly suggest a description of any institution d the day.
No idea of the general structure of administration is obtained
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either f m the epigraphic records or from the chronicles.
Obviously we suffer from a great handicap in attempting to
handle the task. The present work, therefore, is so much inadequate in its scope. All that we have d m e here is to base
our canclusions on certain terms and phraseology misted
with the titles of the mereigns and feudatories used in the rns.
colophons and inscriptions as well as on interpreta,ticms d events
where these were involved. We shall note from what follows
that we could do relatively little to give details of the adminstrative structure. This is just an outline of the main features of
the medieval system of administration in Nepal.
I n the mnsideratioa of the problem of administration, we
deal ~ 4 t hboth areas and the personnel administering them. It
may be o h d a t the outset that like any other state in the
middle ages Nepal had a central government and subordinate
agencies of administration and there was a metropollitan area
and there were also subordinate units falling under their
respective jurisdiction.
Now we prcweed to say a h t the nature and functioning of
the central authority of state and of the lower authorities placed
in subordinate territorial divisions.
The central authority was vested in the person of a sovereign
king.

Nepal was a monarchial state a t all times in the medieval
age. It was so whether it s t d as a unitary entity crr was divided
and ruled under separate kings. There was no time without a
king. T h e ruler enjoyed his powers by divine right. He had
no superior to himself except the the Gad Almighty. He was
respmib;le to none on earth, and made his own laws. Likewise
the monarch was the central figure of the administration, in
general and was the ultimate source of authority in particular.
The Nepalese kings invariably murned high sounding Imperial
titles, such as Paranzejvara Pararnabhatraraka Mahira'jidhirGja
and Rgjarijendra and claimed to have a h l u t e mastery of the
entire domain of Nepal (Nepalamandala) by virtue d divine
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rights. It must have appeared that the lata. kings of the earlY
medieval period from Jaya Sthitimalla to Y*amalla did also
usa tha Viruda before their names to indicate that they were
incarnation of Divine V i ~ n u(vide ante). The king was also the
proltector of the realm and society as the God Almighty
protected and sustained the universe. H e was the representative
of God: on earth. But nevertheles he was always guided by
traditional c u s t and
~ practices. There were a h same other
checks on his powers, which were applied in practices according
to the nature of the contingency.
The king figured in all the: documents, whether inscriptions
or collophans, as the practice ran to have the reign of the
monarch underdate mentioned a t the end. This feature of the
records we have already discussed while collating the colophon
data for the chronology of the period. T'here were, however,
as many copies where the colophons have omitted to mention
the reign.
If the ruler overstepped the bounds of established customs and
usages while he exercised kingly pavas, he incurred the risk
of a rebellion by the people. By nature the divine in the king
upheld the social and mwal order in the realm. If he himself
acted to violate this, ha was comdmlned and thus ~rovoked
popular resistance to his authority.
I n Vi" every time a new king ascended the throne, the date
is noted as Puspiviseka. Surely an elaborate coronation ceremony had to be gone through.
I n anolther instance, there occurs an expression pitrirnauli and
this indicated that the ceremony involved wearing of a crown
by the new incumbent.
The succession to the throlne involved two staga. I n the first
the new king ascended the throne immediately after the death
or deposition ojf his predecessor. He also wore the crown
this
occasion. But a formal ceremony of crowning follo~wedafter
m e months usually a year and this was known as ~us@vCeka
or rdjyZvi!eka literally meaning corcmatim.
The king lived in his awn palace and was attended by a
contingent of bodyguards.

The monarchy was hereditary, and the succession was from
father to m as it obtained. under rules of primogeniture. Inveriably the king's eldest son was the succesmr, and his &ice carried
much weight and influence with it. At times while it involved
a succession by a minor, the regent conducted royal duties. The
heir to the throne was k n m as Yuvara'ja or Jaura'j (Yuvarija).
Very seldom we come across instances elf disputes about the
rights of an heir apparent. There was always a civil war if such
a contingency ever arose. But as we have already seen, it was
not unusual for the brothers or for the uncle and nephew to
rule the country as c y m t n e r s and joint-kings.
Not once but s e v d times in m r period, we meet with
instances where two p a w n s reigned jointly as monarchs. These
w7meeither two brothers; or father and son or uncle and nephew.
This folrrn olf rule was known as dvaira'jya. Sametimes the
dvaira'jya also meant a division of the territory where two pxms
ruled each singly in his kingdom. The m. Astasihasrika'
Prajiiipiramiti of 119 Mirga Sukla piir?timi shows two pasom
as joint rulers, the expression of the colophon being Md Pm
Narendradeva bhat?irakasya $6 Udayadeva bhattarakasyo
ubhayarijye.' Perhaps Narendradeva and Udayadeva were two
brolthers.
This is the first instance of a dual rule (dvairGjya). I t seems
that for anather perid of many years since this date the
dvairijya was ta ccmtinue on different occasions, though t h a e
were diffamt pawns on the throne. A document d 126
Pha'lgu?zas'ukta, the ms. Astma'hmrikG PrajEa'p5ramita', has in the
colophon Sri Nirbhaymya nrpateh surasannibhasya Sri Rudradeva vasudhidhipatejcha ra'jye evam dvirijyakam atodyota
pitravarge rijye, etc2 It shows that Nirbhayadeva and Rudradeva were jointly ruling in NS 126. Six y m after this r e c d
comes an inscription 04 132 Pratham&a'dha jukla 13 (Ganchanani, Patan)3 which uses an expression, rijye punyamalarikrtZ-

-

JBORS, XXIII, p. 29.
* CEMC, p. 36.
Also see Pqech, Op. cit., pp. 34-35.
I
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yasati Sri Rudradet~n nrpah bhritrijaputra dharnzanirata Sri
Bhojadeva, which means that Rudradeva ruled along with
Bhojadeva, a son of his nephew (brother's son) at the date.'
A copy of Astascihasrikli prajiilipiramitZ ( Camb. Univ. Lib.
Add. 1643 ; CBMCl,Pp. 15 1-52) written in 135 Chaitra contains
the passage ~ijiijiii Sri Bilojadevepyamiia gu!ragandabdha Sri
Rudradeve ~ r Laksmiklimadevair
i
arijagat kutisair ardharijye
pa bhukte. T h e Italian scholar Prof. L. Petech translated the same
into English as "under Bhojadeva the associate king (rcijiii . . . .
' ~=
y apirat) and Rudradeva who had been gained [by Bhojadeva to appoint him as colleague] through the infinite multitude
of his maits; while Lakgnikhadeva, a thunderbolt to1 a world
of enemies, was enjoying half the kingdom." If by this Petech
means to assign the first pmition to Rudra, then the rendering
is quite all right. P&ech further states that L&mikZmadeva
occupied a subordinate position even while a ruler of
~ r d h a r c i j y e . ~I n relation to Bhojadeva's position Levi and
Barnett interpreted the pamage ta mean that he was appointed
TJy Rudradeva as his ~ u c c m a r . They
~
alm said that L&rnikiimadeva was a sowereign in half kingdom. I t a p p e m that
the first part d the passage means to convey an impression that
Bhojadeva had obtained his k i n g d m having ken bequeathed
to him by Rudradeva. It may mean tha,t Ruradeva was no
more living at the date. But neverthelm Bhojadeva had to share
his half kingdom with LabrnikZrnadeva. This is the instance
of a ruler, where m e person rules singly w e r one half off the
kingdom while he functions in the other half as a joint ruler.
We have also noted the separate independent kingdms in extraordinary circumstances, e.g. in the time of Sirhhadeva and
Sivadeva between 239-41, the dvairlijya was new in the forr-11of
two kingdms, each ruled by its own ruler. We have also several
instances d the father and s m ruling jointly, though it seems
that the son would not enjoy the supreme royal dignity for that
Petech, Op. cit., p. 36.
Petech, Op. cit., p. 36.
'Levi, 11, pp. 190-91; H. C . Ray, I, p. 199.

time. This generally occurred when the father was too infirm
due to old age t s manage the affairs af state or he voluntarily
retired to a life of devotion and piety.
In the joint reign which functioned after Jaya Sthitimalla,
all the three sans of his appear ta have been rulers each by his
own right and the tmn vijayarzjye is applied to cwq the reign
of all the thrw brothers and the names of the three brothers am
conspicuously noted as joint partners. From this it appears that
the idea of joint monarchy was extended to give equal status to
all three of them.
We have shown above in the course: of the narrative that
Y ~ a r n a l l a ' sdeath was followed by a joint reign, when all of
his living sans were theoretically functioning as sovereigns.
Their joint reign ccmtinued till NS 649 (= 1529 A.D.) until
R e a m a l l a d i d . It appears that in this particular instance the
dc facta p i t i a n and authority over a particular area had h
assumed by the pasoln who was in controll of the same as its
governor an the eve! of his father's death. This ultimately led
tg a situation where the authority of a savereign came to be
exercised aver the respective domain by the man who had found
olf affairs while the joint reign was liquidated.
himself in caa-1~01

Very little information is available on the general position of
women in our period. We doubt if the statement of the Hindu
law givers and their commentators of the time: in regard to the
many aspects of social life were valid in their application to
Nepalese comditim. Thus there is comparatively less material
at our dis@
to enable us to dwell on this theme until quite
recent times.
As we step into the early 18th century, source materials throwing light on the condition 09 women grow in number. But these
are insufficient for a thorough study of the problem. The Nepalese society was, however, static almost until today and quite the
same picture must have obtained throughout the middle ages
and until the recent past. As such an enquiry into the position
of wolmen as it obtained in the 19th century for which source
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marerials are abundant must reveal the near true state of a
warnan in the society of the medieval period. But this would
be the subject more appropriate t o m r section dealing with the
history of the later middle ages.
However, men for our period we have s m e evidence of
w m e n of the royal family playing important role in the affairs
of state. From Vi ' we: learn that: f a r nearly three decades two
women regents guided the destiny of the nation one after the
other. We have already recounted the tales of the part played
by Padmull5devi and later by Deualadevi an h a death.' Jaya
Sthitimalla's wife RZjdZdevi must have been a h quite a
powerful wolman at the time. She is often mentioned in Viii as
well as in the inscriptions.' Jyotirmalla uses the epithet 'husband
of R Z j d Z d d to describe the qualification of his father to mla
Nepal.' I t appears that Sahssradevi, Jyotirmalla's queen and
the molther of Y&arnalla was a d&a,ting
figure until h@
death in NS 56 1 ( = 1441 A.D.) . Similarly Karpuradevi, Queen
d Yalqamalla and mother of Riiyarnalla, seems to have e n j q d
considerable influence with her husband.
These women must have been endoweid with extraordinarily
ability to be able to defeat their rivals both amangst the other
women favmitesl of their husbland and male courtiers who were
contending for POWeT at the court.

In discusing the chronalo~gy o~f the period we have made
some! observation as to the migin and status d the ruling family,
each as it came into the scene. W e have seen how each of
them without exception claimed to have descended frolm the
Sun God, and from Raghu d his line. But this claim is noted
only in chronicles. But as we come to the: time of Arimdla,
we find the term Raghukula used as a part of the royal epithet,
prasasti used d m in the ms. colophons and inscriptions (mse

' viii,f.
Inscription n. X X X I in our Appendix.
Vnscription n. XLVII in our Appendix.

Amyteivarapiija, 336 Jyestha k p n a 7 ) .I0 In a rns. Bhiratiya
Nityda'stra of Abhayamalla's reign NS 364 Ka'rtika s'ukla PGrnima', we have the same c x p r e s i o n . l l T h e next recard to use
similar arpressim Raghuvamiivatira is ms. Satasihasrika' Prajiiiptiranzita' (111) of S A y a monastery, dated 404 Pha'lguna
jukla 13, belonging to the reign of A n a n t d l a . ' 2 In the ms.
Mahira'vanavadha nitaka we have Raghukulatilaka in the praast ti of Jayiirimalla I1 (NS 457 Sra'vana kjsna 12).I3 Since the
14th century Jaya Sthitimda and his successom have c o m m ly used this mprmian to denote their lineage.
We c m , not say if those laying claim to descent from Raghu
were rightly entitled to this status. I t is not possible to trace
the origin of the various families that came to rule Nepal in
this period. Further more, we have no marts to examine the
claims as they appear. With m e pamm possibly the claim
tu high birth status meant strengthening one's grolund for retaining powers and glory of royalty. & a t r i y a h d carried enormous weight with it, and no m e could aspire to become a king
without it. But it is quite: likdy that not all the ruling families
in Nepal or elsewhere did in reality belong ta the almost mythical Raghu's line. As a matter of fact state p e r alone enabled
the claimants to coanmand respect due ta a matriya sovereign.
The claim to m t r i y a h d might have been even an afterthought.
The administration was absolute and pemnal as it happens
in a small state lying in feudal conditicm but the local nobility
wielded immense influence, more particularly, when the monarch
was an infant or imbecile. When he was under age for a long
time the Regent, either the mother or the uncle or the High
Feudatory or the Prime Minister called by any name whatsoever, virtually functioned like an autocrat in the name of the
thrcme. Even otherwise when a ,feudal lord stationed as MinisDarb. Lib. Cat. I. 1365.5.
l1 Ibid., 11. 215.1.
l2 JBORS, XXIII, p. 30.
l3 Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 362.8.
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ter b a a m e too powerful, he addressed himself as Mahimitya
and even as Mahn'mantryidhirCja (Jayasirn harima VardhannJs
Pajupati Inscription). His name was mentioned along with that
of the solvereign in the records with m l y one difference that
the expresdon showed him t a have ruled (pratipilite), while
the p m on, the throne' reigned (vijayargjye) .
As a matter d fact as it happened under a feudal political
structure, although the king commanded loyalty because of his
inviolable divine personality, he drew his main strength from
his background as the head of the feudal hierarchy. He functioned eifectively until such time as the feudatories did not defy
him. Once defiance was ventured, he lost: his authority and
his divinity did not help. But ordinarily the feudatories paid
homage to and olbeyed him if he was of a mature age and was
of a strong character. If there was a dispute a b u t the throne
then also the feudatories ignored the throne. If they became
extraordinarily powerful then, also the feudatories had no respect for the sovereign. However, such cases of m u t e seem
to be rare in Nepd but it appears that there were a few c a ~
where the szmantas broke away from the centre as the king
happened to be either an infant or weak enough to curb the
unruly elements in the feudal set up.

There is no doubt that all the: feudal families in the COWtry were associated with large land-holding, and obtained fids
by virtue of hereditary rights. They gave them titles to exercise
executive and judicial functions in the area allotted. Because
the fid holder collected tax, he commanded liquid resources to
meet any contingency and because he maintained a military
force at a level in behalf d the central power, he enjoyed an
0ppol.rtunity to go against his king whenever occasions suited
him. We do not know if apart from the feudal chief of the
area the centre sent any other officer with an assignment. It
may be that the V i r t i and mnh5pitra (see below) were such
~ f i ~ e r sBut
. it appears that the extent of territory administered
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directly by the centre waq not much limited.
The feudatmies did not cmly control the local administration
a3 subordinate administratm, but occupied a h responsible jobs
at the centre. From their rank the king chose his ministers and
advisors. Often the post of a minister was hereditary, and this
certainly added to the strength af the personage appointed for
the job. I n the 14th century Jayashhharha as the son of Chief
Minister AnekarZrna must have acquired pcwer in that course.
A noble descent not only facilitated ascent to power but f
d
the very requisite f o r holding any post of trust and responsibility
in the dispensation.
While we consider the question of feudatories we have to
bear certain things in mind to understand the magnitude of the
problem. First of all, Nepal as it then s t d was a small compact area, where the central power could exercise its influence
effectively throughout the length and breadth of the land. Of
course, lack of communication was there, but the central authority had to deal with a less extensive area, and this certainly
lighted his burden as to policing and superintending because
of a comparatively less scope far insubordination and challenge
to the authority.
We find fewer feudatories in Nepal than e l m h e r e in India.
Likewise their gradation was rimed d m to only one layer;
there was no instance of subordinate feudatories. This is yet
one miore factor in the situation, though this is a concomittant
of geographical limitatim. Furthennore, Nepalese f eudalisrn was
of a kind, which rather than assert its role in provinces tended
to play its activity in the court. This factor also helped to keep
the various parts ot the state under one authority. Altogether
while we analyse the background of the feudal structure we c m e
t~ the1 conclusicm that evils inherent in the system were not such
as to cause territorial disintegration as they did in India.
Nevertheless feudatolries were there and they played their role,
however, restricted that may be. And the feudatories could
defy the central authority in the event of a war of suc&on
and when a weakling occupied the throne to lean too heavily
on the support of the feudal families.
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Some m. works of the 12th and 13th centuries have in colo.
phoas mahGsimantas, particularly petscmified by the Jivas of
Udaipur, the feudatory of Dhavalairota (see back page). The
Jiva simanta of SikharZpuri (of Bhimadeva's time: in P h q i n g )
and lastly Rirnavardhana family. T h e ma hisimantas wielded
considerable influence orvemha,dwed the throne and at times
made and unmade kings and dynasties. The mahisimantas disappear as we approach the 15th century. T h e last occasion we
hear d a mahisimanta from the inscription is from that of
Jayabhimadeva (NS 385 Pausa iukla). But V i i i talks o~f another mahisimanta, as late as NS 460.14 And Jayasirhha and
his colllaterals calling themselves Bhottarijyidhipati could be

There were several mahisimantas who were n,ot associated in
records with the ruling sovereign, one such was mahisimanta
Hamsadeva d NS 270 (see back page) .I5 His record goes without the name of the solvereign.
Earlier to this in NS 220 another mahisin~antawhose name
is R%na\deva, is mentioned by himself without the sovereign in
a ms. co~ophoa ( A r y ~ n i ~ a v i j a ~ a n i m a d h a ' r.I6
i n i )In the two
mss. d the date 303 Chaitra iudi 5 and 304 Jyestha judi 13''
respectively, the scribe mentions Mahbimanta Ratnadeva's
reign. In connection with these penanages the terms vijayarlijye is used, which means that these person had arrogated to
themselves the august status of the sovereign at least in the eyes
the people of the locality. But they were: satisfied with epit h e t ~like mahisimanta and mahisiramantidhipati and the writing does not give them royal titles.
Ordinarily the feuda,tonies had to mention their overlord in
.
.

l4

- .-.

f. 51-a.

l5 Recently acquired by Bir Library, see doc. of ~nandadeva's
reign.
Petech, Op. cit., p. 53.
ms. Charaka sakhita, Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1684.1; ms. Triyakalagunottara, Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 392.1.
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the records. But if they do not, this means that they had flouted
the authority d the kirig. I t seans that in such a case they had
become a l r n ~
independent of the central authority. But there
was na occasion witnessed t o lead them to declare their own
sovereign status.
Feudatories with 1 s power feared to tread the path d Hamsadeva and E m a d e v a . They only used the expression 'pilite' or
'rak~ite' meaning they were d y ruling and not reigning. One
ms. (Saddharmapu&ariki of 186) l 8 belonging to Pradyumnakirna's reign uses the expression pravartam-ne referring to the
rule of Udayapuridhipati Maltisimanta Janirdanajiva. Another ms. (Naksatrajitaka Vrtti of 248 belonging to Indradeva's
reign) lg has d y 'kile' to express the rule d Udayapuridhipati
Mahiximanta Sri Paisgnandajiva.
But some feudatorier omitted the sovereign in records, although they avoided for themselves royal titles, and the expression 'vijayarijye'.
An inscription issued in Banepi under date 514 dues not
mention Jaya Sthitimalla who was then the sovereign, but the
two feudatories JayasimharZm and his brother AIadanasiihhar i m a are noted as rulers ( p i l i t e ) . Jayasirhharkna is given the
epithet, rGji. Some 1 1 years later a colophon datum with $&tisirhhar5ma, has the expresim reigning ( v i j a y a ~ i j y e though
)~~
the title he b a n is that of a minister (ama'tya). Obviously the
sovereign maintained only a 1kind of authority w a Ban+
and PalZchok at the dates. As we know J a y a s i r k h a r b is
a d d r m d as 'Mahirijidhirija Paramejvara Paramabhaktimka'
in a rns. (Das'akarmapaddhati) of 516 Kirtika Sukla 8 \nitten
in Panauti, which was situated within the feudatory state of
Banepg. But subquentlv in the same document he is ref&
to as having been ruling (pratipditarije).'I The latter expression is enough to show that J a y d a r i m a had not altogether
Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 2197; Petech, p. 44.
lg India office Library n. 2928 noticed by Petech, p. 58.
'O Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 377.
" Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1076.4.
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arrogated to himself the exalted status d the sovereign. It is
quite abv-ius that the scribe had employed the royal epithets
irl the record in a r n d of enthusiasm to flatter his master, and
in so doing hebhadan eye to his de fact01 pmition.
It will appear that Jayasimharka, a feudatory, had become
Chief Minister in succession to his father, and thereafter functioned as a de fact0 ruler ignoring the tllrme altolgether. He
provides an instance olf a case where the feudatory Chief Minister had became sol absolute that he ignored the throlne alte
gether (see the Chinese notices for the period 1384-1424 A.D.).
But this was a rare phenolmenoln oh that phase af the medieval
period and that also for only ance as we do not witnes the
revival ol this kind of dual rule since the time of Jyotirrnalla.
Although V i i ' nates a mahisimanta under date line 467, Ije
do not notice a simanta or a mahisimanta since Arimalla
(NS 32 1-337). Arirndla's reign came after a n interregnum of
chaw, which had lasted f o r nearly twenty years. We have no
doubt that the chaotic condition was mainly due to1 feudatories
let 1in the absence of a unified central authority in the
country. Arimalla seems to have not only curbed the unruly
feudatories but eliminated them altogether. No feudatories could
possibly rise in the time of his successors till Anantmdla's
death. For all these years (NS 32 1-430) , no data of cololphons
or inscriptions sholw feudatories. But these re-appear in the
troublous time following the divido~nof the kingdom as we noted
earlier while describling the emergen,cc of Bhottarijya and pradhinapdtras like Meghapda V&
and others during the
hundred years between 450-550 of the Nepalese era.
I t did not mean, however, that the old feudal class had revived its existence. The new feudatories emerged from
those who had been pla,ced in power as government officids in
subordinate administrative units. The expression Simanta, however, was gone far ever.
I n the ms. V~ttaril-asarigraha(Ga-t. Nat. Lib. n. 738) of
fh-imalla's reign (NS 321-337) there is one Raqaka S r i d h ~ a simha who is noted as the overlol-d (adhipati) of the Pailchiuata vi!aya. We have to understand the position ob R,ulaka in
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those days. Sridhara has been shown to have been placed as
the chid of the administraticm in a visaya. Ordinarily a h t p k a
means a feudatory. T h e exprgsion stands as a synonym f o r a
simanta or mahisimanta. Sficlharaskhha must have been a
powerful vi!ayidhipati indeed to deserve to be mentioned in the
record.
I n olden days the simantas were ruling chiefs who had acknowldged suzerainty of a king crr any emperor claiming to
rule aver the whale olf Nepal. I t a p p e m certain that in early
medieval period the ruling chids continued to exist in one situation cr another in the same way as they did befm. But as it
came to happen, all these were liquidated by the first quarter
of the 4th century Nepal era, while the mmarchy under a new
sovereign, Arimalla, had g o w n extraordinarily powerful.
Since Rhatgaon came to be ruled by a subsidmy king in
about NS 432, the central authority once again got weakened
and this was the reason that encouraged certain administrators
in subordinate. units to1 set up t h d v a as feudatory chiefs in
defiance of the mereign authority. From a perusal of the text
furnishing the political history of the period, it must have come
to our notice: that not even Jaya Sthitimala's strong regime
prwed powerful enough to do away with the fevdal lords who
continued to maintain their position right upto his grandson's
time.

For the last time we hear of a maha'simanta (of Noakwj
who was taken prisoner on 5 Kirtika kpna d NS 465 (V"',
f . 5 1-a). I n the time of Jaya Sthitirnalla m e inscriptions have
spoken of Rcij'i~.'~Evidently they were lmal feudatwig under
the sovereign. But the simanta had disappeared by the tine
Sthitimalla came to power. Similarly, we hear d v i r t i mly
twice and no
The va'rti type of king's afficial had pr*
Svayanbhu Inscription of NS 492.
23 MS. S a d d h a r m a p u n d a r i k ~of 172 NS (JBORS, XXIII, p. 29).
Ms. AstasZhasrikii PmjTiZp5ramitii of 4-0 NS (Doc. of Sankaradeva I).
"
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bably disappeared as early as the 13th century A.D. as we hear
no more of them since then. We do not know where his duties
had devolved. A new class called B h i r o or Pradhinn or Bhall o k a 2 k Praminas, the earlier aristocracy d the Pre-Gorkhi
days, had arisen ta take his place. But it appean these m e
not hereditary fief holders placed in districts. These were confined to the court as members of aristocracy. The earliest reference to a BhGro is available from, a ms. of LaJqrnikZrnadeva's
reign (Kaisar Libl. n. 70) . A number of Bhiros come in for
our notice in V i i l and ms. colophons and inscriptions. We
have also several Bhallokas in inscriptions and colophons. The
writer of the ms. Saddharmapundariki calls himself M t y a
pararnoFaka Sri Guqakarajiva Bhall~ka.~'The ms. is dated
Samvat 202. So the title appears to be quite old. But was he
only a court aristocrat? He is alm a minister as the expression
a m i t y a shows. Rut a Bhalloka might have been a hmorofic
designation of a court nolble.

All the terms of official designations used in the records of
ancient Nepalese! history disappear in documents of our period.
Thus we na more come across e x p r m i m like mahisarvadandaaaynka, mahisarvapratihira, and m a h i ~ a l i d h y a k s a .It
~ ~is difficult to say as to what type of ficers discharged the officiai
duties of a minister or a chief minister amongst ministers. In
the 14th century various classes of official designa,tioas come to
view in the ancient chronicles. These are Mahath, rnfipztras
and Milamis. Probably all these were ministerial designations*
The V i i i states that Yuvarsja Jayadhamamalla was made a
Mahath2' eight days after his initiation ceremony. As it was a
title conferred also on the Crown Prince of the country, the
2"vayalnbhu Ins. of JavZrjunadeva.
'"a-skya Monastery, n. X V , 215 JBORS, XXIII, Pt. I, P a 28.
26 Gnoli, XIII, XV.
27 V i i i , f, 57-a.
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Mahath was probably mare important than any designation of
the age. But there were some athm who also obtained this
designation. The father of J a y d a & n a , Aneka&na, was
one of than.28 Another was Jc~tirima.~~
Yet one more was
JetapZla who was c m e c t e d with m e incidents in, Noak* in
478 Mirga ~adi.~O
After 476 the d y Mahath we come a c m
is J a y d h a r h a but Jayata Miilami h awarded this title towards the end of JayZrjunaYscareer in 500 NS.81 T h e Mahath
in all probability is the highest dignitary in the c a u n q belaw
the king. The Mahath must have been acting as the Chid
Minister. W e have a pafallel in contemporary Tirhut, where
HarasikhadevaYsChid Minister Chqddvara was being called
Mahimahattaka or M a h ~ t h . ' ~ In the m. Cha'nakyanitia8
again Maha'mahattaka $15 Jayasirhharima is noted along with
the mereign by the expression vartama'ne. Later the same
Jayaskhha enjoys the tide of R i j i or Bhottarcijyidhipa in various records. This means that the same mahuth when extramdinarily powerful enlarged his domain of power and also the title
We have still a family calling itself Mahath. Probably this title
came to be later bestwed on perscms for d c e rendered to
the kings and their descendants used this title as caste surnames.
In the Itambahiil inscription d J a y d a r Z n a , he is addressed as mahimantrya'dhirija and mahinzantri. Jayata in the
Newari commentary of Amarakoja is spoken of as A m i t y ~ . ' ~
Later in another text he is called maha'matya. The word Mahath
does not appear in inscriptions. But mafimantri or mahima'tya
appears to have beem the Sanskrit equivalent of Mahath. While
Adahath was used in vernacular texts, Sanskrit mahimantri OT
ma ha'ma'tya was reserved for Sanskritic records.
28 Ibid., f. 57-a.
2 e V i i if,. 52-a.
8 0 V i i if,. 45-a.
31 V i i i ,f. 54-b.
32 Chanda Jha, 264; Jayaswal, JBORS, XXII, Pt. IV, p. 20-

Kaisar Lib. n. 4912.
34 CBMC, pp. 187-88.
33

v
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In the 14th century a new category d officials cmes into
notice. This is the Miilami. The holder of the office d the
A4zilami must have been initially an important personage.
In V i i i (f. 57-a) T"ejar5rn.a Bh5ra kcormes Miilami cm the
occasion of the staging of a play called BrilarGmriyana. It a p
peam that the Miilami was appointed from amongst the nobility. So was the Amdtycc (Minister). The Miilami was a penan
of high dignity, and in the ancient chronicle we have several
pe3-sons elf importance with Mzilami affixed to1 their names.
These are Abhe6rna Mfilami-, Udayapsla Mfilarni, Jayata
M G l a ~ i i .This
~ ~ word is; a c m p u n d af miila and mi; mi in
Newiiri means a person, and miila in Sanskrit means either the
root, o r a principal or head. It appears that the Miilami always
happened to be olne d the principal officers d the state. In V i i l
we have a Miilami being addrestied later as Mahath ( V i i i ,f.
61-a). It seems that he was prmated to1 that rank. It is not
~ i b l to
e determine the rank of a Miilami, but quite pmibly
each played the role of a junior minister. However, by the
beginning of the 15th century A.D. the Miilami had came mare
to denote family surname of a particular section of aristocracy
rather than an &cia1 designation. For example we find
several persons with Miilami surname in the Banepa, inscripltim
of Jayasirhhariirna, me 04 whom was an artist who had carved
on stme the image d the Sun Gad. These! were not surely
junior ministem. The ministers cmld not have a place in far off
Banep5. In this cmtext the Miilami could not pass for an office
of a minister. This had now became a surname 04 c e r t h
f amiles.

Anather dignitary who must have been alsa a minister is
mahipdtra. But a mahdpa'tra along with pdtra could also be
the governor of an administrative unit. So was the Pradhe'napitra as well as the Mtirtyarigapa'tra.
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The designation m a h i ~ t r ais borne b y Meghapila.vannZ in
an inscription of NS 477 ( Chaitra jukla ) who is spoken of as
a cmquerolr and destroym of enernies.
We have several
pradhina mahipGtras mentioned in an inscription of the reign
of J y o t i d l a (Copper plate, Ibaha bahi, Patan).87 An
inscription, 04 the time d Yabamalla nates three pradhinapiitras
who ruled (pilito) L a l i t a p ~ r . ~ ~
MahZpitra is noted as the custodian of the ms. ~ i t a ~ o & d a
of N S 467 ASvina kys?za 5 (Darb. Lib. Cat. IV unnumbered).
Obviously, MeghapZ1avam-E was a powerful minister in the
cmrt of Patan at the time. ScJrnetirnks the tmm mahipitra
carried the same meaning as that of a SZmanta. It also signified
an &cia1 of the capacity olf a minister. Originally the W r a ,
01- pradhinapitra or maha'pitra was a feudal govexnar of certain
division of the kingdom. In ms. Uddijasa'rasarigraha ( Darb.
Lib. Cat. IV unnumbered ) the work is mentioned to have
been written at the instance of m e who bore the title
pradhininga mGrtyarigapZtra. Meghapdavarrnan is identified
with M e g h d m a Miilami of V I i i ( f. 6 2 b ) , son d Ra'ji
Mzilarni who along with his grandmother performed a ceremony
to1 set up a flag staff in honour of Tilamikbava. 39 He must
have been a powerful piersan to ignore the reigning monarch in
his inscription.
In a record we find a graup of persons styling t h d v e s
as mahipitras who s m to be collectively ~
~ the arm
n 'O
g
Most probably, even the designation, mahipitra had become a
family surname at the time.
But until aur time the pa'tra, mahipitra and pradha'napa'tra
were administrators serving as govmors in the divisions of the
state. As for their names appearing collectively it seems that
this had ken presented in that light taking the capital city as a
whde, where the three or four of them wem assigned duties
36

Sanskrit Sandeslza, I , 10-11-12, Pp. 11-13.

Published partially by Petech.
The Sarasvati stele as above.
89 The temple lies in Taumadhitol, Ehatgaon.
'O Ib5&-bahi Inscription. .
37
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each separately over a zand as the tenitmy was divided for
administrativa purposes. We have one Pimthavihira mahci@tra
referring to Meghapda VarmZ. Pirizthavih5.m lies at the
centre of the west part of Patan. Obviously this maha'pitra
administered ane: area round PirhthavihZra as a gmmor. It
is not known why mahipa'tras do not appear in cmnectim with
the administration 04 areas other than Patan.
An&ar5rnays name d m not: get the epithet rajyidhipati or
r a j i olr simanta or anything of that type. We can say it for
certain that JayasimharEmays title of a feudatory was not
derived from his fathery$. It appears that Jayasirhha was at first
appointed governor of the PalZichok-Banepa area and later
he established himself as the feudatory without calling himself
mafisamanta which is &a not in evidence in any records.
In the case d the mahipitras and rulers of BhollarrEjd, it
is clear that these were initially appointed as g w m o n .
Sometimes the mahipitras were unusually strong and thq
usurped the authority of the centre in their areas. In such
instances they even handed down the post on hereditary basis
to their sons. We! have seen that in Patan after Ratnamda's
death the ruling authority, Kusumasirizha BhZra had been abla
to permit his son Vispsirhha to inherit the gwemmhip af the
area. The latter went a step further V i m u s f i a ahlutely
ignored his mereign and functioned as a de facto monarch of
a principality. Vi~usirhhacalls himself mahipa'tra bur ruled
aver Patan like a king. About a hundred and twenty five years
earlier in BanepZ-PalZichok division Jay asirhha, Madanasaa
and Sakti&ha succeeded to the: post of their father sddy by
dint d hereditary rights and acted independent of the savereign
in the Nepd Valley.
The mahipipdtras or pitms or pradha'napitras ar any dipio
tary of their rank carried great influence with the m a s d the
people. Their names were mentioned in records as that of a
ruler ( sampCZite or pravarttamine ) though of course with 1~
dignity and not ignoring the w a e i g n save in a sin$e instance
We have already mentioned such instances ( see above ) and
these can be multiplied. Their power emanated f r m the fact

of their appointment by the sovereign authority a n d this waa
enough to raise their status in the eyes d the people This
situation, however, was such as led an ambitious mahipa'tra to
usurp the central authority. We have seen how K u s u e
and his son V*usimha
in the years between 650-680 had
behaved like local kings usurping the central authority in the
e a t w h i l e capital city of Patan.

The Svayambhu inscription of JayZrjuna's reign (492 NS)
has; cme mahiributta Jiithasirhha. 41 The me: p a w n figures
in the Gmakhniitha inscription al Pharping of NS 511 date,
which has Jaya S t h i t i d l a as a reigning monarch. 42
I t appears that the ributtus were ruling feudatolries in Pharping. This place had a mahisimanta also in the time of
Jayabhirnadeva. 43 But since then for andher hundred yean
or sol na records show the existence of feudatories, although for
this time: Pharping a p p m in the tex& as a V i ~ a y a . Jaya
Jiithasirhha olf the Pharping inscription of Jaya Sthitirnda's
time does not have any epithet to denote his position of a
feudatory. But the Svayambhu inscripticm calls him maha'ra'butta, while his successo,rs;about 35 yean later were addressed in
another inscription as ributtas and lords of the earth (bhGpatih)
and they seem ta have ruled the area colleztively. " It is quite
likely that maha'rabutta om+ra'butta meant only a gwmm of the
place, who might have been an official appointed by the king
and not a feudatory paying only a tribute. However, the fact
of a callective rule by several ra'buttus points to a situation
where the power was transferred an hereditary basis, indicating
the establishment of a ruling feudal order.
It may be recalled here that although PalZichok had ceased
ta remain a principality a t the time of Yalqamda's successia
41 JBORS, 1936, Pts. 11, P. 93.
"Doc. n. 17 in our Texr.
43 Doc. 3 of Jayasimha's reign.
Doc. 14 of
44 Inscription of Dharmarnalla's reign, NS 527.
Petech.
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ot the throne, the Pharping feudatory could maintain h i d

intact till NS 668 or so for a period d anather hundred years.
At a later date as Ratnamalla died Patan's me B h h
Kusumirhha; taking advantage d the division of the kingdom
ignored his sovereigns: in Kathmandu and Rhatgam and ruled
independent d both though he denied to himself royal titles.
Not until the Malla kings d the two principalities consolidated
their rule, the feudatories of Patan and other areas in divided
Nepal were liquidated.
Solmetime the king's illegitimate son was called a Ributta.
Thus the V"' under date S. 381 Jyestha kpna 13 notes the
birth of an illegitimate son to Jayasiharnalla and calls him
Ributta (f. 36ba). But in all other cases a Ributta meant a
feudatory.
Dharmidhikdra: A ms. colophcm of the reign Anantamalla
brings out the name d a Briihmaqa owner as the Dharmridhikira (Doc 1 olf the reign) .45 No such title is avaliable in other
documents. But the V i i i mentions solme powaful B r a m a p a
who were: respected by king Jaya Sthitimalla as his gurus. They
advised him1on matters affecting rdigim.
I do not think that the functions od Dharmidhikira ws anything other than what these were in the contemporary stare
@ity of India. According to K. P. Jayaswal the minister of
Law was called Dh~rmidhikcra.~'Pmibly the Nepalese Dharmadhikdra was the p m m who advised his king in administering laws which were based on religious texts.

It appem that in the early medieval period there was a
p o M u l feudal class, but the: royalty always commanded highest
respect from; than. and from the general mass of the people
As Petech said " H ~ e v e divided,
r
however, rnarchical, the conetry always officially recolgnised a king as the titular head; at
tha utmost, they cmld oscillate between two claimants to the
,

Unpublished.
''Hindu Polity, 1943,p. 330.

45

thr~ne."'~ Instances d usurpation are practically nonexistent.
Even when a legitimate heir did not sunive the c o r u ~took
~ re
course t o the selection of a daughter or of an illegitimate heir
as it: happened in the case of Nayakadevi and E j a d e v a (NS
467481) who had succeeded Jaygrimalla. But never could a
feudatory or a noble usurp the throne and declare h i m l f a
sovereign even in times of crisis while the monarchy was much
weakened.
We do not know wh&ha the Mahath and Mzilami enjoyed
thdf status and po~m
on hereditary rights. But we find that
often the post was obtained as a legacy from one's father. I t
will also appear that the important political jobs went ta persons
who belonged to the upper strata of the populace.
The most powerful groups in the smiety were certainly the
eatriyas and next came the B d m a n s who were their spiritual
guides. We have seen how in the reigns of Jaya Sthiti and his
son and grandson. the Qatriyas whether Jayata Mtilarni or
JayasiaarZma and his brothers or others of the same caste
were holding ministerial posts at the top of the adrninistraticm.
From Viii, we have come ta know that in the court of these
rulers; there were powerful Bramans to advise them.
Previous to Jaya Sthitimalla, things might not have been
different for these communities, although in the absence af any
kind ob &dence it is much difficult ta say exactly who predominated.
But we know there: was alsa a quite influential G y a s t h a
community; KZyastha often appear as &cia1 scribes in their
usual profmion. But one VilqurZchZrya KEyastha in rns. Satasihasrika' PrajGipiramitcE d N S 304 (JBORS, XXIII, p. 30)
seems ta have held a very high position dm in the Buddhist
church hierarchy.

Same other titles carrying a sense

of a f a d a t m y or a feudal

lord are given in Vi (f. 25-a), i.e. Mahimandalika and Pramu47

Petech, Op. Cit., p. 74.
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kha. A Mahdmandalika means the Feudatory or the principal
officer in charge d mandala.
Whatever might have been the nature of a mandala or the
area which it ccunprised the mandalika was a powerful officer.
Similarly a pramukha meant the head of a department or the
head of a district or 08 higher unit of administration. As we
have absolutely no knowledge of the structure of administration we are unabla ta lay d o w their exact role or status in
the shape elf things as they stood.
Two1 epithets before: names of certain nortable personages,
Jodhipati and Kwithaniyakn, suggest military titles. Perhaps
Jodhipati carried a sense olf being a commander d an armed
force in battle. KwGthamiyaka must mean the officer in charge
d a fortress. Jodhipati accurs under dates once, eight days after
497 Jyesta iukla 5 while Jotra M i l d of Yub~ilichhatolof Patan
becomes J~cEhipati~~
and then, in NS 481 Chaitra iudi 11 in
connection with the post of Noak04~~
and thereafter on 488
Phdlguna iudi 2 when on a particular ceremonial day Padma
Milarm', s m of Dasa M i l m - , is declared J~dhipati.~'
In V" there are several persons who are Kwithaniiyaka; ag.
SivadZsa Milami (f. 55-b), GPyana Milami (50-b), Tejarha
Mil-,
Jayata M i l m - , Disa Milami, P'adma M i l k , d c *
This indicates that the Miilami was also charged with the cornmand of the defence posts.
The daignation of Sachiva and Mantri axe commonly used
in inscriptions and colophon data but rarely these are mentimed in the ancient chronicles. Nevertheless the king's c a m ~ 1 1 0 used
1 ~ to bear me or either of thge designations. But it is
difficult to say if there was a council of minkiers. Probably my
minister who became extraordinarily powedul called himelf
mahimante or mantryidhirija as did the VardhanarZma Feudatory in the inscriptions.
Viii,f. 57-b.
4e Ibid., 54-a.
Ibid., 54-b.

48

There are several places m e n t i a n d by name in the chronicles,
which have been,called Kwa'tha, meaning fortress. These extended to the four cornm of the valley and beyond to N d *
in the west and ta Ban+ and P G c h o k in the east and to
Phaqing in the south. The fartification must have been intended for i n t m a l and external defence. In V1" we read a
line! about the invasion of Nolakorf by the Khaslias. It seems
that N a a k ~and similar places were maintained and fortified
as military orutpts ta check external attack cm Nepal proper.
The activities of the state were the maintenance of law and
order and m t m a l defence. For this it had to maintain an
armed farce. But we do not know if beyond the strength af
the king's bodyguard the state had any kind of standing army.
In times of external invasion the entire population was mobilised
to meet the f a e as it happened while the Khasias invaded Nepal.
The king performed normally different kinds of religious
duties and it seems from the chronicles that he was mainly
preoccupied with this kind orf activity. In fact the chronicles,
both ancient and modern, give more facts of devotional and
religious character than of historical events. From these we
learn that the state as pawnifid by the ruler was much d o nated by influence of various rdigious cults. God Pdupati was
the presiding deity with Mandvari as mother deity of equal
reverence. But Buddhist Svayarnbhu and Lok&vara obtained
wmhip at the hands of the rulers with q u a l sense of devoticm.
In paying homage to deities they did not discriminate between
sects. Their devoltion was odfered equally to Saivite and Buddhist shrines. In the chronicles, we have many dates noting royal
offering od sacrifices to various deities of the Nepal Valley. Kings
used as epithets term9 which showed faith in both the Saiva and
Buddhist tenets of worships (for more de6.l.s see below).
The royal family was not imlatd from their subjects, who
shred alike their jays and scmaus. The common pa*
associated in rdigious ceremonies. They a h participated in
nightly revelries o r g a n i d in the palace which was open to them
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within limited hours to enable them dsol to petition the ruler.
From V"' we know that the drama od Bhairavdnanda was
staged before an audience composed d peoples from all the fwr
corners of the land.
Our sources da not provide us information as ta the administrative divisions of the country. Rut this much we can
say in this connection that Nepal being a feudal stater any division based on strictly administrative consideration was unknown
for that periad. Administration was the laolk out of the feudal
lord, and naturally in this condition it was confined to1 his position and in areas controilled by him. If there were administrative divisions, of which, honuever, we have little infolrmatim,
these might have: been also in certain cases coatenninous with
the territorial units of the feudal lords according a s they cantrolled the extent of the land as situated whwwer the central
authority functioned loosely. There was a chieftaincy ruled by
a chieftain, the R i j d or Riibutta rn Simanta as the case may
be. We have already referred to these chiefs. Altagethe~about
half a doeen a f them can be counted, the Vardhanarimas
Binappa (modern B'anepH), Rdbuttas of SikharapuA o f ~hanapi
(modern Pharping ) , M a h i s i m a n tar of D havalairota (modem
Dhulikhel) Simantas of Navakwatha (modern N o a k ~ )and
Udaipur (unidentified) .
I t is quite likely that these Sdmantas combined with their authority and position of a landlord also the function of an official*

We do not rule: out the existence of divisions of the kingdm
inta units and subordinate units. This was quite natural in
view of the fact that, a,drninistration, however, loose and diffu*
ed to @ve a predominant position to the feudal overlord must
have for its own convenience divisional units where the agmci*r
of the central authority were stationed.
Cole
Most of the places mentioned in the inscriptions
p h a in connection with their rule constitute totality of the
areas wer which they ruled. We know nothing about

ent parts d each of these areas. The scribe in the documents
does further mention the name uf the locality he resides, some
times tha particular place he came from or belonged to, but
these invariably are names olf either the VihZra (Buddhist monastery) or the locality within a certain town (Patan, Bhatg a m or Kathmandu) and they never connote a, sense of administrative units. In about half a dmen documents, however,
the words Visaya and Bhurigti are used to express the m&g
of a bigger unit under which certain locality associated with the
scribe was situated. I n Vi (f. 27-b) Rudrmalla is said to
have ruled u p ta Notalc@ which was a Bhurigti. Probably if it
is not a misreading (Pctech has read it as tuduti) , we can suggest in the light of this expressiun that Noakot was a big administrative unit having under it lesser units centrally controlled
and also feudal principalities. More than that, we know from
other records that Noakorf was a fort where the gwernment
maintained its armed farce. Much probably it was the fort of
that name which was the headquarter of the area comprising
the Bhurikti. Vi!aya comes f o r notice in four manuscripts.
Vi~ajradenoted either a prwince or a district. Here it meant
a unit bigger than a village and lesser than a Bhurikti. Probably
it meant a unit c m p e d of a g m p of villages. I n the m.
Prajiiipa'ramiti Paiijiki the colophon mentions a Srigandigulma
@aya in the reign of Hwadeva (NS 213) ;51 this Gandigulmaka is alw noted as the home locality of the owner of the ms.
of PrajiiZpa'ramiti of NS 1 19 (see above) ,52 Gandigulmaka is
identified, for a stele of the time af M u v a n n a n was found in
a locality immediately m t h of the city of Patan said to have
been issued from the site of that name. It is likely that Gandigulmaka was the headquarter of the s o u t h m unit of the kingdom of Nepal as it then existed. But Pharping, mly four m i l e
south-west d Lalitapstan is mentioned as PhaUapririga +aya
-

51

Sa-skya monastery, VIII, no. 201, JBORS,XXIII,

p. 24.
52 NO. XIX. 1.215, JWRS, Ibid., p. 29.

Pt.I, p. 61,
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in ms. Kubjikimatam of Haqadeva's reign (NS 210) " and in
ms. Astmihasriki P ~ a j i i i p Z r a m i t iof
~ ~285 NS. A third document talking of a visaya is ms. Kubjikimatam (NS 270,) where
the expresim Pannagavisayidhipati Mahisimanta Hamsadewmya vijayarijye occurs.55 We have already made s m e ob
servatim about the identity of the place. I n ms. Vyttastirasarigrahadharmaputriki we have anather Visaya (Paiichivatadciiya)'." The ms. belongs to NS 321. The! name is not
identified.
The last time we hear of vz'saya is in an inscription of Jayabhima's reign. (Pharping stele, vide ante, NS 385). But the
t m visaya was also applied far the whole of the principality
of Kathmandu in Siiryamalla's time (NS 648, Nhaka bahil,
Kathmandu). This shows that the unit of a vGaya was big
enough to cwer a fairly large slice ot territory.
We have seen the feudal units under the simantas. We have
alsa enumerated fortified areas called KztGthm. Urban centres
mentimed in the documents besides the three principal cities
of the Valley are: Sikharipuri (Pharping), Navakota (No&@),
Udaipur (not identified), Dhavalairotapura (Dhulikhd) and
Gwlala (Deapstan), and Lembatipaltana (not identified)."
In all documents Patan, the capital city, was invariably known
a5 Lalitapuri or Lalitakrama ( bruma) or Yellai, Kathmandu
as Yiiideja, Yambukrama or Kartama~dapa
..
or Kantipur and
Bhatgaon as Blhaktapur or Bhaktagrama or Khopo or
Khuprim bruma.
In the last chapter of the second part of the book We have
dealt at length about the three cities in the light d their im@ance as strategic trade centres. It has been established that
Patan was the capital since ancient days till Nepal came to be
Darb. Lib. C'at. I. 10177.4.
5 4 CBMC, p. 182.
55 Recently acquired by the Darbar Library.
"Gwt. Nat. Lib. n. 737.
57 ms. Saptdati, Darb. Lib. C'at. I. 1536.10.
53

disintegrated after Y a J r s d a ' s death. A colophon veme in a
ms. (Maha'bhirata Prasthinaparoa) of Jyotirmalla's reign
written in 545 shows that Jaya Sthitirnalla and hk san had'
also functianed f r m PatantanJa
The vase said 'the famous city
by name Lalidpuri is made the capital of Nepal. Here in
Nepal just as the Gods wander in heaven, so all the noblemen
are inhabited hme'.
However, it appears that since Jaya Sthitimdla's time Patan
was regarded as capital just in name, because the kings were
living actually in Bhatgaoln. During the reign of Y*amdla
the governor (mahipitra) of Patan had become powerful
enorugh to challenge the autharity of his sovereign.
All od these cities s t d for centuries for the high grade of
culture and all its embodiments in arts and crafts, that made
Nepal conspicuous at the time in the eyes of the civilised world.
Yet each had a peculiarity of its own. If Patan was more advanced in fine arts, brass-ware, wood-carving and stone and
metal sculpture, Kathmandu and Bhatgam with their own
architectural attainments viable in themselves were amamically
more prosperous on account of the extensive trade. Unlike
Patan, these w e their origin and development solely to the
Malla period and within a few centuries of growth they rase
in stature and height befitting a great city. The earlia name
of Kathmandu was Kantipur. It was also called Yambu in
several manuscript works." Later, it came to be also called
KZ!tamandapa either city (Nagar) or area (Ksetra). The earliest reference to the first name is found in the rns. Astara'hasrika'
Prajiia'pimmiti o f the reign of Bhojadeva ( S r i Yambu Kramiya'm)
The next document to refer to this name is the
-

58
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CPMDN, I I, p. 50.
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mil4ifPm&m~:11

See the first part of the volume.
"'~amb. Univ. Lib. Addl. 2191.1 cited by Petnh, P. 37.
5e
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ms. Astasihasrikd
..
Prajiiipiramiti of NS 285 SrGvana iukla 8.01
The name Kistamandapa
..
is: used far the first time in a m.
Nimmarigiti of 263 Aivina iukla p z i r ~ i m i . Since
~ ~ then several
documents have used this expression. I n the Svayarnbhu inscription d Rgjadeva dated NS 472, we: have a h the expression Ketamandapa. Pmibly the building which gave the name
ta the city was erected in about the eleventh century A.D. The
construction is ascribed to a mendicant from Gaur. Since then
it has been a seat of the N i t h a School of Saiva cult. In the
inscriptions belonging to the 16th century A.D. traced in the
northern part of the t m , the name d the area spoken is
SuvarnafintiZi Mahinagari (great city) .63 Obviously, the two
parts of the town were knolwn under different names. But the
nerve centre was what had came to be noted as Kis.samandapa
or f i n t i p u r or Y a mbukrama or Yarigil. Kathmandu's New%
name is Yirideia according ta Gemgi, the Tibetans called it
Jang-bu or Jabe, probably an altered transaction d Yampu.
Lwi (I, p. 54) says that Kathmandu was known dsa as Khoborn to Tibetans. Probably as the present name of a part of
the town goes, Kathmandu was also known as Yarigil.
I t came ta be called a great city ( inscription at Bijeivari,
O t u , etc, Mahdnagari) .64 Bhatgam was called Bhaktagrima
( Yaksamalla's inscription ) or Bhaktapur ( Pratap's inscrip
tim ) " I n ancient chronicles of the 14th century it was known
K h o p o or Koawd. Earlier than that it was called
Khuprinibruma. " According to modern chronicles the city was
founded by Abhayarndla or Anandamalla. Patan either known
as Lalitpnttana literally 'a beautiful city' probably was famed
for its structural beauty. Its citizens were proud olf its civic
environment and claimed that it was the only city for the whole
13'

Camb. Univ. Lib. Addl. 169'3, C:B,MC, P. 182.

JBORS, X X I I I , P. 39.
All unpublished.
64 Unpublished.
Both unpublished.
" ms. Hamsayimala of 159 Vaijikh,a ( DLC. I . 1076.23)
O2

63

ob Nepal. M m enlightened and corlscims than citizens of the
other two towns they also prcma ta settling their questioaw af
dispute with peace ( Inscriptions in stones and copper plate
with Gorakhmatha) .
Patan was the seat d Buddhist learning and arts. I e art
creations elf b r m and brass wares received wide recognition
all wer Nepal.
The city had a planned appearance with broad openings and
stone pa,vements. As Gorkh5 paver got cmsolidated in course
of time Patan came in direct contact with the territories of
Tanhm through Krtipur-Dahachak-LZmic@ida range- Bhimdhuliga-Dhunibaisi-Mahei khol5 and TarhighZf. TarhighZl
area was the confluence of the three principalities of Tanhou,
Mackwiinpr and Lditpattana. The fmner two had outlet to
the plains through their Terai extensions.
Its cmmercial importance subsequently increased and
through the facilities given by r u l m of Tanhcm and G0rkh.Z
who did not look kindly to Kathmandu, Patan carried a brisk
trade with the west. It is said that in those days Patan's coins
were current in the entire western region, a prod of the
dominant ecmo~micp i t i m gained by Patan in thme areas.
Patan's rulers, d l without exceptions, called themselves,
'Lord d M%iggal'. According to some Maiggal is a distorted
version of MZnagt-ha, the ancient palace of the Nepalese kings.
This epithet 'Lord of MHniggal' came to be used by rulers uf
Patan mly since Sivasirhha's time ( NS 698-738 ). But what
led this monarch to adapt this title at this stage cannot be
ordinarily explained. O7
Before Kathmandu reached a high stage of progress, Patan
was the centre d political activities being the capital for the
whale of the undivided Valley.
The earliest name f o r Patan, Lalitapura, is available from
the Patan inscription d Rudradwa-Bhojadeva, dated NS 132. "
Meghapdavarmks inscription ( NS 477 ) has $ri Sri W t a
brumiiyiim Sri Ma'nigah Vajra Mtihiipimtha Vihtira.
88 Unpublished.
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The ms. Sphqtikavaidya has Lalita Kramiya'm ( 240
b i d h a ) . 69 Since then bath Lalitapura and Lditabrurna were
used in the dacuments. Patan is a m e n t name, probably
retained out of a two-word name, Lalita-pattan meaning
'beautiful city.'
In Jasche, Tibetan Dictionary S.V. "Ye-ran'' which means
Patan is mentioned as the name of the city next ta Khobm
( Lmi, I, footnote P. 6 1 ) Problably, this name is derived
from, the local name of the t m as 'Yellai des'a'.
Bhatgaoln called Khopo in the third town in the Valley.
According to Levi, Po-wen mentioned in the Wd-Tsang t'ouki
is Bhatgaon. Bhatgacm controlled the Valley of the rivulet
Manohara and the vegetable producing area af Thimi and BodG
fur the^ east it had the valleys of B a n e and Pannauti. To add
to agricultural resources, this principality enjoyed as aforesaid:
the facilities of a direct contact with Tibetan border and thm
flowed a valuminaus stream of trade through this contact to
enable Bhatgaon to1 derive a lucrative income out of it. Furthe
Bhatgaan gat in exchange silver and gold bullion from Tibet
and this placed it in a special position, of vantage compared to
the two cities in the Valley. Minting of cdns for Tibet was
the crowning advantage 06 all, which also ~rowidedan exclusive
murce of income.
In its hey day the principality of Bhatgm extended up to
the river Dudh K d i ta the border of the Limbuan ( the
territory of the Limbus ). 71

.

Wherever the entire country was to be meant the scrik
used the word NepZlamandala
..
or Nepdladeja
simply
CSPMIO, 11, P. 1502, n. 8049.
"Georgi's Kinpo, according to Levi. But this is not correct*
Kipo is Kirtipur.
" See Ranajitamalla's inscription on the outer wall of the palace
by the side of the golden door.
69

Nepila. 7 2 In s ms. of the reign of Bhajadev2cRudradevaL&niikhadeva ( NS 135 ) we have the expression Nepilamandala svalankaraniya. One of P r d y u r n n W d w a ' s
colophons calls Saikaradeva to have c o n q u a d enemies and
made his people free from fear in Nepilamandala.
..
73
In a
colophan of Anandadeva's reign, which is dated NS 279,
Bhaktapur is mentimed to be a city within Ne~a'tamandala,~'
The era used in the colophon of Charakasamhit& of 303 is
called Nepdadeiiya Samvat. 7 5 King Gunak5madeva is refmed
to as protecting Ne*lad&a in a colophon, 7 V u s implying
that: he was ruling m e the entire country though it seems he
rule'd only over a mall part.

There are several occasions where Nepiladeia or Nepilamandala is used in the colophm of Anantamalla to mean the
kingdom of Nepal under the king's jurisdiction, e.g. rns.
E k i d a f i m a h i t m y a 77 04 400, mss. Satasa'harriki Prajfiipiram i t i of 403 PhiZguna 7 8 and Pratham@idha 7" respectively,
where Kathmandu is shown within Nepa'lamandala. Nepa'lamandala also occurs in the first colophon of Jayarimalla, and
Similarly JayZrjuna's
here Patan is said to be within it.
colophon of 49 1 Bhidra (ms. Mudra'rZksasa)
places
Patan as situated in Nepilamandala. Jayiirjuna is ruling wer
Nepalamandala in the colophons of rnss. HitopadejaB2 and
Mudririksasa. 83 Jaya Sthitimalla is called Nepa'leSvara in the
CBMC, Pp. 15 1-52 ( AstasZhasrikZ PrajiiZpZramiti )
7 3 Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 688 (Paiicharaksi).
7 4 Dlarb. Lib. Cat. I.
1647 ( Smytimanjari ).
7 5 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1648.
76Dard. Lib. Cat. 11. 218 (&fanthinabhairavatatitra).
77 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1231.
JIORS, XXIII, P. 28.
+
7 B JEORS, XXIII, P. 30.
Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 362.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1692.
8 2 CBMC, P.
176.
8 3 Camb. Univ. Lib. Add.
21 16.
72
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ms. Tithisirasangraha. 84 The Pharping Kwhhutol imriPtiOP1
of 527 places Sikharapuri ( Sanskritic name o f Pharping)
within Nepilabhzikhandas5 and calls the ruler Nepdabhlimandliidhipa.
In the time of J y d m a l l a several m. call him the king of
Nepilamandala (dm. 15, 16, 17). Yabarnalla is called
Nepiilabhuvaniidhipendra: ( dac. 3 1 ) and Nepiilamandalejvara
( dm. 34 ) or Nepiilabhzimis'vara ( doc. 46 ) .
We get the information f r m the dac. 48 d Yalqamalla that
the country was known as Nep5la because it was in the ancient
p a t nursed by a sage of the name of Ne: (PzirvvamyanmuninZ
supilila mahi N e nimadhyeyenasi Nepiileti cha sajiiitiimunijanais . . )
"This is the first time that a reliable record of some antiquity
is known to refer ta the legend of Nepda deriving its n m a
f r m N e muni.
We have no1 melans d knowing haw this legend grew and
became popular. But the legend. o t Ne Muni is not known to
the compilers of GopiilarZja Vams'ivaZi, which came into final
shape during'the reign of Sthitimalla: ( 1382-1395 ). So u n l a
more documents older than the dorcument cited are available it
is difficult ta believe: if the s t a y af Ne Muni calling the country
after his own name was current earlier to Y&amalla's reignHowever, this might not have been purely a brain wave of the
poet introduced into the play, ChaturankanGaka. Same sort
of tradition about N e Muni s u p p d n g Nepal and being the
founder d the name Nepcila might have existed in the middle
ages long before Ydqmalla's reign, although we cannot say
how far black this tradition g m .

Paric hZyats
The village must have been the: lowest unit of administration
in the rural as was the to€ in urban centres. Blut na idea of hm
the administration functioned there could be obtained fm
records.
84Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1663.
'' Inscription n. XLV in our Appendix.

So many villages come tor aur notice f m the document3 of
the period. There might have been some baiy elected ar
0themi.w established to regulate the &tive
interests d the
villagers in that unit. Wha were the d a g e officials ? How the
king put himself in tmch with them ? Did he send ofFim from
his headquarters ta supervise the village administration ? These
are m e of the questions to which we have no answer.
Ordinarily as in the village administration of M&al
Indh
we might conceive that there was an assembly of elders and a
headman, and an occasions the ruler sent his hisanas to inspect
and asses how the affairs were managed in the areas and hmv
his jurisdiction was maintaind. The village administration
dealt surely with problems of land, irrigatian, roads, temples
and collective rituals. The land as described in d o c u m t s of
Indian origin must havi been divided into ksetra ( cultivated
lands ), vcZstu ( for puof building h m s g ), khila
( uncultivated waste lands, and then forests and pasture lands ) .
The houses in the Nepalese village were not scattered but all
lay concentrated in one area as in a townlet. We knuw from
other sources that only inhabitants belocnging to upper c m
lived within the precincts of the village; othm lived outside its
limits.
Just as our knowledge of village administration is poor, we
have absolutely na sources to reveal to us how t w ran their
self governing institutions. Towns, however, appear to have
been under severe restraint either by the king and his gwernm
or by feudatories.

From several documents it appears that on mcasions the
joint rule also extended to the sphere d the Mahipa'tras and
Ributtm. This is seen in the Pharping stele d Dhannamalla's
reign and S s w a t i stele d Yaksarnalla's time. The Pharping
inscriptian shows the names of certain Rtibuttas who are the
rulers of the place (etair bhlipatibhi smnpZliti)
- -- - .--- --..

Be

-

--

-

Inscription n. XLI'I in our Appendix.
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The expression used in the latter is trz'bhi PradhZna pitra.ha
pilite LolitZpura. '' We have seen haw twards the end Of Jaya
Sthiti's reign while his sons were not come of age, the two
Rhavardhana feudatories had functianed as joint rninistcls
and rulers;.
It is also certain that in majority of the feudatcvries inherited
pocritian and administrative functions from father to m. Folr
example: J a y a s f i a r h a could reach the exalted place of tha
rnaritrya'dhirtija because he was the rn of An&a,rZma who was
a maritri in the previous reigns. It is a h quite likely that the
series of names we come across in records as the Sa'mantas d
Dhavalairotapur were those persons governing there successively
one after the olther in the crrder from father ta son.
It appears that for a long time both in early and late
medieval periods Nepal had just a rudiment of an administra
tion. It was probably a very simple instrument free from heavy
bureaucratic trappings, that a , left individuals to look after
himself in many spheres of his life. Like the civil administration, the governance of revenue affairs was d m as m d i m m r ~
and simple.

We have made reference to certain expressions that indicated
military ranks. We have also said that an idea of a fortified
area is obtained from more other expressions. As ordained by
the natural formation of the country, use d elephants in battle
is ruled out. Bur horses, specially the Bhatiai p d ~ ,
certainly being used. Along with the infantry, same sort of
c a v a l ~units must have been in existence. But we: have: no
m e w ta know the nature of the armed forces and the weapons
t h v used, and the way they were engaged in btattla. It is
probable that weapons used in the Gangetic plain, such a9
v a r s , battle-axe, blow and arraw, sword and dagger and mxe
might have been in use also in Nepal. No fire a r m s appear to
have: been in use. Gunpowder came to k k n o w in Nepal not
87

Inscription n. LIX in our Appendix.

before the early 17th century. I t is quite likely that a guerilla
type d launching s u x p k attacks on the enemy might have
been cmmcm in the narrow terrains of the Valley as well as
the mountain defiles all around.

As we come to the reign of Jaya Sthitirnalla, the high
feudatories appear less in the scene, but they c m p l d y
disappear since the timer of Jyortirrnalla who himself came to
v m by shaking aff the tutelage of his powerful minister d
the R h a Vardhana feudal family. All this showed that the
central authority d the kingdam was strong enough ta eliminate
the feudatories by that time. The process must have taken
sometime: ta mataialise. We have seen how the cmrt aristocracy
had gained ground during the s e v d decades of the latter part
of the 14th century. The Bh5m and Bhallakas were the
nobility of the c a r t . These w a e fast supplanting the older
nobility constituted by the Sbantas and &buttas.
It was sure that a l l the advantages were obtained at the cat:
of the feudal chiefs who1 were nat disposed to concentrate their
activities in the court. There might have been surely prolonged
struggle folr power h e e n the feudal aristocracy around the
court and feudatories in control of different subordinate units
of the country. The &a
Vardhana Chief Ministem had not
cmly eclipsed the throne but aka curbed the feudatories. The
strong rule they established must have incidentally strengthened
the hands of central agencies wherever these existed. We
cannot also imagine that but for a victorias shuggle for power
waged far genexatioms together, the Vardhana family would not
have secured the paition it did. But the final act of liquidating
the feudatories must k l m g to Jyotirmalla and YaJqamalla.
The chrmicles speak of Y&amallaYs victory over refractmy
feudatories. Perhaps this reflected the w a a l l situation, where
liquidation of the rule of feudatories had taken place to a certain
extent. As if this was not enough, the dismemberment of the
kingdom orf Nepal following the exist of Ya&malla brought
about: the final overthrow of the rule of feudatories. In a
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smdm state, the king could directly exercise his authority wer
may part of his k i n g d m left to his care. Canditicms which
tended to weaken central authority had h e n ended and a
ground was set to allow the king in the capital nat anly to
subjugate the feudal chiefs but to eliminate the very basis for
their existence. In the new situation d l factors tended to da
away with them. Of course, dimernberment could not be
justified an this ground. But nevertheless, the fact is that a new
kind af feudal set u p had m e r g e d with the division of the old
kingdom d Nepal, and this had been ushered eliminating the
feudatory chiefs who uptill then exercised authority in the
intanal affairs of their units. We shall describe the nature of
the new feudalism in the next volume.
the feudatories had
I t would appear that only in tMla c a s ~
maintained themselves inspite of the division. These were the
Mahipatras d Patan and the Ributtas d Phasping. These
feudatolries seem to have continueid to exist until the twa Malla
principalities ( Bchatgaan and Kathmandu ) had ccmsolidatd
their strength capable enough of eliminating them by force.

EXTERNAL
ATTACKSAND CML WAR
Since the king of Kashmir invaded Nepal in the middle of
no external
the eighth century A.D. there has been
attacks on Nepal until we come about the end of the 13th
century A.D. This we say partly fawant oh sources to establish
the correctness ob some of the claims' of conquest made by
several South Indian rulers and partly f o r no mention, of such
a g f l m i ~ non Nepal by Gopila R i j a Vanikivati, the Vi which
could k the only local authority to, speak on the subject. It is
certain that none of the: North Indian Empire builders of the
age like: the Pdas, ChandellZs GHhadvalas as well as the Saas
whose Northem frontiers must have touched Nepal alt no he
or another seem ta halve been anywhere close to the Churia
ridga d modem Nepal, leave aside the Valley. At about the
end Of the 13th century and later, however, folr nearly a hundred
Yeam and quarter we face a series of invasion both irom the
West and South, and the cultural and diplomatic attempts for
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political ends from the North. The invasions are noted by
V' V i i i and V K while the Chinese annal, the Ming-shu, takes
n d c e of the many missions exchanged b e t w m China and
Nepal. As each invasion and the event of the diplomatic contact
is dealt with at the appropriate places in the narrative we shall
only touch them here with the apparent advantage of praenting all d them together at one place.
T h e Khasas invaded Nepal in NS 408, 409, 410, 433 and
448.
There wme alsa raids by the Tirhutiyas in 409, 4 11, 4 14
and 413, 432. T h e V iand VK and Vi" refer tor thex raids
m invasions whatever we like to call them.
There was also a n invasion f r m Bengal by Sultan Shams
Ud-din in NS 470. The Vi" (f. 52a) and two inscriptions, the
PimbahZl and Syayarnbhun2tha s t m a refer tol this invasion
quite briefly.
Invasions which took place after NS 430 came at a time
while Nepal was also disturbed by a civil war, sometima furiously raging and m e t i m e s d m a n t . As for conditions of civil
war, if we are: to fallow the Italian Scholar L. Petech, the
earliest might have blraken out in the 10th century A.D. while
the country was divided W e e n the lines of Narendradwa and
Gunakkadeva. Petech thinks that the division continued in
m e f m or olthe~for a period of about 200 y m until the two
parts were merged together under Sankaradeva (c. 1065-1082
A.D) . The question of political divisian o
f the time has been
dealt with in the narrative, and it is t a be noted hme that we
fail to notice sufficient ground to establish the fact of such a
situation. Bur as Sivadeva and S ~ a d e v fell
a out against each
other, there were two kingdoms and there: was definitely a state
of civil war, which probably ended with the appearance of a
third party in the scene. The time in which the; successive
rulers Indradeva, MZnadeva and Narendradeva had ruled was
alsa abnormal. N m a l c y was restored with Sirhhadwa's son
Anandadeva cm the throne in 1147 A.D. But Nepal was yet to
experience the w m t calamity of a civil war, which came on
Som&vara,devaYsdeath in 1182 A.D. ?*hen kings, feudatories
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and barons captured slices of territary as fdl ta them in a c e
less struggle f a r p a ~ e and
r
t h t o r y . This kind af chaotic state
remained for about eighteen y m . It wad Arimalla who restored
peace to Nepal in 12001 A.D. by subduing all disruptive forces
then rampant. For nearly 60 years Nepal enjoyed internal calm
and stability but when Jayabhimadeva with the help of
Jayasihadeva, came ta power, there was; once again a state of
disturbances. As facts of Jayasihamalla's reign are obscure, we
have a cause to think that his t h e was nat m a 04 quiet and
stability. Anantmalla surely succeeded in a tense amwphere.
In the present: state oh aur knowledge it is not difficult ta understand if his accession to the throne came in the normal
conditions. Bath J a y a b h a and Anantamalla d<r not appear
to be related to Arimalla. The obscurity of their family ties with
the main branch oh the ruling family is suggestive of the fact
that samething unusual had happened to cause their rise to
payer. But nowhere in the ancient chronicle a reference is
available to a dispute for the thrme ar ta a state d civil war
either in regard to1 Jayabhima's accession to the throne or to
Anantamalla becoming king after Jayasihamalla. This was
again not the end of the internal squabbles. These had shadowed Anantamalla's reign as feuds had brolken out b e t ~ m
Jayabhirna's sons and athem joined them. The situatim after
his death was worse. Anantamalla's reign was also cmspicums
for the many raids into! Nepal from the West and South which
devastated the Valley in an unprecedented scale.
The civil war centred round the: pemnality of Jaykanda
whose claim to the throne was at m e time contested by his
n e p h ~and at another by JayZrimalla. The latter seems to
have! almost ousted him with the help d Rudramda and
internal disquiet subsided when Jaykanda had reconciled to
the new. situation bleing probably content to, live in pdzchok
a zeccmd king.
Anantamalla who passes for a weak king died in NS 430
( = 13 10 A.D). In his life time he: had encouraged ~a~aiaktidevh
a
of Jaysdityadeva, on venture to eablish his claim
crown prince, thmgh because of JayZnaadadeva who was

Jayakakti's uncle he could not openly dmlare him so. Jay%
nandadeva thcmgh a second brother of the late Jayaditya wae
making &wts to occupy the throne by-passing JayZditya was
was not liked by a section of &cers and nobility. Forces were
ranged an both sides and a civil war brake out as Anantarnda
left an undecided dispute behind him. It appears that after
Jayatungamalla's death his mn shifted his allegiance and took
the side of Jayiinanda in the dispute; the civil war was dragged
an far metime: until Jayaiaktideva was finally vanquished and
probablly killed.
The V"' is the mly source for m r information. The V' says
after completing the notes of Anantamalla's reign, "thereafter
JayZnandadeva appears'' thus suggesting that the latter fdlows
him m the throne. The ViLiinstead of suggesting a date f a r
the death of Anantamalla talks of some disturbances in the
period. It appears that the civil war was a protracted affair
and the issue was not settled quite saon; meanwhile Nepal was
ova taken by invasions f r m outside,
F r m the civil war paint of view the TirhutiyZ and the
Khasia invasions of the early thirties; of the 5th century NS are
important. Therefare we are leaving m t elf our consideration
the invasions of NS 408, 409, 410, 414 as well as of 448. It
appears that the two invasions of the period happened to be of
greater magnitude than any such taking place earlier.
We have already dealt in detail with the events of
Rhasirhhas' invasion on Nepal. Because af their proximity the
Tirhutiyiis often raided the areas on the outskirt in the South
and South-east of the Valley. Sometimes the TirhutiyZs entered
alsa the Valley. It is difficultto say if the passage in Viii under
date line NS 420 P a u ~ akruna Gdityavara (f. 4 0 M l a ) refers
to the TirhutiYZ invasion. We have already referred to the
situation while we described the events of the period in m r
narrative. Like the other passages this is alsa obscure enough
not ta clear the point whether the story of the acts of killing d
men and capture od forts we read between the lines is there
because of the civil war or alien invasion. No doubt both
Jaydaktideva and Anantarnalla figure in the account as partici-
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pants on the one side. But w h m they were fighting? Two
special dates are menticmed in the passage. Migha k?n?la 12,
Philguna iukla 5 brhaspativira and in this some weas, Tipura,
Asanirna, Khandakhuri, B akhurruvahi and Brahmpura, which
were probably ccmquered by the raiders. The last date is
Chaitra s'ukla 7. V e ~ yprobably the c d i c t s had m e ta an
end at this date. We have, holwwer, to find out if the same
account had a n w g to da with the Tirhutiys. The fact of
an invasion on the Valley in NS 431 is, however, unmistakably
presented by VK. Let us repeat what VK has to say" Samuat
431 Migha misa the TirhutiyH entered LalitapZma. The
kingdam faced grievous situation, fines were imposed, feudatw
r i a and nolblemen were put under arrest. Great many troubles"
As Petech suggested we may as well supplement our information
by connecting the statement of VK with that of the: Viii
conveyed through a description of similar events under date
line 432 Kirtikn s'ukla 12 (f. 42b). If the facts of destructions
of temples, imposition d fines and m a t of sane noblemen as
suggested by the passage are established as those emanating
from outside invasions from the South, the connection b e t ~ m
the two events might appear not unlikely. Rut nmhere: the name
TirhutiyH appears as invaders. The Vi i i gives more details of
the event. The invadas had succeeded in capturing the capital
(then just nominal) and arresting its feudal lords and memkm
of the nobility. They had also plundered temple treasure, one
d them being that oh Pdupatinztha and to repeat what we: have
already said in, the narrative (vide ante pragraphs) they had
inflicted widespread destruction on the Valley. The Valley
seems to have suffered in that process twice within a period of
eight months, once on 431 Mrigha krsna
.. . 14 and next Kdrtika
s'ukla 12 uttrab hadra somavira. The passage noting events of the
year 432 mentions SPdgE and BanepH to have been raided. It is
probable that the raiders had spread subduing Bhatgaon. In
co~nclusianSaktideva is mentioned and it is not improbable that
the writer might have noted him ta refer to the end oh his career,
a fact which we have already suggested. But Nepal suffered
widespread damage for the third time a year later when

w-

malla Khasia raided the Valley on 433 Phdkuna k~nna
pratipada2. He stayed in the Valley for two months and we
can imagine the extent of physical torturer and extmtaticm of
money inflicted on, the Nepalese people as a result.
There is na doubt that the invaders had taken advantage a€
the weak situation od Nepal generated by a civil war between
the rival grgrocup of the royal family.
The invasions were short lived, and the attacking party had
left the valley no sawner than their appetite f o r plunder was
served. All this might endow the ewents with the characteristic
of military raids, which had contributed to aggravating the
already civil war tom condition of Nepal.
With the invasion d Adityarnalla Khasia in NS 448 ( = 1328
A.D.) , the series af external attacks m Nepal came to an end. But
civil strife pemisted. Hawever, since the ruler of subsidiary kingdom of Bhatgaon became all powerful and dominated the King's
court in Patan. Peace had nat been disturbed by civil wars
between two parties contesting for the throne. Rather the focus
shifted to Bhatgmn. There the suppo~-tmof the K%- prince
fought the Tirhutiyi. Jagatsirhha who had cleverly manoeuvred
to capture the hands elf the. widowed successor of Rudrarnalla.
But both the KSi and Tirhutiyii adventurers perished in the
flames d mutual quarrels and f o r sometime the country was to
enjoy its usual placidity. The king was a weakling and the
regent d Bhatgam who happened ta be the wife of Rudramala
exerted to maintain calm. She also kept in gmd humour the
redoubtable Chief Minister AnekarZma of Bm*,
who was a
partisan of king JayarZjadeva. At least between themselves
these two powerful figures had not allowed internal strife to
continue, and peace generally prevailed. This atmosphere once
again was not much lasting. Tensions grew while Bhatgmn
under Sthitimalla contrived to .seek dominance over Patan.
Sthitirndla had himself na right ta inhait the t h m e , but using
the title of his wife he m w d not only to become the proclaimed
king of Bhatgaon but dm1 to deprive the lawful ruler of Nepal,
king Jay5rjuna, of powers and ultimately the throne; Sthitirnalla
had triumphed but not until he defeated the o p p i t i m from
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Anekarha's son JayasirhharZma and suppoltm who organjsed
a long drawn resistance in several pockets af the Valley and
outside. At a later stage J a y d a r Z m a was to appear as a
p w e d u l feudatory acting quite independently of the king over
certain. areas ta the narth-east d the Nepal Valley.
The PaJZichak principality under Jayasbihariima's brotha
and nephew passed asl an independent kingdam d Nepal in the
eyes of the Tibetans and Chinese who accredited their representatives to their court, ignoring the swereign ruler d Nepal seated
in Bhatgaon at the time. The Chinese emperors bestowed title
on Madanasimharima and SaktisimharZma on different
occasions, and acco~rdingta Ming-shu accepted triblutes sent by
the latter. The Chinese emperor ordered his representatives to
visit Nepal in 1384, 1409, 1413, 1418 and 1427 A.D. and the
latter reciprocated by dispatching tributay missions to China
in 1388, 1391, 1410 and 1414. The Veritable Records: states
that in 1414 A.D. ~ a k h i k h athe: recipient d a seal as an emblem
of kingship granted to h i ~ n by the Chinese anperm. The
Chinese a a l calls every mission from Nepal invariably as a
tributary mission sent to pay tributes to the emperor. In similar
vein the visiting Chinese mission was described as an agency
despatched 'to collect tributes'.
We may nat taka seriously the Chinge! way d charactaising
the missiolns m bath sides. But it might be true that by appearing ta give recognition ta the feudatory ruler of Bhorradefa as
the ruler d Nepal, and again awarding their seal as a token of
appointment the Chinese had allowed themselves the satisfaction
of gaining averlordship in the kingdm of Nepal, howsoever it
might seem nominal and even sham in the context. We may also
assume that Madanasimharzma and his son might have thought
t ~ have
l
been strengthened in their domain by accepting Chines
support far their independent existence.
In the absence d local murces; for the events of the NvdChinese relations of the perid, we have to depend on the Mini?shu for m r information and there is no doubt that whatma
the character af the missions, the two countries had exchanged
envoys as the Chinese histmy tills us. I t appears that the initial

move was made by the C h i m and they had done so by ding a Tibetan m k ta wait on M a d a n d a r 5 m . a . The
Chinese thought that the Tibetan monk would be the most
acceptable pe~solnto a country which reverad Buddha. They
a h knew that the Bho?fad&a feudatories were powerful both
in their principality where they functicmed as virtual kings and
in the c a p i d d Nepal where they enjoyed the status of Regent
ministers even. assuming high sounding kingly titles. The &aing d the seal a€ appointment as king of Nepal by the Chinese
ernperor to these feudatories had gone to satisfy their vanity,
albeit this meant accepting a subordinate status in relation to
the ernperor. Of course, the Chinese were outwitted by the
situation as their plans was to mature. But they had definitely
made an attempt ta scare a diplomatic v i c t q over Nepal and
bring the country within the periphery of their empire.
I t was left to Jyoltirrnalla, Sthitirnalla's son to wipe out the
experience of Bhottar5ja. Jyatjrmalla's son Y&arnalla is credited ta have put am end to the warring chiefs of the Valley who
were also challenging the authority of the king. But after his
death Nepal had the misfortune to have ka divided on a
permanent: basis, which was to close nearly 250 years later a
new kingdm in the west rose: to expand its frontiers.
We have already added our observation on the disappearance
ok the feudatories with the division of Nepal between Y&amalla's descendants, and how all but one had been dirninated.
We shall see in the =and part of our writing how domestic
quarrds had led to the extinction of Nepal was not subjected
to attacks by n e i g h h l s since the mid 14th century, the country
was rendered sa weak that once it came the invader had his
way ta the successful annihilation of the ruling parties of the
Nepal Valley and their final surrender.
I t appears that whereas the external attacks on Nepal had
not g m e sol far as ta deprive the country of indepemdence and
had not even fettered its free existence for a while, the domestic
squabbles had ccnised much trouble, chaos and dismberment
which again rend& the d m open to attacks by neighbourn.
If Nepal was a big country even then the internal unrest would
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create conditions for fareign intervention. But with its smdl
size Nepal was alm ta enact the dram8awhere kings, feudatories
and nobilities played their part: as in a big k i n g d m or empire.
This was Nepal's most tragic woe, and the k i n g d m had to play
heavily for it in tefmsr d human mffering engendmed by civil
war or external raids. Internal feud was a very common feature
d the polity of the! history of the days we are dealing with.
~xterkilattacks, however, came only when there were strongly
entrenched states on the soluth and west. From the eastern tribal
area the Nepal Valley had na trmbles. But whenever a powerful
state arose on the soruth olr west, Nepal had to face regular raids
by the neighbourn from these sides. Nepal was fortunate in me
respect that it had no powerful neighburs on the west and
south far centuries together except for ablaut two hundred years
in approlximatdy 12-13 centuries A.D. T h e Khasia kingdom in
the K x n Z basin was the olnly poitical power in, our histw
organised in the west of Nepal. I n its height of power its ruler
raided Nepal sevaal times one by one. As soon as the Khasa
state ceased to exist, and its place was taken by smaller states
Nepal was no more threatened frolm that side until Gorkhi
under P~hvirGriiyaqaShah marched triumphantly an a carem
of conquest. Similarly Nepal's southern neighbour Mithil; had
hardly a political state olf its awn once Videha ceased to existFrom the v q early Mauryan period' this country was a part
af the empire ruling from Wtaliputra. When Pgtalipuwa
became extinct as the capital, Mithil5 was ovarun by othm
empire builders such as the Piillas. But as we have: seen Mithili
saw a kingdom ob its own as Nkyadeva set u p his rule in the
early 12th century A.D. His kingdom was ended by the advent
of Muslim paver absorbing MithilZ (1325 A . D . ) . But the 1st
hundred years of its continuation were those ob the wars and
raids against its neighborus. I n that course MithilZ had found
it posTble ta a g m i s e raids dm against Nepal. It did p d c u lady in the reigns d R h a s i m h a and Harasirizha as in this
period MithiH was little subjected ta invadam by its neighbourn
But in December, 1324 a.~,the last independat rulw of
MithilZ was defeated by the M u s h invader and compelled to

seek refuge in the Nepal=

Terai where he died. With the
effacement of Harasirfiha's kingdom the threat of raids against
Nepal was removed f a r g d . The Oinwars enjoyad their
kingdom, at the suffaence of the Muslim Sultans. Thereioa-e
there was no question of their attempting to meddle in the
dais of the n e i g h h r i n g kingdom. Neither the Muslim
Nawabe m l d eye their glance into the Himalayan fastnesp.
Thus the Nepal Valley and adjoining areas escaped the ravages
of external attacks since Harasirhha's dynasty was uprooted.
Internal feuds hawever c m t i n u d to produce damages, though
because orf the p u l i a r situation in the areas outside the frmexploitation by outsidas to impose their rule was not p i b l e .
We can imagine how much moral and material deterioration in
the ccmditim of the cocuntry was caused by internal squabbles.
There was a division into three parts of the already small sized
country. These three units played the same role as the mutually
fighting feudatories of the olden times. Each functioned indep
endently of the other in an atmosphere of suspicion and jdausy.
Mutual feuding was the cmnmcm feature of their independent
d a c e ; and all this hit also the economy of the Valley of
Nepal. The state d affairs had dragged for about t h m centuries, and its cumulative &ect was to weaken m a l l y and
materially the dismemked state of Nepal beyond repair so
that when an attack was made by an outside agency it fell to
the invader.

There were taxes m land and on imports af commodities.
According to the Blue Annals the Nepalese governor at the
outpost an the Nepal-Tibet border r e d i d taxes fram the
Tibetans visiting Nepal. " It was a tax m their entry into
Nepal. Tributes from the feudatories imed another m r c e a€
revenue.
The realisation for the tax an land must have been based m
the: classic rule that the state should collect me fourth or m e
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sixth of the total produce. We da not'know if it was oth&
in the middle ages.
Although we have no means to know if there were taxes (YIY
commoditie, but considering the materials of the ancient perid
i t can be presumed that the state levied excise on certain articles
of consumption, both necessaries and luxuries (bhigabhogakara ).
The gleanings from the ancient texts also lead us
to presume that there was a tax on ail ( tailakara),
fishes, ''
fowls and pigs 92 and cm woods and leaves. 93
The chronicle B2 mentions some more taxes in the section
dealing with the caste functions. There wasl a tax on e ~ e ~
male buffalo, boar and pig killed in public places, either a public
lawn, or side elf a thmoughfare. The state also obtained as
revenue fines imposed for transgressian o t caste laws in regard
to duties assigned or c ~ ~ a l i ort co-habitation
y
( for fines
see below the section an caste ) .

Expenditure
The primary duty af the state was the maintenance of law
and order within and defence of the country f r m external
attack. As it sa went, a large partion d the king's revenue might
have been spent an the army. But there is no i d m a t i o n from
any source as ta what: amount was incurred for defence: purpose*
The king treated the state treasury as his pemmal pr@yBut he had to maintain not mly his private retinue but he also
met the expense d administration out of the treasury. NOidea
of the made d payment ta officers and men is available. There
was certainly tax free land enjoyed by the officials in lieu d
salary. However, as we have already suggested, most of these
afficids were feudal lords who derived their pow^ and p r m
by virtue d hereditary rights.
Gnoli, XII, LXXXII.
Gnoli, XXXVII, LV.
l' Gnoli, XXXII.
92 Gnoli, XXXIX.
9 3 Gnoli, XXVIII.

y

The: p m m d expenses a€ the king were certainly vast and
because he m e d the mte, n a M y grudged the amaunt ha
spent on himself.
It was not a welfare state we have to deal with in our account.
The medieval state was absolutely feudal, and w a anbodied in
the pascm of the king. All his pasanal activities came under
the purview of the state. Sa what pious and religious duties he
perfomed were deemed as belonging ta the sphere of the state.
The king met all the expenses relating t a various sacrifices and
dering out af the general revenue. Because all the year m n d
there were some cermonies or other, this might have meant a
substantial sum.
Epigraphic records tell us a h t the construction of temples,
water conduits, wells and canals for irrigation. These involved
anather substantial part of the t a d expenditure.

For want of sufficient data shed*
light an econoanic
affairs, no connected account of the time dealing solely with
the subject of economic history could be made available to
readers. Here and there as side issues, econamic pmblems
lined with the main currents of history have certainly come up
for cursory reference and light discussion. But the complaint
that m o r n i c data are paor remains unanswered as yet. If in
the a b e pages topics of economic importance are d y seldom
touched, it was because of the drawback we have just iterated.
Now below in the few paragraphs we venture to give a passing
ref'erence tor certain aspects of exchange and economy obtaining
at the time as far as they tend to reflect on the economic
character od the society.
To kgin with let us discuss the problem of the exchange. In
a ms. d AJ'v5yurveda S k t r a there is a line, damma-iiva.ki
dvaya-dama-dhika paiicha plankata pla 5 d a m m a 2, and
translated by Petech, this reads : ' Five Pla plus two d a m of
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the damma-iivaki ( curren,cy ) ; in figures, 5 pla and 2
d a m m a ' l The Pkhbah5l inscripticm cited in cannmtion with
the Muslim invasion has also a few lines giving information
a b u t the medium elf exchange related to1 a donation; cme d
the lines reads Navadamma-s'ivaki damatraya karsiirika karsa
trayam, this m u n t being incurred towards the expenses od
womhip of Chaityararigabhattiraka and nava-duma-iivaki
trayiirika pla 3 for the purchase of a parapet. Further we have
navadamma jivaki pta ( p l a ) f a r firewood ( a g n i prajvilitanimittirtham ) ; but all this interfusion makes the expression
difficult: ta understand.
I n V i i i there are s w d passages talking ot price in toms of
monetary units. I n f. 39b we have of conditions in 352 Chaitra
vadi the passage in the words tandula kudva dyaya dammana,
labanatela pla ekam lupla m2ilyadamma pla 2, tihakarsadamma
20 patipa d a m m a 72 khartakhanda d a m m a 24 dachhito juwo.
Further in f.41a there is a passage as prajayaka nesyakam
bilarowapratidamma 6 sarabiladarnma 3 chekha pratidamma 4.
There is a like reference in f .57bl.
According to Petech pla ( t a ) was the usual word for gdd
iivaka' and d a m for silver damma.' Pala in, Manu conveyed
the sense of 4 suvarnas (each 16 misG gold coin). The author
of Lilivati made pala equivalent to 5 suvarpas each as above.'
He also calculated 80 rat.is in all for a suvarna, the avmage
gold coin. Blut the pala must have a heavier weight, 4 times
the suvarna as much as 320 r a t i s . V m m e r , Kautilya puts a
pala of 80 ratis. Still with all this we have yet to1 find out if
such a gold coin eyer existed in Nepal. D a m is the unit of the

.

'L,. Petech's Medieval History of Nepal, P'p. 177-78. Camb*
Univ. Lib. Add. 2832 dated 4 M (136.4. A.D.).
Sanskrit Sandesha, 10-11-12, P. 12,
Three dam of the new damma-iiuaki (currency); and by
Karsa reckoning, three Karsa9 Three (jiuaki) of the new jivaks
(currency) ; in figures, 3 pla'. L. Petech.
' T h e Coinr and Weightr in Ancient India by A. K. Sirkar in'
IHQ, VII, 19371, Pp. 690-91.
Ibid, P. 6%.

currency d the lowest denmination. h l d it be imagrncd
that copper units having disappeared the coin of the lowest
denomination came also ta be coined in silver? Anather inference which comes readily ta our mind is the
ot the system
of K w c i p a n a along with the $ivak6rika. But we have no
infoamation in regard to the ratio W e e n the u n i ~
of the two
system of reckoning as well as between. different: units of the
same system itself. These might be synonymous terms for a
full weight od coin then circulate in Nepal.

Walsh is of the olpinim that pana, a copper win, is equivalent in value to eighty cowries and eighty ratis in weight8
(144 grains). According to A. K. Sarker, the specific name
oS a capper Karsapana is a pana, and the calculation is as
pana, and the calculation is as follows:'
1 cowrie
1 rati of copper
80'ratis d capper
=
1 @nu (dcopper)
1 silver rati
16 ratis copper
1 gold rati
80 ratis copper
1 Ka'r,raPaga
But for this it is difficult to have anything to say on the copper
coin of the period available to us. Is it a pana coin? T h e m d i c
weight in these, however, is either less or more than the weight
constituting a pnna.
Even otherwise, as pana has disappeared in the context, it
would not help us to go deeper into the question.
We must have noticed that hyol different units, the pla and
damma have been used by the inscriptions and chronicles. So now
we devote our attention to the consideration af the problem in the
light 04 these terms.
As we have already olhelved, Petech has suggested in this cmnection that the damma is the unit of lowest denomination.
--

a

- - - - -- - - .. -

. .- .

.
-

- - --

Coinage of Nepal, P. 676.
IHQ, Ibid, P. 698.
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It is, however; difficult ta accept the statement that damma was
the same as dim, the lowest unit of currency equivalent to 11256
of a double mohar of the later M d a periad. Probabcly damma
was the Sitme as dramma that w a in vogue in mmt parts of
India in ancient and early medieval tima. The dramma was
both a gold and silber coin. The weight ot gold and silver in a
dramma varied between 63 grains and 58 grains in some cases
and between greater weights in others.' There were also half
drammas and quater drammas with varying weight of silver and
gold content."
In the absence of any cdns for the period we are unable to
judge exactly what the jivaki pla and a silver damma conveyed
in weight and appearance. Taday we have in common use an
apressim known as diii (@) which appears to be the same as
damma of the old days. We may attempt ta establish an identity
of the damma on this basis. But the dim means a silver cob,
bath a rupee and a half rupee or money in general. It is improb
able that the weight of damma might have: b1eer-1 the same as
that of a mohar d the later Malla period with 80 to 90 g r h
of silver content (see below) .I0 I n the passage above cited
marked a unit called K h e t a Khanda
. . damma. This shorn that
there: was a lesser unit d currency, which was one-sixth of the
damma. If the damma was the lavest unit, then this kind
division carried little s e w . So we may not accept damma as
the l o ~ e sunit
t
but in view of the fact that damma occurs
in records right up to the 18th century, we cannot suggat that
it carried different values in different times. The damma 0%this
period in all probability was the same unit of currency as it
during the late Malla middle ages. But was there a silver damma
which was the same as dramma, a currency unit of N. India
I t is said that the Greek drachma weighed 66 or 67.5 grains,
and others 65 grains.
B. P. Majurndar, Socio-economic Hirtory of Northern India
(1030-1194 A.D.), Pp. 216-17.
loChapter on coinage in Part 11, E. H. Waish, Coinage of Nepal,
JRAS, 1908.
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The Sivaka' pla still & an

undetermined denoaninatim 04 early coinage. It L quite likely
that the damma in capper differed considerably in value than
its counterpart in silver, and thi constituted the lowest unit of
value in money. But there is no evidence of silver damma in
documents sol far made available to us.
The reckoning in tmns of pla and kar!a had continued until
the time of Ratnarnalla (1482-1520 A.D.). In m e of his
in~criptims,~~
we have the following expression,
Suvamadvaya karsiidhikachatuh pala'nkita chiirna kala lum
fils 4 karsa thote ya vyajana var!aprati, etc.
The mohar cainsl appear towards the end of the 17th century
A.D. One of Sivashtha's inscriptions dated NS 711 bears for
the first time an expression, tanka, used for mohar coinage.
Having had a mohar c01i.n in the name d ~ i v d a it, would
not be; wrong to attribute the vesy earliest m h a r coin to this
monarch or his father Mahendramalla. Until then, the old
reckoning ljla and kar,ra, obtained in the fidd, though all this
had gone without the actual mediums in circulaticrm,

In a rns. and twol places each in Vi and V"', there is a
reference ta certain weights and measures of agricultural pro
ducts. From these we have three arpr&ans suggesting m a r e
of rice and paddy.
The ms. in question is Hevajrafik512 of 210 MZgha e a , and
has the following: Paiichdatam iuddhadhanga ma-nika praddta
arikatupi d f i n y a m i n i 50/ Sivaki tandula dhGnya PaiichZat
m-nika, etc. In V1 and V"', the terms used are kuduva or
kuchchhi and phaiichhi. But we do not know what these:
actually cmveyed in measurement. No instances of how much
kuduva m phaiichhi or ma'nika measured have been, cited.
But these expressions are in vogue even now. Therefore we
may try to give an idea of actual measurement cmveyed by
Kastamandapa copper plate, 632 NS.
l 2 J m R S , XXI, Pt. I, P. 33.
l1
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these in the sense as is generally understood at the moment.
The dictionary d n g of kuduva is a measure d grain
equal to 114 of prastha and 'containing 12 handfuls'. According to present usage a ma-nika contains 10 handfuls of grains,
and kuduva is 2 minikas = 20 handfuls of grains. The prastha
is known as phniichhi of 4 kuduvas in measure.

Nothing about the types d land, land settlement and taxes
on land is known from any sources. W e get also no idea of the
revenue administration. Nor anything af the system of land
measurement could be gathered. Fm Sanskrit ropanika the
equivalent in present day NeurZr? is ro, and the expressicm
occurs for the first time in Vi '' under date 342 Chaitra vadi.
I n the measurement of land the: ropanika cwered about
1/ 13 part of an acre. The hasta was the lowest denominator,
18" and 4 x 4 such hasta measurement when doubled made a
total of a ro. T h e next unit was bum, a totality d a field, which
C O V W ~100
~ ros. Blut in this connection it must be known that
the information about this kind of land measurement is given
only in documents of the tail end of the medieval period (of
the time of Yakprnalla's sons).
According to1 the later chronicles Jaya Sthitin~allaintrolduced a
new measure of land, and this he fixed in f w r standards as the
cultivable land dictated. I n the words af the chronicler 'In the
first class a ropani as 95 htiths, for a second class 109 hiths, for
the third class 112 ha'ths and for the faurth 112 hiths'." The
statement, however, is not corrobmatecl by facts. A hdth was
to be d the: length of 24 lengths of the joint of the thumb,
accwding to the same source.

We draw no information from our records c4n the state of
agriculture . Nor anything about the system of land holding
l3

Wright, Second Edition, P. 1 11.
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cmld be knawn. But we can draw certain inferences abaut these
as we know that the medieval society was feudal in its main
features.

( 1) T h e proprietorship af the land was vested in the landlord, while the tenant cultivated the land m share crop basis
paying in kind ta the proprietor,

(2) the agricultural holding could not be large enough in
view of the growing population which exercised tmendolus
pressure on cultivable land,

( 3 ) the physical feature d the area covered by the kingdm
showed that there was much little cultivable land outside the
Valley oif Nepal except the PaEichak-Banepa-Panauti and
Nsakot Valleys in the east and west respectively.

I think that by this time I have examined all aspects of
economic life in so f a r this was possible within limits of the
source materials available to me. But I r&
that for auy
satisfactory treatment of the subject the materials are not
enough. I n the nature of things the description, could not but
be casual, e.g. we have not been able to give much informa,tion about the exchange and monetary systems of the time nor
ablaut revenue and taxaticm. Similarly land and allied prablems receive inadequate attention in our text f o r want of
sufficient data. Weights and measures are taken, u p for treatment but we could not provide details to give full knowledge
about these matters. However, in a work of the type undertaken by the present writer I do not think that any thing more
than what has been produced here was possible. We have to
understand the limitatiolm we experience in persuing the task.
Where materials f o r a political histmy worth the name are
insufficient, and the scope for writing is much limited, one can
not hope to give more than a passing reference to the economic
problems in their light. I think that viewed from this standpoint the section of writing ending with this passage might not
appear as much disappointing. But we shall never forget that
the information about the economy of Medieval Nepal has not
been rich.
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In this background it is wdl nigh impasible to make any
mare comment m the economic development: of the country
as it obtained in t h m days. The u t m d we could add would
be ta say that the existence d gold and silver coins circulating
simultanews marks a high level of pr@ty
in the kingdom.
It would be! alsol colrrect to reiresate that the export and import
trade of Nepal with Tibet and China ccmtinued as usual as is
evidenced by the series of cultural and ccmmerciad delegations
that yere sent to these countries f r m Nepal and were received
by &r kings from there (see back page). Naturally, if it wm
not far a high degree of production in agriculture and industry,
Nepal's foreign trade would not have reached the dimension so
as to invite and exchange delegations with regions beyond its
own frontier.
No idea of the state uf trade is obtained f r m contempary
records. But we can form an estimate of the trade betwm
Nepal and its northern n&hbours by laaking into the list of
articles that were exchanged as tributes and presents by the
~ u l a ~ It
. *aoppears
~
that the articles Nepal sent to China were
b r a e images elf Buddhist deities, texts af Buddhist scriptures,
cotton cloth and horses af noble breeding and steel swords. In
return this country received from Tibet and China silver and
gdd bullion, printed and codoured silk and pennanm. To Tibet
also were sent cereal9 like rice and wheat, red and black
pepper^ and brass wares and copper-wares in exchange for ~ 0 ~ 1
salt and gold and silver. Also, if what obtained in the 17th
catury was true of the p d a d under review, then we can very
well draw w r information from the accounts left by Christia~l
Misioionaries wha had passed through Nepal to go to Lhasa in
the early years of the follawing century. The goods one such
Padri listed as exports ta Tibet were cloths, brass and copper
wares.15 Similarly, a very incomplde account af the Indo14

,

See back pages. Petech, Medieval History, Pp. 200-211. ~ e v i ~
I, Pp. 161 ff.
IS Italiani Missionari, etc, Val. 11, Part 111 P. 68. Report of
Francisco Della Penna who visited Nepal during the early 18th
century A.D.
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Nepalese trade is obtained f r m the s a m e m r c e and allied
documents, although the extent of commercial contact seems
much wide m inference. From the plains of Hindusthan came
fine cloth, silk, blrocades, spices, saffron, sandal-wood indigo
and cotton-seed, jewelleries, perfumes and drugs. N v a l exported tor her mthm neighbourn musk, yak-tail, wml, animal skins,
elephant tusks, herb, timbers, b r a e , wool, hides and articles
of religious and artistic value. This is all what we can say of
Nepal's foreign trade.
About the econolmic condition of the p e r i d we have nothing
mare ta add beyond what we have obsewed in the above
pages. Even though inconclusive, the matter has come ta rest
with this meagre observatim for want of authoritative and
adequate materials n d d for the purpose. We have aka
omitted any rderence to the state policy in the manufacture
and trade and also to the organisations connected with these.
We hope: to deal in the next chapter with whatever has
remained untouched, and it should be brought to the notice of
the readers that all this might be regarded to reprerent even
cmditioins prevailing in the earlier period of history as it is
certain that conditions in the static medieval age were not prcme
to change from m e cemtury to another in the way they change
roday under the impact of the modern dynamic civilisation.
T h e chronicles: speak d new urban centres d trade and
populous marts. If their statement was true, cities of the importance ol Kathmandu and Bhaktapur had ken founded in this
period. A t d e t on the north-eastern c m e r of the Valley
of Nepal, which was called Sankhapur (modern S i i k h u ) , came,
also into existence as a result of growing trade activities in
regard to aport and import goads relating to Tibetan market.
Another trade m d was Palafichok, through the caravan route
ta Kuti passed from Bhota (Bane$) to reach the Tibetan
border.
Further east there was DollkhZ where routes from the west
and east joined, and from where also traffic was c a n i d to the
Tibetan border along the bed of the river T h Z K d i . I n the
west Noak* passed as a centre through which the trade route
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to K m a u n g passed. Obvimsly, the inference was that an
appreciable profless has been witnessed in the field d internal
and external commerce, which was reflected in new settlemenb.
Levi (11, P. 179) says:
"The manual arts in which triumph the ingenuity and skill
of the N w m promise an easy ea,rning. Golldsmiths, melter,
painters, colorurers increase in number witholut crowding the
market. The exigencies od the new profession favour social life.
Towns spring up. They were formed by an assembllage of
villages, prolgressivdy enlarged and brought claser to one
another until they mingled into one".

A ms. Prajiiipiramitli af NS 119 has suvarnakira as the
designation of the man far whom the treatise was copied1' He
might have been a maker oh gold ornaments. Similarly, a
vanika-putra appears in the same capacity in another rns.
AGasdhastriki Prajnipiramitli-paii jikZ of NS 2 13." We a l s ~
notice a goad many Kiyarthas as scribes and copyists ot several
mss. e.g. Aslasihasriki Prajiiipnramitdpaiijiki of N S 213,"
VidyivaZi of 342l,' M a h d a k s m i v m t a of NS 3802' and Charakas a m h i t i of 305.2G I n connection with the last document one
Sn'vcistava, originally belonging to Jejakabhukti, is noted. All
this certainly shows the existence of functional goups in the
society at the time.
In the Sarasva,ti inscriptioln of Yak~arnalla'stime,22the artid
is noted as Karmakira. But in the Banep5 inscriptian
Jayasiri?har%rna the two makers have bleenshawn as sons of the
divine ~ i l p i - V i i v a k a r r n ~There
. ~ ~ war. a class ot painters, who
JBORS, XXIII, P. 29.
l7 JBORS, XXIII, P. 25.
l8 JBORS, XXIII, P. 29.
IVSBM, P. 214.
20 CPMDN, I, P. 124.
21 Darb. Lib. Cat. I, 648. 1.
2 2 See above one of the documents of his time.
23 Our Inscription n. XXXVI.
lo
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drew and painted pictures of d d t i s in ms. g d i s (wooden
c o v m ) and leaves. But the work was also done by the priest
of the community and by monks in the monastery whenever
and wherever they existed.
Since the 14th century we n d c e the Newar traders expanding towards the extreme west and east of Nepal, and this may
be attributed to opening of routes due to new settlements in
these places. What was previously an unpopulated hilly belt is
now a populous region full of swarming emigrants, and the
Valley of Kathmandu fcrr the first time could establish contacts
with thew regions, and this was utilised by the wading class to
extend its awn influence. I t is pasible that the Newar settlm
in the hill areas, specially in the remote corners, went there in
furtherance of trade interests.

Infonnaticm about the social and economic condition of
Nepal ot the time in question is so meagre that unless and until
a thorough exploratory investigation is cunducted of the subject,
nothing more can be authoritatively said. I t may be observed
here that all the magical rites of Vajraya'na obtain in tact even
today. As a matter af fact the entire social texture of the Newar
community is woven around its web, and at the time we have
ta deal with it was more so, the polity not excluded. Rulers had
special function in the magic ridden society. Festivals and fativities were initiated by the ruling monarch who! was associated
each and every observance as it came and whose attitude
towards supramundane universe determined the well-being of
the subjects ruled. Its festive: occasions were numerous and the
ruler could maintain direct and intimate contact with the people
through the channel of rituals. The medieval Nepalese community shared with the Hindus in general a belief that the
ruler was an incarnation of God and his participation, in the
customery celebrations had special meaning and it went to
appease the angry spirits if any. Although the monarch was
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not a pried, he had social duties which made him very much
susceptible tor the influence exercixd by that elm, while his
owtz position bordered cm that olf the deified personage and
without being a magician he also exercised a considerable
influence m the trend of events in his country. The entire
aristmracy also played a partner's role in functions of ceremonial
character and it sol happened that the priest-class either the
BrHhmanas or the Tantric Guv5jus immense power in the realm
according as the ruler gave primary importance ta cme olr the
other ritual of the faith in the act. T h e t e r n p a l mahisimanta,
mahimantri or Mahiplatra had little religious influence and while
they played a very important part in politics they enjoyed no
such sanctity as went t o the lot of the king and his priests.
Tollerance and sympathy f m e d the cmerstone of the policy
of state. Respect and obeisance ta deities irrespective of the sect
t h y were allied with constituted the basis of thdr religious
policy. T h e result of this was that the social environment was
free from bigotry and illiberal idew. For example, Jyotirmalla
takes pride in calling himself weighed down by the virtues
abltbtained through p e r f m a n c a of pious deeds in h m r of
PaSupatinHtha and Svayambhuniitha. According to the ItumbahZl inscription of NS 502 JayasirhharZma pays obeisance to
PaAupatiGtha as the Lord of Nepal (Nepilidhipati), his
brother is a follower of Mahdvara and calls himself Paramamahes'vara ; they had erected JalZsayana Niriiyaqa, but similarly
the statues of Dipaikara and AryavalokiteAvara of BungWs
(Bungrnati) . Altholugh there are copious worshipful referene
to Siva and V$vu in this inscription, the devotees i.e. Jaitm
L a b m i and her husband d a not forget that the main purpose
was to celebrate the inauguration of the image Aryatkz and
therefore, the stele startrj with invocation to Buddha, Dharma,
Samgha and T i r i .
We shall find later that the: Christian Misicmarim wae
welcomed and trelated liberally and granted full freedom to
preach their religion. There: could not be anything
of an
ev-idence than this to1 prove the character of the society in Nepal,
which was liberal and peaceful to the care.

After describing the structure of administration, we p r d
to depict the scene af religion as the same as much vital for
any consideration d the social condition, of the age we deal
with in aur history.
I n this age, the mast dominating cult af religion in Nepal
was a new synthetic form of workship known as Vajrayina.
Basically it was a Buddhist cult. But it absorbed also the
influence of BrZhrnanical ritualism. I n philosophy it followed
the earlier M a h i y i n a , but Vajrayina was alsol much closely
affected by BrZhmanical mysticism and devotionalism. I n this
nature it made a n appeal ta the fallowen 04 both the sects
although in the beginning, the followers of Bfimanical cult
were avene to rmpating Vajrayina deities as those conceived
in the hostile context. Yet after sometime a change in their
m t l m k m c u m d and the deities were abmbed in the broad
Hindu pantheon. As a common cult of w m h i p popular with
all sects Of the Nepalese religim Vajrayina helped to unite
the forces that had kept divided the Saivites and Buddhists
so fax.
I have na intention to enter into a discussion of the mt r w m i a l aspects of the Tantric p h i l q h y . Leaving this
aside, we shall have to consider the sum total 04 the results
that went to shabe the religious beliefs and practices of our
community. I t will appear that Buddhist esoteric cult with
new divinitiesl propitiated by sacrificial rites and mantras and
hivism and Buddhism, but had also tended to bring them
together under a c-011
system of religious worship based
on common ceremonials.
As we step into the 12th century, we find that sacial life
in Nepal had changed a great deal as a result of new social
forces making inroads into the various rituals and customs
of the country. Deities which were quite unknown in Nepal
till then had come to be worshiped as part o l the n w d
features of ritualism and religious practice, which had gradually
spread throughout the length and breadth d the Valley.
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This was the time when the Buddhist Samghas were fast
losing ground and disintegrating. Naturally the laity whose
belief in the monastical and nm-ritualistic faith of the Greater
and Lesser Vehicles was profoundly shaken in that environment took easily tor the way of rites and ceremoaies to1 propitiate
the golds and spirits asl if the same fulfilled a long felt need in
domesticity and home surroundings.
There was one advantage in the change over. It did not
mean going over to another faith. The same faith had adopted
to new situations. I t had cmly emulated the practices of
BI-ahmanical Hinduism. Rdigim was now brought to suit the
convenience d a domestic life, to its world of superstitions and
ritual perfomances. The philosophical aspects of Buddhist
faith was now totally eclipsed. T h e f m adopted was much
more simple; it could directly appeal to the mass d the people
just as its counterpart in the Briihmanical system did.
I n effecting this transition, the pantheoln that was created was
the originality of the Buddhist priest class. Althaugh apparently
Br5hmanical deities had been implanted the: shift in emphasis
was from old to the n m order ot names, and it was shown that
the ones newly adopted prevailed upon the others.
Once this adjustment was effected the society made itself
open to another influence. It began to treat all thalt belonged
to the family of divinity as its own, irrespective of whether a
particular sectioln oC the: people owed primary loyalty to olne or
the other faith. Thus even the deities with excluively
Briihmanical origin and kinship were claimed by the Buddhists,
and the nature olf allegiance they professed in that blackgmund
tended to become widespread and diffused to transcend
all barriers of sectarianism within the entire1 community.
The next few pages contain passages explaining the historicity
and description d these deities. There is no, evidence ~l their
existence in the ancient period. It h a
happened that
the
populw deities of the present day Nepal none except the
PGupalti.ntha and JalZayana Vimu
. . and a few more varieties
of theirs seem to be in existence anywhere earlier than the
medieval age.
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Undoubtedly t h g e are the creatings d the later day.
Probably they made their way to the Valley oif Nepal from the
north-eastern India where the cult of Vajrayina row and
flourished ar about the same time. T h m g h w t the four
hundred years between the 9th and 13th centuries N v a l maintained an intimate cultural link with the domain of the P5la
rulers as is attested by documents which speak of scholars from
Nepal visiting the university centres in Bengal and Bihar and
vice versa. In the early 13th century A.D. the Turk invasion
of these places compelled many Tiintric schollars and preachem
to flee f o r their life to1 Nepal. The impact of the teaching of
Vajrayina was now deeper in this context. But this was not all;
side by side, the revivalist. BrZhmanical culture had also penetrated from the Soruth.
I t is significant that a major number of classics on ritualism
and talitra, bath the Saivite and Buddhist camps, all in Sanskrit,
had been copied in Nepal during the centuries under review
(See Bibliography). The iconography of the Tiintric deities in
their varied manifestations seems also to date back to this paid.
This shows the wide prevalence of the worship of these deities
and the seriousness with which Nepal had begun to cultivate
the cult of the Taritra.
The development of caste in the Buddhist community was
another new phenomenon od the period. The caste system which
was running very irregular since the 8th century A.D. after the
break Hinayana sustained, it was quite noneistent amongst the
Buddhists before that time, golt r e g u l a r i d and hardened in due
course, and monasteriesl dying out produced the priest class of
the Buddhist community, its monks easily turned into priests
under the influence of Vajraya'nn ritualism. What Vajraye'na
started, Saiva influence later on ccmmlidated and hardened, and
when it emerged into a d e v d q d form, there was nothing
but a full-fledged caste complex in the picture. The chronicles
speak of this process of consalidatim and regularisatian in
alluding to Jaya Sthitirnalla's contribution and m e eighty-five
castes are mentioned in that ccmnection to have taken shape in
the most petrified state (See M o w ) . This was the age when the
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castelm character of Buddhist monkhmd in general underwent
a change: and gave! way ta the formation of a rigid caste smcture at the top, which affected the mass of the Bluddhist laity
unlike such influence in the past touching only a fringe that
was the aristocracy. A complex caste structure is again the
mould that was cast by the Vajrayina cult whose intricate
rituals gave a distinct caste mark to each assignment and way
family with a specialised perfomance stratified into a block d
caste. Leaving aside the recent emigrants into the Valley, who
more or less seem to have brought a dominant culture to bear
<yn, various aspects of life, the ariginal settlers have definitely
devdaped s variety ranging over from custmary practices dawn
to the v a y details. Superstitious and magical beliefs had
hardened into religiosity and rites and usages accompanying
these cauld create their own caste b'ases, sa that at the tail end
of this period we find a complexity equal mly to that of
BrZhmanical society. The present: day caste structure and
medieval sacial life of the Newir community much ridden. as
it is with superstitio~n,and magic is a legacy of the time when
Vajrayiina flourished.
Briihmaqa dominated Saivism wag no less influential. In fact
the original solcial texture of the inhablitants ot the Nepal Valley
is a result of the interaction of mutual influences between the
two local cmmunities, Buddhist and Saiva. Much of it: also
due to the Vaisnavite Lichhavi, Gupta and M d a emigrants
who politically dominated the scene for a long time. Orthodm
Saiva influence, however, was confined to a section of society
following Saivism as prwiozlsly noted but in the period we take
note of,this reached the lowest layer of the society 04 the other
sects as well. We have in this time a large number of Bramanas
from Bengal and MithiE, settling down in the Valley, and they
weaned away from the other fold not a few adheren&, and
permeated the rest averwhelmingly with their awn cultural
influence as is seen in the many quaint customs and m a n n a
of the society in Nepal today that betray indelible marks of
Bfimanical culture. Since their time again the Hinaynna
School of Buddhism toeally loses gound, and Buddhist m d
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becoming priests establish their predaminance in t a m s of caste.
I n the ultimate analysis the ritualistic Buddhism had tendcd
to became just a facet of BrZhmanical religion. Now the
Buddhist community with rituals, castes and pricsts did not look
different from the Brshmanic-al grmp. I t was already idolatrm
since Mahaya'na introduced colncepticm off Buddhas and M i satvas in human f m . They shared c m o n basis d castes.
They wmhipped common deities. They followed common rites
although priests differed. But it does not p r w e that the section
of the laity with ex-monk priests did show anykind of disrespect
tot the Brihmanas. Rather, the B r W a s whose: number was
limited were as much revered. Inscriptions show that they
received homage f r m all sections of the people. Even the fact
of theirs not performing priestly functions to the Buddhist laity
seems to1 have been determined by their poor number.
B r a m a n a s seemed to perform and canduct rites only in aristo
cratic families. I n the ranks of the Saivite Gatriyas and
Vaiiyas, the classes that lay just below the upper caste nobility,
the priestly function except in the very impartant rituals was
performed by the GuruvZchZryas and K e c h Z r y a s who
though b m of Br5hmana father and e a t r i y a or V G y a
mother had been permitted to act in their absence, and bore
the caste name, AchZrya, of the priests to be able to c d m
to the latter's high dignity. This was a device dictated by consideration of caste purity, which influenced the upper section
of the people.
Obviously when, they could not be serviceable to all the
m,embem of the Qatriya and V G y a community, it goes without
saying that other castes fell out of the province of their care.
I t is quite likely that the situation was utilised to their
a,dvantage by the Buddhist GuvZjus who had now returned to
domesticity ta play their own role in the pristine sphere. The
occasion brought to the influence of the Buddhist priests a l a r s
mass a€ the people cm the borderland. They were used ta
respecting B r i i h m ~ a s and Buddhist mmks alike, but no
religious barrier had st&
to separate them from those subscribing to Saiva faith. These were also much attracted by
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appeals made to them by ritualistic practices and multifarious
duties, which the Buddhist SOI far had failed to exat. In practice
these were $aivites without, however, BrZhm;w?a priests getting to
serve the section. I t appears that for centuries together these
people had followed BrZhmanical religion without actually
being led in p m m by Brahrnanical priesthood. But the
Brahmanas had l d r them uncared because it was impmossiMe
for them to reach the people d this class and therefore when
priests from the ranks 04 the former Buddhist monks came
forward, the latter were promptly welcomed into the field. The
adoption d the Guvgjus as priests by the lower class od people did
not intraduce any such thing as an act of conversion. Those
who toolk them as pries& were not oblliged to give u p their deities.
The change simply reflected in the filling of a gap in the ritual
by a priest where there was none such. This was the reason
which rendered the braad character of the religion in Nepal
as essentially ritualistic and BrZhmanic. The basic pattern of
fusion of the Saiva,-Buddha pantheon was not disturbed.
I t was not oldy Buddhism in Nepal that came under the
influence 04 T k i c esotericism. A little further north beyond
the Himalayas another country, Tibet, did also witnes a
revolution in its faith and belief. The wave of TZntric
did commonly affect bath the countries. But in Tibet it took
a shape called h Z s m with its church and clergy-incamation
LZnG and hierarchy of monks and abbots. Nepal, however,
was free from these elements. It was so because Nepalese had
drifted closer to B r h a n i c a l tenets and practices.
Much of what was achieved in religious unity, art and karning during this period was due to the ritualistic practices under
the influence of Vajraydna. The available ms. data suggest that
the Vajraydna cult obtained encouragement from every quarter
not excluding the court at this time, even when the latter owed
allegiance mainly to the Saiva sect. The Vajrayina itself
l o v d in Nepal as a synthetic product d Hindu Tantra and
Buddhist Ma ha'ya'na ritualism, the combination of s u p d t i m s
and magical form af Hindu worship with the intricate rituals
of Greater Vehicles. The AchZryas of Vajraya'na are said to hail
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from the Pda, country and the cult p b a b l y entered Nepal
through h g a l , and it found a fertile ground to thrive in the
Nepd. Valley as n a w h m else a red hamiany obtained as in
that country. It may be t a k a rather to be the logical culmination od the forces of adjustment playing since a very lcmg time.
Vajrayina was healthy in the sense that it kept alive the sense
af unity and assisted the fwcm tending towards the same by
creating a common platform od wcmhip. I t had unified a
divided people. But; all this came demolishing the fundamental
structure of Hinayina Buddhist beliefs based cm nm-ritual practices and simple faith.
Vajrayina is f m a l l y consecrated in Nepal with the arrival
of A t G in the 11th century A.D., but it toolk m e years m a
to r i p fully and the fullest development cauld be assigned to
the 14th century. For the period of its gnrwth the Vajrayina
worked to destroy the sanctity of monastic settlement. It is suggested that the form of ritual practices intraduced under the
influence was derogatory to the simple faith worked out by the
Lesser Vehicle and all this undermined the basis of Buddhist
society based on a plain conception of trinity, the Buddha
(enlightenment), Dharma (law) and Sarigha (congregation).
By introducing extraneous elements into the faith Vajraya'na
made life lax. It mitigated the idea of celebmy of monks, which
on its turn destroyed the heritage of a scholarly past-the
monasteries were emptied. The A&i?iga path lost its validity.
S o the precious value' which was spared out of the centuries of
anarchy and disorder was swept away. Since then we have a
rigid caste structure in Buddhist social life, and through caste
and rituals, Buddhism could not maintain a mvolutimary philamphy waging war against inequality, parochialism and
intollerance.
The collourful parts of New% social life, all its magical rites
and ceremcmies and celebrations and there are too many of
them all the year round, began during this epoch of the Nepalese
history under the influence of Hindu Tantras and a Buddha
Vajra'yina. Their importance for Nepal is mole for the mason
that they still hold the ground in spite of supemtition generally
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dying aut in other parts of the world. The m i d life of the
Valley is still largely govaned by magic and superstition follav.
ing a Tihtric mode d worship and the philmophy d life behind
the same.
The Tantric conception af univase was a ghost ridden
demonaic world, gads as redeemers and all observances social
or individual and art creations and architecture in Nepal borr
evidence of the fact that these wlere tied to this unphilqhic
notion.
The philosophy of Vajrayina had no applicability in the
social condition as it olbtained in Nepal. In fact the form that
was implanted did everything to eschew the philosophical background of it.
Initially the cult of Vajrayina had its olwn backqmnd of
philmaphy. Its foillowers claimed that Vajrayina was a vehicle,
more stern than the two other vehicles and, the ody on that 'led
to1 perfect enlightenment'. Its nirvana, emancipation, was a
blissful state of void but this came gradually through a pram
of 'coaxiousness ever changing' releasing the 'Bodhi mind' frm
worldly enjayrnenr. Literally Vajrayina means the vehicle of
the void 'szinyati is designated as Vajra blecause it is firm and
sound and cannot be changed, cannot be burnt and cannolt be
destroyed'.24 But whatever might this concept have stood for
philosophically, the immediate attraction for Vajrayana was due
to a new element in Buddhism, 'the ideal of Mahisukha (M. the
eternal bliss' which was a means ta realis the Infinite vdd. As
this was to be achieved through 'panegyrics, rite and practices
to be undergone fm the worship of deities', everything but the
rites and deities was totally forgotten. It is true that primarily
the essence of divinity or God head was regarded as a psychic
manifestation of the Energy of the: Supreme Volid to be reabed
in meditation (Sidhani). But the 'humanisation' of the essence
appearing through a medley of thousand and one Gadhead led
to a situation where the philosophically concieved Energy the
Advaya Vajra quoted by B'. T. Bhattacharya in his 'Indian
Buddhist Biography', 1958, P. 1 1 (Intro)
24

.
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Void got merged with the world of divine beings tahng direct
interest in the affairs of mankind. Vajrayina came to be regarded as was Briihmanical religion as a means to attain, happnim by
propitiating divinities by means of rituals whether far this world
or for the next. Vajraya'na mysticism had lost its meaning as it
degenerated inta ritualism. It had come now to appear to play
the role af 'magic' in rdigim.
But all this had tended to produce the most beneficial d
effects. It: had tremendously helped, ta build u p a united canmunity. More than anything the Vajrayina not only kept
Buddhism alive in Nepal but popularised it to be acceptable to
the people in general.
Vajrayina ritualism flourished in Nepal and Bengal at a time
while in many areas of the Indo-Gangetic plains the influence
elf Buddhism had not only dmlined but disappeared for all
practical p u r p m . Buddhism in the form as it: stood without
ritual practices exerted least appeal to the masses who were
always swayed by practices pretending to pmpitiate deities f a r
many daily accu~~mces.
It Vajraya'na had not m e to capture
the imagination of the people by playing a rival to Briihrnankn,
the simple philosophical Buddhism could not resist being swept
away. In Nepal, as we have seen, the influence olf Vajraya'na
had in addition tended to impart unity and stability to the
religion as it was shaped at the time.

Folllwing the discocurse on religian the reader w i l l find a
separate section m the art of Nepal of the period under review.
There we have described several images in sculpture or painting
of the deities whose wmhip seems to have been popular in
those days. It will appear that the principal deities of
Brihmanical cults wolshipped were V-nu and his c m r t
Lak~mi,Siva and his coU m i , the Sun God Sdrya, the
many manifestations of Ka'E in the forms of eight miothers and
ten Apsaris and Maha'vidyzs, Bhairava, Sarasvati, Caneja,
Kaumira, and sages like Agasti and Vijvakarma'.
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Those d the Saivite deities like Bhazra'ni, Ganes'a and Bhairava
and almost all the Vajrayina deities c m m l y worshipped in
the Valley seem to originate in the 12th or 13th century. It
might be due to the fact of the cult of Tantras gaining a pre
dominant place in this country. We do not have: a single
evidence of their being in existence earlier than the period we
hava in view. However, it might not h suppowd that these did
not exist in Hindu pantheon prim ta that age. What we
conceive is the particular f m , in which they were adopted and
then adjusted in the pexuliarly shaped made af worship obtaining in Nepal, where the pantheon enjoys a characteristic af its
own.
In the main t h a e is no doubt that V k n u and J'iva were the
forernmt deities worshipped by a vast mass od the people in the
orthodox fold. These were also tutelary deities of the royal
family.
Visnu was wmhipped as Niriya?za with four hands hollding
traditional embIems;. We have Jaliijayana Visnu of the earlier
p a i d , but n m e of the images d Visnu in the p e r i d under
review reveal that f m . However, Vi!nu in his jahiayana paw,
received devotion frcm the people.
Siva was worshipped principally in phallus bath with faces
on four sides in the upper part (mukhdirigam) and without.
It is said that these faces variously r e p r m t Brahmi (north)
Rudra (south), Visnu (west) and Szirya (east) combining in a
single image four different manifestations of the Supreme Being.
There is one ekamukha linga besides many non-mukha lingas
of the time. The shapeless linga also had come to be set up. In
Chikamugal (Kathmandu) them is a tri-murti image of Siva
with a serpent garland round his neck and all ornament symbols
indicating the likeness of Siva. But it is difficult to determine
its age. This sort of image belongs also to the reign of
PratZpamalla (within Ranipkhari temple).
T h e phallus is also become the emblem of Vi!nu. In the
Naksal water conduit we have a carved phallus with full image
of Vi!nu on all four sides. The four faced mukhalinga of Siva
called Nepde.hara placed within the confines of the Satya

Nira'yana temple at Harigaon shows delicate carving of
ornaments.
After Vknu and Siva c a m s the Sun God Surya. Along
with the images of the two principal deities, the image
o f Surya is also commonly found in the various sites inside the
Valley. The Sun God became much popular during the 14th
and 15th centuries, but in the perid following his popularity
declined.
The w m h i p of the Sakti or motha Goddess in various forms
is also noticeable in this perid. For this age this is mom
prominent in the pantheon of Buddhist origin as this seems ta
be newly introduced. The SddhanamZIi and Dhiranisangraha
produce invocations to numerous female deities, such as
Prajnipiramiti, Kurukulki, Vasudhiri, Nairatmi, Marichi,
Dikini group, Paiicharak@ group etc. We have described these
deities a little later as we deal with the Buddhist Vajraya'na
pantheon in general.
In the fold of the Saiva sects, the female deity plays the usual
traditional role. She is a part of the univelsal Primordial Force
as the genetrix of the creation. We have seen that the cult of the
mother Goddess was prevalent in ancient Nepal (vide, Inscripticm of MZnadeva's wife setting up the image of the Goddess
at PalZicholk) . I n the group d imaga within the Chhinnamastika temple at ChZigu and in the image lying in the temple at
Aryaghit on the river Egmati below the shrine of
PaiupatinZtha we find yet earlier instance of the cult prevailing
in Nepal. The two handed images with practically no
ornaments except the heavy anklets definitely show that they
belong to an early age of our history. Probably these are the
different images of the Earth Goddess widely worshipped
wherever Indian culture had penetrated. The Thtric Agarnus
introduce for the f o l l l 04
~ ~the both $aivism and Buddhism
new Sakti deities. These represent different manifestations of the
Primevd Mother as conceived in the medieval age. I t appears
that Umi-Maheivara images in romantic posies continue to
represent the tradition of the cult of Sakti-Purusa in another
form. Here it is noa-dual Prirnardial Essence appearing as dual
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fmce in the happiest blend. This manifests in the art d the age
the very essence of creation.
Belonging to the reign of Indradeva, an illu~trate~d
copy of
S a ~ t d a t ihas
~ ~ tenl pictures of the1 Mother GoddwJ the unapproachable Durgi in ten different manifestations. We have
other classics written in Sanskrit profusely eulolgising the theme
of the Sakti Gaddm of the Saiva-VaGnava cult. All this shows
that this cult was quite papular in Nepal in the medieval age.
We have several images of Mahi;arnardini DurgZ in the
Nepal ValIey. Although no dated image of this type belonging to early years of the middle age is come to orur notice, but
some even without dates betray a loo~kof antiquity, old enough
to establish their age in the early medieval period. Slightly
different but nevertheless manifesting the cult of Sakti through
an image ol the female deity of eight hands, we have the
Dakhkhina Kifi and Sobhibhagavati images. All these prove
the fact that this kind ol deity was worshipped from the very
early times.
Siva and Vknu were worshipped as a c m o l n single deity
Sarikara-Niriyana or Harihara. The image showed half Siva
and half Visnu-Harihara, with emblems Sfivatsa-Gangidhara
i.e. showing Srivatsa, cwer the chest to indicate Visnu and river
Ganges aver the matted heirs: or locks ta show the head of Siva.
The earliat image d Harihara is traced in the PaSupatiGtha
area with an inscription dated S. 489 ( =567 AD.) .26 We
have the earliest association of the cult of Visnu from the Chhgu
pillar inscription of Samvat 386 (=464 A D ) .27 The Sun God
was worshipped as early as S. 402 ( = 480 A D ) in the name
of Indra (Indronirna divikara) 2s
In m r period we have in abundance images oif LaksrniNiriyana and Urni-Mahejvara. The images are found both
for the early and late medieval period.
Government Museum n. 19.
26 Gnoli, n. XX.
27 Gnoli, n. 1.
Levi, n. 3.
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We have descrikd all these images in the section where the
art of the p e r i d is discussed. For the history of the variety of
the group of images it has to be o h e w e . that these make
appearance with the b q m i n g of the medieval period. We
shall find that the earliest image of Umi-Maheivara belongs to

N S 132 ( = l o 1 2 A.D).
The Umi-Maheivara image represents the two primal forces
male and female in the m a t blissful poise.
The Umi-Mahejvara image must have been a product of the
Tantric age, an expression of general attitude to sex life that
was ahtract and symbolic d a prmm of creation under divine
inspiration.
The Urn'-Mahejvara and Laksmi-Niriyana, each conceived
in a single rqesentation half male and half female, reveal the
non-duality of the dual forces of creation.

There was actually no conflict between the wkhippers d
various deities within the BrZhrnanical family. Similarly the
f o l l w m of BrZhmanicd cult and Buddhism lived in peace and
harmony. There was no contradiction as the objects of worship
were common.
We have found that the royal families generally followed
BrZhmanical cults. Their priests were B r i i h v a s and they
worshipped BrZhmanical deities. As family deity their object
of devotion was either Visnu or Siva or Sakti b y name either
Laksnzi or Umd. Rulers whether through their virudas or by
adopting epithets in records like Paramadaivata or Paramamihes'vara indicated their special deuotion ta a particular Gad.
We have several dacuments where all this has found expression.
The ms. Chindravyikar?za Vritti (JBORS, XXIII, P . 43) has
ilk the colophon the ward Paramdaiva as an epithet d King
Indradeva (NS 246-257). The same is used More Anandadeva's name in a cotpy of the rns. Astasa'hasrika' PrajiiiF-ramita'
of N S 272 Vaija'khdukla 15. Arimalla's name bears the same
epithet with a slightly change wording i.e. Paramamihejvara in
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the ms. Amrtejvarapiiji of 336 Jyeytha k p n a 7 (Darb. Lib.
Cat. I. 1365.5). To JayZrimalla is given the epithets of
Parcrmavabnavcr
..
Paramadevatidhideva Paramama'heSvara in a
m. Mahirivanavadhcr N i t a k a m (Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 362.8)
of 457 Srivana k ~ s n a12. Jayhandadeva is Paramadhirmika
in a ms. N i g i n a n d a n i t a k a m (Darbl. Lib. Cat. I. 1583.3) dated
438 Philguna vadi 15.
In the late medieval period Jaya Sthitimalla used a viruda
of a~suran~rliyana
( B d a l l , Ins. n. 9 ) . Similarly two 04 his m s ,
Dhannamalla and Jydrmalla, had that of ViranZrtZyana and
Daityamirtiyana respectively, while his grandson Yalqamalla
always adapted the viruda of Laksminiriyana in all his records.
In the case of the majority af names we have no1 epithets
of the type we have just described.. It was, however, supposed
that they invariably folllowed BrahmaJnical cult. Of course, this
did not mean that they were opposed ta Buddhism. Rather as
we have said earlier they were equally devated ta Buddhist cult
and its deities. The special treatment awarded ta Brahmanical
deities was there because they happened ta be the IstadevatZ
and Kuladevati of the royal family. One ruler, however, had
used alsa an epithet expressing his reverence to Buddhism. This
is indicated in the copy of the rns. Astaslihasriki Prajiiipiramiti
(As. Sac. Bengal, 9973) of 240 Chaitra Sukla 5) where
paramasaugata mcurs before Sirhhadeva. Since Jaya Sthitimalla's time again all rulers: added in their pras'asti the expression, Pdupatichara?za kamalasevita MZnes'varistadevati
..
vara
labdha prasadita, which means 'they served under the feet od
Lord PGupatiniitha and they were favoured with the boon of
Goddess Mkeivari'.
The following shrines of the Siva-Visnu
. . cult appear to be
popular in our time:
For Visnu( 1) the Doliidri Niiriiyaqa at Changu,
( 2 ) the Sikhara Nariiyqa at Pharping,

(3) the J a a y a n a Vigu at the foot of the Sivapuri hill,
(4) the M i NlrZyqa at Thankot,
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(5) Satya NiirZyapa at Harigam,
(6) the NErZyma at Ichahgu,

(8) Garuda NZrZywa in Bhatgacm.

For Siva(1) the Paiupatiriitha at Deopgtan,

(2) the Ananta Lingdvara on the hill near Lub,hu
(3) the Na@&vara in Harigam,

(4) the BhpgEreAvara at kagorthi, 2 miles south of the
city of Patan.
The Mother Goddess was warshipped in the form d
Jhankes'vari and Kcttt in Pharping, the sa-called Chhinnamastikct group in C h s g u , the Guhaves'vari in the DmpZtan area,
the Sobhigavati m the bank elf the river ViTnumati, a little
farther west of the city limit of Kathmandu, and the Devi at
PalEficholk and N a .
The temples of Gorakhanztha both in Kathmandu and
Pharping were also attracting sufficient number of devotm.
One of the documents of Y&arnalla (n. 32) talks of the
king's visit to Gosaiiithk, a Saivite sanctuary some 40 to
50 miles north of Kathmandu situated in a lake at the foot of
the 25 thousand ft. high mountain of the same name. This the
first reference to the place in a record, but it is probable that
the shrine was quite ancient. But the name was then different.
It is being called Sivaluthi in the record of Y+amalla already
referred. Perhaps the name Gosainthiin is modem.
There is no temple nor any kind of shrine in Sivaluthi. They
\vorship a phallus shape of stone, the antiquity of which is regarded as very hoary. More than the stme, the legend about
Sivaluthi speaks d God Siva lying underneath the waters of the
lake, where he had plunged himself ta cool down his throat
burnt by Kilakuta poison.
In the Pajupati mahitmya there are 108 Sivalingas; but I do
not think that except a few of them they are very old. We have
not been able to produce a very lengthy list of Saiva shrines.
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Mme shrines had been created during the later medieval period.
But these come outside the scope od the p a s a t work. As it
will appear the period of the Malla dynasty of Jaya Sthitimalla
also witnesses the inauguration, of many shrines devoted to L a d
Siva, the image installed as Y&vdvam being me of them.
In respect of temples enshrining either the phallus or the
image, of NZriiyaqa or the image of Laksmi or UmZ, we do not
think there are as many of our interest considered from the
point of the age of the structure in question. The images of
Visnu at the sites we mentioned appear to be quite d d , but the
temple structures do not ga beyond the 18th century A.D. This
is the case with the Ch2ngu NZrZyaqar as well as the
AdirGrZyqa d Think@. The images oh the deities these
belong to the 4th century A.D. or to an ageeven earlier but the
same cannot be said of the temples. The God Tilamiidhava d
Taumadhi To1 in Bhatgaon and Garuda NZrZyapa in Siiryamadhito1 of the same town are ather ancient images of popular
devotion. The pillar in front olf the TilatrGdhava's shrine bears
an inscription which dates NS 283 = 1163 A.D. The pillar in
front of the shrine at Siiryarnadhitoil has a date, NS 528= 1408
A.D. It appears, holwever, that the images were installed much
earlier than the dates of the inscriptions. But we have no traces
of the original temples.
I think that this section will not be completed without a full
picture of the shrine and the image of PaBupatin5tha, which is
the most important: and polpular sanctuary in the Nepal Valley.
I am now devoting a short space to say more about the shrine
by way of general description.

THEPASUPATINATHA
The PdupatirGtha is the most ancient and the most popular
deity in the Nepal Valley. As early as the seventh century A.D.
M u v a r m a n involked God Paiupatingtha in his records and
a d d r e ~ dhimself as one 'made grateful by the feet d the deity'
( bhagvat Pdupati pidinngrahito) .la
2nGnoli,nos. XXXV, XXXVI, XXXVII, XXXVIII, XXXIX,
XL; BLI, n. 15.
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In'all their inscriptions Jkugupta and his son also used the
same expression. A century later King Jayadeva I1 mected a
stele where he praised the Lord in the initial few verses. The V',
V", V i i i have numerous references ta the acts of devotion of
individual kings paying homage to the Paiupati. We have
s w d cdophon data af the early medieval age, where the
sanctuary of PdupatiGtha figures as a place name for the writing of the copies of mss. (m. Brahmayimala" of N S 172
belonging to the reign of Baladeva written by Sri Paiupati
Vistavya Sri Jayakarajivena; ms. T a t v d b h G v a t a r i t r a of
NS 21 7,31Sri Paiupatisthinisano Govardhaniinkitah)
We cannot produce more reliable and other evidence than
these f a r the hoary antiquity of Paiupati~tha.
It is the olldest shrine of the main deity of the cult of Siva in
the whole of Nepal. T h e deity is; universally respected.
The PaiupatinZtha is worshipped in the form af p h d w . The
linga is made d black stone with four faces, each attended with
a pair d hands shaped in a particular mudri. The scalps are
shown with matted hair on three: sides, and one face-the one
o n the northem, side has a double resemblance, half male and
half female, known classically as Ardhanarijvara. All the faces
have a calm and serene Imk. The lips are tight as if wearing
a smile. The face without matted hair is to represent a
Bodhisatva otherwise it lmks just the same as others. On the
KCrtika jukla ptirnima day, the phallus is worshipped as the
Bodhisatva, and a special ceremony in conformity to Buddhist
ritual practices is performed to propitiate the deity. The image
was destroyed during the Muslim invasion d NS 470, and a
new linga was set up subEaqumtly after by Jayasirthariima,
w-hich continues till today.
One pecu1ia.r feature of the rituals is the attention given to
the Kusale community in respect of the prasida an each fullmoon day. The whole of the sacrificial olffering is distributed
to them. The Kusale who claim to be the followm of Gmakh-

.

Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 370.
31 CPMDN, I1 P. 113, Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 370.
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~ t h a now
,
rendered destitute and untouchable, look upon the
Sivuliriga in the PGupati shrine as the image af GOTakhnLtha
himself. They say that in times of d d the deity was worshipped
just as GorakhanZtha and the Kusales represent the KZpiilika
school1 oC Saivite monkhood. Nearby, there is a special sanctum
for Gorakhaniitha but this is cared for by a mark who doles; not
give respect to the claim put forward by the Kusalesl.

GolrakhnZtha is the only Siddha whose image is available to
establish the existence of m e kind of influence of the N i t h a
cult. Two temples o~fhaary sanctity are: extant belonging to1 this
Siddha worshipped as an incarnation of Siva. These are
situated in Kathmandu and Pharping respectively. I t was said
that the Kathmandu temple was built by a visiting malnk af the
sect f r m Gauda, in the 13th century. The earliest record of the
time of Jaya Sthitimalla inscribed on a stone in the Pharping
abode of GmakhanZtha is as ancient as the m e in the city of
Kathmandu. We have seen that the Siva linga continued to
receive the same h m a g e as before. Blut we have no records of
the Saiva monasteries. Nor any sects of the Saiva m d s arc
known from them. But a m. Triyikilagunsttara (Darbl. Lib.
Cat. 111. 392.1) of Ratnadiva rijye, written o n J y e ~ t h aSudi
13 of 304 Samvat with the expression marigalam rnahiSrih
t y k a i d a n v a y a Saivicharya SridhararajagurunC likhitam. We
have no reference to1 Mcihejvara, K i p i l i k a and other Pijupata
sects.
Another ms. Kidibhede K u bjikimatam3' written m Samvat
315 VaiSakha kysnaikCddy5m ravidivase revati naksatre has
its owner Sri SaivZchZrya Vatsarudra. One d the schoo~lof
Sivamata might have been popular in m e way or anothm.
But its attributes are not: known. But any sect to, be popular
must have beem surely connected with the shrine of PaSupatinZtha.
I t appears that a sect of Kipo'likas was in existence in ancient
32Darb.Lib. Cat. 111. 378 A; CPMDN, 11, P. 71.
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Nepal. Om d Jknugupta's inscripticms (Chanddvara stone
p a r m l ) aa speaks af mundas'rinkhalika piiupaticharya prasidi
meaning 'teachers waxing a garland of skulls'. This attribute
belongs to the Gp6lika School. At the merit the Kusale
community is the heir to this sect. Although untouchables, its
members have a surname: of K p d i k a . They fallow a custom
of going about begging in the morning during some parts of
the year, and while on this mission they wear a peculiar
kind of headdrm and j i m i , alsol a garland of bones (it was
said that in olden days they used human bones). We do
not know holw ta trace the existence of KZpSkas in the early
medieval period through the medium olf the present Gpslikas.
I n the Darbar Library there is a ms. copy of Mahikaulajiianavinirnaya, a work elf Nitha cult, said to have been brought
dawn to earth by MatsyendranZtha. According to H. P. S&this work written as it is in Gupta character must be as old as
another ms. copied in the same character dated 859 A.D. The
presence: of the rns. as noted above at so early date suggests that
the cult of the Na'tha sampradiya was introduced in Nepal since
its very inception. But Matsyadraniitha is n o w mixed up with
Bodhisatva Lokeivara, and is no more warshipped in the image
as a Nitha Siddha except by a few KZplZlika untmchabla.

F r c m a newly published Tibetan Treatise on the biography of
Chag lo-tsa-ba chos-rje-dpal (DharrnasvZmin)3 4 we get an
account of certain deities and chaityas of Buddhist religion as
existed in Nepal in the thirteenth century. DhamasGmin is
said to have come to Nepal in abaut 1226-34 A.D. and remained there for eight years, after which he visited Tirhut,
Niland%, RZjagha, Bodh GayZ and other centres of Buddhist
pilgrimage in North India.
Gnoli, LIX.
34 Deciphered and translated into English by George Roerich and
edited by A. S. Altekar, K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna,
1959, Pp. 53-55.
33
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While in Nepal the monk resided in the rncmastery of
Svayarnbhu (Phags-pa Sin-kun). Here at the time one Guru
Ratnar&ita had just completed 'erection of several holly images,
and awaiting consecrating ceremony' Dharmasvamin talks of
two more monasteries (Vihiras) m e called Thm alsol known
as 'first vihira or upper vihira' and another the vihira d
Bu-kham with 'a miraculms image af Avalolkiteivara made of
sandal wmd, of red calour, in the aspect of a five-year old bay'.
According tcr Dharmasvamin "This Arya Bu-kham was very
f m o u s throughout India. In Tibet (on the contrary) the
middle autumn m m t h this image of the Arya od Bu-kham is
taken out and offering are made ta it, and a great spectacle
takes place. I n general, people make offerings to the image
and especially the king and the wealthy people, and all invite
the image to their h m e s and present olfferings ta it, which
consist of the five sacrificial subjects, such as curds, milk, raw
sugar, honey, and sugar. They pow these substances aver the
head of the image and then bathe it., the water and victuals
are then consumed (by the people). Thus they worship for half
a month. Through these ablutions, the bright vermillion red
paint (of the image) is washed away. Then on the seventh
day d the next month, young TZntrics c d e d han-du, holding
in their hands fly-wisk, and musical instruments invite
the image back to the temple amidst a great spectacle.
On the eighth day (04 the mmth) they again paint
the image with red dye, said the Dharrnasviimin, the
Dharrnasviimin explained that there were the offerings (dina)
of the five essences mentioned in the third chapter of the
Midhyamiki-Ratnivali."
We have no1 d w b t about the identity of the! Arya of Bu-kham.
This is LokeSvara of Bugamma, known as the red Matsyendra.
The ceremony referred to obtains even today, and therefore: it
is not as well difficult to rccoLgniseit.
The Tham vihira might be identified with Lham of the
colophons (Adasihasrika Prajiiiparamiti, Camb. Univ. Lib Add.
8667 and 1643, CBMCj, Pp. 3-4, 151-52). DhannasvZmin said
that this vihira was called Dharmadhdtu vihira by the Indians.

The Tibetan monk saw in the Tham m a s t e r y a golden
image of Sikyamuni inside a temple built by A t E Dipankara
Srijniha in front of the stupa. The stupa always had a brilliant
disc like a light shining at its top, which A& had witnessed
and interpreted as a mandala of Buddha KZyapa. DharmasvZmin learnt Guhyasamijatantra 'by the method of Nagbjuna
from Guru Ratnara3qita and Vajra'vaZi f r m u r n a k a Mahap q f i t a Ra~indradeva.'~H e alsol talks of having listened three
times SEtritantrakalpasangraha f r m another teacher.'"
Dhannasvamin noted in his memoir how he saw in the T h i m
V i h i r a a n a b W s seat gdded and adorned with pearls, ( f o r the
erection of which) eighty ounces of natural gold were used
besides the other four kinds of ornaments.
The Tibetan Bhibu read numerous books on esoterism,
Taritra and p$akar at the mcmastery. But Guru Ravindra
taught him 'the futility of impre~ations'.~~
DhannasvZmin's account testifier to the growing popularity
04 Vajrayana beliefs and esoteric practices, but it seems that pure
Mahayina without esoteric features had not wholly last ground.
Thme were people who did not subscribe to esoteric cult and
discouraged its practices. I t also appears that there were still
extant a few monasteries in Nepal, where the monks received
shelter and f d . But most of the V i h i r a had been deserted.

MTelearn from the Dharrnasvamin that there were monasteries
in Nepal bolth with m k s and without them. It seems however
that the number of the former was quite small. We have several
cololphon data and inscriptions of the age, which mention
different vihiras.
rns. Astasihasriki Pra jiiiptiranziti N S 40 Mahivatigt;ala

z~ihn'ra
Ibid.
aVbid.
37 Ibid.
35
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ms. Chatuspi!hanibandha o f 16538Sri Gunakimadeva kirite
S n Padmachakra Mahivihira
ms. Paiicharaksi of 183 Sriman Minadevasya Vihira3'
ms. Bodhicharyivatira Paiijiki of 198 ~ r Lalitipuri
i
ramye
Sri Righava V i h i r ~ sugatdlaye
~~"
m. Paiicharaksi of 253 V r i V i h i r a
ms. Dharmasamuchchaya Dharmaparayiya of N S 293
Chandra V i h i r a
ms.Nisapadayogivali d 3561 Jayamanihira V i h i r a
ms. Kriyisangra ha pati jiki of 373" V d y a Sri Divrikaravarmd
ma hivihira
ms. Mahiriivana badhanitaka of 45741 Uttaravihira and Sri
A natavihira
ms. Byihatka'lottarat aritram af 538 : Mgnigladaksina Vihira
There is one Daksinavaihirika in ms. Mitapidapaiijiki d
26 1.42 We have Minigalaka Daksina Vihdre in ms. Mahiilaksmivrata (Kaisar Library n. 559.3) of 509
We have already said a b u t the Hlam Vihira and the
Svayam bhu Viha'ra
ms. Chindravyakarana of -47643Yokhachcha V i h i r a
ms. M u d r i r a k + - a of 49 1 44 Manigalottara mahivihdra
ms. Vidagdhamukhamandalam od 509 NS Kirtipunya mahi~ i h i r ain~Kathmandu.
~
ms. PrajiiGpiramiti oif 5 15 (As. Sac. Bengal47 25 ; CSMASB,
I, P. 29, n. 31) : Sri MinigalasthZne Sri Punejvera vihira
rns. Su bantaratnikara (Camb. Univ. Lib. Or. 148)4 8 01f 540 :
Yatradevi mahivihira
Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 359. 3
3Vbid, 111. 688.
3"ASB1 n. 3830 CSMASB; I, n. 49; Pp. 49-50.
40Leningard Pub. Lib. n. 287, Pp. 270-71.
41Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 362. 8.
4 2 Dlarb. Lib. Cat. 111. 366. 4.
4 3 CSMASB, VI, P. 115 n. 441 1.
4 4 Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1692. 1.
4 5 Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 833 for the reign of Jaya Sthitimalla.
4 G See Petech, P. 157.
38

ms. Pikanighan!uvidhiu of 548 8: $tiyovihira
ms. VajrZvati ( C B M C , P . 197 n. Add. 1703) of 549:
Minigalake Uttaravihira.
The inscriptions of the period bring to our view the existence
of the following Vihiras at the time.
Inscriptim d 502

n. X X X in our
Appendix

Pirivata Vihira

Inscription of 508

n. XXXII in our
Appendix
-

Punyavihara now
known as
Nhaikavahil.

Inscription of 5 11

n. XXXIV in crur
Appendix

Z-bihil

Inscription of 547

n. LIV
in m r
Appendix

Wu-bi-bahil

Inscription d 549

n. LV
in our
Appendix

Vi.ivakarma'
Vihiri

Inscription of 567

n. LVX in our
Appendix

Sriyavarma' Pimtha
vihira Maha'vihira

Inscription of 583

n. LXX in olur
Appendix

Tedo Vihira

Inscription orf 631

n. LXXVI in mr
Appendix

Naka Viha'ra

Inscription of 635

n. LXXXIX in
Gustata Maha'vihira
our A ppendix
F r m the way the colophon data bring out reference to the
Vihira, it can be infewed that the Viha'ras had shed off their
monastic complex as early as the 13th century A.D. Only in
related mss. of the time posterior ta this century there: is a
reference to a monk. In all other cases, the Vihara figures as a
place name f o r the particular area providing dwelling quarters
to laymen.

47

Govt. Nat. Lib. n. 395. This Ins. belongs to the reign of

Jyotinnalla.
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Any visitor t o the Nepal Valley will not miss to see around
his own presence numerous places of worship studded with the
structures of Stupa or Clzaitya. These are ~ 0 1common a sight
that m e hardly fails to notice them in his surrounding irrespective olf the nature of sanctity. There are Chaityas standing even
in areas d purely Saivite sanctity as Sivalingas adorn places of
worship of Buddhist origin. We shall find in the art: and architecture section elf the present chapter that no Vihira can be
conceived t a go without a Chaitya. But these have also penetrated the Saivite sites. T h e co~nstructiond a Chaitya is an ordinary
act of devotion of a member of the sect.
The following must have been principal Chaityas of our
period; the Svayambhu Chaitya, the Dhanju Chaitya in
Chabahil (Kathmandu) , the Syerigu Chaitya (in the city known
as Suvaranapatali, North Kathmandu), the Mahibauddha
Chaitya (Kathmandu) the four so-called ASokan Stupas and
Pirizbahil Chaitya in Patan, and the Khisti Chaitya at a site
about 3 miles from Kathmandu.
T h e Chaitya o r Stupa was another olbject of veneration focr
the Buddhists whether erected by itself or being fanned as a
part of the monastic settlement. 'The Chaitya attracted a great
many devotees from the Buddhist laity. Side by side with the
images of the deities of the Buddhist pantheon they represented
unobtrusively the Mahiyina symbol with the five celestial
Buddhas, Lolkegvara and the future Boldhisa,tva Maitreya.
The Svayamblhu was the most widely venerated Chaitya in
the wholle of Nepal. Next to it came the Khisti Chaitya situated
a mile east olf the shrine of PaSupatinZtha. There are several
others which are attributed to &aka, and revered by devotees.
But it is difficult to ascertain their age and antiquity.
We are going ta say mare about the Chaityas while we deal
with aspects olf architecture in the next section. We shall,
however, take u p the description of certain individual Chaityas
in this very section as we f e l l w the discourse about the state
of Buddhist religion hereafter in the next few pages.

The Svayainbhu Chaitya literally known as the self born
Stupa is regarded as the mast revered deity by the Buddhists
and the Saivites, tocr, pay homage to the Chaitya as a n incarnation d Vi;nu. T h e Svayarnbhu Chaitya is the oldest d its
kind. It is wmhipped as the Adi Buddha, the primeval Divine
force, and the Buddhist chronicles relate a prehistoric tale of
the self born loltus in the lake growing into a hillock, which
supparted at its summit the Stupa known as the Svayambhu
Chaitya. They say that it was the Supreme Buddha the God
Himself, who had thus manifested.
We have seen that the Tibetan monk, the Dharmasvknin,
had referred to the Svayambhu Chaitya (1226-34 A.D) in his
account. The ancient V a m s ' i v d at certain dates mentiolns the
deity by name Syerigu Chaitya e.g. 408 Pausa mCsa (V1,f.26b)
= 1288 A.D. The first available inscription in the area belongs
to the yeas 492, (Ajvinas'ukla purnimi) and this refers ta the
repair work doae in regard tcr the Chaitya that was destroyed by
Sultan Shams Ud-din's forces cm NS 470 Mirga Jite das'ami
( = 1349 A.D) . T h e inscription describa the Chaitya 'as a spotless Stupa of the M u n i situated at the top of Sarphya hill and
erected by ancestors'.

T h e conception af Adibuddha from whom all Buddhas
e t h e r d or human emanated is said to be Nepalese, which later
was adopted by the Tibetans. The Nepalese believe that in the
stupa d SvaymbhunZtha lies Adibuddha appearing originally
as a lotus blooming afloat on the water then submerging the
Nepal Valley.47a
The Svayambhu Purina composed in the early 15th century
A.D provides as an account of the emergence d the lotus which
was to pars as Adibuddha in the f m d a large Chaitya (Ch.
I1 and 111). The Chaitya was known as Svayambhu for it had
7a

Hodgson, JRAS.
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emerged out of nothing. Literally it was born of its own self.
The lstus shone brightly over the surface of the water as if it
was the crest: where five jewels had combined; its intrinsic
brilliance lit the world around. T h e lotus had one thousand
large petals, and at the centre contained a jmel, padmaraga. It
then took the form a Chnitya of the height 04 a feet and half
without a material structure, which was nothing but the divine
flame shining in all splendoum. T h e x e d of the lotus was sown
bey Vipaivi Buddha in Satyayuga. It had undergone transformation in course of the ages, first it bore the f m of a
Ctaitya in jyotirupa shining more brilliantly than tholusand Suns
put together and finally it emerged as a Chaitya in the material
embodiment large enough tor be witnessed from a long distance.
The one hand long shining divine light came to be covered
h e a t h the structure.
While the lake dried the Chaitya appeared tor have been standing on the top of a hill which h e different names in different
periods. I n Kaliyuga its name was Gopuchha and the natives
called it Samhye.
We have a further description elf the original Chaitya in divine
form. I t was like the full moon delighting the world. I t burst
forth in the three worlds as the lotus b l a m e d . I n the perfect
voidness it stood as one' mystic syllable, s a n d i n g Aum, which
turned into a flame rising the lotus flower. Perhaps the seed
brought by Vipaivi was this Aum. Adibuddha is folrmless; he is
omnipresent, and he is the creator and director of the Universe.
Like the Saizjite Brahmi, he is detached from the universe and
beyond it, and yet was allied to it through his own creative
energy manifest in all beings.
The same story is told by the later chronicles abolut Svayambhu Chaitya. T h e loltus seed was sown in Nigahrad by
Vipaivi Buddha in Satyayuga, and the same blosomed into a
flolwer in TretZyuga in the time of Sikhi Buddha. The
Svayambhu, the self revealed God, had appeared through the
flower which shone like a brilliant light. T h e lake became dry
when Manjuiri by cutting the mountain on the south let the
water run out. Manjuiri saw in the lotus flower the Supreme

Being called Viivarupa, who later became the Chaitya now
known as Syerigu.
T h e name Adibuddha, however, is missing in all the chronicles
but the Svayambhu Purina had it; the latter also calls him 'self
revealed' 'god of Gods', Master of the world and Supreme
Essence from which gods, men, animals, birds, water, vegetations
and the entire universe emanated.
T h e Svayambhu is also known to have embodied the three
cardinal jewels of Buddhism. I n him are combined the Buddha,
~~~
no human attributes af
Dharrna and S ~ r i g h a . However,
Adibuddha are given. At the sametime the available inscrip
tions around the Stupa including the very earliest (of NS 492)
are content t a address the Chaitya just as 'Dharmadh-lu, 'the
delighter 04 the world and all merciful'.
Another Buddhist text the Gunakirandavyziha, which is said
to have been written in circa 3rd century A.D refers to the
Adibuddha 'when nothing& was, Sambhu was: that it the
Sdf-existemt Svayambhu, and as he was M o r e all, he is also
called Adib~ddha'.~'"The text d e s c r i k in detail the various
phases s f Bdhisatva Lokesvara's achievements performed for
the sake of humanity, and it was said that Lolkesvara derived all
his strength and inspiration for compassionate doing from the
Adibuddha who is again lauded as the creator d the world.
T h e account od the rise of Adibuddha in Gunakirandavyziha is
quite similar ta that of the Svayambhu P ~ r G n a . ~ 'I~t is not

47C

47d

enr-

Alice Getty, Gods of Northern Buddhism, 1962, Pp. 2-6.
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improbablle that the Svayambhu Purina borrowed the conception of Adibuddha f r m this m r c e and applied the stmy to the
~ g i n a Chaitya
l
ojf SvayambhunZtha existing in Nepal.
The Nimasarigiti, a small liturgical work d the 9th century
A.D. alsa speaks olf Adibuddha."' Perhaps this can be yet one
more source a€ the idea of Adibluddha.
The Gopila Vams'ivatz has nothing tcr say about the legend
of Adibuddha. So it cmld be suggated that the Svayambhu
Chaitya came to be associated with Adibuddha only in the early
15th century. But it is not unlikely that the chronicle had deliberately avoided reference of Adibuddha because d its author
being a Saivite. Nonetheless the legend might have been surely
k n m , in Nepal m e t i m e before the Svayambhu Purina was
written. T h e legend could go back ta an age as early as the
13th century. Thus the Chaitya of Svayambhu would have
been wo~nhippedas Abiduddha from this time orllwit~ds.
Adibuddha in the Svayambhu Chaitya form is regarded as
the Supreme Buddha who was not alsa self existent but dsoi was
the one who created the Paticha Buddhas and their S&tk and
B d i s a , t v a s and the lattey's manifestations as conceived by the
tantras. A Nepalese work on the subject which follows the
Svayambhu PurGna in date talks of the ethereta1 five Buddhas
to have sprung out of the Adibuddha, although the Svayambhu
Pura?zaYsstatement in this regard is nat ca,tegoricd but could
give this interpretation only by implication. At any rate whichever text it is this would show that the Adibuddha preceded the
emergence d the creation of the universe.
?"he Japanese have their own Adibuddha selected f r m one of
the five Buddhas'. This is Arnitiibha called Amid; in Japan.
The Japanese god K m g o Satta is regarded as Vajrasatva and
according ta some he is Adibuddha. One school pays respects
a h to1 Vairochana as Adibuddha. In Tibet two Lamaist sects
dGe-lugspa (yellow caps) and Kai-hGya-pa (Red caps) regard
Vajradhara as Adibuddha. Vajradhara also1 passes as Karmavajra and D h m a v a j r a . All thew wear crowns and

other emblems of Bodhisatva. The iccmographic representation
d Vajrasatva is : a resting pasture with legs cr-d
and soles
exposed, urna and ujnija appear prominent; placing ol arms
over the breast which again cross each other; the two hands hold
vajra and ghanta respectively as the symbols of the deity; the
co~lourof the body in painting is blue."' The Tibetan images are
alsa represented in yab-yum attitude, the Sakti being
PrajfiiipZrarnit.5.
Coming to Nepal, the: pictorial representation of Adibuddha
in a form other than the Chaitya of Svayarnbhu of the Sarnhye
hill is very rare. According to Hadgsm, 'the Adibuddha is
figured wearing a crown and other ornaments like a Bdhisatva
and is dressed in princely fashion. He m m e s dharmachakramudrci, and if he is placed along with his Sakti he is called
Yogimbara, the latter being given the name of digambara. The
Sakti is in d h y i n a m u d r i . Both are nude". Hodgmn talks of
different: sects of Buddhists in Nepal, such as Eis'varika and
SvabhivikaJ who1 had faith in the existence oi the Supreme God.
In one oif his works, 'The Languages, literature and Religion of
Nepal and Tibet, H d p n gives additicmal infarmation on the
subject. He cites an unnamed text repeating the story of the
Svayambhu Purina about the appearance d the Adibuddha an
Mt. Sumem, whom it identifies with Vajrasatva called the sixth
ethereal Buddha of the YolgZchZra ~ c h a o 1 . ~
According
~~
to
H o d p n , the SvabhZvika school has the trident 'rising from a
lotus flower' as its symbd and as the flame supported by the
moon crescent at the centre d the lotus flower alsa brings out an
outline image of a tident over similar condition, the latter may
support the identity of Adibuddha with Vajrasatva whose a M e
on earth was the tap of Mt. Sumeru. Vajrasatva is a popular
deity in Tibet, whose symbals are vajra ( b l t ) and ghanta
(bell). He puts a crown on his head bearing an image of
Aksolbha Buddha, and wears Bodhisatva-like ornaments. He has
Getty, op. cit, Pp. 4-5.
47g JRAS, Sketch of Buddhism in Nepal derived from Buddhist
Scriptures, 11, 1830.
47f
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a v e y similar posture and attitude also as those d the latter.
B. T. Bhattacharya thinks that in Nepal as in Tibet Vajrasatva
is worshipped in secret only by the initiates, and he is taken as
gupta devati. I d a not know haw Vajrmatva could be t a k a
as Adibuddha I have na olriginal source t a suppolrt this
hypothese. I d a not think ha ever ranked above or even equal
tor the five Buddhas. I n the array of the Buddhist panthem he
is not givm as prominent a place as he should as Adibuddha.
But it might be suggested that Vairachana mlay answer t a the
description as above: drawn. Vairochana is represented in
statues but in the Chaityas his image does not appear as those
oE the other four Buddhas, as it is being recagnkd to lie into
the inner recess of the Chaitya representing the original lotus
flower. He might pass as the 'concealed Buddha'.
Vairwhans is always seated with le'gs locked u p in Padmisana
and his hands are p e d in dharmachakramudrcZ (the union of
wisdom and matter) .47h I n the structure of the Chaitya the care
at the centre within Garbhadhitu is compared with the heart
(hydaya) , the' source: of all organic life'. In this form Vairolchana
is held by a sect in Japan as the Adibuddha. Nepal has its
R4ahivairochana also and there are in evidence his images in
stone. Apart from his 'concealed position' inside the garbhadhitu d the Chaitya, Vairolchana looks quite prominent in this
aspect. But he is not shown to have been given the status of
Adibuddha. No1 text describes him as such. I t is also true that
in Nepal none d the Paiicha Buddhas nor Vajrasatva and
Vajradhara have enjoyed any claim to1 the exalted position of
Adibuddha in the popular mind.
As for Adibuddha's iconographic representation it is nonexistent in Nepal as against the statement of Ho~dgson. He has
confused Tibetan nation of ddibuddha with the Nepalese. On
the authority ot the Svayambhu P u r G ~ a ,the Adibuddha's attributes are the three jeweh, Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.
Although the Chaitya is supposed to harbour all the divinities
within its structure yet by itself it is devolid of shape, form and
47"

Getty, P. 32.

quality and beyond spacer andl time. T h e Svayarnbhu
Abiduddha is a h a said to assume. the form of Viivarupa on the
15th day of the bright fortnight ( k a t i F n i ) of Kirtika. I have
so far found no evidence of the Adibuddha represented in forms
other than Svayambhu Chaitya.

This is a.ko known as Bauddhanatha. By the name K h i s t i
Chaitya one is inclined to believe that this was associated with
the Tibetans. K h k t i identified with K h k Z situated near
Kerrmg inside Tibetan territory lies m the main thoroughfare
between Lhasa and Nepal. As the name goes, so also the
shrine has come to be mainly worshipped by the Tibetans and
by Gurung and T h i n g tribes from within Nepal. The Newar
Buddhists pay their homage only partially.
While dealing with the subject matter of Art and Architecture in the Volume 'Ancient Nepal' the Bauddha Stupa has
come in for a lengthy description.
I t is suggested that the Stupa has a very ancient past.
Waddell in his book on 'La~rzaism' wrote that he heard from
a devotee in Daxjeeling that the Chaitya contained relics of
Buddha Kasyapa. But tangible evidence in support of this
assertion is lacking. T h e Bauddhafitha shrine does not contain
any records other than a few inscriptions in Tibetan of late
origin. There' is no doubt that the Stupa was erected with a
view to creat a Centre of worship to Tibetan and allied visitors.
B. T. Bhattacharya, an authority on Indian Buddhist Iconograph, writes about this stt~pa.4 8 'It contains no less than 108
sculptures executed in a neat manner. Occasional images of
Guru Padmasambhava chiselled in the peculiar Tibetan
technique and wearing the same kind of costume bespeak
of the Tibetan character of the temple. Forty seven images
in this famous temple are represented in Yab-yum and the
rest are single'. About ten of the single images depict the
Siddhas of Tibet such as Milaraspa, Marpa, Padmasambhava,
48

Second Edition (1958), P. 6 (Intro.).
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Naropa and others. Although Tibetan in character the temple
cmtains nevertheless some olf the purely Indian Gods of
Vajrayina pantheon, such as Sadaksa~i Lokeivara, V i k ,
Heruka, Yanzintaka and a few others'.
Although there is an imprint of Tibetan Lamaism, in the
rituals associated with the stupa, there is nor doubt that this
represents the work 04 Nepalese craftsmen.
The Stupa is a massive structure bigger than the Svayambhu.
I t is constructed m Nepalese style, and some the emblems
manifested therein belong to1 Nepal.
T h e Khisti Chaitya is known to Thyisalju A (797-826), but
there is no reference atbout it in Gopilarija Vams'ivaZi which
has capious references to LorkeSvara af Bungmati. As it is
difficult tor identify the T h a m Stupa of Dhamasvamin's note
(1226-34 A.D) , we cannat posiblly say whether the Khisti
Chaitya actually stood at the time. But the structure massive
as it is docs nolt seem t a be of a late origin. I t must have
existed since the early medieval age.

Lokeivara known as Machhindra is one elf the most co~mmolnly
respected deities olf the Nepal Valley, ranking as high as
Paiupatinstha in popular estimation as far as the followers O[
Vajrayina are concerned. I n this f m rn a Bodhisatva od grace
and cmpassion Lokegvara though a legendary figure for the:
Buddhist panthelm is equally papular with bath sects. Said to
have emanated from Anzitibha, one of the five DhyEni Buddhas,
whose earthly manifestation is &ikyamuni Gautama of Kapilavastu, Lokeivara is the presiding Bodhisatva d the era for the
Buddhists in general all the world over. I n N q a l , however, he:
is identified with Matsyendraniitha of the N i t h a cult in addition
to what he passes as Padmapiini Bodhisatva.
The identific'ation is strange, as nowhere else in India it is
thus entertained. LokeSvara's main, festival is celebrated starting
with the advent of Summer and ending generally with the first
showem of the rainy season, which falls some times in the middle
of June. Matsyendranagtha, the preceptor of Gorakhamgtha,
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whme blessing was sought by kings of men and particularly by
Narendradeva of Nepal to wercome the calamities of draught
and epidemics, has also his principal day of festivity at a b u t
the same time.
Buddhist Lokdvara's (I<lz+arpnna) entry into the earth
from the mount Poltala tcr a site about Ksrnrupa is attributed to
the Raja d hndravardhana, who propitiated him to allay the
effects of severe drought and attendant evils. We have a similar
tale d the colrning d Matsyendran5th Lokdvara into Nepal in
the time of Narendradeva. It is passible the c m m assolciation
of these powerful deities with the drought and rains determined
one's identity with the other. But though Lok&vara known to
Nepal since early 8th century (see the Dharaharii inscription)
does not appear to1 adapt simultaneously the form' of Siddha
MatsyendraGtha till the 14th century. For the first time in
this age he has claimants and devotees from both the Saivites
and Buddhist folllorwers, and he is acclaimed by all as combining
in himself attributes and qualities of both Lolk&vara of the
Malta'ya'na cult and MatsyendranZtha of the Na'tha community.
But even accidentdy not one of 108 incarnations and forms of
AvalokiteSvara (see pictures of the deity at the shrine of
Matsyendra in Kathmandu) 49 has the name of Matsyendraniitha. In NS 797 (1677 A . D ) , however, a court poet of
SlinivZsamalla sings the praise of this deity and c m p o s g
hundred stanzas in his honour, which refer to1 him as the trinity
of Saiva pantheon and the five enlightened of the Buddhist
world. Matsyendra does not figure in the Tibetan list of the
eighty four VajrayZni Siddhas. So the custom of regarding him
as an incarnation of Lok&vara is purely Nepalese in origin.
Matsyendretha is known under three different names in
three different images. In his most powerful image, he is Red
Matsyendra stationed in Lalitapatan, MinanZfha is his dirninutive farm of the same manifestation, who is always by his side,
though scholars are of one opinion about their being one persoT h e Indian Buddhist Iconography based on SZdhanimilG b y
B. T. Bhattacharya, Pp. 177 ff.
49
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nage. Kathmandu has its o m Matsyendra, which is the second
.deity of the same name k n m as white Matsyendra. T h e deity
is known as JamGrdew, the God of Jamiir, and one chronicle
says (Levi, I, P. 186) that his warship and YGtri (procession)
were introlduced in Kathmandu to imitate the practice of Patan
by Gunakkadeva I. T h e fourth manifestation of LolkeSvara
is called AGvara, wha has a shrine atap the hillock of ChabZr.
It is said that the c o n c q t of a deity having the name of
Lokanatha as Lolkeivara has come to be known is due to the
prevalence of the cult of Siva in the Himalayan region. 5 0 The
Tantric pandits regard MachhendranZtha as an fncarnatim of
Siva. But the concept of the deity in the manifestation as it
stands seems mainly inspired by Buddhist religion.
T h e earliest reference ta Lokeivara %isin the inscription of
Jayadeva I1 of Samvnt 159 ( =727 A.D.) .51 Anather inscription
ir! the Gupta character ccrmmernoratm the inauguration od the
image of the deity. This stde is attriblutd to the reign to
R W e v a (Gnolli, XVIII) but the date symbols being faded
one cannot say exactly haw 'to determine the; date'. Apart f r m
the ms. Sa'dhanama'la' of 1178 A.D ta mention Lolk&vara in the
medieval period, there is an image af this deity in Patan which
bean on the pedestal am inscription with date 180. 52 We have
an image of Chintiimani Lokdvara within the shrine of
Svayambhu with date: NS 549 ( = 1429 A.D.). DharmasvImin,
the Tibetan monk who visited Nepal, 1224-1236 A.D, speaks of
Bugam Aryalakeivara (vide above) . In Vi the image of the
deity comes in far occasional notice under different dates slince
the early 12th century A.D (vide ante the histmical portioln)
LokeSvara is not the only one deity identified with Saiva
worship. Manjuiri's shrine has come to1 be visited by the
Stvarnirgis oln mare than one occasion, amd he is l d e d upon
-

Read for Buddhism i n Ncpal, Snellgrove's Buddhist Himalayns,
Chapter 111.
51 BLI, No. 15.
5 2 Gnoli, n. XVIII. We have the reign of MZnadeva mentioned
in this record and therefore the image can be ascribed to the
middle of the 8th century A.D.
50
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alz the Goddess Sarasvati, the deity of learning. How Manjugxi,
a made Bodhisatva, came to k respected as a female Saraswati

is more than a surprise. But ManjuSri is the patrm of learning
according tcu Buddhist scriptures and his espouse is Sarasvati.
His emblems are the book and the sword which he h d d s in his
left and right hands. Probably the Sivamirgis were led to take
him as Sarasvati by these emblems.
Although ManjuSri Bdhisatva was known in India since
early 5th century A.D., we have no source af infoxmation to
know about this deity in Nepal until we m e to the 9th centuy.
A standing two ieet high image of ManjuSri Bodhisatva in a
shrine in Chikamugal quarter of the old site 04 Kathmandu
beam an inscription on its pedestal. Although the date figure
is peeled off the writing seems old enough to place the record
tc the early pat-Lichhavi time. The inscription says that on
Jyestha pzirninzi of a particular (date peeled off) year, the
image of Manjuiri had been set up. This must be the oldest
image of the deity. We have come to know about a legend
surrounding this image current in the area. I t is said that
ManjuSri while he came from China raided in the locality
before he shifted to the traditional abode behind the Syengu
hill. This legend can be interpreted to mean that the Bodhisatva
became known in Nepal at about the same time as the image
was set u p by his devotees there.
T h e image of Manjugn' is d y with two hands which are
streched d m slightly bent at the elbow to hold each a piece of
hanging cloth. These do not carry the classical emblems
associated with the Bodhisatva. Here the deity weals a necklace,
and armlets, the carving of which shows a highly skilled
craftmanship. The laver part of the body is covered with a
flowing dhoti garment, the legs from the knee upwards being
under the cwering. On the whole the art displayed in the image
making doles not seem tor be of quite a high order. We shall
exclude the consideration of this image from the section dealing
with arts, as we have described it here.
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These are common for almost all the VXiras in the Nepal
Valley as are the deities representing the trinity, Dharma, Buddha
and Sarigha. The celestial Buddhas-Vairochana,
Amita'bha.
Ratnasambhava, Amogha Siddhi and Aksobha are represented
in different p t u r e s in all the stupas and Chaityas on four sides,
T'airochana invisible occupying the centre. Ammgst the mortal
Buddha we have Vipasyi, Sikhi, Vis'vabhu, Krakuchhanda,
Konagamuni, Ka'syapa, Sa'kyamuni and Maitreya; the last two
are enshrined in many Vihiiras a~ principal deities, Maitreya,
the future Buddha, though not as much papular, stands second
to Gautama Buddha wha is universally warshipped. Maitreya
has been noted by the T'ang annal t a have been highly respected
by the Nepalese since early 8th century. He is worshipped as the
corning Buddha. Vajrasatva with Baddhisatva Vajrapgni and
Dipaikasa Buddha are associated with the celestial ones as the
sixth and seventh Buddha aut of the twenty-four olf them wha
are in the group. Dipankara has a monastery in his honour in
Patan and Bhatgaoa. Traditionally he is the first olf the Buddhas,
wha had visited Nepal, and begged alms from the laity. The
occasion of his begging is still celebrated on the 14th day of the
dark fortnight of Bhidra. Also the Samyak d i n a is
in honour of this Buddha uptill now.
T h e following table presents the celestial Buddha group with
their Saktis and Bodhisatvas. This particular repmentation of
the Buddha pantheon in regard to Paiicha Buddhas is Nepalese
in conception, and is widely prevalent. T h e Tibetans have
emulated the Nepalese while following this schedule :
Dhyini Buddha

Divine Sakti

Bodhisatva

Vairochana
Aksobhya
Ratnasambhava
Amitibha
Amoghasiddhi
Vajrasatva

Vajradhitvis'vari
Lochana'
Mimaki
Pandari
Aryatiri
Vajrasatvit mika'

Simantabhadra
Vajra pint
Ratnapini
Padmnpini
Vis'vapini
Glzantapini
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There are other Buddhas about ten in number, who can be
listed as auxilliaries. But these are not known to ordinary
devotees.
According to a widespread belief we have the four guardian
kings and ten governors for the ten directions, who are also
respected by the laity as supernatural bangs to guard and protect
the universe: from evil spirits.

Four guardians of the quarters

1.
2.
3.
4.

D hrtari!tra
Virudhaka
Virufi-ksa
VaiSrivana

Ten governors (Lokapilas)

1. Zndra
2. Agni
3. Y a m a
4. Stirya
5. V a ~ u n a
6. V i y u
7. Yaksa
8. Soma
9. Brahma'
10. Bhtipati

The Lokapdas are no more in evidence except m occasions
the priests invoke them. But the guardian kings are often
depicted in pictures on the front walls of the building of the
Buddhist laity. The Paficha Buddha might a h find place on
the wall just above the cornice of the doorways. These have
become the signs by which a Buddhist household is distinctly
marked.
Of the eighty-four Vajrayani Siddhas, only eight are known
in Nepal, but knowledge of these Siddhas is confined to the few
initiated of the priest class.
LuipZ
Nagarjunapa
Viru pa
Kukuripa
Each 04 these differs slightly from the usual Tibetan represen-
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tatim in meditatimd pose.53 It is said that same d t h m
Siddhas practised their sidhani in Nepal.
Now coming ta description d the deities emanating from the
celestial Buddhas we have about a hundred of thexn whose
sidhani is mentioned by the compiler od the mantras in the
treatise. These: constitute bath the groups, (1) abstractions
represented in human shape (11) and celestial manatiolns
related ta one or either of the Buddhas. The Trinity, Prajiiii,
PZramit5, Nihnasarigiti, Paficharaba Maqdala and NairZtmya
and a few olthers belong to the h t category. Deities like
Heruka, Hevajra, etc. derive their arigin from Taritras of their
name and may be classified in this list. The second list is much
exhaustive and we need not enumerate all the names hew but
only thwe that are very familiar ta the: common mass 04 the
people. It has scr happened that the most familiar of the
Vajrayina Pantheon have been also claimed by the S a i ~ i t e s . ~ ~
These are (1) Vnjra Yogini called under different: names such
as Ugrata'ra', Ekajati, e t ~ . , (~2 )~ Vajra Virihi, ( 3 ) Nila
Sarasvnti, (4) Chhinnamastiki, (5) Kilis with red and white
complexion, (6) Vidyidhari, (7) Mahinkila the fierce Gold of
Death. Some of these go& along with another female deity
Kurukulli had been introduced from Lhasa, the capital of
Tibet, a country which had deeply imbibed Indian Tantric
Buddhism in the 11th and 12th century A.D.
Amoghapisa, Usni!a Vijaya and their female Sakti and Hiriti
-the protectrea of children, are also equally papular, though all
Buddhist Himalayas by 0. L. Snellgrove.
54 For a study of the deities described in this section read ( 1)
S i d h a ~ ~ i i m a l Vols.
a,
I & 11, edited by B. T. Bhattacharya (Oriental Institute, Baroda) Intro. to Vol. 11. ( 2 ) I n d i a n Buddhist Iconography by the same author, 1958 ( 3 ) Asiatic Researches, Vol. XVI
-Lan<page, Literature and Religion of the Buddhists of Nepal by
B. H . Hodgson (4) Buddhist Sanskrit Literature i n Nepal edited by
R. L. Mitra; Tantric Studies by P. C. Ragchi.
55 Ekajatii is said to have been brought over from China by
Siddha Nigarjuna. ms. Vajrayogini Siidhanam (274 Kiirtika k y ~ n a
1 3 ) is devoted to the worship of the deity.
53
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of them except Hdliti am disowned by the Saivits; Hdn'ti who
is regarded as the elder sister of S i t & - , - a h
of pox
epidemic, has her abode in a temple within d n e s of the
Svayambhu Chaitya, Sit& mare: a Saivite than a Bauddha is
enshrined close to Pasupatinitha's temple. O u r purpose in
producing this long catalogue of names of deities is to show
that the Medieval period saw the ritual M a h i y i n a expand to a
length where t h e e deities were conceived and created. Indeed,
they came into existence in Nepal since the early 12th century in
the same way as they were imported into Burma and other
countries otf South East Asia. It appears that Nepal imported
these d i v i n i t i ~from India same three to f w r hundred years
later than they were olriginally established in that country.
Probably it was the aftermath of the Muslim terror, which was
responsible for this impartation. Nepal was then a place of
refuge, to which schodars of repute repaired for safety. With
them they took their olbjexts olf worship, image elf their devotion,
modes of worship and rites with which they performed sacrifices
and philosophies supporting the ritual. It could not be that the
Vajraya'na deities were intrduced in this country at a very
early period of history. Evidence to s u p p a t a contrary conclusion is lacking. None of the data inscriptional or otherwise have
anything to say about Buddhism of this type. The first avaliable
copy of the ms. of SadhanamGlG dates 1168 A D . , which means
that the deities and rites mentioned therein were introduced in
about that period or sometime earlier.
From the kginning of the 11th century A.D. HSnaya'na and
simple unritualistic Mnh-yana had totally disappeared.
17ajraya'na dominated Nepal for about five centuries since then
and is still a very influential factor in the society. For s m e time
after its inception, it had almost f l d e d the social structure of
the Valley of Nepal. The imprint Vajraya'na l d t in t h m days
in this field remains u n a a c e d even today. Gods and divinities
that it gave birth are: still extant in the monasteries in the riches
of their walls, and in sltruttings and frontah of the temples.
Vajraya'na was s o strong in t h m days that it could nolt only
compete with Saivite deities but to an extent push the deities d
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the latter off their seats d vantage in their respective areas. It
appear; that in this strain the priests ministering to1 the Vajrayiina
sect did not: even care if their eulogising and laudation of the
deities in question went to &end the susceptibilities 04 the Saiva
sects. They openly preached hatred towards the traditional
divinities and sayled them as wicked, who were to ble subjugated
by Buddha gods and goddesses. Thus LokeSvara was conceived
as riding roughsold over the Hindu God Vknu, M ~ t y u v a i i c h a n i
T i i r i as quelling the Saiva trio, and Indra and Sun God.
BhCtadGmara as conquering B r a h e and Indra, Ucchusma
Jambhala as trampling under feet the god of wealth, Kuvera,
Vajrajvatanatarka as keeping under his heels Visnu and Laksmi
and, Y a m i n t a k a and Vighna VignZntaka as pressing under feet
the gold of death Y a m a and the god of good accasim,
Ganes'a, re~pectively.~~
Such instances can be multiplied. S m
of Gold Siva of the other sect, the heroic Kirtikeya and Ganes'a
are doorkeepem of the Buddha and Boldhisatva Manjdri.57
Ganes'a aha is wmhipped as a deity keleping watch over a
monastery .
It appears that many d the deities of the Vajrayina pantheon
continued to enjoy popularity till the end of the 17th century.
However, some of these were thrown into an obscure position
a b u t that time as gods and goddesses of parochial origin began
to command universal devotion and got identified with classical
divinities. But to this we shall return in the next vollume when.
we have to deal with the issue of religion as it obtained in the
late medieval period.
This is all about the deities.
The large volume of Tantric literature copied between the
10th and 16th centuries is the evidence of the fact that Nepal
then was mostly under Tantric influence. But this also indicates
the extent of learning acquired by the Nepalese of the day.
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57 A look into various shrines of Buddhist faith will confirm what
we have said here.

There were scholars who had gained mastery of different kinds
ot learning. But we find that the tradition of learning and
schollarship had weakened a s we approach the 17th century.

Vajrayina had not mly created its own divinities, but also
tended ta adapt Saivite and Vbnuite deities in the pantheon d
the principal Buddhist divine figures standing m equal f d n g
with the originals.
We have already observed how Brahmd, Siva, Hari, Indra,
Kirtikeya, Ganeia, Laksmi, Sarasvati and othm played their
role in one f m or another, although these had been treated
as deities subservient to the main Gods of Vajraya'na. The Gods
known as Chaturmaha'ra'ja and d d a dikpilas in the Buddhist
conception (Agni, Szirya, Varuna &) belong originally to
Suiva-V-nu sect. These, however, are not assigned major role.
But Ganeja came' to be wmhipped as a principal deity, inspite
of his association with the monastery in his subsidiary character.
A work Gana~atihydaya,~~
consisting of mantras in adoration of
the God has a story to say that Gautarna himself commended
the worship of G q & a to propitiate his ta ward ofT certain
dangers to life. The initial invocation Om namo ratnatrayiya
sholwsl the Buddhist character of the c o m ~ t i m .
We have a work showing collection of maitras, the Graharna'trikadha'r~ni,~~
which are recited to please the nine planets
for different results affecting human destiny. The navagraha
group of stars are always associated with BrZhmanical rites. But
the dharani shows that the Buddhist priests were equally interested in them and the nine celestial bodies were objects of their
devotion.
From a wa-k of rituals, called Pzija'paddhatiooit is known that
divinities of the Siva Tantras were freely absorbed in the
58R. L. Mitra; Sanskrit Buddhist Literature in Nepat, 1882,
p. 89 (n. 816-A).
5"bid., p. 93 (816-B).
OOR.L. Mitra, Ibid., p. 186 (No. A. 12).
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Vajrayina pantheon. The deities mentioned in the treatise are
( 1 ) Kubjikiguhyeivari (the secret hunchback goddess), ( 2 )
Harabhairava, ( 3 ) Harasiddhidevi, ( 4 ) Chandeivari, ( 5 )
Navadurgi, ( 6 ) GaneSa, ( 7 ) Brahm,ini, ( 8 ) Mahes'va~i, ( 9 )
Kumar?, ( 1 0 ) Vaisnavi, ( 1 1 ) V i r i h i , ( 1 2 ) Indrini, ( 1 3 )
C h i m u n d i , ( 1 4 ) Mahilaksmi, (all these (7-14) belong to
A s t a m i t r k i group) ( 1 5 ) Kulachakreivari, ( 1 6 ) Revanta M a h i bhairava, ( 17) Maha'laksmi, ( 1 8 ) Jayavatsala', ( 1 9 ) Plirpavati
Brahmi!ti, ( 2 0 ) ~ i k i s a c h chanda
h
Mahibhairava, ( 21 ) N ~ t y e ivarn Mahibhairava, ( 2 2 ) Bhimasena Mahibhairava, ( 2 3 )
Kumarichimupda, ( 2 4 ) Ugrachandi, ( 2 5 ) MartyeSvari, ( 2 6 )
Jhalikes'vari.
All these deities were not only equated with the principal
divinities of the Buddhist religion in respect of rank and honour
but were awned in the society as much as the latter.
T h e Svayambhu P u G n a , written in the middle olf the 15th
century featurm of rdigicm as obtained since the introduction.
of Vajrayina gives a list of Saivite and .ViSI?uite golds who were
worshipped either as Lokeivara or TathZgata SZkymuni himself. Such is the N i r i y a n a (Hariwihana) as ChZngu, and alsa
Lord Paiupati regarded as Lokeivara." T h e image of NirGyana
known as Bhuyuji (Bhujungasiyi) at the foot of the Sivapuri
hill to the north of Kathmandu ab~out6 miles ofF' is considered
by the Buddhist laity as one d the 108 Lolkeivaras. (Nilakantha
lokes'vara)
The Svayambhu Purina has listed the lollowing sites of
Sivalingas as sacred : ( 1 ) Manilingdvara in the vicinity osf the
Valley d Manichuda ( 2 ) Gokarna on the B'Zgmati where it
cuts a c r m a hill ( 3 ) Kitdvara (4) Kumbhes'vara in northern
quarter of the city of Patan ( 5 ) Phanigartes'vara on the Go&vaxi, south-east corner of the Nepal Valley (6) Phanilinges'vara,
(7) Gandhejvara, ( 8 ) and VikrameSvara. T o Buddhists these
Sivalingas represent eight tathigatas, h d y sages who had
renounced all passions ( vitaraga) .
There are alm several divinities of the olther sect being wor-

R. L. Mitra, Ibid., pp. 251, 259 (No. B. 19).

shipped o n their awn without any attempt to impart to them
Buddhist character. Such are the various pithas, which though
falling under Saivite-ViSr?uite category are visited by the
Buddhists along with t h w of exclusively Buddhi$t association.

Although Bramanas are not associated with the priestly
functions in regard to the ten kriyas in the household of a
Buddhist in the society, they were specially revered and in the
inscriptions of tha later medieval age this is reflected in the
statement enjoining not to destroy the record at the peril ol
committing a sin as 'that of killing a Brghmapa or a cow!
Considering that the priest GuvZju d m not enjoy this kind d
privilege, it can be definitely said that the Brshrnanas were
treated as belonging to superior caste and deserving of deep
veneration by the Buddhist laity.
The Capuchin Missionaries wrote during the early 18th
century tha,t the punishment for the offence of killing a cow or a
bull or a Brshrn-a was death.
The miety was caste ridden and in its caste system embraced
both Buddhists and followers of Saiva-Vknuism. As such, the
respect of the Briihmqas was natural, because under the caste
organisation the Brihrnaqas occupied the highest place and they
represented to popular view divinities cm earth. But this
attitude was also mixed with caste complex and feeling. Not to
speak of the laity and the privileged caste Bfihmqas even the
Buddhist priests were not immune from this complex. But as
we are told this complex had a hoary tradition. Even
while the Buddhist order functioned intact: there were tendencies
to cling to me's caste inside the order, which was unique and
manifested only in Nepal. It so appears that on conversion to
monkhod, the individual did not like to lose his caste background. In the colophons we have: a dvijavara bhiksue2 and
also a Kiiyastha bhibu Achirya." This showed that the monks
--

Pingalamafa (Br. Museum Or: 2279).
O3 DOC.10 of Anantainalla's reign.
G2

MS.
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were never able to shed their caste b a c k ~ o u n d . Perhaps this
carried higher status in the order. The Nepalese Bhibus of the
day strictly adhered tcr the rule of the Buddha. ernphasised in
Lalitavista'ra, which said that the monks should be enrollled only
from the ranks af the Brdlmanas and eatriyas. If later the
Guviiju and Bare castes functioning as priests ta the many lower
castes in the society claimed their descent f r m the Brahmeas,
the reason is not far to seek, it is in this dictum od the Lalitavistira
prescribing conversion m caste basis. N m d y the heir to1 the
monks who1 were converted from Briihmaqas were of their caste.
So Brshmaqim if not actually BrLhmaqas came to dominate
the field. Later while castes had taken shape the Buddhist GuvZBZres took pride in calling themselves descendants of the
Bramanas and accepted priesthaold as pro~fessionin colnfmit);
to the injunction of the Sistras as legacy and heritage;
Br5hmaqim again scored a victory if we were tot interpret the
prevailing sentiment about the origin d the Buddhist priest
castes as a triumph d their ideas of social superiority and caste
complex,

Ordinaxily the rituals involved worship of the image ol the
deity with Sandal paste, rice and flolwer (chandana, aksati and
puspa) and offering to it a burning incense and lamp (dhzipa
and dipa). O n extraordinary o~ccasions there was sacrificial
offering d rice and ghee wer a fire alter and then killing of an
animal, either a gaat m a fowl at the feet of the deity or an a
zediki in the front.
The image was washed with water or with paiichdm.rta as
D h m a s v 5 m i n marked while watching the ceremonial warship
of Avalokite.ivara (see above). Then sandal paste mixed with
rice was applied on the forehad and flowers put oln the head.
This done, the deity was offered a burning lamp and incense.
The method od worship both in the Saivite and Buddhist
hmseholld or temple was similar. The rites were conducted by
priests and if it was a ceremonial ccmnected with the worship
of deities other than V k u , Siva, Buddha or a Bodhisatva animal

sacrifice could be an essential part of the ritual if the devotee
xt desired.
T h e taking out in procession of the image of a particular
deity kept on a chariat (Ratha ya'tra') was a h a c m n
feature then as it is now-a-days. Dharmasvamin gives an account
of the: chariat pracessicm of Matsyendrdtha. Although the
time of the c ~ e m m yis different the practice is still carried.
First the image is taken from the main temple at Buga in a
small chariot wer men's shouldm to the shrine in the city of
Patan. This is done an a special day fixed. as auspicious by
astrologers m e t i m e between Nwernber and March. There it
is kept for show and warship until the car festival starts on the
first day of Vaijikha, bright fortnight. MatsyendrarGtha was
supposed to Wes the p p l e d the capital city with his rkdence
far some months in the year and he was to pass through the
main road and receive offering and donation from evcq house
that lay on bath sides. On the first day of Chaitra iukla, the
image: is dipped in paiichirnyta and is painted in r d colour. A
huge and tall chariot with four wheels is kept ready at Pulchok,
and in the afternoon of the first day elf the bright fortnight of
Vaijakha the image is placed in it. Then in a procession attended by a huge crowd the chariot enters the city. T h e chariat is
drawn slowly and halts at places traditionally marked. At every
halt the inhabitants of the locality play hosts to the deity. T h e
prwessim goes cm fm several days until after going round a
part of the city it reaches the outskirt at a point: called
Jiiwal5khd. Here a special ceremony takes place, which the
people of the entire Valley attend and the deity is supposed now
to complete his residence in Patan and the very next day is
remwed to the old site in Buga.
The Vi and V i i ' corroborate the ceremony of the chariot
procession of Avalokites'vara in pat ax^,^^ but we are not aware
d such procesicm of any other deity until we come to the late
medieval period while we are given to know d similar procesrion
in honour of white Matsyendra in Kathmandu and Bhairava in
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Bhatgaon. But it may not be wrong to assume that chariots of
many other deities then existing were taken out in procession on
particular occasion. All these, however, might not have been on
a gigantic scale: as in the case Avalokites'vara of Patan, and
probably not the sort of festival with the chariot drawn by a
crowd of men was involved. Small chariots molddled an a
temple structures and carried by men over their shoulders known
as Khat arc used today during festivals celebrated in hmsur d
many deities. In such chariots the image of the deity is carried
in proccmion through the alleys and main tholrcuughfare in the
locality m that the devotees can have a lol& d the deity and
worship him or her while at home. I think that this is a very
old practice and might go back to the period we deal with.
Beside the annual f d v a l , there were other olccasiolm when
a particular temple was an abjelct of visit by the peolple. For
example, every 11th day d a lunar fortnight was a sacred day
for pilgrims to visit ta the temple of PaiupatiGtha. Similarly
the eighth day of a lunar fortnight provided occasion to visit
the Buddhist temples and Chaityas.
We have several dates in the ancient chrolnicles and inscripticms regarded as sacred far performing ritesr in honour of the
deities.
According to Vi (f.27a) King Anantamalla offered gold
flagstaffs to Paiupati on Asidha s'ukla 5 Wednesday. This day
Jaya Sthitimalla and his wife observed vrata ta propitiate Laksnti
on 499 Bhadra k ~ n a . . . . (Vi, f.30b). On MZrga dark fortnight 12 he paid a visit to the temple! of Chzgu N 2 5 y ~ ato
pay his respects ta the Lard (Vi, f.30b). V" sta,tes that on
Kirtika klgna nmiucisyi (dark fortnight), the ruler of Nepd
performed plijci in Deopatan and fed the Brshmqas (f. 36-b).
There are many more sacred dates in V i i i as we follow them
Sthitimalla receives dikrya f ram his preceptor Sivadssa
Upadhyaya an 500 VaiSikha vadi a m i v i s y i , the day d solar
eclipse (f. 59-b) . A water conduit in Liviyanta was flown f~ the
first time on Asidha juddhi 9 hastZ naksatra Monday (f.60b)
Jaya Sthitimalla went on pilgrimage ta the temple of ChZngu
N g r Z y ~ aon M i g h a bright fortnight, Tuesday (f.60a). On

.

503 Ma'gha Sukla 10 Wednesday M e g h a r h Miilarni offcrs
flag to Sri TilamZdhava in Bhatgam (f.60a). Jaya Sthitimalla
again inaugurated the flowing of a water conduit on 506
P a u ~ aSudi.
Our inscripticms also prwide dates which were taken as
sacred, bccaux some pious acts were performed on these days.
According to inscription no. 11, an image d Sri ManjunGtha was
set up on Jye$!za Sukla 15. Inscription n. IV says that on
Pratham&sidha ~ u k l a 13 of NS 132, the image of UmiMaheivara was set up at Ganchanani, Patan. The image of the
booted Sun God at Naksjl was set up in NaksZl on Aridha
Sukla 2 of NS 179.05 In NS 185 another image of Sun God was
icstalled at Thappahiti on the 13th day of the bright fortnight
of &ddha.06 V h a d e v a sets up the idol of Sun God on Vaiidkha
Sukla 7 of NS 203.G7O n &idha k?!na 8 of NS 283 a hymn in
honour af the Lord was inscribed on the pillar in frmt of
TilamZdhava in Bhatgaon.G8 Water conduits were opened on
Philguna k p n a 8 of 288," Kiirtika iukla 8 of 29170 and ]yestha
Sukla 15" and in Kirtika of 291,72 all during the reign of
Rudradeva 11.
I n the reign of Amrtadeva, a water conduit inscription bears
the date NS 295 Vaiiikha Sukla 3.73 In the same reign an
image of NZr5yaqa was installed on NS 296 Jyestha bright
fortnight 8.74 The inscription on the pedestal of the UrnsMaheivara image lying in an area close to KwaAahil shows
that a temple was built to enshrine the deities.75 But the date
is not avaliable. I t the particular dates s l h m in inscriptions
which give us account of certain pious deeds be accepted, we
will have in our list more days characteri~das holly. Let me
now prepare a table shaving the inscription, the pious deed
performed and the particular day.
-

Inscription n. VII.
Inscription n. VIII.
G7 Inscription n. IX.
Inscription n. XII.
G9 Inscription n. XIII.
Inscription n. XIV.
G5

Inscription n. XV.
7 2 Inscription n. XVI.
73 Inscription n. XVII.
7' Inscription n. XVIII.
75 Inscription n. XIX.
71
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Date

Pious work done

Srrayambhu Inscription"

NS 492 Aivina iukla 15

Itumbahdl Inscription"

NS 502 d!iidha iukla 10

Jayaviigeivari water
conduit Iiscription"

NS 508 Miirga iukla 10

Nhaikaba hi1 Copper
PlateiB
Pharping Inscription
of the temple of
CorakhandthasO
W u - b a bahi Copper
Plates1
Kumbheivara stone
Inscriptions2
Chandeivara
Inscriptiona
Sundhdrii Stone of
Patane4
Kochhutol stone of
Pharpine
Rajeiuari temple
stonem
Taumadhitol temple
Inscriptions7
Jyotirmalla's Paiupati
Inscription"
On the pedestal of an
image of UmiiMaheivara at
HarigaoneO
A stone at Chikambahil, PatanB0
A Kiirtamandapa
Copper Plateo1
I-ba-bahi Copper
PlateoZ

NS 51 1 MZgha iukla 5
NS 5 11 Prat hamiisidha
iukla 10
NS 512 VaiiZkha
krsna 6
NS 523 Mdgha iukla 15
NS 524 Chaitra k r ~ n a8
NS 527 Phdlguna
iukla 3
NS 528 Mdgha klsna 8
NS 530 VaijZkha
iukla 3
NS
Miigha iukla 13
NS 534 Mdgha iukla 3

NS 536 divini iukla 15

An image of Caneia was
set up.
NS 543 Asddha iukla 10 A declaration.
NS 547 Jyestha iukla 3

Inscription n. XXIX.
78 Inscription n. XXXI.
80 Inscription n. XXXIII.
82 Inscription n. XXXV.
84 Inscription n. XL.
eo Inscription n. XLIV.
Inscription n. XLVII.
"O Inscription n. L.
" Inscription n. LII.

7e

Repairing of the
Chaitya.
Installation of an image
of kryatard.
Inaugural cmemony of
the flowing of water
from a stone conduit.
Installation of an image
of Buddha.
Footprints of Gorakhandtha carved on a
stone.
An image of Buddha
installed.
A new temple constructed for Lord
Kumbheivara.
Sacrificial offering to
the Lord.
Installation of an image
of KumEra.
Repairing of the temple
of Jhankeivari.
Construction, of the
temple of Rdjeivari.
T o celebrate the occasion of the Yajna.
Flagstaff on the crest
of the temple.
T h e image was set up.

A sacrificial fire
ignited.

Inscription n. XXX.
7"n~cription n. XXXII.
Inscription n. XXXIV.
83 Inscription n. XXXVIII.
Inscription n. XLII.
87 Inscription n. XLV.
" Inscription n. XLIX.
" Inscription n. LI.
77

Inscriptions

Date

Pious work done

VijvakarmZ Vihifra
Copper Plateos
Thimi temple Inscription''

NS 549 Chaitra h k l a 10 Gold image of Akjobha
was set up.
NS 561 Phalguna
Construction of the
iukla 15
temple was completed
with pratirthan.
NS 561 Jyeftha Sudi 11 Inaugural ceremony of
Taumadhitol Staneo5
the opening of the
gold water conduit.
A slab of stone a t Sasu- NS 567 Jyefjha iukla
Installation of an image
pratipadcf ( the
khel in PatanBa
of Sarasvati.
last date)
NS 572 Chaitra jukh 11 Building a temple of
Lubhu Stoneo7
Nsriiyana.
NS 573 Mifgha iukla 6
O n the pedestal of
Installing an image of
an image of Gaqe4a
GaneSa.
at Singi9'
Palace Copper Plate of NS 573 Srifvana fukla 15 Ceremonial end of the
construction of the
Bhaktapurw
walls around the
town of Bhaktapur.
Pedestal of the image of
Ceremonial installation
Lakjmi-NciriiyanalO"
of the image.
Image of the Moon God
T e - b a h d inscription^'^'
set up.
Grant
of land.
NS
585
Ajifdha
kpna
Kathmandu Copper
amavasyu
Plate1''
Grant of land for the
NS 607 Agidha iukla 7
Yaksejvara Copper
maintenance of PC ja
and NS 614 Bhidra.Plateslo3
at the temple.
pada iukla 4
NS 615 MZgha p c r n i ~ Ceremonial installation
Bhimsendhiirii Image
of an Image of Visnu.
of Visnulo4
Mimnamibahiil Copper NS 616 Jyestha fukla 11 Sacrificial offering to
and ]yestha iukla 15
(Yajiia).
Platelo5

Vijvakarma Vihira
Copper P1atelo8

NS 631 Vaijcikha
krjna 2

Ganefa Image Inscription of Nalalo7

NS 631 Vaijcikha
iukla 3

Inscription n. LIV.
95 Inscription n. LVI.
97 Inscription n. LIX.
99 Inscription n. LXV.
lol Inscription n. LXVIII.
lo3 Inscription n. LXXV.
105 Inscription n. LXXX.
lo7 Inscription n. LXXXIII.
93

God finial set up on
the roof of the shrine
of Aksobhya.
Ceremonial Installation
of the Image.

Inscription n. LV.
O0 Inscription n. LVIII.
98 Inscription n. LXI.
loo Inscription nos. LXVI, LXVII.
lo2 Inscription nos. LXXVII, LXXIII.
lo4 Inscription n. LXXVI.
lo6 Inscription n. LXXXII.

94
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Date

Inscriptions

Pious work done
Repairing of the temple
of VyGghra Bhairava.

Bhairava temple Inscrip- NS 635 Kirtika kr;ca 4
tion of Kirtipurl"
Banepi Inscription
of the temple of

NS 636 Miigha Sukta 15 The image of Madhava
was set up.

Midhavalw
Te-bahgl Inscriptionllo

NS 583 Kiirtika iukla 15 Installation of the image
of Sun God.

NS 643 Vaiiiikha
Thalachhetol water
conduit Inscriptionlll
iukla 15

-

Celebration of Piirnimii
Vrata in honour of
the Moon God.

The Chaturma'sa, the f a r months of the rainy season
( A s i d h a to K i r t i k a SukZa in the present Calendar),
have been deemed sacred folr both the: followers of SaivaVi~nuismand Buddhism. T h e mcmth of Sriva?za (GuniZi) is
sacred for the Bluddhist laity in particular and every m,oming in
this month the shrines and Stupas attract a goad number of
devotee. I think that the people in the medieval age did also
regard the above four months as sacred, and during the: month
of GuniZi the Buddhist shrines were visited by a large1 number
of people. T h e practice must have surely existed in those days
as all this has its origin in Buddhist: Purinas.
There is a reference to1 Vedic rituals in some inscriptions.
Inscription n. LXXXV of crur Appendix co~mrnemmatingthe
occasion 04 the repairing oif the temple of Vy'Zghra Bhairava in
Kirtipur speaks d performing the ten rites with the chant: olf
V e d a mantra. There are other records which talk of Vedic rites
in connection with the ceremonies commemorated through their
installation. We also find that the same rituals were a h adopted
by Buddhist priests, although nowhere the reference to Veda is
made in their records. T h e fire sacrifice (Homa) which was
performed according t a our inscriptions XXXII and LI was a
common felature 04 ritual also in the ceremonies colnducted by
the GuvZ priests.

'lo

Inscription n. LXXXV.
Inscription n. LXVI.

log

Inscription n. LXXXIX.
Inscription n. LXL.

T h e V1 and V U 1tell us that on the birth of a child a special
ceremony was performed to propitiate the Gods m that their
blessing was olbtained for the new born. The iniciation ceremony
a boy was colourfully celebrated with music,
(vandukarana)
dance and staging of plays. If he was a BrZhmaqa or a b a t r i y a
the priest gives him a sacred thread to wear r a n d his neck
iu garland fashion and also mantram for his prayer. If he was
the one belonging to a caste not desiring a sacred thread, he
underwent just a ceremony of shaving his head. For the
Buddhist priest class it was a ceremony of adopting mcmkhmd,
which involved mainly shaving of head in front of a stupa in a
monastery. In V"' there is a passage to tell us that the occasion
of the iniciation ceremony of Sthitimalla's scm was celebrated with
much popular enthusiasm and rejoicing (f. 47-b) . His marriage
was celebrated with q u a 1 pomp and splendour (f. 61-b) and this
is further confirmed by the prollogue in a contemporary drama
BhairavGnanda,'12 which was staged before a large audience.
From certain expressions of a noting in the ms. Jaganrn~hana,"~
we get the information that the ceremonies covered practices d
madhuparka, Kan yidtina and karagra hapa. All these practices,
however, are! not in vogue at the present time. I t is quite likely
that these were prevalent only in the royal household and
amongst the BrZhamaqa and Qatriya castes. All others
solernnkd their marriage with probably much simpler rites.
Funerary rites to b l m the path of the died. to heaven and
then annual Sriddha ceremony performed to celebrate death
anivenary are reported in the ancient chronicles. Jayasirizharka
perfolnned Sriddha ceremony on 497 Pausa vadi anzal;is)G
(Vili, f.60b).
I n our time the following c u s t m had also taken roots in the
society and were common to all sections, both the Saivites and
Buddhists alike.
0 1

Darb. Lib. Cat.
'I3 Recently acquired by the Government National Library. See
back page in Ch.
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From Vi we learn that while Rudramalla, the ruler of the
subsidiary kingdom of Bhatgaon, died in NS 446 = 13 26 A.D.,
four of his wives were burnt ta death along with his dead body.
The noting ot the ms. Amarakoia (doc. 36 of the reign of
Y&arnalla's sans) tells us that ten yolung w m e n accompanied
Ratnamalla's dead body m the! pyre and perished vduntarily
in the flames. W e are not aware of any Sati practices M o r e
Rudramalla. They might have existed or might not have
existed. But there is no dmblt that the c u s t m oi Sati was widely
prevalent. in the time of Rudramalla and after. However, in the
absence of documents it: is difficult ta say if the practice was
observed by peoples other than the royal family.

The fact of several wives perishing in flames along with the
corpse of their husband presupposes a state d polygamy a rampant practised by the! royal family. But we cannot say if p l y gamy was a general practice prevailing in the solciety. Perhaps
the upper section practised polygamy and although it was not
prohibited ta the lower section, the latter seldom took advantage:
of the practice partly due to lack of economic means to1 support
more than one wife and partly because 04 social inhiblitions.

The Nepalese cremated their dead on a pyre at the bank of
a river, preferakly RZgmati or Vknumati. For several days the
relations olf the deceased observed mourning. Tha period depended an, caste status, the ruling being the higher the caste the
longer is the period of mourning; the maximum was oi 12 days.
The table of castes given above provides information about
mourning and related matters.

In all manuscripts copied in. Nepal the collaphon mentions
eithcr the writer or the owner or both to have' done job for
one's olwn and the wmlcl's welfa,re (svirtha parartha hetuna ar
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jagatoh hitiya). This shows the high sense 04 piety entertained
by individuals of the age. Manuscripts were often deposited in
the monasteries. They were deposited by private individuals with
a view to place them at the disposal of the general public
interested in worshipping and reciting them.
Monasteries and temples also often received grants in land
or cash as the case may be.
Apart from the cases of depositing rnss. we have records showing the constmctioin of roads, wells, w a t a conduits and canals
by private individuals.
People desiring to propitiate the Gads and secure their blessing
far the uplift of mankind and for warding off natural calamities
also tended to build temples and set up images, which became
centres of pilgrimage in due course.
At the end of the volume we have added a collection of the
texts of inscriptions m far available to us. Most of these have
religious and pious objective to record either building a temple
or setting u p an idol of a deity or offering of ernbelishment of
a flagstaff. Some commemorate the occasions of constructing a
water conduit to provide drinking water to the pasemby and
bring out some facts in that connection.
Inscriptions I, 111, IV, VII, VIII, IX, XVIII, XIX, XX,
XXI, XXII, XXX, XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIX, XLI, XLIV,
XLV, XLVIII, XLIX, LII, LVI, LVII, LIX, LXII, LXV,
LXVI, LXVII, LXIX, LXXII, LXXV, LXXVII, LXXXI,
LXXXVII, LXXXIX, LXI commemorate the occasion of
colmpleting the construction od images. According to IV, XXIV,
XXVII, XXIX, xxxv, XXXVI, XLII, XLIV, XLVI, LI,
LIV, LXXXV, LXXXVI, temples or Chaityas were built or
repaired. Nm. XI1 and XLII show pillar set up in honour of
one olr the other incarnation of Vknu, although they actually
do not mention the fact of errecting them.
Those which record the cmtruction of a canal or a water
conduit are Inscriptions nos. 111, X, XI, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI,
XVII, XXIII, xxv, XXVI, XXXI.
Grants folr the upkeep of certain temples or for distribution of
alms to Briihmaqas and Jogis are mentioned in nos. XXVII,
38
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LXVIII, LXXI, LXXX, LXXXIV, XXXVI, XXXVIII,
XLIII, LVIII, which also state the fact d sacrificial offering
to the deities mentioned in the records.
Inscriptions n. XLVIII and LXX, r e c o ~ dthe installation od
flagstaffs and finial m the crest of the temple 04 Paiupatiniitha.
The image d the mother d Y&amalla is placed inside the
temple of PaiupatinHtha according to inscription n. LIII. In
I:. LV Y&amalla
is said to have built a temple and installed
then an image 04 Lakyni-N?irZyar;la.

No architectural creations of the early medieval age are existing at the moment. They have been either completely
demollished or buried underground, which however our archaeology has not been able to rescue and bring out to the fore.
T h e ~ d o r eit is not possible to examine the features af a temple
or a monument olf the period under review until we come tor
the 14th century.
I t is obvious that the temples and mmuments were wrecked
by time or destroyed by iconoclasts and vandalists and bly
natural calamities like the earthquake1. But they surely existed
a t any time of our history and naturally they alsa existed in
the beginning of our period. They alvr might have been built
011 the traditional Nepalese: style.
As we shall note' no single reign was without its activity in
this field. All r u l m extended their patronage to architects,
buildm and artists if only to1 satisfy their inner urge for religious
activities and themselves launched laudable programme d building themselves inaugurating finished images with zeal and
devotion. T h e construction of the monuments was cer~tainly
inspired by religious ideals, by a desire tcr please the deity to
invoke his blming and register a deed to perpetuate the gmd
name of the devotee.
The existence of m e temples is attested by the few extant
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images, which have dated inscriptions: to show that these: belonged to the first few centuries d our period. Some of these
images are shdtaed, but the structures d o not betray signs of
old age. A few of them are without any shrines of their own
and are lying in an open ground. Both of these form a catby themselves.
T h e images are vaximsly, ( a ) of UG-Maheivara, dated NS
132 in Patan (of the time of Rudradeva and Bhojadeva) , ( b )
of the1 bit legged Sun Gold, dated NS 179 in Naksd,
Kathmandu, ( c ) 04 the Sun Gad of Viimadeva, dated NS 203
in Saugaltol, Patan, ( d ) of another group of Ufi-Maheivara of
the time of Gunakiimadeva in Patan, (e) of D i p ~ k a r aBuddha
(in capper) of the 13th century in Guitatol, Patan, ( f ) of the Sun
Gold od the time of PradyumnakZrnadeva in Patan Thappahiti) ,
dated NS 185 and (g) of Gad Vknu in Icharigu, dated NS
320, d the time of Vijayak2madeva.
T h e images in ( a ) , ( d ) , ( f ) and (g) above must have been
enshrined in temples since their very installation. Today also,
these have their o m temple structures but the original seem to
have fallen tot the ground.
I n Bhatgaoln and Kathmandu, certain extant images belong
ta the time of Jaya Sthitimalla and successors; such as, SZkyamuni of Nhakabahil (NS 508) in Kathmandu), the Buddha of
Mimnami bah'il (within OmbahZl, Kathmandu) with date line
548 and of SZkyamuni Buddha in Mubahil with an inscription
of NS 568 in Patan; the image of V$nu facing a Garuda pillar
in the front in T'alachhitol of Bhatgaon, belongs to the reign of
Dhannamalla, and, the V b u image in Talachhitoll of the same
city is assigned to the time of Yaksamalla. Within PaiupatinZtha
area we have two images one of Cha?zdejoari, and another of
Durgi (known today as RZjarZjeSvari) both enshrined and belonging to D h m a m a l l a . All these images have their m m
shrines, but they wan to be recently constructed, sol that we do
have no1 idea of the d d constructions.
Some temples and monuments of the age of the second M d a
dynasty of the early medieval period have s u ~ v e d .But these
are not very many. Of the temples, t h m c a n e to our notice
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are (1) the PaiupatinZtha (2) the Kumbhdvara ( 3 ) the
Kiistanandapa and (4) the Bhatgaon Pdupatinitha (raised by
Rayarnalla). Of course, we can nat say that the structures as
they exist are handed down to our generation without alterations
f r m the original. Alsa a kind of ncudificatioln od the original
structure due tor the impact of cultural influence c d n g frolm
outside Nepal in course of the succeeding period was but natural.
The structure, however, must have remained in the main the
same as before. At least we take it ta be SOI to base olur colnclusion in regard to1 the W r n e n t of the pattern of the temple
architecture.
Gunakhadeva's inscription attributes the construction of the
temple ta himself. T h e Kumbh&vara inscription of Jaya
Sthitimalla's time (vide above) speaks of the temple ol Sankara
(Kmbheivara) . T h e Kistarnwdapa grolup olf inscriptions
establish the existence of this shrine in and before the time of
Jaya Sthitimalla.
T h e PaSupatiGtha inscriptian of Jyatirmalla (dated NS 533)
speaks of his having set u p a gold finial to the temple of Gad
Paiupatinatha. A Little earlier to this, the DeopZtan inscription
of Jayasimharama (of Dharmamalla's reign) ina,ugurates the
cermolny of crowning the pinnacle to the temple d kjikaraNZrZyqa an a site quite near to the temple of P1a8upati. It
also refers to the shrine of indrdvara built by himself. The
tmples enshrining L&mi-NZrZyqa, and Vknu by himself are
mentioned in the respective records of the time ascribed to
YakSarnalla's reign.
I n view of the a b w e evidence we are confirmed in olur view
that the temples referred to1 be existed in same form or olther since
their very inception.
At the end of the section we shall take these temples each for
a short description ta give the reader an idea of the type of
building constructed to1 enshrine a deity at the time.

We do not envisage a new style of architecture for this
period. These temples look the same as conforming to the
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pattern prescribed f o r the usual Nepalesle style of building so
laudably described by the Chinese annal. This style flourished
as late as the nineteenth century A.D., and we have numerous
temples ot this style, that were constructed in COUE of time
since the early 16th cmtury A.D.
As a full description of the style of building has been given in
'Ancient N e ~ a l ' " ~we proceed herewith to give an account of
the architecture of the four temples belonging to the end of our
period, which we have just specified.
A cmmcm feature of these temples, which is also a general
characteristic of a l l such monuments in Nepal is the fact of the
structure being built solely with the materials of bricks and wood.
Similarly, the pattern in all these is common, and this also does
not stand separate from the usual m e to be found in all the
temples of Nepal imespective of age and sect, to which t h e x are
dedicated.
Ta describe the pattern in its entirety in our own words per
lines in 'Ancient Nepal' (P. 4 7 ) .
"The body is a square entablature of bricks rising in
diminishing propolricm to a great height, sometimes to the sixth
storey, with a roof on four sides of the wall at each storey, which
are sloping and conforming in regularly diminishing proportions
to the size of the entablature. The rods, either of brick tiles or
gilt copper are quadrangular and the uppermost r d is always
of gilt copper save in the very ancient ma. The entablature
may stand o n a terraced platform of stone and of as many
stages as there are storeys, as in the case with the N y a p l a
temple. But the terraced platform is not very m o n . Here
and there the entablature may rest on a colonnade of wmden
pillars. The rods are connected with entablature by struts,
which arc: set u p in a projection at an angle of 45 O."
This is the exterior. We see how simple the design of the
structure is. The interior is no less uninhibited. It is a rectangular plan of ground structure open to1 a side through a
doorway, either totally shut up on three sides or ventilated
114

Chapter I, (b).
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through lattice-windolws. Here is the deity of the temple
enshrined. I n me:cases the ground was covered by two1 plans,
the outer stretch and the inner sanctuary for the divinity. The
f m e r provideld a passage for circumambulation rolund the
chapel where the deity rested. Some temples d o nolt have the
chapel in the ground floor. I t is then in the first flaw. I n such
a case the ground floor is used for stolring articles and
parapharnelia of the temple, and is entered through a back
door. The upper floor might have a balcony as it suited the
taste af the builder.
Apart from the above kind of building, we can also suggest
anolther type in the wards of P. Brawn:"Regarded as a wholle the sructura of Nepal notably those d
a sectarian ascription fall into two categories, those d the Sikhara
variety clearly derived from the style of temple favoured in
India, and those d the multiple roof design associated with
pagodas of China, the former being. mainly constructed of
m a s m y , while the latter are largely composed of wmd. "115
But the' iikhara type of temples of the early medieval period
is no1 more in evidence. However, such temples might have existed together with those of the 'pagoda' type.
The iikhara temple was not as imposing as the other m e
in height or its extmior and frontal embellishments. Percy
Brawn said :
'The iikhara surmounts a single cell, to which no mandapa
is attached, blut the whole is surrounded by a columned
verandah, and is elevated cm a series of diminishing plinths.
All the main elements of the iikhara af India are visible such as
the Urujrngas (a,ttached turrets), the amaEaSila (fluted finial)
and the characteristic &sets (paga), but each treated in a
manner different from its prototype'. This description applies
to a temple of the 17th century built by kin% Siddhinarasirbha
of Patan. I t might also apply to any temple built on that style
quite earlier.
The time of the origin of the traditional Nepalese style of
Indian Architecture, p. 198.
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building cannot be ascertained. But it surely had come into
existence following the advent of Buddhism. T h e temple in
broad outline presents a stupa like appearance as we view the
structure from the plinth to the finial, and this is suggestive of
the influence of Buddhist architecture which until then was solely displayed in stupas and Chaityas. This, however, is not true
of the temples; af the jikhara model, which were introduced by
architects under Saivite influence of the school1 in N d India.
Such temples in Nepal are not dissimilar from their Indian
counterparts. But the architecture of the stupa like temple is
Nepal's own. It is grown of its peculiar environment and a h lutely independent of the influence of external architectural
styles.
Carving was an important feature of the monument of the
temple whether Sikhara or pagoda type. The wooden struts
supporting the overhanging roof at each storey, the wooden
contents of the doorways, the cornices, the massive 'tympanums'
over the doorway, and the windows and lattices and screens-all these are richly carved with figures of different deities in
forms suiting the texture of the artistic expression of the whole
edifice.

We have listed seven temple for notice d a brief character.
These are all that we have to present for the temple architecture
of the early middle age. Of the seven, three are quite small
structures, but the olther four are sizable. The fmmer are
G u n a h a d e v a ' s Uma-MaheSvara temple at Kohahal and the
two temples of V i q u and Lak+rni-NgrZyqa respectively at
Saugaltol, both in Patan, and the latter as aforesaid belonging
to the later Mallas of the early medieval period.
The Ko-b,zhZl and Saugaltol temples occupy each about 8
X 6 square feet of ground. The plinth in all the three is hardly
3 ft., and the structure r i m to a height of a b u t 26 ft. Around
the entablature there is a small platform compcsd of stones.
The structure is of two tiers of tile roofs linked to the entablature
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by w d e n struts. Over the daanvay which faces the west
there is a wadlintel depicting in carving the images of the
deities enshrined. The interim is the chapel, and the inside d
the structure is hollow from bolttml ta the tap. The finial and
the umblrella are of clay. The r o d s are all covered with tiles.
I n the L&mi-NZrZya~a and UmZ-Maheivata temples the
image enshrined is single but the Vbnu temple has several other
subsidiary images in sitting or standing postures on either side of
the image of the main deity, and these can be recagnised as the
Sun Gad, MahZdeva, and L&mi.
The bigger temples follow the sarna pattern in building with
two t i m ot roofs except in the case af the Kumbhdvara temple
which has 5 tiem. +The:PGupatinZtha and Rayamallays temple
of Bhatgam are built oln the same made1 standing m a raised
platfo~mwide enough to d l w far a paseage to go1 around the
structure. There is alm a circumarnbulatory conidor inside the
structure just round the chapel. The inner sanctuary has four
openings as the outer has four doorways. T h e KumbheSvara
temple is alm supported on a 42 ft. high pavement, which has
a breadth d about 3 ft. This is in three stages. T h e main door of
the temple is approlacheld by a flight of steps. T h e structure rests
on 27 X 25 sq. ft. of ground at the bax. But the whole1 temple
area inclusive d the platform is about 38 X36.4 sq. ft. The
height of the structure is approximately 75 ft. I t is said tha,t
laoked from a distance atop a house in the heart: of the Patan
city this temple appears to rise as high as the tolp od the
MatsyendraGtha temple, which is situated at a higher altitude.
The Kumbheivara temple was built originally on NS 512
VaiGkha k p n a 6 Sunday (garakaraTza Sravana naksatre eindrayoge) by one Ananta Labmi. The idea 04 building the temple
was at first ccmceived by her father-in-law, one1Jayabhima. But
he died without his desire being materialised. This was left to
his daughter-in-law who1 built the temple.
Here all roofs save the fifth one are af tyles. The fifth one is
made of copper brilliantly plated with gold. T h e copper roof
was the contribution of a recent king of Patan. I t is difficult to
my whether the present structure maintains the original form.

The temple was much damaged during the earthquakg of 1834
and 1934 A.D. Nor idea of the original structure is obtained
from the inscription. But the illustration d Bendall shows that
it was not very severely affezted by the earthquake of 1934.
Tha Bhatgaon temple of Paiupatingtha is larger in dimension
than the structure of Kumbh4vara. But it is not so tall as the
latter. Its height is approximately 50 ft. I t has alsa cmly two
t i m of roofs d tyles. I n height and dimension the temple of
PaiupatirGtha in DeapZtan is its nearest prototype. Another
similarity both pamess is the large d m - f r a m e on. four sides,
which dm prolvide entrance through a flight of steps from the
stony basement.
T h e temple of Paiupatiniitha d m not retain the old simplicity, it is much too changed in appearance on account of later
additions af decorative dements in the struts, lintels d m frames
and windows and lattices. T h e usually simple brick tyles in
rods have been also replaced by copper ones plated with gold.
T h e e t a r n a n d a p a is the biggest of all the temple monuments
in Nepal. I t stands on a raised plinth which is as high as 4+ ft.
I t is t three-storeyed building with three tiers of roofs. The
huge edifice with a corridor on three sides at each storey gives
an appearance of an umbrella wide open. The entrance into
the interim is provided by a flight of steps. The inside looks like
a large hall with the chapel at the centre which enshrines an
image olf Golrakhaniitha. The total area occupied by the temple
structure is 70 ft. square. The outer space covered by the
corridor is about 6 fr. in width. The height of the structure is
65 ft. and unlike other temples the structure d m not present a
hodlolw structure. Every storey is ceilinged with \.cr0od beams.
T h e first storey shows a super structure resting on four massive
pillars of woods, that look almost like stone columns.
The Ki&amaqdapa literally means a hmse of w d . I t was
said that the entire wmden material required for the building
came out of a single tree, and the whole was designed and
constructed in a night's time by a divine superarchitect. The
construction otherwise is attributed by m e to Siddha Luipa
or to)one olf the Siddhas of the Na'tha cult. According to modern
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chronicles the Kiktarnqdapa was built by R5jZ LaJqminarasimhamalla ( NS 740-76 1) But this is absolutely wong.
T h e name Kiistarnandapa occurs for the first time in a record
of Narendradeva"'. We have a number of capper plate inscriptions attached t a a wall on the ground floor facing the main
shrine. The: earliest of them belongs t a the year NS 454. However, the structure must be older than this date.

.

According to the chronicle this temple was btuilt bty one
Abhayariija VajrZchZrya in the thirteenth century on the model
of the Bodh Gaya temple. This temple is known, as MahZbauddha and is a replica of the Bodh Gaya temple. T h e upper
half of the structure fell to1 the ground in the earthquake of
1934 A.D. But the same was restored by architectsl who drew
the m d e l down to the details from the replica preserved in a
monastery in Patan. Even, if it is of a recent creation, the temple
is still conspicuous as it maintains its original moldel. 'The
structure is entirely made of bricks, and represents a pagoda-likg
building with all the plaraphmelia of a stupn, niches, the
pinnacle, finial and the pavement supporting the whole ot the
structure. The structure is flat upto the first storey about 30 ft.,
but thereafter assumes a tapering shape. T h e fimt storey is more
or less an elevated platform, which has also at four cardinal
points in each a replica of the main temple. There is a balcony
around the structure at the first storey, and at every corner, a
miniature d the structure stands as a watching sentinel. All
this is in imita,tim olf the details of the Bodh Gaya temple. The
images in the niches are also1 of baked clay, all of them burnished
red and could be designated as terracoitta.
T h e monasteries had ceased to exist since the advent of
Vajrayina in the 12th century. But the sites do still exist. The
structural background, however, is so changed that it is difficult
tc; determine how the monastery exactly stmd in those days.
DOC.4 of his reign in Petech's book. The date is 26<?Ajvi?za
jukla 15.

We are attempting to describe the situation on a meagre
evidence.
T h e present sites d the 'bihi' is supposed to have been the
original monastic settlement: 'The bihi' is taken to be c m p t
for1111 of the original word 'bihira' meaning a Buddhist monastery. T h e 'bihi' today is of two kinds, the ' b i b ' and the
'bihi', the big settlement and the small settlement. But all that
exists d the original mcmastic settlement is the rectangular
courtyard with a Chaitya occupying the centre as well as a shrine
occupying one of the houses just in the midst of the row on one
side. T h e houses surrounding the courtyard are in many
instances private dwelling quarters for laymen except if the
sarnc is an accomnlodatian set apart f o r collective prayer and
where to1 preserve images and manuscripts. They have assumed
a new look and it d m not seem if the original structure of
houses where the monks lived is in evidence anywhere. Obviously, the ba'hi or bihi had l m g ceased to h a r h r the monks,
and it has surely shed OR its primal character. Today, these
sites bear importance: only on account of the various Buddhist
MahZyZnic deities they support in the main two roofed structure of the shrine.
The monasteries big or small, have been listed districtwise, 120
for Kathmandu, 167 for Patan and 24 for B h a t g m . T h e big of
them olccupy an area of 143'LX 143% (Yatkhabahd) or 296'LX
65'B (Itarnbahd) in Kathmandu or similar other sites in Patan,
(NiigbahZl, Bhiiichebahal, MubahZl etc.) , while the smaller
ones are situated within a space: 2 or even 1/6 04 the big one.
T h e main shrine houses generally the Lord Buddha S5kyamuni.
But a few shrines we have as the case may be either Lolkdvara
or Maitreya Buddha. T h e shrine is like any other temple of the
usual Nepal style in shape and size. I n general they are of two
storeys with twa layers of rods. The interim presents the same
appearance as that of a traditional temple. The exterior, hmvever, wears a gala appearance with images of Buddhist pantheon in metal and w d s . Every mcmastic area has at the
entrance the image of MahZnkiila and GeeSa as d m keepers
and guardians.
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Round the courtyard we have a double starey building, where
hall-like r m s harboured the monks. As the sacred order disappeared, their utility as dwelling apartments was gone but they
yet f m e d places of study where Buddhist texts were recited.
Unless a t h m u g h a s m m e n t is made of the different forms
of Chaityas in respect of their historical past and of modificatims undergone in course of the ages, we are not in a poslition
to knaw how the Chaityas originated and developed t a assume
the several forr-ns that stand before our eyes a t the: moment.
T h e Chaitya, whether a small ar a big structure, is k n m as
Chi-bi t o the lacal Buddhists. Whatever might have been its
origin, today the structure does neither contain a relic nor is
associated with the memory of any Buddhist saint or preacher.
It is simply erected to honour and respect Lard Buddha
S a y a m u n i or the future Lord Maitreya or the all compassionate
Bodhisatva of the time, Lokeivara.
If we assign the simple and unembellished structure of the
stupa d a mound of earth to the early periold of the N e p d g e
history, then all the other structures with daborate designs and
accompaniment of a pavement, the slendering dome, the four
niches harbouring the four of the five Buddhas around the dome,
the 13 tier pinnacle supporting a finial and an u m b r d a w e r
it (this, however, may not be present invariably) must belong
to the medieval period.
All this bears the imprint of the religious k l i d s d the age.
But we notice that inspite of some elaboration, the original
simplicity of the structure is not yet lost.
There is no1 particular location d the Chi-bi. I t can be
sustained anywhere. Ordinarily, the courtyard of the monastery
is the usual place to erect a Chi-bi. T h e size differs with the
area af the courtyard. If the courtyard is a spacious m e , the
structure it maintains is huge enough. Otherwise', we may ha,ve
a, small Chi-bi covering 4 ta 6 square yards of space at the
plinth and its height u p to the last tier of the pinnacle may not
exceed 15 ft. We have yet smaller Chaityas scattered
throughout the Valley of Nepal; wherever space can allow
them, in the outer fringe of the Saivite temples, in the court-

yard of the water conduit, in the b i h i s and bahis and in the
open rectangular yards of the streets and by-lanes all over the
cities of Kathmandu, Patan and Bhatgmn.
Some Chaityas have inscriptions to show their existence at
the time e.g, the Pimbahil Chaitya repaired by Mahipgtra
Meghap5E Varm-5 (NS 477) the KO-bahil Chaitya of the
time of Dhamarnalla (5 17-528) and the great Chaitya d Kirtipur, the repair of which was done in NS 635 by Y&amalla's
sons. Here also we d o not trace a new style. Possibly the same
pattern continued. But there was one innovation in the decoration of the structure. T l e elaborate finial at the top, simple in
design or like 'the conventional three-fold umbrella' 'the gdded
toran, the series of thirteen rings gilt and supervened over the
dome', and the f m r Buddhas in the niches on four sides of the
garbha, all these were unknown for the age previous. Since the
11th century these were introduced fallowing the advent of
Vajrayana, with which new deities with novel forms of worship
appeared in the scene.
We have c m e across three distinct types of the Chaitya, ( 1)
T h e first is the stupa of a brick structure of a hemispherical
dome, overlain with grass and supporting a small chapel-a
Kiosk (hernzika) at the' top. This has no platform, and n o
tiers of stones visible ta the eye to mark the stages of the
pyramidical dome. The niches on four sides do not appear to
have been originally put in the structure, 2. T h e Chaitya
proper, which is a diminutive stufia, composed of stones has a
pavement over which the structure rests in several stages in
diminishing proportions, the top being the pinnacle and finial
and 3) the Chi bd, which is still a smaller Chaitya, covering a
little space, is the third 'specimen. But the same retains every
detail of the- additional decorations of the medieval Chaitya.
There is a simple type of Chi-bi, known as the As'okan
Chaitya. There are no images attached or carved in such
constructions. T h e niches are there but they are empty. We
have also the traditional symbols of Buddha cawed on the outer
wall and in the friezes like tree, footprints, bells, etc.
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( a ) Sculpture
When we speak d the sculptural art of the age, olur attentioln
a t first goes to sculpture in stones. Na carving in woad of the
time is under notice except in a few cases. There is dm hardly
a tmacotta olr plastic rendering in view. All we have, whether
in friezes or panels attached to the monuments, belolng to
stones. Prolbably all other types disappeared with the passage of
time as temples and monuments supporting them fell to pieces
and vanished out of sight.
There are numerous pieces of sculpturea in stones spread
cyver a period of four hundred years to the end of our period.
They lie scattered all over the Valley in every noiolk and corner,
streets and by-lanes, in ruins and rejuvinated monuments and
courtyards sf the water conduits. I t should be understood that
the Nepalese art of the time whether sculptured olr painted does
not contain iconorgaphic representation of anything like the
picture of real life in human society and nature. I t is intensely
religious excluding anything blut the image of divinity with
halo and flame vesica in the background. T h e principal divine
characters of representation in Brzhmanical images are Siva,
Vknu, Siirya and their respective satelites and incarnations. I n
the Buddhist shrines we find generally S a y a m u n i Buddha's
image, but olften there come ta view ico~nographsof some of
the five celestial Buddhas, the Buddha Dipankara and
Bodhisatva Lolkiteivara. Here we deal only with solme of the
specimens available under date lines.
T h e earliest ol such images is the one: of Uma-MaheSvara
group otherwise known as the Siva family of the time of
Bhojadeva-Rudradeva, dated NS 132 (Tyagaltol, Patan).
T h e same group of the time of Gunakamadeva (NS 307-315)
represents another contribution in continuity of the same art
conception and style close to the latter in the Ikhalakhu (near
the Patan Darbar) There is another image of the g-roup

.

enshrined in a temple. But this g m without a date. There are
other pieces with the same iconographic rgrcsentation belonging to various phases, which extend over a period olf four
hundred years.
We have five more pieces, one in Bhatgaoln, anather in
C h y d to1 courtyard of the water conduit of Patan, and yet
another in the Naksil water ccmduit. T h e Mrgasthali (within
the P d u p a t i f i t h a area) has alsa a relief image of the SivaParvati group of Kathmandu. In Kathmandu om a site in front
of the Mahiinksla temple (west extremity of the parade ground)
there is one more image af the Siva family. As there are no
dates given to these images, it is difficult to ascertain their time.
But they seem t o belong to Jaya Sthitimalla's age.
T h e Umii-Maheivara p u p is a high relief cut in stone
showing the family d Siva. T h e main theme in all the pieces
is the same but the details vary. Comparing all five sculptures,
it will appear that the Nepalese craftman's chisel has produced
in each a superb work of art which is a t once lively and vigorous
in conception and sylnetrical in cornpaition.
According to the inscription of Laksmik2madeva as above
cited the God Siva who is the hero of the sculpture, is seated
in the KailZia mounted 'with the daughter of the Himagiri
(mountain of snow) in his lap on the left, himself wearing a
garland and using a serpent hood as crest and supporting the
three channelled GangZ on his head, praised by Ganaljati and
other deities'. The inscription is damaged at several pints.
Therefore we cannot describe all the details of the p u p in
terms of what the records conveyed.
But this prwides a clue to the understanding of the motif of
the sculpture. All the Umi-Maheivara groups of images have
the fdlolwing elements in common; an outline of a mountain
in the background to1 represent KaliZa, subsidiary deities on
both sides at the top, the central space with Maheivara and
U m i ; head of the bull, Naridi, to the right as if to show that
God Siva was resting his back on the beast, and below
dancing Gaq&a and his' gnnas. The relative position olf UmZ
and Mahe6var.a slightly differs from me to the other in m e
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illustrations. While in the majority of the image Um5 is seated
by h a husband's side leaning against him with her right hand
resting m the latter's lap, she is sometimes (in two) actually seatetl on the lap. Maheivara is seen placing his left hand on UmZ's
shoulders in all the pictures except two. I n the la,tter (Bhatgaon,
Talachhitol) UmZ is seated on the lap, and Siva's left palm is
over her breast. I n others the hand is placed on the side clase
to the breast. Another feature of the Bhatgam icon is the
existence of Sun Gad images on each side a t the top; the image
of the Sun belam a c l w affinity with similar images standing by
themselves, the posture being of lotus seat and the fully b ' l m e d
sun flowem held aloft in the two hands. I n all the images, bath
UmZ and Maheivara wear fine ornaments, (crown, necklace,
earrings; waist-band, etc.) , the latter is four handed and sits with
the right leg bent at the knee otherwise raised. The face of
Siva wears a majestic appearance, calm and serene and eyes
almmt clmed, lips pressed to appear slightly smiling. Umi. has
R bhariga (bent) pose, and she also appears equally majestic
and serene; but at the same time both are sportive. Both Siva
and PZrvati are represented as youthful figures with healthful
face, and developed physical- features. All the figures are
delicately poised in a poetic imagery which depicts the scene
of the Divine Being with his consort in the most blissful moment
d the family union.
The style 04 sculptural art in the images is robust and also
quite elegant. The divine element is conspicuaus in the camp i t i o n and modelling of the various features of the image.
T h e Siva Parivira is represented in a different way in an
image of the age now lying at a shroff's shop in Indrachok,
Kathmandu. Siva and Piirvati form one single wholle, half male
and half female. The stone has two parts, down belolw there
are two caniers (vihanas) , the bull Nandi on the right, and
lioln on the left. The two m s of Siva and Psrvati, G q d a and
Kumsra also occupy the lower portion of the stone, the former
sitting on his mouse and the latter on the peacock. I h e Urn%
MaheSvara images of the time of Jyotirmalla (NS 543) lying
011 a comer in the compound of the SatyanIrZyqa temple
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shows that as late as that date the cult of Siva was popular and
as art representation the usual form displayed in the image of
Ganchanani, Patan had continued ta dominate. It appears
that UmZ-Mah&vara repramtation in a sigle i m a ~was
equally popular. In N M we have an eight handed image of
Lakyni-NiirSyqa. The image has me side to indicate feminity
with slightly raked surface in the left chest Imking like feminine
breast. The other is a male countenance and p s m a bodily
vigmr of a male in all its robustness. The ChZngu site contains
four L&mi-NZr5yana images of fine workship.
There are a number of beautiful images of Laksmi-Niir5ya~;la
at several temple enclosures e.g. at D e e t a n , Patan and
Kathmandu. In the courtyard of the water ccmduit at Saugdtd,
Patan we: have an image af the time of Y*amalla.
This is
dated NS 574. Others are undated but show the indelible
imprint of the age. The representatian d symbols in the stel6
of Y a b d l a are also1 beautifully d m enough to give me the
idea of fine workmanship attained by the age as is evident in
sculptures aforesaid. The group k n m as the Siva family
represented in imagesi carved in stcmes is commonly traced in
sanctrums a m i a t e d with this age, m e with ascertained date
figures and more without them, but all presenting a high degree
of artistic excellence and all pervasive expression. The earliest
d such images belongs in the precding few pages.
The Saugaltol image is of a smaller size but this is eight
handed holding all the emblems of Gad V b u and his espouse
Lahmi. The Vdhana Garuda is in a flying pose and suppats
the fi@re which is standing.
Belonging ta our period, but without date, we have a dancing
image of Siva (In the possasim of Bir Library). The figure
(L. 50" X B. 30") looks dynamic and hands and legs are shown
in an adjustment with a lineament to give mobility to the l i m b
while in the act of dancing. It is a four headed figure, one head
placed just above the three (the fifths is not visible) with four
hands bearing an axe in the right (back-side) and a human
skull in the left one, but the right front hand is damaged.
MahZdeva is seen wearing a garland of human skulls; he places
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his right leg in a dancing w e on the hind of the bull. Nandi,
his carrier. In the lorwest portion there: are ten smdl figures
kneeling with folded hands. All the four heads wear crowns,
and to each a serpent hangs round the neck as a lace; eyw are
closed, but the smiling countenance radiates warmth, cheerfulness and placidity all equally.
The image of the Sun God with bw~tedlegs carved on a
stone 25" L X 18" B4 (the image covers 16+" X 8 p ) is another
deity whose image is available in different positions and features.
This stands on a pedestal 16+" X3W' with a height ot 6". The
image is locally knawm as the $aka Siirya and the inscription at
the base: is dated Samvat 179 ( = 1059 A.D.). This image was
odginally lying in the courtyard of a water conduit in NakGl
quarter of Kathmandu but now is kept at the Bir Library
premises. It is a standing figure d the Sun Gad with a beje
welled crown on his head and necklace hanging to1 the breast
a5 well as earrings of sun-flower shape with two hands each
holding a full b l m e d flower with the st& (the Sziryamukhi).
The Sun G d alm w e m a waist bland, and bdolw descending
up to mid thigh a drapery with three tiers. The boots rise as
high as the: knee. He has an armlet and a h a band in the
wrists. The figure is in a pensive maod with eyes; closed. The
lips closed betray a snile indicative of inner cheerfulness.
The background is a surface af floral design and to1 the image
it also provides halo and vesica flame. The figure is well
shaped, and endowed with well built and stout physique, which
has imparted vigolur to the iconographic representation.
The illustration m the whole is beautifully done and gives an
impression at a high quality of craftmanship. It is expressive as
well as impresive.
We have yet one more piece of the sculptured image 04 the:
Sun God with booted legs and this is lying in the temple of
SanGndvara at Marutal, Kathmandu. The appearance of the
image is the same as that of the Bir Library piece, but it is
smaller in size, being about a foat and quarter in height. The
image bears no date, but it might be as d d as the image of
NakGl.

The Sun God image of the water conduit (Thapiihiti) near
Saugaltol Patan, with inscribed line to show tha date NS 185
in the regin d Pradyumnakamadwa on a pedestal, 15" (the
length of the stone is 32", and the image covers a space of
20" L and 15" B) has all the elements of mbdlishment like
that d the $aka Scrya. But the figure looks not endowed with
a physique as stout and fleshy as that of the former. The
backgrmnd is plain but the halo round the head and vesica
flame around are well marked. The two figures of dmon
either side at the lower portion are standing unlike in. the
preceding image where they are shown kneeling. The Sun God
is described as Mziliditya in the r e m d .
Quite r m b l i n g the above but of a later date is another
image of the Sun Gad, also in Saugaltol, Patan. This belongs
to the reign of V k a d e v a and dated NS 203.
The Nepal Museum has aka acquired an art piece of the image
of Sun God d the type as the a b v e two, but differs in the fact
that a mandala surrounds the figure of the Sun God. The
mandala is composed of several figures. The image is much
defaced. But the brolad outline shows the Sun Gad standing
with two hands holding aloft the flowers by stalks. Above, on
each side there is a figure of flying Apsaris with a garland.
In Bhatgacm (courtyard of the water conduit at Thalachhitol)
there is an image elf Agastya in the niche of a wall in a courtyard
of an old water conduit. The Socle has an inscription to show
that the image was set up by one JayarSja B h c a in NS 641
(Bha'dra a m i v i s y a ) . It is a small image carved cm a stone
seated on a jar with legs crossed in Yogisana pose (of
meditation) having the knees slightly raised. The head supports
a bunch of matted hairs as a knob.
The jar bears; certain geometrical and floral designs, and so
does the background of the whale relief, and is cwered with a
lid. The image' is four-handed, and in the right hand (backside)
there is a rosary. The figure looks emaciated much in the likeness of a mendicant undergoing a rigorous penance. We do1 not
see any ornaments in the body, but the earlobes seem to bear
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rings, and there is a band, obviously olf jewels, tied round the
waist visible distinctly below the navel.
I n regard ta sculptured images, which are invariably all on
stones and w a d the time of Jaya Sthitimalla and his successon,
from NS 500 to 600 is important. This is sol for the reason that
we have an abundance of images with ascertained dates in this
perid
We have already said that Jaya Sthitimalla and his family
were devoted to Siva, V k u and the Sun Gold, SBrya. Images
of these deities either set u p by these monarchs or by other
devotees in their reigns are scattered here and there in, the Valley
04 Nepal. Art seems to have received fresh impetus in this age.
Belonging to this period contemporary images of the Sun God
in stones in slitting or standing pose as; the case may be with
fine reins tied to the necks of seven galloping h m e s in the hands
have ken found in different places of the Valley and outside.
The Bmepii image of the time of JayasirhharZrna was
constructed and placed in the courtyard of the water conduit
in NS 5 14. There are images extant at God SatyaniirZyaqa's
courtyard at Harigam, in their pedestal the lines inscribed
reveal Asurandriya?ta and this piece could easily be attributed to
the reign of Jaya Sthitimalla; similarly, in regard to the image in
the enclaure of the MinanZthaYsconduit outside the main gate
the same date could be ascertained bur the Siddhapokhari image
dated 585 must belong ta the age of Yak+amalla. All these stone
images are beautifully sculptured and show a workmanship of
high attainments.
In Tebahd, Kathmandu there is an image ob the Sun God
with his mandala, himself standing with hand raised alolft holding two Siiryamukhi flawers. The lower pation of the sto'ne is
his chariot drawn by seven horses whme reins are held by a
small figure of Aru?za, the God's driver in mythoilogy. The
inscription on: the pedestal is dated 583 and belongs to1 the
reign of Yakyirnalla.
The Sun God image] of Banepii carries an inscription (NS
5 14) with a verse invofking the blessing of Stiryn 'sura r u p i ~ ~ a
scryaja karuna'tmane saptijva rathiruhhiyn'. Here we have the
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Sun God driving a chariot drawn by seven galloping harses.
The image of Sahkara-NZfiyaqa in DeopGtan claw to the
sanctuary of P d u p a t i ~ t h ahas an inscription d date Samvat
489 ( = c. 567 A.D.) . This shows that this type of image was
popular as early as the 6th century A.D. and devotes worshipped
as one God the two Siva and Vknu together in the same rnanifa
tatioo. Jayasimharha had repaired the temple enshrining the
deity. But at the moment nu shrine exists to protect the image.
In our time, there are several images of Sai&aribN5Siyaqa d the
same coacepticm. One image af the type is & r i d
in a
temple in the Saugalfal quarter of Patan, and must klcmg to
Yak+amallaYsrreign. I t is a medium sized image. The figure
has four hands holding Saivite emblems in the right (trident
and bead) and Vij-quite in the left (chakra and sankha). The
head weam a richly bejewelled c r m , and brilliant earrings hang
on the lobes of the ears. The Vihana (carrier) consists od the
bull Nandi and G m d a to the right and left respectively. The
image rests m a lotus pedestal.
The Siva linga in the PaSupati shrine set u p by Jayas i m h a r h a in NS 482 is carved an black sandstone with four
faces, eyes closed tol indicate a pensive mood. This model is
also enshrined in R5yamallaYstemple in B h a t g m , and in the
Darbar Square temple of the same name in Kathmandu. The
face of Siva is sa deftly canred that it shows a youthful figure
of eminent beauty, radiating fresh joy and looking blissful.
There are many more Siva lingas of the age. One very
peculiar but extremely beautiful and artistic is the m e called by
name Nepilejvara placed at a comer in the vicinity of the
temple of Satya-NZrZyqa at Harigam.
The are several standing images of Vigu with four hands
holding traditional emableme,lotus, mace, disc and conch shell.
All these belong to the mcmd phase of the early medieval
period. These are quite: coanmon., and t h a t d m we do not take
notice of them here individually. But one particular image d
V$nu in Tulachhitd quarter of Bhatgam is worth notice. The
figure of Visnu has a ma?zdala with 12 miniature figures of the
12 incarnaticms, all four-handed and holding traditional emblems.
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The figure at the centre is eight handed with long arms, wean
a crown with three coronets, has large earrings, and lastly a
dhoti like a thin veneer to cover his lower limbs. The figure is
standing on a lotus.
The image of Sarasvati at a site close to the shrine of
Ra'lkumiri in Patan is accompanied with an inscription on a
stele to show that it was carved by one Jayata. The inscription
is date 567 Jyestha s'ukla pratipadi. The image has four
hands with the traditicmal flute and book in two. It is an excellently wought image, the goddm wearing an appearance of extreme grace and beauty.
The above are Saiva imlages. Besida these, there are many
other art: pieces with motif of Buddhist conception expressed
through the images of the Buddha and his different manifestations, Paficha Buddhas, Badhisatvas, and their f male counterparts.
One of the earliest images of the type suggested is that of
PadmapZni Boldhisatva now deposited in the Nepal Museum.
This is a much damaged sculpture, of which d y the three
quarters of the image is preserved and along with the same the
right hand. The head is d i n g . But the outline reveals a
beautiful shape. There is yet another piece which brings out
the whale b d y . But this cannot be much old. LokeSvara is
a popular Buddhist deity in Nepal even today.
In the Svayambhu area of Kathmandu a life size image
(53') of SZkykyamuni Buddha though without a date can be
axribed to w r period. This image is a fine specimen of Nepalese
art on stone. The Buddha is standing and wears a monk's clolak.
The carving of the claak is sa done that the inner body is
visible. It looks like a thin veneer thrown round the body d m
to the anklet. The figure has a matted hair and a U!ni!a. No
jewds adorn his body. The right hand is stretched d o ~ wand
the palm presents a m u d r i . The left hand is carved and the
right hand is w placed that the fingers touch the armpit of the
other hand.
Anather image in stme olf the same age is that of Bodhisatva
Manjuiri in the city of Kathmandu. As we have said in the

section under religion the image must be ascribed ta the 8th.or
9th century A.D. It is a standing image of ManjuSri abaut
2 ft. long flanked by two other images of deyatea of half the
size. The Bodhisatva has two hands stretched to the knee, and
wears a cone shaped crown.
In the Chyasdtoll of Patan a Bdhi (vihira) has an inscription
d the time d Jyatirmalla (NS 536) consecrating the image of
Ganeia. Obviously the image of Sk~asnuniat the vihira to
which Ga@a most probably was stationed as a daorkqer
seems to have existed since long before.
The image of Chintiirnani Lokdvara of NS 459 (inscription
on the base) is another wonderful art creation of this age. We
have! a standing figure of Lokdvara with crossed legs, right
hand stretched, and left hand bent upwards ta hold a branch
of the tree under which the divinity is sheltered. The deity is
dancing and profusely ocmamented. The figure: wears a crown
on his head, his breast is garlanded with a jewd lace; similarly
his arms, wrists and ankles have ornaments; the drapery of a
dhoti hangs on two sides. In the upper space the folios of the
tree provide an artistic and meaningful background.

WOOD
The Mu bahil inscription of the time d Y&arnalla NS 547
talks of the image d Vajrasatva in wood. Similarly the image
of Siikyamuni in Mu-bdhi is of wood. The shrine belongs to
the time of Jaya Sthitimalla. But the image must belong to an
earlier date.

The image of D-paikara Buddha in Guitatol (Patan) which
has an inscription but with date l i m damaged is built of copper.
The image in copper is a tarso, but the lower partion of the
body is put in a bamboo frame covered by clothing. The
exterior of the trunk is covered with clothing and ornaments so
that we are debarred from giving an as.wsmmt of the limbs and
all parts of the body below the neck. But the face is visible.
This shows a pensive meditating appearance.
We have also an image of the period sculptured in bronze.
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But they are not very many. There are sculptured images
exhibited in the Museums of India, Europe and America, which
are presented as belonging to the early medieval period. But
the objects I have examined do not seem ta be sol v q old. It
appears however true that on account of natural seclusion provided by its mountain fastness Nepal cmtinued ta preserve the
classical style of art, which had almost died in India since' the
days of Mahammadan conquest.
O n the whole the art: of sculpture in stones of the early
medimal age of Nepal beam general affinity with the art of the
Gangetic plain during the contemporary p e r i d . I n all the
creations the influence o l the Guptan classical art was: indelible.
maintain the
The Nepal- artists in the age had continued
traditional motif and style of their ancient past. At this stage
this had a close affinity with the school d Pila art, because
both derived their inspiration from the clmical art af East
India, which broadly evolved in the 4th and 5th centuries A.D.
It should be borne in mind that bronze images are quite rare for
this period, but the sculptural art of the Nepalese was certainly
superb. It at once draws profuse appreciation elf the critic. One
wonders at the majesty and balance of the composition and at
its rhythm and vigour. It is a n art vibrating with life; there is
no dullness about it; it is lively yet serene. W e know that the
art of Nepal of this period is religious, but it id free from the
impression of a n m o w outlook. T h e representation looks secular
enough to share in common the quality of expression determined
by the metaphysical concept of art. O u r artists had always
stuck ta the ideals ot a synthetic faith; antagolnim and intderance never entered their life. Although they sculptured images
of Buddhist and Saivite deities, and panels depicting scenes
associated with their incarnations and manifestatiolns, the underlying idea in the composition was metaphysical so that the
approach ta art remained as much integrated and syncretised.
Stone sculptures of Nepal of the time are' not rare; they are
found in abundance scattered in the many l d i t i e s in temples,
courtyards olf water conduits and monasteries within and outside the Valley of Nepal.

The style whether in stones or bronze was c m m . Same
bronze images belong to our period, and they betray the common
style of other art objects.
Percy Brolwn says "Not only is Nepalese art of the intensely
religious character, but hand in hand with this it is a h supremely
symbolic. There is an unmeaning ornament almost every
element in its compmiticm being emblematic d the creed it
adorns. In other words, art was utilised by the priesthood to
catch the eye of the illiterate many to put More those who
could not read a visible tangible object whicheillustrated a
legend w emphaskd a dagma. And ta do this it required to be
powerfully dramatic, to depict to the masw the good and bad
in its moslt graphic and forceful interpretation, sa that the
Nepalese artists either elevates the ohserver by the transcendal
nature of his cdestial conceptions or terrmks him into docility
by his suggestions of purgatory. I t is an art, therefme as far as
the people themselves are concerned; which inspires awe and
veneration more than pleasure and is worshipped rather than
admired."l17
Prof. Nihas Ranjan Ray says that the Tibetan art owes; its
inspiration to the Nepalese and the Nepalese art was definitely
superior to the Tibetan in quality118 and standard. I think that
this is the correct appreciation d the positicm d Nepalese art
vis-a-vis the art d Tibet. We have already said how an unending
stream of artist visitors f r m Nepal helped ta build u p stupas
and temples in Tibet and painted the walls of its monasteries
and carved in bronze and stme the ~asicrus images d its
divinities.

No instance of mural painting or frescoes as belonging to the
early medieval period is come to light. Also, the Paubi, the
painted scrodls, in square or rectangular cotton, pieces are missing.
All that we have d the art of painting is frolm the illustrations
Picturesque Nepal, p. 129.

117

pp. 145-46.
lls

CHI, V, p. 667.
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contai~wdin manuscripts, d which a lot has been said in the
beginning of the p r m t book. The illustrations are of various
deities, Saivite or Buddhist and are drawn either in the two
covers or in spaces between lines in the body of the
text. The kind af illustration is determined by the subject
matter of the text concerned. These are dedicated to the deity
or deities whose manifestation they seek to represent.
We have ta bear in mind that all arts in Nepal including
painting a e religious in inspiration as well as f m .
Speaking of the Nepalese painting A. K. Cmrnaraswamy
wrote, 'Nepal possesses an important school of painting, which
in the same way as the bronzes reflects Indian fo-,
and has
preserved even u p ta modem times a hieratic style, comparable
to that of the Pa'la and Gujera'ti Schmls in the eleventh century,
the distinction of style as between the Benggli and Nepili
illustrated manuscripts, is so slight as ta be scarcely definable in
few words.'llg Benjamin Rawland, another authority on Indian
art said about an illustration of a manuscript: of the early
medieval period 'A manuscript in the collection of the: Baston
Museum (Plate 99-A) dated 1136, reveals an hieratic linear
style, which, in the character of the figure drawing and
ornamental frame, is extremely close to the surviving example
of Pila painting. The manuscript is in the f m d a palm leaf
prayer book enclosed in painted wmden colvm and contains
invocations of the divinities in the TZntric pantheon, with
illustratims of the! principal beings in the hierarchy. The
miniature illustrated is d T ' r , &spring of the tears
Avalokiteivara shed for the miseries of the world. It is ccmtpletely characteristic of the style of later Buddhist painting.
Although the figure preserves something of the sensuous elegance
of the Ajant5 manner, the entire conception. has become flat and
decorative with the figure d the divinity of no more importance
than the ornamental accessories. The conception is entirely linear
with an employment of flat, jewel-like colours, a close imitation
llgHistory
of
pp. 145-46.

Indian and Indo-Asian Arts, London, 1917,

of the surviving fragments of manuscripts from the P i l a S c h d
in Bengal.'lzo
Coomaraswarny in his book gives three illustrations, (1 ) two
representations f r m Vessant ara jitaka ( m. cover, Asf asZhasrikcI
Prajiiipla'ramita', 13th century, Tagme collection Calcutta) (2)
a figure of the Green TZr5 and (3) Manjuiri painted in the
wooden cover of the ms. As~asihasrika' PrajiiGpiramitii dated
1019 (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston). The last has in the body
of the text 18 miniatures. As I examined the capy of the last
named ms. I found that this is not a Nepalese work. The copy
was prepared in the reign. of the PSla king, Gop&deva. So
Coomaraswamy's comment about the pictures as Nepalese will
not h accepted. But his appreciation of other illustrations will
apply to the general description of Nepalese painting of our time.
In the pasession d the Asiatic Society of Bengal we have two
mss. of Astasihasriki Prajiiipiramita' (Add. 1643, A 15) having
85 and 31 miniatures respectively. The pictures reprduced in
C m a r a s w m y ' s b k (n. 280, 28 1) reveal a hlghly developed
art representation with natural expression in the images drawn.
Painted art is available but not on a very large scale. As
observed earlier we get their specimens from the painted w d e n
panel c m m and relevant pages of the rns. wmks in palm leaf or
thick paper. I t is truer that there is much of M a influence in
them. This might be due to the influx of scholars from
VikrarnaiilZ'and NdandZ on the eve of the Muslim umquest
of Bengal in the 12th and 13th centuries and to the impact af
TZntric influence entering from Bengal a little earlier.
In the libraries of Nepal the collection has many manuscripts
containing illustrations, which show in the colophons s m e of
the eminent names of the Pila and G i h a d v i l a dynasties. These
illustrations are in no way different from thow we obtain in
The Art and Architecture of India, Penguin Books London,
1955, pp. 158-59. For a study of Nepalese Sculpture and Architecture see the following: A Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and
Indonesian Art, pp. 144-4-6 and all references therein. Also see
ante in this book, the article on Art and Architecture; Havell,
Indian Art and Arclzitecture; P. C . Brown, Picturesque Nepal.
120
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manuscripts copied in Nepal. They look so similar that it is
difficult to deny the influence d the Pcila school of arts on the
Nepal= painting of the time under review.
The first illustrated ms. claimed hitherto as Nepalese and the
one generally taken to have inspired the art farm is a copy od
the Astasahasrikci
..
Prajiiipiramiti (Darb. Lib: Cat. 111. 38 1) .I2'
But as its colophon shows, it was the1work of s m e l &st in the
Gangetic plain in certain time af the Pila regime. Similarly, the
second work in the line -is a ms. Paiicharaksi (Nat. Lib. n. 58) .
This was written on Kirtika krnna 13 d the 15th yeas of
Govindapda's victorious reign. Another c q y d the same ms.
(Govt. Nat. Libl. n. 83) of the same reign, with date 16th year
Kartika dina 21 has illustrations. But n o collnment should be
made about them as Nepalese illustrations.
The A~tasihmrikihas ten miniatures in the gitZ (wooden
covers) and 12 altogether in different folios of the text. All these
illustrate variously the P G c h a Buddha and other deities of the
Mahiyina sect. Both the copies af Paiicharaksi bear in illustration 04 Mahiiygnic deities. I n the latter copy (Govt. Nat. Lib.
n. 83) we have 6 pictures distributeld over 3 follios and these
illustrate Sa hasramardini, Sitavati, Pratis'arii, Miyuri, Man trinusarini and Amoghasiddhi. We are ta know from these that they
are solely the portraits d deities, and we do1 not find any kinds
of r&prgentatioln from natural or solcia1 setting. But all the
miniatures are masterpieces as art objects drawn by an artist,
where the masterly adjustment 04 lines gives the warmest
natural expression to the form rendered graceful and beauteous.
There is no doubt that all these stylistically belonged to the P61a
school of art, which in its turn continued the traditicm d Gupta
age for its theme: and style.
It will follow that the illustrations in the Nepalese manuscripts
closely resemble the miniature contained in the manuscripts
above cited and both in style and in the suggestion of deep
religious feeling conveyed in them they carry the imprint of the

'*' The ms. has altogether 22 illustrations, 12 in the pages
text, and 10 in the wooden covers.

of the

art of the Gangetic plains of the P d a paid.
Now coming to a description of Nepalese painting of the age.
I have no1 intention ta deal at this; place with all the types of
pictures available tcr me. They are a vast multitude scattered
in at least a hundred manuscripts. It is outside the scope of the
work to treat the subject matter in detail. But I do like to
present a short description of s o m e pictures representing the type
we oftm witness in the painted art of the age.
Befme me I have eight manuscripts d the age and all with
some or other kind of illustrations. The three libraries, The
Durbar Library, The Kaisar Library, and The Government
Nationd Library have each two. The seventh is in my possession,
and the last and the eighth belongs to the Nepal Museum.
The Darbar Library manuscripts are ( 1) Vi;nudharmottaraml2* (210 Jyestha jukla navami, reign olf Haqadeva) and
(2) SivadharmalZ3(no date is given, but the rns. appears as old
as the ( 1) . The former has 16 miniatures all in the two gittis.
The latter has two each in a folios, both of Siva, one with 6
hands in sitting posture and another standing with f w r hands
and in a dancing pose besides 9 in the one ga't0a' covering the
folios.
At the beginning the two figure in the folios are: painted in
the traditional white colour against a green background, but
other dements are of various complexions. The figure wears a
crown with three coronets, has hands at the wrists, arms and
waist and a drapery of dhoti hangs upto the knee. In the three
hands are held variously from right to left, a rosary, trident and
kalasa (finial) of blue coilour. The fourth hand (right lower)
is empty, and is streched in a particular mudri. The g i t a
pictures are all of Siva and his devoteps. At the centre there is
Siva sitting with PZrvati on his left side. The first miniature in
the gZtZ at the right end is that of Bhairava in blue colour at
the left end a Rsi with white beard is sitting cross legged in
worshipful attitude and on the right of the Siva P h a r t i figure,
there is another Rsi with emaciated body also doing tapasyi.
~-
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Two of the miniatures have wornen wmhippem in an environment where different articles needed far w d i p are coillected,
like dipddna (+-nasa) , and dhiipadina.
The sixteen miniatures in Visnudharmottaram spread over the
two gitcfs are different pictures of Vknu with his devotees in
different poses of meditation. They are all painted in traditional
cdours and drawn in classic posey in a simple' bsackgrmnd. Included in these are four pictures olf V k ~ uwith his divine: Sakti,
Laksmi.
There is yet one more copy of Vi!nudharmottaralz4. This is
of a later date (NS 340 As'vina s'ukla 5, the reign of Abhayamalla) with 12 miniatures in one g i t i (the!end gat5 is unpainted
All these represent 12 incarnations d Vknu including the
Buddha and Kalki.
F r m the Kaisar Library we have obtained the fallowing mss
with illustrations, ( 1) Nimasangz'ti (n. 725) and (2)
Mantlzinabhairavatantra (n. 592). I n one wooden c o v ~of
the copy of Nimmangiti there 3 miniatures, of Ratnasambhava,
Nhasangiti and ManjuHn'. We have one more picture d
NZmasangiti in a page in the body of the text. The Manthinabhairava Tantra has all the illustrations in the inside of the two
wooden covers. These represent various images of the dancing
Siva, and his devotees praying the Lord. In the outside olf the
cwm there are several pictures of some beasts and birds but as
the colour is faded they cannot be recagnised. Holwever, the
swan can be distinctly rmagnised.
The Government National Library provide two mss. for our
purpose. One is a copy of the Astasdhasrikd
..
PrajliipEramiti
(n. 210), which has two miniatures d the goddess. The figure
in red colour against white background has six hands four being
outstretched; but the c r m which is in golden colour is painted
iil blue background. The female: divinity wears the traditional
m a m n t s , has been seated cr-legged
in tra,diticmal pow.
The next item in the National Library is a copy of the
ms. Ndmasangiti (n. 166) written in the reign of Indra,deva in
124
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NS 256. I t contains five pictures, ( 1) of VasundhaS in yellow
colmr drawn against a background of rosy complexicm, having
six hands and posed in Lahtisana, ( 2 ) 04 Miirichi with six
hands in yellow colour also drawn in background of row
colmr, (3) of another deity of white complexion, wearing a
crown, and other ornaments including earrings, (4) of twelve
handed Nixnasangiti of red camplwim, c r m legged, and two
hands folded above the head in a position of salutation and (5)
of Prajii+ramitZ. in yellow colour, and urn legged in the
usual pose.
T h e manuscript in my possession is a copy of the Ajvavaidakdistra, (date 5 17 BhZdra jukla 6 ) which has a fully illustrated xt of twa g i t i s (wooden coven). There are three
figures in each setting. At the centre, there is the figure of the
deity flanked by a male gandharbha o n the right side and a
female gandharbha on the left side in a flying pcse amidst
scene of colmrful clouds. The gandharbha figures face the
deity and with garlands seem to appear in an attitude of offering the same; the two deities represent the Sun and Moon
respectively. The Sun with red cmplexion wears a blue cloak
half sleeved. The cloak spreads to the knees. He holds the
stalks of two sun flowers each in one hand; the flowers in full
b l m appear just above his shouldas. The figure d the Sun
wears a crown, earrings, a necklace and is seated cm a green
horse. T w o strings from the back of the home reach his hands,
and gives an appearance of reins held in the act of driving a
chariot. T h e background of the image is red but the immediate
background ot the body is a flowery desig~lin brilliant colmr;
the nimbus is greenish white. The other picture, that of the
M m is of white complexion and is seated on a swan, athenvise
l08h similar in omamentation and position. I t is a swan
chariot o v m h i c h the Gold M o m is seated. Bolth the Sun and
Moan figures are seated in lotus pose (padmcZsana) with
crossed ankles.
We have ten miniatures in the manuscript (Saptas'ati of
NS 226 Ka'rtika k q a 13) belonging to the Nepal Museum.
These represent different manifestations of the Goddess, Durg5,
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the heroine of the text. The deities in different colours and
posa are known as the Daiamahavidyis. The style of the
picture is the same as that adopted in the illustration of
Buddhist deities.
Regarding the painted images in .
Piligalamatanz
(CPMDN, 11, p. 69) 04 the reign of Rudradeva written in
NS 294 Chaitra ju kla pGrnimii somadine uttaraphilguni
naksatre H. P. Shastri observes, "The wooden, bolards have six
illustrations, Brahmii with four hands and olne head on his
Hamsa; Siva with four hands, embracing PZrvati on his ox;
Vknu with four hands, riding on Garuda, who is represented as
half bird and half man with his beak; GaqBa, with four hands
on his Musika; a Sivalinga with eye9 on, worshipped by the
votaries, one Naviir with his NewPri cap, and an Indian with
a Mukuta both these worshippers have no upper garments. The
sixth illustration is Kzrtikeya with four hands riding on a
MayGra." Except the distinction he makes in dresses of the
devatee, all other features described by him are correct. The
NmZrs used every kind d dress as the Indians did, and it will
be height of folly ta distinguish him just by his cap.
The g i t i s of ms. D i ~ g h a n i m a s a n g i t i l ~in~ the National
Library are of copper with floral and geometrical designs.
These g i t i s are silver plated. There is a gold plated g i t l
covering a capy of Sivadharma in the Darblas Library. One
more ms. the Astasihasriki without date b'ut seeming to belong
to our age has a capper plate g i t i plated with gold, which also
shows delicate flowery designs on the surface.
Abwe, we have described several miniatures from the
manuscripts of the period under review, some in details and
others briefly. Although these illustratims are works olf many
h s t s , they have been, however, drawn and painted under a
common tradition and folllonving a common style. The conception of iconographic design is also quite similar ta all of
them.
We have not included in our description d painting the
'*'Govt. Nat. Lib., n. 167; written on NS 363 Bhndrn piirnim;.

form of scrolls hawn as Paubi in Nepal. The earliest d them
I have ever seen belongs ta the time of Jaya Sthitirnalla. They
are quite rare for the whole of the 14th, 15th and middle of the
16th centuries, but grow numerous for the period thereafter.
Since the treatment of the Pauba's cauld not be confined to rare
specimens available f a r the earlier perid, we have put off
writing about them to the next part, which will deal with the
histotry olf Nepd covering the time while the country lay divided
in three separate kingdoms.
The! Nepalese artist painted in the main images d divinities.
He had ta use mlours which conformed to their representation
according to ritualistic pattern described in the texts. They used
according to specific canons in different shades all available
varieties elf calours mostly olrpiment yellow (haritaki), white,
indigo ( nila'), black from 41-flame (kajjd) , green, cinnabar red
(but not whally red). All these were colmn b e m e conventional in, cl@cal painting. The artist in Nepal used the same
calours as late as the 18th century. The usual method of preparing a picture was to dra,w an outline in black, keeping the space
vacant, which was later filled with colours ta suit the requirement. The background was either sky blue or black or even red.
In the amang-ement of the illumination the principal deity
occupied the centre if it is a cmpusite representation with the
deity and satelites or a Paubi with a mandala. The size of the
main figure is definitely larger than any other representation in
the same picture. Usually, the satelites s u m n d the main figure
or it may be the scam connected with the divinity, clouds or
\v;inged heavenly kings, around which are drawn in the same
manner. If it is a single figure, then the miniature is a portrait
and here the painter has shown himself ta be master artist of
portrait painting, which appeared full of dignity and poise in
the drawing. Describing the illustration in the P ~ a j i i i ~ r a r n i t i
ms. in the collectim of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (n. A 15),
Professor Nihar Ranjan Ray says 'the modelled mass is held by
definite but sinuous lines, following curve d the contour of the
body and the lower abdomen as well as the sensitivity of the
finger curves are unmistakable herit ages of the classical tradition'.
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Speaking of another Nepalese ms. illustration (ASB. n. 4203)
he adds 'modelling in cailolur is faint and thin, and the line is
not scl crisp but is equally unrefined by any grace or sentiment
. . . . the upward stiffening of the pale like erect bodies, and
the curt and broken, and almost stagnant character of the line
.. . the tendency towards linearisation is unmistakable. 1 2 6
According ta the m e scholar the Nepalese painting adopts
a different tendency as we prcrceed onwards to1 the years from
the 13th century 'the figures stiffen increasingly, they are erect
and vigorous, and yet without any substance; curves become
shorter and clipped, the line becomes crisp and dry'.lZ7 The
writer cites the examples from ASlB ms. n. 4203 of NS 268
date, and Darb. Lib. Cat. m.Nityinhikatilaka of NS 515 date.
As I examine the illustrations I have described frolm my awn
study I find that: Nepalese painting is marked with characteristics belonging to an advanced art productions. I t is perfect in
technique, bold in imagination and style and represented a
very high standard of aesthetic sense.
Painting in the palm leaf is Nepal's own special field. Here
the artist could interpose his pictures in between the lines of
the text. He used 'a dark red background, flexible tendrils
which turn with capricious curves delicately embroidering the
halaes'.lZ8 There is na vacant space but 'strewn with flowers
and leaves'. According ta Tucci, 'there was a tendency in
Nepalese manners ta isolate the figures of deities and to1 leave
each by itself, perhap through the influence af miniature
painters, we hardly ever find a composition in the true sense of
the tm but rather long series of divinities, each self contained.
An art extremely hieratic, a faithful and schematic reproduction
of the meditation rules (sadhan;) which teach how to visualise
the images of the gods without the least profane intrusion. Consequently the artist's whole ability consists in retouching
details'
Nihar Ranjan Ray thinks that there 'is hardly any appre

..
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ciable majar stylistic difhence between the illuminations d
Rihar and Bmgal or Bengal and Nepal at least till as late as
the 13th century, and they may conveniently be studied as
belonging to the same s c h c ~ ~ l ' .He
' ~ ~further says, 'they reveal
an already developed form and technique intimately linked with
an. art practice and tradition that must have carried the earlier
tradition d Bagh and Ajant.5 in an uninterrupted sequence'.
I t is true that the style of painting followed in these pictures
is whar one wmld observe in similar illustraticms available in
the Gangetic plains in the contemporary period. I n the three
Libraries we have referred to above for the m c h of
manuscripts. We have come across many illustrated works
written in Banaras or MithilZ or furtherest in the Gangetic
plains, and these pictures wdl nigh show the same concept and
style as we find in Nepalese pictures. One copy of the
As@ihasriki
PrajZipa'ramita' copied in the reign d Govindachandra (Ga'hadva'la) is the case in point.''' This work in palmpalm
leaf contains illustrations of Goddess Prajfi5piiramiQ hyatk5,
different Bddhisatvas and some Vajraya'na deities. All these,
holwever, do not betray the least sign of difference in style and
compwition from t h m we are used to seeing in the manuscripts
copied in our own country. However, it must be admitted that
the Nepalese artist did not copy as a second rate imitator a€
form and style. He had his own ideas to inspire his creations,
and also a tradition of his own to follow, which c d m to
Nepalese history and environment. The Nepalese picture art
iu also religious as is the art of sculpture. In fact all plastic
arts in Nepal in the medieval paiod are religious in content and
divine in inspiration. We have s e n that the illustrations rn
solely religious objects olf worship as the representation of
various deities, to whom a human being pays holmage. But all
these are living heavenly beings with bright eyes and smiling
faces, who look as much human. Like the sculptured images in
storie the illustrations in papers also are beautifully done. They
130
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are elegant, vigorous 'and balanced. The Nepalese art of painting
is of a high standard even as art. The Nepalese artist certainly
assimilated concepts and experiences of Indian art. But he added
also to this assimilaticm something original blarn out of his own
personality with the result that in some cases Nepalese art excells contemporary Indian art in lineal perspective, collour blend
and craftmanship. It will be wrong to designate Nepalese painting as just a derivative of the Indian painted pictures olf the age.
There cannort be any dmbt that Nepalese painting and other
forms d art, though dewdoping under Indian influence, have
many original features that have earned appreciation od the
specialists in the field.

Nepal as a Centre of Learning
The Valley seems to have been a very important seat of
learning, to which scholars flocked from all parts of India, some
enroute to Tibet and China, and more to learn in the Nepalese
monasteries. They brought valuable manuscripts with them and
deposited all these at local centres. The Indians were not the
only visitors. Many monks from Tibet came to1 Nepal to learn
of Buddhism and Buddhist
There were also Chinese
travellers and visitors. A few scholars from VikrarnaiilZ and
NdandZ had fmnd shelter here at the time of Moharnmadm
conquest d t h m places and it was largely owing to1 the
hospitality they enjoyed in Nepal from! its king and people that
they escalped torture and annihilation. There were dm othm
from India coming to Nepal to obctain sacred knowledge from
Nepalese teaching. And Nepal also owes much ta these scholars
who have left a goad number of literary works, many d them
composed in the age they lived as noted in the cdopholns of
the mss.
For a Img time since the Buddhist institutions in NElandZ
132
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and VikramaSilZ were founded, Nepalese scholars used to study
in these centres orf learning.
I t appears from the Tibetan annals that Acfiryas who went
to Tibet from India passed s m e of the3 time in Nepal. Accord~ ~ Indian preachas SZntirak$ta and
ing to the Blue A n ~ z a l 'two
Padmasambhava visited Nepal and lived there m e t i m e , while
SZntir+ita was pasecutcd in Tibet he had returned to Nepal
as me coma back to the bfasecamp. SZntir&ita came to Nepal
from Tibet to seek the aid of Padrnasambthava, h u s e the
latter was dwelling in a monastery there.'34 We have already
recanted the stmy of A G ' s visit to this country.

This; was altogether a glorious age for Nepal. Except for
that factor comtributing to territorial dismemberment and m i e s
of foreign invasio<m that affected the events d the period,
Nepal recorded prideful achievements in many a significant
sphere, praticularly in those of literature and arts. Late as the
process of disintegration started even that factor cauld not affect
their progress in its earlier history of the time m that Nepal's
cultural background remained practically untouched, and it was,
therefore, not a surprise that cultural achievement was maintained while decay obtained elsewhere.
Indeed, the cultural a c t of national glory was remarkably
oreat for the period. Apart from its colntributicm to the developb
ment and consolidation of the cult of V a j r a y i n a in Tibet, which
was no less valuable, and Vajraya'na was introduced into Tibet
mainly with Nepalese d a r t s , Nepal gave to Tibet largely in
this perid of its history what yet the latter lacked in the
cultural field, e.g. fine art, painting and sclupture. But the
stream of Nepalese teachem of Buddhism had not been dry.
The Tibetan annals speak of numerous visitors from Tibet
Deb-tlzer snon-po translated by George N. Roerich, Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1949. Tlze Blue Annul was composed in 1476
A.D., Vol. I, pp. 42-43.
134 Ibid., I, p. 214.
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coming to Nepal, who learnt Buddhism in monasteries at the
feet d the learned Nepalese gurus. In the 1lth century A.D.
two monks Rwa loctsa-ba and gNan lwtsa-ba came ta Nepal
to learn, the dactrine of Maitreya.135 Towards the end of the
11th century and beginning of the 12th century Ma-gcig's
brother Khon-phu-ba visited Nepal to meet the learned
descendants Ye-ran-ba, Atulyavajra and Ma-han rdo-rje of the
farnous Nepalese scholar 04 Gu hyasamija, Pham-mthin-pa or
VZgiiyyaraki-rti who had died 'at Zo-chia-t'un near La-chau in
Kansa on his return jmrney from a pilgrimage to Wu-t'ais h a r ~ ' . ' ~He
~ learnt from Ye-ran-ba 'the doctrine of Maitri-pa'
and VZ@varakirti taught him precepts of KGlichakra, while
Atulyavajra initiated him1 into the practices oif Yogaratnamila'
Hevajra-paiijiki. His son Lha-rje-zla-ba'i known as the incarnation ot Dharma-pa also1 spent sometime in Nepal to l e a secret
precepts. Bath father and scm had passed long time also in
India. A h t this time m e more monk Nog Lechen-pa
(1059-1109) came to1 Nepal and learnt Tantra from Atulyavajra,
Varendraruchi and other.13' Dam-pa skor (b. 1062) had
preceded him there and it was said that he met two Nepalese
disciples of At& named Anutapagupta and Vajralochana. The
former taught him grammar.13' In the beginning of the 14th
century Zig-po Kun-groll, anather monk, claims to have learnt
the Doha under the Nepalese teachers 'Bum-me and Grags-'
bum.13' During all these' years; several Nepalese scholars were
living in different monasteries of Tibet. Of these scholars, there
was one Ravindraruchi (Ni-ma' idban-po'i 'old-ze~), who taught
Guhyasamija. Kanaka Sri and MahZkarunika, twa MahZyanist
teachers of Nepal, attracted Tibetan pupils to1 them in Nepal.
VZgGvaraki-rti taught to many Tibetans 'exposition of the cycle
d Hevajra and other cycles, according to the system of
Na-r*pa'.l4O From the Indian VajrapZni and Nepalese Ha-mu,
T h e Blue Annals, Vol. I, p. 71.
136 Ibid., p. 227; Ibid., p. 228.
137 Ibid., p. 325.
138 Ibid., 11, p. 850.
139 Ibid., p. 320.
Ibid., p. 395.
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bath of them, living in Kathmandu, the Tibetans learnt the
'precepts of vajravara'hi cycle'.'*' It is on. record that the great
Lord translator M a q x spent 3 years in Nepal and there he was
taught Tantra by the local teacher Benda-pa.14* Marpa was
devotedly on the look out for a meeting with his guru N a r c p .
From the biography of DharmasvZmin we know that he had
lived in Nepal for sometime ( 1224 A.D.) to study the T a n t ~ a s . ' ~ ~
Khrcr-phu lmts&ba (b. 1173 A.D.) ', a disciple of Lord rGyatsha,
was in Nepal while he was just 24 to learn Tantras and Szitras
with MahZpqdita Buddhahi. This man took to Tibet the
leaned Mitra to preach at the mcmastay of Khmphu, where
he passed 18 months before he came back
Early 13th
century saw mare Tibetan yogins coming ta Nepal. Of the
Nepalese teachm of the age m e Panlita Vibhutichandra stands
eminent. He is said to have gone to Titxt to teach the f m m s
Lotsava, Kol-brag-pa the precepts at Sabari aan-phyng. Besides
these visitom, several Buddhist sects claim ta posses knowledge
of the cycle wf Guhyasamija and precepts of Mahimudra' f m
Nepalese Achiryas. S m e of these are dmribed to enjoy
People visiting Nepal fram different parts d India were alsa
numerous. We have said about the visits of Sa,ntir*ita
and
Padmasambhava. They were followed by A t S . While A t 5
was living in Tibet, B W u Jii2nakax-a of Kashmir was in
In a.bout the middle of the 12th century the Indian
teacher Vajrapw ( Phyag-na) was doing Tantric practice in
Nepal.14' In the early 15th century we have the prince of
Sadnagar (modem Chittagong) by name Sri Vanaratna visiting
Nepal in search of knowledge amangst the many countries such as
Orirsa, Ceylon, Kashmir and Tibet. S r i Vanaratna resided 'at
the vihdra of Sktapuri of Phap-pa Sin-kun (Svayambhu
Chaitya) .147 He, came to Nepal several times, and once he met
Ibid., p. 3%.
1 4 3 e e above.
145 Ibid., I, p. 260.
147 Ibid., 11, p. 799.
14'

Part 11, p. 400.
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Ibid.
1 4 0 Ibid., 11, p. 256.
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Lu-i-pa. He died in Nepal in 1469 A.D. at the ripe old age
of 85 and was cremated at the Ram, do-li burial ground.148
UTehave seen haw in the court of Kublai Khan, a Nepalese
master sculpture and builder A-ni-ko by name was serving as
the head orf the Arts Department and he built for the E m p m r
in Pekings soma fine specimens af images and tmp1m.l4Vt is
said that he started a new schololl d art, which was clmly allied
to the Indian School of the time. Archaeololgists tell us that the
Tibetan foIm of stulja with a little exaggeration of the range
of umbrella is a copy of the Neplalese prototype orf the 12th and
13th centuries. TZrZnZth speaks d a Schml of Nepalese: painting which was closely allied to that of Eastern India. It was
the time when Nepal maintained a close diplmatic and cultural
links with India and Tibet and exchanged students with the
University at Vikrarnaiilz, and they in turn did a lot d preaching work in Tibd. T5rZnZth mentions Buddhairi, a Nepdese
monk, who was a sthavira of VikramaSli.'50 According ta the
Tibetan monk, Ratnakirti, Vairochana and Kanakairi-all
Nepalese schoilm went to Tibet as cultural m b z ~ a d o l r s . * ~ ~
Acharya Ratnaraksita d Vikramaiilii had cane ta Nepal.
Another Indian monk SZkyaSri also was in Nepal f a r sometime,
and while here he wrote a~ commentary on Samvarodaya for
the benefit of the people of Nepal.'" Influence od Nepalese art.
on Tibet is no less great. Since the 12th century Tibet received
a number olf artist v i s i t o ~along with learned m&
from Nepal.
The Nepalese went to Lhasa and other areas in Central Tibet.
The art influence they carried to these places was certainly of
the classical Indian style that flourished in Bengal in the reign
of the Pila Emperors. But Nepalese features d that style were
Ibid., p. 804..
149
Levi's
.
article on the A r t of N e p a l i n I n d i a n Arts a n d
Letters: 1, 2, London, 1925, pp. 63-65.
150 0 p . Cit., pp. 214, 237, 249, 253-55, near about 1197, Buddh&ri of Nepal who was Sthavira o f Malziisangha.kas in Nalandz
resumes the journey to his native land.
'"IHQ, XXVII, n. 3, p. 8.
G . Tucci: T i b e t a n Painted Scrolls, Vol. I , pp. 272-280.
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nevertheless distinct and these were indelibly printed cm art
creations the Nepalese wrought in Tibet.
Because of the shrine of Svayambhungtha. Nepal was m e of
the sacred spots for Tibetan pilgrims. Their monks while on
pilgrimage alsol utilisd the opportunity to l m Sanskrit and
through its medium obtained knowledge d various branches of
learning including arts and crafts. So actually it was a twocway
traffic. Rut in both cases, Nepal helped to educate the Tibetans
and enrich their culture.
Prof. Tucci observed "Although the names of the Nepalese
artiste are lost, the eulogies of monasteries and biography of
L h Z s abound in general allusions to makers of statues and
painters from Nepal".
We have already recounted the s t a y of A-ni-ko and his
eighty artist followers who had worked in. Lhasa and later in
Peking.
After him we hear two names, one of Vanguli who had
worked to decorate the Nor monastery, and another A K'o ra
dsa,.lS3
In his autobiography (P. 219) TZrZnZtha says that there
were: 20 Nepalese artists carving statues on,b r a e . They chained daksi?za' and were not paid wages. The articles they were
offered were 'Chinese cloths, dust, silk, turquoises'. T Z r E t h a
further stated that a statue of Jambhala and haloes for wen
other statues were being done by the Nepalese artists in his
presence. The Fifth Dalai L b Z in his autobiography names
Dsyo bhan, Siddhi, Kar sis (Mangal), Dhar ma de vo, Dsai
sin (Jaysingh) , A ma, ra dsa ti ( Amarajati) , Dse la K'i-an K'ra
pa su tsa as Nepalese artists working in Lhasa. Amongst other
images, they made m e olf the Dalai L%G. Prolf. Tucci adds,
"Until 18th century Nepalese arts and crafts held undisputed
sway; we have otxaved this in the main colnvents, which after
having been laid waste so many times, are full, even now of
imposing colllectim, in which all the epochs and landmarks d
Nepalese art are: reflected, from its ancient glories in which
153
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Bengal's artistic tradition is still a living echo, up to the form.ulas
of its
It may be alsa noted here that Nepal's diplomatic and commercial contacts with Tibet and China were very intimate.
Nepal's role as a liaison and entrepat trade carrier between
India; and the Celestial Empire was not insignificant. Far Tibet
the Government in the Valley af Nepal even minted coins and
naturally its hegemony aver trade and cmrnmce of that region
was acknowledge there.

I n the list of colophons reproduced in connection with the
various reigns of the periad we have noticed several works in
Sanskrit widely read in Nepal. This shows the brolad range of
interests on various aspects of learning envinced by the learned
of the country. The subjects elf the manuscripts include literature
in general from Vedic Samhitlir to antholagk, epics and
Purinas, lyrics and dramas, grammar, lexicon, rhetoric, fine
arts with music and painting, politics, dhanurveda (knowledge
of weapons) , ero'tics, philosophy, medicine, astronomy, and
esoteric texts (tantras), lolgic (bath Hindu and Buddhist) and
mimans;, Buddhist puri?zas and other cognate works.
There are: both original contributions made by the Nepal=
authors as well as external texh copied in Nepal by local
scrihes.
In sum total the works ob both the categories are abundantly
traced. But for our periad original wo~rkrks composed by the
autholrs d Nepalese &gin are extremely limited.
We do not intend to deal with manuscripts which are only
copied here. These olnly prove the wide gamut of interest felt
by persons in different aspects of learning. Solme olf them also
throw light as to1 the age of the prevalance d a particular belid
or wmhip in Nepal; for the date of the wolrk concerned proL
vides a clue to the same. Naw, in regard to original works, for
different reasons it has been difficult to distinguish authors af
154
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many works as Nepalese. But a few wmks of the time can be
difinitely ascribed to the Nepalese composers. We list the following works and a u t h m of Nepalese origin in the field of
Sanskrit literature.
(1) Mahirivanavadha nitaka in Sanskrit (CPMDN, 11,
p. 25) 15' "tten
by one Jayata in the reign of JayZrimalla, 457
Srivana k c n a d v i d d i etc. (see above f o r the whole cdophon).
This work is a drama dealing with the subject of the death of
Mahirivana T h e performance took place at Bungmati in a
monastic area, which lay close: to the capital city.
(2) Madcilasijjatismarqani~aka, a dramatic wmk compcwd
by Nepa-ya Riimadka in the reign of J a y ~ 5 j a d e v a . l ~ ~
( 3 ) BhairavZnandanitakaml5' by Maqikya written in the
reign of Jaya Sthitimalla and staged on the occasion of the
marriage ceremony of his son.
(4) Rimiyananitakam in four acts by Dharrnmagupta, son
oi b a d Z s a , stagtxi on the order of M f i b u t t a Srimat Jaya
Yfithasirhha at the time of the chariot driving ceremony performed in honour olf God Hari Sankara. Jaya Yiithaskiha is addressed as Gopileivaridhanapariyanena $6 S i k h a r a n Z r ~ ~ a n a
charanasevakena $6 JhaTikeivari tatparena Surakikulakamalakananaikisanaika b hiskara etc.15* Jaya Yiithasirhha is identified
with a feudatory d the principality of Pharping, of the same
name who figures in the Gorakhanatha piduka staircase
inscription olf 5 11 NS (see above Doc. 18 of Jaya Sthitimalla)
It appears that with Jaya Sthitimalla in poMrer Dharmagupta
had left the capital to settle in feudatary Pharping. As we noted
in the document n. 2 above RZmadZsa was a court poet in the
time of king Riijadeva, and his patrons were the king a s well
as the minister Anekarima and his son Jayasirhhariima. I n this
work, besides Yfithasb-hha, other persons noted are; his brothers
Jaitrasimha nrpati, and Jayarsjasirhha, and Jaya Yuddhasirhha,
son of Yaksasimha.

.

156 Govt. Nat. Lib., n. 787.
Darb. Lib. Cat. 111.) 362.
157 CPhIDN, I, p. 1 19; Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1078.
158 CPMDN, I, p. 24-6; Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1418.
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(5) Rimibhi;ekanitakaml"" by Dharmagupta.
( 6 ) R i m i n k a nitikiloO ( a copy olf the original work) by
Dhannagupta composed in the: time of MahaFtra Jayashiha
in NS 534. This was staged an the olccasim of the ceremonial
c~mpletiodn~
of a palace of a nobleman by name JasakirtirZja
wha is addressed as Sakalapitrakulatilaka and N i y a k a .
( 7 ) Another dramatic work Rupamanjariparinayan&akanz
composed in the reign af Y&amalla; its authov is known1" as
poet Subharsj, soan d P q d i t a Abhayarsja.
(8) Pindavavijayanita kamlG2by Subhwsja, son of KaviSvara
Abhayarzja blelonging to the Siidra family. It is a dramatic
work based an Mahibhirata. The theme starts with the inauguration of the Rijasziya sacrifice ceremony. The first act
depicts the scene ot the killing olf SSupZla by Lord Q n a . The
work is described as Gitavidya (nrityayojitam) bhinaya nava
n d y a r m a m u d i y a m samastanitaka chamatkira ramaniyanz
n&akam. The play was staged ollz the accasioa elf Madhavamalla's marriage ceremonylG3in Bane@.
Dharmagupta, son of REmadZsa, is called Bilasarmvati (a
child incarnate of the Golddess of Learning). Ha must have:
been a prodigy. In the Antavikya of (6) above, he writes in
the colophon. that his father wha was a Guru af the k i n g and
princes of Nepal ( N e p i l i v a n i p i l a r n a ~ a l a g u r z,~taught
)
him all
branches of learning.
Jayata, the composer of Mahiriivanabadhanitaka is called the
Sun 04 the family af poets in the post colo~phonstatement.
Mwika, the author of Bhairavinanda is called the son of
REjavardhana and proficient in the dramatic art. Subharsja,
is called simply 'a poet'.
We have seen that a l l these dramas were noit mere literary
works. They were d m stage plays. This presupposes a developed stage in Nepal whatever be its nature.
15Warb. Lib. Cat. I. 1462.
Is' Dar. Lib. Cat. IV.
lolDarb. Lib. Cat. IV.
lb2
Darb. Lib,. Cat. I. 694. Published Catalogue, 111, pp. 28-30.
l a 3Ibid.

In the d e p i t s of the libraries there are available many works
of drama written by classical poets of India. These might have
been also staged in Nepal according to Nepalese way of theatrical
performance and in the type of stage their existing.
One work of stage drama called 'Virabihu' performed on
the occasion olf the installation ceremony of the gold image of
Bodhisatva in I-ba-bahi. The staging was witnessed by king
Jyotirmalla in NS 547.1°4
We shall have occasion to say more specifically a b u t the
dramas in general in the narrative dealing with the late
medieval period.
All these plays drew their plots f r m either the epics or the
Puri?zas. We find that the majority of our plays under consideratian u e biased on Rimiyana or Mahibhirata or PurGnic
legends. They are full of songs (sangitamanus~tya). The
poetical canpitions are interpersed in between the dialogues.
The dramatkt was also a poet par excellence and therefore the
poems, the dramas contain in the texts are of high quality.
The form, of drama followed the classic pattern. It starts
with the benedictionaJ verse in honour of the Lord of dances,
Ni!yejvara. Then Szitradha'ra (director or stage manager)
addresses the audience to tell them about the occasion on which
the play was going to be staged. If the drama was staged in
the royal c a r t , he suggested that the order came f r m the
sovereign whose name with full epithets was announced with
reverence and who was praised as a patron oi learning and art.
This was followed by the utterances of Nati who explained the
theme af the play and introduced the writer.
In the cases of a few dramas (n. 4, 5, 6) the dialogue between
Gaqda a sage Bhyri@ folllorws the Nandi song and precedm the
Szitradha'ra's announcement. Bhyrigi narrates the plot of the
stage play and also speaks some words of praise about its
author. The colophon or post-colophon statement presents to
the audience the name of the patron who is either the mereign
himself or a powerful chief or a minister elf the court. It may
le4

Inscription, n. LIII in our Appendix.
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also sometimes use additional words of praise f o r the dramatist.
Invariably all fenlale charactm, servants and illiterate persons
spoke in prikyt while the principal ones, the hmol, the king or
the prince and ministers and chids expressed themselves in
Sanskrit.
There is one work on astronolmy called Siddhisira composed
by king Jyotirmalla, the writing of which was completed on
532 Mirga Sira iukla 7 (C:amb. Uni. Lib. Add. 1649) .Io5
Besides these, we have alsa a feiw more works in New%. It
may be recodlecteld that the first attempt tol write in the NewZri
language was made towards the latter half oif the fifth century
Nepalese era.
( 1) Svarodayadas'i, written in the NewZri language profusely
interpessed with Sanskrit relates ta Svarodayahistra i.e. propostication by means of breath and is regarded as part d Astrolofl
and fortune telling. The date given by H. P. Shastri is NS
482.1°6 which is not correct. It is 582.
(2) A commentary of Nirada on the work of Manu called
Minavan yiyaiistra rendered inta N w 2 i foc mantrindra (Chief
Minister) Jayata in the reign of Jaya Sthitimalla.lo7
(3) Nepilabh&Echikitsi, author unknown but composed in
the reign of Y*amalla
(561 Mirga iukla 10). This is a work
on medicine"" written in the mixed Sanskrit-Newk- language.
(4) Jyotirijakaranasya Nepila b hi@ written by Daivajfia
Jyatk2jalG%n 541 Chaitra iukla piirnimi. This is a work
Astronomy written in mixed Slanskrit cum N w h - language.
(5) Amarakoia, with a, translation of commentary in
N~iifi."' The New= commentary was prepared to, teach Chief
CBMC, p. 155.
lG6CPMDN,11, p. 46; Darb. Lib. Cat. 111. 364.
le7
CPMDlN, I, p. 43; Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1231.
leeGovt. Nat. Lib., n. 437.
legDarb, Lib. Cat. I. 440.
"O
Camb. Univ. Lib. Add. 1698; CBMCj p. 84.

le5

Minister Jayata's m. The date of the rns. is 506 Chaitra
k p n a 13.
I n the colophon the scribe writes:

W?$ ~ T S

Fl-I

I n the 13th century A.D. and onwards Nepal had been
practically the only place of Buddhist learning in I n d a and as
we have it f r m , variolus ms. sources, scholars from India and
Tibet were hailed and allawed to work under its care in the
multiple monasteries. Tiirsniith says that Vajradeva, a citizen
of India, went to Nepal, and wrote L o k e i ~ a r a i a t a k a . ~ ~Near
'
about 1197 a St havira of Mahisanghika in Ndanda, Buddha
SrY, who1 hailed from Nepal returned to his motherland ta
resume his work.
Above all this was the age when f o r the first time N&ri,
the indigenous language d the place, had come to be adopted
in the epigraphic records. I n the Nhaikabahil copper plate
inscription of Jaya Sthitimalla's reign, the tail portion of the
record is in New2x-i. This is dated 508 NS. Since then epigraphic documents in Newar? are numerous. We have some
literary works of the time written in Newiixi (see below), of
which the Gopita R i j a v a m ~ i v a l iis prominent. I t will be wrong
to attribute the rise of Newiiri to Y&arnaLla7s reign. The start
was surely made during Jaya Sthitimalla7s reign.
T h e period of Nepalese history from the 11th to the 17th
century was one of the most p d i c also from the point d view
oil literary activities including bath Sanskrit and Newk-. For
the first time the NewZfi language came to l
x adopted in
17*

Levi, 11, p. 214.
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records of the inscriptions. A chronicle was c m p ~ s e din
New5ri in the 14th century. There were also compositions of
literary character in the mixed languages. Further, we have
seen how a very important part of history writing i.e. fixaticm
of dates could be done only with the help of the m s . colophons
of the reejnles concerned. But for these mss. the whole period
would harve remained in dark, as we know holw the later
chronicles have proved thoroughly inaccurate and unreliable in
this respect. The mss. were not only copy works but also
included independent and original contributions of Nepalese
authors who were: born and brought up in Nepal.

Several colophons reveal the names of writers who belonged
to different parts d India. The writer of the m. Charakasamhiti, one Kyastha Paqdita Sri Ratnapda calls himself
inhabitant of Jejabhukti identified with the capital of the
Chaqdellas. This m. is dated NS 303 Chaitra judi paiichami
~omadina."~ One of the documents belonging to the reign of
Arimalla, ms. Am.rteivarapzi j i dated NS 336 Jyertha k ~ i n e
7 budhadina, was written by one Briihmaqa PaqditZchkya
who claims ta have come from! ChamatkZrapura of Gurjaradesa
(Gurjaradeiiya Chamatkdrapuriddgata) ."' A man who claims
to have emigrated from the city d Kashmir wrote the ms.
Astmdhasriki PrajSidpiramifi with date N S 264.174
If all the manuscripts are examined, they might show m m
names of writers: who1 came f r m India.
All these writers were not probably mere copyia who possessed little knowledge of the subjects the works dealt with. They
might have been learned men in their own right and prolbabl~
had been responsible f o r any kind of literary activity of the
day. Their place lies with thcse who were attracted to Nepal
because ob its importance as a seat of learning.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1648.
Darb. Lib. Cat. I. 1365.
174 AS.SOC.Bengal, n. 4203.
172

Having already o h d that we confront a very orthodox
caste ridden society in the middle ages it is now for us to
exarnine fully the system of castes as they obtained.
The later chronicles attributed to Jaya Sthitirnalla making
d several laws of social and religious importance. It is said
that in this task he was assisted by five Pandits, K i r t i ~ t h a
UpEdhyEya KZnyakubja, RaghuGtha JhE ~ a i t h i l i ,SrinZtha
Bhatta, Mahiniitha Bhatta and RarnkZtha Jfi. At Jaya
Sthitimda's behest these learned B r i i h r n ~ a s'compiled f r a
Sbtras such laws as were formerly in existence but had fallen
into disuse through lapse of time'.175
In respect of castes Wright's chronicler observes, 'the five
cmncillm had ta consider that .the bandy2 has been converted
in the Treta' Yuga by Krakuchhanda Buddha, from the
BrZhmaqa and Qatriya castes, and had become bhiksus, and
that these again had been made g~hastharby hikar5chErya
(but without passing through the four different kinds of lives) ;
and thus being father of families, they were obliged to attend
to worldly affairs, but still they were respected by the four
castes. Hence it was determined to class them as BrZhmaqas
or Qatriyas, their custom and ceremonies being the same.
Bandy%, therefore, are like the Sannyiiis who are all of cme
class without any distinctions of caste'."'
Altogether 64 caste
divisions had been ernphasised, respective rules for the o b m a tion of each redrawn and punishment prescribed for infringement. But the Ja'tiyamarigali, which is alsa a work of the early
eighteenth century, gives eighty divisions of castes. I t is also
suggested that these castes were created by Jaya Sthitimalla
borrowing ideas from the Dharmda'stra (Scriptures).
One of the later chrmicles descrilxs in detail the p e s s d
Levi, I, pp. 232-36; Wright, pp. 185-86.
170 Ibid., Wright.
175
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the formation of caste divisiom. It says that all was done
within the traditional framewolrk of f a r varnus and 36 jita
(castes). But there were as many subdivkims within each
jita and the lowat caste was untouchable. So a host of castes
came inta being, which could not be cmnted. Blut in the main
there were 10 subdivisions of the RrZhaqas, 32 of the JyZpus,
8 of Kumhda, 72 of thorn castes whose naih wera cut by the
butcher caste, 4 d BHndik, 6 af Khasas, 4 of Kusalyiis, 4 of
P d e s and 4 of CharmakZra (Kulu) . We shall identify all these
clams as we table them with others in the next page. A some;
what different account a€castes is given by the chronicle group
B2. The
stata that Jaya Sthitimda defines professions for a l l the castes and he: also specified the type 09 priests
for them, whether a BrZhmana ar a Guva. I t will appear from
the table that this chronicle though not prolducing a very
exhaustive list of castw dola nevertheless; provide us a correct
list as f a as it goes. At the sametime it doles nolt say that Jaya
Sthitimalla created them;. The monarch is credited only with
ernphasising their duties in the society and ~ ~ c i punishi ~ g
inent if any caste neglected its traditional pdofession.
They also1 state that the BrZhmqas who were in Nepal at the
time belonged ta Paiichagauda (from Gauda) and Paiichadravida (from South India) groups-'each
containing five divisions and numerous subdivisim'. They add to1 say 'there were
Jaisi Briihma~asof four divisions, AchHrya, Baida, Srestha and
Daivajiia. But they were sacred. AchZryas were divided into
three classes; B'aids inta four and Srmha into many clarses, of
which ten were allowed to wear BrZhmanical threads, as were
also the three classes of Daivajiias. Of Sudras there were
36 classes, amongst which the JyZpu had 32 divisions, and the
Kurnhal 4'.17'
In the list d Wright 34 castes have not been identified. Of
these Levi attempted to identify a few, e.g. (39) Tabaka as
carpenters, (45) MarikLra as confectioners (26) Taqkadhzri
In my possession.
Op. Cit., Wright and Levi.

as worker in mints (18) Natijiva, actor who lives by prostituting his wife, ( 13) Kirita as hunter, TandukZra as weaver (55),
Achgrya as priest, teacher and sacrificer of the Hindu NewZrs.
But the list of unidentified castes is yet e n m o u s . Side by side
it is also1 true that identification is rendered difficult because of
the mis-spelt names of these castes. Mis-spelling has sol corrupted
the wording d the caste name that in many cases the original
is completely lost. The JitiyamilE scores an improvement. As
we have seen from the table Wright is very much corrected both
ir: respect of misspelling and identification by the Ja'tiyama-la'.
I n the Ja'tiyamila' the 80 caste divisions include the 3 classes of
monk converts 4 subdivisicms of Achars, and the Vaidya subcaste of Dhanvantari and others of the Srestha class These have
been omitted by Wright's chronicler in enumerating 64 castes.
The chrcmicle (B2) lists, (a) Bhat (musicians at court), (b)
BhZ(mahZbrZ.hmarz taking gifts on the 1lth day during funeral
rites), Vepak bade (doing Goldsmith's work) (d) Nari (painting figures on the wall and pcrunding to make flat rice with
musal), (a) Sabal, who used leeches to suck diseased
blood and this they did as profesion. (m &
)
Of these c, d, and e have GuvZ prim. Although each caste
had a special and defined occupation some could go outside it
and take alsa to agriculture. These castes are Nari, Nau, Pun,
Tepe, Khusal and Kasai and Nakanni. In the hierarchy of
caste there were 3 broad strata each b d w the Bramanas and
Qatriyas, and their position was determined with reference to
the number of days reserved for mourning, the longer this tenn
the higher the position. This applied to every caste except the
GuvZ and Bade who mourned only for 7 days impective of
their very high position in the scycial structure. The lowest in
the hierarchy like the Pode and Dmi~performed funeral only
for 2 days. Then above these were castes who1 mourned for
7 days, e.g. all those belonging to the castes of Kusule, Kulu,
the Nays (butcher), Sanghat (Washerman), Lukami (goldsmith), Khusal-all of them touchables but fram w h m touch
water gat polluted. The following castes which were placed
below the Sre~thasmourned for 10 days: Nari, Sabal, Gathu,
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Nau, Konal, BhZ, Pulpul, Chhipi, Chitrakara, Tepe, Sikarni,
Tatti, KasZ and other subcastes d Udas. The $resthas included
all the four types of Achirs and others like Amiitya and those
classed as e a t r i y a s under the name of Chhathari and dsol
Gwas and Kumhils bdaw the pure Ksatriyas, who observed
mourning for 12 days. All of these were regarded as of Vaisya
caste and the regulation enjolined on them tot practise trade of
the AchZrs; the one permitted to wear sacred thread from the
Briihmaqas were Pithichirya, GurvachZrya and astrologer
Daivajiia.
The Briihmqas were forbidden to1 act as priests to
castes other than the e a t r i y a s and S r ~ h a s . The chronicle
specifically mentions some castes which da not have an
exclusive set af prim. Their members wme divided as to the
choice of priests while s m e of them chose: Brahmans as
priests, soma took Buddhist priests, e.g. the Tamos, Barahis, the
Tattis, the sweetmakers (Madhekanni or Halwais) .
The chronicle suggests that the: five AchZr subcastes were the
offsprings born out of the union of Briihmaqa fathers and
mothers of lawer castes. Although there were five familie in
count, the divisions were only twa, (1) thms born to a
B r i i h m ~ afather by a high Ksatriya widolw ancl (2) by an
ordinary e a t r i y a warnan. The former was entitled to wear a
sacred thread; he did astrologer's job and rendered part of the
priestly functions in ceremonials; the latter knolwn as K-2chHrya obtained sacred mantras but not a thread and
worship at the shrines of T a l j u rendering also priestly duties
partially. The AchPrs were to intermarry with the Srqtha
families, in whose ceremonies they also acted m priests In
other parlance the AchZrs were known as Jaisis refening to
their profession as J y e i or astrologer. If any one olf them
transgressed the rules made for him, he lost his sacred threlad
and became at once a Sregha in the third mder of the Br5hmanical hierarchy. No one could wear a sacred thread if such
practice was absent in the tradition of his family. Any deviation
from the tradition brought him punishment involving loss of
caste.

SOCIAL A N D ECONOMIC CONDITION I N MIDDLE AGES
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The distinction betwmn a high and a low caste whoee tsuch
made water undrinkable was strictly maintained. If s o m e M y
unknowingly drank water at the hands al the untouchable
castes, he had to go through a purification ceremony, which also
involved fines paid in cash ta the state and tu his own castemen. One of the untouchable castes the Po or P d y a could not
enter the premises of the t m after sunset unless specially
required. All castes at that level suffered grievous discrimination in m a t t m of ownership of land and choice of profession.
They could not erect a building of a dimmion and height
b e y ~ n d a certain prescribed limit. They could ~ w t wear
o r n m t s of goild, nor they could wear shoes of textile
materials. As we shall came to know from the next passage,
the lower castes paid a higher penalty for the m e offence than
does the caste abwe. For sexual d e n c e involving a woman
of a high caste the low casternan even lost his life. The penalty
in many cases dm covered amputation af his organ.
From the same chronicle we alsa learn that the e t e enjoined
on ewery caste-men ta fulfill his obligation due to other castes
and in the event d ndulfillrnent laid down fines to be paid
in cash and kind (grains) ; part af which would ga to the
aggrieved party.
Far example if a barber &ng
a family did not attend to
the work ta be performed by him on certain occasions he was
fined 12 danzs. If the dending party w q the family to which
the barber was traditicmally attached then it was that family
and not the b a r k who was fined, which means if the barber
was not called in for the performance of the required job in the
ritual then the regulation prescribed h e against such a family.
In the case of the w a s h m a n disregarding the call, he paid
3 dams but the man trying to bypass his family washerman
paid double the amount as fine. The rules were comprehensive
and covered all layers of society including the priest who was
required to be present on accasions of ritual for the whale
year round. From these rules, it appears that every family was
bound to the other by ties of tradition. No m e was exempt
and each one had its own role to play. But the most ccmcerned
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were those who performed manual work such as the weeper,
the washerman the navel cord cutter, the barber, and the midwife; their functions and relations with high caste: families were
traditionally ordained.
There was also an elaburate provision for corporal punishment or fine or for both when causing transgresicm of marital
laws. The society allowed marriage only within the caste. But
the punishment was severe often involving death when a low
caste man was found cohabiting with a w m a n d high caste.
The Briihmaqa lady was the most sacred object. If a Qatriya
or a VaiSya or Sudra mixed with her, he lcst either his sexual
organ or his life. The husband's m'arital rites were well protected. But only the high caste could ask for corporal punishment to be meted out to the &ender, others obtained part of
the fine levied by the state. A Rrahmqa, hawever, could live
with a BrZhmaqa widow m payment of some fine. I n all cases
the high caste wamm lost: her caste if she cohabited with a lolw
caste paramour. If an untouchable woman was involved, then
the high caste man cmld nolt: retain his caste but was absorbed
into the caste of the woman he cohabited with.
A Br5hmaqa paid Rs. 1201- as fine if he cohabited with a
Khusal woman. He was fined the same amount if he intercoursed with a Tepe or a Mmal or a S a y a d ov a Pun or a
Bh5t OT a K-al woman. In addition he paid Rs. 241- tot his
castmen, and went through special ceremonies d purification.
The BrZhmana was awarded a fine o~f Rs. 1401- if he kept a
woman of Sanghat or Nau castes. If he mixed with Lholkar or
Pulpul or Mahuty5 or ChhigL or Balhami or Kusulay or Majhi
woman, the fine imposed was Rs. 4801-. He lost his caste if he
knowingly had kept a Kulu or Po woman. If he had dolne SO
unknowingly he paid a fine of Rs. 2401-. All these c m
involved him in anolther kind of fine called Chandrriyana, which
was a cash or kind payment for being purified. The fine imposed on a K~atriyaand a V G y a male for the same d e n c e was the
half what was paid by a BrZhmaga, while the Sfidra paid
The fine was Rs. 60/- in golld mohars (with a lion's image) if
the woman happened to be the one with her husband living.

The Kasais had to wear jackets without sleeves. No caps, shoes, gold ornaments were to be worn by
Pos. Kasais, and Kulus. The! Pos were not allowed to have their houses roofed with tiles?79
Now we produce a table d castes given by the later chronicles and ]itiyarnGli and their identification in tenns of modern caste names.
Later Chronicles
(Wright and Levi)
( 1 ) Chamakiira
( 2 ) M5tanga, workers
in leathePo
(38) Srinkhari"'
(4) Rajaka
(5) Dhobi, washerman
( 3 ) Niyogi
( 19) Suravija
( 2 3 ) Natwarudram2
( 18) Natejiva
(24) Surpakara, cooks
( 2 5 ) Birnari
(26) Tangkadhari
( 9 ) Nadi (vi)chhedi
( 14) Mamsavikri,
-.

-

--..

-

JWiyamili
1. C h m a k i i r a
2. MZtanga
3. Baikgri
4. Dadanadhsri
5. SankhakZri
6. P a r a h r i

7. M a m i
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Rajaka
Ranjika
Kaibarta
Niyogi
Vanmaka
Suravijakira
Tailakha
Nataka

Modern name
in Newiri
Kulu
Po

Doh
Jogi
Sankhwi
Dutawiir
Piiluse.
Dhubyzi
Sanghata
PahixS
Niiyo
Gathu
Bhaumaniijyaka
Siyami
Natuw5r

-

-----.-- -- --

17Wright (second edition), p. 110.
le0 According to Petech Matangi means an elephant driver.
la' Probably a mistake for Shankhakari.
lS2 Mistake for Nata and Varudra.

Chronicle B2
Kulu
Po-keep guard in temples and fish and hunt
sparrows
Kusulay, beg and sweep
Sanghat-washman
Gathu - selling flower
bringing from forest
Kasai--cutting nails and
also playing instruments
on funeral day and also
butchering buffaloes
S S y a r n i 4 makers
Pode, guarding the cremation ground and tem-

priest
G

u

~

No priest
No priest
No priest
GuvS

GuvS
Guv5

]citiyamilZ

(Wright and Levi)
Later Chronicles
butchers
(20) Chitrakiira,
painters
( 16) Vyanjanakara,
cooks
(42) NZpika
( 10) TarnrakZra
(36) Kurnbhakara,
potters
(32) Svarnakara,
goldsmith
(35) Tuladhar, weighers
(44) ShiIpikZra1=
(33) Kansy&ra,
bell-makers
( 3 1) Tarnrakgra,
copper smith
(34) Kamika
(39) Takshaka
(41) Lepika
(47) Supika
(30) Gopsla, cowherds
( 15) Mdi, gardeners
(38) Srinkhari
(48) Sajakara
Is3

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2 1.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
2 7.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Varudra
SurpakZri
Bimai
TangaZri
Ranjaka
Navichchhedak5ra
MhsatulZdhara
Karji
KZp5lika
Dhiipak~t
Betrakaraka
ChitrakZri
VyanjanakZri
Tandulkara
Lohakara
Bedita
( Chitradipaka)
Sthapika
Ngpika
Melaprajapati
KumbhakZra
Brihasthaka
Patuwakara

(7) Lohakara (stone mason).

Modern name
in Newiri
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Badeta
HZsZjya
Bhinkapaugatha
Agri, Sijahmuipi
ChhipP
KatZ

22. Mosolu
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
3 1.

Bhadata
Bharaku
Kotad
Vali (Teli)
Poon
Kepoya (Tepeta)
Khusata
Kau
Pulupul

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Ilnachu
Nau
H&ubhZl&umhi
DhadapakumhZ
Tatita
PachhuwZ
( PutuwZ)

Chronicle B2
ples nearby
ChhipZ, dyers
Pichinli
Mosat, packing raw meat
at the shop of the Kasai
Konal, manufacturing incense for sale
Chitrakara, painter
Tepoe, selling palung
leaves and also playing
Kaha instrument during
funeral
Khusal, camier of Doli
and also play Kaha
Pulpul, carrying lamp in
funeral procession
Nau, cutting hairs and
nails of all castes from
BrZhmana to Jy5pu
& 35. KurnhHr, potters
Tati, weavers of coffin
Goldsmith, lukami
Nakarni, workers in iron
Lohankarmi, worke~s on
stones who make also

Priest
No priest
GuvZ
GuvZ
GuvZ

Guv2
Guv5
GuvZ

(37) Ksatrakara,
measurer of lands
(58) ArnZtya, minister
(61) KZyastha, scribe
(51) Daivajiia
(52) Ganaka
(53) Jyotisa
(54) Grahachintaka
(63) Ksatri (Bhiipa,
rZjZ, narendra)
(64) Brahman (Dvija
or Vipra)

38. Svarnakara
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5 1.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
6 1.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

TulZdhara
Shilpakara
KanskPra
TamrakZra
Kamikara
Taksakara
VisvakarmB
Lepika
Srstikara
Supakara
GopZla
Mdikara
Srinkhali
Suchikara
Vamsabhedi
S~dra
Gopdanandaka
Sindurakara
Chhatrakari
Khadgadhikiri
Mritabidhaka
ParopakBri
VajrZchirya
SiikyavamBa
Bhiksu (Chailak)
Siviichirya
Gurvichirya
Pithkharya

38. Lukarni
( Goldsmith)
39. Udai
40. Lohankami
41. K G
42. Tamo
43. Madhikami
44. E r g h i
45. Sikarni
46. Labatkarmi
47. News
48. SuwZ
49. KhagwB
50. MZli
51. Awii
52. Suchikii
53. GamAu
54. DhZmoo
( Pwangula)
55. Nand@
56. Sinhdakhu
57. Badikumajyi
58. Khadgahidalina
59. Palanunga
60. Kalaka
61. Guruhju
62. Bandeju
63. Bikhuta
64. Ghasuyakanjachi
65. H o m a y i k h a
66. Pithapiijiyakichl

images
KasZ, workers in bronze
Sikami, workers in wood
Udiiya, who carried trade
with Lhasa
Mdi, selling flowers from
one's garden
SiidrabhZro, trader
Ksatrakara, land measurer
Vikhubada
Bade
SivBchZrya
Pithkkrya
Kam-GchZrya
GurviichZrya
DevZchiirya
Daivajna
PiitravamSa
Rijalavat
Bhardrestha

Guvi
0

Guvi

B
P

Guvl
Wmana
Guvi
Guvii
GUVZ

Br5hmana
Bramana
Briihmana
Bdmana
Bfimana
Briihmana
Brihmaqa
Briihmana
Brihmana

>
Z
u
M

8
Z
0

3:
i;
n

0
Z

B

8

2:
m

z

JtitiyamtStiS

Later Chronicles
(Wright and Levi)

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

Gulrni
Gyastha
Dhanwmtari
Daivajnya
Ganaka
JyotGa

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

Grahachintaka
Raghuv~Sa
Pgtravda
Vaqdankara
VaGya
K~attri
BrahmS

Modern name
in NeuGri

Chronicle B2

Priest

67. AgamasapiijayZka
68. Mahatta
69. Bhatiru
(Bhandel)
70. Srestha
71. Kasulu (Kasata)
72. Vaidys
73. Grahajyaajoii
74. PZtrajydtajdi
75. GrahaddZjyiikaj&i
76. Grahanajyaajdi
77. Rajalavata
78. Tha ku
79. Lawata

The later chronicles list amongst the castes alsa (56) Devachinta (57) Rijita (50) Sachiva, (60)
M ~ t r i state
,
oficials in recent rimes, (62) Lekhaka, and scribes and them Lohakara ( 7 ) , (8) KundaKara, ( 1 1 ) Dhkyamari ( 12) Bladi, ( 13) KirZta, ( 17) Maudhura ( 21 ) , GZyana musicians, (22) Bathah m (27), Tayomta (28), Srichantc and (43) Darukara (wmd cutters).

'

The above is the chrcmicler's account of caste divisions as
they were shaped at the end of the 14th century A.D. It
appears that the occasion for a proper and adequate definition
of castes and their divisions arose because the problem the
society faced was the absarptim of former Buddhist m k s into
the cammunity. But could it be true that the caste divisions
were created by Jaya Sthitimalla as suggested by the
chronicles?
Sylvain Levi while narrating the story of the Nepalese caste
system seems to recognise the validity of the suggestion that
Jaya Sthitimalla was reqxmsiMc for the caste system. There
are sa many mistaka Levi cornmi& in his prgentation of
castes. All these, however, do not matter so much as his
hypothesis that m e man (however powerful) created castes in
Nepal. S. Levi llas a h a bias in favaur of casteless Buddhism.
That way he is led to make a statement which implies that
uptill the time d Jaya Sthitimalla caste ridden
was not
a force in Nepal. Very recently we have another writer Prlfessar Luciana Petech who holds concurrent views on the
subject. In the subsequent paragraphs we shall try to prove
that the views expressed by Levi and Petech are not correct.
Jaya Sthitimalla's scheme of castes is unknown to the
Ancient Chronicles. Obviously castes cmld not be attributed to
the work of a single person. Whenever they arose, it must have
been in a particular situation after a poem of transition. Even
if olne individual would have given a legal shape, the sanction
must have come through long standing usage and tradition. As
tn what forces led to the formation of castes, we must go back
to the very early period af our history. The medieval period
is credited with the introduction of the cult of Vajrayina,
which had certainly produced an impact on the social frarnework of the various cmzunities. I t might be argued that
Vnjraytina was solely responsible for the creation of castes
amongst the Buddhists admitting of course, that there was
existing a Saivite' society with its own caste structure. But concomittantly there are several other factors to be considered, such
a5 what relation the Saivites had with the Buddhists were the
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latter grouped into a separate community, etc., etc.
Petech thinks that the context in which castes had begun
playing daminant role in Nepal changed slowly since the 12th
century A.D. after the M'allas came ta power in Nepal.
According to him until such time the condition obtaining
was that 'The rulers adcpt art easy going sort of Hinduism with
a g o d deal d laxity in the o b a n c e of sucial colde, and the
Buddhist populace of Mangoloid stack with racial peculiaries
such as social scaling in a mme feudal than castal way, laxity
of marrying with no1 bar to widow remarriage and with no
high fidelity standard of w m e n and few if any food t a b m '
(P. 179). The Italian author suggests by way d implication
that the people of Nepal were by and large Buddhist with 'no
serious problem tor cope with while adjusting the balance
between their heritage and their religion'.
Petech further said attributing caste ot 'tightening of the
social system olf Hindu Nepal' to Jaya Sthitimalla that he
and his pandits did not lay emphasis an the classical four varnas,
for which there was little justification in the reality d the local
conditions but divided outright the people in a seriw of what
in India would have been callefd mbcastes. They had rearganised the ruling classes and common people according a
new rigid scheme, which closely follolwed the orthodox rules
and yet tried to take into account a t least m e of the peculiasities of local society' (P. 181) .
I fail to1 understand how Petech was led tor think that while
the rulers in Nepal till the 13th century were Saivites, their
subjects were all Buddhists: F r m the inscriptions of the very
early p e ~ o dwe know there were people ob both sects. There
were also caste divisions. Similarly the characteristics Petech
ascribes to the Buddhist society are as much applicable to the
Saivites in the medieval period. As far as I know the customary
rules olf marriage are the same for both the solcalled Buddhists
and Saivites. While Harasimha had not even gone to the Nepal
Valley, how could his activity lead to the increlase of influence
of foreign BrZhmaqas. But this is what Petech means to say in
his treatment of castes (P. 180). TO S U ~ ~ O I his
I - ~ coiltention

Petech quotes a late text the Jitisarigraha, which says 'The
Nepalese became followers of Siva since Harasirhha entered
Nepal in Saka 1247 and brought; mother Tdeju with him.
There were Brihmaqas from Kan@tad&a and Mithib and
also s m e Nepalese Briihmaqas, their disciples in thousands were
Ksatriyas, same were Siidras, they became followers of Durg5
and followers of Siva in hundreds !' Although he characterises
the statement of the text as highly exaggerated, he seem to have
attached some importance to it. We, however, feel that the
statement is totally absurd. We have also no means ta know
if the 'division of castes' as laid down in the chronicles was due
to Jaya Sthitimalla. Even less we can say if the division had
not stressed the importance of Var?zas and had just framed a
structure of sub.castes. As we have already observed, the castes
in Nepal are within the confines of the Var?tas. This fact the
JZtiyam-la' stresses in the last portion of its statement. I n this
regard we cannot take with any seriousness the lists as provided
by the chrcmicles. It is not a systematic list. It is a putting
together of various castes and sub-castes in the most haphazard
mmner.le4
The legend od the formation of castes during Jaya Sthitimalla's reign is u n k n m to the ancient chronicles. They say
nothing about Jaya Sthitimalla's activity in respect of castes. As
they do not mention Harasirhhadeva save as a refugee who died
while escaping from Simaraongarh to Dolkhii, it is but natural
that he is totally missing f m the description any kind of activity of the perid. Thus we do not obtain any higher basis for
the legends. The utmmt we can concede to the legend of the
chronicle is ta accept the probability of a redefinition and reemphasis d caste rules and re-arrangements of caste hierarchy
la4

e,
CSPMIO, p. 1411, n. 7767, Hod., 37/6-1001.
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in the time of Jaya Sthitimalla. Rut to suggest anything more
than this will be patently wrong.
It may be suggested that while the Saivite society was
caste ridden, the Buddhists were free f r m the influences of
castes.
But even here we have to be cautious in airing our views. In
fact as it will appear there was a very thin line of demarcation
between the Saivite and Buddhist societies. I da not know if
we are justified to divide the society into two segments. But
there was a Buddhist monastic order which stood unmixed with
the follolwm of Saivism.
The conception of castes might have been unknown to the
Buddhist monastic order. But castes had appeared with the
mcmks as mn as the monastic order disintegrated. In the
ms. Astasihasriki Prajiiipiramit; of NS 285 S r i v a n a jukla 8
we have one SEkyabhiksu ManjuSri as the writeP3. A Vajr5chZrya Bhibu figures in ms. Kriyisarigrahapaiijik; d NS 273
M i r g a jukla 2."' Obviously, these caste titles showed that the
monastic settlements had disintegrated at the date we coafrcvnt
them. I n Paiicharaksi ob NS 183 Jyestha,
..
we have a custod i m of the ms. Minadevamahivihiridhivisina AchZrya
Sthavira Ra~indradeva."~Sangha b hattaraka as the donor is
mentioned in a ms. Hevajratiki ob NS 210 M i g h a m t i ~ a . " ~ But
these axe the mly two instances where we hear af sthavira and
sangha. It seems that since the early 12th century, the influence
d Vajrayina was sol largely felt that the old monastic system
had disintegrated ta give in to the formatioln of castes amongst
the community of monks.
I n the blackpound where T5ntric Buddhism with its rituals
had captured the imagination of the laity, the change over
occured with ease and was; welcomed. Besides Buddhism had
now entered the daily life of the masses with their caste
hierarchy and caste rituals.
CBMC, p. 182, Add. 1693.
lee
See above.
le7Darb. Lib,. Cat. 111. 688.
See the narrative.
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The few inscriptions which precede Jaya Sthiti's reign have
words connoting priest class like VajrZcErya and Sllyabhilqu,
and this fact is an evidence! of the existence of castes also
amongst the Buddhists at that time under the influence of
TZntric ritualism. Sol the account of his having created the
caste system is untrue.
Although we fail tcr obtain considerable information abut
the caste system as it prevailed in ancient and medieval Nepal,
we consider the problem on four premises.
(1) That the caste existed from the early times,'''
(2) that it was based cm the traditional conception of four
castes (Varna) with thirty-six sub-castes (Ja'ta) and the lowest
untouchable,
( 3 ) that the divisions af castes broadly mesponded to the
four main functions of society:
(a) the priest,
(b) warrior and &cial,
(c) traders and merchants and
(d) artisans and peasantry, and others excluding untouchables.
Below these four Varnar were the untouchables who performed essential but unclean duties.
(4) That the various tribes outside the Valley of Nepal were
treated within the pale of the system as a distinct caste at
par with the fourth me.
For the very early age we have a very meagre account of
the castes from the inscriptions. The medieval perid, however,
can be taken to have presented the same caste structure as the
present.
The question of the formation of castes amongst the
Buddhists had to be viewed in the: context of a society that
cmld not be divided m the basis of religion. As we have stated
eulier while making an obsewation on the state of religion, it
has to be known that there was no such community as
exclusively Buddhist except for the order (Sangha) belonging
See Ancient Nepal, Calcutta 1960.

le9
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T h e laity enrnasse respected the SaivaV i ~ u i t edeities and the priests, who directed the rituals of the
sect as well as the divinities and the monks in the various
monasteries associated with Buddhism. There was no watertight compartment between those who paid homage to SivaVisnu and t h w who1 did not d a so and in contrast fallowed
Buddhist precepts and practices. T h e mass d the people weTe
certainly divided into castes. So, strictly speaking as we unde~stand the p i t i o n , it is a misnomer tcr say that castes came into
Buddhist society in the medieval age.
It appears that what really happened in the medieval age
with the introducticm of Vajrayina rituals and practices was
the return olf the Buddhist monks ta domestic life, which
created a caste that could be called Buddhist. Because thew
could not be accepted back tcr the fold d the caste they left
on their conversion to monkhmd, they had to1 be grouped into
a new caste. T h e monk ministered to the spiritual need of the
community, had themselves renounced warldliness and taught
the people in general the eightfold path of a virtuous life.
Therefore, naturally they were held in high esteem if nat by
high caste people but surely by those wha belonged to the
middle and low strata of the: caste hierarchy.
After returning to domestic life their position vis a vis the
society underwent a change. But they were treated with
respect by those who were used to revere them. Ultimately
they entered the hierarchy of castes as priests.
Circumstantially the pow number oh BrZhmaqas had helped
the Buddhist ex-monks to secure the position of priests in the
society. But it appears that not all of them had taken to performing the functions d priests.
Castes in Nepal seem to have developed in accordance with
the occupation assigned to each af them in historical setting.
We do not know for certain if the traditional division of castes
existed in its totality in ancient Nepal. In olur records wle come
across references to B r a m a n a s and K~atriyasand also to the
classes engaged in trade! a i d industry and agriculture. T h e
Sudras and Antajas or the Chii~dZlas,the untouchables do not
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figure but we cannot rule out their existence in view of the
general feature of the society, which had a sure foundation of
castes and classcs.
It is argued that the Buddhist wetion of the society had no
caste basis. In view of the very wide Buddhist influence in the
country, the situation precluded discrimination between caste
and caste as far as the followem of Buddhism were concerned.
But the Buddhist section was not self contained. and isolated.
They had not only to maintain claw knit relationship with their
counterpart in the other section, but they had also to depend
for various social services an castes rendering them according
to tradition. I t is true that Buddhism commanded a sizable
following amangst the peasantry and artisans. However, there
is nothing to suggest that these were living in splendid isolation
frcrm, the ather sectors of the saciety. Perhaps their following
was limited ta these two clams. Surely as in the Gangetic
plains, the Buddhist preachers and monks drew their followem
both from the upper class and the very lowly. But they had not
done away with the caste discrimination as such. Castes continued to mist inspite of them and the Buddhist laity obtained
services f r m different sections d the society as their need
demanded. Altogether, the fact of their existence did not
introduce any revolution in the social make-up but it all meant
largely a matter of adjustment. As cmceived. generally,
Buddhism ha,d emphasised a new way af life, but it had not
ordained a society of its mvn based on its ideology.
Wa shall find subsequently in the next passage that the
Buddhist i d d af nondiscrimination had lost force even in the
limited of its UpZ!aka class, the Udai artisans and traders. The
Kiriitas do not find a place in the data of the inscriptions. We
can take it that they were merged in the b d strata of the
agriculturists and artisans.
As the Brihmqas and Qatriyas continued to wield powers
of state, their communities remained unaffected by adjustments
effected due to appearance of castes in the Buddhist Section of
the society. Even the Buddhist priest clam was to acknowledge
their superiority in many spheres of life. The Buddhist traders,
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howeve?., had an acknowledged status enjoyed m q u a i footing
with the Saiva Srestha.
The feudal land owner Sirnuntar of the Lichhavi period
were no m m . The remnants crf the local Rijjas were not ta
be heard of since the advent d the age olf TZntric Buddhism.
From the beginning ob the fifteenth century had emerged new
families of courtiers picked u p from the castes k n m as the
Pradh5.115 Srestha which claimed ta itself dignity and status
of the e a t r i y a clans.
Together with the BrZhmana priests, the RiijopiidhyEya,
these families cmtrolld key pmts of the administraticm, and
gained vested interest in the land by acquiring feudal rights
over holdings. Solmetime these made and unmade kings an;
ministers.
After the dissolution of the monastic order the m d s took
to domestic life and discarded cdebacy and married women
from other castes. Rut as we stated earlier they hava been
treated as a distinct caste. They are divided in four groups,
(1) the VajrZchZrya, (2) the RrahmiichZrya Rhibu ( 3 ) the
SZkya Bhihu and (4) Chailaka. All these still have their heads
without a pigtail, which is considered to1 be a mark ob monkh o d . Each of them aha undergoes a ceremony of purification
on leaving childhood, which has a linkness to the ritual
associated with the initiation rites of a monk. The ceremony
performed either in a Vihiru or before a Chuityu.
The VajrZchchHlya is kncnvn as GuvEju and renders priestly
functions in Buddhist households. The othem axe colllectively
known as Biide. They assist the GuvZju in ccmducting ceremonies as the occasion arises~. But ordinarily they had debarred
from doing priestly duties.
The Chailakas are initiated in the precinct of a Chaitya,
while others have the rites of initiation performed in Vihdra.
This places the Chailakas lowest in the rank of Bade. But all
of the descendants or ex-monks, whether a Bsde or a Guv5.j~
trace their family connection through a Vihnra.
The Guvgju VajrIchZyas claim to be the descendants of
those! Rr5hmqas who had taken to monkhood. The BrahG-

rhsrya Bhibus also claim similar status. The Siikya Bhilcgus
however claim a descent from monks converted from the
Qatriya class. The Chailakas repr-t
a heteragenous group
caning from all dvija castes.
Ritual practices; conducted by GuvZjus are: as much elaborate
as those of the Brfihrnaqas. The mantras and hymns of prayer
are in Sanskrit. The annual ceremonial performances are also
alike. It is certain that they borrowed freely from the
Brihmqas, but they renovated the ritual practices as suited
their purpae.
I t is said that because the classification of castes 'referred. not
to1 castes as such but to occupational grcrups'lgOthe Buddhist laity
needed na distinction and were put together with the Hindu
sub-castes. But as I have said earlier them is no1 need tol think
d exclusively ot Buddhist laity in this connection as we know
the caste: basis did not recognix difference of faiths.
An inscription of Y+arnalla, the B h a t g m d m gold plate,
dated 573 states that the work of constructing the wall of the
fort was done by the faur castes, the BrZhrnaqas, Ksatriyas,
VaGyas and Siidras. The record does not distinguish the community on the basis of religion or sect. It implies that castes
were cmmonly distributed in the two religious communities
and whether its membem are Saivite or Buddhist, each caste
was one community. This was more in evidence in regard to
the e a t r i y a caste.
It: dm appears that intermarriage existed between the
followers of the two religions in the same caste. For example,
the wife of Madanasbiharha in the Itambahd inscription
( 1382 A.D.) happened to be a follower of Buddhism, while her
husband was an aut and out Saivite calling himself paramamihejvara. This lady called herself in the record sugatavatizSa'vatarini. We alsol mark that castes on the whale appear to
be complementary ta another in spite of differences of emphasis.
While all this is being considered, it should be remembered
that the distincticm as to the faith one follows is maintained
lgO

Petech, p. 184.
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according to the character of the: priest who comes ta direct
the rituals in the household. If the priest is a Guviiju VajjrachZrya, then the household is a Buddhist. If he is a Briihmqa,
it follows automatically that the family under his spiritual
guidance is Saivite. It does not matter if divinities and rituals
concerned are the same. There is no doubt that the fm d
religion prevailing in the Nepal Valley had shaped the caste
frame as it is today divesting it of exclusiveness. As in the nature
of the faith they followed, the +pie of the Nepal Valley in the
medieval perid did not accept castes based on religion.
One thing, however, has ta be marked in this connection.
Although at the lower grade difference af faith is totally blurred,
it remains all the same at the higher levd but even this may
not look as partiticm. For example the GuvZs (Buddhist
priests), Bares (near priests) and Udais (upd!aka or Buddhist
laity) have a tendency to regard themselves as separate from
the SeSyos who are Saivites. But on the whole there are so
many common grounds where a l l of them meet; they have
common custom od marriage and mourning and funerary rites
are also the same for the two sects. Besides this, there are
deities worshipped in c m o n . All this taken together the line
of demarcation between the two divisions looks very thin. It
can hardly stand to call their relationship as mutually excluding. But in society the S&ym are used tci position d vantage
politically and economically pmhaps they are associated with
wealth. So in practice the SeSyos might be regarding themselves as superior to Udais. The peasant (JyZpu) and artism
(Udai and BZdes) castes classified as Buddhamdrgis but they
are adjusted to the situation ta be placed in the third ~ . d e r
below the eatriyas. Similarly, untouchable castes, whether
Buddhist or Saivite are placed together in the lowest ring of the
ladder, no matter whether castes above them profgsed
Saivisrn- isn nu ism or Buddhism.
It is true that the castes were baseld on smial functions each
performed, and that one's place in the hierarchy was determined with reference to the nature of the job done. If it Was
a function the society generally detested but needed by it, the

caste rendering the same was naturally placed on the lowest
rung of the ladder irrespective of the nature of its faith.
Special features of the caste system as it is developed in the
15th Century in the context of religious beliefs and faith :1. ?he castes fmd one integrated whole irrespective of the
sects each individual caste belonged to, adjustment between
castes being entirely an internal affair.
2. Distinction as to loyalties and adherence of castes to sects
was made through the priests who were invariably Guvsju
Vajriichiirya in case elf the Buddhists and Deo BhZju
BrZhmeas in case of the S i v u r g i s .
3, Most of the rites and deities thereto associated with
ceremonial occasions were c m m both to Saivite and
Buddhkw, and therefore not only the appearance of an assimilated way of life was preserved in regard to the fusion of the
two sects-the
Vajrayina and Sivam-rga, but the very basic
structure: of society was SY influenced that it exhibited from top
to bottom a ~ t h ofd its w n to become a unified caste
hierarchy under a single faith.
The castes according to theii functions reveal a h i m e
mic basis.
4. While we talk of the priest class amongst the Buddhama'rgis it has ta be h e in mind that although this was an
innwatian for this c m u n i t y , the adoption was not so much
accampanied with dismnfolrts as the BrZhmaqa b m m d s
became natural heirs to the situation where the old relationship
between the order and the laity had changed from one such
re that associated with the priests, and the different castes
following their lead.

The Chronicler's list of castes appears to suffer f r m so many
defects. It is exaggerated, irregular and far removed from the
real caste structure of the time. It may not be as fictitious as
the historical narratives appearing in the chronicles. But with
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so many drawbacks we can not depend cm them for a true
information af castes as they existed in our perid.
Yet this is not ta say that they are whdly af no utility to
us. There are s m e features in them which agree with the
reality. We start our criticism with these features and then
proceed to point our grave irregularities the: chronicler's list
suffers from.
I n the abwe passage we have examined statements in regard
to1 the migin af castes in Nepal. We have seen that the
chronicles or Jitiyam-lcl were not far from being cmect in
saying Buddhist m o d s were accepted in the social order
without any difficulty as they returned ta domestic life. They
alsa carrectly stated that the mciety was not divided on the!
basis of religion but was being built as one whole which c m prised foillowem d both Saivim and Buddhism.
As it goes, each caste found its place in the order high or
low as it may be irrespective d the faith it practised. Thus
far, the chroniclers have gone right. But thme are more paints
in their writing which da not ccmfom ta the logic or the fact
of the situation as we can judge, it from the list d castes prw
vided ta us. We have already criticised the proplsiticm that
Jaya Sthitimalla created castes.
The list of castes mffm from sa many irrelgullarities Firstly,
it does not present a compact caste structure what it utmost
d o a is ta give us a haphazard conglmeratioa of caste g r ~ u p ~ ,
which are partly castes, partly subcastes within a caste and p d y
professional groups all passing in the chronicle a9 fullfledged
castes. In m e cases they go wen beyond this and enlist certain
officials as castes. For example, there could not be a caste or
subcaste or even a pmfession group like Amdtya, sachiva,
mantri which all denote some ofice holdem. The chrcmiclen
also terms like pnjita, lekhaka and bhiipa as castes forgetting
that they were nolt even titles of &ices. How can there be an
exclusive caste of a king or d a respectable fellow or a writer.
The Kiiyastha was there to render the function a scribe, and
the BrZhmaqa was the most respectable fellow. The kings
invariably belonged to the Qatriya caste, traditional or other-

wise elevated. Secondly, the chroniclers intmduce even caste
elements in the list from outside the Navar saciety, such as,
Kirita (a tribe living in the eastern mountains of Nepal) and
Giyana (an untouchable bard caste belonging to the n m Newar Parbatiya c m u n i t y ) . Thirdly, the Sanskritic names
of castes create collfusicm as ta their profmion and status in the
society. Take for example caste names the D h k a r a or
K5stakara (worker in wood), Vyafijanakara (cooker of dishes),
KundaEra (ivory carvers), Matangi (literally elephant driver).
I do not think there could be any such caste as a caste of the
cooker of dishes. The worker in wood is generally one of the
eight subcastes af Udai, but we are not certain if the chronicler
meant this me, we have e n that MZtangi is identified by a
commentator af the Ja'tiyama'la'; but the identification g~
against the sense conveyed literally by the expression. The
elephants were not a regular sight in the Nepal Valley, sa if
M8Ztmgiis ta be translated as an dephant driver it does not
follow how he enjoyed a separate caste for h i m d . Kundakiira
has to be considered in the same way as we did KastakZra. Was
there a separate caste of workers in ivury? And again we have
to consider the comparatively limited use af i v q works in
Nepal to say anything on the psibility of caste of ivory makers
or dealers. Add to these factors a host of unidentified castes,
which are also placed in a haphazard fashion one after the
other without any regard for their actual status in the society
as a whole. But the same criticism cannot apply to the chronicle
Group B2, which in its limited scope ~ e tos present a picture
as correct as possible. We shall find as we p r m d tol deal with
the present caste structure of the Newar community that the
statement of the chronicle B2 on the castes doles come near to
any kind olf red picture d castes in modem society. But other
chronicles, more specially those used by Wright and Levi are:
nolt only far wide of the mark but also give us a misleading
picture of the whde thing. For a study of the caste system
of the period or of any period they are practically useless.
Levi's uncritical acceptance of chronicles led him to recast the order of castes as given in Wright's version
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and dsa attempt identification of several of them. He
had certainly overlooked the untenable nature od same castes.
H e also was unaware that it brought him little benefit as he
rearranged the order of castes appearing in Wright's list. Thus
he thought that he has established a hierarchy olf castes ranging
from the highest to the lowest but his caste structure does not,
show improvement: an what the later chrmiclers have presented. I t is obvious that Sylvain L w i did nat d o any kind of field
research on the subject while he was in Nepal. Instead, he drew
his information from the unreliable estimate of the chronicle.
We shall take u p mare paints ot criticism in regard to Levi as
we praceed further in consideration of the matter.
I t is my bdief that with a few exceptions the castes in the
Newari community today form a projection of their picture
existed in the 13th and 14th centuries A. D. They provide the
only clue to the understanding of the castes generally existing
in those days. Wherever castes have ruled traditionally they
~
a long time resisting men the impact d
have existed f o quite
modem ideas. I n Nepal where madern ideas had scarcely
entered uptill the recent past, castes are still a living reality and
retain their rigid structure. I da noit think we face yet a
situation where we can look for the old medieval scheme of
castes to disappear although there might be! a few cases of
departure in p~+ofessim
at the moment on account olf disintegrating tendencies experienced by the solciety as a whale in the
modern world.
As I do not accept the version of the chronicler's story of
castes, the probflem before me is not one af examining how far
Jaya Sthitimalla's scheme has survived and valid today. I also
think that Levi not only failed to deal with the problem. of
medieval castes in its proper light: but gave a distorted picture
oif the system as he depended entirely m the late^ chrollicle~s
for his source. I n this respect Hodgsm and Oldfield did a more
useful work and produced a more reliable list of castes as they
existed during the thirties and fm.ties of the 19th century.
And who can deny that the list of castes appearing in their
h h g , however, limited in scope, did not represent the caste

structure of the medieval age. Hodgson gathered his information
as early as 1824. This was nearly fifty years after the capture
d the Nepal Valley by the G-orkhdis. We know that there was
no attempt ta intefere with the Newari custoims and m a n n m
by the Gmkhili rulm. Therefore wc can take it that the same
castes had continued to exist as were existing in the pre-Gorkhii
period.
In the following pages I add a schedule of castes as I find
them today on my field study. I find this schedule to represent
the entire caste structure which obtained in the middle ages.
It is f o r any one ta judge how far Hadgson's list agrees with
the list produced here. Apparently they d a agrm in their main
features; Hodgson however committed mistakes but these were
confined to details. His errors were due to the fact that he was
a foreigner to this country, who inspite of best efforts could not
probe the depth. But 04 the foreigner, he and Dr. Oldfield are
the two persons who seem to reach anywhere near the truth in
regard to the problem we are dealing with here. Levi stands
very far from this position.
My intention is not ta compare the estimates of different
writers on this subjext as this d m not serve any purpose. I
have, therefme, confined my attaticm to presenting my orwn
schedule of castes. After the schedule follow passages where I
have shown cases of departures in caste names or profession or
caste status from the medieval pattern. O n the whole, however, people have stuck to their caste names although these
appear in a Sanskritised farm. Besides, the neighburs call
them by their olld caste names. Even if for a generation or two,
caste names might have changed, we may get the original name
by asking the aged people about these. Thus it 1411 be seen
that except in a few instances the schedule without doubt
reflects a complete picture of castes as they obtained since the
early medieval period.

We have the following table for castes as they exist in the
present day society-

Castes

Priest

Status and Occupation

I.
BrZhmana or DeobhZju or Jujubiije. Highest in the social order. Performing priestly duties in
All of them claim their descent the household of Sivamiirgi Newars of high caste, e.g. the
from Kanyakubja Brahmans. They Sesyos and others
are not very many in number and
are confined to 3 gotras, Garga
(Kathmandu) BhiiradvZja (Bhatgaon) and Siindilya (Patan)

11.
1. Ksatriyas :
( a ) Thakuju
( b ) Malla
(c) RZjalavat or Pradhiiniinga

There were the real Ksatriyas who held regnal or ruling
or ministerial powers in the past but are now absorbed
with the Sesyo community regarded as the Vaisyas
Royal bastards enlisted in the army without discrimination along with the Ksatriyas. They constitute the VaGyas
following profession of trade and commerce and also they
are found in large number in government services in civil
departments. Previously they also occupied ministerial posts
in the state

111.
Ksatriyas-Vaisyas
There are three different classes of Sesyos, who follow the
profession of the V&ya vama, i.e. trade and commerce
(A)
Chhathari :( 1) HZwZ or Riiya or Mulepatti
( 2 ) Hiidti or LorZ
(3) RZthore or Gongaju
(4) H2r5 or HZvP
(5) Chandel or Dhonju
'

BrPhmana.

T h e Briihmanas are
the priests of all the
Sesyos. But some e.g.
those of Thabahil and
a few of Patan have
Guvl priests.

Castes

Status and Occupation

Priest

(6) Bhandel or Bhadel or
R5j abhandPri
( 7 ) Timlii
(8) Mulami Srestha
( 9 ) Kasaju or Ksyastha
(10) L&he
(11) Mkkey

(B).
( 1 ) Palyachhi

( 2 ) Singhami
(3) Tamo (copper-smith)
(4) Marikarmi (Sweet-makers)
(5) AchPju
and several other families
who are not accepted by
the Chhatharis in their
rank
(GI.
T h e Joshi are in both the groups but as we know they are variously known as Achaju who perform part
of the priestly functions and conduct rites on festive occasions.
( 1) GuruvPchSrya :
( 2 ) KarmFichPrya :

Their duty is also to give diksa
Are also appointed to serve at Taleju temple-also
astrologers and physicians. T h e Achirs according to the chronicles are the &springs of BrZhmans by their Ksatriya
or Vaiiya wives. The Achir also wear the sacred thread

(Hodgson follows the
chronicle B2) in giving
five types of Ach5rs
including GurvichPr,
PithPchPr, Sivich2r
and Pret5chSr.

g
tl
g
t'

m

gm
V1

Q,

a
*

Status and Occupation

Castes
IV.

,

(Dl.
( a ) Nanda GwZ
( b ) Kha GwH
(c) Dhau GwH
( d ) Thimi Srestha
( e ) Majhi Srestha in
Bhatgaon and Banepi

3

( f ) Nikojoo

(g) Dhau (ti?) of Patan
( h ) Chhipi with various subdivisions like NhyZma, B,ala,
Lakhia, etc. (altogether 11
divisions).

( j ) Tiniju in Bhatgaon

These formerly belonged to immigrant Ahir caste but now
comprise a section of the Sesyos at the lowest ring of the
ladder. The Nanda Gw2 were born of Jyapu mother and
Kha Gw2 born of Khusa mother

BrHhmana priest.
Brihmana priest.
B r i h m e a priest.

Cultivators

BrHhmana priest.

They paint the image of Red Machchhindra (Lokesvara)
in Patan. They stand lowest in the order of the Sesyos.
They are traders as well as agriculturists. They have
Brahman priests, but some families have GuvZ priests

Brihmana priest.

The Chhipis go about selling clothes to house holders.
During IndrajitrH they have to appear in the form of
Mupatra who cuts the figure of ynama dyo (God Indra).
The MupHtra with a mask is chased by Indra's elephant
EirZvata. The ceremony is hdde a t the end of the festival.
T h e Chhipis are mostly found i n Bhatgaon. Their priests
are Brahmans

BrHhmaqa priest.
B r i h m q a priest.

They perform the purification ceremony of every Sivamiirgi high caste household m the 12th day of the mourning. The Tinijus also act as priests to the BhP (see
further below)

Brihmana.

Castes

Status

and Occupation

General :
(1) Tamo or copper-smith in
Patan and Bhatgaon belong
to Sesyo community and
have Brshmana priest
( 2 ) Marikarmi or sweet-makers
of Patan and Bhatgaon are
classed as Sesyos with
Briihmana priests
They do all kinds of ca6enter9s work in w d while the
(3) Barfihi in Patan
car of Red Matsyendranath is being constructed. They
intermarry with the castes of Tamot and Halwai. They
have Brfihmana priests
(4) Bagha Sesyo means half They are born to Sesyo fathers by women of lower castes.
Some of such offsprings take the parentage of their
Srestha
mothers. Those not doing so are called Bigha Sesyo.
They cannot intermarry in the Srestha caste
11.
(2
( a ) Vajriichirya known as GuvS
act as priests f o r many
castes in the community.
(b) BrahmachHrya known as
Bare
(c) W y a b h i k s u known as
Bare

Priest

Castes

Status and Occupation

Priest

( d ) Chailaka known as Chib5 The (b), (c) and (d) are gradually following the crafts
of goldsmiths and silversmiths but they are still respected
Bare
as 'Guruju' meaning teacher by all the castes below them.
I think they are employed as priests in the same way
as are the Ach2rs. But as we have said that the Brahmans
because of their poor number could not reach many castes
in the lower grade, the Guvas obtained the sole right of
priesthood and monopoly of priestly functions

( 31
Nhayo GuvH

There is only one family now residing in Patan. They are
priests of the GuvZ castes. They are considered a little
below the Bares

The Udais are considered equivalent to the Sesyos but professing in the main Buddhism
with GuvP priests. The G u v k because s a n e respect the BrZhmaqas, ml it would be: wrong
to be considered abwe them. But the Guv5s at times act as priests to Sdyos. But they do
not occupy a position equal to1 that of the Briihrnaqas. The utmost we could say of
them is that they can be classed with chhathari Achirs in status.
The Udais or Up2saka
(a) Sthapit-artisans
( b ) Kasa-workers
in bronze
(c) Tarno-workers in copper

They d o not consider themselves .lower in caste rank than
the Sesyos
All Udais have GuvZ
priests. They also intermarry within the

Priest

Status and Occujation

Castes

framework of eight
subcastes. Certain
Tamos in Patan have
Brfthmqa ~riests. SO
do have some Halwai
families of Marikami.

(d) Sikami-Carpenters
(e) Lohnkami-stone masons
who also carve images of
deities
( f ) Marikami--confectioners
called today Halwais
(g) Aw2-tile makers
( h ) Tukdhara-traders
(i) Siiikhweaccording to
Hodgson formerly makers
of red lead powder, now
husbandmen, although still
returning themselves as
Sindurakara

Below the Sesyos of the three grades and Udais come the Jyipus who have twelve divisions.
Jyftpus

(1) Maharjang

(b) Kusatha

The most
ture who
Measurers
bricks.
Makers of

respectable subcaste mainly engaged in ogriculserved in the regiments of the Newar rulers.
of corn fields, agriculturists. They also lay
umbrella

(3) Suwd

They can cook rice for use in festivals during the Jdtr5

(4) M d i

of Matsyendranitha, Gardeners

All the JyHpus have
Guv2 priests. But in
Bhatgaon they have
B r h a q a priests.

Castes

Status and Occufiation

(5) Kumhal

There are two divisions, one (1) making pots of red
colour called kurnhZ ( 2 ) another making black earthen
wares. The latter are considered to be lower in status.
They are known as H a u j y Z

(6) Yaiiba

They d o all works in canes connected with the making
of the car of MatsyendranHtha. They also prepare cots
of canes
A little lower in status than Yafiba. They are employed
'to stop the wheels of car of MatsyendranZtha when they
go out of their way' (Hodgson)

( 7 ) Ghaku

(8) Gwaii

Their profession is to bum the dead bodies of high castes
Newars like Guvaju, Bare; Udai and Sregha. They enjoy
the possession of land grants made by the Malla rulers
in the past for livelihood. I n Bhatgaon they are called
Cheo

(9) Bawii

They cultivate the fields. They sell 'Palong leaves' used
as vegetable

(10) Tepe

According to Hdgson's informant they are 'born of the
union of Vaigya E j s and his Khusal concubine'. But
they are now regarded as one of the lower caste Jyspus

(11) Mau

They bring from nearby forest a flower strongly scented
called MusvHii in NewPri and BGbari in modern Nepali
to be offered to Matsyendranstha. I t is said that they
came to Nepal along with MatsyendranPtha

Priest

;f3

Castes
(12) Gathu

( 5 , ii) Shipu

Status and Occufiation

Priest

They pick up wild flowers and bring to the market for
sale. In the words of Hodgson 'at the festival of AstamZ~ k 2 ,they take a live hog and tear it with their teeth
and nails like repacious anirrtal and drink the blood'.
They make earthen pots far use of rituals associated with
MatsyendranPtha. They have lands assigned to them in
return
Cowherds
Buff alo-herds
They rear geese and sell eggs
They cultivate ginger and radish in Deopatan. Subcastes
( I ) , ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , (4), (5) and (5, others) and (6) d o not
intermarry and dine with other subcastes in the grade.
There is intermarriage and interdining amongst these five
castes

Equal with the Jyiipus but outside of them are the following castes:
(1) Chukami or R a j a d a k
They prepare flattened rice
They are commonly found in Bhatgaon and Bode
(2) Sikami in Bhatgaon
Carpenters
All classes of Jyipus take boiled rice touched by upper
caste Sesyos and Udais

(w)

Bramana.

Brihmana.

T h e following are the castes which are definitely placed in the fourth order. Each of them has no caste subdivisions in the way the castes a b w e them have. Each intermarries and dines within its own caste. Although only a few subdivisional castes are considered to be impure in the higher groups, freedom of intermarriage and dining is much curtailed for various rtasons. Wit this is not so in the lower castes.

Cartes
(1) Tatee
(2) W P ~

(3) Puii or Chika
( Chitrakiir)
(4) Khusal

(5) ChhipZ (Dyer)
(6) Niiu (Barber)

(8) Kau
(9) Kara

Priest

Status and Occufiation
Makers of 'ponga' the cloth with which the dead-body
is wrapped before it is cremated
"They go before the dead of high caste Newars upta the
GhZt carrying in a basket an earthen lamp in a small
basket and also another basket with a bell". Hodgson.
In Bhatgaon they are called Maki and have Brahman
priests
Painters of religious pictures they also paint walls. They
distil liquor and sell them
They cultivate and thrash rice. I n medieval times they
used to play Kahii instrument in the funeral
They dye cloth. They also persue agriculture and make
umbrellas
They shave and cut nails of high caste Newars e.g. B r a manas, Guv5, Bare, Sesyos, Udai and Jyiipu
They accept gifts on the eleventh day of funerary rituals
of Sivamiirgi Newars. They also dye cloth of red colour,
woolen blanket and waist band
Iron-smiths
Mainly following agriculture; Pichini, the female cuts naval
cord
Oil extractors and sellers
Makers of perfumed incense to be burnt during auspicious
ceremonials. They also make the spinning wheels, which
no carpenter does. According to Hodgson's information,
the
is descended from a Barahi-Kami father

GuvP.
Guvii.

Guvi.
Brihmana.
GuvZ.
Guv2.
Guvii.

Guvii.
Guvii.

C ~tes
J

( 1 2 ) (a) Duiiiy

Priest

Status and O c c u ~ a t i o n
They live at a place called Halchok about two miles due
west of Kathmandu. They hunt and also cultivate. Their
women sell red earth in the town. They play the Bhairava
during the IndrajBtrB ceremony

(b) Dali or Lamo or
Put uw5r

Tose of the Duins who were in the army during the preGorkha regime. Some of them also served as door-keepers
and guards in the royal palace. They have Guvi priests

(c) Ballahmi load carriers,
peons also soldiers.
They live about 3
miles to the west of
Kathmandu in Sit&
pail5 and Raniban

But the Duiiis and Ballahmis in general d o not have
priests. Birth and marriage ceremonies are pedoxmed by
the village headman. The funerary rite is very simple.
On the eleventh day the K5pdika is offered some gifts
and is fed. The latter performs a very simple rite of
purification

(13) Mosat or Musa

In the past they weighed and packed the flesh for sale.
Today they are cultivators. Their remnants are few families in Bhatgaon

(14) Sabal

They bred the leeches and used them to suck the human
blood, for which they obtained some money to meet their
needs. At the present they till the land

(15) Kahabiiji or Kahil

They play KahB instruments, a kind of pipe, while the
dead of the high caste Newars is being carried to the
cremation ground. There are -only a few frimilies of Kahibooja, all confined to Patan. They cultivate the fields as
their main profession

Guvi

Castes
(16) Pasi

( 17) Kaivaidya

Status and Occupation
They wash the NakCipa, a piece of cloth covering part
of the head and chin during the mourning. NakPpa is
washed on the tenth day. The Pasi gets 4 dams as his
usual fee. There is just one family in Bhatgaon
Inocculatm of smallpox vaccine

Priest
BrCihmana.

Br5hmana.

All these 17 castes are known as Ektharis. Ekthari means having only one caste group.

The following castes are just tmchables. But their t a c h pollutes water. The high caste
will not drink water at their hands. Similarly they c a n enter the house but they cannot go
above the ground floor.

( 2 ) sailgo (mi)
(3) NhPyo

(4) Kulu

Washerman
They were w a s h m e n to the Newar Raja. At the present
they have abandoned their profession. They are only a
few families, living in Deopatan

SivamZrgi.
Their priest is called
Gubha-Nhayo.

Butchers who cut buffaloes and sdl their flesh. They also
shave and cut nails of all those castes which cannot enjoy
the same service from the barber (Nau) caste
Working in leather. 'I'hey make all musical instruments.
Requiring leather as one of the raw materials
Tailors and players of musical instruments during festivals
and auspicious occasions. On the 7th day of mourning they
are given gift, which is known as n h y 2 n u . l
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( 5 ) Jugi

(a) KPWlik

zM

SivamZrgi.

Castes
(b) Dombi Jugi or
D'oi (d)

(c) Guli Jugi
( d ) Napi Jugi

Status and Occupation

Priest

They also play instruments on auspicious occasions. They
play dholak, a kind of double drum. I t is said that in
medieval times their women appeared as singers and dancers to entertain the public. This was their chief source
of livelihood. They also are now employed to guard and
sweep temple precincts
Snake charmers
They shave and cut nails in the community of Jugis.

Except (4) above all the castes have simple rituals performed either by the head of the group or by n e a r t ~ t
relation through one's sister or father's sister.
Untouchable castes :
( 1) Po or Poria

Catch fish and sparrows, also guard temples situated near
the cremation ground. They also clear the temple sanctuary along with the image. They took clothing of the
dead. They are employed as sweepers at the moment.
They used to be employed as public hangmen and executioners. O n occasion of eclipse the Po accepts gzfts
This is the lowliest of the Newar castes. Ia status comes
lower than that of the Po. The Chhkhala's profession
is to remove night soils. He also sweeps the streets and
courtyards. H e also accepts gifts from the Kulu castes on
the 1l t h day of mourning
Still lower than the lowliest. They also sweep public
thoroughfares and courtyards
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All these castes were known ta Brian Hodgson who was in
Nepal in the years between 1823 and 1843 A.D. Oldfield who
worked as Residency surgeon in the y e m between 1848 and
1860 also knew them. If the chronicle Group B2 was compiled
in the beginning d the 19th century A.D., as aJl other later
chronicles were done this means that these (in m e case
without divisions) misted as far back as the early 19th century.
Presumably the caste structure as it exists ta-day goes back even
earlier. They must have been there throughout tha medieval
ages.
However, we can notice some changes in the caste structure
as it developed in our days since the middle ages.
In the castes that continue till today, a few of the medieval
castes are missing. No trace is found d the Luiikami, the
goldsmith, who was placed in the fourth order of castes. It was
one of the Sildra castes down graded from the Vaiiya caste since
the late 14th century A.D. Probably his job is taken wer by the
Bares. We have already said how the Qatriya castes had been
merged wholly in the third order with the V G y a Sesyos. This
was alsa the case of the Kiiyasthas who had merged their identity
within the Sesya castes. But the Qatriyas and KZyasthas can
be distinguished f r m the other Sesyoe by their family surnames.
Similarly comparing with the data of the chronicle (B2), we
see that the status of the Khusal, and a SZyami castes seems to
have gme up. At the moment quite a few castes have also left
by and large their traditional occupaticms. This is true ot castes
like Musa, Pulpul, Khusa, and Dali who have by majority
abandoned their occupation. Oldfield repin-ts that some of the
SZyami families have gone aver to the occupation of trader^
and merchants and ccmsequently became very rich. The stred
singer and dancer wife of Dombi Jugi has completely disappeared. Because of the other devices to manufacture incense pastilles, the Km5r is no longer making these and the tradition is
completely lost.
As we look into the prgent caste structure, one more misstatement of the later chronicles (not chronicle B2) come to
view than what we have already suggested earlier. It was said

that the B r a m e a s were divided into two gmps, the PaEcha
Gauda (five divisions of North Indian Bfihmaps) and
Yaiich Dravida (five divisions of South Indian BrZhmaqas). But
there is no trace of the BrZhmaqas other than those belonging
to one branch, those k n m as the K h u j i y a s . It was true that
some BrZhmqa families came from South India. There were
many families who came also from MithiE and Bengal. But
these: never rendered priestly functions to the community. As
svch they were kept outside the pale of the Nepdew caste
structure. We have a few temples such as the famcrus shrine of
Pa6upatiGtha and Golk-&vara
where a Dravida Briihmaqa
is working as priest since a long time, perhaps from the
beginning d the 15th century, I have heard that the Taleju
and Degutale temples had also at one time Bramapa priest
from MahZrZstra. Today they are looked after by nm-Newar
priests assisted by the Newar AchZjus. We hear of court poets
and pcrliticians from Mithilii during the later Malla period. But
none of them was accepted as a member of the community
in the! Nepalese caste system. In this connection I have to say
that Lucian0 Petech giving a table of castes as late as 1958
was misled by his i n f m a n t s to include the Bhatta (Ma&+tra) and Maithila B d m w a s as priests of the hivite Newm.
As we have seen it is absolutely wrong to count these
Brahman= within the frame work of the Newar community.
The reader might have noted that Sylvain Levi had earlier
committed the same mistake.
Notwithstanding the fact that the later chrcmicles gave largely
a false picture ood castes Levi in particular took them quite
seriously and accepted in varbatim their account.
I do not think more misstatements of the later chroniclers
are worth considering. As in genealogy so in r e s p t of castes,
these chranicles are absolutely unreliable. We, therefore, no
longer take their statements into account further on. But having
dispensed with the later chronicles, it is now necgsary that we
examine the flaws contained in the accounts of modern writers
who claim to1 have written their notes on a first hand study of
the problem.
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We exclude Levi from the scope of the treatment. He has
already come in for a g o d deal of notice fop following the later
chronicles in respect of the caste system. Besides, ha does not
deal with the subject d castes fmm field study. Therefore what
we have already said a h t his approach ta the subject is quite
sufficient far aur purpae. Here, we confine our attention to
Hodgson, Oldfidd and Pete&. The last follows Levi as f a r as
the medieval castes are c m c m e d , and asl such he could be left
out, because the same criticism levelled against Lewi a h applies
to his case. But he: also purports ta provide us a list of modem
castes, which he claims to have produced cm field study. So we
think that ha should not be left: out of consideration. As we!
cmrect the mars in their writing, it shall be also m r endeavour
to cover all those points in the treatment that have not been
fully explained.
Unlike Levi and Petech, H o d p n gives correct infmatioln
about the BrZhmaqas of the N m a r community. The same statement can be: made in regard: ta the lQatriya caste also. But Oldfield incorrectly mentions two categories d B r a m q a s . Also, he
mentions some inferior subjectians of the Sesyo community as
Gatriyas ( e.g. Nikolju ) . Similarly, Holdgsm wrongly differenciates T h a u r f r m TlGkuju and calls the later descendants
d the old VGya RZjHs. Oldfield fails ta note that the
Qatriyas have been merged in the Sesyo group of the V&yas.
H d g m and Petech have, however, rightly stressed this point,
although they have made mistakes classifying other subsections
of the V d y a caste.
In regard to S&ya castes in general all the three writers,
Hodpln, Oldfield and Petech produce an incomplete and c01nfusing list. All of them bring into the picture of castes some
f ~ l surnames.
y
But most of a l l it was quite wrong of Petech
to have said that the AchHr, Gaoku AchZr, Bhani and
MZyake ( MBske) w e originally BrZhmqas. It appears that
writers so far have failed to grasp that there were at least four
different layers in the Segya caste. I also find that while
H d g m and Oldfield give a nearly correct idea of Buddhist
priest caste, Petech's treatment is not based on a sure ground

and the list leaves out two prominent sections. Petech makes
a further mistake in putting Kiiyastha, Nikhu, Lidhe and all
the mixed progenies in the %yo rank as Buddhist.
As for the Udai caste of artisans and tradem, none of these
scholars seem ta have made mistakes, although they wmld not
notice that we have also Sikamis, Maxikamis and Tarnos
belonging to castes with Briihmaqa priests. Hodhas committed a mistake in calling Barahi and Kotoju subsections of
the Udai caste. Petech wrongly omits Sinkhwo. And both
Hodgsan and Petech have shown a caste as Udai proper, which
is wrong. Although Oldfidd has rightly drawn m e n classes of
Udai caste, he has wrongly s h m a subsection Mah5ja.n which
d m not exist. Lolhankami (stone mason) might have been a
separate caste in the past, but it is not so at present. Therefore
Hsdgsan, Oldfidd and Petech have made a mistake in taking
Loharikami (mason. and ivory worker) as one d the artisan
subcastes 04 the Udais.
Coming to the JyZpus and castes below them, we notice that
Hodis the most rdiable writer as far as enumeration of
castes concerned but Oldfield agreeing with Hodgson in a
large measure cammit. as many mistake, while Petech seems
quite misled by his infmation both in the matters of classification and enumeration. Hawever, H d p n has also given
some wrong finding in regard to m e castes;. Folr example, he
puts Kahabujii, Dali, Musa in the me:order as the Jyiipus of
Suv51, Dangool and Mu castes. We have k n m that this kind of
affiliation between twa %parate castes, and these also a higher
and laver one, goes against the existing conception of caste
order. Hdgson also included the Tepe, Nhyiiyo Gubha, Bala
and Khosa altolg~herin one broad division castes. But we know
that a l l these five p u p kloag to different orders of
castes. The Tepe is a subsection of the second class Jyiipu.
Bala belongs to the third order of the Seiyo. The Nhy5ho
GubhZ is na less inferior tol other GubhZs, he is not prevented
from commensality and intermarriage with other GubhZs
and BZres. Similarly KhagwZ and NandgvZ as well as
Thimi $resfha do not come in the categony Hodgscsn put them
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into. The Duiii is entirely a separate caste which has nothing
to do with castes like Tatti or Gatchu or Pulpul. It seems that
the niistakes committed by Oldfield in this respect are of the
same nature as those of H o l d p . Oldfidd, however, mentions
some castes omitted by H o d p e.g. Kaussor or Kaivaidya (inocculator d small-pa) , KatihZr (wound dresser), while at the
same he also commits further mistakes not found in Hodgsm e.g.
he wrongly removes the Tepe, Kmiir, YGgwii from the list of
the JyZpu. I t was not expected of Petech that he would commit
mistakes in a bwk written, sa late as, in 1958 which he also
claims to write m the basis of his fidd study. Because he conducted his research in a scientific age unlike: Hodgscrrt and Oldfield, and with facilities d latest instruments and knowledga of
research denied to the latta, it was natural that olna felt disappointed at this result d Petech's study brought to us. I fail
to understand h a v he put Udai, JyZpus and caste like Chhi*,
SByami, Pun, Duiii, Pulpul and Tatti in the same social level
calling them to1 have belonged ta the Sfidra. The Udai is
definitely superior to any ather castes in the Buddhist section
except the GuvZ and B h . T o my knowledge the Udai is
always placed equal to the Sdyos, the V&ya varna of the
community, although there is no commensality and intermarriage between the twol. I n the caste hierarchy the Jyapu
comes next to Sesyo and Udai and ranks high above the oth@
touchable castes in the order. It is difficult to know how Petech
thinks that the JyZpu has the same status as that of Khusa olr
Pun or Sayami or Chhipii. Petech fails to give the varims
subcartes d the Jyapu. He further commits mistakes in putting
olne of the high subcastes d Jygpu, the gardener (Midi) in the
same category with blacksmiths, dyers and oil extractors. There
is na subcaste as 'Singh' in the JyZpu caste. This is a family
surname adopted by wealthy JyZpus but nat a caste. But Petech
quite wrongly shows 'Singh' in the subcaste of the JyHpus. 0th~
mistakes committed by Petech are those o~fH o d p l n and Oldfield.
In addition, he treats the Kulus and ChHmkhdaks in the same
mmner, committing one more error. The: Kulu stands above
the Chamkhdak in as much as his person can be touched

without feeling a sense of defilement. But a touch of C h h khalak defiles one's M y . However, a casternan would not
take water at the hands orf a Kulu. Petech has been informed
that RhZ, Koiiar, Kattehar, Balhaizi(BZr&-),
YuiigwZr
(YGgwH), Pihi, NaUi have disappeared. But these castes exist,
and obviously Petech was misled by his informant. P e t a h
is wrong to say that the DuSs and Balm-s live outside the
Valley. They live not only inside the Valley but just within two
miles 04 the city of Kathmandu.
I did not think it necessary to reproduce the lists of castes
as given by Hdgsoln, Oldfidd and Petech. The reproduction
would have added to the volume of the text, but would not
have gone ta lighten my labour of seeking and producing a
thoroughly reliable caste lists. I thought I would make the task
of the reader easier by the method I adopted. But people
interested in the problem could very well compare my own list
with those 04 the writers mentioned above by refening to the
texts where the caste lists appear. I need not say that the various
attempts ta study the medieval castes af Nepal have not been
as thorough as they should have been. Except in the case of
Hodgson and Oldfield, there had not been a well conducted
field study. I believe: that unless one tried to get himself
personally acquainted with the persans belmging ta different
castes, he would nolt be able to get ta the h a r t of the problem.
This would involve a hand and patient search of facts, which
m e could do only if he lived in the Valley fw a long time. We
can understand haw comparatively the two European writers
Oldfield and Hodgsoln could give us better infurmation on the
subject because they lived in the Valley far a long time. But
they suffered certain handicaps because of language and their
alien background with the result that their understanding of
the subject was inadequate to answer the requirement. In the
last few pages we have dealt with the subject matter of modern
castes; of the NewZri community in great detail. Although the
structure of castes obtaining in the medieval ages remains partly
unknown to us, a real picture of castes as existing can be a
guide for a similar picture of the past. It was with the inten-
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ticm of providing an exact idea of castes in the middle ages
that we have ventured to discus the problem at great length.
It is hoped that by now our discussion will help the reader to
form m e idea of the castes as they functianed since the early
middle ages.
Even agreeing with the views that infamation about castes
of the time of Jaya Sthitimalla is meagre and they are quite
unrecognisable today, it is nevertheless true that the 'general
outlines and inner spirit' continue tcr be the same uptill now as
they were before; sol there is nothing tor prevent us from drawing a picture of medieval castes an the basis ot their scheme
of the present. T h e p i n t , however, has been already
emphasised earlier and we need not pursue it further at this
stage
I n respect of any observation m castes one factor has to1 be
borne in mind while considering the process of their formation
and consideration at the present time. This is the fact of free
absmpticm of emigrants into the caste structure of the country
at any time in the middle' ages.
We have seen that caste surnames indicate the fact of a large
scale emigration of different peoples from India. Peoples belonging to different castes had found place in the Nepalese society.
There were Qatriyas and Vaiiyas from Rajputana as well as
from other parts of N m h India. There were Kiiyasthas who
had merged in their counterpart castes of Nepal. Apart f r m
the traditionally existing castes which denote their KZyastha
migin we have c o l ~ h o n tcr
s say that Kgyasthas and Bramapas
had came f r m different parts of India. In the twelfth century
a Kiiyastha from Jejabhukhti settled dolwn in Nepal, and he
was the scribe 04 a ms. dated NS 303.'" Earlier about the end
of the 12th century another Kiiyastha had come to Nepal,
and he had alm written a ms.lD2, which is dated NS 213
(Astaslihasriki Prajiilipiramiti) A Kashrniri following T a n t i c
Buddhism who had settled down in Nepal in the reign of

.

Is1

Dtarb. Lib. Cat. I. 1648.
D'm. 4 of Harsadeva's reign.

Anandadeva is k n m to us as the scribe of the work
AslasZhasriki Prajtirpiramiti.198 In the reign of Arimalla, a
B r i h r n e a of Gujerat is noted as the w
i
s
t of the
ms. Amrte.fvaraptijZ, which was compiled in NS 337.'04 In a
stone inscription of the late 17th century a south Indian
B r s h r n ~ aconing from the District of Gadavari claims himself
to1 have been the minister of a king of Patan.
We have only enumerated a few instances of migration and
this is not the whde stay, but there is no daubt that Nepal
received emigrants fram India from time to time and they were
a b s q e d into the society each into the caste he Miginally
belonged to in his place of birth.
No m e caste betrays a single ethnic feature. Its facial
expression varies from group to group within one single caste.
Surely different types d people had merged in a caste during
a long period of crystallisaticm. All these people had immigrated
to Nepal from different parts of India and although they
brought their caste migin with them, it did not mean that the
caste was a reflection of their ethnic affinity. In India taken
as a whole the caste ethnic origin of an individual differed from
place to place within the same caste group. Even the highest
caste: of the Hindu c m u n i t y was no exception to this
generally accepted modus aperandi. We should remember that
in different ages the Hindu community in India received new
hordes of immigrants who had to be adapted into the caste
structure and who did find a place in the society sometimes
arbitrarily and sometimes in p u a n c e of an existing code or
as it suited the convenience d the priestly class. Apart from
this many families belonging to indigenous tribes, who had risen
t w position of strength, were also being accomodated in the
higher echelon olf the society. It also appears that in India
while caste was in the process of the formation, no regard was
paid to take into account ethnic f a c t m with the result that
although in theory purity d origin was stressed. This was
AS. SOC.Bengal, n. 4203.
lg4 Darb. Lib. C,at. I. 1365.

lg3
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ignored in practice as admission into the caste was made on
s e v d e x t r e n m s factors. All these had played an important
part in shaping the Nepalese caste system. This explains the
variety d ethnic features betrayed by people within the same
caste as is found sa commonly in our country in practically all
the communities. There is m e thing mare. Initially the
RrZhrnwas in Nepal must have preferred to admit people into
the caste hierarchy as they thought fit to1 do. N a single consideration weighed with t h m in respect of granting recognition
to the caste status af a tribal or the primitive settler of the
Valley. I n this connection we should bear in mind that up till
now the tribals all over Nepal enjoy a status below the Dvija
castes and much above the untouchables and marginal castes.
By marginal castes we mean those who rank equal with the:
lcwer section of the castes equivalent to the S ~ d r a s . Whatever
the complexion, the Jy5pus p e r h a p represent the early tribals.
All the castes below them seem ro have came to Nepal with
their caste status already defined. It was because of their
common tribal migin, the JyZpus appear t o be ethnically a
homogenous group, while all castes below cx above them show
mixed descent and hence variety of ethnic features.

The scheme of castes in Nepal seems to have develqed
according to the pattern of a complex Hindu Society olf India.
Naturally their position in tha hierarchy and their privileges
and disabilities were determined with reference to the injunctions
of the ancient law givers. T h e BrZhmaqas and Qatriyas occupied a dominant position in the saciety. I n fact they occupied the
most advantageous situation and dominated all others below
them. The king was a Qatriya and so were ministers. T h e
Br5hr-n-as
tended spiritual advice as well as functioned as
caunsellom in political matters. They often became also the
king's ministers. Together with the Ksatriyas they were landlords and also controllecl the trade and commerce of the

country,lo5 All this was in conformity to the principle enunciated by our ancient Dharma Sistras, Smrti texts and Pur6na-s.
I n view of the numerical paucity of the BrZhmaqas in the
Newar community at the present time, it does not seem that
they were in the past a larger graup. Similarly the Qatriyas
also appear much limited in number. Both the castes had
gained e n m o v s social influence, although they constituted a
small section. by themselves.
The BrZhmaqas were seldom taxed,lg6 received huge gifts
from the kings, were exempt from capital punishmentlg7 and
enjoyed concessions in regard to punishment f a r certain
crimes.lg8 A BrZhm*
could not be enslaved even in condition
of utmost hardship. Alberuni who reported of conditions in
N d India during the 1l t h century observed that the
BrZhmqas generally escaped capital punishment and they were
alslo not subject tot taxes levied by the king.lg9 I think this
picture also reflected the privilege which the BrZhmaqas enjoyed
also1 in
Because the lands w e d by the Brzhrnaqas
were in almost d l cases freeholds &ted by the kings or
feudatories, there was no1 question 04 paying land tax by them.
The Br5hmaqas were not involved in trade or commerce
because this was prohibited ta them; s o here too, they did not
c a n e into picture. Alberuni i n f m us that the Br5hm;mas
and IQatriyas were regarded as having been created by God
through his head and a m respmtively and therefme they
were deemed superior ta other castes.
The M a h i b h i r a t a Sintiparva states that the B r a m a p s and
lg5
Apart froin original sources I have also consulted B. P. M a jumdar, Socio-Economic History of Northern India, 1%0, pp. 79115; R. S. Shanna, T h e Sudras in Ancient India.
l"Ba'rha~patya Arthaia'sira, edited by Thomas, ch. I, p. 17.
74a'anasollasa, Gaekwads Oriental Series (Baroda), Vol. I,
p. 44. (verse 166) ; Laglzvarhanniti Sa'stra by Hemachandra, I. 1.37.
lge
Read below a passage quoted in the Siidricltirajiromani, 1933
(Banaras).
19Translated by Sachau, II., pp. 149, 162.
200 Chronicle B2.
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Ratriyas were charged with the protection of the castes MOW
them (ch. 60-24). Both thew castes we^ to enjoy the ownership d whatever there is on earth (ch. 74-22). According to
Manusmrti (I. 92, 93, 96, 100) the Br5hm;lnas constitute
qualitatively the best dements in the society, and they embody
also all the virtues. The Brghmaqas deserve everything best on
earth (I. 100). T h e Manu (I. 89) charges the eatriyas with
the protection of the people in general from both internal and
external enemies.
The Ratriyas dominated the society because they were a
military caste charged with responsiblility for maintaining
internal law and order and protecting the country from
external aggression. The monopoly af arms in their hands
placed them in the society not only as its protector but also
made them arbiter oif its destiny. But the Ksatriya shared his
powers and privileges with his mentor, the BrZhmaqas.
The Qatriya enjoyed almost the same privileges in society
as the Br5hmqas. He could recite the Vedas; and in fact the
knowledge d the art of warfare was called Dhanurveda just to
enable him ta a knowledge 04 the sacred texts. Albmni says
that he was alsa exempt from capital punishment.201 He had,
however, to obtain the blgsing d the BrZhmaqa preceptor for
the recognition of his high status in the caste hierarchy, which
always came if he was powerful enough ta deserve it and
anybody wha could acquire power by any means was entitled
to1this recognition.
It appears that although the GuvZju caste adapted
as its calling, it never enjoyed the privileges which were the
monolpoly d the Brshmqas and Ksatriyas.
As ordained by the customary laws the B r Z h m ~ a sand
Ratriyas could cohabit with any w m a n of a law caste if she
was touchable. At the same time the low casteman could not
have marital union with a woman d the upper two castes, and
if he did he received severe corporal punishment and was also
fined. For other offences, too, there was discrimination against
201

Sachau, 11, 162.
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the l w e r castes. The Bhavi;ya Purina says that a Siidra get^
four times and a VaGya three times more punishment than what
the upper two, the B f i m a q a s and Qaeiyas receive for the
same: o f T e ~ 1 ~ e . ~ ~ ~
Next to the Qatriyas in the caste hierarchy were the V d y a s
who were followed by the Siidras. But it is difficult ta draw a
hardline between the two. According to A l b n i ' s information
the Vaiiiya practised agriculture, and tended cattle.203 Anolther
occupation of the V d y a was trading. He also wore the sacred
thread d me: cord, which was denied to the Siidra. But the
Siidra could also fallow agriculture as stated by Baudhiyana
(I. 5 , 10-24) and Ygjiiavalka (I. 166). Alberuni state that
recitation, of the Vedas was prohibited to both the Vaiiyas and
Siidras. The SZstric injunction to both was to exert to serving
the needs of the Blrahmaqas and eatriyas. But the Vaiiyas
was comparatively not as downtrodden and exploited as the
Stidras. In many instances he stood in the same relation with the
fourth order as the BrZhmeas and Ksatriyas did with them
(the Siidras).
Many law givers define his status as dvija or twice born, which
they deny to the Siidras.
Before we take up the ccmsideratim of the VGyas, we shall
examine the status and functions of the JoSi-subcastes, who
though born oE Brahrnaqa father and lQatriya or Vaiiya
molthex follow mcupatims of near priests, astronomm and
physicians, and worshippers in temples. In the table of castes
which we have given above we have noted the Jdis under
various names deriving from their functions, i.e. KamGchZrya,
GurvachZrya, PithZcharya, Grahachintaka and BhkagZchiirya.
It appears that the occupation followed by these Jdi s u b
castes are the same as are laid down by the S m ~ t itexts for
perrsans of similar parentage as described by aur law given.
According to Aus'anasa smrti the progeny d a BrZhrnaqa
202Q~oted
by the author of the Szidr~chiraiiromani, 1933
( Banaras).
'03 Sachau, 11, p. 162.
44
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father and Qatriya mother born out of an accidental union
can follaw military professions as well as become: a physician
to earn his living. If the union was stealthily made then the
issue: is not entitled to undertaking any kind d military responsibilities but can practise medicine and astrolagy f m his livelihood. The &spring oi a B r Z h r n ~ aby a Siidra woman was
k n m as Ambastha
.. . and was to get his living by adapting
agriculture and administering medicine to h m e s and
elephants.*04
The! Auianasa Sllzrti suggests that those charged to bear arms
enjoy a status greater than that af Ksatriyas. But this class d m
nat appear in the list of castes given by the Vamiivafis. We
have also to1 mark in this connection that not all 'Vaiiyas' belmged ta the class as mentioned in the Aujanasa Smrti. In
particular, this is not so in the case of Kaivaidya who inoculated
small-poxvaccine. As we have seen the Kaivaidya is accepted
as a class: below the V d y a .
204

SiidrZchZrajiroma?zi, by ~ r Sesa
i Klsna, p. 14, 1933, Banaras.
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We shall not go into details about the relative position af the
Vaiiyas and Siidras in the sxiety. In our classification we have
suggested that the artisans and peasantry belonged to the third
order. We have also said that the castes coming belaw them also
cultivated lands and reared cattle. But we know that there was
a caste above the peasantry and artisans, which generally
followed a calling of trade and commerce but however stood
below the Qatriyas. This caste comprised today all such groups
in the Sesyol community, as occupy places in the hierarchy
below the socalled Chhatharis. I t might k that only the very
pure families of the lQatriya immigrants were accepted in the
orthodox fold of the lacal w t r i y a s others were thnnvn
into the camp of the Vai6ya.s and were made to fallow ccrmmercial profesim. I think that the Udai caste was also originallly
treated in the same manner but because the Guviiju came to
perform the functions ot the priests with the Udais, they wme
not frat&sed with the Sesyos. We could place the present
Jyzpus in the upper stratum of the Siidras, as we have seen
that although they were inferior ta the S&yos and Udais, they
were definitely regarded as superior to every other caste in the
fourth order. But the Jy5pus did alm the job of the caniers
as far as the upper castes were concerned, and rendered other
kinds of duties towards them, which ordinarily no one of the
third order would do. They also undertook some jabs which
could nolt be called decent and suitable ta the status of the
VGyas. Such JyZpus were placed lowest in rank.
Compared to the lot of the Siidras, those regarded as Vaiiyas
certainly were not placed as badly. They d m enjoyed privileges
vis-a-vis the lower orders which were alsol to serve their needs
as of the upper two castes. The JyZpus who are above the
Ekthari-castes as the Siidras are called, were entitled to the same
services but they rarely got them in actual practice.
The Udai castes such as those who worked on copper and
brome, and engineering and carpentering and sweet-makers
are classed along with traders and merchants of the same group
whom we have placed in the Vaiiya Varna and equated with
the Sesyos. This shol\vs that not only traders but some artisan
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classes alsa were treated as Vai6yas. Not all artisans were Sidras.
Similarly not all traders were Siidras. Trading was certainly the
occupation d the Vaiiyas. We shall, hawever, see that profas i m of dancing, singing and playing musical instruments were
left to the castes belaw the Siidras.
I n mattas of commerce, however, not all g o d were tor be
traded by the Vai6ya.s. We have seen that fish, meat, liquor, oil
and baskets were each sold by castes considered, as inferior even
to Siidras. There were other articles which passed through the
hands of the Siidras. This would mean that the ,%idras also
could adapt this profession in a limited sphere. Ordinarily the
Sfidrag could adopt commerce as their profession. As we have
already suggested, m e law-givers put both the VaiSyas and
Siidras in the same category because of this common occupation.
Besides, there were certain professions and trades which were
prohibited to the V d y a s as well as to the Siidras. The
PirZsarasmyti permits the Siidras to sell salt, honey, liquor,
buttermilk, curd and milk. It suggests that the Siidras did not
become impure by this occupatim. The! Laghu PCrisara says
that a Siidra could sell everything but honey, leather, lac and
meat and he could earn hisi livelihood by adopting a prolfesiicun
as an artisan in the field af industry and as an artist in the
sphere of fine arts. L+midhara in the 12th century laid down
that the VGyas should not carry trade an meat, curds, salt,
leather, liquor, weapans (arrows and swords) and imageszo5*
But MedhZtithi a cmmentator of Manu does not make distinction between the VaiSyas and Siidras in regard ta the sale of
such articles.200 Devala aka d m n d see any objection in
VaSya becoming a carrier, dancer and players d vocal instruments. This is a h the view of L & ~ ~ ~ i d h a r a . ~ ~ ~
It is not clear from the abwe whether the law givers regarded
the abwe castes as VaiSyas ar Siidras or Antyajas. Some of
these would cl~arlycome to be classified with the last group.
H w w e r all this distribution of functions and mcupatioas
---

--

-

Gyhastha, p. 258.
On M a n u , X . 95. K a n e , History of Dharmdiistra, I (1930).
p. 275 (Vol. 11), edited by K. V . R. Aiyangar, 1944.
207 G ~ h a s t h aK i i d a , p. 255.
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between the VGyas and Siidras is confusing and m e does not
get the real picture unless he sees for himself what is actually
dme in practice. This may again differ f r o m society to society.
Prolbably in India there was a time when the Siidras received
better treatment. Even the Rfihmaqas ate: food served by
them.208 At least this was looked with favmr by some law
givers. Rut in the middle ages as saciety became ablutely
stagnant, the Siidras suffered untold disabilities. Yet they were
not subjected to enslavement and Medhatithi (9th centu~y)
'OD
~obsemesthat a Siidra could follow teaching (not of the Vedas)
as his side mcupatim ard pa-fcrrm certain rita allowed tcr the
V&yas. As far as I could gather from the account of castes in
Kepal, I do not see that our Sfidras were otherwise treated. But
they were certainly subservient to the upper two castes and
where the Vai6yas had acquired payer and status, the Siidra
had also tcr serve them. Manu is taken as the authority whose
injunctions remained inviolable even in the medieval age and
he laid dom that the Siidra should follow the same rituals olf
penance as allwed to the VGyas and for his f d he should
take whatever was left d it after being eaten by the dvija
castes. In Neplal all those &ng
bread by manual labour are
placed quite law in the hierarchy of castes and the various
group coming in this category could be classed as Siidras. As
we have suggested the JyZpus are in the l w e r stratum of the
VGya castes. Amongst the h i r a s are included painters, dyers,
inoculators, makers of perfumed incense, barbers, makers od
Ponga cloth, caniers (Duhis, Ballahmi), packers of meat
(Mmats), those who played the instrument KahabujZ, oilmen
(SZmi) , and blacksmiths. The Jyiipu, makers of black pottery,
umbrella makers, the poultry farmers, sellers of wild flwm all
of them problably belonged to the upper grade of the Siidra
-caste. This scheme agrees with the view expressed in some of
the Hindu Law digests, and though there are othm which
disagree, it is not difficult to know as to w h w opinicm might
Yajiiaualkya with Mitiiksara', 111. 30, 922.
209 Manu, 111, 67, 127, 156. X, 127.
:08
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have prevailed. As it obtained in India, the blacksmith and
oilman in the New* community were not as degraded so as to
become impure. Nevertheless they were quite lowly placed, and
were treated as castes below the Sfidras. As for goldsmith
whatever might have been stated by Manu and Yiijiiavalkya in
regard tu their caste status, a goldsmith in Nepal was not
equated with tailm and washmen. He came much above
them, and probably enjoyed a high position in the cadre of the
Siidras. Blut as we have a b e d in the beginning, the
goldsmith caste is gone out of existence, his jab ntrw k i n g done
by the Bade priests and so need hardly be mentioned here. It
appears that the profession d goldsmith was nat in the middle
ages looked down as something heinws.
Both Y5jiiavalkya2l0 and Manu2" prescribe to the Siidras a
living through manual labour as an artisan or field labourer or
a dmestic servant of the twice born castes. Caste functions sf
our Siidras as defined in the Vamhivatz and inherited by
different castes till today do seem to follow this prescription.
In almost all instances castes of the fourth and those below
them exclusively do manual labour, whether as labourers; or
artisam. As tending cattle and cultivating fields are also sanctioned as professions for the Sfidras by the same authorities in
another ccmtext, we could suggest that the smaller peasantry
were a h being treated as those who lived without land and
solely an the sale of their labour both skilled and unskilled and
as artist and artisans. Yiijiiavalka and Manu were followed
by others who had nearly the same thing to say about the
occupation of the Sfidras. We should here take note of the fact
that the stress laid was on the Scdra's caste function tor serve
the twice born which was his foremost duty. Manu suggests
that only when he was circumstantially prevented f r m serving
the twice born a Sfidra was to adopt other occupations. The
Arthajristra expresses similar views and lays dcnvn that the

Sfidra also cauld follow agiculture and become an adsan. But
all these do not give more than a broad outline of the duties
of the %dra castes.
In Amarakoia (canto 11, Slidravmga, 5-14)212 castes of
itrfkitll~,garland makers, patters, plasterers, tailors, weavers,
painters, a m m r m , leather workers (two types), blacksmiths,
( two types) , goldsmiths (four types) , shell-cuttm, cqpersmiths
(two types), carpenters (five types), w a s h m e n (two types),
sheep grazers, and guards of the temples are mentioned as
Siidras. To the same category also belong according to the
sam,e source castes practising jugglery, dancers (five varieties),
actors, playem of certain musical instruments like mrdariga and
flute, hunters of wild birds, meat sellers (three groups),
labourers (five groups) and carriers (three p p s ) .
Devala213stated that besides serving the Brihnaqas a S ~ d r a
was to persue agriculture, rear cattle, carry loads, practise trade,
to be a painter, dancer, singer and player of musical instruments like venu vina mydariga. T h e same caste functions have
been also suggested by Kautilya (ArthdGstra, I. 3 ) .
The list of Arnarakoja is too exhaustive.
The classification o l the few castes given at the end as Siidras
also does not agree with the views of the law-givers. But other*I2
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wise the caste names in the Amarakoia represents the vocations
adopted by the various subcastes within the: Stidra varnna in
our country in the middle ages. Devala dsa presents s nearly
cmect picture except in the case d those following the pr+
fesicm of singing, dancing and playing musical instruments. In
Nepal singers and dancers were placed in the! castes af the
antajas similarly and as to AmarakoSaYs statement about
carpentas, coppersmiths and brick layers, the condition in wr
country was different, because these were treated as castes
higher than the Siidras.
Apastamba c1arsifies2l4 the antajas into seven groups,
(1) Rajaka (Washerman), (2) Charmakira (worker an
kather), ( 3 ) Nata (dancer), ( 4 ) Varuda (low caste or
Mlechchha); (5) Kaivarta (fisherman), ( 6 ) Meda and
( 7 ) Bhilla (tribes living in primitive conditions) .
AparZrka quoting Brahma Purina thinks that anything eatable became impure if it was touched by those who worked an
leather, who earned their living by washing cloths, who hunted
animals, and by goldsmiths, fishermen, paintas d images and
dancers, musical instrument players, physicians, carpenters and

Let us now see how far Nepalese scheme of castes continued
to the classical laws in dealing with the untouchables.
According to Manu there were two types 04 antajas, (1) d
those whose touch polluted cooking pot and (2) others who
could touch it without polluting. The pot p l u t e d while being
touched by the folmm became pure when burnt by fire.216.
To the first group belonged Nis5da.s and Chinda'las (or
svapikas). The Nisidas earned their livelihood by fishing and
hunting wild birds, and such af their as worked an leather were

21s

Aparlrka on Y5jiiavalkya (Anandasram Series), Pp. 1177-79.
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X, 37-56.

called Dhigvanam. All these people are advised to reside in
localities close to the crernatim ground, hills and forests on the
outskirt of the village. The Cfindilas who were also to live
outside the limits of the village area were the executioners. T h q
accepted the clothing of the dead at the cremation gmund.
The Nisi& and Chandiilas had to wear ornaments made of
iron. They could not enter a village at night. I n day light they
cmld enter it, but only by making known through same signs.
Manu suggests that castes other than the Ni;6da and Chandilas
did not pollute a cooking pot by their touch. Amarakos'a2"
included amongst Chindilas alsol such tribals as the KirZtas,
Sabaras and Pulindas.
I n the time of A l b m n i the Hindu society regarded as untouchables the following castes; the fuller ( w a s h m e n ) , the
shoemaker, juggler, the basket and shield-maker, the sailor and
f i s h m a n , the hunter of wild animals and birds, and the weaver.
Although in the same grade but following them,in the hierarchy
were Hadi, D m a , Chindila and Badhatau (executionem).
They did 'dirty work l&e cl&g
the ~illages.'~"
Alberuni shows two distinct classes of untouchables. The same
is & true of the many law givers. I think that in practice the
Nepalese society of our period alm showed twa divisions.
The fishermen, basketmakers and hunters were in the superior
g a d e m is the case of the executicmer. Nothing is known of
their guilds but they certainly did not intermarry. At the lowest
rung of the ladder stood castes like ChyZrnkhalak who swept the
streets and carried night sail. In Nepalese tradition both the
Podes and ChyZrnlihalaks are known as Cm&las, offsprinp
d a Siidra father and BrZhmana mother. As Alberuni found
in the places he visited, it was also a practice in Nepal to allow
these untouchables living quarters m the outskirt of the village
or town.
Nepalese conditions were not exactly the same as depicted
Alberuni's account in respect d the castes of washerman,
217

I1 Kii?zda, C,h. X, 19, 20.
Sachau, I, P. 101.
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juggler and shoemaker. All these three castes belonged ta what
is called the partially untouchable caste group, whose: touch
did not pollute the p a w n d an u p p a caste but unlike the
Stidras were debarred from w i n g water to them.
At one place a b e while recounting the type of trade r a m mended to the S ~ d r a s ,we quoted PZrisara Smyti to say that
selling of liqum, salt, ail, meat and lac was permitted to the
Siidras. This implies that thase dealing m liqum, meat, milk,
and curd as well as salt and ail were nat antajas. But in Nepal
we have found that all these castes except the milkman were
made partially untouchable. It is quite likely that these castes
enjoyed a higher status and were treated as Stidras in the distant
past.
O n the whole it might be presumed that the SGtric injunctions were followed in Nepal in determining the scheme d
castes. But as we have noticed them there were m e excepticms,
and this probably was due ta the fact that Smrti writers differed
much amongst themselvm.
There were also1 other irregular features in the Nepalese caste
system od the middle ages, which neither c o n f m e d to the
Sktric laws nor were based m apparently reasonable ground as
conceived in those days. We shall discuss this question in the
next section.

I t appears that of the variaus castes in the upper echelon of
the society the RrZhmaips alone have been able to preserve
their purity though they also have deviated from their original
orthodm practices. The Sesyo is a brolad mixture af Qatriya
and V&ya castes as well as of those barn of nm-BrZhmap
woman to BrZhmqa fathers. The original e a t r i y a s are SO
merged in the Sesyo community that they have totally lost their
identity. This explains the absence of the Ksatriya caste in the
modern Newari community. Altho'ugh of Vagya castes, the
Udai and JyZpus, do however seem ta retain their old characteristics and identity. They are still endogamous upto a level.
Also there has been upgrading olf many castes at the lower level

into the Smyo castes according as one gains a status depending
on the acquirement of wealth. The S s y o is the most cweted
caste, and today it is also b e c m most heteragenous: although
purity is said to be maintained at the highest level as pasanifid
by the Chhatharis, the socalled six clans which came from
India.
But terms like Chhathari (six clans) and Pa'iichthari (five
clans) are of no meaning. These have came to be used to denote
the two classes of Sesyos, the Chhathari being the supaim.
But this kind of classification is of recent the. I t was u n k n m
in the medieval period. This is b a d can a belief that originally
six families of high caste e a t r i y a s had emigrated from India,
and later they were followed by five others who were of less
pure parentage. We have seen how the sacalled Chhatharis
comprise more than six clans. I da not know how C. Haemendorf added to this classification and another term Cha'rthart'
meaning faur clans.219 This grade d m not mist at all in the
Sesyo caste unless we mean to designate the l o w a p p as
such. But there are yet lower grwps at the ladder and the
problem will arise as to what name to apply to them.
O n my enquiry I have found that the classification of Chhathari
and Piiichthm- dotes vaguely exist only in Kathmandu and no
Sesyol in Bhatgam and Patan knows of this. Of course, the
grades are defined.
While discussing the caste system Petech says 'In pure theory,
the middle classes consider themselves as Sivarrkgi and the
lower classes as Bauddhamargi, but this is d y partly tme in
practice and has no1 direct bearing m the religious
I do not think what Petech suggests is even partly true in
practice, for there are castes at the 1awe-r level, which are
exclusively followers of Siva and Saivite pantheon. Even in
the socalled middle class of the Sesyoe, there are groups whose
2 1 ~ u l E e t i nof the School of Oriental and African Studies,
X X , 1957, P. 245 (Interrelations of Castes and Ethnic Groups in
Nepal).
2 2 0 P. 185.
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ceremhes and festivities are guided by Guv5ju priests. As we
suggested earlier, it is true that castes cut across religious barriers,
and therefore both the ~ i v a m i r g iand Bauddha m i r g i Sesyos
interdine and intermarry. Previcrusly thme of the Sesyos who
took to Buddhism wme treated differently and I know of some
Udai-Tuladhas families who claim descent f r m their Malla
m Rajput ancestors. This means that the Udai castes had some
ethnic affinity with the Sesym.
It is much too difficult ta trace the ethnic origin of the castes
of Guvii, Bare and Udai in particular as they r w e d different
racial features from p m tcr person. Ordinarily the: Guv%
and Billre claim their origin from the BrZhrnqasl and the Udais
f r m the fiatriyas and Vdyas. But it seems that none of these
castes is racially of one extraction. Andysing facial expressions
we natice prominent Aryan features in some, while others betray
as much Mongoloid facial e x p m i m yet there are others, who
appear to be a mixed racial type. Not mly the Aryans and
Mmgolloids but also1 other ra,cial stolcks have played their part
in the making of each af these castes. I think that the same is
true alsa of the Sesyol castes. And we have to bear in mind that
in m r parlance it wmld be wrong ta identify castes with
individual races. The Rriihmaqas, however, do not show any
influence of racial mixture.
We know that the early settlers in the Nepal Valley came
from the Gangetic plain, West Himalayas and the Brahmaputra
Valley and they were olf different ethnic migin. Some of these
had entered the Valley as triblals and some as castes. The lower
castes betray same kind d homogeneity with their counterparts
in India. But the eatriyas and Vaiiyas look quite heterogena s , and the reason f a r this must ble the fact that tribals were
merged with these castes depending on their power and wealth.
This explains the fact of the presence of multiple racial features
amongst these castes. As for the Guva and Bare priests, I am
sure that these also came under the same solrt oof influence. The
monastic order received men from all racial stolcks and naturally
while these took to domestic life, these racial elements came to
predominate in the composition of these castes. But it appears

that the dements that had entered in the cornpition of lower
castes are not present in the strata d the Guva and B m .
Today the middle class includes all those belonging to the
upper stratum of the Sesyo and Udai castes. Obviously this
suggests that the Sivamirgis were not the only group forming
this c l m . But in the middle ages it is quite probable that the
court aristocracy, the counterpart of the present day middle
class, consisted of all those groups that now constitute the upper
layer ol the Sesyo cammunity-all of them Sivarndrgis.
The Udai traders claim equality of status with the upper
caste Sesyos. But the latter regard them as their inferior caste
and there is na interdining and intermarriage between the two
groups. The peasant JyZpus who definitely accupy a third place
in the caste order, however, regard both the Sesycns and Udais
as their superior castes. h a u s e in the social hierarchy the
Jyiipu stands higher to every caste other than the priests and
the Sesym and Udais, his acceptance of a position inferior to
Sesyos and Udais must equate the status d these! two castes in
the order. But due to their official influence in the past, the
S a y w had gained greater importance and superiority of status
over the Udais, which enables them still to colnmmd respects
from all the proups including the highest of the Udais. But the
latter do not take cooked food from the hands of the Sesyos and
thus indirectly assert their equality of status.
Literally speaking the JyZpu is the person whose task is to
pull u p from the earth. Obviously by implication the JyZpu in
this sense is associated with land and agriculture as a profgsim
traditionally handed to h h l by his forefathers. H e is much
intimately connected with the soil and the grassroots whether as
a flower seller Mali or a potter KumhZl or a Surveyor Dangol
(and SuwZl) or a cowherd Hale or am ordinary peasant
Maharjang. I n class status though he occupies a place k l o w
the Saiva Srefiha and Buddhama-rgi Udai, he is definitely
superior ta any other caste in the hierarchy. If the above
mentioned twa castes could be placed in the second category
of the hierarchy, then the J g p u must c m e surely third in
order. H e must belong to the Vaijya Var?za of the Hindu
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community if the structure is ta be v i ~ e din that fashion.
Originally the Jy5pu might have been an Australoid as he
happens to be the most ancient inhabitant ot the Valley of Nepal.
Today same af them alm show a slightly Mangodolid tinge in
the facial expression. l i s was certainly due to the influence
a section d the Jyapu received f r m a kind of racial mixing
with the Kirita tribe. His c c r m p l d m is nolt olive like that of
the upper class New&-. But this is the most numerous and
most widespread c m u n i t y in this region. For the entire
Netera'ri group the Jy5pu also represents the a s h i l a t i a n of
Sivamirgis and Buddhamdrgis on a caste blasis, because although
he has Buddhist priests for his family rituals he has to perform
caste duties in c e r m m i a and functiom connected with bolth
the sects.
Although in the medieval background castes had become very
much rigid, it d m not follow, however, that each member of
the caste folllwed the calling determind by tradition. I n fact,
there were deviations but all this occured in the higher caste.
A low caste man had n o option but to1 fallow his c4wn pro~fessim.
I n the higher caste a wide latitude obtained in regard ta the
choice d calling. It appeared that eco~nomic prmure played
an important part in compelling a caste man to ga without the
limits ordained folr the choice of his profesioa. But no high
caste man could d o a job done by a Siidra and Antaja. We
have sem that the BrZhmagas served in the army besides acting
as counsellors and ministem in the palace. T o the Brahmaqas
ploughing was forbidden. We alsol find that from amongst
certain families d the e a t r i y a equivalent classes, there were
people who1 performed the priestly functims; migindly they had
to do this job as B r a m a n a s were not adequate in number to
undertake priestly work far all holuseholds in the fold. These
families are now crystallised and are knolwn as AchZjuGurvZchZrya and KarrnZchiirya.
The Briihmanas amongst the SivamdrgTs and the Guviiju and
Bare classes amongst the Buddhists received highest respect in
their respective cmmnuity. As priests they were exempted f r m
payment of certain taxes. But Briihmqas received more
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universal obedience than the GuvZjus. B r 5 h m w escaped
capital punishment, which no other class did. AU records,
whether Buddhist or Saivite, mentimed the crimer of committing
murder d a B r Z h r n ~ a as me uf the most heinous.
This shows that the sxtim of the laity with Guviijus as
priests alsol tended ta look upan the R a w a s as the m a t
sacred caste.
T h e e a t r i y a s invariably claimed their descent from Raghu
and migration from Rajputana.
In the community the adjustment to a system in exogammi
marriages is as it is ordained in olden days, where a wedding
b y a high caste man into families below his caste! was strictly
prohiblited. None the less if co-habitatian accum, the offspring
n d l y takes to the a t e of the mather. This is unlike within
the Parbatiya community, where the issue of a c r m breeding
is upgraded to be entitled to obtain the caste of his father. In
this instance mly the h e d a low caste molther by a B r a m a p a
cartnot be rn placed but he becoma a Qatriya. I n the h t h
Parblatiya and N w a r cmmunities, if m e party to cehabitatian
iq an untouchable by caste, the other party almg with the
issues born loses caste..
The list of castes we have attached to1 this article is nearly
complete. But it is not wholly correct. It is not within the
purview d this article to deal with the subject of Newari castes
in detail. The reader might, however, note that m e points
require further explanation and clarification.
At m e place in this section we have olbsaved that the
Buddhist monks in the absence of the order having returned to
domestic life took to priestly functions. But it is strange that
SZkyabhiksu, the BrahmachPri and
a section of them-the
Chailaka, called collectively the BZya adopted goldsmith's
calling, although all the while it was rendering services of a
worshipper to minor temples. Traditionally a smith's work on
gold (not silver) was looked dawn with contempt in the society.
The counterpart of the goldsmith Baiifi amongst the non-Navar
calling the BaiirZ enjoys the very highest status second only to
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VajrachZrya priest, and there is no tabow attached ta his trade.
The BZir5s inhabiting P'atan were alsol engaged in masonry.
Even today the Dakarmis, and the masons, Sikarmis, come
from that quarter and almost 50p.c. olf them from that
c m u n i t y . Casually it may be refmed that classwise Patan
is a seat of the Vajriichiiryas and Siikyabhiksus, while their
laity, the Udai, live mostly in Kathmandu. I n Bhaktapur the
Saivites predominate in number, and the prolblem, of the
Buddhist casteism is rendered very simple.
Again, one d m not know by what irony ot fate the Jogis
called Kusalay who are surely followers of Gorakhniith's cult
have k e n placed in the categary of untouchable. The earliest
references ta this class of people is in the inscriptions of
Ratnamalla. By profmion Jogi is a tailor and plays musical
instruments m auspicious occasions. The Jqjcaste is commonly
traced from Kathmandu. He acts as near priests ta the Duiiis.
It appeam that the lowliest of the caste had no religious
affiliations as they had no priests. Usually they belonged to the
temples situated an the banks of the rivulets adjacent ta the
funeral pyre, where images congregated. Most: oh them b e
marks of castes that were known under identical nmenclature
in Bengal and Bihar. The Pmya, the Dhobi, the M a y a all we
af this type, some from Bmgal and athers f r m Bihar. The
Nhai is just touchable. SCYis the Dhabi called DhubyZ. One
section af Dholbi is distinctly marked to have migrated from
Bihar, as this community observes the custom 06 Chhat so
colnmon in that country. Obviously all these came from the
plains much later than others.
The Black-smith Kau and the olilrnen Siiym-, bolth of them
touchables at the moment were classed as untouchable in the
medieval age, whose touch did only pollute drinking water but
not the person of high caste Hindu.
Amongst the castes ccmsidered sa~far only the abwe two at*e
economically productive, while the rest are unproductive. T h e
JyZpu and Udai castes inclusive of all subcastes are play a veri
important role in agriculture and industrial productions. The
Udai has different sections, each devoteld ta special craft and

industry, whether it is metallurgy or carpentry. The dyer comes
below the Udai but painting and designing fall also to one
group of the Udai. In the case of the Colpper-smith, while he is
classed amidst the $resthas in Patan, his place in Kathmandu is
in the Udai community. I n addition to handling the profession
of crafts and industries the Udai canied the entrepot trade
between Nepal and Tibet.
Lastly, from the above one can very well deduce that castes
and families which migrated from the plains were a b b e d into
social texture according as they stood high or low in the order
of the system each belonged to. Bhaktapur which expressed to
i n f l u e n c ~d this type more than the other two localities still
retains names and surnames of families and castes that came to
be absorbed in that process, and this is visible even in the upper
classes. For example, in the city of Bhatgaon, nomenclatures of
subcastes like KZyastha, Puri, Giri, Hadas (of RajasthZn) etc.
show that some of these came f r m the Indian plains, and even
their absorption has not been to the extent of effacing their
identity altogether. I n the lower strata there are families who
have their chronology to connect them with places in Bihar and
North Bengal. Even amongst the highest caste of the Buddhist
GuvZju, we come across many sections who had very recently
migrated from Banaras and Kanauj.
Formation of caste in the Valley with its Socia-economic
pattern has been in line with India's and it has absorbed peoples
of all kinds of racial origin in it. Therefme it should not be
taken as a process olf growth in a particular community as
exclusive of others; sol to whatever influence this was sought to
be traced, the fact that the very earliest settlers were not outside
the scope d caste influence s h m that it had wercome the
barriers of o~iginand ties 04 blowd.
Some people erronmusly believe that the N e w h at one time
were plyandric. One writer said, 'The d e n c e of polyandry
in the past is borne out by the kinship terms and other
evidences. As for example while referring to husband's home a
woman will always say my husbands' home (mark the plural) ;
while referring to her husband's brothers, she will say elder
45
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husband 'Diri Bhita' and younger husband 'Kijii Bhaa'.
Further the ritual at the rice feeding ceremony in which the
father of the child takes it an his lap thereby recopking its
paternity is also suggestive d the earlier existence of
Obviously the writer's imperfect knowledge of the meaning
of the terms used by hirn to put forward his conclusiims has led
hirn to make this statement.
It is true that while a woman has ta refer ta her husband's
house, she uses the plural husbands ( b h a f i pimthiya). But the
particular exprmim is used ta denote respect and not to1 mean
that there are more than one husband. The kinship terms for
the brothers and sisters of the husband are Dariibhita, Kijibhifa,
Tatibhita, Keriviita meaning husbland's elder brother, younger
brother, elda sister and younger sister: Dari, Kiji, Tati and
Ken stand for elder brother, younger brother, elder sister and
younger sister respectively. The expression Bh@a is a corrupt
form of bhvinta which used ta ble applied to persons t s whom
respect was due. All these kinship terms far husband's relations
only mean that the wife is referring to them in veneration. Even
admitting that v i t a was another form of bhitd (husband),222
this should mean that the wife refers ta her sister-in-law as
sister husband, which looks much absurd on the very face of it.
There are more mistatements in orther books about the nature
of the New= saciety. But as the subject is outside the scope d
the present work we do not deal with them here. What is to ba
eventually borne in mind in this comne~ctionis that the society
of the NewZrs in the medieval period shared the' similar features
af caste and matrimony as belong ta any Hindu social system.
So any conception d casteless or pollyandric solciety of the
Newars must be based on wrong infomatioln.
I t has been repeatedly observed that social life: in the medieval
Journal of the Bombay University, X X I X ( N e w Series, Parts
1 and 4), p. 1%.
222 The word is a corruption of Sanskrit bhartl-i
221

age was guided by superstitious beliefs and ritualism, and all
activities within the framework thus determined were directed
with a view to secure the optimum for that end. But this o k vation could not be enough to explain the continuity of the
framework which sustained those beliefs and rituals. The system
of Guthi comes in ta be: ccmsidered at this stage as a backbone
for social institutions and practices supported by them, and it
has to be known that but for the Guthi these could not have
stayed. Primarily although the Guthi came as a step to provide
endowments folr the upkeep of temples and domestic d m a n c e s
and rites, its ultimate effect was to create an institution which
tended to keep m i a l groups and their individual members safe
from pracess of disintegration by providing adequate economic
sanctions against the same.
Very often the Guthi is an endowment of landed property in
the keeping 04 the donee's rightful hdrs the title to such properties and the proceeds of the same is determind with reference
ta the hereditary rights of succession. The Guthi is divisible or
indivisible as the case may be but it is never saleable. The title
may or may not bring with it certain other privileges. In case
the praperty is divisible the proceeds are divided as such. But
it may also happen that the whole of the proceeds goes to each
of the shareholders once in as many years as the standing
numerical strength of the Guthiyirs allows in the circumstances.
The Guthi differs a little f r m such practices followed elsewhere in that it not cmly means an endowment guaranteeing
upkeep ol religious observances callectively but it a h makes a
provision for the econo~micmaintenance of an individual belonging to the chain ta the extent that he is entitled to a share of
the ccrmmm pool by virtue of his hereditary rights. Every coc
sharer is called a Guthiyir. He has his rights, and alsol duties
towards members of his Guthi. He looks after the annual
cerernmid function when his turn cmes. If some one dies, he
has to attend the funeral ceremcmy and participate in mourning. Similarly b i i h and marriage c e r e m i e s are attended. And
all these are reciprocal and c m p u l s q duties, which give rights.
But most olf all when we take into account the surplus which
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the Gulhiyir gets after meeting his commitments and there is
always surplus left in almost all cases, we find that tha Guthi
is a means olf earning cme's l i v e l i h d through his share of the
property by virtue of his rights as a successor.
Lastly, the Guthi is a freehold, and where cultivation is done
by tenants, the cultivators; pay a high rent which can be called
exorbitant. Thus its eccmornic advantages to the person who
has a title toc this kind 09 property are enannous. Further its
religious background gives ta the property a character of
sanctity and therefore tenants da not grudge paying higher rate
of rent, and to that extent the Guthiya'r realises his olwn without
encountering difficulties of m y kind. .Guthi provided a source
of income, which was essential f o r the e~cmomicstability of the
class that depended on unearned acquisition. The Guthi thus
was also responsible far crystalkation d the class of landed
gemby that played an important role in the politics d the
country throughout the later middle peziold.
The Guthi is a creation of the ancient and middle age.
Although in appearance its objective was religious, indirectly it
tended toc further econamic ends of a particular family. T h e
importance of the Guthi to the histocrians lies in this aspeict d
the
The Guthi in several instances acts like the PaZchZyat to
consider disputed matters of purely domestic co,ncern affecting all those who are cmsharers.
For the first time in early medieval records a reference is made
223

Guthi is land consecrated to the deity, a sort of mortmain
remaining in the hand of the mortmainer and his descendants,
(ostensibly for the use of such deity, but really for own use; the
obligation to the god being liquidated by a petty annual offering
to him) is for security from rapacity of Government or the prodigality of heirs. It is deemed more sacred than 'Birta' which is
an offering to Brahmans, not to god himself, and is an alienation
too. Whereas Guthi is only ostensibly an alienation-in
fact, an
entail of the strictest kind on the descendants of the Guthiyar. I t
is neither partible among heirs, nor transferable in any degree',
Hodgson.
6

to the institution d Guthi in the inscription of Rudradeva of

NS 292.224 The ward used is gmthikcZ in Sanskrit from which
the.vma.cular Guthi is derived. While we approach the 14th
century, we have in many inscriptions with Newk- text the
word Guthi. Gojthiki as an institution was popular also in
ancient Nepal, and the tradition must have continued ever since.
In our p e r i d the Guthi s e a m ta have taken deep roots.

Vide ante, his documents, Mahadevananhitol water conduit
inscription.
224

CHAPTER X
EARLY MEDIEVAL HISTORY OF THE KARNALI BASIN

Preliminary
The basins d the river K q i i l i and its triblutaries appear to
have nursed a highly advanced culture f a r m e time in its
history between the 10th and 14th centuries. A visit ta the area
very recently has shown manifold traces of its gloxious past,
remnants of temples, images, chaityas, stzipas, pillars and relics,
and of ancient water reservoir and conduits, though half ruined,
all off them together have preserved evidence ta show that at me
time in the early period it was a, much pro6perms state the
K a q d i basin, had nurtured.'
The rulers of this state belonged tcr the Khara tribe as also its
people. For a lcmg h e two dynasties were ruling in this area,
one at Purang controlling J u d Z and adjoining places d w n to
the plains of Surkhet and another at Guge ruling over a large
slice of western Tibet bqmd the Himalayas. Later the two
kingdoms were: joined under one ruler. We have ample evidence
to prove that the Khasa Kingdm covered a good portion 04
what is now called West Tibet. It was due to contact thus
obtained with that area that m e of the rulers had turned
MahZyZni Buddhist partly imbibing a way of life resembling
that d the Bhotiis of that quarter in matters of worship.
Read Tucci about the location of Purang and Guge. "Zanzun and Guge are not synonymorus. Zmzun was the old name
of all western Tibet, of which Guge was mly a part. Guge was
the portion to the m t h of Satlez and Purang south-eastern
part with Taklakot as capital. The capital of Guge was
1

Tucci, Preliminary Report on the' two Scientific Expeditions to

Nepal. Roma 1956; Mahant Naraharinath: Itihas Prakas, ii, no. 1.

Tsaparang, when it was not uccupied by the Khasa Kingsm2
T h e united Khasa Kingdom was ruled from Semj5 which is
now identified with the Simja village situakd at the confluence
of the two tributaries of the river Karnali, a few miles in the
south west d the present headquarter af the JumlZ district.
SemjZ was known as YZtse ta the Bhotias. It was a very extensive dominim aver which SemjZ stood as capital.'
According ta Tucci who alm explored all available Tibetan
sources-"The Mallas reached the height af their power under
Prthvimalla who ruled over a great Kingdom which included
Guge, Purang and the territories on this side olf the Himalayas
as far as Dullu to the south-west and Kashikot to the eastv4 and
to the plains in the Terai of that region.
According to orur evidences the Khasa dynasty that ruled
over Guge ended with Prafipamalla; this King handed wer the
throne to King Puqyamalla, in whose reign Guge merged in the
Purang territory. T'he Purang family came ta add to its name
the suffix Malla as a mark of adaptation after this merger.
Punyarnalla was the first ruler of the United Kingdom of Guge
and Purang.
The Tibetan text have given Sanskrit names as rulers of West
Tibet for a certain perid in the medieval age and these names
tally so much with the genealogy given in one of the inscriptions
(Prthvimalla's Dullu Inscription) that there is no g m n d left
to doubt the correctness of the one to the exclusim of the other.
I n Guge the Bhotia dynasty ruling previous to the Khasas was
the 1De family which claimed to descend from the kings of

* G . Tucci : Preliminary Report

o n two Scientific Expeditions t o

Nepal, pp. 74, 75, 107, 108, 1EY.
Tucci's conclusion has been verified also with reference to
Tibetan sources.
Zanzun was the name retained by the territory lying between
Toling on the west and Mt. Kailash on the east.
Tucci, Op. Cit., pp. 51 ff.
Chronicle of the1 Fifth Dalai Lema of Tibet. Tibetan chronicles,
etc. quoted by the sarlle author.
Ibid.
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Lhasa. This family was overthrown by Niigariija (Nggadeva)
whose name in Sanskrit is the first ot the series for several
generations onwards. According ta Tucci names upto Abkamalla ended with 1De in Tibetan chronicles to make them
appear to have belonged to the old dynasty. Malla is added to
the name only from Jitirimalla onwards and this very clearly
shows that Tibetanisatim could na longer be pomible while the:
conquest had become a recagnised fact. Prthvimalla's minister,
Yaiodharma, is also mentioned in the same capacity as if to
prwe the faithfulnm of the Tibetan chronicler wha d m not
s e m to omit any particular^.^

We now take u p the consideration of the data provided by
the inscriptions of P~thvirnalla,m e of which produces a fairly
long list of names of his predecessm who occupied the throne
of his kingdom.
We have three inscriptiam d the reign of Rthvimalla which
represents important records for that age, and because they
provide us reliable data af chronology a€the ruling dynasty far
about a doeen generations irrespective ot both the Guge and
Purang states, their importance to a historian is greater than
what it ordinarily appears.'
(1) Dullu stone pillar inscription : This has two pieces,
(a) one at the fr'ont and (b) another at the back. Each starts
with O m mani padme hum, and O m Svasti, fo~llowedby a line
of prayer to GaqeHa in the first. Bath have 12 verses in Sanskrit
in anustup metre divided into 34 lines in the case of the first
and 36 lines in the case of the second. The front piece gives a
chronology of Adipda d m ta Punyamalla and his son
&irnalla. The twelfth verse brings in NZgarZja of amthe+
dynasty, who had settled down in Semjapuri. The back piece
Tucci, Preliminary Reports, etc., p. 51.
' Tucci, Preliminary Reports, etc., pp. 46-50; Itihasa Prakasa,
11, i, pp. 58-59 and further.

appears to be a continuation of the first one, and proceeds to list
names one by one f r m father ta scm, as sumto NPgarZja
until PkatZpamalla, who had no issue. Then it goes on to say
that NHgar5jays line being extinguished, Punyamalla of Gela
dynasty was brought to Semji and crowned. Prthvimalla
obtains *eloquenttributes towards the end of the inscription and
he is represented as a son of Punyamalla by S a k u n d .
There is na date line in the first piece. The one at the back
gives, both in words and figures, the date, $aka 1279
(=I357 A.D.).
We have reproduced the arrangement of P~th\imallays
genealogy as given by this inscription in a page below.
( 2 ) Kanakapitra of Shituska: This is in prose and has
32 l i m , p d y in Sanskrit (8 lines) and partly in ParbatiyZ7
(the rest). T h e date is SZka 1278 SrZvana judi 10 Friday.
This is a record of a grant d free hold ( V i r t a ) by King
Pfivirnalla who has a grandiose style of royal address like
P m Pbh M a h i r i j i d h i r i j a Rgjaratirani. The witnesses mentioned are B r h e , V*nu, Maheivara and Buddha, Dharma
and Satigha. It beam a stamp of seal with ja?ikha, chakra, gad5
and padma, all the four Vahnavite emblems. The writer is
Sivadeva Pandita and the place d kuue being Srimati Semja
nagara.
(3) A coppa plate inscription: The date is Saka 1280
Samvat 1415 M i r g d i r a vadi 13 Monday (=November,
1358 A.D.) . Lines 1-7 are in Sanskrit and the rest, lines 8-17,
are in Parbatiya. The prajasti stands as in the Kanakapatra.
The witnesses are a h the same. This is alsol a r m d of a grant
of land to a BrZhmqa by P~thvimalla.
The family tree of the Khasa rulers according to the Dullu
Inscription stands as follows :
Parbatiya is the original form of the Language known as
Nepali today.
Lines 18, 19, 20, first half of 21 and 22 are marked in Tucci.
The space up to 8 in line 24 and the whole of 15 is again without
shown to have been peeled off in the stone.
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Varagaja Mahipala, his son
ViSvapiila, his son
Jivap5la and his son
Punyanalla who married
Sakunamiila, Sfimalla eldest
son of Punyarnalla .
B. Nagaraja, his son
Chaps, his son
Cliapilla, his son
Krasichalla, his son
Kradhipichalla, his son
Krachalla, his son
Aiokachalla

A. (Aditya VarnSa)
Adipiila, his son
Jayapiila, his son
Vijayiidipda, his son
Srivirapiila, his son
Vikramapiila his son
Sripala, his son
Sridhirapiila, his son
Somapala, his son
Suryapala, his son
Samudrapala, his son
Sukhapsla, his son
Vigrahapiila, his son

Then cmwards:
ASokachalla, his two sons

I

I
~itgrikalla

I

~nandakalla

I

--

Aksayamalla

-

Ripumalla

I

Adityamalla

1

SamgrZmamalla

I

Pratiipamalla who had no issue to succeed,
and therefore enthroned.
Punyamalla (of Gela family) with Sakunamiil5 married to him
(from the previous family)

I

I

1

Chandramiilii ( a daughter)

Pythvimalla, I-narried
Dharmamiilii and
D i p ~ ~ ~ i i(Like
lii
Visnu's two wives
Bhiimi and Sfi).

Mahant Naraharinath reads Khandamas but he is wrong.
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Prof. G. Tucci has proved f r m Tibetan Texts that the order
of names in the above table tallies in1 toto with the list provided
by the chronology.
"Now comparing the data of the Tibetan Chroniclers and
the list o n our inscripticms, it wmld appear that there is almost
complete agreement between the two series of documents, as is
shown by the following schemes:

Inscription
N,ZgarZj a
ChZpa
Chapilla
Krasichalla
Kradhichalla
Krachalla
&okachalla
JitZrimalla
Anandamalla
Ripumalla
Samgrknamalla
Adityamalla, son oh Anandarn
Kalyiinamalla
PratZpamalla
Punyamalla of another family

Tibetan chronicle
NZgadeva '
b Tsan P'yug lde
b kra sis lde
Grags btsan lde
Grags Pa lde
A so ga, A so lde
a Dsin der smal, afi dar
A nan, A nan ta smal
Reu, Riu smal
Sam gha smal
A jid smal
Ka lan smal
Par t'ab smd
Punya r Ma1 (bSod name)
of the family of Purang

Prof. Tucci further obsewes :
"The succmion is clear except for Kdyiqam and Pratiipam,
bur from DT, GR (see p. 50) DM we gather that K a l y a was
the son d Adityamalla, GR duplicates the name of Adsidar
smal (see P. 56) "lo
Tucci, Op. Cit., p. 51 ff.
DT = Deb t'er Snon po
S R = r Gyal rabs gsal bai me Con.
DM = Deb t'er dmar po
Also read R. Sankrityana : Buddhism in Tibet (Hindi), Appendix

XI.
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With a few exceptions all available and readable inscriptions
in this area belong to Plthvimalla's reign. The following are
the important ones :
(i) At Kalikor in Jurnli hills on a stone water conduit dated
Saka 1260 misa 1 tithi 13 Sri Pythvimalladevah Ksitiparivira
chiraiijayatu Dharmabhadra Tha'pa sukritam (repaired by).
.
T h e lines begin with O m Svasti.
(ii) At Fiitharnauli in Dullu over the ruins of a coastructim
of a water resemior (Vipi) . This begins with Om mani padme
hum, which is followed by O m svasti 6 Sri Saka 1276 Paws
vadi 2 s'ukravisare ( = December, 1354 A.Dl.) Maha'rija'dhirlija
Parames'vara Paramab hattaraka ParamadhQmika Paramakalpadrumivatira SEi mate Pythvimalladeva vijayariijye rnahzmdtya
Srimat Yas'ovarmadeva'nlim samaye.
The r m o ~ i was
r built in a new style along with a rest house
for the habitation d the tired guests in a surrounding where
there are five Chaityas belonging to the Buddhist sect. The
builder was Devavarrnii ol Chhatysl family, son of GranthavannZ
( s o n of Dhanarsja) by NaballZdevi.
(iii) In Acchham at a site inscribed in a wall od a temple
the same lines as in (i) The builder is Devavann5, date Sri Sake
1276 ( = 1354 A.D.) written by Igadasa.
(iv) At Dullu on the s t m e pavement 04 a temple DwavamH
is mentimed as the builder who erected the Chaitya over the
same by order of Pfihvimalla in Saka 1280 Asvina ( = October,
1358 A.D.) (Devavarmana idis'ya Pythvimalla mahibhcja)
The last line of the inscriptions d this series, though without
the name Prthvimalla, is dated $aka 1309'' = 1387 A.D.

.

The Dullu Pillar inscription of Plthvimalla has a few lines
of praise about some ancestors of the king. If the description
is true and not a mere hyperbole these were powerful rulers and
l1

Itihasa Prakasa, 11, 1, pp. 60-72.
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patrons d art and culture. MahipZla conquered adjoining
territories and exacted tributes from the vanquished foes.
Horses and elephants were presented to him by defeated
adversaries. V3vapiila set up his capital at Jhumkar (Tibrikot)
and from there he raided the: territories of his enemies and
built a flourishing kingdom. Srigela was modest personality who
gave mamentations to the hills.12 His capital was in Gela,
from which he probably h e his name. SfijZva himself was
greatly famed.
The ruler who lived in Khariprad&a was known as JZveivara.
His name was Niigariija. He set up his capital in SemjZ and
promulgated rules to regulate the conduct of his subjects.
The most renowned of them was P~thvimalla, the master
08 a great empire. Eva- virtums and benevalent, such was
Prthvimalla, and BrZhmanas and Buddhist monks received
liberal grants f r m him. Whoever begged elf him did not return
disappointed. By his remarkable deeds he made Golden(Satya)
age of the Kaliyuga.

The Kanakapatra d Prthvimalla above reproduced records
a donation of some lands on the king's birthday, which was
notified to the authorities and traders of Ju&, Dullu, Kudvana,
Palatara and Kaskot. 'Illis is enough to prove his hegemony
over these areas noted by name as evidenced by the inscription.
Ripumalla's graffito in the Lurnbini Pillar is another proof d
the fact of Malla dominion expanded to that region. Altogether,
it was a fairly big territory over which the Mallas ruled, and
during Pfivimalla's time the climax was attained.
J u d e g from what followed the disappearance of the Mallas,
it can be said that the time they lived was one unique in the
history of that region and one which had no parallel. The
ruins tell a story of a highly developed culture and of materid
Present Sikharagela in Juml2 Barabisedara, the name of a
hilly site.
l2
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advancement which had no like of it before or after in that
region up till the present.
It was an era of tremendous prosperity both in cultural and
material spheres. Although feudal in structure, the Khasa state
maintained an expanding e c m m y with extensive ccrmmeercial
contacts bath internal and external. In inscriptions we come
a c m descriptions of market places, and d various roads colnnecting them over which home-drawn carriages drove. This kind
sf road linked the capital at S m j Z with places in the plains.
The present highway connecting JumlZ in the far off hills in
the n d and Surkhet in the Terai just south with Dullu in
between possesses an appearance of a n w neglected but at
one time much widely used thoroughfare of the type referred to
in Mdla records. With Taklakolt in the Himalayas as the
opening for the vast expnsian af the west Tibetan Highland,
it must be correct to say tha,t the Jumlii-Dullu-Surkhet passage
was meant for the transit of golads and passengers across the
Himalayas between Tibet and North India. The nature of the
trade remains to be assessed f o r want of sufficient data. But
one could guess that it was not much different frolm what we
hear a b u t the same from the writings of European travellers
three or four centuries later.
Taxes mentioned in one inscription in connection with a
village that was exempted f m payment are thirty-six. These
are the usual levies collected by the state in a Hindu domain.
One d the items appears in the shape of fines imposed by a
Law Court for offences involving physical torture, theft,
forcibly carrying away anolther's wife and murder. Then
followed duties an raw cotton, yarn and woad and a c e s on
marketing centres. There were: taxes on land and pastures of
all types. T%e state realised fines in lieu of forced labour if it
was not rendered.13
The state provided all facilities for the transit of goods by
building roads, encouraging horse breeding for carriage over
them and establishing trade centres folr marketing of articles.
l3

See above. Kanakapatra of Pythvimalla.

They built water reservoir for storage of water against drought.
Drinking water was supplied through conduits and canals were
numerous and maintained at state expense to inigate fields lor
the cultivation d cereals like paddy and wheat. I t appears that
the political power in the cmntry, though basically despotic in
character, was benevolent in outlmk and took care to ca,tm to
the needs of the people in shaping and implementing policies of
the state.
The ruins have revealed the existence of Buddhist monasteries
and stzipas along with Hindu temple. Image of Bodhisattva
Padma$+
and few Vajraya'ni Siddhas have been found
in several excavated areas as alsol the images elf the deities
belolnging to the Saiva faith. Both Buddhist and Saiva
deities were c m c m l y worshipped. Lamaism is not in
evidence. But like the Tibetans, from whom probably they
copied certain, rituals, the devotees chanted Mani Padme Hum
and inscribed the sym~bol of the stiipa in chortcm, fashion
in sacred places. All inscriptions including thaw of the
rulers start with the Buddhist chant, Mani Padme Hum, and
invoke Buddhist trinity f o r blessing. Only a few belonging to
the late Malla paid have a Saiva bias. I t so appean that in
the time of Q-thvimalla there has been a departure in practice;
since his reign orthodox Hindu Gods, like BrahmZ, Vknu and
Maheivara were not only introduced in the records but they
were placed earlier than the Buddha, Dharma and Sarigha in
the order. This is enough to show that the Saivite deities had
gained precedence wer Buddhist trinity in the eyes d the people
of the area. The Kanakapatra of Shituska referred to in the
preceding pages has mly Padma and Sarikha (lotus and conch)
symbols and 1104 a stiipa. Probably Buddhism had ceased to
play the prime r d e towards the close of Prthvimalla's reign,
which it had yielded to the Hindu BrZhmqas. But all through
the Mdla periold the monasteries sheltered Buddhist monks, who
were universally respected, and they were exempted from taxes
by the kings. The B r a m a n a emigrants from Kanauj were also
flourishing, and got their share of the royal munificence, privileges and benefits of tax exemptions.
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The inscriptions also throw light on the caste structure d
the society then subsisting. Various caste names wcur in them
to show that it was not much different from what obetained in
the IndeGangetic plains. Caste affiliations in their turn show
the many highly placed families o t the present time existing in
those days. The Khnsa eatriyas cmprised the aristocracy and
held the field. B'ut the Thakuri from Rajputana had not yet
entered. It was a Khasa caste hierarchy we witness in this
region at the time. But the Khasas had been deemed pervert
Gatriyas by the orthodm society of the plains. Therefore the
Kanyakulsja Bramagas had been imported into1 the kingdom,
which gave the lacal community a high caste status and efFected
its purification.
As suggested above all the e a t r i y a families appear to1 have
been existing since those days. The caste names popularly
mentioned are those d the ThZpZ, BudhZtholki, RZrki, KhadkZ
a d RokZyZ, BhandiIi, Mahat, Bista, and a few others.
Together with the Brshmaqas these filled up important posts
in the realm in civil and military departments. The Khasa
families provided officers ta the army, and a large share d
fighting in war fields was botne by them. The identity of the
many Ksatriya families of the day is now an easy affair because
all d them have been mentioned in the inscriptions. Further
this not only establishes their antiquity but also their Khma
migin as suggested abwe.
Prthvimda was blessed in having two able ministem
Y d o v m a n (mah8mZtya) and Devavannan. They probably
belonged to one or either of these aristocratic families olf the
Khasa tribes. There were smaller principalities under local
rulers who paid tributes to the central power, and sent bulk of
forces in times d war against external enemies. The witnessin many of the royal charters are Rcijcis, Rais and Mahats. The
last refers to a high dignitary of gwenunent wearing a feudd
characteristic. All these supply proof af the existence of
feudatories in a loosely centralised kingdm that was the Khasa
state of the day.

At least the half portion of alrncst all inscriptims whaher in
stones or capper plates show a composition in Sanskrit, and
this fact sufficiently speaks copiously for its position as a highly
respected and cultivated language of the day in the Khusa
Kingdom. But the native Parbatiyi has also received q u d
space, and although no literary works of the age are available
in that language to establish the evidence of a p
~ anda
achievement in that field, it is enough to suggest that as a
medium d c m u n i c a t i m as far as the general populace was
concerned this dialect had held the ground even in the 1lth
century. Indirectly the vernacular olf the inscription alsa
represents the very original undiluted f m of the p e n t day
Nepali. Thus in the background of the Malla glory the history
of the Nepali language dm a p p w as d d as thm inscriptims.
But there was no Devanagari character in vogue. As was the
practice in contemporary Nepal of that periad, the script in
which the letters are inscribed is Raiijana then c m o n l y used
in countries all wer the Himalayan region.
We do not came a c r m a very highly developed form of art
and architecture, nor their literary attainments were: much
creditable. As a matter of fact when it m e s to cornparism,
we are farced to admit that the excellence which the Nepal
Valley had produced in these s p h m was never reached even
in their hey day by the Khasa artists. But whatever progress
was attained in the sphere of art went ta the credit of the people
d tha K q d i basin. ?"he remains show that the style there
was marked with crude f m of simplicity but the art content
was rich and its tenor inartificial and vigoms. It had tended
more towards naturalism. But Pillars of stme and w d that
are still preserved look with their i n m a t e exterior as if they w m
hastily improvised. Similarly the sttipar, chaityar and temples
-all not at all grandiose, present the same drab appearance.
The temple style is not the m e obtaining in Kathmandu. It
resembles the m e in vogue in the plains.
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Amongst the names of rulers who precede Pythvimalla, two
could be easily identified with reference to Indian epigraphs.
Paramasaugata: Krachdladeva Jina of Kantipur is the name
mentioned in the inscriptiom af RdeSvara14 (Sui Bisung) dated
$aka 1145 Pausa kysna 2 = 1223 A.D. According to Tucci, the
inscriptions was issued f r m Dullu (Dtirlarighyapura). This
records a grant of land ta the RrZhrnwa worshipper d Ek-Rudra
,$ri Bileivara. In this inscription Krachalla claims ta have overrun Kirtipur (Kartyupur) defeating the! ruling princes of that regim. Ahakachalla is ccmmody mentimed in at least five inscrip
tions, three of which traced in Badh Gaya,15 and two1 in Kumaon
(Kama)16at Gop&var and Barahat (Uttara Kiii) respectively.
(1200+51 = 1251, 1200+74 = 1274)
5 1 and 74 respectively
(1118+51 = 1169, 1118+74 = 1192)
The third inscription is dated Nirvina era 1813 ( -543 = 1270
A.D.). The second Bodh Gaya inscription calls Aiokachalla,
speaks of his conquest of Kedirabhzimi. H e addresses himself
as a scion olf the Gauda family and Bairatha Kulatilaka, also
a blzinavabodhisattvivatira Parama bhattiraka Mahirijidhirija.
Obviously, both Krachalla and Abkachalla ruled also over a
very big area of what is known as Gashwd-Kumaon region.
R i p u m d a who preceded Prthvimalla two generations earlier
Fuher, N. W. Provinces and Oudh (11) Monumental Antiquities and Inscriptions, 18911, p. 50; Atkinson, N. W. Provinces
Gazetteer, XI, pp. 516-28; Tucci, Op. Cit., p. 67.
l5Kielhorn, inscription^( of Northern India, EI. V, p. 79; Bhandarkar, EI, IX, of nos. 1454, 1467, 14-68. Journal of Bo. As. Society,
XVI, p. 357; Cunningham, Mahzbodhi, p. 78. P1. XXVIII (EI,
XII, p. 29).
l 6 IA, X, pp. 341 ff; XLVIII, pp. 43 ff; JBORS, IV, 273; Atkinson, Ibid., Vol. 11, p. 515. These two inscriptions are inscribed
each over a 16 ft. and 23 ft. long stone and Astadhatu tridents
respectively (brass).
l4

$ another name m o l t i d in the inscriptions available in the
locality, which also can be ascertained with reference to two

passags in Vi and Vi l i respectively which are deemed to have
been composed in NS 509. These passages (see back page)
speak of several invasions cm Nepal by Khasia rulels, by
Jayat5t-i or Jitkimalla in 408 = 1288 (V1, f. 26b) and in
410 = 1290 A.D. (Viil,f. 40a), by Ripurnalla in 433 = 1310
A.D. (Viil, f. 43bl) and by Adityamda in 448 = 1338 A.D.
(Viii, f. 46a). These dates can very well be applied in the
determination of regnal dates of these rulm.
JitZrimalla is Aiokachalla's son and uncle of Ripumalla.
JitZrimalla has three inscriptions to his credit. Although we have
listed Jitibimalla at the final stage, his is the first available
record traced in the K e l i basin for the entire Khara period.
These speak of a grant cd Birta (free hold) land to certain
Bramanas and according tor one author are variously dated
Saka 10i5, 1016 and 1018. If the authenticity of the evidence
is not doubted, then it will not be difficult to take documents
as the copies of the real cmes traditionally handed d m from
one successoc to another in that f m . The reading in regard
to date figures seems, hmvever, incmct.17 Jitikimalla who was
an uncle olf Ripumalla whaw date is an ascertained fact must
cm no account be pushed back to a date two hundred years
earlier. In this light the readin7 of date figures must be corrected
to appear Saka 1215, etc. Ripumalla is identified from the
colophon of a ms. work Abhisamaydarikira dated Samvat
1370" Philguna vadi 2 Sanidine. R a u l a Siilikrtyayana interprets the date into that d the Vikrama Era ( = 1313 A.D.).
There are two inscriptioms of his reign, but the group of lines
-

l7 Itihasa Praknsa, 11. I., pp. 162-64. These could not be traced
in their original. Mahant Naraharinath says that he obtained copies
of these documents wliich were also copies traditionally handed
down to the successors of the donee.
Is JBORS, XXIV, p. 163 (Pt. 111) Spos-khang monastery, no. 39.
Colophon: Samuat 1370 PhZlguna uadi 2 i~nidinelhrrak~etrelRZjariijeijeioara lokeiuara Sri Riputnal[ndeua rijyeletc.
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in both giving the date figure is completely effaced. One
inscription talks in particular of Ripurnalla's polity ( ? Ripumalla himself is described tor have written in bfrief the same
(Likhita Lokanitha pididhyina laghu ratnatrayabhidh
(itmika) vidyi sarvirthasidhini), a camposition, inspired by
meditation of Lolkaniitha, which t m d d ta fulfil a l l kind9 af
desires. Ripumallaysconquest: in India has been noted in Tibetan
sources. The reading af the graffito in the &okan pillar of
Lumbini is rendered : ( 1) Sri Ripumalla chiranjayatu (2)
Sangrimamalla mahirija jayah, while tha,t in the Niglihava
pillar is being read 'Sri Ripumalla chiraiijayatu'. The date in
the NiglihavZ pillar graffito is 1234 Saka = 1312 A.D. SangrZmamalla is Ripumallays scun.lg From the above data we have
the fdlolwing dates for JitZrirnalla and Ripumdla;

JitZrirnalla NS
NS
Saka
NS
VS
$aka
NS

408
410
1234
1370
1234

While we were considering the documents belonging to the
reign d Aiolcachalla we had to show double date figures, because the issue of the epoch year d the L a k ~ m a n aEra is still
not finally settled. It wauld appear that unless: the epoch year
of this era is conclusively fixed, the dates for Aiokachalla will
remain uncertain.
But the dates f o r JayZri and Ripumalla and his own inscription shawing Nirvina year 1813 (= 1270 A.D.) may show an
approximate position of Aiakachalla's dates. He certainly
preceded 1288 A.D. H e also definitely rule:d in 1270 A.D. Folr
the Nirvina era of Bodh Gaya inscriptions it is said that this was
adopted in local records due to Ceylolnese influence1. The
Ceylonese monks held predominant poritim in Bodh Gaya ot the
13th century. The era had started in Ceylon with the epoch
year in 544 B.C., following a Ceylonese tradition which placed
ItihZsa P r a k Z a , 11, No. 1, pp. 79-81.

l9

Buddha's death in that year.'' The epoch year of the N i r v e a
Era having been fixed with certainty m e sure date d Abkachalla
is now available. But the span of his regnal years can not be
determined until we come to define the dates olf those of his
inscripticms with Lakpnana Era years.
If we put the initial year of LE to Kielhom's date ( 1118
A.D.) .21 Abkachalla would be found ruling in 1169-1192 A.D.
and his last dater would fall about 118 years earlier to his
grandson and about 96 years M o r e his own son and successor;
considering that his reign started since 51 = 1169 A.D., we
shall find that ha ruled for nearly a century. Petah, in particular argues that this is t m long a perid of an interregnum
between fiokachalla and his direct ~uccesscnsl,~~
and therefme
he rejects the proposition of Kielhcrm in preference to the other
date 1200-1204 as proposed by R. C. Majumdar and Ahmad
Hasan Dani.23 If we refer aur inscriptions to the latter dates
Aiolkachalla's regnal yeam would be 1251-1274, and this
certainly is fitted inta the context. If we adopt 1200-1204 A.D.
as the epoch year of LE, his reign will be immediately preceding
his son Jitiirimalla's whose first available date is 1288 A.D.
The issue of the Lak+maqa Sena era is still being debated by
scholars. There have been different view points m the subject.
The latest is that of A. S. Altekar. He says that the era come
to be adopted with the year of the end ot Laksmaqa Sena's
kingdm as the epoch. According tc this schdar, Lalqmaqa
Sena's kingdom was liquidated in 1200
He bases his
argument m the expression atitarijye used after Laksmana
Senasya (or pa'da'nam) in the aforesaid two inscriptions af
A6olkachalla and m e inscription of Jayasena dated 83 (traced
at Janibigha in Gaya). This he translates as meaning 'after the
Altekar, Intro. to Biography of Dharmarviimin, etc. Op. Cit.,
p. XVI.
21 Sewell and Diksit, T h e Indian Calendar, p. 46.
2 2 Medieval History of Nepal, App. 11, p. 197.
2 3 I.H.Q., XXX (1954*),pp. 33-47.
2 4 Op. Cit., Biography of Dharmasviimin, etc.
20
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end of the rule of L&maqa Sena'. The Janibigha inscription
b y itself a h helps greatly ta clear the position for this view.
In this document, Jayasena mentions his father Buddhasena,
who from anolther source (Biography of D harmasvimin) was
It is said that if Laksmana era and
king in 1234-36
this particular inscription were tcr be referred to 1118 A.D.,
then we have Jayasena as a ruler in 1201 A.D., which goa
against the evidence provided by the Tibetan monk, and this
will be a very absurd proposition indeed to make the son
preceding the father.
Petech thought that the expression atitarGya in the inscrip
t i m indicated that no era was meant by it and the same was
intended ta convey a sense af 'after the fall
He also
m p p r t s Ahmad Haan Dani's dated 1204, as the date 'in m e
of the inscriptions of Aiokachalla, 74 Vaidiikha vadi 12 guru,
verifies for Thursday May 19, 1278 A.D. when the ending point
of tithi was an 54 ghati 36 pala i.e. at 9.30 P.M.'27
We know that the L.E. did not originate with Laksmqa Sena
himself. Also we find that the people in Bengal had no
knowledge d this era until the 16th century. I t appears that
some kind of L.E. was in vague in North and South Bihar since
Sena
the early 13th century. But what we now call L-aqa
era of 1118-19 A.D., which was referred ta his date of birth
came ta be adapted not earlier than about twa hundred yeam
after Lakgnana Sena's demise. Obviously what was in use in
the 13th and 14th centuries was the one which has 1200-1204
A.D. as the epoch year and this was being used f o r sometime
until 'later cm the idea olf the era ta mark the extinction
of the kingdom af L+maqa Sena was given u p in favour of
an era ta mark his birth.'28
In the wards of A. S. Altekar 'people were usually accustomed
to count years with reference to the prmperous and victmio~s
Ibid., p. XV (Intro.), p. 64 (Text).
2W0p. Cit., p. 198.
27 Ibid.
28 Altekar, Op. Cit., Intro., p. XVII.

25

...

reign of a living king .
but the ruling kings now happened
to be foreign iconoclasts. People in Bihar therefme seem to
have preferred to the past rule d La&+a
Sena, who had
apparently made a deep impressicm on their mind'.''
Whatever might have been the reason leading to the adoption
of L a k ~ m a n aera by the rulers in Bihar, it is nevertheless true
that far a long time ta c a n e the Lakjmana era was being used
not mly in Bihar but also sametimes in Nepal. As far the two
different dates for Laksmana era we find that the propaition
seems also to be quite correct. It is not wrong to say that the
Lak;mana era as adapted in dacuments of later dates referred
to the epoch year d 1118-20 A.D. The documents d earlier
dates, however, were ta be interpreted in terms ot the era d
1200-1204 A.D. I t d m not matter whether the word atita is
there. We have a document in the name of b a s i r i t h a with
LakSmana era 67 (vide ante) which merely says Gana L a k ~ m a n a
Senasya Samvatsara and no word like atita occurs in the text.
But the date of this document has had to be referred to the
year 1200-1204 A.D. So it appeam that atita is of no particular
significance in the determination of the qmch year of the era.
Thus the p r o p i t i o n that the Lakjmana era in all documents
of the thirteenth century A.D. had to be referred to 1200-1204
A.D. stands correct in a l l respects.

I n between Dailekh and Dullu on a ridge overlooking the
river Bhairavi in the wall of a cave we have a stcme with the
inscription O m Sat Buddha (tha ( 2 ) si (Sn') Ajeetamalla rZja
piritah saparivdram jayatu $aka 1221,'' = 1299 A.D.) . This
name can not be identified. But it might have been wrongly
read.
From a pillar inscription dated $aka 1037 Vds'Zkha = 1115
A.D. (standing amidst ruins on a ridge) in Surkhet it appear3
Ibid.
sOMahant Naraharinith's
pp. 173-74.
29

reading,

Itihiisa

Praka'ia, 11, 1,
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that the ruler at the time was RZja'bhirZja J&adevamalla son
of Jayutra (Mulladeva) va(du) Ksaraja . . . . Vaksa, his wife
Satyat%pii; with reading corrected, the name may appear
Abayamalla, son d Jitiirimalla. But his date must not be as
above. If the same: is read 1237 ( = 13 15 A.D.) , it will fit in
with the chronological order. Adityamalla is identified with
the pascm, of the same name who according to the ancient
chronicle V" (see back page) in NS 428 = 1328 A.D. invaded
the Nepal Valley. It seems f r m our data that Ripumalla was
not succeeded by his own son SangrZmamalla but by his cousin
&ayarnalla
whom Adityamalla -as brother succeeded~, but
Tibetan noitices have him as the successor of Ripum,alla. In
either case he might have ruled cmly a year or so1. Thus far
we have not traced documents of the time oh Kalyiiqamalla.
He might ncrt have succeeded to the throne or probably had a
very short reign. Pratiiparnalla and hnyamalla were at least
contemporaries. They must rule in between them: albovt solme
yean till 1338 A D . , the first recorded year olf Prthvimalla.
Dates for the immedia,te predecessors olf ~&vimalla could
be tentatively fixed as fallows:
1. Aiokachdla 125 1
C 1270A.D.
2. JitZrimalla
C 1288, 1293 A.D.
3. Ripumalla
C 1313 A.D. (VS 1370) 1312
A.D. (Sakal1234) 13 10 A.D.
4. Aksayamalla
C 1315 A.D.
C 1326 A.D.
5. Adityarnalla
6. Punymalla
C 1337A.D.
There is na daubt that Punyamalla ruled for a very short
time in the K w 2 l i Basin. For Punyamalla:~reign we have a
copper plate inscription of Saka 1259 Vaijikha Sudi 13
( = 1337 A D . ) .31
This inscription records the fact oh a land grant made to one
BrZhmana Sri Vidyaara by Prn Pbh Md Punyamalla. The
ruler is mentioned as chakravarti and king o l kings who was
being waited upan by the kings d K ~ k a n a ,KarqZta, Lgta,
S1

Himavat Sanskriti, I , i, p. 35.

Murala, Kerak, Dahala, Ariga, Baiiga, KaJhiga, M i W ,
Mdava, Nepila, Gurjara, Jdandhara and Andhra-all
of
w h m paid tributes to him.
It is difficult ta accept Punyamallaysclaim made in the record
to have exacted tributa from the kings of the countries
enumerated in it. The lines seem ta have been introduced as
a. panegyric in praise of the donor, and the claim has no
substance.

While enumerating the various inscriptions of his reign we
have s l h m that he ruled betwen 1338 A.D. to 1376 A.D.
Referring ta the succession for the time between 1328 and
1338 A.D. Petech wrote: "Still it seems difficult to cram four
kings, belonging ta at least three subsequent generations, in the
ten years between Adityarnda and P f i h ~ i r n a l l a ~ 'With
. ~ ~ the
discovery of Punyamallays inscription dated 1237 A.D. however, the p i t i o a has changed. Now the problem 04 cramming
at least two generations is salved. If it is ta be supposed, that
Punyamalla ruled only for a very short time, he could a h be
easily adjusted within the limits. But it will all depend on
whether the reading of the date figure of the inscription is
correctly done. In the absence of rubbing of this inscription
and also of several others that have been brought crut by
Mahant Narahariniith, we are not able to ascertain and verify
the reading.
ABHAYAMALLA
PythvImallaYsson Abhayamalla is the last known king d this
dynasty. M. Naraharinath publishes a kanakapatra of this ruler
in Himavat Sanskriti (I, i) and he reads the date Saka 1298
Phcilguna vadi 9 Sunday. Abhayamalla appears to be the last
ruler of the line. We have no further information about his
reign.
-

32

Op. Cit., .p. 114 fn.

-
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The Kingdom d the Mallas reached the peak of its progress in the time of Pythvimalla. But it soon toppled down as
he died. The empire disintegrated and was divided.
In the 14th century there was a general upsurge in the
country w i n g to the entry of the Rajput settlers f r m the
plains.33 Although this was not a large scale emigration, the
new settlers with their military tradition, superior organisation,
and claims to superior birth prwed too strong a match for. the
local chiefs ta contend with and m e by one each of the latter
succumbed ta their offensive, sor that the entire! area after s m c
time came to b,e ruled b,y the Rajput families. But it was a
conglomeration d fragments over which this canquest was made.
Not one single powerful political unit had emerged. What
appeared was only a sort of process d replacement of certain
Khasa ruling families by those claiming Rajput descent. AS
usual the pattern of divisions and fragmentation remained the
same as ever.
It is na use trying ta record a chronology far each of the
chieftains of the Baisis. This is not important from a historical
point of view. NOTcould their racial purity be established and
their Rajput origin be daubltlessly proved. Tkis will suffice to
say that these chieftains claimed in general a Rajput genealogy
connected with C'hitar and each fought the olther like their
deadliest enemies in the same way as princes fought in Rajathan
whenever and wherever such fight was possible: and necessary.
The internecine ccmflict was a c m o n feature of the politics
of the region at the time.
In JumlL and D@i, hawever, f o r another period of hundred
years Khasa feudal lords carried the traditioln of the Madlas to
all intents and purposes. In suppart we have the following from
a Tibetan source quoted by Tucci: "It is a letter sent by
Kundga' bzn Po ta a king of Y a tse. This letter is preserved in
Val. A of the complete works P. 349a of tha,t Lama and it is
directed to the king of ya tse ( Y a Ts'e), Ha sti ra ja, ( Y a Tse
-

33Read Tucci Op. Cit., for Tibetan Sources of Information
supporting Rajput emigation.

pa rgyal Po ha sti ra ja) to his eldest son A hru ra ja and the
chief queen (btsun mo dam pa) D m gad smal. Kung dga'byan
Po sends his thanks far the presents he had racdved (things to
eat Zal Zas, a chair gdan, a prabhimandda rgyab y d for the
images and some r o b s C'os sgos) . He gives the king some
instructions, and recammends him ta avoid in every way, as if
they were poison, the doctrines of the wmhippers of Hindu
gods such as B r a h e , V b u and Indra, of the heretics as well
as t h m of the Molharnedans-Ts'
ans dart K'yab ajug dban
P'yug sogs dan mu stegs byed dan kla kLoi C'os lugs rnamsrnam pa kun du dug bzin spon bar mdsod. Moreover he adds
that all sorts d pCjZ which prescribed the killing of animals be
they birds or goats shwld be equally avoided became they are
cause of a great sin, which causes rebirth in the hells (nan
son) .34
"Then he advises the king to follow the example of the
fonner great C'os rgyd of Ya ts'ei (instead of Ya tse used
More)-who used to contribute to the embellishment of the
Sa Skya monastery: would it not be good tor repair all these
previous gdts to Sa Skya which are ncw collapiq? Then he
goes on reccrmmending charity towards the monks, dge slon, the
Briihmins (bromze), the poor, the sick, etc. A much shorter
letter with brief advice is aka sent tor the Ya tse blon po, the
minister of Ya tse A ya dban p'yug who had sent him a bronze
vase and some medicine^".^'
According to Tucci, the above mentioned ruler belonged to
a greatly Hinduised society, and he was s o m m e different from
any of the Great Malla Kings and he ruled wer a small part
of the old J u d Z kingdom just after the Malla rulers had gone
out of the picture. But there is nothing to show that he was
not a Khasa prince.
On the basis of two copper plate inscriptio& of Nypamalla,
successor of Gajamalla and Arjunamalla, dated Saka 1480 and
1558 respectively, it can be said that the progenies of the erstTUCC~,
Op. Cit., pp. 114-15.
3 5 Ibid.
34
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while ruling Mallas had been pushed further west ta Dori where
they ruled fov some time. Tha lines, P i s i n a m Ksiyate resa
Samudram Ksiyate Jala-Prthvi
Ksiyate renu mallabhisa na
Ksiyate, establish that the influence d the Khasa Mallas had
fiat dwindled till then at lest in a partian of their original
kingd~m.~'It is possible that D@i was the last ta be conquered
by the Rajputs.
We have no intention to deal at length with any a€the principality of the Baisi region. What we: have done here is just
to tmch them fm a brief treatment. But Jurnlii being the m a t
important of the lat with definitely superior status and larger
territory has come: in for more than a casual mention d the
subject. We have alsol found that a great many relia,ble data
from inscriptions and o~theTmatmiah are found in regard to
Juml5, which is not the case far athers. I n theory if not in
actual practice Jurnlii was the ovalard of ad1 the Baisis. Even
OIL that account JumE's history is of more importance ta a
general history d Nepal. I t is our purpose! to present a brief
sketch of its history based on these sources f o r wch a period
from the end of the Malla regime to the h e on the eve olf the:
GmkhZ conquest, and this we have d m e in the volume dready published bearing the title 'Modern N e p a l : Rise and
Growth in the Eighteenth Century'.

Folr the origin and place of the Khasas in history the follolwing from S. Levi's book will be enlightening. "Accolrding to
Ucanas, mentioned by the commentator Govardhana, the Khasas
are carriers of water and distributms of the same to the fountains. (Man. dh. c., transl. Buhler loc. laud. note). The Mahdbhdrata frequently mentions the Khasas and always in the company of mountainous people of the north-west. Thus we have
(TI. 5 1. V. 1858) ; Maru-Mandarayor-madhye saidam abhito
nadim
ye te kichaka venlinimchZyam r a m y i j n upasate I

I

36

Ibid.
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Khasa ekasana h y arhdh pradani vena venavah 1 Piradascha
kulindascha Tanganah Paratanganah I
"Khasas live between Mount Mem and Mount Mandara
towards the river Sailoda, otherwise said, in the heart of the
mountains of Hindu Kouch and Panir, they brvlg with the
neighbauring tribes a tribute in 'ant's gold' extracted from the
soil by the ants (Au livre, VII. 121. V. 4845) they are named
with the Daradas (Daridstan) , Tanganas, Lampaka (Lamghan), Pulindas, in the VII, 44, V. 2070, with the Prasthalas,
Madras, GZndhZras, Arattas, VasBtis, Sindhusanviras (key also
Mirkandeya-Pur. LVII. 57 ; LVIII. 7) . Bharata in his N d y a
@tra mentions them b y the side of the Bahlikas (Balkh) :
Bahlikab h i ! o d i c h y i n i m I Khasanamcha svadeja ja (XVII, 52 ) .
"The Vibhasa-Sastra d y known in its Chinese version (due
to Smghabhuti, in 383 J.C.) mentions the language of the
'Khaas' with that of the Tocle; Mo~le,Po-le, PeK'ia-li in a
Fassage (Jap. ed. XX. 9.59-a), which I have already made
k n m (Nates on the IndwScythes, p. 50, n.) : the To-la are
the Daradas; the b l e the Paradas, Nwle, probably Maladas
in origin and Po-K'ia-la a ~ ~ ~ wto
e r Bukhari.
s
The dicticmarv
Fan-fan-yu, d which I pases a copy, reports an interpretation
(section VIII) which translate Khasas ( K ' i a ~ h a )by incorrect
language. This explanation seems to be connected with an malogous etymollolgy with the one in use today and which pretends
to derive the name olf Khasa f r m 'Khasnu' meaning ta fall, to
decay.
"I remember that several attempts were made to establish
a comparison between the name of the Khasa and the one of
Kashgar, interpreted by the Iranian Khasagara "Mount of the
Khas". Hiuen Tsang gives K'ia-cha ( =Khasa) as another
name for Kachgar.
"Lastly the Khas are &ten mentimed in the RZjatarangini
(key the very m e of the Tmyer, Val. 11, p. 321 and that d
Stein, 11, 430) ; they make an appearance in the history of
Cashmere only as 'mountaineers who were marauders and turbulent' (Stein).
"An epigraphic document dated from the year 629 of J.C.
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(380 of the Kalachuri era), donation olf the king Gurjara
Dadda I1 (Prasanta raga, found at Kheda) proves that in the
VIIth century the Khasas were known ta inhabit in the surroundings of the Himalayas. "The King resembled the Himachala because he was 04 the Vidyadharas (or: of the
savants) but he had not pmsessed a circle of Khasas (degraded)" ( Y a s chopanziyata vidyadharri vasayati Himdchala na
K h q a parivaratayri, Ins. Antiq. XIII, 83). The same passage
is repeated in a donation of the same king, posteriolr by five
years to the first (ib, 8-a) .37
F r m the above lines of S. Levi we are to know that the
Khasas are a tribe which had settled in the: Himalayas. But to
what extent the tribe had spread over the region, the texts do
not clearly mention. As the Himalayas are the homeland of
both the Kirata and Khasa tribes the areas olf their inhabitation have got to be ddned. I t looh that as far as the Nepalese
part d the Himalayas gay the west is inhabited by the Khasas,
while the Kiratas have bfeen living in East Nepal. I t h difficult
to demarcate the boundary of the areas they have occupied.
But it seans that roughly the Khasas spread as far as the river
Bheri flowing through the present Dailekh districts. We have
an intermediate tribal people! who live in the basin of the river
NZrZye occupying the lands between the easternmost tributary of the Bheri group d rivers and G l i Gqdak. The t r i k
is called Magar and it has deeply imbibed Brahmanical culture.
;t may be that the Magar came under Brahrnanical cultural
influence due to their contact with the Khasas. F'rolrn K%
G;u?dak onwards came to Gurung tribe, who could be classified
as a1 section elf the Kirata tribes.
In the 14th and 15th centuries A.Dl. the Khasas emigrated
also to the territories east of the Bheri. Their upper class called
the Khasa Chhetri came to pay a dominant mle in the fomation of the Baisi and Chaubisi states.
Originally the present Nepali language was known as Khasak u r i , literally meaning the language od the Khasas. This sholws
9,

3i

Levi, I, fn. to pp. 259-60.
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how important were the Khasa settlers of the region of west
Nepal. Today the Khasa Chhetris have! expanded to every
nook and comer of the Himalayas right up to the farthest end
of the kingdom of Nepal as it stands at the moment. But by
a Khasa Chhetri we do not mean only the traditional families
grouped under the designatiains we have found in the K d i
basin inscriptions of the 12th and 13th centuries. A Khasa
Chhetri may also be an oflspring barn out of the union of a
BrZhmaqa father and a matha who either belongs tol a tribe or
a law touchable caste of the carnmunity. Both types are considered impure as distinct from those who are known as Thakuri
matriyas who oliginally claim ta have migrated from Rajputana. Now,of c m m , there has been wide admixture of blood
through marriage between the Khasa C h h h families and
Rajput Qatriyas.

GLOSSARY

Akasi

Miranzha Juju
juju ...
Jatrg

.. . a wooden beam connecting the two front

...
...

...

Dasul~ara or Dasai
deual
...
srr ka
...
mit yeri
...
Chaubisi
...
Baisi
...
Zamindari
.. .
doka

...

dabli
ujimcl~iikc

...
...
.. .

wheels of a chariot
a unit of silver money equivalent of half
a rupee
junior king
king
festival or drawing of a chariot in procession
The ten day early autumn festival
temple
a monetary unit of half a mohar
a bond of friendship solemnly entered into
a group of 24 principalities
another group of 22 principalities
the property right of a landlord over lands
cultivated by tenants
a long basket carried over the back and
tied by a rope to the forehead
a raised platform of stones
a grand-mother
black sugar-boiled and made into thick
hard cakes
sesamum seed
a liquid mixture of milk, curd, butter etc.
worship ritual
offering over the fire
the first day of the new year beginning
with the solar month of Vaisakha occurring
sometime between 13-15 April
the priest in-charge of the idol and ritual
of Machhendranatha during the summer
festival
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Krityachintamani, 272, 273fn, 283
Kritynkamarava, 148
Krityaratnukara, 259fn, 273, 277,
283
Kriyakandukramavali, 148, 205
K~i!yasangraha, 206, 210, 212
Kriyn~angrahapanjika, 216. 317,
562, 654
Kuan-ting kuo-shih, 397fn
Kztbjikapuia kumaripuiaparyanta.
428
Kubiikamatam, 141, 142, 146, 147,
148, 508, 558
Kulalikanamnaya, 232
Kulalikumnuya, 119, 177, 185
48
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Kuln, 612, 645, 646, 647, 889,
683
Kurnaripujuoidki, 234
Kumbhesvara, 182, 224fn, 331,
352, 357, 368, 414, 423, 582.
596, 600, 601
Kumharajri, Atnharasingh, 332
Kumaon, 2, 84, 722
Kumhala, 642, 672, 701
Kundakara, 663
Kun-hde-glin, 179
Kurukulkc, 55 1
Kurukullakalpa, 176fn
Kusundikarmaoidhi, 429
Kusale or Kusalya.., 557, 558, 559,
642, 646, 647
Kwundikarmaoaidikamantra Sungraha, 185
Kuti, 87, 406, 477, 537
Kuttunimta, 432, 440fn
Ladakh Chronicle, 80, 64, 8 5
La-dvags-rgyal-rabs, 64, 65
Laghu Parasam, 692
Lughvanhanniti Sastra, 687fn
Laiku, 463
Lakhe, 867, 681
Laksakoma, 212
Laksmana, 237
Laksmi, 369, 549, 580, 581, 586,
600. 809
Laksmidhara, 892
Laksminarasimhamalla, 802
Laksminarayana (Chief Minister),
323, 335, 434, 437, 449, 458,
594, 596, 599, 600, 609
Laksminarayana, 328, 329
Laksrnikarnadeva. 78, 107, 110.
115. 116. 117. 118. 119. 120.
Lalitapattan, 10, 120, 135, 510,
511, 512
Lalitpur, 26, 112, 115, 499, 511
Lalitapura, 173
Lalitapatan, 276, 297, 507, 573
Lalitasana, 623
Lalitavistara, 118fn, 583
Lama, 395, 405, 546, 633, 730
Lama, Ilalai, 633
Lamaism, 546, 571, 572, 719
Lamidanda, 472, 511
Landon, P., 312fn, 387fn
Leningrad Public Library. 140fn.
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216, 419, 562fn
Lepika, 648
Levi, S., 9, 25, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36,
41, 43, 44, 54, 59, 60, 63, 65,
66fn, 68, 69, 70, 78, 81fn, 80,
83, 84, 103, 110, 112, 114fn,
115, 118, 121, 122fn, 124, 130,
137, 138fn, 138, 139, 145, 146,
150, 151, 153fn, 154, 159, 168,
169fn, 181, 186fn, 188, 189, 190,
191, 198, 200, 201, 202, 203,
204, 212, 214fn, 223fn, 224fn,
230, 236, 239, 257fn, 258, 259,
265, 266, 272fn, 276, 280, 281,
285, 286, 294, 301, 309, 346,
347fn, 348, 349, 387, 395, 398fn,
405, 406, 407, 408, 423fn, 425,
440, 450, 472, 473fn, 486, 512,
536fn, 538, 574, 628fn, 632fn,
639fn, 641fn, 642, 647, 648,
650, 651, 663, 664, 665, 679,
680, 732, 734
Lhasa, 62, 179, 236, 399, 403,
571, 578, 632, 633
Lha Lama Jnana Racmi, 128
Lha rje-zla-ba'i, 630
Lhokar, 646
Lichhavis, 17, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76,
82, 84, 87, 88, 106, 129, 5.14
Limbuan, 512
Limbus, 512
Ling-Tsang, 398fn, 399
Liu yuan, 237
Lodi. Secunder, 262
Lohankarmi, 648
Lokanatha, 329, 330, 574, 724
Lokesvara, 85, 99, 128, 241, 369,
418, 505, 564, 567, 572, 573,
574, 580, 582, 604, 614, 615
Lokesvarusataka, 639
Lo-mo, 395, 405
Lotsaua, 631
Lubhu, 329, 330, 434, 453, 555
Lukami, 643
Lumbini, 546, 571, 572, 719
Lunkami, 678
Madalusajatismarananatakam, 320,
388, 389fn, 635
Madanarama, 402, 407
Madanasimharama, 280, 284, 365,
382, 384, 386, 387fn, 390, 391,
392, 393, 400, 401, 402, 403,
404, 405, 406, 407, 493, 500,

524, 525
Madhavamalla, 636
Madhekarmi, 644
Magadha, 1, 6, 97fn, 189, 444,
445
h/luhabharuta, 8, 34, 385, 390, 391,
418
Mahakaravirayaga, 227
Mahakarmavibhanga
KarmaoiZlhangopadesa, 414
Mahalaksiniurata, 226, 232, 355,
538, 562
A4nhalaksmivratamahatmya, 354
Mahulnksmivratamahatmya Samuchchaya, 340, 352
lMahuluksmivratamahatmyavyakhanasamuchchaya, 421
A/lahaprasthanaparvam, 418
Maharahas yasamprada ya, 20.5
Maha~.aksamahamantranusarini
muhavidyarajni, 431
Mahammad Sadr-ula Ahmad Hasan
Dabir-i-Idrisi, 278
Mahayana, 128, 144, 541, 545,
546, 561, 564, 579, 620
Mahath, Amaru, 218
Mahath, Anekarama, 297, 299,
300, 302, 303, 304, 306, 307,
308
Mahendradeva, 159, 164, 165, 166,
168
Mahendramalla, 533
Mahipala, 4, 80, 99, 101, 102, 103,
104, 105, 144fn, 717
Mahipatindramalla, 323
Mahiravanauudhanatakam, 489,
562, 635, 636
Mahiravanavadhopakhyanam, 296
Maitra, Aksaya Kumara, 89, 90, 96
Maitreya, 576, 630
Majumdar, B. P., 532fn, 687fn
Majumdar, R. C., 65, 66, 69, 70,
88, 100, 101, 102, 103, 149fn,
155, 154fn. 260fn, 263, 277fn,
Malatimadhaua 206
Malava, 149, 189, 190, 729
hilalla, 2, 3, 17, 35, 43, 105,
203, 204, 207, 219, 221,
281, 285, 304, 305, 402,
407, 408, 424, 448, 450,
467, 475, 502, 518, 595,

150,
224,
406,
466
599,

INDEX

532, 544, 344, 346, 349, 350,
365, 369, 379, 383, 389, 848, 652,
679, 700, 711, 712, 717, 719,
730, 731, 732
Malladeva, 260, 265
Manadeva, 81, 85, 86, 87, 115,
131, 166, 169, 170, 173, 174,
519, 551, 574fn
Manaoanyuyasmtra, 340, 638
Manavarman, 80
Mandhata, 324, 325
Manigupta, 129
Manika, 346, 370
Manikamalla, 459
Manimalla, 347
Maniuari Tantra, 124
Manthanubhairavatantra, 513fn
622
Manu, 340, 367, 530, 638, 692,
693, 694, 696
Ma-ta-na-lo-mo, 400, 404
Matisimha, 225, 280, 294
Matsyendranatha or Matsyendra or
Machhendranatha, 99, 128, 251,
327, 329, 330, 336, 572, 573,
574, 585, 600, 668
Mayasing Kazi, 323
hla!iurachitra, 338fn
hiledinimalla, 477, 478
Meghapalavarama, 314, 315, 316,
499, 511fn
Megharamavarma, 303
Mes-ag-t'sons, 64, 67
Metrapala, 326
Mhn Puia, 51, 55, 56, 57, 58
Minastha, 436, 573, 612
Ming-shih. 399, 405
Ming-shu-lu, 43
Minorov, N., 140fn, 216fn
Mital?adapaniika, 171, 562
hlithila, 3, 4, 6, 45, 74, 105, 150.
151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156,
157, 218, 223, 224, 259, 260,
264, 265, 267, 268, 269, 271.
273, 275, 276, 277, 278, 28a3,
288, 295, 312, 350, 444, 445,
526, 544, 627, 65,3, 679. 729
hlitra, R. L., 93, 578fn, 581fn,
582fn
Mukherii, P. C., 203fn
Mukundasena, 221, 223. 224. 2TJ9.
261. 266, 267
nlttc?aleonoak!ra Sastrc~.159
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Mulami, Al~herama, 287, 300,
307
Mulami, Dass, 504
Mulami, Gayana, 504
Mulami, Jayata, 504
Mulami, Jograma, 300, 302, 303,
306
Mulatni, Jotra, 504
Mulami, Megharama, 499, 587
Mulami, Padma, 504
Mulami, Sahaja, 300, 303, 306
Mulami, Sivadasa, 504
Mulami, Tejarama, 504
Mulla Taquia, 889, 290
Naballadevi, 716
Nagadeva, 712, 715
Nagadesa, 178
Nagaraja, 712, 713, 714, 715, 717
Nagamalla, 225, 347, 348
Nagarjuna, 561
Nagarjunadeva, 125, 130, 153, 136
Naganandunatakam, 253, 554
Nagarjunajiva, 140, 160, 169
Nagendramalla, 225, 347
Naksal, 587, 595, 607, 610
Naksatmiataka, 166fn, 167, 168
Naksatraiataka Vrtti, 493
Nala, 365, 368, 387, 392, 555
Nalanda, 559, 619, 628, 639
Namasangiti, 159, 167, 168, 171,
568, 578, 622, 623
Namasangititippani, 365
Nanyadeva, 4, 27, 35, 54, 55, 58,
76, 108, 144, 149, 150, 151, 152,
15-3, 154, 155, 156, 157, 161,
163, 223, 224, 225, 239, 240,
258, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264,
265, 266, 267, 272, 276, 280,
293, 294, 346, 526
Naradasamhita. 340, 341, 343, 360
36'7
Naraharinatha (Mahant). 710, 714,
723fn. 727fn, 729
h7arapatijayackar!~asciarodu~~a,
9:33,
376
Narasimhadeva. 218. 225, 260.
261, 264, 268
Narasimha, 92
Narayana, Siddhi, 29
Narendradeva, 71, 80, 89, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 113.
114, 125, 12RFn, 166, 169, 170.
172, 173. 174, 175, 483. 519.
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573, 602
Narendralaksn-ri, 327, 328, 33'3
National Library, 624
Natyasnstra, 151fn, '733
Navarnisimha, 333
Nawabs, 527
Nayakadevi, 257, 300, 301, 302,
303, 305, 306, 310, 311
Nayanapala, 144fn
Ne-muni, 514
Nepal era, 68, 69, 75, 76, 79, 82
Nepal Catalogue, 313
Nepal Govt. Library, 22
Nepal Mahatmya, 5fn, 8fn, 91
Nepaliya Ramadasa, 320
Nepal Museum, 172
Niglihava Sagara, 93
Niglihava. 203, 724
Ni-PO-lo, 1, 11, 13
Nirbhayadeva, 46, 114, 116, 117,
485
Nirvana Era, 724, 725
Nispandayogavali, 217, 562
Nisvasak1~1~amahatantra,
130fn
Nityanhikatilakam, 309, 376, 626
Noakot, 7, 9, 10, 31, 121, 136, 137,
223, 242, 257, 299, 308, 310,
366, 535, 537
Nor Monastery, 136, 158, 205, 235,
269, 633
Nrpamalla, 731
Nrpendramalla, 324
Nrsimha, 169
Nrsimhadeva, 169, 259, 262, 264,
268
Oinwar, 276, 288, 317, 527
Ojha, Badel, 324
Ojha, Guni, 323
Ojha, Gangadhar, 323
Ojha, Mahadeo or Mahadeva, 322,
323, 324
Oldfield, 664, 665, 678, 680, 681,
682, 683
Oudh, 262, 313
Padmadeva, 133
Padmanal~hasangruha,215
Padmasambhava, Guru, 571, 629,
631
Padmulladevi, 299, 300, 301, 303,
488
Pags-pa, 236
Paisanandajiva, 168, 493
Paknhidhinighantu, 413, 422, 563

Pakunighnntuvitlhi. 563
Pala, 4, 87, 90, 94, 95, 100, 101,
102, 128, 144, 145, 146, 147,
Palanchok, 9, 10, 218, 219, 220,
228, 243, 246, 254, 481, 298,
300, 303, 310, 311, 370, 389,
400, 403, 406, 407, 408, 500,
501, 505, 520, 524, 535, 537,
551, 555
Palpa, 121, 122, 123fn, 221, 225,
239, 261, 266, 313
Pancharaksa, 131, 148, 167, 169,
215, 233, 340, 352, 353, 355,
359, 361, 373, 430, 431, 441,
450, 451, 454, 460, 462, 513fn,
620, 562, 578, 551
Pancharaksasutram, 457
Panchuraksasutrani, 172
Puncharatramhnlaksmisamhitnc~am
Vasudevakalpa, 216
Pandavavijayam, 203fn, 444, 462
Panji Prabnndha, 259, 290
Paramarthanamasangiti, 216
Parasnrasmrti, 692, 698
Parthivendramalla, 443
Pasupatin~ahatmya,555
Pasupati or Pasupatinatha, 84, 92,
95, 96, 105, 112, 113, 130, 164,
212, 228, 230, 241, 242, 244,
245, 247, 253, 261, 273, 277,
403, 409, 414, 421, 422, 425,
430, 432, 434, 436, 437, 438,
439, 440, 443, 445, 447, 449,
453, 456, 469, 473, 476, 490,
505, 519, 522, 529, 530, 521,
5S6fn, 564, 572, 579, 582, 586,
594. 595. 596. 600. 601. 607,
Pasupatimalla, 305, 306
Patan, 10, 26, 56, 67, 85, 108, 109,
112, 115, 120, 123fn, 124, 126,
127, 130, 132, 133, 1-35, 1'37,
159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164,
170, 171, 172, 175, 176, 178,
182, 19'3, 215, 217, 242, 246,
251, 253, 254, 256, 280, 285,
286, 298, 299, 300, 302, 303,
305, ,308, Slq, 399, 400, 414,
415, 416, 418, 419, 421, 42,3,
424, 43'3m, 434, 435, 436, 441,

INDEX

444, 445. 447, 448, 449, 458,
461, 464, 466, 467, 472, 473,
475, 476, 477, 478, 480, 499,
500, 501, 502, 507, 510, 511,
512, 518, 523, 555, 584, 574,
576, 582, 587, 599, 800, 602,
603, 605, 606, 607, 809, 613,
615, 668, 699
Peking, 235, 236, 237
Peliot, 398fn, 399fn
Penna, Francisco Della, 536
Petech, L., 100, 101, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111, 114fn, 115fn,
116, 118fn, 119fn, 25, 27, 28,
29, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 47,
48, 62fn, 64, 66, 67, 77, 78, 126,
129fn, 130fn7 131fn, 132, 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139fn,
140, 141,9142, 143, 144fn, 146,
147, 148, 158, 159, 160, 161,
164fn, 165, 166. 168. 169fn.
190, 191, 192, 193fn, 194, 195,
196fr1, 197, 204, 205, 208, 209,
210, 211, 212, 213fn, 214, 215,
216, 217, 218fn, 219, 221, 222,
223, 226, 227, 228fn, 229, 231fn,
233, 234, 235, 236fn, 237, 238,
242, 249, 254, 255fn, 258. 263,
306fn, 399, 400fn, 401, 402, 404,
405, 408, 486, 492fn, 499fn,
501fn, 502, 507, 519, 523, 529,
530, 531, 536fn, 569fn, GO2fn
Pham-mthin-pa, 630
Phanapi, 411, 506
Pharping, 227, 249, 299, 310, 330,
351, 361, 366, 377, 409, 411.
412, 423, 445, 449, 466, 475,
480, 492, 501, 506, 508, 514,
515, 518, 554, 555, 558, 635
Pieu-i-tien, 398fn
Pi-li-kung-wa, 398fn, 399
Pingalamata, 181, 194. 58.3. 624
Pisujiva, 159, 160, 161, 164
Pitltauatamstotm. 419
Prabhumalla, 475
Pradyuninakainadeva, 493. 513,
595, 611
Prainukammati, 235
Prainaparamita. 507, 5.38. 551. 562.
569, 625, 352
Pmjt~trparamitap(~njika.
507
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Prakritapaingulum, 140
Pranamalla, 464, 468, 474
Pratapamalla. 340. 711. 712. 713.
Prutisthapaddhati, 2 13, 2-34
Yrutisthasara~angr(~hu,
354
Praththatantra, 170, 172, 177
Pra yaschittopa&au, 187
Prthvimalla, 240, 711, 712, 713,
714, 716, 717, 718fn. 719, 720,
722, 727, 728, 729, 730
Puiapaddhati, 581
Pulpul, 644, 646, 648, 678, 882
Pun, 643, 646, 682
Punyamalla, 711, 712, 713, 714,
715, 728, 729
Purnamalla, 453, 481
Purusapariksa, 150, 259, 260
Ral~utta.Saktisimha. 445
79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87,
88, 89, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109.
112, 113, 118, 224
Rah~nani,M.I., 359, 270fn
Rajadeva, 221, 230, 299, 305
Rajalladevi. 284. 285. 302, 30.3.
306, 314, 346, 348, 350, 354.
379
Rajamalla, 430, 433
Raja Mulami, 50,3, 635
Rajanitiratnakara, 288
Rajput, 700, 730, 732
Rajpntana, 684, 703, 720, 735
Rajasimha, 423. 424
Raiatarangini, 533
Ral-pa-can, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66
Ramacharita. 147
Ramadasa Nepaliya, 635, 6.36
Ramadeva. 145. 146. 1 4 148,
1.56. 157, 1.58. 492. 493
Ramadevi. 470
Ramamalla. 453. 456. 458. 465.
466, 467. 481
Romankanatika, 448. 636
Rainapala. 144. 145. 146. 14'7.
148, 149
Ramasimha. 317. 318. 219, 28.2.
295. 960. 961, 262, 264. 265.
266. 96'7. 968, 289, 470, 271,
581. 526, 797
Ramavardhana. 363. 38.). 387. 390.
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,392, 400, 401, 40:3, 404, 405,
406, 407, 408, 415, 446, 492,
516, 517
Ramuyam, 76fn, 90, 91, 152, 263,
6rj7
Ramciyanu rzatakczi, 411, 412, 635
Ranajitamalla, 512fn
Ranamalla, 203fn, 434, 453, 455,
456, 458, 459, 462, 464, 465,
467, 468, 477, 478, 481, 487
Ranasuracleva, 219, 220
Rapson, Prof. 45fn
Ratnadeva, 492
Ratnamalla, 434, 451, 453, 454,
455, 456, 458, 459, 460, 461,
462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467,
468, 471, 472, 473, 474, 476,
477, 480, 481, 500, 502, 592,
704, 533
Ratnakirti, 632
Ratnaraksita, Acharya, 632
Ravindraruchi, 630
Ray, H. C., 33fn, 38, 65, 131, 145,
147fn, 149fn, 154, 16.3, 203fn,
228fn. 282, 395fn, 450, 486fn
Rayamalla, 434, 441, 442, 443,
414, 417, 453, 455, 458, 459,
460, 462, 464, 466, 467, 468,
474, 477, 480, 481, 488, 596,
600, 6lrj
Rgyal-rahs, 6-3
Riyazn-s-Salatin, 317fn
Ripumalla, 3, 204, 240, 251, 522,
714, 717, 722, 723, 724, 728
Roerich, G., 270fn, 559fn, 629fn
Rosanatcrntm, 214
Rdclhilaksmi, 332
Rudradeva, 27, 30, 66, 81, 85, 86,
87, 88, 100, 101, 114, 115, 116,
117, 164, 180, 181, 182, 183,
184, 191, 209, 511, 595, 485,
486, 513, 606, 624, 709
R~idrasimha,423, 424
Rudm!lamole Sastiuidynprasnn~sa,
315
R~igcinischa!ln madhacanidanam,
435
Rupamanic~~~iparinac~uncltakam,
436
636
Russoa Pass, 477
Rwa lo-tsa-ha, 630
Sohhaparuam, 329
Sachall, 687fn, 688fn, 680fn,

697fn
Sadasivadeva, 54, 162, 169, 424
Sadhunamala, 551 573fn, 574,
578fn, 579
Sadhanc~samuchchaya, 206
Saddhartnnpundarika, 130, 131,
157, 141, 493fn, 495fn, 496
Sahadeva, 106, 107, 108, 109, 112
Saharasamalla, 203
Sakrasimha, 264, 271
Saktideva, 225, 261
Saktisimha, 225, 260, 263, 264,
269, 271, 280, 281, 294, 524
Saktisimharama, 284, 268, 382,
384, 386, 387, 392, 400, 402,
404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409,
493, 500
Sakhwal, 31, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58,
76
a
Sakyabhiksu, Kumarachandra, 124
Sakya Sukulabha, 27
Salim A. Abdus, 317fn
Salim, Gulam Hussain, 317fn
Salyaparvam, 357, 385, 391
Samtijatnntranusarini ganachakrak ~ i ~ 213
a,
Sams Ud-din, Sultan, 240, 281,
312, 313, 315, 317, 318, 319,
519
Sanaischarastotra, 254
Sanang-satsen, 65
Snngannsagara, 231fn, 235
Sankaradev, 80, 82, 83, 86, 87,
106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,
112, 131, 132, 133, 136, 137,
1.38, 140, 141, 188, 197, 198,
209, 495fn, 513, 519
Sansaraclevi, 105, 421, 422, 439,
440, 488
Sonskrit Chl~onicle,347, 370, 425,
472fn
Sanhityayana, Rahul, 40
Sons. Sandesh, 315f11, 358fn,
359fn, 530fn
Santiraksita, 629, 631
Snpta.sati, 179, 188, 196, 211, 215,
216, 297, 375, 508fn, 623
Saptasati Chandi, 172
Soptavarndh~l-aninnmasangiti, 458
Sara~;~~prukaranclsangral~a,
175
Sostrooa.kh!~a,148
Sastri. H. P., 26fn, 38. 40, 44,
130fn, 142, 147fn, 171fn, 176fn,

181, 192fn, 215, 253fn, 297,
338fn, 340fn, 367, 441fn, 463fn,
638
Sastri, Nilakanth, 188
Sutasuhasrika Prainaparamitu, 233,
234, 489, 503, 513
Sattvaoadhapranamana, 205
Satta, Kongo, 568
Sekunirdesapanjika, 136, 140,
l6Ofn
Sewell, 227
Sha-ti-hsin-ko, 398, 400, 405
Shah, Drabya, 446
Shah, Prthvinarayana, 526
Sharma, Danesvara, 467fn, 477fn
Sharma, Eisvaradhara, 419, 467fn,
373
Sharma, R. S., 687fn
Shah, Hazi, Illyas, ,318
Siddhisara, 414, 422, 6'38
Siddhisarasangraha, 158
Siddhinarasimhamalla, 240, 260,
273, 274, 284, 285, 350, 598
Sihadeva, 159, 164
Simhadeva, 156, 158, 159, 160,
161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166,
168, 174, 175, 186, 188, 191,
197, 198, 199, 349, 486, 519,
654
Simraongarh, 4, 31, 55, 144, 151,
152, 157, 223, 224, 225, 267,
272, 274, 277, 278, 279, 288,
289, 290, 291, 294
Singh, S. N., 154fn
Sinha, B. P., 97, 282fn
Sino-Nepalese, 403, 406, 407
Sirkar, D. C., 102, 10'3
Sirkar, A. K., 530f1-1, 531
Sitadevi, 470
Sivadeva, 67, 79, 83, 84, 140, 188,
198, 141, 159, 160, 161, 162,
163, 164, 165, 166, 169, 174,
175
Sivasimha, 511
Siccidharmasastra, 181, 375
Skandapurana, 8, 57
Smith, V., 45fn
Smrti, 687, 689, 698, 376
Smrtimaniari, 176, 513fn
Snellgrove, 0.L., 574fn, 578fn
Somesvara, 150, 151, 188, 20.3
Sphotika vaidya, 161, 512
Sragdharnstotra, 430

Srimahumunthuiaubhuiru~iatantra,
187
Srinathasimha, 423
Srinivasamalla, -336, 573
Sritantrasadbhavu, 142
Sri Sripati, 312, 313
Srong-Tsang-sCampo, 59, 63, 64,
65
Stag-te'an, 399fn
Stapleton, H. E., 317fn
Sthitimalla, 209, 246, -36.3,385,
412, 415, 479, 480, 514, 52'3,
586, 591, 596, 641
Subuddhikatha, 259
Subantaratnakara, 417, 428, 562
Sudracharasiromani, 687fn, 689fn,
695f n
Suklayaiuroeda Samhita, 426, 427
Sumanorathasimha, 27
Sumatisiddhantu, 412, 413, 417,
381
Sumatisiddhantagrahuganita, 458
Szcmntipaniika Chanrlrauyakaranutika, 110
Suryamalla, 464, 472, 508
Stiklatantrakalpasangraha, 561
Svachchhandalulitabhairaua, 1'33
Cuamalasmtra, 179
Suarodayadasa, 441, 443, 638
Svayambhu or Svayambhunatha,
93, 99, 241, 275fn, 286, 31'3,
314, 316, 319, 320, '339, 34'3,
393, 411, 422, 495fn, 496fn, 501
505, 510, 564, 565, 567, 568,
569, 571, 572, 574, 519, 540,
614, 633
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